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336.   Three hundred thirtysixth International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 19 May 2023 12:52  
Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman 
towards Christian marriage.  

 
 
 

Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 
excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, 

and is devoid of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and 
heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  

anti-Christian culture.  
 
 
 
The Christian person Torsten, who is absolutely innocent in relation to all banishments by churches worldwide, 
appears to be unwelcome, banished, lied about and persecuted by essentially all professional churches on earth, 
simply because Torsten is a real Christian who seeks a heterosexual marriage of God’s appointment. If anyone 
presumes contrarily, that there would readily exist a Christian church anywhere on earth whose leaders would 
not accuse falsely, not maliciously lie, not assault, not evict, not banish and not persecute innocent Torsten, but 
would instead welcome the innocent Christian never-married man Torsten, then please inform Torsten of such 
presumed existence of a particular church.  
 
…  
The complete letter is readable here: https://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
On the dynamics of worldly governments and heavenly government:  

 

“  Give unto Government what it requires, and freely give to God what God expects. 

Let Government serve people by the will of the people, but let God’s people freely 

speak and serve according to the will of God.  ”  
- https://bit.ly/3ViLXWF  

 

• Satanic-Sweden’s Health Care Inspectorate remains passive, while satanic-Sweden’s devilish GP-physician 
Swedes actively refuse the non-Swedish (Christian) person.:  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-05-16__Swedish-Health-Care-Inspectorate-devils.pdf  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-05-15__Swedish-GP-physicians-AKA-Swedish-devils.pdf  

 

• The characteristically satanic Military-Weirdo-King in Bangkok/Bayern craves power, money and worship.: 
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-05-15__Inquiry-of-THAILANDs-MilitaryKing-Police-MFA-Embassy-intention.pdf  

 

• In real life, the typical Brits and Kiwis (https://bit.ly/3MGLXOE) of churchianity persecute authentic Bible-affirming 
Christians. When Torsten seeks to rent accommodation in United Kingdom via churchianity oriented websites, 
not only do the Churchists/Licensors reject Torsten from possibility of legal tenancy agreements, but also the 
platform Churchists/Administrators insinuate unsuitability for non-Churchists.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-05-17_churchists-

confound-Churchianity-with-Christianity.pdf  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  
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4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  

3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic pastors and priests of the churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their 
invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person 
Torsten. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), must 
send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their security-
intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor Astrid Lindstrand, is THE 
satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically unmotivated and absolutely 
incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a political diagnosis via police 
instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s medical doctors in Sweden: 
here https://bit.ly/3pg014W, here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM, here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM, and ongoing for public view here: https://bit.ly/3T1QsUi . 
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  
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In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 

provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (British King/Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British 
King’s/Queen’s Church of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (British King/Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, 
and by oath allied with, the Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing 
culpability of the worldwide PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is 
absolutely innocent in relation to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. British King 
Charles the III (Queen Elizabeth II) of United Kingdom is the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and 
therefore, Britain’s King/Queen of England is utmost accountable for her satanic Church of England’s intentional 
lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s 
own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's 

relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the 

Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the settlement of the Church of England, and 

the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister 

The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who then swear an oath of allegiance and pay 

homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 

Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2023: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
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“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 

Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 

persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 

http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://eauk.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
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their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
• At least two years’ anti-Christian censorship: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1585943696046194688  

• Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone.: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

• Tidöavtalet; satanic-Sweden aspires to become even more evil.: https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-

intolerance.pdf  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
1. Satanic-Sweden’s government is preparing national legislation to remove “unjustified obstacles” to empower towards intrusive 

Police mass surveillance against everyone.: https://bit.ly/3odJGAV  

2. Satanic-Sweden’s Police arrests in absentia a person who burned a copy of the Quran, on suspicion of "several crimes".: 
https://bit.ly/3OmZagt  

3. Satanic-Sweden’s embassy in the Ukrainian capital city Kiev, allegedly is the sole embassy and is also the only location in all 

of Kiev that hoisted and celebrated a homosexuality-flag.: https://bit.ly/45e5kWd  

4. Satanic-Sweden’s Christophobic municipal government intends to LGBTQIA-certify its municipality library. One of the most 

important identified measures is to make the homosexuality-flag more visible.: https://bit.ly/41PeOEF  

5. Satanic-Sweden’s Christophobic municipal government allegedly reported to satanic-Sweden’s Police an individual who had 

criticised the municipality; in that ‘trans’ activists ‘Miss Busty’ and ‘Miss Shameless Winehore’ were hired by the municipality 

to read fairy tales to children.: https://bit.ly/3IrH2hN  

6. Satan’s Sweden with its government-subsidised national theatre ‘Dramaten’ aims to pervert children of 
kindergarten age towards transvestism.  

Satanic-Sweden’s Ministry of Employment together with its Minister for Employment and Integration (https://bit.ly/3BDWELu), Johan Pehrson, 

raged against a journalist's attempt at an interview with perverse Swedish ‘Drag Queens’; performing as transvestites aimed 

for a group of children from 5 years of age, at satanic-Sweden’s national theatre. Satanic-Sweden’s Minister for Employment 

and Integration, who was attending with the group of small children, considered it "hate" and "homophobia" to interview the 

transvestite performers. A journalist reported (https://bit.ly/3IrAkZ9) in satanic-Sweden that “Drag queens and other LGBTQIA+ 

activists have started a tax-funded advocacy campaign against impressionable children in the preschool classes.”, and posted 

video evidence (https://youtu.be/1H1pL1hWu-0) from satanic-Sweden’s ‘Royal Dramatic Theatre’ (Dramaten); which is satanic-Sweden's 

national theatre. Insikt24.se accurately reported (https://bit.ly/3MDVKVu) “After the children have been able to take part in the 
LGBTQIA transvestite show, it is the national theatre Dramaten's hope that the children will go home and pretend that they 

themselves are the transsexual characters.” The Royal Dramatic Theatre, which is satanic-Sweden's national theatre and 

financially subsidised by satanic-Sweden’s government, declares in its annual report (https://bit.ly/3IjEp1l) “In 2022, ‘Dramaten’ 

began a collaboration with the Institute for Local and Regional Democracy (ID) (https://bit.ly/3pT57I0) to develop diversity work. 

All of Dramaten's managers and leaders have undergone training in diversity and inclusion issues, and all employees have 

taken part in a lecture on awareness of standards.” In practical consequences from this collaboration between ‘Dramaten’ 

and ID, however, it appears that ‘Dramaten’ encourages exclusion of journalists, endorses discrimination against critical 

questions, and specialises in promotion of sinful LGBTQIA propaganda for children. Satan’s Swedish vitriol against 

Judeo-Christian values is pursued by satanic-Sweden’s Police Authority. Sweden’s blaspheming Police of the satanic/Swedish 
Government sustains persecution and intimidation against the Bible-affirming authentic Christian man Torsten Nenzén 

(https://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf). Satanic-Sweden’s national police has previously declared that public reading from the Judeo-Christian 

Bible is a hate crime, and satanic-Sweden’s police explicitly equates the “hatefulness of the Judeo-Christian Bible” with Adolf 

Hitler’s book ‘Mein Kampf’ (https://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm).  
https://bit.ly/3MDVKVu  
https://bit.ly/43cDcBf  
https://bit.ly/3WdO3bO  
https://bit.ly/41MZ6K7  
content locked:   https://bit.ly/3MBIMro  

 
Previous churchianity incidents:  
1. Delusive and insensate church leadership of a Catholic charismatic renewal church in Salzburg of Austria 

“Home Church Salzburg” slyly and covertly banished an authentic Christian from any aspect of real and 
personal community.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Home-Church-Salzburg-Austria.htm  

2. Satanic-Evangelical church “Covenant Evangelical Reformed Church (CERC)” in Singapore, explicitly 
banished their perceived monster, Torsten, who in reality is an absolutely innocent Christian. The typically 
satanic/evangelical pastors of CERC falsely accused the Christian of being dangerous with a damaged mind 
requiring psychiatric treatment in a mental hospital in Singapore. CERC unrepentantly continues its 
banishment and satanic persecution against the innocent real Christian.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Covenant-Evangelical-

Reformed-Church_Singapore.htm  

3. Satanic “Wesley Methodist Church” in Singapore, which in-effect evicted absolutely innocent Torsten from 
their church building in 2013, and in 2018 continued to banish the monster Torsten from fellowship through 
their lie of insinuation that the reason Wesley Methodist Church evicted and continually banishes Torsten 
from fellowship is that Torsten would be guilty of some unspecified breach of parameters of “accepted 
behaviour”, and the satanic Methodist church in Singapore in 2020 unrepentantly continue its methodical-
satanic persecution against the innocent real Christian.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Wesley-Methodist-Church_Singapore.htm  

4. Satanic “Gospel Light Christian Church” in Singapore in-effect evicted absolutely innocent Torsten from their 
church-building in 2013. At the innocent Torsten’s arrival in 2013 inside the church premises prior to their 
‘Sunday service’, a pastor ordered in demonic rage that the monster Torsten must not communicate with 
any Christian singles inside their church, and the church unrepentantly continues in 2020 its covert 
banishment and satanic persecution against the innocent real Christian.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gospel-Light-

Church_Singapore.htm  

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1585943696046194688
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841
https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-intolerance.pdf
https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-intolerance.pdf
https://bit.ly/3odJGAV
https://bit.ly/3OmZagt
https://bit.ly/45e5kWd
https://bit.ly/41PeOEF
https://bit.ly/3IrH2hN
https://bit.ly/3BDWELu
https://bit.ly/3IrAkZ9
https://youtu.be/1H1pL1hWu-0
https://bit.ly/3MDVKVu
https://bit.ly/3IjEp1l
https://bit.ly/3pT57I0
https://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://bit.ly/3MDVKVu
https://bit.ly/43cDcBf
https://bit.ly/3WdO3bO
https://bit.ly/41MZ6K7
https://bit.ly/3MBIMro
https://www.kyrkor.be/Home-Church-Salzburg-Austria.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Covenant-Evangelical-Reformed-Church_Singapore.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Covenant-Evangelical-Reformed-Church_Singapore.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Wesley-Methodist-Church_Singapore.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Gospel-Light-Church_Singapore.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Gospel-Light-Church_Singapore.htm
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5. Satanic-Anglican church “St. James Anglican Church” in Singapore zealously obstructed an absolutely 
innocent Christian from communication with any females inside their church building in 2013; demonstrating 
that their imagined monster Torsten’s presence constituted a severe threat to the Anglican Church, and this 
church unrepentantly continues in 2020 its covert banishment and satanic persecution against the innocent 

real Christian.: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-James-Anglican-Church_Singapore.htm  

6. Satanic-Anglican church “St Andrews Anglican Cathedral” in Singapore covertly banished their perceived 
monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other 
persecuting Anglican churches on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-Anglican-Cathedral_Singapore.htm  

7. Satanic-Anglican church “Church of Our Saviour” in Singapore covertly banished their perceived monster, 
Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other persecuting 
Anglican churches on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-of-Our-Saviour_Singapore.htm  

8. Satanic-Pentecostal church “Trinity Christian Centre” in Singapore covertly banished their perceived 
monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other 
persecuting Pentecostal churches on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Christian-Centre_Singapore.htm  

9. Satanic church “Church of Singapore” in Singapore covertly banished their perceived monster, Torsten, who 
in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other persecuting Anglican 
churches on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-of-Singapore.htm  

10. All the typically satanic churches in Singapore refuse to really welcome their perceived monster Torsten. 
When their monster Torsten, therefore, inquired with their “National Council of Churches of Singapore” 
(NCCS) if there exists any church in Singapore where the innocent Christian person Torsten would be 
welcome, NCCS too refused to reply. There exists no church in Singapore where the innocent Christian 
person Torsten is truly welcome, because the innocent Torsten is a real Christian.: http://www.kyrkor.be/National-

Council-of-Churches-of-Singapore.htm  

11. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Sweden” in Stockholm, Sweden, explicitly banished 
and quadruple-evicted (2019-10-13, 2018-07-29, 2018-07-22 and 2016-07-03) innocent Torsten from their 
Hillsect Sunday entertainment-business-churchianity. Hillsong Sweden called for Swedish Police 
intervention. The sect leader of Hillsong Sweden, Andreas Nielsen, absolutely refused to provide a factual 
and Biblical reason for Hillsong Sweden’s repeated evictions and Hillsong Sweden’s explicit banishment 
against innocent Torsten. Satanic Hillsong Sweden enforces the global banishment against Torsten by 
Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston), and preserves Hillsong’s Network of Churches global anti-
Torsten policy. Sweden’s Pentecostal Alliance of Independent Churches (https://www.pingst.se) support Hillsong’s 
evictions and banishment against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

12. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has 
visited their satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-

UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

13. A hostile and shameless Baptist church in United Kingdom “Alvechurch Baptist Church” scorned and ridiculed 
the persecuted monster Torsten with their unrepented Baptist statement “The rest of us think you are about as 

welcome as a smelly fart!”. All Baptist churches of the persecuting Baptist Union of Great Britain constantly 
persecute Torsten-the-Monster.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Scornful_Persecuting_Baptist-Union-of-Great-Britain.htm  

14. Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-

of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

15. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 
being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect people 
from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

16. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

17. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

http://www.kyrkor.be/St-James-Anglican-Church_Singapore.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-Anglican-Cathedral_Singapore.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-of-Our-Saviour_Singapore.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Christian-Centre_Singapore.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-of-Singapore.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/National-Council-of-Churches-of-Singapore.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/National-Council-of-Churches-of-Singapore.htm
https://www.pingst.se/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Scornful_Persecuting_Baptist-Union-of-Great-Britain.htm
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm
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18. The satanic Baptist pastors in England, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, and the 
diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, slander, defame, persecute and cyberbully 
the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

19. The satanic pastors of diabolical “All Souls Episcopal-Anglican Church Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan covertly 

banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Souls-Episcopal-Anglican-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm  

20. The satanic pastors of the English-speaking “Calvary Chapel Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan, explicitly 
banished innocent Torsten, and threatened the innocent Christian with Police eviction if the Christian ever 
visited their Calvary Chapel Church. The satanically banishing pastors of Calvary Chapel absolutely refused 
to specify any reality-based (factually true) reason together with a Biblical reason justifying their 
banishment.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel_Okinawa_Japan.htm  

21. The satanic pastors of the diabolical Australian “C3 Church” in Hong Kong explicitly banished innocent 
Torsten, alerted security team, and threatened the innocent Christian with Police reporting if the Christian 
ever visited their C3 Church. The satanically banishing pastors of C3 Church absolutely refused to provide a 
Biblical and a reality-based (factually true) reason justifying their banishment.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-C3-

Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

22. The satanic pastors of the diabolical Australian “Lifehouse International Church” (Hillsong) in Hong Kong 
had previously explicitly banished innocent Torsten, and now unrepentantly, continued its satanic behaviour 
and persecution against Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-Lifehouse-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

23. The satanic pastors of the diabolical Australian “Sky City Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-Sky-City-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

24. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “Community Church” in Hong Kong had previously evicted innocent 
Torsten, and now unrepentantly, continued its satanic behaviour and persecution against Torsten through 

covert banishment.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Community-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

25. The satanic pastors of “Redemption Hill Church” Washington DC, USA, explicitly excommunicated innocent 
Torsten with an explicit threat of Police eviction from their church premises. The satanically 
excommunicating pastors of Redemption Hill Church absolutely refused to provide a Biblical and a reality-
based (factually true) reason justifying their excommunication: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redemption-Hill-Church_Washington-

DC_USA.htm  

26. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “National United Methodist Church DC” in Washington DC, USA, 
implicitly banished innocent Torsten. The satanically banishing pastors of National United Methodist Church 
absolutely refused to provide a Biblical reason justifying their banishment. All bishops of The United 
Methodist Church within USA omitted to communicate a stance for truth or justice.: http://www.kyrkor.be/National-

United-Methodist-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

27. The satanic pastors of “The Table Church” in Washington DC, USA, through their deliberate dishonesties 
implicitly banished from fellowship innocent Torsten : http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Table-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

28. Satanic “Lifehouse Church” in Taipei, Taiwan, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. The Taipei Lifehouse 
(Hillsong) anonymous pastors declared that Torsten is unsuitable to attend any gatherings or 
meetings, falsely accused that Torsten has created “serious problems”, and Lifehouse threatened that 
Lifehouse will call the Police if Torsten ever visited their church: http://www.kyrkor.be/Lifehouse-Church_Taipei.htm  

29. Typically satanic church “Pattaya International Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, evicted and explicitly banished 
their perceived idiot/monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and 
in relation to all other persecuting churches on earth, and shouted with disgust against Torsten “You’re an 
idiot!”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_eviction-ban_2018.htm  

30. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in Munich, Germany, implicitly banished innocent 
Torsten. The Hillsong cult refused to provide a reason for their multiple-confirmed global ban against Torsten 
by all Hillsong Network of Churches worldwide. The satanic Hillsong has previously confirmed that their 
Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has 
confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a publicly undefined global anti-Torsten 
policy.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Church-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

31. Satanic-Anglican church “Holy Trinity Bukit Bintang (HTBB)”, in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, which aligns with 
their explicitly banishing Anglican church “Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB)” in London, UK, covertly banished 
their perceived monster Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to this church and in relation 
to all other churches on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Bukit-Bintang-Church_HTBB_Kuala-Lumpur.htm  

32. Satanic “Evangelical Church of Bangkok” (ECB) in Bangkok, Thailand, explicitly banished innocent Torsten 
and implied intention to report Torsten as a trespasser to Thailand police authorities if Torsten would visit 
their church premises. The typically satanic-evangelical pastors refused to provide a reason for their explicit 

ban, and additionally claimed falsely that their evangelical church has no moral or Biblical obligation to 
provide a reason for their explicit banishment: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Bangkok_Thailand_ban_2017.htm  

33. Satanic “Kensington Temple Church” in London, satanic-Britain, explicitly banished innocent Torsten, falsely 
accused Torsten of being crazy (a “nutter”), falsely accused Torsten of unknown and unspecified “behaviour”, 
falsely accused Torsten of being some unknown and unspecified “troubling influence”, and forbade innocent 
Torsten from communicating with the pastors’ people. The typical Kensington Temple church absolutely 
refused to provide any fact, explain, or justify their general accusations, because the church pastors’ 
fantasy-lies have zero substance. The utter lies invented by these British pastors are characteristic of pastors 
anywhere. Satan’s mad and evil church-controllers (pastors) at Kensington Temple refused to repent from 
their lies and sins, and demanded that innocent Torsten must be supervised.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-Temple-

Church_London_UK_2017.htm  

34. Satanic “Equippers Church” in London, satanic-Britain, explicitly banished innocent Torsten “Do not visit our 
church. Please do not come.”, refused to welcome Torsten to fellowship, and absolutely refused to provide 
reality-based and Biblical justification for their explicit banishment and persecution.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-

Church_London_UK_2017.htm  
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http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Souls-Episcopal-Anglican-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel_Okinawa_Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-C3-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-C3-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-Lifehouse-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-Sky-City-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Community-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Redemption-Hill-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Redemption-Hill-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/National-United-Methodist-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/National-United-Methodist-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Table-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Lifehouse-Church_Taipei.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_eviction-ban_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Church-in-Munich-Germany.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Bukit-Bintang-Church_HTBB_Kuala-Lumpur.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Bangkok_Thailand_ban_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-Temple-Church_London_UK_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-Temple-Church_London_UK_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-Church_London_UK_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-Church_London_UK_2017.htm
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35. The satanic Baptist pastors in England, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, and the 
diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, slander, defame, persecute and cyberbully 
the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

36. A typically evil leader of a church falsely accused innocent Torsten with these statements: Torsten is guilty, 

angry, bitter, offensive, obsessed, self-destructive, unreasonable, nonsensical, and paranoid. Torsten’s 
behaviour is disruptive, ridiculous and un-Christlike. Torsten is a non-Christian, who creates problems and 
who needs professional help. Churches have closed their doors to Torsten because of Torsten’s disruptive 
behaviour.: http://www.kyrkor.be/a_typically_evil_church_leader.htm  

37. Berlin International Community Church (BICC) in Berlin, Germany, explicitly but duplicitously, banned 
innocent Torsten from their Hillsong-associated church and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Berlin-

International-Community-Church_BICC_Hillsong.htm  

38. Satanic “Redeemer Presbyterian Church” in New York City, USA, with their typically devilish pastor Timothy 
Keller, covertly excommunicated Torsten earlier. Redeemer’s devilish staff lied to Torsten, and recently 
refused to provide a reason for their covert excommunication.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-

Church_NYC_pastordevils_2017-07-31.htm  

39. The Journey Church in New York City, USA, explicitly excommunicated (although the pastors tried to 
excommunicate covertly) innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Journey-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

40. Riverside Church in New York City, USA, explicitly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Riverside-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

41. Trinity Church Wall Street in New York City, USA, implicitly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Church-Wall-Street_NYC_USA.htm  

42. The director for the USA prayer ministry ‘Houses of Prayer’ which networks within the ‘United States National 
Prayer Council’, declared an apparent disinterest to pray for Torsten. When Torsten inquired why this USA 
prayer director did not want to pray, the director would not answer.: http://www.kyrkor.be/IHOP-of-United-States-National-Prayer-

Council.htm  

 
The ‘Recent Swedishness incidents’ beneath are currently CONTENT-BLOCKED VIA EMAIL, but the complete letter including the content-

blocked ‘Swedishness incidents’ is readable online, through this link: http://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf  

[Email testing for determination of which particular texts are blocked via email, resulted in a variance of content only within the beneath text segment 

“Recent Swedishness incidents:”, and the only 100% consistent content-blockage was this link “https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/swedish-pm-priests-

unwilling-to-marry-same-sex-couples-should-do-something”.]  

 
Previous Swedishness incidents:  
• Due to satan’s long-term political and religious leadership of Sweden, satanic-Sweden’s diabolical Foreign 

Minister, Margot Wallström, accused the democratic United Kingdom of creating “a problem for all of us”, 
and satanic-Sweden’s Foreign Minister said she cannot forgive democratic UK’s people for voting in favour 
of Brexit, and cannot forgive the democratic UK Government for choosing to comply with fundamental 
democratic principles and with UK’s democratic order.:  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201901301071949079-sweden-uk-brexit/   

https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/01/31/swedens-foreign-minister-blasts-uk-historic-mistake-brexit/  
https://www.politico.eu/article/brexit-swedish-foreign-minister-i-cannot-forgive-uk/  

http://www.christiansinpolitics.org.uk/eufocus/eu-latest/the-democratic-imperative-a-christian-case-for-brexit/  

• In a December 2018 survey, Swedes responded with highest perception and awareness of anti-Semitism in 
Sweden, compared to all other surveyed EU states. EU Report (Special Eurobarometer 484) declared 
“Overall, the national analysis reveals that respondents are particularly concerned about antisemitism and 
its manifestations in Sweden and France.”  
http://www.nenzen.net/Antisemitism_Europe_2019-01.pdf  
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-19-542_en.htm  

https://sputniknews.com/europe/201901231071729988-sweden-anti-semitism-islam/  

• Gender reassignment increasingly popular for Swedes. Therefore, the Swedish government proposed fast-
tracking surgical and legal gender change for Swedish teenagers.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201810031068541373-sweden-

gender-change  

• Reports of violent crime within schools in Sweden doubled in five years.: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201810011068484223-sweden-school-violence  

• Satanic-Sweden is a sanctuary for serious political crime directed against Jews: 
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13016/sanctuary-sweden  
 (https://sputniknews.com/viral/201809141068032230-sweden-jew-hatred-israel)  

• Satanic-Sweden's current Government funds anti-semitism: https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/12814/sweden-antisemitism  

Documentary on satanic-Sweden’s Nazi history dismissed by satanic-Sweden’s academians/politicians as 
“insidious propaganda”: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201808101067094626-sweden-documentary-nazi-past/  

25% of satanic-Sweden’s young generation are adversaries to democratic governancy in Sweden (possibly 
because satanic-Sweden’s governments are continually evil and ignorant): 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201808081067035349-sweden-young-people-democracy/  

• The Swedish Defence University (https://www.fhs.se) expressed in their recently (June 28 2018) published Swedish 
report (https://bit.ly/2yQr5QM), language which consistently align with the ignorance of Sweden’s politically 
correct perspective and Sweden’s theophobia, in labelling all moral critique arguments on the practice of 
homosexual acts/conduct as “homophobia”, because within Sweden, any moral critique argument against 
homosexual acts, whether based Biblically (truth) or Quranically (falsity), is mere “homophobia” and 
extremism.:  
• https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/12693/sweden-radicalization-muslims  
• https://sptnkne.ws/hV6N  

• Some Jewish communities in Sweden are increasingly persecuted by its three-pronged enemy within satanic-
Sweden; Islamist Muslims, neo-Nazi nationalists, and the theophobic Swedish Government:  
• https://www.timesofisrael.com/under-neo-nazi-and-jihadist-bullying-swedish-jewish-communities-are-shuttering/  
• https://www.jta.org/2018/07/05/news-opinion/neo-nazis-assault-2-pro-israel-activists-sweden  

• Satanic Sweden aspires to become the world’s leading nation in transgender rights, where legal gender 
change shall be granted faster, easier, and more accessibly to young people, and where gender self-
identification and self-perception rather than medical assessment must become the foundation.: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201805211064640049-sweden-lgbt-gender-change  

• The shameless Swedish women are reported to be sexually abusing refugees: https://sptnkne.ws/hVUF  

http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/a_typically_evil_church_leader.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Berlin-International-Community-Church_BICC_Hillsong.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Berlin-International-Community-Church_BICC_Hillsong.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_pastordevils_2017-07-31.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_pastordevils_2017-07-31.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Journey-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Riverside-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Church-Wall-Street_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/IHOP-of-United-States-National-Prayer-Council.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/IHOP-of-United-States-National-Prayer-Council.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/swedish-pm-priests-unwilling-to-marry-same-sex-couples-should-do-something
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/swedish-pm-priests-unwilling-to-marry-same-sex-couples-should-do-something
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201901301071949079-sweden-uk-brexit/
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/01/31/swedens-foreign-minister-blasts-uk-historic-mistake-brexit/
https://www.politico.eu/article/brexit-swedish-foreign-minister-i-cannot-forgive-uk/
http://www.christiansinpolitics.org.uk/eufocus/eu-latest/the-democratic-imperative-a-christian-case-for-brexit/
http://www.nenzen.net/Antisemitism_Europe_2019-01.pdf
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-19-542_en.htm
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201901231071729988-sweden-anti-semitism-islam/
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201810031068541373-sweden-gender-change
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201810031068541373-sweden-gender-change
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201810011068484223-sweden-school-violence
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13016/sanctuary-sweden
https://sputniknews.com/viral/201809141068032230-sweden-jew-hatred-israel
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/12814/sweden-antisemitism
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201808101067094626-sweden-documentary-nazi-past/
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201808081067035349-sweden-young-people-democracy/
https://www.fhs.se/
https://bit.ly/2yQr5QM
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/12693/sweden-radicalization-muslims
https://sptnkne.ws/hV6N
https://www.timesofisrael.com/under-neo-nazi-and-jihadist-bullying-swedish-jewish-communities-are-shuttering/
https://www.jta.org/2018/07/05/news-opinion/neo-nazis-assault-2-pro-israel-activists-sweden
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201805211064640049-sweden-lgbt-gender-change
https://sptnkne.ws/hVUF
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• The sluttish women of Sweden sexually exploit the young immigrants for male prostitution: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201805251064795219-sweden-sex-migrants  
( https://sputniknews.com/europe/201801221060952611-sweden-migrants-sex )  

• Satanic Sweden at a glance in a media profile: https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/topics/36/sweden  

• Wherever the Government of Sweden has its diplomatic tentacles internationally, satan’s agenda is 

advocated through Sweden. Domestically in satanic Sweden, the Church of Satan (Church of Sweden) 
politically correct portrays Jesus Christ as a gender neutral person, instead of historically correct describing 
Jesus Christ as a male with the male pronoun ‘he’, because the satanic Government of Sweden and its 
Church of Satan agenda encompass propagation of personal gender identities beyond male and female.  
https://sptnkne.ws/guyh  

https://on.rt.com/8vxu  
https://goo.gl/Ciz5uv  

• The Church of Satan (official name = Church of Sweden) in satanic Sweden has now decided to abolish 
masculine references to God, and to eradicate the word “Lord” as a reference to God, because satanic 
Sweden wants its Church of Satan to become more gender neutral and “inclusive”. The God of Israel, who 
is the God of the universe (the God of the Bible), is excluded from Sweden’s Church of Satan. In a traditional 
English language translation of the Old Testament of the Bible, the King James Version (KJV), the word 
“LORD” is used in reference to God 6575 times, and the phrase “the Lord God” is used 229 times. Henceforth 
in satanic Sweden, there must be no further reference to God as a heavenly Father.  
https://sputniknews.com/viral/201711241059391218-sweden-church-male-god/  
https://www.rt.com/news/410851-church-sweden-god-gender/  

http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/11/23/church-sweden-drops-male-god/  

• The Prime Minister of satanic Sweden declared intention to force all priests of his Church of Sweden to 
perform homosexual marriages even if a priest would disagree with gay marriage, otherwise the priests 
must find a different occupation.  
http://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/world/2017/june/swedish-prime-minister-priests-should-be-forced-to-perform-same-sex-weddings  

http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/06/24/swedish-pm-wants-force-priests-marry-sex-couples/  
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/swedish-pm-priests-unwilling-to-marry-same-sex-couples-should-do-something  

• Short film documentary on satanic Sweden’s gender neutrality obsession in 2017: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sPj8HhbwHs  

• The intolerant and satanic Government of Sweden increasingly expresses its anti-Christian, pro-Islam, 
Christophobic, anti-Prolife, anti-Israel, anti-Biblical, and anti-democratic ambitions:  
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11439/sweden-government-censorship  

• Anti-Semitism in Sweden is superficially still a politically incorrect sentiment, but only millimetres beneath 
the surface of ultra-hypocritical Sweden veils the true face of Sweden’s hatred of God, Sweden’s hatred of 
the Bible, Sweden’s hatred of Israel, and Sweden’s hatred of Christianity and hatred of Jews.: 
http://www.thetower.org/5735-protesters-in-sweden-firebomb-synagogue-chant-shoot-the-jews  

• The anti-Godly, fact-phobic, influence-corruptive, manipulative Swedish national government (and MSB) 
strive towards streamlining the "Swedish" public opinion, through financial contributions (bribes) to 
government-collaborative propaganda mainstream media. Sweden’s sly governments continue to 
menacingly repress freedom of opinion and freedom of speech, and obstruct proponents of truth.  
https://goo.gl/Tpn5Ls  

https://goo.gl/5TRWkj  
https://goo.gl/ufk2vX  

Example of Sweden’s agenda-driven and fact-intolerant mainstream media:  https://goo.gl/eYLwrx  

 
Almost all pastors & priests of churches, everywhere, satanically persecute innocent Torsten. If any so-called 
“pastor” who receives and reads this letter somewhere on earth would actually be a Christian, then please pray 
that God will send to Torsten wherever Torsten is, from somewhere on earth, a young woman of God’s election 
for marriage. And please pray also, that the devilish pastors of the majority of churches everywhere will cease to 
do evil against Torsten through their lying, slandering, banishing, evicting, excommunicating and their intentional 
obstruction of God’s will. These evils are precisely what the vast majority of pastors of churches all across the 
globe, where Torsten has contacted, have done against Torsten previously. Pastors and priests of churches 
everywhere behave like satan in their persecution of innocent Torsten.  
 
Torsten remains stuck in life, because of the utter evils committed by nearly all pastors and priests of churches 
everywhere; who fabricate lies, slander, gossip, cyber-bully, obstruct, banish, excommunicate, evict, physically 
assault and persecute. In reality, the vast majority of churches serve satan through their malice and evil. The 
vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, have demonically sought to prevent Torsten from marrying a 
Christian woman. The vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, hate facts, evidence and truth.  
 
The evil pastors and satanic priests of the evangelical, Pentecostal, Lutheran, Presbyterian and Anglican churches 
worldwide have all satanically sought to obstruct me from a Christian marriage. In their satanic obsession to 
hinder a Christian marriage, the pastors/priests of churches have forbidden me to speak with any woman. Satan’s 

pastors of churches everywhere fabricate lies, slander, gossip, cyber-bully, obstruct, banish, excommunicate, 
evict, physically assault and persecute me – because I have declared that I seek a heterosexual Christian marriage 
of God’s appointment.  
 

“But the Spirit expressly says that in the latter times some shall depart from the faith, giving 
heed to seducing spirits and teachings of demons, speaking lies in hypocrisy, being seared 
in their own conscience, forbidding to marry … ”  
(1 Timothy 4:1-3)  

 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real 
Christian, who is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful and satanic evictions/excommunications 
by the other churches on earth, then please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might actually be a Christian, then please do pray that 
God will protect me from the satanic pastors of the churches, who are all hellbent on obstructing 
Torsten from speaking with any woman. Satan’s pastors/priests of the churches are obsessed to 
prevent Torsten from Christian marriage.  

https://sputniknews.com/europe/201805251064795219-sweden-sex-migrants
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201801221060952611-sweden-migrants-sex
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/topics/36/sweden
https://sptnkne.ws/guyh
https://on.rt.com/8vxu
https://goo.gl/Ciz5uv
https://sputniknews.com/viral/201711241059391218-sweden-church-male-god/
https://www.rt.com/news/410851-church-sweden-god-gender/
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/11/23/church-sweden-drops-male-god/
http://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/world/2017/june/swedish-prime-minister-priests-should-be-forced-to-perform-same-sex-weddings
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/06/24/swedish-pm-wants-force-priests-marry-sex-couples/
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/swedish-pm-priests-unwilling-to-marry-same-sex-couples-should-do-something
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sPj8HhbwHs
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11439/sweden-government-censorship
http://www.thetower.org/5735-protesters-in-sweden-firebomb-synagogue-chant-shoot-the-jews
https://goo.gl/Tpn5Ls
https://goo.gl/5TRWkj
https://goo.gl/ufk2vX
https://goo.gl/eYLwrx
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If there exists an employee of any church who might actually be a Christian, then please pray that 
God will send to me a young Christian woman of His choice for marriage.  
 

The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 
on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. Most pastors of churches everywhere evict or excommunicate Torsten. No 
pastor of any church on earth has provided a Biblical or reality-based reason for their eviction or banishment 
against Torsten. The general rule is true; where there are pastors of churches governing churches, satan thrives 
– because of the pastors. If there is an employee of any church anywhere who is a Christian, then please pray 
for protection against the satanic persecution by the lying and slanderous pastors of churches.  
 
Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth who is both 
capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who has the courage to 
communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 25 years for a woman of God’s choice as His gift, and 
have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing. No church allows me to befriend unmarried 
church-females. Evil prevails inside churches due to the persecution by hostile & hateful pastors of most churches.  
 
Please pray that the decision taken by the morally ultra-confused and corrupt Government of Canada under the 
pro-abortion, pro-cannabis, pro-homosexuality, pro-Islam, and anti-Christian PM Justin Trudeau, and also under 
Canada’s former pro-abortion PM Stephen Harper, in banning Torsten from visiting Canada as a tourist will be 
reverted, so that I can visit churches in my homeland as a tourist. http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm  

 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
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By sins of commission from the Swedish Pentecostal denomination and by sins of omission (failing to do what 
God has commanded) from verbal adherents of Christianity within all other Swedish churches, these 
circumstances are. Even if 7 billion people on earth were to pray for a solution to the circumstances described in 
this letter – none of these circumstances would change. Unless, a human decides to help. God expects humans 

to be practical. Faith without deeds is dead. (James 2:14-20)  
 
Sweden’s inhumane priests and pastors have, as well as Sweden’s anti-Christian government and 
parliamentarians, obstructed all avenues of ‘normal’ progression against me within the Swedish society. Your 
intercessory prayers are certainly encouraged, but God’s and your intervention and practical help is needed. Will 
you help?  
 
Due to Swedish incivility and inhumanity, my life progression in Sweden lacks basic human dignity. Shortly after 
I left permanent residency in Canada twentytwo years ago to evangelise and resume residence in Sweden, my 
life in Sweden could analogically be described as having stood for twenty years at the bottom of an unclimbable 
pit; everyday shouting upwards for help from the pit in hope that one day, one of the hundreds of humans and 
Swedish priests that each week look down into the pit and see me shouting, would toss down a rope. Every other 
month or so, a Swedish priest shouts back into the pit and says “I shall pray for you.” before disappearing. But 
not one Swedish “Christian” will be practical - and offer the end of a rope. Prayer has become a comfortable 
excuse among the religious for not wanting to help. And so, my unresolved agony as an innocently 
excommunicated Christian seeking a Christian church and marital relationship continues; day by day and year 
after year. Inhumane and evil Sweden, resembling Satan himself, steals, kills and destroys (John 10:10) – and offers 
no liveable future.  
 
I am not convinced of a prayer-alone solution in regards to matters that are easily resolved through a willing 
response in the natural. (Matt 7:7; spiritual petition, prayer-based vigilance, prayer-based natural initiative) Logically, a 
human person needs to become the solution towards relational assistance, as we are social beings by God’s 
design. No Christian in Sweden wants to be a helping friend. Although I have many Christian acquaintances, I do 
not have even one Christian friend within Sweden. Because no Christian in Sweden is a friend and no person in 
Sweden wants to help, it appears impossible to resolve my circumstantial crisis within Sweden. No pastor or 
priest in Sweden knows me or speaks with me, and no Christian acquaintance in Sweden is a friend. Simply 
expressed: Christians in Sweden don’t care. Therefore, perhaps the prayer-alone solution is a non-solution. I am 
convinced, however, that God is waiting to find a human of God’s avail; a willing Christian, to become the help I 
need - so that I can commence to meet and communicate with a Christian woman. Based on my knowledge and 
experience of Sweden, a nation impoverished from lack of social capital, I assess of the situation that only humans 
outside of Sweden will be able to become the Christian friend that I need. Unlike the devilish Swedish church 
people, will you as a non-Swede please take action as a real Christian should?  
 
Year 2002 I was unexplainably excommunicated from the Swedish Pentecostal denomination (http://www.pingst.se). 
Since then, I have continually pleaded to the denominations and churches in Sweden that a pastor or church 
would want to act with Christian compassion. I have been begging the churches and denominations in Sweden if 
any Christian pastor would want to welcome me and assist in the difficult life situation that anti-Christian Swedish 
society and the unrighteous excommunication from church has imposed. However, there is not one church 
anywhere in Sweden that wants to help. All churches everywhere in Sweden shun me.  
 
As a Christian, I need church fellowship. As a human, I need a humane environment. And as a single man longing 
for Christian marriage, I need opportunity for communication with other Christians. Sweden currently obstructs 
all three basic needs. It is essentially impossible for me as a Christian single man to marry a Christian woman in 
Sweden, because: 1) I am excommunicated from church without a provided reason, 2) no pastor in Sweden 
wants to welcome me and assist, 3) there are few Christians in Sweden (~5%), 4) most Swedish-nurtured and 

Swedish-cultured Christian women are feminists (relatively radical), and 5) in most international comparisons 
Swedish people might best be described as social imbeciles. Therefore, I plead for your intervention through 
practical help. Will you be a real friend in Christ?  
 
My current circumstance in longing for marriage companionship as an outcast from both church and society is 
grievingly cruel and unhealthy. In addition to the Swedish obstructions of attaining a marriage-future, family-
future, church-future, or theology-studying future in Sweden, I also have no academic and professional future in 
Sweden (please read about the corrupted Swedish academia: http://karolinska.de). Consequently, I need to 
emigrate from satanic Sweden to any nation where Christian church leaders are still compassionate: welcoming, 
discipling, encouraging and helping other Christians. As a Christian, I need fellowship with other Christians and a 
possibility to pray, work and worship together. As a human, I need an environment of possibilities for marriage, 
and therefore, I need to emigrate to somewhere on earth. Will you help?  
 
My appeal-letters sent to the Swedish pastors in request of their willingness to welcome and assist are published 
on: http://www.kyrkor.be.  
 
There is not one Bible-believing church anywhere in Sweden that will declare the necessary Christian attitude to 
want to help. I can unfortunately not concede to an attitude of mercilessness from an alleged “Christian” church.  
 
Because of the inhumane loneliness as a result of excommunication from church in Sweden combined with the 
scarcity of ‘normal’ friendliness in the Swedish culture, and because of my desire to marry a Christian woman, I 
direly need your practical help. Emigration from Sweden is currently my only option to participation in a welcoming 
and compassionate Christian church, and for participation in society. Naturalisation through marriage into an 

http://www.biblica.com/bibles/chapter/?verse=James+2&version=niv
http://www.biblica.com/bibles/chapter/?verse=John+10&version=niv
http://www.pingst.se/
http://karolinska.de/
http://www.kyrkor.be/
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English-speaking nation somewhere in the world is the only option. As a Bible-believing evangelical Christian 
man, Christian marriage is in principle impossible for me within Sweden. God is proficient at performing the 
miraculous, but I do need your practical assistance also; or at the very least through your prayer towards a Godly 
practical solution. 

 
Sweden truly is a loveless, Christless and inhumane circumstance.  
 
● In Sweden, Torsten is outlawed from Sweden’s health care services. Torsten is apparently perceived as too 
dangerous to qualify for health care services within Sweden:  
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Healthcare-Inaccessibility.htm  
 
● In Sweden, Torsten is unwelcome or excommunicated by all churches of all denominations. None of the churches 
in satanic Sweden has provided a Biblical or reality-based reason for their ostracism of Torsten:  
http://www.kyrkor.be/vadjan.htm  

 
● In Sweden, Torsten is expelled from medical university studies at Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet. Torsten had 
academically provided multiple references to peer-reviewed academic articles published in internationally 
recognised scientific journals which demonstrate a causal relationship between abortion and increased incidence 
of mental ill health among women. Sweden hates scientific evidence which contradict Sweden, and therefore 
Torsten was expelled from university:  
http://karolinska.de  

 
● In Sweden, Torsten is banished from theological degree studies at Stockholm School of Theology (http://ths.se) 
because Torsten wrote a public letter to all members of the Swedish parliament and to their Theological College 
in Stockholm, providing Biblical text arguments and behavioural sciences references supporting the inevitable 
conclusion that homosexual practice is a sin against God which is reparable. The Swedish government and their 
Equality Ombudsman fumed with Swedish hatred against the public letter, and hence set up meetings with their 
Theological School staff requiring punitive measures against the Christian Torsten. The rector of Stockholm School 
of Theology hence invented a special prerequisite against Torsten’s application for theological studies; that 
Torsten must sign a statement certifying that Torsten regrets and rejects his public letter which addressed the 
Biblical and scientific views of homosexuality. Unless Torsten repents from his public letter addressing the 
sinfulness of homosexual conduct, Torsten is not permitted to study theology. The European Court of Human 
Rights supported the Swedish Theological College’s (Swedish government’s) prohibition against Torsten to study 
theology:  
http://www.nenzen.net/ECHR_070220.pdf  
http://www.nenzen.net/ECHR_Application_060413.pdf  
http://www.nenzen.net/HomO_THS_050302.pdf  

 
● In Sweden, Torsten is prohibited to study theology. The Swedish university college, Orebro School of Theology 
(http://www.orebromissionsskola.se), prohibited Torsten from studying theology by rejecting Torsten’s application, 
because Torsten is unable to provide a personal reference in support of the person Torsten. Torsten is not part 
of any church in Sweden because Torsten is unwelcome and excommunicated by the Swedish churches, and 
thereby, no pastor in Sweden knows Torsten. Since no pastor in Sweden knows Torsten, no pastor will personally 
recommend Torsten. Because no pastor will recommend Torsten, Torsten is disqualified from studying theology. 
As a result of Swedish pastors’ evils through unrighteous excommunications from Swedish churches, Torsten is 
rejected also by their Swedish schools of theology.  

 
● In Sweden, Torsten is prohibited to study theology. The Swedish university college, Johannelunds School of 
Theology (http://www.johannelund.nu), prohibited Torsten from studying theology because Torsten stated that he could 
not foresee himself working within a Swedish church, since probably no church in Sweden would want to employ 
him, and because his primary concern relates to evangelism. The Swedish theological college only accept students 
who guarantee that they will seek employment within a Swedish church. The Apostle Paul’s example of self-
financing is not acceptable to churchianity-Swedes, and therefore Torsten is rejected by the Swedish schools of 
theology.  
 
Worldwide, hundreds of devilish churches and their satanic church-leaders have previously excommunicated 
Torsten without provision of any Biblical or reality-based reason:  
 
• London, United Kingdom:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-British-Churches-in-London.htm  

• Worcester, United Kingdom:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Worcester-UK.htm  

• Melbourne, Australia:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Melbourne.htm  

• Sydney, Australia:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Sydney.htm  

• Brisbane, Australia:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Brisbane-Australia.htm  

• Adelaide, Australia:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Adelaide-Australia.htm  

• Perth, Australia:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Perth-Australia.htm  

• Auckland, New Zealand:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Auckland-New-Zealand.htm  

• Dublin, Ireland:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Dublin-Ireland.htm  

• Hong Kong:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Hong-Kong.htm  

• Singapore:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Singapore-Churches-are-Inhumane.pdf  

• Tokyo, Japan:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Tokyo-Japan.htm  

• Jerusalem, Israel:   http://www.kyrkor.be/churches-in-Jerusalem.htm  

 
The devilish leader of Alpha International (http://www.alpha.org), Nicky Gumbel, excommunicated Torsten from fellowship 
in all his British churches Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB: http://www.htb.org.uk) in London, UK: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-

Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm.  

 
Satan seems to be an Anglican, too: http://www.kyrkor.be/Also-satan-seems-to-be-an-Anglican.htm  

http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Healthcare-Inaccessibility.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/vadjan.htm
http://karolinska.de/
http://ths.se/
http://www.nenzen.net/ECHR_070220.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/ECHR_Application_060413.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/HomO_THS_050302.pdf
http://www.orebromissionsskola.se/
http://www.johannelund.nu/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-British-Churches-in-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Worcester-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Sydney.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Brisbane-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Adelaide-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Perth-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Auckland-New-Zealand.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Dublin-Ireland.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Hong-Kong.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Singapore-Churches-are-Inhumane.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Tokyo-Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/churches-in-Jerusalem.htm
http://www.alpha.org/
http://www.htb.org.uk/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Also-satan-seems-to-be-an-Anglican.htm
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Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth who is both 
capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who has the courage to 
communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past tentyfive years for a woman of God’s choice as His gift, 

and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing. No church allows me to befriend 
unmarried church-females. Evil prevails inside churches due to the persecution by hostile & hateful pastors of 
most churches.  
 
Please pray that I will be able to quickly leave Sweden to resume my necessary pursuit to find an English-speaking 
Christian community somewhere on earth; a church that does not intend to obstruct God’s will for marriage, but 
who wants to facilitate the essential circumstances towards communication. For this reason, please pray that God 
will find a church-pastor on earth who is a practicing Christian. Please continue to pray that I will meet a Christian 
woman of God (who loves Jesus Christ more than she loves anyone else, and who has the necessary courage to 
communicate) in an English-speaking church, somewhere on earth.  
 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
 
 
Torsten Nenzén 
 
Stockholm, Sweden 
Email: torsten@nenzen.net  
Skype:  blessisrael  

Mobile texts: +46 707 77 77 54  

Website: www.nenzen.net  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:torsten@nenzen.net
http://www.nenzen.net/
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335.   Three hundred thirtyfifth International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 4 May 2023 14:57  
Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman 
towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current: 
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 

On the dynamics of worldly governments and heavenly government:  
 

“  Give unto Government what it requires, and freely give to God what God expects. 

Let Government serve people by the will of the people, but let God’s people freely 

speak and serve according to the will of God.  ”  
- https://bit.ly/3ViLXWF  

 

• Satanic-Sweden’s Health Care Inspectorate remains passive, while satanic-Sweden’s devilish GP-physician 
Swedes actively refuse the non-Swedish (Christian) person.:  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-04-28__Swedish-Health-Care-Inspectorate-devils.pdf  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-04-27__Swedish-GP-physicians-AKA-Swedish-devils.pdf  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  

 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 

https://bit.ly/3ViLXWF
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-04-28__Swedish-Health-Care-Inspectorate-devils.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-04-27__Swedish-GP-physicians-AKA-Swedish-devils.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-reason.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-reason.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm
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2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 

(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3pg014W, here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM, here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM, and ongoing for 
public view here: https://bit.ly/3T1QsUi . 
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 

recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (British King/Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British 

King’s/Queen’s Church of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (British King/Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, 
and by oath allied with, the Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing 
culpability of the worldwide PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is 
absolutely innocent in relation to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. British King 
Charles the III (Queen Elizabeth II) of United Kingdom is the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and 
therefore, Britain’s King/Queen of England is utmost accountable for her satanic Church of England’s intentional 
lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s 
own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's 

relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the 
Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the settlement of the Church of England, and 

the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister 

https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-security-service.html
https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-security-service.html
https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I
https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh
https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw
https://bit.ly/3pg014W
https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ
https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM
https://bit.ly/34uQUGM
https://bit.ly/3T1QsUi
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm
https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-churches.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-churches.pdf
https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html
https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html
https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://bit.ly/3h2u38e
https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
https://archive.vn/vZm2s
https://bit.ly/2BYesFl
https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n
https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
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The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who then swear an oath of allegiance and pay 

homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2023: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 

https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://eauk.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm
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slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 

Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
• At least two years’ anti-Christian censorship: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1585943696046194688  

• Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone.: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

• Tidöavtalet; satanic-Sweden aspires to become even more evil.: https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-

intolerance.pdf  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
1. Satan’s bishop (Justin) intends to coronate a false king (Charlie) by satanic oaths.  

With British fanfares, satan’s archbishop Justin Welby intends to coronate its unelected king Charlie. Number 10’s Cabinet of 

king Charlie (https://bit.ly/2yjREL1) is scheduled to invite Brits and others to unisonally swear a satanic oath of allegiance to a false 

king Charlie. Satan’s oath of allegiance, referred to as ‘Homage of The People’ (https://www.churchofengland.org/coronation/liturgy) 

articulates: “I swear that I will pay true allegiance to Your Majesty [king Charlie], and to your heirs and successors according 
to law. So help me God.” Because Number 10’s satanic archbishop and the satanic/Anglican bishops of Britain swear mutual 

oaths toward a carnally hereditary sovereign Charlie (satanic threesome-power of Cabinet-king-archbishop/bishops), the true 

http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1585943696046194688
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https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-intolerance.pdf
https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-intolerance.pdf
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royal bond to the only real King Jesus is broken. True King Jesus forbids oaths contrary to reverence for God’s authority 

(https://bit.ly/422RFzA), and true God forbids recognition or servitude to false gods (https://bit.ly/3oZ4c8p). Satan’s Number 10 Church 

of England has for at least two decades been determined to pursue a political objective of affirming and blessing sin, and thus 

to strategically ostracise and persecute perceived obstacles such as unwavering real Biblical Christians. Satan’s Anglicanism 

of the Church of England ostracised and persecuted the Bible-affirming real Christians to pave the way for satanic dominion 

over its churchianity. The Supreme Governor of the satanic Church of England (https://bit.ly/3Xrd8ih) is named Charlie III, and he 

appoints archbishops, bishops, deans of cathedrals and other high-ranking members of his church, on the advice of the British 

Prime Minister Rishi Sunak (https://bit.ly/3K4c4hq) who is a Hindu of the Conservative Party (https://www.conservatives.com). In return, the satanic 
archbishop (Justin Welby), the bishops, the deans of cathedrals and other high-ranking members of Charles’s and Rishi’s 

Anglican church swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage - to Charlie (https://bit.ly/3HV5Xt4). Rishi Sunak’s and Charlie’s satanic 

archbishop and bishops previously recommitted their services to their supreme Charlie (https://bit.ly/3IqPiiI), as pronounced by 

Justin’s “we recommit our service to His Majesty King Charles the III” and “same reassurance is now found in [steadfast presence 

and coronation (https://coronation.gov.uk) of] His Majesty King Charles III”. The satanic bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath 

allied with, their Anglican archbishop of Canterbury (Justin), towards concealing their culpability of the worldwide 

PERSECUTION by their Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is innocent in relation to Church of 

England. Satan’s professionally heretic Anglican Christophobes who sanction the sinful practice of homosexuality 

(https://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf) and by successfully ostracising and persecuting the real Christians, not only in the UK 

(https://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm) but also in the EU (https://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm) and globally, recently 
advanced satan’s next anticipated step of blessing inherently sinful same-sex couples before their gender-neutral 

(https://bit.ly/3lDljeo) Anglican god (https://bit.ly/414b81g). Charlie’s sworn title is ‘Defender of the true Protestant Religion’, as Charlie’s 

earlier accession oath was (https://bit.ly/410wVqN) “I, [Charlie] by the Grace of God […] King, Defender of the Faith, do faithfully 

promise and swear that I shall inviolably maintain and preserve the Settlement of the true Protestant Religion […], together 

with the Government […].”, but of course Charlie’s antidemocratic prerogative (https://bit.ly/2YTExwr) is not as a defender of true 

Biblical Christianity, since he in praxis is a Government-collaborative persecutor of real Biblical Christians, in political lockstep 

with Number 10’s appointed satanic archbishop.  
https://dailysign.al/44lYfTd  
https://bit.ly/3NyVNmv  
https://bit.ly/3HBeVwi  
https://bit.ly/44i5bRn  

2. Anti-Christian satanic-Sweden cravenly appeases Islamic Turkiye.  

Satan’s anti-Christian and cowardly government of satanic-Sweden, continues its theatre of appeasement and of aspiration 

to becoming Islamic Turkiye’s next Islamic partner state at all levels of satanic-Sweden’s government. Satanic-Sweden’s 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs unceasingly conjures up lies, disinformation and misinformation for its satanic-Swedish government 

prioritised aim of accession protocol ratification by Turkiye towards NATO membership for satanic-Sweden. For satanic-

Sweden’s theatrical government, any remnants of civil liberties and “democracy” should cede to appeasement for the Islamic 

whims and dictates of Islamic-Turkiye. Historians assess that 1.5 to 2.5 (https://bit.ly/3VtzOix) million Christians were genocidally 
murdered (https://bit.ly/3LTOPav) in Anatolia between 1894 and 1924, by Islamic motivation (https://bit.ly/3VwS4b6). Since the final 

dissolution of the Ottoman Caliphate of Islam and abolition of the Ottoman sultanate of Islam, by proclamation of an 

internationally recognised Republic of Türkiye in 1923, the Quranic essence of Islam’s explicitly anti-Christian ambition (https://bit.ly/3IQIJqd) 

always remain.  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-02-11_the-funny-Freedomguy.jpg  

https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-04-19_STOP-Turkiyes-War-on-the-Kurds.jpg  

https://bit.ly/3norpR5  
https://bit.ly/3LwYXnU  

3. Satanic-Sweden’s state propaganda broadcasting corporation.  

Satanic-Sweden’s government-influenced publicly funded state propaganda broadcasting media, Swedish Television (SVT) 

and Swedish Radio (SR), alienates truth and decency through its government/satanic propaganda; which is financed by a 

mandatory public service fee collected as annual tax. Distinctive for the SVT and SR agenda is its Christianity-antagonism, 

Islam-protagonism and promotion for LGBTQIA+. SVT spends its obligatory tax-payer money to promote LGBTQIA+ Drag 

Queen shows (https://bit.ly/3HDXZFw) with its admired Thunderpussy (https://bit.ly/44opjkP). It is understood that SVT recently injected 
implicit complaint that Ramadan-advertising is too weak (https://bit.ly/3HDGBR0). Satanic-Swedish SR discontinued on Twitter after 

correctly being identified by Twitter as a 'Publicly Funded Media' (https://bit.ly/44tJZru); similar with other public- and state 

sponsored media (https://bit.ly/423kawR).  

4. Satanic-Swedish Police Authority actively demonstrates support for Islam while actively persecuting Biblical 

Christianity.  

Satanic-Sweden’s antichristian Police Authority (https://bit.ly/3VtlBSZ) actively participates with its uniformed police representatives, in 

Islamic mass prayer and pro-Islamic propaganda demonstrations (https://bit.ly/3nv3sHK). Simultaneously, satan’s Swedish vitriol 

against Judeo-Christian values is pursued by satanic-Sweden’s Police Authority. Sweden’s blaspheming Police of the 

satanic/Swedish Government sustains persecution and intimidation against the Bible-affirming authentic Christian man 

Torsten Nenzén (https://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf). Satanic-Sweden’s national police has previously declared that public reading 
from the Judeo-Christian Bible is a hate crime, and satanic-Sweden’s police explicitly equates the “hatefulness of the Judeo-

Christian Bible” with Adolf Hitler’s book ‘Mein Kampf’ (https://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm).  

…  
 
 
 

334.   Three hundred thirtyfourth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 17 Apr 2023 19:33  
Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman 
towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current: 
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
On the dynamics of worldly governments and heavenly government:  
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“  Give unto Government what it requires, and freely give to God what God expects. 

Let Government serve people by the will of the people, but let God’s people freely 

speak and serve according to the will of God.  ”  
- https://bit.ly/3ViLXWF  

 

• Satanic-Sweden’s Health Care Inspectorate remains passive, while satanic-Sweden’s devilish GP-physician 
Swedes actively refuse the non-Swedish (Christian) person.:  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-04-14__Swedish-Health-Care-Inspectorate-devils.pdf  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-04-13__Swedish-GP-physicians-AKA-Swedish-devils.pdf  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3pg014W, here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM, here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM, and ongoing for 
public view here: https://bit.ly/3T1QsUi . 
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 
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Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 

recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (British King/Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British 

King’s/Queen’s Church of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (British King/Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, 
and by oath allied with, the Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing 
culpability of the worldwide PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is 
absolutely innocent in relation to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. British King 
Charles the III (Queen Elizabeth II) of United Kingdom is the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and 
therefore, Britain’s King/Queen of England is utmost accountable for her satanic Church of England’s intentional 
lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s 
own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's 

relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the 
Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the settlement of the Church of England, and 

the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister 

The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who then swear an oath of allegiance and pay 

homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
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Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  

Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2023: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 

one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
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woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 

and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
• At least two years’ anti-Christian censorship: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1585943696046194688  

• Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone.: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

• Tidöavtalet; satanic-Sweden aspires to become even more evil.: https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-

intolerance.pdf  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
1. Academic freedom in satanic-Sweden is functionally dead.  

Pursuit of God’s Biblical values, coupled with resistance to satan’s anti-Biblical values, should be core to any real Christian 
person anywhere. Resistance to satan’s science-phobia and anti-Christianity inside academia, as manifest also by an 

oppressive DEI-indoctrination (Diversity, Equity, Inclusion) of enslaving wokeness (de-enlightenment), might remain only as 

a marginalised battle field. Nonetheless, for the sake of truth and moral dignity, that necessary combat for liberty of thoughts 

and ideas of the human mind should undeniably be structured by ideals such as: open inquiry, civil discourse, logic, reason, 

excellence, truth and liberty. Academic freedom in satanic-Sweden is functionally dead (https://karolinska.de), but some proponents of 

academic freedom within the U.S.A. yet repel science-phobia and anti-Christian DEI-enslavement of mind.: 
https://www.realclearinvestigations.com/articles/2023/03/29/is_the_counter-university_movement_any_match_for_the_dei_juggernaut_889808.html  

2. Satan’s “transsexual” ‘Church of Sweden’ with its satanic-LGBTQIA supportive Swedish priests promote their 

delusional religious cult of “transgenderism”.  

The delusional religious cult of “transgenderism” is yet another dangerous extremist movement of contemporary ‘Western’ 

culture; pervasive also within satan’s churchianity through its typically satanic and professional pastors/priests. Secular media 

within Fox Corporation [distinguished from spineless ‘journalism’ of mainstream media (https://bit.ly/3A3Tlwd)] summarily stated: 

“If the people who claim to be victims are working to oppress you, they're not actually victims. They are oppressors. And 

once again, with this cult [transgenderism] specifically, that is inevitable. At its core [transgenderism] is a provable lie, defied 

and revealed by the unchanging laws of science. We do not have the power to change our sex. It is in our DNA. […] That is 
true. And so, of course, they [the transgenderist cult] have to criminalize your observing that it's true because that is a 

challenge to the core of their faith. These are religious extremists on a jihad against the population. And in order to win, they 

have to force everyone to lie.” In contrast to typically satanic leadership of churchianity, Biblical Christianity explicitly declares 

that the practice of homosexuality is evil and is a sin (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf). Satan’s sin-euphoric ‘Church of Sweden’ 

(https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/english) (in practice Church of Satan) passionately encourages “transgenderism” and the sinful practice of homosexuality. 

Satan’s ‘Church of Sweden’ and its satanic-LGBTQIA supportive Swedish priests praise their homosexual Swedish god, and 

asserts its satanic identity as a “transsexual” church.: https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/tucker-carlson-transgenderism-most-dangerous-extremist-movement-united-states  

3. Swedishness-recommendations by a former satanic-Swedish PM align with unrighteousness.  

Satanic-Swedish former prime minister (1991-1994) and minister for foreign affairs (2006-2014), Carl Bildt, with his satanic-

Swedish recurring anti-Israel and antisemitic bias (https://bit.ly/43FUCaw), with his satanic-Swedish typical alignment to Islamo-
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naïve, Islamo-ignorant and Islamo-confused cowardly biases, and with a recent recommendation that satanic-Sweden should 

limit freedom of expression to exclude public burning of Qurans [a principally important democratic right of fundamental 

freedom of expression; although unnecessarily provocative, and arguably inappropriate as contrary to Biblical conduct 

https://bit.ly/3ooPkQc], and in devilish harmony (https://bit.ly/3E6JRTe  and  https://bit.ly/41w5ndq  and  https://bit.ly/3mzItmP) with Islamist-president 

of Turkiye (https://bit.ly/41vAsOq) and with satanic-Sweden’s anti-Christianity police (https://bit.ly/3mDcl1s), now also recommends 

(https://bit.ly/43xLx3r) that democratic independence for the sovereign state of Taiwan (ROC) should not be recognised by satanic-

Sweden or by the European Union. 

…  
 
 
 

333.   Three hundred thirtythird International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 3 Apr 2023 22:18  
Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman 
towards Christian marriage.  

 

Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 
excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current: 
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
On the dynamics of worldly governments and heavenly government:  
 

“  Give unto Government what it requires, and freely give to God what God expects. 

Let Government serve people by the will of the people, but let God’s people freely 

speak and serve according to the will of God.  ”  
- https://bit.ly/3ViLXWF  

 

• Satanic-Sweden’s Health Care Inspectorate remains passive, while satanic-Sweden’s devilish GP-physician 
Swedes actively refuse the non-Swedish (Christian) person.:  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-03-31__Swedish-Health-Care-Inspectorate-devils.pdf  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-03-28__Swedish-GP-physicians-AKA-Swedish-devils.pdf  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  

3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
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All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-

Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3pg014W, here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM, here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM, and ongoing for 
public view here: https://bit.ly/3T1QsUi . 
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 

A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (British King/Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British 
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King’s/Queen’s Church of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (British King/Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, 
and by oath allied with, the Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing 
culpability of the worldwide PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is 

absolutely innocent in relation to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. British King 
Charles the III (Queen Elizabeth II) of United Kingdom is the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and 
therefore, Britain’s King/Queen of England is utmost accountable for her satanic Church of England’s intentional 
lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s 
own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's 

relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the 
Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the settlement of the Church of England, and 

the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister 

The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who then swear an oath of allegiance and pay 

homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2023: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 

banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
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5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 

to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
• At least two years’ anti-Christian censorship: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1585943696046194688  

• Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone.: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  
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• Tidöavtalet; satanic-Sweden aspires to become even more evil.: https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-

intolerance.pdf  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
1. Church of Sweden/satan reaffirmed its support for “transgenderism” as a direct response to the murders of 

Christians in Nashville.  

Satan’s sin-euphoric ‘Church of Sweden’ (https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/english) (in practice Church of Satan) reaffirmed its theological support for 

“transgenderism” in direct response to a transgenderist horrendous murdering of Christians (the transgenderist’s motive for 

the murders is possibly indicated in a yet unreleased manifesto) in Nashville, Tennessee. In reaction to the murders of 

Christians in Nashville, satan’s Church of Sweden published a public prayer justifying its transgenderism support, which the 
Swedish Church of satan/Sweden apparently hopes that Swedes shall pray along with. In reaction to the Nashville murders, 

Church of Sweden/satan tweeted (https://bit.ly/3GcJ5Fj): “God, I pray for all trans people who are suffering, oppressed, killed. I 

pray for those whose names I will never know, those who have been forced to live a lie. Help me work for a better world, 

where everyone can be themselves. Amen” In the wake of this transgenderist’s murdering of Christians in Nashville, the 

Church of Sweden/satan accentuated its regular endorsement of sins, and specifically recommended self-centered self-

fulfillment (which is antithetical to Biblical Christianity, that instead clearly teaches repentance from sin towards Christ-

centered service). Church of Sweden/satan also attempted to refute that self-chosen body transgenderism is contradiction 

against God’s natural designation of body gender at birth (and medically assigned at birth), through a typical churchdevil's 

unbiblical response: “He who is born with a body that is not its identity does not sin, any more than he who is born blind.” 
TRAN (https://bit.ly/3m1cwmY), a nationwide network in U.S.A. of activists for transgender/non-binary identifiers, had planned 

protest actions in Washington D.C. titled “TRANS DAY OF VENGEANCE. We need more than visibility.”, and which does indicate 

a violent undercurrent among the trans activists through its co-founder, who stated “We are calling for Trans Day of 

Vengeance. Vengeance means fighting back with vehemence. It is our battle cry. … […] … We are calling to our allies, members 

of other marginalized communities to make themselves known and to fight with us.” Secular media within Fox Corporation 

summarily stated (https://fxn.ws/3G9P11U) “The trans movement is the mirror image of Christianity, and therefore its natural 

enemy. […] Christianity and transgender orthodoxy are wholly incompatible theologies. They can never be reconciled.”, and 

expounded in regards to the recent Nashville murders by a transgenderist (https://fxn.ws/3Zv2msl) “Transgenderists hate 

Christians above all, not because Christians are a physical threat – the third-graders were not a physical threat – but because 

Christians refused to join every other liar in our society and proclaim that transgenderists are gods with the power to change 
nature itself. Christians are not allowed to say that; they have their own God. And for that refusal, that unwillingness to bow 

down and worship a false idol, in this case of transgenderism, they were murdered.” Church of Sweden/satan passionately 

encourages “transgenderism” and the sinful practice of homosexuality and abominable homosexual marriages. Satan’s Church 

of Sweden satanic-LGBTQIA Swedish priests praise their homosexual Swedish god, and asserts its satanic identity as a 

“transsexual” church, and has rewritten the Bible with focus on politically corrected gender and diversity, and portrays Jesus 

Christ as a politically corrected gender-neutral person, and has composed inclusive gender-neutral hymns in their 

satanic/Swedish psalm book, and defends its collaboration and funding of Islamists linked with the Islamist terrorist group 

Muslim Brotherhood and the Islamist terrorist organisation Hamas, and collects money towards dissemination of Islamic jihad 

through children’s literature and for its Church of Sweden’s hatred of Israel, and is inspired by satanic Islam’s prophet 
Mohammed as a God’s prophet, and is hatefully hostile against Torsten Nenzén and has excluded Torsten because Torsten is 

a Bible-affirming real Christian (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf), and satan’s staunchly anti-Israel and satanically antisemitic 

‘Church of Sweden’ requests global ecumenical organisations to investigate Israel as an “apartheid state”. Satanic-Sweden’s 

satanic ‘Church of Sweden’, has nationally banned the innocent Bible-affirming Christian heterosexual normal man Torsten 

Nenzén from all its ‘Church of Sweden’ churches nationwide. Satanic-Sweden experiences a dramatic increase of “gender 

dysphoria” in youth. In year 2010, less than 20 patients annually were referred with “gender dysphoria”. In year 2016, around 

200 patients annually were referred with “gender dysphoria” (https://bit.ly/3MixcBs). Political- and interest groups’ persuasions via 

spineless media and cowardly politicians in promotion of amoral and normless ”woke” (de-enlightened) cultures that affirm 

sexual- and gender confusions as noble, is possibly a primary cause, although officially by most medical/political entities, the 
cause is unknown. “The cause is UNKNOWN despite attempts of etiological mapping including genetic analyses, hormonal 

studies and modern brain imaging techniques.”  

2. While the satanic-Swedish parliament favours satan for Sweden, a Godfearing Ugandan parliament favours God 

for Uganda.  

Satanic-Sweden’s antagonism against God and against Biblical Christianity involves not only domestic discrimination against 

Christianity and Christians, but wherever the Government of Sweden has its diplomatic tentacles internationally, satan’s 

agenda is advocated through Sweden. Uganda is perceptibly committed to prioritise God (https://bit.ly/3zupuN2) above any 

international aid benefits or coercive sanctions and penalties. Satan’s Swedish Government (https://bit.ly/3KtQR0g) and its Swedish 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, through the Swedish embassy, has expressed satanic-Sweden’s concern that Uganda prioritises 

God for Uganda (https://bit.ly/3U459Ys), instead of prioritising LGBTQIA-sin of satanic-Sweden (https://bit.ly/40Hi8BV). Uganda wants to 
legislate for God and country, while Sweden wants to legislate for satan and country. Satanic agendas of affluent nations 

crave to penalise other countries that wish instead to prioritise God. In March 2023, a Ugandan parliamentarian expressed 

(https://bit.ly/40QAdNq): “No one should fear. The people who wish to blackmail this country [Uganda] are talking about funding 

being withdrawn. Uganda is a Godfearing country.”. Another Ugandan parliamentarian expressed “To those who may not 

agree with us, we want to submit to you and say, sorry; Uganda is a sovereign State run under its own laws. We have done 

our part. For God and our country, Uganda.”. A Godfearing Ugandan parliament favours God for Uganda, while satanic-

Swedish parliaments favour satan for Sweden.: https://www.parliament.go.ug/cmis/views/fd15b17a-0e5c-4189-91b8-a86f1b23b239%253B1.0  

3. Satanic-Sweden: Possibly the most miserable people and the loneliest culture in the world!  

The satanic-Swedish mindset and culture is possibly one of the most miserable and loneliest in the world. We know by 
surveyed observation, as a fact, that satanic-Sweden is one of the most extremist nations in the world in relation to values 

(https://karolinska.de/worldvaluessurvey.org__Cultural-Map_2022.png). Satanic-Sweden differs more on value-based questions (https://worldvaluessurvey.org) in comparison to most 

other surveyed nations on earth. Satanic-Sweden distinguishes itself by its values of irreverence to God. Therefore, from a 

Biblical perspective of how surveyed participants in satanic-Sweden respond to existential and moral questions, the 

contemporary “Swedish values” actually align with anti-Christian (or satanic) values. Satanic-Sweden’s researchers are not 

unaware of satanic-Sweden’s loneliness problems (https://bit.ly/3MacwLW), and satanic-Sweden’s politicians (https://bit.ly/3Gco2Ts) are 

not uninformed (https://bit.ly/40BDLUj) of miserable-Sweden’s cultural loneliness problems. What is remarkable, though, is that no 

public person within satanic-Sweden appears able identify both the root causes and the effective solutions to satanic-Sweden’s 

inhumanity. Churchianity, not only in satanic-Sweden but also in all Western-influenced churchianity nations, is one of the 

greatest culprits of evil persecution against real Christians, due to their satanically persecuting and ultra-hypocritical 
professional pastors/priests. Churchianity is the main problem, but true Biblical practitioners of Jesus Christ is the earthly 

solution. In satanic-Sweden, it appears that satan has occupied and controls 100% of the churches through their professional 

pastors/priests. In other Western-influenced churchianity nations, the ratio of hostile and persecuting anti-Christian 

pastors/priests in cities varies, between around 70%-99%. If in doubt of this quantifiable assessment, then read experienced 

historical details here: https://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf. Unless satanic-Sweden identifies the sustainably necessary population 
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solution (the solution = true Biblical practitioners/disciples of Jesus Christ) through churchianity reformation, by either (A) 

the existing evil and ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors’ true repentance, or (B) true Christians’ abandonment of existing 

churchianity to form new CREDIBLE (true) communities of WELCOMING (love) fellowship among true Biblical 

practitioners/disciples to Jesus Christ (Truth+Love), then politicians will merely continue to suggest superficial (yet practical) 

solutions with pretentious interrogatives; that for example housing companies and commerce might be solutions.: “What can 

housing companies do to create more community and warmth in the neighbourhood? What can commerce do to also create 

more warmth and these small interactions in everyday life that also matter.”.  

4. Churchianity’s teen prophet and saviour of the earth will receive an honorary doctorate degree in theology.  
A Faculty of Theology at a major university in Scandinavia (https://bit.ly/40DNsS1) will confer an honorary doctorate degree in 

theology to a teenage Swedish opinion-maker and activist (https://bit.ly/40zXZNX,  https://bit.ly/40YNfbI), who is revered by leaders of 

satan’s Churchianity as a modern prophet (https://bit.ly/3ZDncWs), as an old testament prophet (https://bit.ly/40P1KPG), as a prophet 

and saviour (https://bit.ly/3GeRRTo), and as “Jesus's successor” as saviour of the earth (https://bit.ly/43do4Ey).: https://www.helsinki.fi/en/faculty-

theology/news-and-events/faculty-theology-confer-eight-honorary-doctorates-9-june-2023  

…  
 
 
 

332.   Three hundred thirtysecond International Plea  
 
Date: Sat, 18 Mar 2023 23:47  
Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman 
towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current: 
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
On the dynamics of worldly governments and heavenly government:  
 

“  Give unto Government what it requires, and freely give to God what God expects. 

Let Government serve people by the will of the people, but let God’s people freely 

speak and serve according to the will of God.  ”  
- https://bit.ly/3ViLXWF  

 

• Satanic-Sweden’s Health Care Inspectorate remains passive, while satanic-Sweden’s devilish GP-physician 
Swedes actively refuse the non-Swedish (Christian) person.:  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-03-08__Swedish-Health-Care-Inspectorate-devils.pdf  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-03-10__Swedish-GP-physicians-AKA-Swedish-devils.pdf  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  

3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 

https://bit.ly/40DNsS1
https://bit.ly/40zXZNX
https://bit.ly/40YNfbI
https://bit.ly/3ZDncWs
https://bit.ly/40P1KPG
https://bit.ly/3GeRRTo
https://bit.ly/43do4Ey
https://www.helsinki.fi/en/faculty-theology/news-and-events/faculty-theology-confer-eight-honorary-doctorates-9-june-2023
https://www.helsinki.fi/en/faculty-theology/news-and-events/faculty-theology-confer-eight-honorary-doctorates-9-june-2023
https://bit.ly/3ViLXWF
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-03-08__Swedish-Health-Care-Inspectorate-devils.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-03-10__Swedish-GP-physicians-AKA-Swedish-devils.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
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https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf
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100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 

Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3pg014W, here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM, here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM, and ongoing for 
public view here: https://bit.ly/3T1QsUi . 
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  
https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 

https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-security-service.html
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https://bit.ly/3T1QsUi
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm
https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-churches.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-churches.pdf
https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html
https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html
https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
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https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
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each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (British King/Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British 
King’s/Queen’s Church of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme 

Governor of the Church of England (British King/Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, 
and by oath allied with, the Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing 
culpability of the worldwide PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is 
absolutely innocent in relation to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. British King 
Charles the III (Queen Elizabeth II) of United Kingdom is the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and 
therefore, Britain’s King/Queen of England is utmost accountable for her satanic Church of England’s intentional 
lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s 
own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's 

relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the 
Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the settlement of the Church of England, and 

the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister 

The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who then swear an oath of allegiance and pay 

homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2023: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 

Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 

https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968
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devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 

persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  
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Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
• At least two years’ anti-Christian censorship: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1585943696046194688  

• Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone.: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

• Tidöavtalet; satanic-Sweden aspires to become even more evil.: https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-

intolerance.pdf  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
1. Satanic-Sweden’s anti-Christian Government delightfully praises Islamic Malaysia’s Islamization of satanic-

Sweden.  

Satanic-Sweden’s government ministry for foreign affairs recently praised Islamic Malaysia for Malaysia’s intent to spread 

Islam by distributing 20 000 copies of the Quran within satanic-Sweden. A typically satanic-Swedish ambassador for satanic-

Sweden at a satanic-Swedish embassy (https://bit.ly/3yN4tNl) professed the satanic-Swedish delightful praise of Islamization: “I am 

personally happy that the Quran, this globally important text, will become more accessible in my home country and in Europe.” 
(https://bit.ly/3FA9H2G  and  https://bit.ly/3JOzDdo) A summary of Malaysia’s strong Islamic oppression and Islamic 

discrimination/persecution against Christians within Islamic Malaysia (https://www.opendoors.org/en-US/persecution/2022/malaysia/) informs regarding 

converts to Christianity: “By law, in Malaysia, apostasy is punishable by death. Malaysia is one out of only 11 countries in the 

world to have apostasy technically punishable by death.” USCIRF (https://www.uscirf.gov/countries/malaysia) partially monitors the Malaysian 

government violations of freedom of religion and other belief victims in Malaysia. A full dossier on Malaysia’s Islamic 

persecution, oppression and discrimination against Christianity and against Christians is openly accessible by a non-

denominational organisation based in the Netherlands, here: https://bit.ly/3JLZm5l. The Prime Islamist of Malaysia had 

recently (https://bit.ly/3ToGjCi) urged satanic-Sweden’s government to take “urgent measures in ensuring drastic steps” in the 

future to address any anti-Islam expressions. Satan’s satanic-Swedish Government exert improper influences or coercion on 

democratic institutions, on judicial independence, on independent executive government agencies, on journalistic integrity 
and freedom of reporting, on information technologies, on religious freedom, on civil liberties, and on foreign governments.  

2. Satanic-Sweden’s satanic Prime Minister and his satanically anti-life government not only promote barbaric 

killing of unborn children, but also determinedly pursues to constitutionalise this Swedish unsubstantiated right 

to kill unborn babies by abortion.  

Satan’s current Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden wrote in March 2023 a public article (https://bit.ly/40begbQ) declaring: “The 

right to abortion is a basic and fundamental right for our free society.” In satanic-Sweden, possibly no freedom is more 

preciously desirable for satan’s promiscuous Swedes and their satanic Government parliamentarian than the act of murdering 

unborn babies through abortion. Killing of innocent babies is a holy right for satanic-Sweden. Probably nothing infuriates 

satan’s Swedes and their satanic Government parliamentarian more than dissent from its holy tenet of a vital moral right to 
kill unborn babies. For satanic Swedes of satan’s Swedish parliament, it is apparently unconscionable to attempt to merit 

robust pro-life medical science or sustainable moral argument to the Swedishness discourse on elective abortions. Evidently, 

academic deviation from satanic-Swedish dogma on induced abortions must be silenced and punished (https://karolinska.de and 

https://www.nenzen.net/KI.pdf). In satan’s Sweden there must not exist a constitutional right to life, especially not for unborn innocent 

babies, but there must necessarily exist an anti-life-compliant constitutional right to kill innocent human life. Satanic-Sweden 

is determined to become an unstoppable killing machine, through guidance by its politicised moral mantra; with semblance 

apparently to ‘Jason’-intuition: “Kill, kill, kill!” Because the US Supreme Court (No.19–1392) overturned an errant 

constitutional right to obtain abortions (https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/21pdf/19-1392_6j37.pdf), satanic-Sweden’s satanic political parties seek to amend 

its satanic-Swedish constitution to secure a fundamental legal right to intentionally kill innocent persons, through abortion. 

Elective abortion does present a profound moral question: Is it morally right to intentionally kill innocent human life? 
(https://bit.ly/3RAZ83S  and  https://bit.ly/3Pt731l  and  https://bit.ly/3o6uAJK) Satanic-Sweden’s political parties continually fail the 

medical science and philosophical argument, which in its essence answers what the human embryo is: It is life. It is human. 

It is innocent. In comparison with all surveyed nations globally, satanic-Sweden factually is in relation to values the most 

extreme nation on earth (https://bit.ly/2YTOuhL). Official satanic-Swedish analysts, however, focus attention to foreign influences 

on domestic satanic-Swedish environments, but distort or blur satanic-Sweden’s governmental influences internationally 

(https://bit.ly/3lkaR7G). Satanic-Sweden exports its evil under the pretence of good, satanic-Sweden promotes barbaric killing of 

unborn children by abortion, satanic-Sweden promotes sinful practice of homosexuality (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf), and satanic-

Sweden endeavour prohibition of Judeo-Christian public teachings which contradict satanic-Swedish values. While satanic-

Sweden advances evils within satanic-Sweden and beyond, within the ‘divided states of America’, however, The Lone Star 
State shines brightest. Texas Governor Greg Abbott declared “Our creator endowed us with the right to life and yet millions 

of children lose their right to life every year because of abortion.” As a legal testimony to true equality through recognition 

of absolute human value for all persons, and for dignity of human life, Texas Senator Bryan Hughes influenced human 

civilization by the Texas Heartbeat Act (https://bit.ly/3CcN8gv  and  https://bit.ly/3lu2Woe); protecting the most vulnerable persons of 

society. Satanic-Sweden promotes death, and Texas promotes life. Not only because satanic-Sweden’s general population is 

the most extremist nation in the world in terms of values, but specifically also because satanic-Sweden’s democratically 

elected radicals of the satanic-Swedish Parliament and its Government Offices promote satanic-Swedish values and hamper 

Judeo-Christian values domestically and internationally, satan’s kingdom of satanic-Sweden constitute value-based extremist 

threats to human civilization.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2023/03/10/swedens-conservative-govt-to-make-abortion-a-constitutional-right/  

3. Satanic-Sweden truly is an anti-Biblical nation of satanic values and praxes, and therefore no Christian and no 
moral person should defend satanic-Sweden.  

Satanic-Sweden’s military Armed Forces recently (https://bit.ly/3n08zz9) on Women’s Day (https://bit.ly/3yLAnd4) propagated in its feministic 

campaign (https://bit.ly/3LyzlJ0) that being a soldier is a "classic woman thing"; alluding falsely that women’s traditional wartime 

roles would be as frontline armed combatants. Satanic-Sweden’s military Armed Forces dehumanising war rhetoric via its 

Chief of the auxiliary force National Swedish Home Guard had previously advertised "A Russian stays a Russian even if you 

fry him in butter." (https://bit.ly/3HqTBbT); impairing conditions for dialogue towards negotiation of terms for cessation of hot war 

or terms for peace. Satanic-Sweden’s satanic Armed Forces and its anti-Godly/Swedish military flaggots continue to advocate 

its anti-Christian and anti-Biblical sentiments, by advertising its satanic-Swedish propagation against Biblical Christianity, as 

part of satan’s Swedish call of duty to indoctrinate satanic-Sweden with satanic-Swedish lies. (https://bit.ly/2WASpPq  and  

https://bit.ly/2WE6Hia  and  https://bit.ly/3fpJWFr) Satan’s Swedish vitriol against Judeo-Christian values is likewise pursued by 

satanic-Sweden’s Police Authority. Sweden’s blaspheming Police of the satanic/Swedish Governments sustain persecution 

and intimidation against the Bible-affirming authentic Christian man Torsten Nenzén (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf). Satanic-Sweden’s 

national police has previously declared that public reading from the Judeo-Christian Bible is a hate crime, and satanic-

Sweden’s police explicitly equates the “hatefulness of the Judeo-Christian Bible” with Adolf Hitler’s book ‘Mein Kampf’ 

(http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm). According to the exact vocabulary of the Bible, the practice of homosexuality is detestable, 

abomination, repulsive, immoral, shameful, unnatural, indecent, vile, against nature and is a sin against God. As Sweden 

truly is an anti-Biblical nation of satanic values and praxes, no Christian and no moral person should defend satanic-Sweden. 

Contemptible satanic-Sweden is morally unworthy of defence. Satanic-Sweden’s promiscuous Supreme Commander of the 
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Swedish Armed Forces inadvertently declared previously (https://bit.ly/3Imr3Cq) that it is morally ‘absolutely’ right to have 

promiscuous/Swedish sex with other promiscuous commanders of the Swedish forces, and that it is morally ‘absolutely’ right 

to divorce your spouse once the promiscuous/Swedish sex becomes public knowledge. Satan’s homosexuality-promoting and 

promiscuous Supreme Commander of the Swedish Armed Forces, together with its abortion-lovers and its LGBTQIA-flaggots 

may wish to sacrifice themselves at the frontlines for their satanic-Swedish national LGBTQIA-flag of evil and sin, in case that 

a conservative-valued foreign military would attempt to liberate real Bible-affirming Christians from the satanic-Swedish 

parliamentarians’ discriminatory oppression and the satanic-Swedish pastors’ persecution.  

…  
 
 
 

331.   Three hundred thirtyfirst International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 1 Mar 2023 20:52  
Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman 
towards Christian marriage.  

 

Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 
excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current: 
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
On the dynamics of worldly governments and heavenly government:  
 

“  Give unto Government what it requires, and freely give to God what God expects. 

Let Government serve people by the will of the people, but let God’s people freely 

speak and serve according to the will of God.  ”  
- https://bit.ly/3ViLXWF  

 

• Satanic-Sweden’s Health Care Inspectorate remains passive, while satanic-Sweden’s devilish GP-physician 
Swedes actively refuse the non-Swedish (Christian) person.:  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-02-24__Swedish-Health-Care-Inspectorate-devils.pdf  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-01-31__Swedish-GP-physicians-AKA-Swedish-devils.pdf  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 

– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  

3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
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in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 

Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3pg014W, here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM, here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM, and ongoing for 
public view here: https://bit.ly/3T1QsUi . 
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (British King/Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British 
King’s/Queen’s Church of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (British King/Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, 
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and by oath allied with, the Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing 
culpability of the worldwide PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is 
absolutely innocent in relation to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. British King 
Charles the III (Queen Elizabeth II) of United Kingdom is the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and 

therefore, Britain’s King/Queen of England is utmost accountable for her satanic Church of England’s intentional 
lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s 
own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's 

relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the 

Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the settlement of the Church of England, and 

the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister 

The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who then swear an oath of allegiance and pay 

homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2023: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 

of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
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persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 

professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
• At least two years’ anti-Christian censorship: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1585943696046194688  

• Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone.: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

• Tidöavtalet; satanic-Sweden aspires to become even more evil.: https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-

intolerance.pdf  
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New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
1. Satanic-Sweden’s political police desperately appease Islamic proponents by unlawfully sacrificing public 

freedom of expression unto Islam.  

Satanic-Sweden’s political police unlawfully sacrificed public freedom of expression in satanic-Sweden’s anti-Christian political 

pursuit to desperately appease Islamic proponents. Satanic-Sweden’s recent 2023 police decision to stop all public Quran-

burnings in satanic-Sweden is contrary to its own laws (https://bit.ly/3Zt3ey1). When satanic-Sweden’s anti-Christian and satanic 

Police responded in 2023 to a question whether it is now forbidden to burn holy scriptures in satanic-Sweden, the satanic-

Swedish police spokesperson replied: "No, not holy scriptures but burning the Quran at public gatherings. We in the Stockholm 

region will not allow if permission is sought for it and we will act accordingly." Satan’s Swedish Police decision in 2023: Only 

the Quran should be protected from burning, but other holy scriptures are fine to burn publicly. Satanic-Sweden’s Police 
previously in 2016 declared (https://bit.ly/3J16prA) that loud reading from the Judeo-Christian Bible in public is a hate crime. Satanic-

Sweden’s Police asserted in 2016 that satanic-Sweden equates public readings from the Judeo-Christian Bible with public 

readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. Satan’s Swedish Police stated in 2016: ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know 

he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it doesn’t matter if it is in a book. It is still hate 

speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” Audio recorded evidence of satan’s Swedish Police statements 2016: (https://bit.ly/3Z2O1UJ). 

Satan’s Swedish Police crime investigator additionally stated (https://bit.ly/3J16prA) in 2016 regarding satanic-Swedish Police 

interpretation of loud readings from the Judeo-Christian Bible as hate speech: “It does not matter who has written the words, 

or who is the source of them, but it's about spreading them.” In satanic-Sweden, according to satan’s Swedish Police 

statement and report 2023, the Quran is the only religious text protected from burning in satanic-Sweden.: https://sputniknews.com/20230222/quran-

the-only-religious-text-protected-from-burning-by-swedish-police-say-reports-1107686336.html  

2. Satanic-Sweden’s government minister for injustice. 

Satanic Sweden’s incumbent government minister for injustice, Gunnar Strömmer (https://bit.ly/41zcano), favoured bypassing judicial process 

of investigation and thereby denying the possibility to a proper and lawful defence, for a typically promiscuous/Swedish and 

corruption-prone high-ranking Swedish Police personnel. This particular media-publicised case is almost certainly only one of 
several other cases, where satanic-Swedish Gunnar Strömmer himself agreeingly confers orally towards a non-judicial process 

and a (predetermined) verdict without offering any possibility for a defendant to present alternative facts and arguments 

towards a legal defence. Satanic-Swedish Gunnar Strömmer appears to actively support extrajudicial decisions. In satanic-

Sweden, the professionally promiscuous and corrupt liars of satanic-Sweden’s highest-ranking military, satanic-Sweden’s 

high-ranking police, and satanic-Sweden’s high ranking ‘intelligence’ (ignorance) officials, have sex with each other, and of 

course professionally distort justice with professional LIES. Satanic-Sweden’s promiscuous Supreme Commander of the 

Swedish Armed Forces inadvertently declared that it is morally ‘absolutely’ right to have promiscuous/Swedish sex with other 

promiscuous commanders of the Swedish forces, and that it is morally ‘absolutely’ right to divorce your spouse once the 

promiscuous/Swedish sex becomes public knowledge. Satanic-Sweden’s Supreme Commander of the Swedish Armed Forces 
promiscuously had sex with satanic-Sweden’s promiscuous head of the intelligence unit at the National Operations 

Department (NOA) of Swedish Police, and satanic-Sweden’s promiscuous Deputy Director of the Swedish Police Authority and 

regional police chief for Stockholm, also had promiscuous sex with the same promiscuous head of the Swedish intelligence 

(https://bit.ly/3Imr3Cq). One critic stated that “very little of what was said in the [extrajudicial] report was supported by written 

documentation” and criticized the government for “allowing the national police chief to appoint an investigator to investigate 

him himself.”: https://bit.ly/3ZcJQ8R  

3. Satanic-Sweden still refuses to publicise results from its crime scene investigations.  

Satanic-Sweden, which has been investigating the gross industrial sabotage of the Nord Stream gas pipelines for five months 

– has yet not publicly provided any conclusions regarding the potential culprits, their motives, and the mechanisms of the 

sabotage. Only one single-source journalist has outlined a detailed account (https://bit.ly/3J0HrIG) of the events so far 
(https://bit.ly/41DzgcP).: https://sputniknews.com/20230225/sy-hersh-on-us-proxy-war-on-russia-snowdens-expose--nord-stream-sabotage-1107779243.html  

4. Russia’s Putin preaches Biblical ethics, while West’s clergy/priests/pastors of churchianity promote anti-Biblical 

heresies and persecute the Bible-affirming real Christians.  

Although denigrated, directly sometimes by biased Ukraine-supportive Western media and indirectly by some Western 

governments’ censorship of pro-Russian media, the president of the Russian Federation, Mr. Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin, 

nonetheless orally continues to correctly preserve a few Biblical Christian values for society and culture; in contrast to the 

increasingly anti-Christian and anti-Biblical pursuits by many Western politicians and its churches. Recently, Mr. Vladimir 

Putin truthfully declared that: “The holy scriptures: [the Bible …] Everything is explained there, including that a family is the 

union of a man and a woman. But even these holy texts are now being questioned [in Western cultures and churches]. The 
Anglican Church, for example, now plans (and for now only plans) to consider the idea of a gender-neutral god.” Satan’s 

professionally heretic Anglican Christophobes who sanction the sinful practice of homosexuality (https://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf) and by 

successfully ostracising and persecuting the real Christians, not only in the UK (https://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm) but also in the EU 

(https://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm), recently took satan’s anticipated next step of proposing to bless inherently sinful same-sex 

couples before their gender-neutral (https://bit.ly/3lDljeo) Anglican god (https://bit.ly/3m41cWL). The anti-Biblical teachings and anti-

Biblical persecution against Bible-affirming real Christians by satan’s Anglican Church is not unique to the Anglican Church, 

but in principle and in practice differs little from all other organised assemblies of satanically persecuting pastors/priests 

worldwide who identically promote anti-Biblical politically correct heresies while persecuting Bible-affirming real Christians. 

In context of religious marginalisation and persecution, however, the same president of the Russian Federation in 2016, 

signed laws (https://bit.ly/3y3vLP2) aimed at combating evangelism/’extremism’/’terrorism’ with exception for Kremlin’s political 
Patriarch of Moscow; thus grossly restricting freedom of religion in Russia. A reporter recently assessed about Ukraine 

“Ukraine is not a democracy. Ukraine is a corrupt one-party state. Ukraine has none of the freedoms that define democratic 

governance: freedom of speech, freedom of the press, freedom of assembly, freedom of religion. Ukraine is the least free 

place in all of Europe.” (https://fxn.ws/3ZdQWKu). The president of Ukraine by law and by practice restricts Ukraine’s constitutional 

freedom of religion and worship (https://bit.ly/3m3QAXV) as he has disinformed “We will ensure, in particular, spiritual 

independence.” (https://bit.ly/3SF6Vi6); confounding spirituality with terrestrial politics.: https://sputniknews.com/20230221/russia-will-protect-its-children-from-western-style-spiritual-

degradation-degeneration-putin-1107665866.html  

5. Truth eventually and inevitably conquers lies.  

Government-induced (origin) mass media false propaganda and government-induced (origin) social media censorship that 

are conducive towards government objectives can adequately function for a limited time, as too can both natural- and vaccine-

immunity to Covid-19 disease by SARS-CoV-2 infection adequately function, also for a limited time.: 
https://bit.ly/3EK9Mk8  

https://on.wsj.com/3SyxipX  
https://on.wsj.com/3mbJDUQ  

https://fxn.ws/3m97ioR  
https://fxn.ws/3SEcI7A  

https://bit.ly/3kxjrnh  

…  
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330.   Three hundred thirtieth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 15 Feb 2023 17:17  
Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman 
towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current: 
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
On the dynamics of worldly governments and heavenly government:  

 

“  Give unto Government what it requires, and freely give to God what God expects. 

Let Government serve people by the will of the people, but let God’s people freely 

speak and serve according to the will of God.  ”  
- https://bit.ly/3ViLXWF  

 

• Satanic-Sweden’s Health Care Inspectorate remains passive, while satanic-Sweden’s devilish GP-physician 
Swedes actively refuse the non-Swedish (Christian) person.:  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-02-08__Swedish-Health-Care-Inspectorate-devils.pdf  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-01-31__Swedish-GP-physicians-AKA-Swedish-devils.pdf  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 

Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
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2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 

(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3pg014W, here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM, here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM, and ongoing for 
public view here: https://bit.ly/3T1QsUi . 
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 

recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (British King/Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British 

King’s/Queen’s Church of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (British King/Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, 
and by oath allied with, the Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing 
culpability of the worldwide PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is 
absolutely innocent in relation to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. British King 
Charles the III (Queen Elizabeth II) of United Kingdom is the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and 
therefore, Britain’s King/Queen of England is utmost accountable for her satanic Church of England’s intentional 
lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s 
own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's 

relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the 
Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the settlement of the Church of England, and 

the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister 
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The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who then swear an oath of allegiance and pay 

homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2023: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
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slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 

Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
• At least two years’ anti-Christian censorship: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1585943696046194688  

• Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone.: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

• Tidöavtalet; satanic-Sweden aspires to become even more evil.: https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-

intolerance.pdf  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
1. Satanic-Sweden sacrificed freedom of expression at Islam’s altar of oppression.  

Satanic-Sweden sacrificed freedom of expression at Islam’s altar of oppression. By satanic-Sweden’s decision to decline a 

police permit (https://bit.ly/3IpyxnG) for a demonstrator’s application to publicly burn a copy of a Quran outside the Turkish embassy 

in Sweden, satanic-Sweden sought to appease intimidating Islamophiles, and to possibly gain favour with Islamic-

authoritarian neo-Ottomanist Caliph-aspirant President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan of Turkiye (https://bit.ly/3IncgGf) for accession protocol 
ratification by Turkiye towards NATO membership for satanic-Sweden. Satanic-Sweden’s refusal of issuing a permit for the 

demonstration lacked support in law (https://bit.ly/3YN1SOh). Nonetheless, yet another satanic-Swedish former prime minister 

http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1585943696046194688
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841
https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-intolerance.pdf
https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-intolerance.pdf
https://bit.ly/3IpyxnG
https://bit.ly/3IncgGf
https://bit.ly/3YN1SOh
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(1991-1994) and minister for foreign affairs (2006-2014), recommends limitations on freedom of expression to exclude 

burning of Qurans (https://bit.ly/3E6JRTe); aligning typically with a majority of Islamo-naïve, Islamo-ignorant and Islamo-confused 

cowardly politicians of satanic-Sweden. Islam by the Quran and the Hadiths permit no freedom of religion, but teaches to kill 

the unbelievers, or by violence force, or by terror coerce (https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1321454944109711360) every person into subjugation of Islam; by human 

power and human weapon. Quranic Islam tolerates no earthly religious freedom. Quranic Islam tolerates no civil liberties for 

societies - only to Islam. Quranic Islamophilia imperils civil liberties and democracy. True God of the Universe loves all 

Muslims, and all Muslims are welcome to God only through faith and repentance to the Jewish Messiah Yeshua – Jesus Christ.  

2. Satanic-Sweden finances the antizionist and Islamist Muslim Brotherhood.  
Satanic-Sweden’s Islamo-naïve, Islamo-ignorant and Islamo-confused yet anti-Biblical cowardly governments have granted 

millions of dollars to finance the antizionist and Islamist Muslim Brotherhood (https://www.ikhwanonline.com) aiming for “the establishment of an 

Islamic state through implementation of the Shari'ah and Jihad against disbelievers” (https://bit.ly/3xoVFwm). A summary statement of a 

recent doctoral thesis (https://bit.ly/3Xyyp9X) (https://bit.ly/3lDguln) declares: "The Islamic Association of Sweden [https://www.islamiskaforbundet.se/english/] is in 

fact, and has been from the start, a branch of the transnational network of the Muslim Brotherhood [https://ikhwanweb.com].": 
https://bit.ly/3HX2p9P  
https://bit.ly/3ImcNJE  

https://bit.ly/3YRSKIg  
https://bit.ly/3K41cQE  

3. Satanic-Sweden’s weapons-escalatory and warmongering political elite resolutely refutes peace negotiations.  

Without support of a popular referendum from its electorate, satanic-Sweden’s weapons-escalatory and warmongering 

political elite resolutely refuses peace negotiation with its perceived adversary – the Russian Federation. By satanic-Sweden’s 

escalatory military armament for Ukraine’s defensive hot war against its perceived adversary, satanic-Sweden thereby 

increasingly jeopardises transnational safety and public health through its instigation to Russian Federation counter-escalatory 
armament, including tentative utilisation of WMD. Satanic-Sweden demonstrates its refutation of peace negotiations. For this 

satanic-Swedish escalatory warmongering and refusal of peace negotiations, its political elites award themselves prizes. War 

cessation without negotiation is unlikely. The sooner - the better. “Since neither side appears to have the intention or 

capabilities to achieve absolute victory, the war will most likely end with some sort of negotiated outcome.” 

(https://www.rand.org/pubs/perspectives/PEA2510-1.html). If any earthly statesmanship should be prized for outstanding 

contemporary contribution to international understanding, it would be former Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett (https://bit.ly/3YrRhZz) 

and current Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu (https://bit.ly/3E39VPl). Earthly peace can be found in dialogue at a negotiation table 

with perceived enemies. Regardless of political and military outcomes by humans, only the eternal Prince of Peace (https://bit.ly/3jlCr7s) 

offers spiritual peace (https://bit.ly/3l3J12T) and true peace (https://bit.ly/3WVMtda).: https://securityconference.org/en/news/full/kleist-award-2023/  

4. Satanic-Sweden refuses to publicise results from its crime scene investigations.  
Satanic-Sweden refuses to publicise results from its crime scene investigations conducted by the Swedish Coast Guard and 

the Swedish Navy of a gross industrial sabotage of the Nord Stream gas pipelines. Mr. Seymour Hersh, an investigative 

journalist with a long track record of credibility, presented a very detailed theory about how the Nord Stream gas pipelines 

were sabotaged via U.S. navy divers. All allegations by Mr. Seymour Hersh are denounced (https://bit.ly/3lBIGF7) (https://bit.ly/3InMIda) 

as “utterly false and complete fiction” (https://reut.rs/3YVS0lD) by U.S. National Security Council of the White House, by U.S. 

Department of State, and by U.S. Central Intelligence Agency. Satanic-Sweden’s Prosecution Authority and satanic-Sweden’s 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs refrained from commenting for purposes of confidentiality (https://bit.ly/3lEGBIi). Earlier, U.S. Under 

Secretary of State for Political Affairs had alluded to complicit culpability in destruction of the Nord Stream pipelines 

(https://bit.ly/3Htfo2L), which aligned with an earlier indicated forewarning (https://bit.ly/3GdFlCG) by the 46:th president of U.S.A. 
Plausible strategic motives to this weaponised industrial sabotage were primary prevention of European energy dependence 

to the Russian Federation, secondarily strengthening of U.S. foreign policy influence over its NATO allies, and tertiarily 

coercing towards retained European dependence of U.S.A. hegemonic policies.: https://seymourhersh.substack.com/p/how-america-

took-out-the-nord-stream  

5. Anglican Church ostracised and persecuted Christians to pave the way for satan.  

The Supreme Governor of the satanic Church of England (https://bit.ly/3Xrd8ih) is named Charles III, and he appoints archbishops, bishops, 

deans of cathedrals and other high-ranking members of his church, on the advice of the British Prime Minister Rishi Sunak 
(https://bit.ly/3K4c4hq) who is a Hindu of the Conservative Party (https://www.conservatives.com). In return, the satanic archbishop (Justin Welby), the bishops, the 

deans of cathedrals and other high-ranking members of Charles’s and Rishi’s Anglican church swear an oath of allegiance and 

pay homage - to Charles (https://bit.ly/3HV5Xt4). Rishi Sunak’s and Charles’s satanic archbishop and bishops have recommitted 

their services to the supreme Charles (https://bit.ly/3IqPiiI), as pronounced by Justin’s “we recommit our service to His Majesty 

King Charles the III” and “same reassurance is now found in [steadfast presence and coronation (https://coronation.gov.uk) of] His Majesty King Charles 

III”. The satanic bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, their Anglican archbishop of Canterbury 

(Justin), towards concealing their culpability of the worldwide PERSECUTION by their Church of England – against the Christian 

person Torsten; who is innocent in relation to Church of England. Satan’s professionally heretic Anglican Christophobes who 

sanction the sinful practice of homosexuality (https://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf) and by successfully ostracising and persecuting the real 

Christians, not only in the UK (https://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm) but also in the EU (https://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm) and globally, have 
recently taken satan’s next anticipated step of blessing inherently sinful same-sex couples before their gender-neutral 

(https://bit.ly/3lDljeo) Anglican god.: https://www.churchofengland.org/media-and-news/press-releases/prayers-gods-blessing-same-sex-couples-take-step-forward-

after-synod  

6. Western stupidity agencies can intentionally falsify perception of threat of Christians.  

Sincere Catholics/Christians of traditional and conservative religious assemblies in USA, who subsequent to their Biblical 

ethics should be pro-life and anti-LGBTQ, can be attributed in politicised/weaponised government intelligence products as 

“radical”.:  
https://bit.ly/3Sf0vpT  

https://bit.ly/3IpCJUE  

https://fxn.ws/3I49W6L  

…  
 
 
 

329.   Three hundred twentyninth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 1 Feb 2023 20:44  
Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman towards 
Christian marriage. 

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  
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https://bit.ly/3YrRhZz
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Current: 
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
On the dynamics of worldly governments and heavenly government:  
 

“  Give unto Government what it requires, and freely give to God what God expects. 

Let Government serve people by the will of the people, but let God’s people freely 

speak and serve according to the will of God.  ”  
- https://bit.ly/3ViLXWF  

 

• Satanic-Sweden’s Health Care Inspectorate remains passive, while satanic-Sweden’s devilish GP-physician 
Swedes actively refuse the non-Swedish (Christian) person.:  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-01-25__Swedish-Health-Care-Inspectorate-devils.pdf  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-01-31__Swedish-GP-physicians-AKA-Swedish-devils.pdf  

 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  

3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3pg014W, here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM, here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM, and ongoing for 
public view here: https://bit.ly/3T1QsUi . 
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• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 

https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm
https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-churches.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-churches.pdf
https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html
https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html
https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://bit.ly/3h2u38e
https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
https://archive.vn/vZm2s
https://bit.ly/2BYesFl
https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n
https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968
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(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 

and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2023: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://eauk.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
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persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 

earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
• At least two years’ anti-Christian censorship: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1585943696046194688  

• Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone.: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

• Tidöavtalet; satanic-Sweden aspires to become even more evil.: https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-

intolerance.pdf  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Truth about religions is necessary, not only for countering intentionally false religious narratives, but also to mitigate effects 

of underlying confusion and ignorance regarding religions. As recently demonstrated by free public engagements and its 

corresponding diplomatic expressions involving satanic-Sweden, the following needs to be declared. As a fundamental human 
right, every person must be permitted to choose and express a religion or no religion. It should be every person’s right 

everywhere to publicly preach from the Quran, or to publicly argue against the Quran, or to publicly burn the Quran. Likewise, 

it should be every person’s right everywhere to publicly preach from the Judeo-Christian Bible, or to publicly argue against 

the Bible, or to burn the Bible. Public destruction of owned religious books, as offensive and as deeply disrespectful the act 

can be perceived by its adherents, is nonetheless a fundamental freedom of expression. More conducive to harmony of 

pluralistic societies, however, is authentic inter-religious dialogue, with respectful agreement about congruencies and 

disagreements. People everywhere should be fundamentally free to express endorsement, proselytization, critique, objection 

or rejection of religious or anti-religious beliefs. It is Biblical New Testament fact, that every person who actively or passively 

denounces the Son of God Jesus Christ (the Jewish Messiah) as their personal redeemer from the guilt and penalty of personal 
sin, shall be condemned by God to eternal hell together with satan. It is Quranic fact, that the pseudo-prophet Muhammad 

(prophet of Islam), in words and in deeds fundamentally contradict the teachings and life of Jesus Christ. Logically, either 

Muhammad is a liar, or Jesus Christ is a liar. At least one doctrinal source, the Quran or the Judeo-Christian Bible, is a falsity. 

Both the Quran and the Christian Bible cannot be true. The true God of the universe (Judeo-Christian) lovingly granted free 

will to humankind; to believe and obey God, or to disbelieve and disobey God. According to the Christian Bible, omniscient 

God Himself in Jesus Christ will ultimately judge each person individually. God’s only saving grace to all humanity from the 

penalty of sin, is in His only begotten Son, Jesus Christ the Messiah. Freedom of religion is ultimately understood in this 

context of God’s granted freedom to humankind: to believe and obey Him, or to disbelieve and disobey Him. The personal 

consequence of unrepented disobedience to God, however, is eternal damnation. In contrast to God of the Judeo-Christian 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1585943696046194688
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841
https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-intolerance.pdf
https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-intolerance.pdf
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Bible, Islam of the Quran and the Hadiths permit no freedom of religion, but teaches to kill the unbelievers, or by violence 

force, or by terror coerce (https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1321454944109711360) every person into subjugation of Islam; by human 

power and human weapon. Quranic Islam tolerates no earthly religious freedom. Quranic Islam tolerates no civil liberties for 

societies - only to Islam. Quranic Islamophilia imperils civil liberties and democracy. With this stated, it is important to 

understand the Biblical Christian distinction that while God hates sin/evil, God so loves the sinner (https://bit.ly/3JxzWtw), that God 

sacrificed His Son Jesus Christ (https://bit.ly/3l0em6Q) for the salvation of all humanity (https://bit.ly/3JxzWtw). All Muslims and all 

humanity are forgiven of their personal sins, only through faith and repentance to Jesus Christ. Among the satanic-Swedish 

recently expressed errors are satanic-Swedish intolerant and ignorant statements by immoral confusion, such as “I don't 
want either Kurds or Turks in Sweden.” by an infamous provocateur Quran-burner in Stockholm, and by a responding abusive 

text (https://bit.ly/40l3Vux) from the satanic-Swedish Consulate in Istanbul reading, “We do not share that book-burning idiot’s 

view.” In a satanic-Swedish government press conference on 2023-01-31 (https://bit.ly/3HNAREV), a Prime Minister of satanic-

Sweden together with its Swedish Psychological Defence Agency [Agency for Enhancement of Swedish Government Propaganda and 

Disinformation Promotion] (https://www.mpf.se/en/), reinforced the Swedish government description of impolite groups and irreverent 

individuals, as IDIOTS.: “The groups and the individuals who carry out these kinds of actions, in this security policy situation, 

they become useful idiots for forces that want to harm Sweden.” No government should humiliatingly attack any of its citizens 

with such derogatory words (“idiot”) for exercising a universal right of expression. In comparison with all surveyed nations 

globally, satanic-Sweden factually is in relation to values one of the most extremist nations on earth (https://bit.ly/2YTOuhL). God 

loves Turks. God loves Kurds. God loves Arabs. God loves sinners. Reconciliation to God and redemption from evil, for Turks, 
for Kurds, for Arabs, for Persians, for Swedes and for all other sinners, is through faith and repentance to Jesus Christ alone 

(https://bit.ly/2IDUHS3).: https://www.dailysabah.com/politics/diplomacy/foreign-actors-use-protests-to-harm-nato-process-sweden  

• Peace is always preferable to war. War should be avoided. However, aggression by physical force can justify defensive reaction 

by physical force. Preemptive defensive action can, only by incontestable intelligence and undeniable argument, be justified. 

Neither any of the valid individual arguments nor the totality of all arguments asserted by the Russian Federation for its 

military invasion of the nonaggressive neighbouring state Ukraine, is sufficient justification. The Russian Federation military 

invasion into Ukraine territory, therefore, deserves to be condemned as unjust. With this declared, however, the increasing 

costs and increasing risks of Western nations’ spiralling escalation of military supported conflict through conventional weapons 

to Ukraine, should be addressed as increasingly risky. The military aggressor will unlikely concede military defeat when 
stronger military capabilities yet exist, and if pressured, a desperate aggressor could opt to deploy weapons of mass 

destruction into the theatre of hot war. The more the Ukrainian defences are bolstered by Western militaries without real 

dialogue towards peace negotiation, the greater the risk of use of tactical nuclear weapons. Satanic-Swedish dehumanising 

war rhetoric, such as via the Chief of the auxiliary force National Swedish Home Guard (https://bit.ly/3XSiLqQ) "A Russian stays a 

Russian even if you fry him in butter." (https://bit.ly/3HqTBbT) does not benefit conditions for dialogue towards negotiation of terms 

for cessation of hot war or terms for peace. Regardless of political and military outcomes by humans, only the eternal Prince 

of Peace (https://bit.ly/3jlCr7s) offers spiritual peace (https://bit.ly/3l3J12T) and true peace (https://bit.ly/3WVMtda).:  
https://thebulletin.org/doomsday-clock/current-time/  

https://bit.ly/3kYZjds  

• U.S. Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs recently alluded to complicit culpability in destruction of the Nord Stream 

and Nord Stream 2 pipelines (https://bit.ly/3Htfo2L), aligning with earlier indicated forewarning (https://bit.ly/3GdFlCG) by the 46:th 

president of USA. National Veterinary Institute in satanic-Sweden (https://bit.ly/3WWV5Au) confirms preliminary detection of 

environmental impact related to this industrial sabotage.: https://sputniknews.com/20230126/nord-stream-blasts-may-have-affected-baltic-cod-stocks-sweden-says-

1106711281.html  

…  
 
 
 

328.   Three hundred twentyeighth International Plea  
 
Date: Tue, 17 Jan 2023 20:20  
Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman 
towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current: 
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
Satanic-Sweden’s Health Care Inspectorate –– devilish GP-physician Swedes of satanic-Sweden:  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-01-11__Swedish-Health-Care-Inspectorate-devils.pdf  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-01-11__Swedish-GP-physicians-AKA-Swedish-devils.pdf  

 
On the dynamics of worldly governments and heavenly government:  
 

“  Give unto Government what it requires, and freely give to God what God expects. 

Let Government serve people by the will of the people, but let God’s people freely 

speak and serve according to the will of God.  ”  
- https://bit.ly/3ViLXWF  

 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  
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https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  

3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3pg014W, here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM, here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM, and ongoing for 
public view here: https://bit.ly/3T1QsUi . 

 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm
https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-security-service.html
https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-security-service.html
https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I
https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh
https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw
https://bit.ly/3pg014W
https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ
https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM
https://bit.ly/34uQUGM
https://bit.ly/3T1QsUi
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm
https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-churches.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-churches.pdf
https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html
https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html
https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
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If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 

moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 
England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2023: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  
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Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  

 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
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Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  

 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 

Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
• At least two years’ anti-Christian censorship: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1585943696046194688  

• Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone.: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

• Tidöavtalet; satanic-Sweden aspires to become even more evil.: https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-

intolerance.pdf  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• An impolite publicity stunt (https://bit.ly/3XxkYHK), which should be fully legitimate to any democracy accepting of fundamental 

civil liberties and particularly the freedom of speech and expression, was directed against the Islamic-authoritarian neo-
Ottomanist Caliph-aspirant, President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan of Turkiye. The effigy of Erdoğan which was hoisted publicly in 

satanic-Sweden, aimed its protest against an alliance with Erdoğan as a “fascist” and “dictator”. That protest could be 

reinterpreted from a historical and religious perspective; as essentially against the political manifestations of the pro-Islamist 

disease (https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1321454944109711360) venerated by Erdoğan. Historians assess that 1.5 to 2.5 million 

Christians were genocidally murdered in Anatolia between 1894 and 1924, by Islamic motivation (https://bit.ly/3IQWfdm). Since 

the final dissolution of the Ottoman Caliphate of Islam and abolition of the Ottoman sultanate of Islam, by proclamation of 

an internationally recognised Republic of Türkiye in 1923, the Quranic essence of Islam’s explicitly anti-Christian ambition 

(https://bit.ly/3IQIJqd) always remain. In June 2022, satanic-Sweden affirmed its adherence to common values with Islamic-

authoritarian neo-Ottomanist Caliph-aspirant, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan of Turkiye. Satanic-Sweden shamefully signed to 
subsequently adjoin repression against Kurdish-speaking Kurds, not only in the geo-cultural regions of Greater Kurdistan, but 

also within satanic-Sweden. Satanic-Sweden committed to cooperate with Islamic Turkiye at all levels of Swedish government 

to enhance ‘challenges’ as “they so decide”. An Islamic(Turkiye)/satanic(Sweden) memorandum excerpt (https://bit.ly/3Wq5tk4): 

“Establish a joint, structured dialogue and cooperation mechanism at all levels of government, including between law 

enforcement and intelligence agencies, to enhance cooperation on counter-terrorism, organised crime, and other common 

challenges as they so decide.” Satanic-Sweden further abandoned its historical formal policy of “neutrality” or non-alignment 

in relation to the evolving global geo-polarisations of military capabilities, by applying for NATO membership. In January 2023 

again, seemingly absent of public legal merit, the Secretary General of NATO reiterated "Seen from a security perspective, 

Sweden is in a better place now than before it applied." Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden promptly declared, in response to 
the impolite publicity stunt in Stockholm: “It is dangerous for Swedish security to act in that way.” (https://bit.ly/3ZLneNl); implying 

that civil liberties in satanic-Sweden are of lesser importance, and that civil liberties should cede to the more important 

prospect of accession protocol ratification by Turkiye towards NATO membership for satanic-Sweden.: 
https://sputniknews.com/20230113/turkey-scolds-sweden-over-hanged-erdogan-effigy-in-stockholm-1106268815.html  

…  
 
 
 

327.   Three hundred twentyseventh International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 2 Jan 2023 20:59  
Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman 
towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current: 
I am currently in Rådanefors in satanic-Sweden. 
 
Satanic-Sweden’s Health Care Inspectorate –– devilish GP-physician Swedes of satanic-Sweden:  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-01-01__Swedish-Health-Care-Inspectorate-devils.pdf  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2023-01-01__Swedish-GP-physicians-AKA-Swedish-devils.pdf  
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On the dynamics of worldly governments and heavenly government:  
 

“  Give unto Government what it requires, and freely give to God what God expects. 

Let Government serve people by the will of the people, but let God’s people freely 

speak and serve according to the will of God.  ”  
- https://bit.ly/3ViLXWF  

 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  
2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  

3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 

churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3pg014W, here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM, here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM, and ongoing for 
public view here: https://bit.ly/3T1QsUi . 
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  
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• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
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homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 

outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
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has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 

from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
• At least two years’ anti-Christian censorship: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1585943696046194688  

• Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone.: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

• Tidöavtalet; satanic-Sweden aspires to become even more evil.: https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-

intolerance.pdf  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satan’s unfit former Swedish Prime Minister (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, who allegedly accused in secret the innocent 

Torsten Nenzén of being a “wrong person”, has finally been semi-recognised publicly as morally-financially unfit for 

furtherance of his devilish career ambition.: https://bit.ly/3WGIDFz  

• Satanic-Sweden’s armed forces are progressively confessing (https://bit.ly/3WGQiUl) its former covert military transportations 

disguised in public transportations with general public at risk, while a more recent military sabotage operation fails 

investigative transparency (https://bit.ly/3G9JDuT) despite indicated forewarning (https://bit.ly/3GdFlCG) by the 46:th president of USA. 

Opponents to satanic/Swedish drag queen shows with its purpose of LGBTQI-indoctrination of children are characterised by 

satanic-Swedish politicians as Russian presidents (https://bit.ly/3jLbc6g).  

• Satanic-Sweden’s promiscuous Supreme Commander of the Swedish Armed Forces inadvertently declares that it is morally 

‘absolutely’ right to have promiscuous/Swedish sex with other promiscuous commanders of the Swedish forces, and that it is 

morally ‘absolutely’ right to divorce your spouse once the promiscuous/Swedish sex becomes public knowledge. Satanic-

Sweden’s Supreme Commander of the Swedish Armed Forces promiscuously had sex with satanic-Sweden’s promiscuous 
head of the intelligence unit at the National Operations Department (NOA) of Swedish Police, and satanic-Sweden’s 

promiscuous Deputy Director of the Swedish Police Authority and regional police chief for Stockholm, also had promiscuous 

sex with the same promiscuous head of the Swedish intelligence.: https://bit.ly/3Imr3Cq  

• Turkish/Islamic strategic demographic games and long-term demographic warfare are financially supported by EU.: 
https://bit.ly/3Z3g9Yf  

• Satanic-Sweden’s anti-Christian network of LGBTQI Swedish parliamentarians has now been reactivated for furtherance of 

its anti-Christian and satanic agendas.:  
https://bit.ly/3WEmiZr  

https://bit.ly/3QaRlt6  

…  
 
 
 

326.   Three hundred twentysixth International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 15 Dec 2022 23:50  
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Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman 
towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current: 
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden.  
 
On the dynamics of worldly governments and heavenly government:  
 

“  Give unto Government what it requires, and freely give to God what God expects. 

Let Government serve people by the will of the people, but let God’s people freely 

speak and serve according to the will of God.  ”  
- https://bit.ly/3ViLXWF  

 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 

partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  

3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
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unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3pg014W, here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM, here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM, and ongoing for 
public view here: https://bit.ly/3T1QsUi . 

 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 

nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
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Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 

outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
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Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 

persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
• At least two years’ anti-Christian censorship: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1585943696046194688  

• Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone.: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

• Tidöavtalet; satanic-Sweden aspires to become even more evil.: https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-

intolerance.pdf  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• In satanic-Sweden, the professionally promiscuous and corrupt liars of satanic-Sweden’s highest-ranking military, satanic-

Sweden’s high-ranking police, and satanic-Sweden’s high ranking ‘intelligence’ (ignorance) officials, have sex with each other, 

and of course professionally distort justice with professional LIES. Satanic-Sweden’s Supreme Commander of the Swedish 

Armed Forces, promiscuous Micael Bydén (https://bit.ly/3uUjCuh), promiscuously has sex with satanic-Sweden’s promiscuous head of the 

intelligence unit at the National Operations Department (NOA) of Swedish Police, promiscuous Swede Linda Staaf, and satanic-

Sweden’s promiscuous Deputy Director of the Swedish Police Authority and regional police chief for Stockholm, promiscuous 

Swede Mats Löfving (https://bit.ly/3HBRNyB), also has promiscuous sex with the same promiscuous head of the Swedish intelligence, Linda 
Staaf. Satanic-Sweden’s corrupt and current National Police Commissioner of satanic-Sweden and corrupt former Director-

General and Head of the Swedish Security Service (Säpo), the corrupted Swede Anders Thornberg (https://bit.ly/3j27RPP), LIES. Satanic-

Sweden’s Supreme Commander of the Swedish Armed Forces, promiscuous Micael Bydén, publicly and shamelessly in his 

satanic-Swedish military uniform emphasises his specific role: to support his promiscuous sexual counterpart 

(https://www.expressen.se/tv/nyheter/obs-stod-till-staaf-en-person-jag-tycker-valdigt-mycket-om/). Evidence of satanic-Sweden’s specific persecution with policiary 

absolute LIES against a Bible-affirming Christian (https://bit.ly/3PvNeYs) exists, and early indications of satanic-Sweden’s policiary prospective 

surveillance targeting, by medical surveillance-proxy, against a Bible-affirming Christian (https://bit.ly/3vdjdU9) exists. Top brass of 

corrupt-Sweden LIE and share top ass.:  
https://www.friatider.se/topic/2531/47892  
https://bit.ly/3Yu7pKe  
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https://bit.ly/3hptFVf  
https://bit.ly/3C2fywf  

• Swedish Academy (https://www.svenskaakademien.se/en) ignores BDS-immorality and anti-Biblical antizionism (covert antisemitism) by its chosen Nobel 

Prize laureate.: https://sputniknews.com/20221212/swedish-academys-choice-of-nobel-prize-winner-under-fire-over-alleged-anti-semitism-1105366344.html  

https://www.jpost.com/bds-threat/article-719059  

…  
 
 
 

325.   Three hundred twentyfifth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 30 Nov 2022 21:11  
Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman 
towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current: 
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden.  

 
On the dynamics of worldly governments and heavenly government:  
 

“  Give unto Government what it requires, and freely give to God what God expects. 

Let Government serve people by the will of the people, but let God’s people freely 

speak and serve according to the will of God.  ”  
- https://bit.ly/3ViLXWF  

 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 

I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 

unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
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Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 

national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 

England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-security-service.html
https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-security-service.html
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1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 

Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 

their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 

against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
• At least two years’ anti-Christian censorship: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1585943696046194688  

• Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone.: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

• Tidöavtalet; satanic-Sweden aspires to become even more evil.: https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-

intolerance.pdf  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden and its authoritarian EU-subjugators fiendishly coerce and punish nations that do not endorse satan’s LGBTQ-

activism for the shameful practice of homosexuality (https://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf).: Hungary: https://bit.ly/3Vzcpeq, Uganda: 

https://bit.ly/3XHPIXn. Freedom of speech is conducive to combating government-church agendas of deceit.: 

https://bit.ly/3P3vK5H. Satan’s LGBTQ-activism steadily encroaches within the typically satanic churches.:  
https://www.theepochtimes.com/premiering-at-8-pm-et-lgbt-versus-church-church-state_4745182.html  
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• With theological support from the Judeo-Christian Bible (https://bit.ly/3iptN7g), which is the inerrant Word of God, the criticised State of 

Qatar is correct to not recognize same-sex marriages or civil partnerships.  

• Comparable to satanic-Sweden; because satan is at the helm of churchianity through pastors and priests in UK, more people 

choose 'no religion'. UK official statistics (https://bit.ly/3gLmRkr) report on national identities in England (https://bit.ly/3UloyTt), 

that Britons have become: ... more British, and less ‘Christian’. 

…  
 
 
 

324.   Three hundred twentyfourth International Plea  
 

Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 
excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
Date: Tue, 15 Nov 2022 18:22  
Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman 
towards Christian marriage. 

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden.  
 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  

3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
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person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 

Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 

In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 

to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   
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Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 

Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 

homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  
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Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 

professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
• At least two years’ anti-Christian censorship: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1585943696046194688  

• Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone.: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

• Tidöavtalet; satanic-Sweden aspires to become even more evil.: https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-

intolerance.pdf  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
Anti-Christian satanic-Sweden conforming to Islamic-authoritarian values?  

• Manifestly, satan’s Swedish Security Service (Säpo) (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-security-service.html) is a careless, thoughtless and unethical organization 

of disservice against civilization. Most likely, a significant part of Säpo is also malicious. (https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw) In conjunction with 

Torsten’s direct personal encounter by an agent of Säpo in 2022, the satanic/Swedish Säpo-agent inadvertently reiterated an 

apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil 
Reinfeldt, that Torsten is a “wrong person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Recently, the immoral, ignorant, low-

cognitive and anti-Christian security police organization of satanic-Sweden (Säpo) facilitated to indict Swedish personnel who 

functioned with legal access to information of satanic-Sweden’s both internal and external intelligence services (Swedish 

stupidity disservices).:  
https://bit.ly/3Gj02Ps  
https://bit.ly/3hMgm0Z  
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• As proposed by satan’s Swedish Parliament from 2023, Swedish journalists by any definition who publish reports that could 

damage satanic-Sweden's relationship with another state or with an international organization, risk secret investigations by 

satan’s Swedish Security Service (Säpo) (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-security-service.html) and may be sentenced to four years imprisonment for 

criminalized violation of freedom of press and expression. The changes in the proposed satanic/Swedish law restrict freedom 

to communicate and freedom to acquire information for publication in constitutionally protected media forms. The proposed 

satanic/Swedish law also involves that the crime of espionage is expanded so that the purpose should be to benefact a foreign 

power “or equivalent”. Satanic-Sweden’s Parliament aims to deter journalism reports about satanic-Sweden’s impropriety 

and malice.:  
https://bit.ly/3AiSJmO  
https://bit.ly/3X0Tpan  

…  
 
 
 

323.   Three hundred twentythird International Plea  
 
Date: Tue, 1 Nov 2022 17:29  
Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman 
towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden.  
 

• … at least, two years’ anti-Christian censorship, at last?: https://twitter.com/TorsNen  

 

• Tidöavtalet; satanic-Sweden aspires to become even more evil.: https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-

extremism-and-intolerance.pdf  

 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
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https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-reason.htm
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https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3
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https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf
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https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm
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Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 

churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
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for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
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one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 

pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  

 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
Anti-Christian satanic-Sweden conforming to Islamic-authoritarian values?  

• In June 2022, satanic-Sweden affirmed its adherence to common values with Islamic-authoritarian neo-Ottomanist Caliph-

aspirant, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan of Turkiye. Satanic-Sweden shamefully signed to subsequently adjoin repression against 

Kurdish-speaking Kurds, not only in the geo-cultural regions of Greater Kurdistan, but also within satanic-Sweden. Satanic-

Sweden committed to cooperate with Islamic Turkiye at all levels of Swedish government to enhance ‘challenges’ as “they so 

decide”. An Islamic(Turkiye)/satanic(Sweden) memorandum excerpt: “Establish a joint, structured dialogue and cooperation 
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mechanism at all levels of government, including between law enforcement and intelligence agencies, to enhance cooperation 

on counter-terrorism, organised crime, and other common challenges as they so decide.”:  
https://www.nato.int/nato_static_fl2014/assets/pdf/2022/6/pdf/220628-trilat-memo.pdf  

• In October 2022, NATO’s Secretary General declared that Sweden is “establishing the permanent mechanism, which is a 

platform to exchange more information and also to do more when it comes to intelligence and also in sharing the intelligence 

between the countries involved”, upon which satanic-Sweden’s Prime Minister affirmed its adherence to common values with 
Islamic-authoritarian neo-Ottomanist Caliph-aspirant, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan of Turkiye, declaring that satanic-Sweden is 

“doing everything we can as soon as possible to fulfil all the obligations in it”.:  
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/opinions_208466.htm?selectedLocale=en  

• On October 31 2022, Turkiye’s Islamic-authoritarian Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s AK Party Secretary General, Ömer Çelik (https://bit.ly/3WmdOpV), 

declared that the affirmations of intention by satanic-Sweden’s Prime Minister must be fully implemented: “These statements 

of Sweden are good, but not enough until they are implemented.”  
(https://bit.ly/3FBV6ow,   https://bit.ly/3zypXOI,   https://bit.ly/3SVyEth)  

…  
 
 
 

322.   Three hundred twentysecond International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 16 Oct 2022 04:48  
Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman 
towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 

• Tidöavtalet; satanic-Sweden aspires to become even more evil.: https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-

extremism-and-intolerance.pdf  

 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  

3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
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Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 

churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
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for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
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one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 

pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  

 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Tidöavtalet; ambition for political extremism and intolerance by a most value-extremist nation in the world ― satanic-Sweden: 

https://karolinska.de/2022-10-16__Tidoavtalet-extremism-and-intolerance.pdf  

• Satanic-Sweden, which continually elects satan to govern their ultrahypocritical churchianity and particularly their satanic 

‘Church of Sweden’, is biting at its own tail by closing their satanic/Swedish churches.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/10/15/crisis-of-faith-

swedens-liberal-church-faces-hundreds-of-closures/  

• Immoral and cowardly satanic-Sweden continues to disregard its constitutional ‘Freedom of the Press Act’ to conciliate the 

demands for censorship set by the Council of EU and its European Court of Justice.:  
https://sputniknews.com/20221007/eu-ban-on-rt-sputnik-breaches-swedish-danish-constitutions---danish-journalists-1101620309.html  
https://euobserver.com/opinion/15623  
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[Replaces broken link article euobserver.com:     https://yikes.es/euobserver.com_Censorship-overrule-Swedish-constitution.pdf ] 

…  
 
 
 

321.   Three hundred twentyfirst International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 2 Oct 2022 19:58  
Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman towards 
Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 

any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  

3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
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Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  

 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 

nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
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Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 

outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
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Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 

persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Ironically in satanic-Sweden, as satan’s “Church of Sweden” closes down some of its church buildings in bid to save energy, 

it is unwittingly saving lives, by preventing ignorant or naïve Swedes from attendance to its deceptive and unbiblical sermons 

and its evil praxes; which ultimately leads people to eternal hell. Satan’s sin-euphoric ‘Church of Sweden’ (in practice Church 

of Satan) (https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/english) passionately encourages “transgenderism” and the sinful practice of homosexuality and abominable 

homosexual marriages. Satan’s ‘Church of Sweden’ satanic-LGBT Swedish priests praise their homosexual Swedish god, and 

asserts its satanic identity as a “transsexual” church, and has rewritten the Bible with focus on politically corrected gender 
and diversity, and portrays Jesus Christ as a politically corrected gender-neutral person, and has composed inclusive gender-

neutral hymns in their satanic/Swedish psalm book, and defends its collaboration and funding of Islamists linked with the 

Islamist terrorist group Muslim Brotherhood and the Islamist terrorist organisation Hamas, and collects money towards 

dissemination of Islamic jihad through children’s literature and for its Church of Sweden’s hatred of Israel, and is inspired by 

satanic Islam’s prophet Mohammed as a God’s prophet, and is hatefully hostile against Torsten Nenzén and has excluded 

Torsten because Torsten is a Bible-affirming real Christian (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf), and satan’s staunchly anti-Israel 

and satanically antisemitic ‘Church of Sweden’ requests global ecumenical organisations to investigate Israel as an “apartheid 

state”. Satanic-Sweden’s satanic ‘Church of Sweden’, has banned the innocent Bible-affirming Christian heterosexual man 

Torsten Nenzén from all its ‘Church of Sweden’ churches nationwide.: https://sputniknews.com/20220922/sweden-closing-down-churches-in-a-bid-to-save-energy-

1101069489.html  

• Ukrainian refugees in satanic-Sweden are now increasingly fleeing from satanic-Sweden, claiming there is no future for them 

within satanic-Sweden.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/09/20/ukrainian-refugees-fleeing-sweden-claiming-there-is-no-future-for-them/  

…  
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320.   Three hundred twentieth International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 16 Sep 2022 13:47  
Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman towards 
Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
St James (https://bit.ly/3Sb7Wgb), a God’s servant of the Lord Jesus (the Messiah and eternal King), contradicts satan’s servants 

of United Kingdom in St James Palace (https://bit.ly/2tjNFi0). St James prohibits swearing of oaths (https://bit.ly/3S64VxJ), whilst the lying 
persecutors of Biblical Christianity and their ‘Defender of the Lies’ reciprocally swear oaths of allegiance. The 
‘Defender of Persecution’ faithfully swore (https://bit.ly/3S94gvG) to inviolably maintain and preserve the British-religion, and 
the lying persecutors faithfully swore (https://bit.ly/3UihyrI) to bear true allegiance to Charles-III and his heirs and successors.  
 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  

3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
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security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 

medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 

provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 

innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  

https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh
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Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 

Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
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condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 

innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Explicit indication of presence of ultra-right expressions, resembling a Nazi Hitler Salute, was triumphantly performed in the 

political positions of satanic-Sweden’s second most popular political party.: https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/sep/15/far-right-sweden-

intolerance-liberalism-election-results  

• Overt indication of presence of ultra-right symbols, resembling an SS-Totenkopfverbände (https://bit.ly/3S8czaX), was allegedly featured 

in the armed ranks of the Ukrainian Army and the Ukrainian National Guard.: https://sputniknews.com/20220914/are-we-the-baddies-nazi-ss-deaths-head-

insignia-spotted-during-zelensky-selfie-session-with-troops-1100771059.html  

…  
 
 
 

319.   Three hundred nineteenth International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 1 Sep 2022 00:14  
Subject: Swedish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman 
towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 
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to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
I have departed from Spain’s Franco-spirited police forces and Spain’s municipal/provincial governments that 
continually violate human rights by anti-Biblical pursuits, and from Spain’s impeding Spanish pastors/priests of 
churches.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Spanish_churches.pdf  

 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  

3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
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https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 

of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
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Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 

Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
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any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 

will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s government supports billion-dollar projects linked to Islamic-authoritarian neo-Ottomanist Caliph-aspirant, 

Recep Tayyip Erdoğan of Islamic Türkiye.: https://bit.ly/3wJ3wFf  

• Satanic-Sweden’s anti-Christian and prejudiced politicians (Articles 5.3 and 10.1.b of https://bit.ly/3R7mqh5 versus https://bit.ly/3pWUEIg) desire that 

Muslims who convert to Christianity within satanic-Sweden as refugees, and who hence submit a subsequent asylum 
application as a convert to Christianity, should not be granted refugee status in satanic-Sweden, even if the obvious risk of 

Islamic persecution in the Islamic country of origin is based on conversion from Islam to Christianity.: https://bit.ly/3wJmKdK  

• Again, Denmark wants to give toddlers access to legal gender change.: https://sputniknews.com/20220817/denmark-wants-to-give-toddlers-access-to-legal-gender-

change-1099683400.html  

…  
 
 
 

318.   Three hundred eightteenth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 15 Aug 2022 13:33  
Subject: Spanish church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman 
towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Alicante, Spain.  
 
Spanish pastors/priests of churches function as satan’s impediments to authentic Christian relationships and 
Christian marriages. Spanish Police and Spanish municipal governments violate human rights in their continuous 
anti-Christian pursuits.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Spanish_churches.pdf  
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I have departed satan’s Kingdom of Britain, with its hostile and satanically persecuting churches, and its corrupt, 
partial, secretive and adversarial system courts (https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2013/18/section/6).  
 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 

typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 

Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2013/18/section/6
https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-reason.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-reason.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm
https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-security-service.html
https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-security-service.html
https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I
https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh
https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw
https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ
https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM
https://bit.ly/34uQUGM
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm
https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-churches.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-churches.pdf
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2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 

the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 

Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html
https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html
https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://bit.ly/3h2u38e
https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
https://archive.vn/vZm2s
https://bit.ly/2BYesFl
https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n
https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968
https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
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• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests.  
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
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http://eauk.org/
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http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
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Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 

to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Either a “normal routine matter”, or a cowardly appeasing advancement of normal Swedish anti-Christianity towards satanic-

Sweden’s commitment to adherence to common values with Islamic-authoritarian neo-Ottomanist Caliph-aspirant, Recep 

Tayyip Erdoğan of Islamic Türkiye?:  
https://sputniknews.com/20220812/sweden-agrees-to-extradite-first-man-wanted-in-turkey-in-the-wake-of-nato-deal-1099500850.html  

https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/nato-quid-pro-quo-sweden-extradite-fugitive-turkey-204181  
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11105523/Sweden-bows-Turkish-demands-agrees-extradite-fraud-suspect-amid-NATO-bid.html  

…  
 
 
 

317.   Three hundred seventeenth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 1 Aug 2022 00:52  
Subject: 100% of British/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a 
Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden.  
 
I have departed satan’s Kingdom of Britain, with its hostile and satanically persecuting churches, and its corrupt, 
partial, secretive and adversarial system courts (https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2013/18/section/6).  
 

• Hopeless Churches of persecution without reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-

reason.htm  

 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841
https://sputniknews.com/20220812/sweden-agrees-to-extradite-first-man-wanted-in-turkey-in-the-wake-of-nato-deal-1099500850.html
https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/nato-quid-pro-quo-sweden-extradite-fugitive-turkey-204181
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11105523/Sweden-bows-Turkish-demands-agrees-extradite-fraud-suspect-amid-NATO-bid.html
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2013/18/section/6
https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-reason.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/Hopeless-Churches-of-persecution-without-reason.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
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• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  
2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  

3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 

former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm
https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-security-service.html
https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-security-service.html
https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I
https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh
https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw
https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ
https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM
https://bit.ly/34uQUGM
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm
https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-churches.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-churches.pdf
https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html
https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html
https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://bit.ly/3h2u38e
https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm
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If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 

governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 

each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 
England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  

http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
https://archive.vn/vZm2s
https://bit.ly/2BYesFl
https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n
https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968
https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
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http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
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1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 

Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://eauk.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
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Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  

 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 

Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s science-dysphoric national government promotes legal gender change for its citizens, by lowering the age 

limit of legal gender change, and thus reducing correspondence between legal and medical spheres, and by revoking 

requirement of a permit from the National Board of Health and Welfare for gender-confused surgery. Satan’s sin-euphoric 

‘Church of Sweden’ passionately encourages “transgenderism” and the practice of homosexual marriages. Satanic-Sweden’s 

satanic ‘Church of Sweden’ (in practice Church of Satan) (https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/english), has banned the innocent Bible-affirming Christian 

heterosexual man Torsten Nenzén from all its ‘Church of Sweden’ churches nationwide. Satan’s ‘Church of Sweden’ satanic-

LGBT Swedish priests praise their homosexual Swedish god, and asserts its satanic identity as a “transsexual” church, and 

has rewritten the Bible with focus on politically corrected gender and diversity, and portrays Jesus Christ as a politically 

corrected gender-neutral person, and has composed inclusive gender-neutral hymns in their satanic/Swedish psalm book, 

and defends its collaboration and funding of Islamists linked with the Islamist terrorist group Muslim Brotherhood and the 
Islamist terrorist organisation Hamas, and collects money towards dissemination of Islamic jihad through children’s literature 

and for its Church of Sweden’s hatred of Israel, and is inspired by satanic Islam’s prophet Mohammed as a God’s prophet, 

and is hatefully hostile against Torsten Nenzén and has excluded Torsten because Torsten is a Bible-affirming real Christian 

(http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf), and satan’s staunchly anti-Israel and satanically antisemitic ‘Church of Sweden’ requests global 

ecumenical organisations to investigate Israel as an “apartheid state”. Sin-euphoric ‘Church of Sweden’ passionately 

encourages the sin of practicing homosexuality and “transgenderism”.:  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/07/30/sweden-leftist-govt-proposes-allowing-16-year-olds-to-legally-change-gender/  

https://sputniknews.com/20220729/sweden-wants-to-allow-16-year-olds-to-change-their-legal-gender-1097926013.html  

…  
 
 
 

316.   Three hundred sixteenth International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 15 Jul 2022 18:15  
Subject: 100% of British/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a 
Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden.  
 
I have departed satan’s Kingdom of Britain, with its hostile and satanically persecuting churches, and its corrupt, 
partial, secretive and adversarial system courts (https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2013/18/section/6).  
 

• In July 2022, the professional pastors of a typical church anywhere on earth, banned, threatened and falsely 
accused a Christian man who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to all churches everywhere 
– Torsten. When the typically lying pastors were asked by Torsten to provide a reality-based specific reason 
for their eviction and permanent ban against Torsten, the typically lying pastors absolutely refused to detail 
any factual reason.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841
https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/english
http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/07/30/sweden-leftist-govt-proposes-allowing-16-year-olds-to-legally-change-gender/
https://sputniknews.com/20220729/sweden-wants-to-allow-16-year-olds-to-change-their-legal-gender-1097926013.html
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2013/18/section/6
https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_banishes_innocent_Christian_2022.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
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typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
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https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm
https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-security-service.html
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governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 

recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 

of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 

Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 
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being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 

Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
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churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 

virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 

New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Because the US Supreme Court (No.19–1392) overturned an errant constitutional right to obtain abortions 

(https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/21pdf/19-1392_6j37.pdf), satanic-Sweden’s satanic political parties now seek to amend its satanic-Swedish Constitution 

to secure a fundamental legal right to intentionally kill innocent persons, through abortion. Elective abortion does present a 

profound moral question: Is it morally right to intentionally kill innocent human life? (https://bit.ly/3RAZ83S,   https://bit.ly/3Pt731l,   https://bit.ly/3o6uAJK) Satanic-

Sweden’s political parties continually fail the medical science and philosophical argument, which in its essence answers what 

the human embryo is: It is life. It is human. It is innocent. (https://karolinska.de,    https://www.nenzen.net/KI.pdf): https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/07/02/swedish-parties-call-for-change-

of-constitution-to-guarantee-abortion-rights/  

…  
 
 

 

315.   Three hundred fifteenth International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 30 Jun 2022 15:38  
Subject: 100% of British/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a Christian 
woman towards Christian marriage. 

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester of the corrupt United Kingdom, with its hostile and persecuting churches. 
 

• On Sunday June 12, 2022, a typical pastor of a church in United Kingdom evicted Torsten. When the typical 
pastor was asked by Torsten what the reality-based reason for the evictions and ban against Torsten is, the 
typical pastor answered that he did not know any reason, but the typical pastor assured a Church Promise 
to find out: “I can definitively follow that up for you. I’ll bring that up in our meeting during the week. […] Like 
I said, I’ll bring that up in our meeting this week, and you have my word on that.” Of course, the typically 
lying Church-pastor never provided any reason for the Church evictions and ban.  
1. (8 seconds audio) Pastor’s Church Promise to find out reason why Torsten is globally banned by Hillsong: 

https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_promised-to-find-out-reason-for-ban.mp3  

2. (6:25 minutes audio) Full audio version of eviction from HillSect London 2022-06-12: https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-

12__London-Hillsong-pastor_Mclaren-Lewis_evicts-innocent-Torsten.mp3  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-1-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

4. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-06-27__Report-2-to-Metropolitan-Police-London.pdf  

5. http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
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All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 

unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

https://www.nenzen.net/2022-04-13__T-comments-on-Swedish-doctor-to-PatientsAdvisoryCommitte-case-V211208583.pdf  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 

A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
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of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 

to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 

banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  
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5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 

to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
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• Satanic-Sweden affirmed its adherence to common values with Islamic-authoritarian neo-Ottomanist Caliph-aspirant, Recep 

Tayyip Erdoğan of Turkiye. Satanic-Sweden shamefully signed to subsequently adjoin repression against Kurdish-speaking 

Kurds, not only in the geo-cultural regions of Greater Kurdistan, but also within satanic-Sweden. Satanic-Sweden is committed 

to cooperate with Islamic Turkiye at all levels of Swedish government to enhance ‘challenges’ as “they so decide”. Satanic-

Sweden’s governmental agency for promotion of Swedish government-disinformation (https://www.mpf.se/en/) might probably be useful to 

Turkiye, in satanic-Sweden’s affirmed commitment to fight “disinformation”. Turkish/Swedish memorandum excerpt: “Establish 

a joint, structured dialogue and cooperation mechanism at all levels of government, including between law enforcement and intelligence agencies, 

to enhance cooperation on counter-terrorism, organised crime, and other common challenges as they so decide.”: 
https://www.nato.int/nato_static_fl2014/assets/pdf/2022/6/pdf/220628-trilat-memo.pdf  

…  
 
 
 

314.   Three hundred fourteenth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 15 Jun 2022 21:53  
Subject: 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a 
Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester of the corrupt United Kingdom, with its hostile and persecuting churches. 
 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from the typically 
abusive/British tyrants, and from the ultra-corrupt and inept British apes of the British councils. By refusal to 
partake in criminal evidence, by refusal to investigate crime, and by refusal to further communicate with 
victims of crime, the British West Mercia Police appears to imagine that its corruption and incompetence would 
somehow become less noticeable.:  
1. https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  
3. https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 

Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  
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2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 

the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 

Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  
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• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://eauk.org/
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http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
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Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 

to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Neither satanic-Sweden’s political rejection of a referendum on fundamental military alliances options, nor a NATO rejection 

of the notion and prospect of a NATO version 2.0 without Turkey, sustainably benefits satanic-Sweden or NATO.: 
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/18586/nato-expel-turkey  

…  
 
 
 

313.   Three hundred thirteenth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 1 Jun 2022 00:23  
Subject: 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a 
Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester of United Kingdom.  
 

• The benevolence of the non-religious Farsi-speaking communities, rescued Torsten from typically 
abusive/British tyrants and from the corrupt and inept British councils.:  
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm  
https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/18586/nato-expel-turkey
https://www.kyrkor.be/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/Legal-Homelessness-promoted-by-United-Kingdom.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/UK-Police_Case-2022__oral-assaults_and_physical-harassments.pdf
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Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 

 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-
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https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-churches.pdf
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https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html
https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html
https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://bit.ly/3h2u38e
https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
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and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 

(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
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outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 

fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 

The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden maintains an efficient and well-adjusted market for contract killings operating in Sweden, with Sweden’s 

soaring fatal shootings. “The compensation for a murder varies from between SEK 100,000 to SEK 1,000,000 depending on the instigator's 

financial circumstances, who the intended victim is and what experience the perpetrator has. It is for example cheaper to hire a young person 

with no experience than vice versa. In addition to financial incentives as a driving force for committing a violent crime, there are also motives for 

revenge. It is also common for young people to undertake murder assignments without a requirement for financial compensation in order to prove 

themselves reliable and to rise in the ranks.” (https://bit.ly/3Q4hABk): https://sputniknews.com/20220526/efficient-well-adjusted-market-for-contract-killings-operates-in-sweden-report-reveals-1095783525.html  
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312.   Three hundred twelfth International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 15 May 2022 23:08  
Subject: 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a 
Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester of United Kingdom.  
 

• The benevolence by acquaintances of the Farsi-speaking community, rescued Torsten from typically abusive-
British tyrants and from the corrupt and inept British councils.: https://blimey.pm/2022-05-08__abusive-lawless-British-landlords-

and-utterly-corrupt-and-inept-British-Councils.pdf  

 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  

 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
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of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 

Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  

1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  
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2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 

(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 

professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
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No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  

 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s Imams conducting Muslim ‘pleasure marriages’ with prostitutes for money.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/05/14/sweden-imams-

conducting-muslim-pleasure-marriages-with-prostitutes-for-money/  

• Satanic-Sweden's inaugurated agency for psychological defence (https://www.mpf.se/en/) [satanic-Sweden’s governmental disinformation] 

openly criticised as 'Ministry of Truth' (https://bit.ly/39QksRt).: https://sputniknews.com/20220513/swedens-new-agency-for-psychological-defence-slammed-as-ministry-of-truth-1095481542.html  

…  
 
 
 

311.   Three hundred eleventh International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 1 May 2022 22:06  
Subject: 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a 
Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcestershire of United Kingdom.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 
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Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 

A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
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Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  

Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 

one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
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woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 

and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Segregation in satanic-Sweden has been allowed to go so far that Sweden now has parallel societies: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/04/30/no-

go-zones-pm-admits-there-are-parallel-societies-in-sweden-following-mass-migration/  

• “Several of the leading individuals who strive for a local parallel society are precisely Salafists, and it is described that they 

no longer hide their agenda. An interviewee expresses, for example, that "now they are trying to build the caliphate here 

instead". How this type of problem with the pursuit of parallel societies can be handled are described as a major challenge. 

[…] An interviewee believes that politicians have allowed the emergence of parallel societies.”: https://bit.ly/3LEhZaU  

• Almost a third of satanic-Sweden’s population want to ban political demonstrations and opinions that are offensive to sections 

of satanic-Sweden.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/04/30/nearly-a-third-of-swedes-want-to-ban-offensive-protests-after-quran-riots/  

• Political parties in satanic-Sweden reject a referendum on fundamental military alliances, because the complexity of the issue 
cannot be determined properly by the Swedish simpletons.: https://sputniknews.com/20220425/trust-representative-democracy-all-swedish-parties-oppose-nato-referendum-1095027030.html  

• Satanic-Swedish top politicians believe that referendums are very bad.: https://sputniknews.com/20220428/swedish-authorities-reject-proposal-for-referendum-on-nato-membership-

1095130749.html  

…  
 
 
 

310.   Three hundred tenth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 18 Apr 2022 15:30  
Subject: 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a 
Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcestershire of United Kingdom.  
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All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-

Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
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Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 

PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 

relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
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satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  

 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  
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New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s homosexual police force chose correctly to not intervene in freedom of speech/burning of copies of the 

Quran, but, satanic-Sweden’s homosexual police force chooses to act indecisively to Islamic perpetrators of riotous disorder, 

and, satanic-Sweden’s homosexual police force chooses to intervene and prohibit public loud reading of the Judeo-Christian 

Bible. In satanic-Sweden, there exists freedom of speech to read (or burn) the Quran in public, but in satanic-Sweden it is 

forbidden to read the Judeo-Christian Bible in public, as satanic-Sweden’s blaspheming homosexual police explicitly equates 

the Judeo-Christian Bible with Adolf Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’.:  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/04/17/sweden-sees-days-of-riots-over-quran-burning-danish-politician/  
https://sputniknews.com/20220417/iran-strongly-condemns-burning-of-quran-with-support-of-police-in-sweden-1094832723.html  

https://sputniknews.com/20220415/two-swedish-cities-engulfed-in-muslim-riots-over-quran-burning-gathering---video-1094776001.html  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

• In satanic-Sweden, satanic-Swedish men sexually exploit by prostitution women refugees from Ukraine.: 
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/04/12/sweden-majority-of-prostitution-busts-in-march-involved-exploited-ukrainian-women/  

…  
 
 
 

309.   Three hundred ninth International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 31 Mar 2022 20:03  
Subject: 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to church leaders a hope of finding a 
Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 

of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 
to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  

anti-Christian culture.  
 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcestershire of United Kingdom.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf).  
 
100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their invented lies, 
evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 
person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/04/17/sweden-sees-days-of-riots-over-quran-burning-danish-politician/
https://sputniknews.com/20220417/iran-strongly-condemns-burning-of-quran-with-support-of-police-in-sweden-1094832723.html
https://sputniknews.com/20220415/two-swedish-cities-engulfed-in-muslim-riots-over-quran-burning-gathering---video-1094776001.html
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/04/12/sweden-majority-of-prostitution-busts-in-march-involved-exploited-ukrainian-women/
https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-security-service.html
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https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html
https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html
https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html
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9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 

of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 

each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 
England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
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justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
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In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 

Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Ukrainians seeking refuge are hesitant to go to Sweden; fearing the Swedish crimes, and fearing that the Swedish Government 

might take their children away.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/03/27/ukrainians-hesitant-to-go-to-sweden-fearing-crime-govt-taking-their-children/  

• Ukrainian women refugees within Sweden fear for their safety (‘We are afraid.’).: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/03/21/we-are-afraid-ukrainian-

refugee-women-fear-for-safety-in-multicultural-sweden/  

• Swedish Government ridiculed for its underreporting of annual Russian port calls in Sweden.: https://sputniknews.com/20220329/swedish-govt-

ridiculed-for-underreporting-over-a-hundred-annual-russian-port-calls--1094280879.html  

• Mexico! – is currently, at least in part, a greater beacon of liberty compared with its northern neighbour. Residents within 

satanic-Sweden (and elsewhere) can, however, bypass satanic-Sweden’s internet censorship and internet-blocked news 

journalism websites (blocked also in EU, UK, US), via Internet VPN connection through Mexico.  
https://sputniknews.com/20220302/rossiya-segodnya-considers-google-discover-google-news-restrictions-of-its-resources--censorship-1093516388.html  
https://sputniknews.com/20220302/google-reportedly-blocks-apps-connected-to-sputnik-rt-from-play-app-store-across-europe-1093507327.html  

https://sputniknews.com/20220301/google-says-blocks-youtube-channels-connected-to-sputnik-rt-in-europe-1093473243.html  
https://sputniknews.com/20220313/metas-move-to-allow-hate-speech-against-russians-fosters-xenophobia--racism-journalist-warns-1093827066.html  

https://sputniknews.com/20220314/as-it-giants-purge-russian-media-from-their-platforms-what-lessons-can-india-learn-from-campaign-1093859545.html  
https://sputniknews.com/20220329/youtube-continues-its-assualt-on-the-press-removes-6-years-of-chris-hedges-rt-show-from-platform-1094302155.html  

…  
 
 
 

308.   Three hundred eighth International Plea  
 
Date: Tue, 15 Mar 2022 00:45  
Subject: Exclusively 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
2022, in conjunction with a direct personal encounter by an agent of satan’s Swedish Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/en/swedish-

security-service.html), the satanic-Swedish agent inadvertently reiterated an apparent political decision by a satanic/Swedish 
former Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden (2006-2014), Fredrik Devil Reinfeldt, that Torsten Nenzén is a “wrong 

person” (2022: “You are a [the] wrong person.”). Previously in 2009, the same Satanic Security Service of Sweden 
(Security Police SÄPO) demanded that SÄPO's Proxy, a medical doctor named Astrid Lindstrand (https://bit.ly/3EUBA2I), 
must send a medical summons to Torsten Nenzén because SÄPO demanded an inquiry with Torsten via their 
security-intelligence-doctor Astrid Lindstrand. (Read: https://bit.ly/3mSzSJh and https://bit.ly/3BUbaMw). SÄPO's Proxy-doctor 
Astrid Lindstrand, is THE satanic-Swedish medical doctor who, among other things, invented the medically 
unmotivated and absolutely incorrect diagnosis against Torsten: narcissistic personality disorder! [possibly a 
political diagnosis via police instruction, due to Sweden’s anti-Christian political preference]. More about satan’s 
medical doctors in Sweden: here https://bit.ly/3sYTXjZ, here https://bit.ly/3IZXEeM and here https://bit.ly/34uQUGM.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/03/27/ukrainians-hesitant-to-go-to-sweden-fearing-crime-govt-taking-their-children/
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/03/21/we-are-afraid-ukrainian-refugee-women-fear-for-safety-in-multicultural-sweden/
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https://sputniknews.com/20220302/rossiya-segodnya-considers-google-discover-google-news-restrictions-of-its-resources--censorship-1093516388.html
https://sputniknews.com/20220302/google-reportedly-blocks-apps-connected-to-sputnik-rt-from-play-app-store-across-europe-1093507327.html
https://sputniknews.com/20220301/google-says-blocks-youtube-channels-connected-to-sputnik-rt-in-europe-1093473243.html
https://sputniknews.com/20220313/metas-move-to-allow-hate-speech-against-russians-fosters-xenophobia--racism-journalist-warns-1093827066.html
https://sputniknews.com/20220314/as-it-giants-purge-russian-media-from-their-platforms-what-lessons-can-india-learn-from-campaign-1093859545.html
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system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 

PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   
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Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 

Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  
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Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 

professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden (and European Union) silences journalists and bans news agencies from internet, which factually expose 

precisely the newsworthy current events which are suppressed/censored by main(lame)stream propaganda of corporate- and 

government media. In satanic-Sweden (and EU), unauthorized journalism by unlawful news agencies is currently banned 

from internet. Factually verifiable news by https://sputniknews.com (https://rossiyasegodnya.com) are currently 100% banned by satanic-

Sweden, because satanic-Sweden (and EU) cannot tolerate freedom of speech, freedom of journalism, freedom of media nor 

freedom of internet communications. Only satanic-Sweden’s (and EU’s) US-Big-Tech-filtered propaganda and disinformation 

is currently approved within satanic-Swedish internet. Globally divided partisanships of information technology progressively 
infringe fundamental human freedoms and rights.  

• The mainstream media are the rainbow Pravda. (https://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf): https://www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/how-mainstream-media-

are-lying-to-the-public-about-new-laws-to-protect-kids-from-the-lgbt-agenda/  

…  
 
 
 

307.   Three hundred seventh International Plea  
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Date: Mon, 28 Feb 2022 23:26  
Subject: Indisputably 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope 
of finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about 

Torsten; lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and 
deported absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. Basis of facts and evidences: https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-

churches.pdf  

2. Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the evil Government of New Zealand.: https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-

arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

3. Video [part 1 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part-1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

4. Video [part 2 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part-2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

5. Video [part 3 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part-3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

6. Video [part 4 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part-4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

7. Video [part 5 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part-5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

8. Video [part 6 of 6]: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part-6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html  

9. Original interview videos, downloadable here: https://bit.ly/3h2u38e  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 

churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
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Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 

PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 

relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
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satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  

 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  
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New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s ‘National Board of Health and Welfare’ (https://www.socialstyrelsen.se/en/) is expected to reverse its Swedish/lunacy guidelines on 

hormone blockers for Sweden’s imaginary “trans-gender” children.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/02/25/swedish-board-of-health-u-

turns-on-hormone-blockers-for-trans-kids/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s ‘Discrimination/Equality Ombudsman (DO)’ (https://www.do.se/choose-language/english), which is understood for its staunchly anti-

Christian bias and its discrimination against reported cases of discrimination against Christians, decided that it must be, in 

satanic-Sweden, a legally mandatory requirement to use a recently Swedish invented non-binary and non-gender pronoun 
“hen” for Swedish invented non-gender and Swedish invented trans-gender persons; which is merely an extension of satanic-

Sweden’s obsession for promoting biological fiction (https://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf). NGO ‘Academic Rights Watch’ (https://academicrightswatch.se) 

reported (https://bit.ly/3HwQLA9) satanic-Sweden’s ‘Discrimination/Equality Ombudsman’ (DO) to ‘The Parliamentary Ombudsmen’ (JO) 

(https://www.jo.se/en/).:  
https://bit.ly/35lrcF3  
https://bit.ly/3C4AotE  

…  
 
 
 

306.   Three hundred sixth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 16 Feb 2022 22:49  

Subject: Irrefutably 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 

lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 

• The evil NEW ZEALAND Government, which interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, imprisoned and deported 

absolutely innocent Torsten, is allied with satan’s lying and persecuting pastors of churches.:  
1. https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deported-torst.html  

2. https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lying-pastors-of-churches.pdf  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
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unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 

Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 
England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
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specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 

innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 

Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
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examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s satanic ‘Church of Sweden’ (in practice Church of Satan) (https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/english), which has banned the innocent Bible-

affirming Christian heterosexual man Torsten Nenzén from all its ‘Church of Sweden’ churches nationwide, and whose satanic-

LGBT Swedish priests praise their homosexual Swedish god, and which asserts its satanic identity as a “transsexual” church, 

and which has rewritten the Bible with focus on politically corrected gender and diversity, and which portrays Jesus Christ as 

a politically corrected gender-neutral person, and which has composed inclusive gender-neutral hymns in their 

satanic/Swedish psalm book, and which defends its collaboration and funding of Islamists linked with the Islamist terrorist 

group Muslim Brotherhood and the Islamist terrorist organisation Hamas, and which collects money towards dissemination of 
Islamic jihad through children’s literature and for its Church of Sweden’s hatred of Israel, and which is inspired by satanic 

Islam’s prophet Mohammed as a God’s prophet, and which is hatefully hostile against Torsten Nenzén and has excluded 

Torsten because Torsten is a Bible-affirming real Christian (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf), and satan’s staunchly 

anti-Israel and satanically antisemitic ‘Church of Sweden’ which requests global ecumenical organisations to investigate Israel 

as an “apartheid state”, now furthermore, satanic-Sweden’s satanic ‘Church of Sweden’ wacko-Swedish archbishop declares 

“On a theological basis, […] the mining establishment […] is not existentially and spiritually sustainable […] and threaten existential 

and spiritual public health.”.: https://sputniknews.com/20220201/church-of-sweden-raises-eyebrows-by-protesting-mining-as-spiritually-unsustainable-1092651043.html  

…  
 
 
 

305.   Three hundred fifth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 31 Jan 2022 19:26  
Subject: Unquestionably 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a 
hope of finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 

lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 

recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  
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Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 

 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 
then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  
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2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 

(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 

professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
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No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  

 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Swedish Government influence attack over elections outcomes, through its governing party’s massive cyber-influence 

attack on mobile phones, is statistically unreported in satanic-Sweden’s official government data.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Sweden-excludes-ruling-party-cyber-attack-on-elections.pdf  

• Satanic-Sweden’s feminist government and its ‘Swedish Gender Equality Agency’ (https://jamstalldhetsmyndigheten.se) is “very happy” that Swedish 

women's violence against men is classified within men's violence against women (https://bit.ly/3giq4Ut)  (https://bit.ly/3re3e6M).: 
https://sputniknews.com/20220119/womens-violence-against-men-classified-as-mens-against-women-in-swedish-equality-guidelines-1092359267.html  

…  
 
 
 

304.   Three hundred fourth International Plea  
 
Date: Sat, 15 Jan 2022 22:12  
Subject: Incontestably 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope 
of finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 

lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  
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Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 

 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 
then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2022, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2022: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  
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2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 

(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 

professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
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No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  

 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• In satanic-Sweden, the satanic/Swedish Government now operates an empowered propaganda agency [“Ministry of 

Misinformation and Censorship” aka Swedish Psychological Defence Agency (https://www.mpf.se/en/)   (https://www.msb.se/psykologisktforsvar)] to enhance the 

satanic/Swedish Government’s influence on the minds of Swedes; to conform people’s perceptions with its satanic/Swedish 

Government. The gravest threat to misinformed Swedes is disinformation from the satanic/Swedish Government’s confluence 

with satanic-Sweden’s publicly funded, corporate and mainstream news media; of satanic-Swedish propagandistic non-

journalism, asymmetric news omittance, and censorship.:  
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/sweden-launches-psychological-defense-agency-to-combat-misleading-information/  

https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/01/05/ministry-of-truth-alleging-russian-interference-sweden-launches-disinformation-agency/  
https://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-28.pdf  
https://www.nenzen.net/Twitter_Censorship.pdf  

https://www.kyrkor.be/twilio.htm  

…  
 
 
 

303.   Three hundred third International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 31 Dec 2021 13:07  
Subject: Undeniably 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Rådanefors of satanic-Sweden. 
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 

lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
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nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 

of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 
England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 
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being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 

Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
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churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 

virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 

New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• In satanic-Sweden, native satanic/Swedish pastors of churches and native satanic/Swedish politicians of governments are 

the primary causes to satanic-Sweden’s supplementary serious problems of native and non-native criminal offenders. If 

satanic-Sweden’s native-satanic leaders of churchianity and native-satanic leaders of politics instead would have 

decided/acted in alignment with God’s instructions (the Bible), then satanic-Sweden’s supplementary serious crimes could 

have been avoided. Satanic-Sweden is reaping what it has sown; of satanic/Swedish negligence and disobedience against 

God.: https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/18039/sweden-gang-violence  

• Satanic-Sweden’s state propaganda satanic-service television corporation SVT (https://omoss.svt.se/about-svt.html) cancelled God from old hymn text.: 
https://sputniknews.com/20211222/debate-flares-up-as-god-gets-removed-from-famous-swedish-christmas-hymn-1091707321.html  

• Satanic-Sweden’s Swedishness within its labour movement: https://dokumentar.samtiden.nu  

…  
 
 
 

302.   Three hundred second International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 15 Dec 2021 15:27  
Subject: Plainly 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 

lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  
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In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 

nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-

Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 

moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 
England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  
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Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  

 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
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Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  

 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 

Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s satanic ‘Church of Sweden’ (in practice Church of Satan) (https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/english), which has banned the innocent Bible-

affirming Christian heterosexual man Torsten Nenzén from all its Church of Sweden churches nationwide, and whose satanic-

LGBT priests praise their homosexual Swedish god, and which asserts its satanic identity as a “transsexual” church, and which 

has rewritten the Bible with focus on politically corrected gender and diversity, and which portrays Jesus Christ as a politically 

corrected gender-neutral person, and which has composed inclusive gender-neutral hymns in their satanic/Swedish psalm 

book, and which defends its collaboration and funding of Islamists linked with the Islamist terrorist group Muslim Brotherhood 

and the Islamist terrorist organisation Hamas, and which collects money towards dissemination of Islamic jihad through 

children’s literature and for its Church of Sweden’s hatred of Israel, and which is inspired by satanic Islam’s prophet 

Mohammed as a God’s prophet, and which is hatefully hostile against Torsten Nenzén and has excluded Torsten because 

Torsten is a Bible-affirming real Christian (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf), now satan’s staunchly anti-Israel and satanically 
antisemitic ‘Church of Sweden’ decided to call on ecumenical organisations of the world to consider investigating Israel as an 

“apartheid state”.: https://sputniknews.com/20211202/church-of-sweden-under-fire-for-calls-to-investigate-israel-for-apartheid-1091191496.html  

• Satanically wrongheaded/Swedish Government Ministry of Infrastructure’s Transport Administration, commissioned for 

$17,000 a public mural explicitly depicting a woman’s vagina accompanied by the precise text “God giving a fuck”.: 
https://sputniknews.com/20211209/god-giving-a-f--swedish-transport-administration-mural-with-female-genitalia-sparks-outrage-1091369388.html  

…  
 
 
 

301.   Three hundred first International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 1 Dec 2021 22:50  
Subject: Really 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
Currently, as of writing (2021-12-01), I am in a transit zone of Bangkok Suvarnabhumi Airport (BKK) in Thailand, 
evading to present my passport and myself to Thai Immigration at immigration zone; to avoid detention in 
Thailand. At the airline check-in counter in Europe for the flight to BKK, the airline attendant leaned forward 
towards the check-in screen to read an extraordinary text on the screen, and while the attendant was reading 
the screen the attendant said similar to: "Oh, there is a case on you. I need to read it. ... Majeste ... And there 
is a link to it." Subsequently, mid-air on board the flight to BKK I rescheduled my return flight from BKK for a 
soonest available return flight to Europe. As of writing (2021-12-01), I am waiting to board the soonest 
replacement flight out of Thailand, to avoid a looming detention by Thailand’s government, if I were to enter the 
Thai Immigration zone at BKK. The referred link mentioned by the check-in attendant in Europe would likely be 
a cloud folder-link which I never published anywhere, but the cloud folder-link of my collated photos of Thailand’s 
weirdo-king had somehow become known to the Thailand government. Due to Thailand government’s case 
against me, I now respond to Thailand by publicising the content of my cloud folder, for all eyes to see.: Thailand’s 
weirdo-king - https://bit.ly/3EcXzlI  

[2021-12-02 I departed BKK on a return flight to Zurich, Switzerland. For personal security reasons, I shall of course never revisit Thailand.]  

 
General lèse-majesté in Thailand: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/L%C3%A8se-majest%C3%A9_in_Thailand  

Recent lèse-majesté in Thailand: https://ifex.org/thailand-sedition-lese-majeste-charges-against-protesters-proliferate/  
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841
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Although the Thai people-culture possibly is one of the friendliest cultures in the world, Thailand’s government 
under its weirdo-king is a disaster for human rights. The Thai people deserve much better, and deserve 
democracy.  

 
The intellectual rationale and Biblical justification by Thai church leaders for banning Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya_International_Church_rationale_for_eviction-ban.mp3  

 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 

lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   
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Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 

Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 

homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  
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Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 

professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Islamists, terror financiers and motorcycle gangs reportedly received Swedish government COVID-19 aid.: 

https://sputniknews.com/20211130/islamists-terror-financiers-and-motorcycle-gangs-reportedly-received-covid-19-aid-in-sweden-1091130425.html  

• Researchers face prosecution in Sweden for study about immigrants' prevalence in rape verdicts.: https://sputniknews.com/20211130/swedish-

researchers-face-prosecution-for-study-about-immigrants-prevalence-in-rape-verdicts-1091128385.html  

• Swedish ‘Trans’ children reportedly suffered severe injuries as a result of puberty blockers in Swedish hospital: 
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/11/27/sweden-trans-kids-suffered-injuries-as-a-result-of-puberty-blockers/  

…  
 
 
 

300.   Three hundredth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 15 Nov 2021 17:51  
Subject: Unmistakably 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope 
of finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841
https://sputniknews.com/20211130/islamists-terror-financiers-and-motorcycle-gangs-reportedly-received-covid-19-aid-in-sweden-1091130425.html
https://sputniknews.com/20211130/swedish-researchers-face-prosecution-for-study-about-immigrants-prevalence-in-rape-verdicts-1091128385.html
https://sputniknews.com/20211130/swedish-researchers-face-prosecution-for-study-about-immigrants-prevalence-in-rape-verdicts-1091128385.html
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/11/27/sweden-trans-kids-suffered-injuries-as-a-result-of-puberty-blockers/
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Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 
excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  

anti-Christian culture.  
 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 

lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  

 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 

Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 
England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 

https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
https://archive.vn/vZm2s
https://bit.ly/2BYesFl
https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n
https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968
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Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 

Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 

homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 

https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
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Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 

professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden to lower threshold for legal gender change to twelve.: https://sputniknews.com/20211110/sweden-to-lower-threshold-for-legal-gender-change-

to-twelve-1090612961.html  

• Swedish Muslim school principal allegedly scammed millions in municipal grants to fund Islamists.: 
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/11/04/sweden-school-head-scammed-millions-sent-it-to-somalia/  

• Satanic-anglican archbishop of satan’s Church of England, which lies, slanders, evicts, banishes and persecutes innocent 

Bible-affirming Christians, stated that politicians shall be 'cursed' if they do not reach environmental agreements.: 
https://sputniknews.com/20211101/archbishop-of-canterbury-says-leaders-will-be-cursed-if-they-fail-to-reach-agreement-at-cop26-1090395811.html  

…  
 
 
 

299.   Two hundred ninetyninth International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 31 Oct 2021 12:30  
Subject: Certainly 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841
https://sputniknews.com/20211110/sweden-to-lower-threshold-for-legal-gender-change-to-twelve-1090612961.html
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https://sputniknews.com/20211101/archbishop-of-canterbury-says-leaders-will-be-cursed-if-they-fail-to-reach-agreement-at-cop26-1090395811.html
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Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden.  
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 

system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 

lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 

innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 

England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 
England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   
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Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 

Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 

homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  
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Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 

professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s cynical, Darwinistic and shambolic management (https://bit.ly/3BqpXyB) of Covid-19 pandemic: 

https://sputniknews.com/20211029/delay-and-inadequacy-prof-blasts-swedens-deliberate-spread-of-covid-19-1090301592.html  

…  
 
 
 

298.   Two hundred ninetyeighth International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2021 21:00  
Subject: Assuredly 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 
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to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Alicante, Spain. 
 
Spanish pastors/priests of churches function as satan’s impediments to authentic Christian relationships and 
Christian marriages.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Spanish_churches.pdf  

 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 
system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 
lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 

the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   
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Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 

Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 

homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  
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Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 

professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Swedish instinctively antisemitic reaction by cowardly municipal archive to conceal displayed Jewish books to avert 

Swedish-antisemitic vandalism - instead of good Zionist proaction of refuting antisemitic and antizionist evils: 
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/10/14/swedish-city-archive-covers-up-jewish-books-to-avoid-vandalism/  

…  
 
 
 

297.   Two hundred ninetyseventh International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 1 Oct 2021 23:22  
Subject: Positively 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
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of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 
to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  

anti-Christian culture.  
 

Current:  
I am currently in Alicante, Spain. 
 
Spanish pastors/priests of churches function as satan’s impediments to authentic Christian relationships and 
Christian marriages.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Spanish_churches.pdf  

 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 
system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 
lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 

to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   
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Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 

Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 

homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  
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Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 

professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Swedish homosexual priest refuses to wed heterosexual couples in satanic-Sweden’s satanic “Church of Sweden” 

(https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/english) (Church of Satan in teachings and in praxis).: https://sputniknews.com/20210916/swedish-gay-priest-refuses-to-wed-straight-couples-1089116617.html  

• Teachings of Quranic Islam of course occur in all mosques in satanic-Sweden.: https://sputniknews.com/20210923/former-islamist-preacher-there-is-a-salafist-

in-every-swedish-mosque-1089322794.html  

…  
 
 
 

296.   Two hundred ninetysixth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 15 Sep 2021 17:24  
Subject: Categorically 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope 
of finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  
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Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 
excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  

anti-Christian culture.  
 

Current:  
I am currently in Alicante, Spain. 
 
Spanish pastors/priests of churches function as satan’s impediments to authentic Christian relationships and 
Christian marriages.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Spanish_churches.pdf  

 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 
system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 
lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 

Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 
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then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
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slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 

Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• In comparison with all surveyed nations globally, satanic-Sweden factually is in relation to values the most extreme nation 

on earth (https://bit.ly/2YTOuhL). Satanic-Sweden also harbours officially recognised extremist environments (https://bit.ly/3nAKb5w). 

Official satanic-Swedish analysts, however, focus attention to foreign influences on domestic satanic-Swedish environments, 

but distort or blur satanic-Sweden’s governmental influences internationally (https://bit.ly/3lkaR7G). Satanic-Sweden exports its 

evil under the pretence of good. Satanic-Sweden promotes barbaric killing of unborn children by abortion, satanic-Sweden 

promotes sinful practice of homosexuality (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf), and satanic-Sweden endeavour prohibition of Judeo-

Christian public teachings which contradict satanic-Swedish values. While satanic-Sweden advances evils within satanic-

Sweden and beyond, within the ‘divided states of America’, however, The Lone Star State shines brightest. Texas Governor 
Greg Abbott declared “Our creator endowed us with the right to life and yet millions of children lose their right to life every 

year because of abortion.” As a legal testimony to true equality through recognition of absolute human value for all persons, 

and for dignity of human life, Texas Senator Bryan Hughes influenced human civilization by the Texas Heartbeat Act 

(https://bit.ly/3CcN8gv, https://bit.ly/3lu2Woe); protecting the most vulnerable persons of society. Satanic-Sweden promotes death, and 

Texas promotes life. Not only because satanic-Sweden’s general population is the most extremist nation in the world in terms 
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of values, but specifically also because satanic-Sweden’s democratically elected radicals of the satanic-Swedish Parliament 

and its Government Offices promote satanic-Swedish values and hamper Judeo-Christian values domestically and 

internationally, satan’s kingdom of satanic-Sweden constitute value-based extremist threats to human civilization 

everywhere. The extremist Sweden's political leadership via the Swedish Parliament and the Swedish Government Offices, as 

well as via the extremist Sweden's religious leadership via its satanic ‘Church of Sweden’ (https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/english), communicate, train 

and finance foreign contacts for impacting with radical satanic-Swedish values and influencing towards satanic-Swedish 

morally confused tendencies. It can be argued that satanic-Sweden exacerbates conflicts (https://bit.ly/2Xrxhfk) through satanic-

Swedish extremist influences internationally.  
• While all of satan’s leaders of churches worldwide ban and persecute the heterosexual Bible-affirming Christian man, Torsten 

Nenzen, who in reality and in truth is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in any church on earth, and who simply seeks 

to Biblically marry a Christian woman of God’s appointment, many of satan’s leaders of churchianity promote homosexual sin 

(http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf), consecrate sinful homosexual marriages, ordain satan’s homosexual clergy, and install satan’s 

homosexual or “transgender” bishops. Evangelical Lutheran Church of America (https://www.elca.org) recently installed its “transgender” 

bishop (https://bit.ly/399TYqE). Few are the churchianity leaders that resist satan’s political heresies (https://bit.ly/2XqYS08). Satan’s 

current satanic prime minister of satanic-Sweden (https://bit.ly/3zhhsVg) fanatically lies with the sole satanic purpose to extend 

satan’s platform within satan’s churches. Satanic-Sweden’s satanic ‘Church of Sweden’ (https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/english) progressively aligns its 

satanic intentions with satan’s political agendas of satanic-Sweden’s satanic Prime Ministers. The Prime Minister of satanic-

Sweden in 2017 declared intention to force all priests of his ‘Church of Sweden’ to perform homosexual marriages even if any 
priest would disagree with gay marriage, otherwise “priests” must find a different occupation (https://bit.ly/3jvyj24, 

https://bit.ly/3mPrZEQ).  

…  
 
 
 

295.   Two hundred ninetyfifth International Plea  
 
Date: Tue, 31 Aug 2021 21:17  
Subject: Fundamentally 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a 
hope of finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Alicante, Spain. 
 
Spanish pastors/priests of churches function as satan’s impediments to authentic Christian relationships and 
Christian marriages.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Spanish_churches.pdf  

 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 
system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 
lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
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All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-

Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 

moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 
England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  
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3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 

specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 

slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
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The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s satanic “Church of Sweden” (https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/english) progressively aligns its satanic intentions with satan’s political 

agendas of satanic-Sweden’s satanic Prime Ministers. The Prime Minister of satanic-Sweden in 2017 declared intention to 

force all priests of his “Church of Sweden” to perform homosexual marriages even if any priest would disagree with gay 

marriage, otherwise ‘priests’ must find a different occupation (https://bit.ly/3jvyj24, https://bit.ly/3mPrZEQ). Satan’s priests and 

churchianity politicians of satanic “Church of Sweden” are increasingly in favour of forcing satan’s “Church of Sweden” priests 

to carry out same-sex marriages. Satanic-Sweden’s satanic Church of Sweden (in practice Church of Satan!), which has 

banned the innocent Bible-affirming Christian heterosexual man Torsten Nenzén from all its “Church of Sweden” churches 

nationwide, and whose satanic-LGBT priests praise a homosexual Swedish god, and which has rewritten the Bible with focus 
on politically corrected gender and diversity, and which portrays Jesus Christ as a politically corrected gender-neutral person, 

and which has composed inclusive gender-neutral hymns in their satanic/Swedish psalm book, and which asserts its satanic 

identity as a transsexual church, and which defends its collaboration and funding of Islamists linked with the Islamist terrorist 

group Muslim Brotherhood and the Islamist terrorist organisation Hamas, and which collects money towards dissemination of 

Islamic jihad through children’s literature and for its Church of Sweden’s hatred of Israel, and which is inspired by satanic  

Islam’s prophet Mohammed as a God’s prophet, is hatefully hostile against Torsten Nenzén and has excluded Torsten because 

Torsten is a Bible-affirming real Christian (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf).: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/08/20/church-of-sweden-

divided-forcing-priests-carry-out-gay-marriages/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s satanic Armed Forces (https://www.forsvarsmakten.se/en/) previously lobbied to exploit the Afghanistan War for purpose of promoting 

marketability towards sales of its fighter aircraft Jas Gripen (https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/08STOCKHOLM29_a.html). Satanic-Sweden’s 

satanic Armed Forces and its anti-Godly/Swedish military flaggots continue to advocate its anti-Christian and anti-Biblical 

sentiments, by advertising its satanic-Swedish propagation against Biblical Christianity, as part of satan’s Swedish call of duty 

to indoctrinate satanic-Sweden with satanic-Swedish lies. (https://bit.ly/2WASpPq, https://bit.ly/2WE6Hia, https://bit.ly/3fpJWFr) Satan’s 

Swedish vitriol against Judeo-Christian values is likewise pursued by satanic-Sweden’s Police Authority (https://polisen.se/en/). Sweden’s 

blaspheming Police of the satanic/Swedish Governments sustain persecution and intimidation against the Bible-affirming 

authentic Christian man Torsten Nenzén (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf). Satanic-Sweden’s national police has previously 
declared that public reading from the Judeo-Christian Bible is a hate crime, and satanic-Sweden’s police explicitly equates 

the “hatefulness of the Judeo-Christian Bible” with Adolf Hitler’s book ‘Mein Kampf’ (http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm). 

According to the exact vocabulary of the Bible, the practice of homosexuality is detestable, abomination, repulsive, immoral, 

shameful, unnatural, indecent, vile, against nature and is a sin against God.: https://www.opindia.com/2021/08/sweden-wanted-to-use-

afghanistan-war-to-enhance-marketability-of-gripen-aircraft-wikileaks/  

…  
 
 
 

294.   Two hundred ninetyfourth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 16 Aug 2021 17:46  
Subject: Decisively 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Alicante, Spain. 
 
Spanish pastors/priests of churches function as satan’s impediments to authentic Christian relationships and 
Christian marriages.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Spanish_churches.pdf  

 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 
system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 
lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  
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If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 

governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  
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Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 

specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 

slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
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will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 

permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s parliamentarians satanically attack democratic nations which Biblically do not endorse satanic-Sweden’s 

satanic LGBT harmful agenda.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/08/06/swedish-liberal-leader-calls-for-hungary-to-be-removed-from-eu/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s satanic parliamentarians financially associate with supporters of legalising child pornography.: https://bit.ly/2VT6yYq  

• Satanic-Sweden financially boosts its satanic/Swedish support for Quranic Islam.: https://bit.ly/2UkT9aC  

• Military, financial and administrative reconstruction attempts of Quranic/Islamic societies with “Western Civilization values” 

without a coherent strategy to address the innately evil, inhumane and anti-democratic values (and spiritual nature) of 

Quranic Islam, are undeniably doomed for failure. Without substituting Quranic Islam in Islamic societies with the knowledge 

and spiritual relationship by the only true God and creator of the universe, which is the God of Israel through Jesus Christ, 

the ordained violence and evil by Quranic Islam will triumph once the “Western” military campaign is exhausted. The 

remarkable ignorance and naivité of those “Western” leaders, who erroneously believe that Quranic Islam might capitulate 

to “Western” values by mere military and financial persuasion, is amazing! Satanic-Sweden’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

declared intent of undiminished financial aid (https://www.sida.se/en/sidas-international-work/afghanistan) for Afghanistan, regardless if Kabul is administered by Quranic 

Islam.:  https://archive.ph/ySux2  ,  https://bit.ly/3xQd6Uv   

• Satan’s British-Anglican Church of the Queen of England (No.10) (http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm) hails its 

Anglican-worshipped prophet “Greta”.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/08/09/delingpole-god-has-raised-up-a-prophet-in-greta-thunberg-claims-ex-archbishop/  

…  
 
 
 

293.   Two hundred ninetythird International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 2 Aug 2021 21:00  
Subject: Definite 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Alicante, Spain. 
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Spanish pastors/priests of churches function as satan’s impediments to authentic Christian relationships and 
Christian marriages.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Spanish_churches.pdf  

 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 
system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 
lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 

ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
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through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 

against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
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through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 

Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s satanic Armed Forces (https://www.forsvarsmakten.se/en/) and its anti-Godly/Swedish military flaggots continue to advocate its anti-

Christian and anti-Biblical sentiments. Satan’s Swedish military advertises again its satanic-Swedish propagation against 

Biblical Christianity, as part of satan’s Swedish call of duty to indoctrinate satanic-Sweden with satanic-Swedish lies. Satan’s 

Swedish vitriol against Judeo-Christian values is likewise pursued by satanic-Sweden’s Police Authority (https://polisen.se/en/). Sweden’s 

blaspheming Police of the satanic/Swedish Governments sustain persecution and intimidation against the Bible-affirming 

authentic Christian man Torsten Nenzén (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf). Satanic-Sweden’s national police has previously 
declared that public reading from the Judeo-Christian Bible is a hate crime, and satanic-Sweden’s police explicitly equates 

the “hatefulness of the Judeo-Christian Bible” with Adolf Hitler’s book ‘Mein Kampf’ (http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm). 

According to the exact vocabulary of the Bible, the practice of homosexuality is detestable, abomination, repulsive, immoral, 

shameful, unnatural, indecent, vile, against nature and is a sin against God.:  
https://sputniknews.com/military/202108021083504892-a-flag-worth-defending-swedish-armed-forces-raise-eyebrows-with-heavy-pride-advertising/  
https://bit.ly/2WE6Hia  

https://bit.ly/3fpJWFr  

• Swedish employee of satanic-Sweden’s government funded national LGBTQI organisation (Swedish advocacy Federation for 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer and Intersex rights) (https://www.rfsl.se/en) receives a reduced sentence for its raping and 

sexually abusing of several male asylum seekers in Sweden; asylum seekers who were made to understand that they must 

have sex with the satanic-Swedish national LGBTQI organisation employee in order to access help towards remaining in 

Sweden.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/07/18/judges-reduce-sentence-of-lgbt-activist-convicted-of-raping-male-asylum-seekers/  

• Satan’s British-Anglican Church of the Queen of England (No.10) (http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm) hails its 

Anglican-worshipped “prophet” Greta.: https://sputniknews.com/environment/202107281083475294-former-archbishop-of-canterbury-labels-greta-thunberg-a-prophet/  

…  
 
 
 

292.   Two hundred ninetysecond International Plea  
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Date: Fri, 16 Jul 2021 00:10  
Subject: Full 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of finding 
a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 
system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 
lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 

innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 
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then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
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slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 

Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden forcefully promotes the sinful practice of homosexuality among minors, while satanic-Sweden’s detestation 

of Biblical Christian values broadens, and satanic-Sweden’s flagrant discrimination against Biblical Christians intensifies. 

Sweden’s blaspheming Police of the satanic/Swedish Governments sustain persecution and intimidation against the Bible-

affirming authentic Christian man Torsten Nenzén (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf). Satanic-Sweden’s national police has previously 

declared that public reading from the Judeo-Christian Bible is a hate crime, and satanic-Sweden’s police explicitly equates 

the “hatefulness of the Judeo-Christian Bible” with Adolf Hitler’s book ‘Mein Kampf’ (http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm). According to 

the exact vocabulary of the Bible, the practice of homosexuality is detestable, abomination, repulsive, immoral, shameful, 

unnatural, indecent, vile, against nature and is a sin against God.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202107021083291575-colonial-approach-orban-slams-eu-criticism-of-bill-banning-promotion-of-

homosexuality-to-minors/  

…  
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291.   Two hundred ninetyfirst International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 2 Jul 2021 11:15  
Subject: Unreservedly 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope 
of finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 
system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 
lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
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settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 

justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
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pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 

Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 

examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 

is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Swedish establishments ignore Muslim Swedes’ participations in Islamically motivated bestial murders, rapes and 

slave trade abroad.: https://bit.ly/365GdaN  

…  
 
 
 

290.   Two hundred ninetieth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 16 Jun 2021 17:19  
Subject: Thoroughly 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
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Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 
system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 
lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 

• Delusive and insensate church leadership of a Catholic charismatic renewal church in Salzburg of Austria 

“Home Church Salzburg” slyly and covertly banished an authentic Christian from any aspect of real and 
personal community.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Home-Church-Salzburg-Austria.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 

Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/Home-Church-Salzburg-Austria.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
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England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 

relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
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slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 

Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Swedish local authorities preserve that their public schools coerce its pupils to participate in promotion of homosexual 

sin.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202106031083063066-swedish-schools-under-fire-for-forcing-pupils-to-participate-in-climate-strike-gay-pride/  

• The satanic Swedish Athletics Association is looking to make sports in satanic-Sweden more inclusive for young transgendered 

individuals by making it easier for them to choose which gender they want to compete with.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/06/13/sweden-allows-trans-

youth-to-choose-which-gender-to-compete-with/  

• In promiscuous satanic-Sweden, female animal rights activists sell sex to fund left-wing cause.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/06/15/female-animal-

rights-activists-engaged-prostitution-pay-leaders-court-fines/  

…  
 
 
 

289.   Two hundred eightyninth International Plea  
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Date: Tue, 1 Jun 2021 18:35  
Subject: Entirely 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s healthcare system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches. Sweden’s healthcare 
system procrastinated provision of medical journal evidence to its Swedishness medical lies about Torsten; 
lies intent to coverup their Swedishness discrimination against Non-Swedishness Torsten.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 

• Delusive and insensate church leadership of a Catholic charismatic renewal church in Salzburg of Austria 

“Home Church Salzburg” slyly and covertly banished an authentic Christian from any aspect of real and 
personal community.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Home-Church-Salzburg-Austria.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 

In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 

 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/Home-Church-Salzburg-Austria.htm
https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
https://archive.vn/vZm2s
https://bit.ly/2BYesFl
https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n
https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf
https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
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and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 

(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
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outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 

fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 

The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s satanic Church of Sweden (in practice Church of Satan) (https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/english), which has banned the innocent Bible-

affirming Christian heterosexual man Torsten Nenzén from all its Church of Sweden churches nationwide, and whose satanic-

LGBT priests praise a homosexual Swedish god, and which has rewritten the Bible with focus on politically corrected gender 

and diversity, and which portrays Jesus Christ as a politically corrected gender-neutral person, and which has composed 

inclusive gender-neutral hymns in their satanic/Swedish psalm book, and which defends its collaboration and funding of 

Islamists linked with the Islamist terrorist group Muslim Brotherhood and the Islamist terrorist organisation Hamas, and which 

collects money towards dissemination of Islamic jihad through children’s literature and for its Church of Sweden’s hatred of 

Israel, and which is inspired by satanic Islam’s prophet Mohammed as a God’s prophet, and which is hatefully hostile against 

Torsten Nenzén and has excluded Torsten because Torsten is a Bible-affirming real Christian (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf), now satan’s 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm
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Church of Sweden also asserts its satanic identity as a transsexual church.:  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202105181082926067-church-of-sweden-claims-to-be-trans-slams-exclusionary-feminism/  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/05/19/church-of-sweden-says-it-could-be-described-as-trans-in-letter-to-transgender-people/  

• Although according to the exact vocabulary of the Bible, that the practice of homosexuality is detestable, abomination, 

repulsive, immoral, shameful, unnatural, indecent, vile, against nature and is a sin against God, Sweden’s celebrity-

homosexuals of the Swedishness churchianity publicly assert that homosexuality is a gift from God and that salvation is 

unconditional: “My homosexuality is a gift from God. […] There are no conditions.”, Sweden’s blaspheming Police of the 

satanic/Swedish Governments sustain persecution and intimidation against the Bible-affirming authentic Christian man 

Torsten Nenzén (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf). Satanic-Sweden’s national police has previously declared that public reading from the 

Judeo-Christian Bible is a hate crime, and satanic-Sweden’s police explicitly equates the “hatefulness of the Judeo-Christian 

Bible” with Adolf Hitler’s book ‘Mein Kampf’ (http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm).: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/05/20/swedish-author-claims-his-

homosexuality-is-gift-from-god/  

• The hostile sciencephobia and Christophobia of satanic-Sweden is symbolically embodied in a 6-meter high and 10-meter 

wide pink unicorn sculpture, which is praised by the satanic Swedes of satanic-Sweden, and is publicly financed by the satanic-

Swedish government, with intent to promote arrogance in sinfulness.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/05/19/multicultural-malmo-

spends-76k-108k-on-20-foot-high-pink-unicorn-for-pride/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s enduring satanic-Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs endlessly spews its venomous anti-Zionism and 
antisemitism; recently again by former Swedish PM/FM Carl Bildt, who equated the honourable Israeli Police with horrific 

Nazis. In disparity to the vile satanic-Swedish false narratives, true accounts confirm that the praiseworthy Israeli Police 

quenched hostile attacks by violent Muslim rioters.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202105201082944690-ex-swedish-pm-regrets-comparing-israeli-

police-op-at-al-aqsa-mosque-to-sending-nazis-into-vatican/  

• Potentially, one of the gravest threats against democracy within satanic-Sweden is the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency 

(MSB) (https://www.msb.se/en/). Previously, the anti-Godly, fact-phobic, influence-corruptive, manipulative Swedish national government with 

its MSB, has strategically strived towards streamlining the "Swedish" public opinion, through financial contributions (bribes) 
to government-collaborative propaganda mainstream media. Sweden’s sly governments continue to menacingly repress 

freedom of opinion and freedom of speech, and obstruct proponents of truth. (https://goo.gl/Tpn5Ls) (https://goo.gl/5TRWkj) 

(https://goo.gl/ufk2vX). Since then, MSB has been bolstered financially and organizationally (https://bit.ly/3pcxmx0). The characteristically 

satanic/Swedish former Director-General for MSB (http://www.nenzen.net/2020-12-14__forced-SMS-solicitation-to-Swedish-State-baloney.pdf), who publicly advised satanic-Sweden against 

unnecessary travel during Christmas 2020 of coronavirus pandemic, claimed to justify as “necessary” the MSB Director-

General’s flight abroad during Christmas 2020 to attend a gay-fest together with satanic-Swedish LGBT-activists of the 

Swedish State propaganda broadcaster SVT (https://www.svt.se) at gay clubs (Swedish Christmas was functionally a ‘Swedish government 

gay-fest’) (https://bit.ly/3c6Fn0Q). Although the theory of a link between the origin of the coronavirus outbreak in 2019 and the 

Wuhan Institute of Virology has not yet exhaustively been explored with scientific sufficiency, the Swedish Civil Contingencies 

Agency (MSB) in its combating of “disinformation”, in April 2021 categorically rejected this scientific theory as a “conspiracy 
theory” in spite of insufficient scientific investigations.:  
https://bit.ly/2S1yya3  
https://bit.ly/3g5WkKm  

…  
 
 
 

288.   Two hundred eightyeighth International Plea  
 
Date: Sat, 15 May 2021 23:39  

Subject: Utterly 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 

• Delusive and insensate church leadership of a Catholic charismatic renewal church in Salzburg of Austria 

“Home Church Salzburg” slyly and covertly banished an authentic Christian from any aspect of real and 
personal community.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Home-Church-Salzburg-Austria.htm  

 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s health care system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 

national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  
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In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 

provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 

unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 
then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  
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Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 

from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
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Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 

innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s sciencephobic and genderphobic healthcare system disadvise against gender-affirmative vocabulary, also 

in references to pregnancy or to prostate: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202105111082852385-swedish-healthcare-discourages-saying-pregnant-women-

in-updated-gender-neutral-guidelines/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s satanic-political church, of which satan’s “Church of Sweden” (https://www.svenskakyrkan.se) is only one of satanic-Sweden’s 

satanic churches, of course fails to be fully recognised as satanic in spite of its anti-Christian theology and its anti-Christian 

praxis: https://bit.ly/33MfLC4  

• Satanic-Sweden’s anti-Godly extremism on all levels of its evil-Swedishness nation, cultivates incoherent anti-truth cultures 

supportive of everything contrary to truth and God, and where thus Islamism too thrives: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202105131082875668-extremists-recruit-openly-without-resistance-swedish-researcher-warns-of-growth-in-islamism/  

• Satanic-Swedish Police (http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm) declared regarding a propalestinian pandemic-illegal demonstration against 

Israel, that such protests are “for a good cause”: https://bit.ly/3tRbHuI  

• Each fired rocket with trajectory into Israel is a double war crime by terrorists; (1) by launching the rocket from densely 

populated civilian areas using human life and security of civilian Arabs as cover, and (2) by aiming the rocket against civilian 

populations in Israel with intent to kill. Satanic-Sweden’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs declared its usual Swedish Anti-Zionist 

baloney through its Swedish foreign minister (Ann Linde) “Israel occupies large parts of Palestine and parts of Jerusalem, they have a 

responsibility to ensure that all citizens, even in occupied territories, can live in security.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1123613266041655296  

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Ezekiel+47%3A+15-20&version=NIV  
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Num.34%3A+3-12&version=NIV  

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6253975740001  

…  
 
 
 

287.   Two hundred eightyseventh International Plea  
 
Date: Tue, 4 May 2021 00:46  
Subject: Absolutely 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 

• Delusive and insensate church leadership of a Catholic charismatic renewal church in Salzburg of Austria 

“Home Church Salzburg” slyly and covertly banished an authentic Christian from any aspect of real and 
personal community.: https://www.kyrkor.be/Home-Church-Salzburg-Austria.htm  

 

• The Swedishness of Sweden’s health care system discriminatorily deprives a Christian man, named Torsten, 

of humane substitution for the inhumane persecution by 100% of Sweden’s churches.: 
https://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-health-care-discrimination-against-Non-Swedishness.htm  

 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  
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If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 

governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  
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Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 

specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 

slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
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will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 

permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Islamic jihadi-terror’s successful expansions worldwide by Islamists (the truly Quranic and non-hypocritical Muslims) are 

indirectly commissioned by financial and military equipment enablers, but are also indirectly facilitated by political leaders of 

democratic states globally, through wilful denial of these inevitable manifestations by ideological Islam’s perpetual war 
(https://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-28.pdf); against non-Muslims, and with aspiration for a worldwide caliphate.: https://foreignpolicy.com/2021/04/19/why-experts-

ignore-terrorism-in-africa/  

…  
 
 
 

286.   Two hundred eightysixth International Plea  
 
Date: Sat, 17 Apr 2021 16:52  
Subject: Altogether 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
• Although the U.S. House Committee On The Judiciary (Subcommittee on Antitrust, Commercial and 

Administrative Law) did not list the U.S. company Twilio Inc. (https://www.twilio.com) in its 2020 investigation of mergers and 
acquisitions by dominant online platforms (https://judiciary.house.gov/uploadedfiles/competition_in_digital_markets.pdf), and neither 
did then (in October 2020) recommend that U.S. Congress consider establishing nondiscrimination rules to 
ensure fair competition, and of course, neither did then (in October 2020) recommend that online corporate 
‘Big Media’ or deep ‘Big Government’ be held accountable for coercion of censorship by monopolistic ‘Big 
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Tech’ companies, democracy is nevertheless declining and threatened by these influential and powerful 
actors to censorship.: https://www.kyrkor.be/twilio.htm  

 
• Twitter’s censorial networking service entirely blocked tweets from Torsten Nenzén (https://twitter.com/TorsNen), 

presumably due to Torsten Nenzén’s factual correctness of the Bible and the Quran.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-28.pdf  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 

churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.        [Postscript 2021-04-17    https://bit.ly/3tFcIXP]  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
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and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 

unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 

Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
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Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 

has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden again organizes “Children’s Pride” (https://bit.ly/3e9Dj8K) propaganda and indoctrination of children towards 

satanic-LGBT behaviour: https://bit.ly/3mVwGL3  

• Satanic-Swedish government propose exceptions in anti-polygamy bill: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/04/11/swedish-govt-criticised-

proposing-exceptions-anti-polygamy-bill/  

• Satanic-Swedish government propose to allow child marriage and polygamy for "special reasons" in a new bill: 
https://bit.ly/3spcBhh  

• Currently, Satanic-Sweden has the highest confirmed Covid-19 cases per capita in Europe: 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/apr/13/sweden-has-highest-new-covid-cases-per-person-in-europe  

…  
 
 

 

285.   Two hundred eightyfifth International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 2 Apr 2021 23:21  
Subject: Completely 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
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A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
• Although the U.S. House Committee On The Judiciary (Subcommittee on Antitrust, Commercial and 

Administrative Law) did not list the U.S. company Twilio Inc. (https://www.twilio.com) in its 2020 investigation of mergers and 
acquisitions by dominant online platforms (https://judiciary.house.gov/uploadedfiles/competition_in_digital_markets.pdf), and neither 
did then (in October 2020) recommend that U.S. Congress consider establishing nondiscrimination rules to 
ensure fair competition, and of course, neither did then (in October 2020) recommend that online corporate 
‘Big Media’ or deep ‘Big Government’ be held accountable for coercion of censorship by monopolistic ‘Big 
Tech’ companies, democracy is nevertheless declining and threatened by these influential and powerful 
actors to censorship.: https://www.kyrkor.be/twilio.htm  

 
• Twitter’s censorial networking service entirely blocked tweets from Torsten Nenzén (https://twitter.com/TorsNen), 

presumably due to Torsten Nenzén’s factual correctness of the Bible and the Quran.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-28.pdf  

 

If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
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Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 

Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
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condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 

innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s satanic bishops and satanic clergy of satan’s Church of Sweden (one of Church of Satan’s official names = 

Church of Sweden) (https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/english), who are notoriously anti-Christian, anti-Israel, pro-homosexuality and pro-Islam, repeatedly 

express their inspiration by satanic Islam’s prophet Mohammed, as a God’s prophet.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/03/23/church-

sweden-theologian-christians-can-view-mohammed-prophet/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s satanic Church of Sweden (in practice Church of Satan) (https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/english) whose satanic-LGBT priests praise a 

homosexual Swedish god, and which has rewritten the Bible with focus on politically corrected gender and diversity, and 

which portrays Jesus Christ as a politically corrected gender-neutral person, and which has composed inclusive gender-neutral 

hymns in their satanic/Swedish psalm book, and which defends its collaboration and funding of Islamists linked with the 

Islamist terrorist group Muslim Brotherhood and the Islamist terrorist organisation Hamas, and which collects money towards 

dissemination of Islamic jihad through children’s literature and for its Church of Sweden’s hatred of Israel, and which is 

inspired by satanic Islam’s prophet Mohammed as a God’s prophet, and which is hostile against Torsten and has excluded 

Torsten because Torsten is a Bible-affirming real Christian (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf), reaffirms its Church of Sweden’s borderless 

and unrestrictive inclusivity of everything – except God.: https://bit.ly/3ufOPpj  

• Also satanic-Sweden strives to minimise democracy through mainstream corporate and government-approved ‘Big Media’. 
MPRT (Swedish authority for press, radio and television) (https://www.mprt.se) suggests that only “responsible” media should be eligible for 

government monetary support. (https://bit.ly/3fI5IFr) MPRTFS 2021:2 (https://bit.ly/31OhtBH) states that “By high-quality editorial 

content is meant that the medium is regularly characterized by responsible news dissemination. Responsible news 

dissemination means, among other things, that the news media does not contribute to disseminating incorrect or manipulated 

information.” In practice, journalism and media reporting that contradict Swedish government-approval will be disqualified 

as misinformation or disinformation. Next to satanic-Sweden but on a global scale, BBC (British Bropaganda Corporation) and 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
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CBC (Canadian Bropaganda Corporation) are members advancing the Coalition for Content Provenance and Authenticity 

(C2PA); in pursuit against “misinformation”; (https://c2pa.org/principles), stating “Global Audience/Accessibility: C2PA specifications must 

take into consideration the needs of interested users throughout the world [https://contentauthenticity.org]. It must be possible to implement C2PA specifications on 

the computing platforms in widespread use in both developed and developing regions, specifically including lower-cost and older mobile devices. 

Extensibility: C2PA specifications should provide extensibility to allow for extension and evolution of authenticity data.”.: 
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/03/16/swedish-agency-suggests-only-responsible-media-should-get-govt-funding-help/  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202103191082390285-sweden-to-establish-ministry-of-truth-ahead-of-next-election/  

…  
 
 
 

284.   Two hundred eightyfourth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 17 Mar 2021 13:22  
Subject: Merely 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
A typical priestly statement “Nobody is interested in you!” encapsulates a core attitude by professional leaders of 
churches everywhere.: https://www.kyrkor.be/churchianity-core-attitude.htm  

 
• Although the U.S. House Committee On The Judiciary (Subcommittee on Antitrust, Commercial and 

Administrative Law) did not list the U.S. company Twilio Inc. (https://www.twilio.com) in its 2020 investigation of mergers and 
acquisitions by dominant online platforms (https://judiciary.house.gov/uploadedfiles/competition_in_digital_markets.pdf), and neither 
did then (in October 2020) recommend that U.S. Congress consider establishing nondiscrimination rules to 
ensure fair competition, and of course, neither did then (in October 2020) recommend that online corporate 
‘Big Media’ or deep ‘Big Government’ be held accountable for coercion of censorship by monopolistic ‘Big 
Tech’ companies, democracy is nevertheless declining and threatened by these influential and powerful 
actors to censorship.: https://www.kyrkor.be/twilio.htm  

 
• Twitter’s censorial networking service entirely blocked tweets from Torsten Nenzén (https://twitter.com/TorsNen), 

presumably due to Torsten Nenzén’s factual correctness of the Bible and the Quran.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-28.pdf  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 

provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 

unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
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Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 

to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 

banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 

https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
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London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 

six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 

Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  
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The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Swedish employee of satanic-Sweden’s government funded national LGBTQI organisation (Swedish advocacy Federation for 

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer and Intersex rights) (https://www.rfsl.se/en) was eventually charged with raping male asylum 

seekers in Sweden; asylum seekers who were made to understand that they must have sex with the satanic-Swedish national 

LGBTQI organisation employee in order to access help towards remaining in Sweden.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/03/11/former-stockholm-

lgbt-group-employee-charged-with-raping-male-asylum-seekers/  

• The anti-democracy pro-Shariah Islamist group Hizb ut-Tahrir Sverige (https://hizb-ut-tahrir.info/en) is actively recruiting new Islamists in satanic-

Sweden.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/03/10/radical-islam-group-hizb-ut-tahrir-recruiting-stockholm-no-go-suburbs/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s police arrested a Hungarian journalist covering a suspected terror attack in satanic-Sweden. Satanic-

Sweden’s national police has previously declared that public reading from the Judeo-Christian Bible is a hate crime, and 

satanic-Sweden’s police explicitly equates the “hatefulness of the Judeo-Christian Bible” with Adolf Hitler’s book ‘Mein Kampf’ 

(http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm).: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/03/06/swedish-police-arrest-hungarian-journalist-covering-suspected-migrant-terror-attack/  

…  
 
 
 

283.   Two hundred eightythird International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 28 Feb 2021 22:17  
Subject: Only 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
• Twitter’s censorial networking service entirely blocked tweets from Torsten Nenzén (https://twitter.com/TorsNen), 

presumably due to Torsten Nenzén’s factual correctness of the Bible and the Quran.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-28.pdf  

 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-28__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
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Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 

PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 

relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  
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4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 

(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 

professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  
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The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• In satanic-Sweden, Christian employees can allegedly be dismissed by the anti-Christian employers over refusals to remove 

personal necklaces bearing Christian symbols.:  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/02/16/syrian-christian-loses-job-sweden-failing-remove-cross-necklace/  

https://sputniknews.com/europe/202102151082079257-christian-man-reportedly-fired-in-sweden-over-refusing-to-take-off-his-cross/  

• In satanic-Sweden, the number of reported cases of suspicion of sexual grooming of children more than doubled in 2020, 

amidst an allegedly burdened Swedish Prosecution Authority and judiciary.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202102261082192659-sweden-sees-very-sharp-increase-in-grooming-cases-

amid-judiciary-overload/  

…  
 
 
 

282.   Two hundred eightysecond International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 15 Feb 2021 14:14  
Subject: All 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of finding 
a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
If not by mere principle, then at least because ultra-hypocritical pastors/persecutors by essentially all church 
denominations everywhere are morally equivalent in their various depravities, as for example to satan’s showbiz-
psychopathic leaders of Australia’s global leadership network of churches Hillsong/HillSect (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm), each national government of ALL countries should therefore recognise its 
governmental moral obligation to neither financially support nor subsidise any churches whatsoever. The principle 
of individual freedom of religion is fundamental as a universal human right, and which must be respected by all 
national governments worldwide; but, so also is the principle of freedom from public sector religion. For example, 
a parliamentary motion on disestablishment of the Church of England from United Kingdom, also ought to be 
recognised as a fundamental moral duty (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm and http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm). Any national parliament that does establish association with any churches are thereby complicitly guilty to 
the churches’ immoralities and persecutions against innocent Christians.: https://archive.vn/vZm2s  

 

(2021-02-15) The Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN) proceeds partnering with unrepentant churchianity 
pastors/persecutors against real Christians, and CBN.com continues censorship of inconvenient or undesirable 
truth about churchianity’s pastors/persecutors.: https://www.kyrkor.be/censorial-CBN-partnering-with-persecutors-from-

churches.pdf  

 
• Twitter’s censorial networking service entirely blocked tweets from Torsten Nenzén (https://twitter.com/TorsNen), 

presumably due to Torsten Nenzén’s factual correctness of the Bible and the Quran.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-28.pdf  

 
Canadian ‘Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada’ (https://www.paoc.org) arrogantly displayed their true colours of satan.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pentecostal-Assemblies-of-Canada.htm  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: https://www.kyrkor.be/2021-02-14__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
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Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 

of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
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against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 

London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 

to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  
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http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s Ministry of Infrastructure with Minister for Digital Development (https://bit.ly/2NsvVvi) announced about its 

development of Covid-19 digital vaccine passports that “It will probably be required to have a vaccination certificate to travel, 

and take part in other activities.”.: https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/sweden-vaccine-passports-will-probably-be-required-for-shopping-eating-out-travel-

meeting-loved-ones  

• Satanic-Sweden’s Police Authority (National Operations Division) unlawfully processes personal data in breach of its Criminal 

Data Act. Satanic-Sweden’s national police has previously declared that public reading from the Judeo-Christian Bible is a 

hate crime, and satanic-Sweden’s police explicitly equates the “hatefulness of the Judeo-Christian Bible” with Adolf Hitler’s 

book ‘Mein Kampf’ (http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm): https://www.imy.se/nyheter/police-unlawfully-used-facial-recognition-app/  

…  
 
 
 

281.   Two hundred eightyfirst International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 31 Jan 2021 19:56  
Subject: Entire 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently stuck in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
• Twitter’s censorial networking service entirely blocked tweets from Torsten Nenzén (https://twitter.com/TorsNen), 

presumably due to Torsten Nenzén’s factual correctness of the Bible and the Quran.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-28.pdf  

 
Canadian ‘Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada’ (https://www.paoc.org) arrogantly displayed their true colours of satan.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pentecostal-Assemblies-of-Canada.htm  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: http://www.kyrkor.be/2021-01-31__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
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PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 

innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 

utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
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persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 

professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s Minister for Foreign Affairs typically falsify reality in the Swedish Minster’s official lie, that the insurrectiona l 

violence evidently committed by supporters of Black Lives Matter Global Network Foundation (https://blacklivesmatter.com) is peaceful: "They 
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[BLM] are working with peaceful means, all over the world.”; in conjunction that satanic-Sweden prized the “peaceful” BLM.: 
https://bit.ly/3csBJQ3  

• Satanic-Swedish government officials’ recurring lies about Sweden’s Covid-19 epidemic strategy (https://bit.ly/3r82rBv), with its 

frequent government officials’ hypocrisies (https://bit.ly/39zCF3j).  

…  
 
 
 

280.   Two hundred eightieth International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2021 16:49  
Subject: Fully 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
Encroachment of digital ecosystem persecution against Christians.  

If one supports liberty, with its fundamental human rights and freedoms, then one might be inclined to disagree 
with Silicon Valley Big-Tech’s anti-conservative biases and censorship. American Big-Tech’s lopsided financial 
endorsements of a political party are, nevertheless, rights. Alleged Big-Tech censorial collusion with an anti-
conservative deep state America, however, is not a right. Such allegation would be corruption by state 
government. Minor nations to the hegemonic superstates USA and China, debatably can yet elect preference by 
whom they shall be surveilled and censored.  
a. https://greenwald.substack.com/p/how-silicon-valley-in-a-show-of-monopolistic  

b. https://fee.org/articles/facebook-suspends-ron-paul-following-column-criticizing-big-tech-censorship/  

c. https://rumble.com/vcq8pb-tucker-corporations-colluding-with-democrats-to-silence-americans.html  

d. https://video.foxnews.com/v/6222338738001  

 

• Twitter’s censorial networking service entirely blocked tweets from Torsten Nenzén (https://twitter.com/TorsNen), 
presumably due to Torsten Nenzén’s factual correctness of the Bible and the Quran.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-28.pdf  

• Twitter’s censorial networking service, through its political partisanship, interfered in the 2020 USA 
presidential election by selectively blocking links to News Corp’s fourth largest daily newspaper.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-15.pdf  

 
Canadian ‘Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada’ (https://www.paoc.org) arrogantly displayed their true colours of satan.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pentecostal-Assemblies-of-Canada.htm  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: http://www.kyrkor.be/2021-01-15__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
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to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2021, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2021: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 

justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  
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6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 

outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 

persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  

Sweden is a madhouse.  
• A characteristically satanic/Swedish national government Director-General in Satanic-Sweden (http://www.nenzen.net/2020-12-14__forced-SMS-solicitation-to-Swedish-State-baloney.pdf), 

who publicly advised Satanic-Sweden against unnecessary travel during Christmas of Covid-19 pandemic, claimed to justify 

as “necessary” the Director-General’s flight abroad during Christmas (‘Swedish government gay-fest’) by his Swedish desire 

to attend a gay-fest together with some satanic-Swedish LGBT-activists of the Swedish State propaganda broadcaster SVT 

(https://www.svt.se) at gay clubs.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202101061081666499-top-swedish-bureaucrat-in-hot-water-over-necessary-gay-fest-abroad/  
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…  
 
 
 

279.   Two hundred seventyninth International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 31 Dec 2020 22:00  
Subject: Totally 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of finding 
a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden.  
 
Christians must be free to obey God in truth, instead of surrendering to the lies and evils of pastors and priests 
of churchianity.: https://bit.ly/2McYwnN        (https://bit.ly/3o2PAQ8)  

 

• Twitter’s censorial networking service entirely blocked new tweets from Torsten Nenzén (https://twitter.com/TorsNen), 

presumably due to Torsten Nenzén’s factual correctness of the Bible and the Quran.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-28.pdf  

• Twitter’s censorial networking service, through its political partisanship, interfered in the 2020 USA 

presidential election by selectively blocking links to News Corp’s fourth largest daily newspaper.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-15.pdf  

 
Canadian ‘Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada’ (https://www.paoc.org) arrogantly displayed their true colours of satan.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pentecostal-Assemblies-of-Canada.htm  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: http://www.kyrkor.be/2020-12-31__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 

Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   
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Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 

Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  
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Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 

professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s insincerity: “Throughout the pandemic, Sweden’s health authorities have said one thing publicly and 

something different in private about nearly every aspect of their management of the crisis.”:  
https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/12/22/sweden-coronavirus-covid-response/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s confessionally anti-dogmatic Swedish Minister for Justice pursued his personal dogma of ministerial-

personal exceptionalism.:  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202012291081593466-hypocrite-of-the-year-swedish-minister-under-fire-for-mall-visit-despite-govts-own-call/  

https://sputniknews.com/europe/202012301081605418-swedish-prime-minister-in-hot-water-over-going-shopping-despite-own-calls-to-stay-at-home/  
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-12-30/swedish-pm-criticized-for-shopping-tour-in-middle-of-covid-surge  

• Satanic-Sweden’s governmental insincerities and hypocrisies are not even closely equivalent to the magnitude of ultra-

hypocrisy by satan’s professional clergy of 100% of satanic-Sweden’s churches, and therefore, the typically satanic 

governmental Swedes (https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/swedish-pm-priests-unwilling-to-marry-same-sex-couples-should-do-something) deservedly maintain precedence as societal role models in satanic-

Sweden.: “The government’s and the prime minister’s strategy is a typical example of so-called politics of blame avoidance.”:  
https://www.politico.eu/article/stefan-lofven-sweden-coronavirus-escape/  

• Satanic-Sweden: “Swedish government complicit in censorship by IT giants.”: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202012291081594442-swedish-alternative-media-organise-blackout-to-

protest-youtube-censorship/  

…  
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278.   Two hundred seventyeighth International Plea  
 
Date: Tue, 15 Dec 2020 15:36  
Subject: Wholly 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man stated to all church leaders a hope of finding 
a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden.  
 

• Twitter’s censorial networking service entirely blocked new tweets from Torsten Nenzén (https://twitter.com/TorsNen), 

presumably due to Torsten Nenzén’s factual correctness of the Bible and the Quran.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-28.pdf  

• Twitter’s censorial networking service, through its political partisanship, interfered in the 2020 USA 

presidential election by selectively blocking links to News Corp’s fourth largest daily newspaper.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-15.pdf  

 
Canadian ‘Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada’ (https://www.paoc.org) arrogantly displayed their true colours of satan.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pentecostal-Assemblies-of-Canada.htm  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 

(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: http://www.kyrkor.be/2020-12-15__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 

in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 
then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  
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• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 

“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
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Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 

that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s government sciencephobia publicly adjoined with its domesticated-superpower Swedish State, and forced 

SMS-solicitation of its Swedish State sciencephobic baloney (rappakalja) onto all persons registered/connected to mobile 

network operators within Sweden, without unsubscription possibility, inclusive of Swedish State personal data retention of 

everyone subsequently visiting its Swedish State websites.:  
http://www.nenzen.net/2020-12-14__forced-SMS-solicitation-to-Swedish-State-baloney.pdf  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202012151081462489-sweden-sees-highest-excess-mortality-since-spanish-flu/  

https://www.newstatesman.com/world/europe/2020/12/how-sweden-being-forced-abandon-its-failing-covid-19-strategy  
https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2020/12/14/pers-d14.html  

• Satan’s Church of Sweden praises satanic-Sweden's new children's ‘Bible’, which focuses on politically corrected gender 

(http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf) and diversity (http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm).:  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/12/09/new-swedish-childrens-bible-to-have-diversity-and-gender-perspectives/  

https://sputniknews.com/society/202012091081403652-swedens-new-childrens-bible-focuses-on-diversity-gender/  

• Satanic-Sweden seeks to remove 'mother' and 'father' (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf) from its parental code to make satanic-Sweden’s 

population gender-neutral (http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm).:  
https://sputniknews.com/society/202012111081425230-sweden-to-remove-mother-and-father-from-parental-code-to-make-it-gender-neutral/  

…  
 
 
 

277.   Two hundred seventyseventh International Plea  
 
Date: Tue, 1 Dec 2020 00:51  
Subject: All 100% of Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man declared to all church leaders a hope of finding 
a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  
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Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 
excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  

anti-Christian culture.  
 

Current:  
I am currently in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden.  
 

• Twitter’s censorial networking service entirely blocked new tweets from Torsten Nenzén (https://twitter.com/TorsNen), 

presumably due to Torsten Nenzén’s factual correctness of the Bible and the Quran.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-28.pdf  

• Twitter’s censorial networking service, through its political partisanship, interfered in the 2020 USA 

presidential election by selectively blocking links to News Corp’s fourth largest daily newspaper.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-15.pdf  

 
Canadian ‘Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada’ (https://www.paoc.org) arrogantly displayed their true colours of satan.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pentecostal-Assemblies-of-Canada.htm  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: http://www.kyrkor.be/2020-11-30__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
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and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 

unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 

Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
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Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 

has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  

Satanic-Sweden’s callous and cynical quest for disregard of protection of elderly population, through intentionally 

unconstrained lethal contagion, testifies not strictly to their Swedish ignorance, but foremost to their Swedish selfishness. A 

roughly estimated 95% of Swedes do not wear face masks in crowded indoor public markets. The churchianity-people appear 

particularly hostile against individual Christians that instead follow sound science to protect others by donning a face mask. 

Satanic-Sweden’s Covid-19 pandemic policy-values resemble Darwinian natural selection (survival of the fittest). The 
vulnerable elderly population who no longer contribute to Swedish government revenue (skattkista) seem covertly 

appropriated by satanic-Sweden for fiscally convenient termination (begravningskista).  

• Satanic-Sweden’s covert euthanasia by Covid-19 of its most vulnerable citizens by age: https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/sweden-s-nursing-home-covid-failures-haunt-

relatives-left-behind/46194440  

• Satanic-Sweden assessed as among worst nations (https://bit.ly/39u1A8T) in reducing spread of Covid-19: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202011231081246696-major-covid-study-

ranks-sweden-as-worst-in-reducing-spread-of-epidemic/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s grave discrepancies between governmental oration of public health concern, and governmental 

legislation, and governmental action: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202011251081268325-scientist-slams-swedish-covid-19-strategy-as-fraught-with-conflict/  

…  
 
 
 

276.   Two hundred seventysixth International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 15 Nov 2020 22:47  
Subject: 100% of all Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man declared to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  
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Current:  
I am currently in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden.  
 

• Twitter’s censorial networking service entirely blocks new tweets from Torsten Nenzén (https://twitter.com/TorsNen), 

presumably due to Torsten Nenzén’s factual correctness of the Bible and the Quran.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-28.pdf  

• Twitter’s censorial networking service, through its political partisanship, interferes in the 2020 USA 

presidential election by selectively blocking links to News Corp’s fourth largest daily newspaper.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-15.pdf  

 
Canadian ‘Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada’ (https://www.paoc.org) arrogantly displayed their true colours of satan.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pentecostal-Assemblies-of-Canada.htm  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: http://www.kyrkor.be/2020-11-15__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 

Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  
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Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 

specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 

slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
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will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 

permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic/Swedish political party proposes that taxpayers must subsidize Polish abortion-tourism abortions to Sweden:  

https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/11/15/swedish-green-party-proposes-taxpayers-subsidize-polish-abortions/  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202011021080951108-swedish-minister-welcomes-abortion-tourism-to-her-nation/ 

• Satanic-Sweden’s God-hating previous prime minister, and perhaps one of the most anti-Christian and most satanic prime 

ministers that Sweden has ever had, Devil Fredrik Reinfeldt, inadvertently acknowledged satan’s truly diabolical force by 

Devil Fredrik Reinfeldt, when Devil Fredrik Reinfeldt recently declared “We can only hope that there is some kind of braking 

force around Trump, which dampens what he says.”, and “I think that historians and others who analyse him afterwards will come to the 

conclusion that Trump is one of the worst, perhaps the worst, president that the United States has ever had.”  
(https://sputniknews.com/europe/202009091080404299-cocaine-found-in-former-swedish-pms-apartment-in-spectacular-raid--reports/)  

https://tt.omni.se/reinfeldt-trump-kanske-den-samste-usa-haft/a/oAAO2m  

…  
 
 
 

275.   Two hundred seventyfifth International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 1 Nov 2020 16:20  
Subject: 100% of all Swedish/satanic church leaders ostracise and persecute an innocent Christian man, because the innocent man declared to all church leaders a hope of 
finding a Christian woman towards Christian marriage.  

 

Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 
excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden.  
 

• Twitter’s censorial networking service entirely blocks new tweets from Torsten Nenzén (https://twitter.com/TorsNen), 

presumably due to Torsten Nenzén’s factual correctness of the Bible and the Quran.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-28.pdf  

• Twitter’s censorial networking service, through its political partisanship, interferes in the 2020 USA 

presidential election by selectively blocking links to News Corp’s fourth largest daily newspaper.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Twitter_Censorship_2020-10-15.pdf  
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Canadian ‘Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada’ (https://www.paoc.org) arrogantly displayed their true colours of satan.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pentecostal-Assemblies-of-Canada.htm  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: http://www.kyrkor.be/2020-11-01__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf 
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 

to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 

banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
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repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
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In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 

churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satan’s Church of Sweden (https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/english) and their homosexual Swedish god of satanic-LGBT priests, compose inclusive gender-

neutral hymns for their new satanic/Swedish psalm book.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202010281080897627-oh-lord-church-of-sweden-to-produce-new-post-pandemic-book-of-gender-neutral-hymns/  

• Satanic/Swedish “conservative” political parties of Christophobes, mock Biblically-aligned sexual ethics of political parties of 

neighbouring states.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202010221080844091-swedish-party-proposes-population-exchange-with-estonia-over-interior-ministers-lgbt-remarks/  

…  
 
 
 

274.   Two hundred seventyfourth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 14 Oct 2020 20:20  
Subject: All Swedish/satanic church leaders persecute by sinful ostracism an authentic Christian man, simply because the honest Christian man publicly stated to all church 
leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman for Christian marriage. 

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden.  
 
Canadian ‘Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada’ (https://www.paoc.org) arrogantly displayed their true colours of satan.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pentecostal-Assemblies-of-Canada.htm  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: http://www.kyrkor.be/2020-10-14__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
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master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 

of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 

Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
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against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 

London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 

to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  
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http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s Covid-19 response described as a scientific (http://karolinska.de) disaster.: 

https://time.com/5899432/sweden-coronovirus-disaster/  

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/370/6513/159  
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/10/it-s-been-so-so-surreal-critics-sweden-s-lax-pandemic-policies-face-fierce-backlash  

• In satanic-Sweden, Christian student required to remove wearing of a cross for school photo while the Muslim students 

allowed to wear hijabs:  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202010121080743801-swedish-pupil-banned-from-wearing-cross-in-school-photo-while-muslims-allowed-to-keep-their-veils/  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/10/13/swedish-boy-told-remove-cross-school-photo-not-trigger-offence/ 

• Almost half of Swedes indicate concern over growing crime and insecurity in Sweden: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/10/11/almost-half-of-swedes-concerned-by-

growing-crime-and-insecurity/ 

• Swedes perceive insecurity in Sweden due to record number of Swedes exposed to violent crimes: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202010131080754334-

swedes-scoff-at-stats-that-murders-in-europe-have-been-steadily-declining-since-the-15th-century/  

• Record number of Swedes say they have been subjected to robbery or assault: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202010091080714651-record-number-of-swedes-say-they-have-

been-subjected-to-robbery-or-assault--survey/  

…  
 
 
 

273.   Two hundred seventythird International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 01 Oct 2020 18:25  
Subject: Satanic-Sweden’s church leaders all persecute by sinful ostracism an authentic Christian man, simply because the honest Christian man publicly stated to all church 
leaders a hope of finding a Christian woman for Christian marriage.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Alicante, Spain.  
 
Spanish leaders of churches function as impediments to authentic Christian relationships and Christian 
marriages.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Spanish_churches.pdf  

 
Canadian ‘Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada’ (https://www.paoc.org) arrogantly displayed their true colours of satan.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pentecostal-Assemblies-of-Canada.htm  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: http://www.kyrkor.be/2020-10-01__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
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PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 

innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 

utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
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persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 

professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satan’s Church of Sweden (https://www.svenskakyrkan.se) defends it collaboration and funding of Islamists; linked not only with the Islamist 

terrorist group Muslim Brotherhood, but also with the Islamist terrorist organisation Hamas.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202009281080593433-church-of-

sweden-in-hot-water-for-defending-islamist-linked-charity/  

https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/09/27/swedish-church-denies-group-it-supports-has-muslim-brotherhood-ties/  
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http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841
https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202009281080593433-church-of-sweden-in-hot-water-for-defending-islamist-linked-charity/
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202009281080593433-church-of-sweden-in-hot-water-for-defending-islamist-linked-charity/
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/09/27/swedish-church-denies-group-it-supports-has-muslim-brotherhood-ties/
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• Satan’s Scandinavian Lutheran churches, also known for ordinating and blessing same-sex marriages, currently celebrates 

and advertises their “big-breasted Jesus wearing makeup while dancing under a rainbow”.: https://sputniknews.com/society/202009161080470520-iceland-church-

shocks-public-with-big-breasted-rainbow-jesus-in-new-diversity-campaign/ 

…  
 
 
 

272.   Two hundred seventysecond International Plea  
 
Date: Tue, 15 Sep 2020 18:41  
Subject: All of satanic-Sweden’s church leaders zealously persecute the authentic and honest Christians.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Alicante, Spain.  
 
Spanish leaders of churches function as impediments to authentic Christian relationships and Christian 
marriages.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Spanish_churches.pdf  

 
Canadian ‘Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada’ (https://www.paoc.org) arrogantly displayed their true colours of satan.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pentecostal-Assemblies-of-Canada.htm  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes, nor UK’s British courts or judiciary, 
nor the British public services, are willing to communicate.: http://kyrkor.be/2020-09-14__UK_British-

Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf  

 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 

Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

https://sputniknews.com/society/202009161080470520-iceland-church-shocks-public-with-big-breasted-rainbow-jesus-in-new-diversity-campaign/
https://sputniknews.com/society/202009161080470520-iceland-church-shocks-public-with-big-breasted-rainbow-jesus-in-new-diversity-campaign/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Spanish_churches.pdf
https://www.paoc.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pentecostal-Assemblies-of-Canada.htm
https://bit.ly/2BYesFl
https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n
http://kyrkor.be/2020-09-14__UK_British-Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf
http://kyrkor.be/2020-09-14__UK_British-Government_lies_dishonesty_inanity_corruption.pdf
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968
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• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 

“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://eauk.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
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Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 

that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• In satanic-Sweden, the Swedishness mainstream media selctively hush Sweden’s violent criminality, and the Swedishness 

Police lowly prioritise Sweden’s violent crimes.: https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/16457/sweden-violence-crime  

• In satanic-Sweden, the Swedishness Police and prosecutors highly prioritise confiscation of books critical of satanic-Sweden, 

while satanic-Sweden’s Police and prosecutors are intellectually incapacitated to confront Sweden’s rampant violent crimes. 

Similarly, satanic-Sweden’s national police declare that public reading from the Judeo-Christian Bible is a hate crime, and 

satanic-Sweden’s police explicitly equates the “hatefulness of the Judeo-Christian Bible” with Adolf Hitler’s book ‘Mein Kampf’ 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm): https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/16308/sweden-confiscating-books  

• Swedish Islamists together with Swedish politicians and church leaders condemn burning of Quran books, and seek to amend 

Sweden’s constitution to criminalise burnings of Quran books.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202009141080449294-muslims-seek-to-amend-swedish-constitution-to-ban-mockery-of-religion-as-qurans-

continue-to-burn/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s anti-Christian police harass against anti-Islam publicity stunts, because the intellectually incapacitated 
Swedishness police cannot distinguish between a campaign against Islam (ideology/religion) and a campaign against Muslims 

(persons).: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/09/12/swedish-police-hunt-danes-who-burned-quran-no-go-area/  

• Swedish Islamists justify burning of Scandinavian national flags by statement “Allah is the Lord of the world.”: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202009081080395252-islamist-terrorist-leader-burns-swedish-norwegian-flags-in-retaliation-for-quran-torching/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s police seek to lawfully increase its intrusive surveillance of unsuspected citizens of Sweden.: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202009071080385839-swedish-police-seek-to-wiretap-unsuspected-citizens-as-criminal-clans-harass-country/  

• Sweden’s anti-Christian satanic-PM of former Sweden, Devil Fredrik Reinfeldt, who casted secret verdicts of guilt on actual 

innocents, now suppresses actual criminal guilt of his own immoral family.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202009091080404299-cocaine-found-in-former-swedish-pms-apartment-in-

spectacular-raid--reports/  

• Sweden’s anti-Christian satanic-PM of former Sweden, Devil Fredrik Reinfeldt, baselessly attacks USA President Donald 

Trump by false accusation as 'Autocratic King' risking a US dictatorship.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202009031080353416-former-swedish-pm-calls-trump-autocratic-king-says-us-may-

devolve-into-dictatorship/  

…  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
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271.   Two hundred seventyfirst International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 30 Aug 2020 00:13  
Subject: The Canadian ‘pentecostalien’ churchianity leaders display true colours of satan.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Alicante, Spain.  
 
Canadian ‘Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada’ (https://www.paoc.org) arrogantly displayed their true colours of satan.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pentecostal-Assemblies-of-Canada.htm  

 
Spanish leaders of churches function as impediments to authentic Christian relationships and Christian 
marriages.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Spanish_churches.pdf  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes (https://bit.ly/3lt2khP), nor UK’s British 
courts or judiciary, nor the British public services (https://bit.ly/2DdhIxK), are willing to communicate. 
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 

https://www.paoc.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pentecostal-Assemblies-of-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Spanish_churches.pdf
https://bit.ly/2BYesFl
https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n
https://bit.ly/3lt2khP
https://bit.ly/2DdhIxK
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968
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sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 

Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  

http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://eauk.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
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Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 

any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
• Satanic-Sweden is described as a haven for Islamists and terrorists: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202008281080299598-radical-islamists-harvest-140-million-through-deals-with-swedish-state-

-report/  

• A new political party of principally ethnic interests is establishing itself in Sweden, the Arab Party (https://arabiskapartiet.se), which declares 

“The party's task is to take responsibility for our people [Arabs/Ishmaelites].”, but which appropriately declares, however, 

also “We want to open up to vigorously fight anti-Semitism.”: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202008191080212076-swedens-newly-founded-arab-party-intends-to-take-responsibility-for-its-people/  

…  
 
 
 

270.   Two hundred seventieth International Plea  
 
Date: Sat, 15 Aug 2020 15:46  
Subject: Sweden’s satanic monarchy and military fervently promote homosexual sin for satanic-Sweden.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Alicante, Spain.  

 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202008281080299598-radical-islamists-harvest-140-million-through-deals-with-swedish-state--report/
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202008281080299598-radical-islamists-harvest-140-million-through-deals-with-swedish-state--report/
https://arabiskapartiet.se/
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202008191080212076-swedens-newly-founded-arab-party-intends-to-take-responsibility-for-its-people/
https://bit.ly/2BYesFl
https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n
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provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes (https://bit.ly/33YIBAt), nor UK’s British 
courts or judiciary, nor the British public services (https://bit.ly/31NEPac), are willing to communicate.  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 

churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Semi-recent British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

https://bit.ly/33YIBAt
https://bit.ly/31NEPac
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
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being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 

Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
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churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 

virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 

New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s satanic monarchy fervently promotes and exalts the practice of homosexuality, as satan’s crowned princess 

inaugurated LGBT-celebrations. In spite of satan’s crowned princess and satanic-Sweden’s intolerance against God, the 

practice of homosexuality is a sin against God.: https://www.express.co.uk/news/royal/1318138/Crown-Princess-Victoria-Sweden-Royal-Family-Pride-2020-LGBTQ  

• Satanic-Sweden’s Armed Forces persistently promotes and exalts the practice of homosexuality. Congruently, satanic-

Sweden’s national police declare that public reading from the Judeo-Christian Bible is a hate crime, and explicitly equates the 

hatefulness of the Judeo-Christian Bible with Adolf Hitler’s book ‘Mein Kampf’. In spite of satanic-Sweden’s Military intolerance 

against God, the practice of homosexuality is a sin against God.: https://sputniknews.com/military/202008041080052087-swedish-military-shamed-for-political-activism-over-new-pro-lgbt-campaign/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s national government politicians have again proposed forcing all religious denominations to also perform 

homosexual marriages.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202008041080052378-swedish-government-party-wants-to-force-imams-rabbis-to-wed-homosexuals/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s anti-Godly, fact-phobic, influence-corruptive, manipulative Swedish national governments repeatedly strive 
toward streamlining the "Swedish" public opinion, through financial contributions (bribes) to government-collaborative 

propaganda mainstream media. Sweden’s sly governments continue to menacingly repress freedom of opinion and freedom 

of speech, and obstruct proponents of truth.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/08/07/sweden-spend-millions-bailing-out-mainstream-media/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s selfish herd-immunity Covid-19 strategy, is still assessed as a public health failure.: 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/mishagajewski/2020/08/11/stop-trying-to-make-herd-immunity-happen-swedens-attempt-at-covid-19-herd-immunity-failed/  

…  
 

 
 

269.   Two hundred sixtyninth International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 31 Jul 2020 16:25  
Subject: All Brits of United Kingdom’s British churches satanically persecute and ostracize innocent Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Alicante, Spain.  
 
In United Kingdom, according to the typically lying British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against 
tenants indoors is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lie, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes (https://bit.ly/33YIBAt), nor UK’s British 
courts or judiciary, nor the British public services (https://bit.ly/31NEPac), are willing to communicate. 
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
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master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 

of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 

Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 

and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
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(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 

and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 

any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  
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The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s satanic herd leaders dismiss precautionary principle in satanic-Sweden’s callous and cynical quest for 

disregard of safety of elderly population through intentionally unconstrained lethal contagion.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202007231079960503-dont-do-

like-sweden-experts-caution-us-against-attempting-to-attain-covid-19-herd-immunity/  

• Continually dwindling membership of satanic-Sweden’s satanic Church of Sweden due to its satanic clergy’s irrelevance by 

ultra-hypocrisy and anti-Christian teaching and satanic praxis: https://sputniknews.com/society/202007171079909387-her-will-be-done-women-outnumber-men-among-swedish-clergy/  

• Satanic-Sweden's publicly funded national radio broadcaster (Sveriges Radio) relatively praises Islamic Erdogan’s conversion 

of an originally Christian church building into a mosque.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/07/26/swedish-media-first-muslim-friday-prayers-at-hagia-sophia-a-rock-concert/  

• Satanic-Swedish politicians, whose satanic-Swedish national police declares that public reading from the Judeo-Christian Bible 

is a hate crime, and whose satanic-Swedish national police equates the Judeo-Christian “hateful” Bible with Adolf Hitler’s book 

‘Mein Kampf’, seek to discredit relatively democratic states within Europe.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/07/22/swedish-left-party-leader-wants-eu-withhold-coronavirus-bailout-

hungary  

• Satan’s Church of England seeks to promote homosexual sin, but Church of England globally bans and persecutes innocent 

Christian person Torsten (who is a male heterosexual) because Torsten represents Biblical teaching of sinfulness of practice 

of homosexuality.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/07/12/archbishop-church-glorious-diversity/  

…  
 
 
 

268.   Two hundred sixtyeighth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 15 Jul 2020 16:17  
Subject: All Britons of United Kingdom’s churches and all Britons of British government councils satanically persecuted and expelled innocent Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden. 
 
In United Kingdom, according to the British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against tenants indoors 
is acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel message outdoors is not 
(https://bit.ly/3fx4B8n). Also in United Kingdom, the very-British Britons at British county council governments 
provably lies, and consequently, none of UK’s British councils government apes (https://bit.ly/3gU1Le2), nor UK’s 
British courts or judiciary, nor the British public services (https://bit.ly/3eDtQVz), are willing to communicate. 
 

Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 
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1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying Australian “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted 
innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central 
London. The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated 
evictions. The typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
(Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s 
devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all 
six Sundays (2019-07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their 
satanic cult to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-

07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
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utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  

 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• The most value-extreme nation on earth, satanic-Sweden, is continually fostering satanic-Swedish minds towards totalitarian 

intolerance against anything non-satanic: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202007131079866690-swedens-corona-strategy-sign-of-totalitarian-state-wests-decay--prof/  

• Satan’s Church of England satanic/anglican Archbishop of York typically lies as churchianty pastors/priests do; this occasion 

falsely claiming that “Jesus was a black man.”: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/07/06/top-anglican-archbishop-claims-jesus-was-a-black-man/  

…  
 
 
 

267.   Two hundred sixtyseventh International Plea  
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Date: Wed, 1 Jul 2020 00:20  
Subject: All of United Kingdom’s churches satanically persecuted and ousted innocent Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom. 
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
In United Kingdom according to British Police, physical assaults by British landlords against tenants indoors is 
acceptable (https://bit.ly/2BYesFl), but peaceful distribution of the Gospel outdoors is not (https://bit.ly/3d3lcPh).  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 

to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 

satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  
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4. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 
Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 

enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all six Sundays (2019-

07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their satanic cult to obtain 
information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 

outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 

Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 

Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
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Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 

to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s callous and cynical disregard for its elderly population through intentionally unrestricted lethal contagion: 

https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/can-europe-make-it/data-sweden-failed/  
https://www.forbes.com/sites/carlieporterfield/2020/06/26/sweden-under-fire-for-coronavirus-strategy-pushes-back-on-who-criticism/  

• Satanic-Swedish arrogance in its satanic-Swedish denial of science and reality: https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/jun/26/swedish-exceptionalism-coronavirus-

covid19-death-toll  

• If human life is valuably relevant, then satanic-Sweden’s herd-mentality failed morally.: https://moderndiplomacy.eu/2020/06/30/denmark-vs-sweden-herd-immunity-is-

a-failed-response-to-coronavirus/  

• One architect of satanic-Sweden’s Covid-19 public health policy is satan: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6FiIz6u0Yk  

• Satanic-Sweden is a disaster, where also satanic-Sweden’s diabolical churchianity can oppose face masks due to anti-

science perception that wearing of face masks represent weak faith in God.: https://www.eureporter.co/frontpage/2020/06/30/sweden-not-the-us-is-the-covid-19-disaster/  

…  
 
 
 

266.   Two hundred sixtysixth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 15 Jun 2020 00:16  
Subject: United Kingdom’s Church of England assails Biblical Christianity and globally persecutes innocent Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom. 
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
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master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 

of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 

Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 
Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 
enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all six Sundays (2019-

07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their satanic cult to obtain 
information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
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(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 

and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 

any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  
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The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• In spite of foreknowledge of age-related vulnerability to mortality from Covid-19, satanic-Sweden’s state 

epidemiologist claims “We didn't know that the infection would get in so easily and be so extensive.”.: 
https://sputniknews.com/analysis/202006091079568117-they-couldnt-care-less-swedish-authorities-are-leaving-elderly-covid-patients-to-die-doctor-says/  

• In spite that current scientific studies do not yet provide data about duration of protective immunity from reinfection 

for persons who have recovered from a Sars-CoV-2 infection, satanic-Sweden’s state epidemiologist claims “We think 

we know that you become immune after an infection.”.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202006051079524977--swedish-state-epidemiologist-claims-antibodies-provide-covid-19-immunity/  

…  
 
 
 

265.   Two hundred sixtyfifth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 1 Jun 2020 15:39  
Subject: Anglican bishops and priests of Supreme Governor of the Church of England (Queen of England) assails Biblical Christian Faith and persecutes innocent Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  

anti-Christian culture.  
 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated British churchianity incidents:  
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1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 
Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 
enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all six Sundays (2019-

07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their satanic cult to obtain 
information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
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Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 

that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Swedish leaders promote male effeminacy as Sweden’s societal future (and satanic-Swedish politicians reject God’s Son because 

Jesus Christ has the “wrong gender”).: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/05/28/swedish-journalist-declares-soy-boys-are-the-future/  

• Satanic-Sweden aims to launch government authority tasked to protect satanic-Sweden’s propaganda and disinformation 

from challenge by adversarial critique.: https://sputniknews.com/military/202005281079438712-sweden-eyes-new-psychological-defence-authority-against-foreign-threats/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s covid-19 pandemic policy values resemble Darwinian natural selection (survival of the fittest):  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/05/16/poland-labels-swedens-coronavirus-policy-darwinian/  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202005151079311019-professor-urges-sweden-to-change-its-covid-19-strategy-labelled-darwinist/  

…  
 
 
 

264.   Two hundred sixtyfourth International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 15 May 2020 20:35  
Subject: England’s triad of satanic Church of England, Queen of England and No.10 in effect assaults Biblical Christianity and persecutes innocent Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  
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Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
Contemptible “Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” is continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic 
churches in United Kingdom and also worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming 
Christian who is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global 
churchianity.  
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 
Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 
enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all six Sundays (2019-

07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their satanic cult to obtain 
information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
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one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 

pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 

against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 

woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
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No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  

 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satan’s Church of Sweden (https://www.svenskakyrkan.se) is establishing a more overt satanic-Swedish cooperation with the transnational Islamic 

terrorism organisation Muslim Brotherhood (https://www.ikhwanweb.com and https://www.ibnrushd.se): https://sputniknews.com/military/202005071079225098-swedish-journo-slaims-muslim-brotherhood-gaining-foothold-within-countrys-

defence/  

• Sacrifice people’s lives, or sacrifice the national economy? Sweden chose to predominantly sacrifice human lives.: 
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15984/coronavirus-swedish-model  

…  
 
 
 

263.   Two hundred sixtythird International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 29 Apr 2020 20:57  
Subject: Queen of England’s satanic Church of England assaults Biblical Christianity and persecutes innocent Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
“Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” (AKA ‘Torsten-the-Monster’ or ‘Torsten-the-Idiot’ or the ‘Village Idiot’ or the ‘Stupid Dud’) is 
continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic churches in United Kingdom and also 

worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming Christian who is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 
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England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 

satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 

Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 
enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all six Sundays (2019-

07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their satanic cult to obtain 
information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 

Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
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repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 

earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Due to Covid-19 likely spreading through Africa, satanic-Sweden invests 20 million SEK to increase abortion products access 

for Africans.: https://sputniknews.com/africa/202004171078991784-swedes-send-condoms-abortion-kits-to-africa-amid-covid-19-pandemic/  

• Satanic-Sweden says Swedish relaxed Covid-19 response is working, despite highest fatalities in Scandinavia: 
https://www.breitbart.com/health/2020/04/19/sweden-says-relaxed-coronavirus-response-is-working-despite-highest-fatalities-in-scandinavia/  

• Satanic-Sweden's Covid-19 death rate is ‘nearly six times’ that of its neighbouring countries.: https://www.businessinsider.com/photos-norway-sweden-different-

coronavirus-responses-fatality-rates-2020-4  

…  
 

 
 

262.   Two hundred sixtysecond International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 15 Apr 2020 22:51  
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Subject: Queen's satanic Church of England persecutes innocent Torsten globally.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
“Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” (AKA ‘Torsten-the-Monster’ or ‘Torsten-the-Idiot’ or the ‘Village Idiot’ or the ‘Stupid Dud’) is 
continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic churches in United Kingdom and also 
worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming Christian who is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global churchianity. 
 

All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 
then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 
Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 
enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all six Sundays (2019-
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07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their satanic cult to obtain 
information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 

persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 

Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 

homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 

and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
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In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 

churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Satanic-Sweden’s Security Service (https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se) includes in its satanic-Swedish definition of extremism the opposition to LGBT-

activism and the criticism of feminism. Disapproval of LGBT-activism and critique of feminism is an extremist security problem 

for the satanic-Swedish police. The satanic-Swedish police have previously declared that public readings of the ‘Judeo-

Christian Bible’ is a hate crime equivalent to public reading of Adolph Hitler’s book ‘Mein Kampf’.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202004081078874675-

sweden-warns-of-right-wing-extremism-on-anniversary-of-stockholm-truck-attack/  

• Interpretations of clinically ambiguous ‘biological age’ of potential patients, and not ‘chronological age’, is determinative for 
access to medical care in satanic-Sweden during extraordinary circumstances such as pandemic Covid-19.:  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/04/11/swedish-document-elderly-coronavirus-patients-not-prioritised-intensive-care/  

https://www.socialstyrelsen.se/globalassets/sharepoint-dokument/dokument-webb/ovrigt/nationella-prioriteringar-intensivarden.pdf  

• Satanic-Sweden’s ‘herd-immunity’ national strategy (semi-unofficial), and its relaxed national measures against Covid-19, is 

criticized by several scientific researchers.:  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202004151078958926-health-authorities-have-failed-22-researchers-castigate-swedish-covid-19-strategy/  
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/world/sweden-coronavirus-response-explained-a4413726.html  

• Satanic-Sweden’s government refuses responsibility for its relative inaction for protection of elderly people in care homes and 

retirement homes.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/04/05/sweden-state-epidemiologist-refuses-responsibility-for-retirement-home-deaths/  

• Satanic-Swedish political minister in government falsely claimed of 'Russian troll attacks' but which in reality turned out to 

be an 'ordinary Swedish grandmother' residing in Stockholm.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202004061078850479-swedish-ministers-allegations-of-russian-attack-turn-out-to-be-ordinary-swedish-

grandmother/  

• Writer for one of satanic-Sweden’s most satanic former Prime Ministers, Fredrik Reinfeldt, baselessly attacks the current UK 
PM.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/04/14/swedish-writer-insinuates-boris-caught-coronavirus-purpose/  

• Consequent to Covid-19, more people instinctively rush to buy guns in USA, and more people sensually rush to buy dildos in 

Sweden: https://sputniknews.com/society/202004101078902854-all-the-lonely-people-scandinavia-sees-sex-toy-sales-double-amid-covid-19-lockdown/  

…  
 
 
 

261.   Two hundred sixtyfirst International Plea  
 
Date: Tue, 31 Mar 2020 11:30  
Subject: Queen of England’s satanic church (Church of England) persecutes innocent Torsten globally.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
“Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” (AKA ‘Torsten-the-Monster’ or ‘Torsten-the-Idiot’ or the ‘Village Idiot’ or the ‘Stupid Dud’) is 
continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic churches in United Kingdom and also 
worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming Christian who is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
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Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 

of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 
settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

 
Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  
 
Updated British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 

against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 
Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 
enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all six Sundays (2019-

07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their satanic cult to obtain 
information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
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through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 

against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 

woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  
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The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse.  
• Values and attitudes in satanic-Sweden compared to United Kingdom might be worlds apart. In selfish and inhumane Sweden, 

life can be cheap. In a relatively selfless UK society, others’ lives appear comparatively precious. While 750 000 British persons 

responded within one week to the British Government’s appeal for volunteers to help vulnerable people in the British society 

during the Covid-19 pandemic, it appears that inhumane satanic-Sweden’s political leadership and populace might cynically 

view deaths predominantly among their elderly population as financially beneficial for protection of their national economy; 

in comparison to more stringent community ‘lockdown’ measures of significant cost.  
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/health/coronavirus-nhs-army-applications-royal-voluntary-service-a4400821.html  

https://sputniknews.com/viral/202003301078757153-luckily-only-kills-elderly-people-swedish-doctors-coronavirus-take-roasted-on-social-media/  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/03/29/sweden-health-board-prioritise-migrants-over-swedes-with-pre-existing-conditions-elderly-for-virus-care/  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/03/29/sweden-cafes-restaurants-etc-remain-open-gatheringsf-50-allowed/  

https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/03/22/email-leaks-show-experts-slamming-swedish-govt-for-not-taking-virus-seriously-enough/  
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/30/catastrophe-sweden-coronavirus-stoicism-lockdown-europe  

• Satanic-Sweden fined Google for informing website owners about censorship of content: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202003161078580947-sweden-fines-google-for-

telling-website-owners-about-censorship-of-content--reports/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s National Council for Crime Prevention (https://www.bra.se/bra-in-english/home/about-bra.html) intimidatingly manipulates its reported statistical 

facts to match satanic-Sweden’s Justice Ministry preferences: https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15741/sweden-culture-of-silence  

…  
 
 
 

260.   Two hundred sixtieth International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 15 Mar 2020 15:35  
Subject: Queen of England’s satanic church (Church of England) ban and incessantly persecute absolutely innocent Torsten worldwide.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
“Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” (AKA ‘Torsten-the-Monster’ or ‘Torsten-the-Idiot’ or the ‘Village Idiot’ or the ‘Stupid Dud’) is 
continually persecuted by virtually all British leaders of all its satanic churches in United Kingdom and also 
worldwide, but in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming Christian who is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all of UK’s banning and persecuting churches and global churchianity. 
 
All British satanic churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the 
Christian person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided 
in their imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and 
unfit for British community. The British satanic pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-
Monster (Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the satanic leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their 
master satan through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely 
innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Too close for truth:  Satan’s British church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England (church of satan) is beyond accountability to truth. The UK Prime Minister is allied with the Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen) as adviser of appointing personnel for the British Queen’s Church 
of England. Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme Governor of the Church 
of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops are subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the 
Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide 
PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation 
to Church of England and all the other globally persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is 
the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, this Queen of England is utmost accountable 
for her satanic Church of England’s intentional lies, slander, evictions and persecution against the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968   

http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/health/coronavirus-nhs-army-applications-royal-voluntary-service-a4400821.html
https://sputniknews.com/viral/202003301078757153-luckily-only-kills-elderly-people-swedish-doctors-coronavirus-take-roasted-on-social-media/
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/03/29/sweden-health-board-prioritise-migrants-over-swedes-with-pre-existing-conditions-elderly-for-virus-care/
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/03/29/sweden-cafes-restaurants-etc-remain-open-gatheringsf-50-allowed/
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/03/22/email-leaks-show-experts-slamming-swedish-govt-for-not-taking-virus-seriously-enough/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/30/catastrophe-sweden-coronavirus-stoicism-lockdown-europe
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202003161078580947-sweden-fines-google-for-telling-website-owners-about-censorship-of-content--reports/
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202003161078580947-sweden-fines-google-for-telling-website-owners-about-censorship-of-content--reports/
https://www.bra.se/bra-in-english/home/about-bra.html
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15741/sweden-culture-of-silence
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968
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Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten in UK and 
globally. The British government’s “stupidity agencies” are fit to maintain fallacious judgement and selected 
ignorance.  

 
Updated British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 
Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 
enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all six Sundays (2019-

07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their satanic cult to obtain 
information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 

withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://eauk.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
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Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 

professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• Satanic-Sweden glorifies its feministic, sluttish and extreme-promiscuous Swedishness.: https://sputniknews.com/viral/202003041078469014-vulgar-swedish-ad-celebrating-womanspreading-under-

fire--video/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s public sector indoctrination of children for Islamic adherence: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202003061078489295-forced-islamisation-at-swedish-school-as-9-year-olds-confess-to-allah-

in-religious-studies--reports/  

• Satanic-Swedish public sector faithful-Islamist urged unfaithful-Muslims (and non-Islamic Swedes) to leave Sweden.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202003031078457784-

outrage-as-muslim-tells-hijab-opponent-to-move-away-from-sweden-in-televised-debate/  

…  
 
 
 

259.   Two hundred fiftyninth International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 01 Mar 2020 19:39  
Subject: Dangerous, deluded, diabolical Wolfgang-Torsten is banned and persecuted by all British churches in United Kingdom.  

 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841
https://sputniknews.com/viral/202003041078469014-vulgar-swedish-ad-celebrating-womanspreading-under-fire--video/
https://sputniknews.com/viral/202003041078469014-vulgar-swedish-ad-celebrating-womanspreading-under-fire--video/
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https://sputniknews.com/europe/202003031078457784-outrage-as-muslim-tells-hijab-opponent-to-move-away-from-sweden-in-televised-debate/
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Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 
excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  

anti-Christian culture.  
 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
“Torsten-the-demonic-Wolf” (AKA ‘Torsten-the-Monster’ and ‘Torsten-the-Idiot’ and the ‘Village Idiot’ and the ‘Stupid Dud’) 
is continually persecuted by all British leaders of all churches in satanic United Kingdom and also worldwide, but 
in reality however, Torsten is an authentic Bible-affirming Christian absolutely innocent in relation to global 
churchianity.  
 
All British churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the Christian 
person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided in their 
imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and unfit for 
British community. The British pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-Monster (Torsten-
the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their 
invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person 
Torsten.  
 
Updated British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 
Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 
enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all six Sundays (2019-

07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their satanic cult 
to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 
withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
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Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-

of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 

allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
Allegiance to churchianity at the expense of truth harms everyone: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1233481889488547841  

…  
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258.   Two hundred fiftyeighth International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 16 Feb 2020 12:14  
Subject: The dangerous, deluded and diabolical Wolf, Torsten, is banned from fellowship by all pastors of churches in United Kingdom.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
All British churches in United Kingdom have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the Christian 
person Torsten, because satan’s British pastors and priests of United Kingdom’s churches have decided in their 
imaginations that Torsten is sorts of a monster, and that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and unfit for 
British community. The British pastors of churches in United Kingdom persecute Torsten-the-Monster (Torsten-
the-demonic-Wolf). 100% of the leaders of churches in Worcester, UK, serve their master satan through their 
invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person 
Torsten.  
 
Updated British churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 

being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect 

people from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 
Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 
enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all six Sundays (2019-

07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their satanic cult 
to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

5. The satanic Baptist pastors of United Kingdom, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, 
and the diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, continually slander, defame, 
persecute and cyberbully the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-

Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

6. The satanic Evangelical pastors of United Kingdom continually lie, slander and persecute the Christian person 
Torsten. The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by 
one of their evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The 
Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom previously opposed Torsten’s critique against the British churches’ 
outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality and Christophobic websites: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously 
pointed out by their Vineyard Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as the source of active 
slander and lies against Torsten “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am 
withdrawing the welcome.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
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against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 

homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 

justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-

of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 

woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  
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New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 

Swedish governance.:  
• Satanic-Swedish feministic confusion is expressed also by its confused feministic support for Islamic oppression of women.: 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15509/sweden-hijab  

• Satanic-Sweden’s gender dysphoria among teen girls increases.:  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/02/13/sweden-gender-dysphoria-teen-girls-cases-up-1500-per-cent-2008/  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/202002131078301735-swedes-sees-avalanche-like-increase-in-gender-dysphoric-teenage-girls/  

…  
 

 
 

257.   Two hundred fiftyseventh International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 30 Jan 2020 00:02  
Subject: Terrible Torsten-the-Monster is globally banned from fellowship by the pastors and clergy of churches.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Pattaya City, Thailand.  
 

- The stupid monster is continually rejected, banned and persecuted by churches, everywhere on earth: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf  

- The quintessence of global church intellect, also in Pattaya: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya_International_Church_rationale_for_eviction-ban.mp3  

 
There exists no church in Thailand where the innocent Christian person Torsten is actually welcome, because the 
pastors of the churches in Thailand have decided in their imaginations through pastors’ typical lies and slander 
globally and locally, that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and unfit for community. The churches in 
Thailand persecute Torsten-the-Monster.  
 
Although Thai culture possibly is one of the friendliest cultures in the world, prostitution and sexual exploitation 
of young Thai persons (and also trafficked victims of sexual abuse into Thailand from Vietnam and Myanmar) by 
tourists is immense, particularly in the City of Pattaya, with countless go-go girls, bar girls, freelance girls, 
prostitutes, ladyboys, tomboys and transgender persons offering sexual services especially for the tourism 
industry.  
 
Updated Pattaya City, Thailand, churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic “Pattaya International Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, evicted and explicitly banished their perceived 

idiot/monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all 
other persecuting churches on earth, and shouted with disgust against Torsten “You’re an idiot!”: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_eviction-ban_2018.htm  

2. Satanic “Evangelical Church of Bangkok” (ECB) in Bangkok, Thailand, explicitly banished innocent Torsten 
and implied intention to report Torsten as a trespasser to Thailand police authorities if Torsten would visit 
their church premises. The typically satanic-evangelical pastors refused to provide a reason for their explicit 
ban, and additionally claimed falsely that their evangelical church has no moral or Biblical obligation to 
provide a reason for their explicit banishment.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-

Bangkok_Thailand_ban_2017.htm  

3. Satanic “Pattaya Encounter Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, covertly banished Torsten.: http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-

Encounter-Church_Thailand.htm  

4. Satanic “Pattaya-Jomtien Baptist Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, covertly banished Torsten.: 
http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Jomtien-Baptist-Convention-Center-Church_Thailand.htm  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm  
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• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-

of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 

Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• In satanic-Sweden, relativism and radical feminism gains academic precedence over scientific objectivity, rational search for 

truth and academic freedom, because some Swedish universities assert that scientific objectivity is a patriarchal oppression 
of women.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/202001271078147817-swedish-thesis-that-labels-academic-freedom-objectivism-patriarchal-oppression-gets-highest-grade/  
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• Satanic-Sweden’s Pro-Islamist Party (Anti-Christian: https://bit.ly/2fLsnhP) wants to grant practicing Muslims (Quranic law) ‘special minority 

status’ into the Swedish constitutional law:  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/01/24/new-swedish-islamist-party-wants-grant-muslims-special-minority-status/  

https://sputniknews.com/europe/202001231078110807-we-want-to-get-into-parliament-pro-islamic-party-seeks-to-establish-itself-across-sweden/  

…  
 
 
 

256.   Two hundred fiftysixth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 15 Jan 2020 13:33  
Subject: Torsten-the-Terrible is banned from fellowship by the churches globally.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Pattaya City, Thailand.  
 

- The stupid monster that is rejected, banned and persecuted by churches, everywhere on earth: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf  

- The quintessence of global church intellect, also in Pattaya: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya_International_Church_rationale_for_eviction-ban.mp3  

 
All churches in Singapore have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the Christian person Torsten, 
because satan’s pastors and priests of Singapore’s churches have decided in their imaginations that Torsten is 
sorts of a monster, and is unfit for community. All churches in Singapore persecute Torsten-the-Monster.  
 
Updated Singapore churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic-Evangelical church “Covenant Evangelical Reformed Church (CERC)” in Singapore, explicitly 

banished their perceived monster, Torsten, who in reality is an absolutely innocent Christian. The typically 
satanic/evangelical pastors of CERC falsely accused the Christian of being dangerous with a damaged mind 
requiring psychiatric treatment in a mental hospital in Singapore. CERC unrepentantly continues its 
banishment and satanic persecution against the innocent real Christian.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Covenant-

Evangelical-Reformed-Church_Singapore.htm  

2. Satanic “Wesley Methodist Church” in Singapore, which in-effect evicted absolutely innocent Torsten from 
their church building in 2013, and in 2018 continued to banish the monster Torsten from fellowship through 
their lie of insinuation that the reason Wesley Methodist Church evicted and continually banishes Torsten 
from fellowship is that Torsten would be guilty of some unspecified breach of parameters of “accepted 
behaviour”, and the satanic Methodist church in Singapore in 2020 unrepentantly continue its methodical-
satanic persecution against the innocent real Christian.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Wesley-Methodist-

Church_Singapore.htm  

3. Satanic “Gospel Light Christian Church” in Singapore in-effect evicted absolutely innocent Torsten from their 
church-building in 2013. At the innocent Torsten’s arrival in 2013 inside the church premises prior to their 
‘Sunday service’, a pastor ordered in demonic rage that the monster Torsten must not communicate with 
any Christian singles inside their church, and the church unrepentantly continues in 2020 its covert 
banishment and satanic persecution against the innocent real Christian.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gospel-Light-

Church_Singapore.htm  

4. Satanic-Anglican church “St. James Anglican Church” in Singapore zealously obstructed an absolutely 
innocent Christian from communication with any females inside their church building in 2013; demonstrating 
that their imagined monster Torsten’s presence constituted a severe threat to the Anglican Church, and this 
church unrepentantly continues in 2020 its covert banishment and satanic persecution against the innocent 
real Christian.: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-James-Anglican-Church_Singapore.htm  

5. Satanic-Anglican church “St Andrews Anglican Cathedral” in Singapore covertly banished their perceived 
monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other 
persecuting Anglican churches on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-Anglican-Cathedral_Singapore.htm  

6. Satanic-Anglican church “Church of Our Saviour” in Singapore covertly banished their perceived monster, 
Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other persecuting 
Anglican churches on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-of-Our-Saviour_Singapore.htm  

7. Satanic-Pentecostal church “Trinity Christian Centre” in Singapore covertly banished their perceived 
monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other 
persecuting Pentecostal churches on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Christian-Centre_Singapore.htm  

8. Satanic church “Church of Singapore” in Singapore covertly banished their perceived monster, Torsten, who 
in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other persecuting Anglican 
churches on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-of-Singapore.htm  

9. All the typically satanic churches in Singapore refuse to really welcome their perceived monster Torsten. 
When their monster Torsten, therefore, inquired with their “National Council of Churches of Singapore” 
(NCCS) if there exists any church in Singapore where the innocent Christian person Torsten would be 
welcome, NCCS too refused to reply. There exists no church in Singapore where the innocent Christian 
person Torsten is truly welcome, because the innocent Torsten is a real Christian.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/National-Council-of-Churches-of-Singapore.htm  
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Although Thai culture possibly is one of the friendliest cultures in the world, prostitution and sexual exploitation 
of young Thai persons (and also trafficked victims of sexual abuse into Thailand from Vietnam and Myanmar) by 
tourists is immense, particularly in the City of Pattaya, with countless go-go girls, bar girls, freelance girls, 

prostitutes, ladyboys, tomboys and transgender persons offering sexual services especially for the tourism 
industry.  
 
There exists no church in Thailand where the innocent Christian person Torsten is actually welcome, because the 
pastors of the churches in Thailand have decided in their imaginations through pastors’ typical lies and slander 
globally and locally, that the terrible monster Torsten is dangerous and unfit for community. The churches in 
Thailand persecute Torsten-the-Monster.  
 
Updated Pattaya City, Thailand, churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic “Pattaya International Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, evicted and explicitly banished their perceived 

idiot/monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all 
other persecuting churches on earth, and shouted with disgust against Torsten “You’re an idiot!”: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_eviction-ban_2018.htm  

2. Satanic “Evangelical Church of Bangkok” (ECB) in Bangkok, Thailand, explicitly banished innocent Torsten 
and implied intention to report Torsten as a trespasser to Thailand police authorities if Torsten would visit 
their church premises. The typically satanic-evangelical pastors refused to provide a reason for their explicit 
ban, and additionally claimed falsely that their evangelical church has no moral or Biblical obligation to 
provide a reason for their explicit banishment.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-

Bangkok_Thailand_ban_2017.htm  

3. Satanic “Pattaya Encounter Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, covertly banished Torsten.: http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-

Encounter-Church_Thailand.htm  

4. Satanic “Pattaya-Jomtien Baptist Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, covertly banished Torsten.: 
http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Jomtien-Baptist-Convention-Center-Church_Thailand.htm  

 
Updated Anglican/Church of England incidents:  

• In 2020, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-

of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
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and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 

Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• Satanic-Sweden’s ‘Church of Sweden’ replace their church’s pro-LGBT altar painting with a painting depicting transgender 

Jesus wearing high heels. A typically satanic vicar of ‘Church of Sweden’ (Church of Satan), principally expressed: “For Church 
of Sweden, it is not controversial with two gay couples in artwork, but Church of Sweden absolutely cannot stand for 

transgenderism or transsexualism being portrayed as evil.”: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/01/08/swedish-church-replace-controversial-lgbt-painting-painting-jesus-high-heels/  

…  
 
 
 

255.   Two hundred fiftyfifth International Plea  
 
Date: Tue, 31 Dec 2019 23:36  
Subject: Torsten-the-Monster is banned from fellowship by all churches in Singapore.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Singapore.  
 
All churches in Singapore have explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively banished the Christian person Torsten, 
because satan’s pastors and priests of Singapore’s churches have decided in their imaginations that Torsten is 
sorts of a monster, and is unfit for community.  
 
Updated local churchianity incident:  

• All the typically satanic churches in Singapore refuse to really welcome their perceived monster Torsten. 
When their monster Torsten, therefore, inquired with their “National Council of Churches of Singapore” 
(NCCS) if there exists any church in Singapore where the innocent Christian person Torsten would be 
welcome, NCCS too refused to reply. There exists no church in Singapore where the innocent Christian 
person Torsten is truly welcome, because the innocent Torsten is a real Christian.: http://www.kyrkor.be/National-

Council-of-Churches-of-Singapore.htm  
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Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 

condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-

Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada  
(http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• Satan’s Swedish churches continue to close permanently: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/12/25/over-100-swedish-churches-have-permanently-closed-since-2000/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s National Council for Crime Prevention (https://www.bra.se/bra-in-english/home/about-bra.html) allegedly manipulates its reported statistical facts 
to match satanic-Sweden’s Justice Ministry preferences:  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201912181077604676-sweden-accused-of-manipulating-crime-statistics-for-ideological-reasons/  

https://www.rt.com/news/476568-sweden-manipulates-crime-statistics/  

• A satanic-Swedish public school forces pupils to recite Islamic prayer in Arabic as “role-play”: https://sputniknews.com/society/201912241077756058-role-play-

swedish-school-forces-pupils-to-recite-muslim-prayer-in-arabic--reports/  

…  
 
 

 

254.   Two hundred fiftyfourth International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 2019 18:12  
Subject: Torsten-the-Idiot is expelled by churches everywhere, because Torsten is an idiot.  

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/12/25/over-100-swedish-churches-have-permanently-closed-since-2000/
https://www.bra.se/bra-in-english/home/about-bra.html
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201912181077604676-sweden-accused-of-manipulating-crime-statistics-for-ideological-reasons/
https://www.rt.com/news/476568-sweden-manipulates-crime-statistics/
https://sputniknews.com/society/201912241077756058-role-play-swedish-school-forces-pupils-to-recite-muslim-prayer-in-arabic--reports/
https://sputniknews.com/society/201912241077756058-role-play-swedish-school-forces-pupils-to-recite-muslim-prayer-in-arabic--reports/
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Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Pattaya City, Thailand.  
 
- A stupid boy is not welcome anywhere on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf  

- The quintessence of global church intellect: http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya_International_Church_rationale_for_eviction-

ban.mp3  

 
Updated local churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic “Pattaya International Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, evicted and explicitly banished their perceived 

idiot/monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all 
other persecuting churches on earth, and shouted with disgust against Torsten “You’re an idiot!”: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_eviction-ban_2018.htm  

2. Satanic “Evangelical Church of Bangkok” (ECB) in Bangkok, Thailand, explicitly banished innocent Torsten 
and implied intention to report Torsten as a trespasser to Thailand police authorities if Torsten would visit 
their church premises. The typically satanic-evangelical pastors refused to provide a reason for their explicit 

ban, and additionally claimed falsely that their evangelical church has no moral or Biblical obligation to 
provide a reason for their explicit banishment: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-

Bangkok_Thailand_ban_2017.htm  

3. Satanic “Pattaya Encounter Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, covertly banished Torsten: http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-

Encounter-Church_Thailand.htm  

4. Satanic “Pattaya-Jomtien Baptist Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, covertly banished Torsten: 
http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Jomtien-Baptist-Convention-Center-Church_Thailand.htm  

 
Updated churchianity incidents:  

• In 2019, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 
Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2019: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya_International_Church_rationale_for_eviction-ban.mp3
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya_International_Church_rationale_for_eviction-ban.mp3
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_eviction-ban_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Bangkok_Thailand_ban_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Bangkok_Thailand_ban_2017.htm
http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Encounter-Church_Thailand.htm
http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Encounter-Church_Thailand.htm
http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Jomtien-Baptist-Convention-Center-Church_Thailand.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
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has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 

from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-

Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada  
(http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 

New Swedishness:  

Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• Satanic-Sweden’s ‘Church of Sweden’ by a typically satanic vicar of ‘Church of Sweden’, principally expressed: “For Church 

of Sweden, it is not controversial with two gay couples in artwork, but Church of Sweden absolutely cannot stand for 

transgenderism or transsexualism being portrayed as evil.”:  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/12/14/swedish-church-removes-lgbt-painting-may-portray-trans-people-evil/  

https://www.france24.com/en/20191211-gay-altarpiece-of-original-sin-makes-waves-in-sweden  

• Satanic-Sweden’s ‘Church of Sweden’ by a typically satanic Leading Priest of ‘Church of Sweden’, stated: “The Swedish 

Church has been important for same-sex couples for ten years, but we have no representation of them in art. Similar 

images really need to hang in many churches. We have become a credible church.”:  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/12/04/sweden-malmo-church-unveils-lgbt-altar-painting/  
https://sputniknews.com/society/201912021077458141-church-of-sweden-shamed-for-political-activism-as-it-unveils-first-lgbt-themed-altarpiece/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s ‘Church of Sweden’ hosts Islamic prayer call as part of a diversifying prayer-event for humanity; further 

explaining the event “We are all Children of the Earth”:  
https://sputniknews.com/society/201912111077539606-muslim-prayer-call-as-part-of-diversity-event-in-swedish-church-raises-eyebrows/  

• Evasion and denial of satanic-Sweden’s actuality: https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15248/sweden-confronting-reality  

• Antisemitic attacks on the rise across satanic-Sweden: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/12/03/antisemitic-attacks-rise-across-sweden/  

…  
 
 
 

253.   Two hundred fiftythird International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 01 Dec 2019 08:53  
Subject: Anglican/satanic Church of England unrepentantly persecute Torsten-the-Monster worldwide.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Pattaya City, Thailand.  
 
semi-New churchianity incident:  

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
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http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/12/14/swedish-church-removes-lgbt-painting-may-portray-trans-people-evil/
https://www.france24.com/en/20191211-gay-altarpiece-of-original-sin-makes-waves-in-sweden
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/12/04/sweden-malmo-church-unveils-lgbt-altar-painting/
https://sputniknews.com/society/201912021077458141-church-of-sweden-shamed-for-political-activism-as-it-unveils-first-lgbt-themed-altarpiece/
https://sputniknews.com/society/201912111077539606-muslim-prayer-call-as-part-of-diversity-event-in-swedish-church-raises-eyebrows/
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15248/sweden-confronting-reality
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/12/03/antisemitic-attacks-rise-across-sweden/
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• In 2019, more than 10 years succeeding that a heretical/Anglican Church Reverend in Stockholm, Sweden, 
harassed Torsten and in effect purged Torsten-the-Monster from its Anglican Church in 2007/2008: (a) 
through dehumanising orders, (b) through imposition of demeaning social constraints against Torsten, and 
(c) by threatening Torsten with Police eviction if Torsten were to speak with any attendees before/after the 
Sunday “services”, the typically persecuting Anglican/satanic clergy of Church of England in Stockholm 
sustains satan’s deceptive agenda. In 2007/2008/2009, the Anglican Diocese of Europe did not intervene 
against its discrimination against Christianity, did not cease its harassments against an innocent Christian, 
and did not prevent its bans and threats by the satanic/Anglican Reverend. In 2019, neither the Anglican 
Diocese of Europe nor the satanic Church of England nor its Archbishop of Canterbury, would declare the 

Anglican Diocese of Europe’s 2008 declared grave heresies and its sanctioning of the practice of 
homosexuality, as evil and sinful (as according to the Bible). More than ten years later, Church of England 
unabatedly persecutes Torsten-the-Monster within United Kingdom and worldwide.  
Previously from 2009: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm  

Currently from 2019: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-

later.htm  

 
Updated churchianity incident:  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 

any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm-Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-Stockholm_and_Anglican-Diocese-Europe_10-years-later.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
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The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-

Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada  
(http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 

New Swedishness:  

Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• Satanic-Sweden is ranked as the world’s most LGBTQ-friendly country in the world. Conversely, satanic-Sweden oppresses 

Christianity and persecutes Bible-affirming Christians.:  
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidnikel/2019/11/23/lgbt-travel-sweden-named-most-friendly-country-us-lags-behind  
https://www.asherfergusson.com/lgbtq-travel-safety/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s anti-Christian government endeavours to advance streamlining of media towards another Swedish state-

controlled medium; also unofficially, tasked to sanguinely paint an affirmative picture of satanic-Sweden and its anti-Godly 

government.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201911181077335811-swedish-minister-pushes-for-psychological-defence-authority-to-counter-disinformation/  

…  
 
 
 

252.   Two hundred fiftysecond International Plea  
 
Date: Sat, 16 Nov 2019 00:38  
Subject: 100% of the churches in satanic-Sweden have banned Torsten-the-Monster.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Stockholm, satanic-Sweden.  
 
100% of Sweden’s churches of all Swedish faith denominations have excommunicated/banished/evicted Torsten-
the-Monster. The leaders of the Swedish churches serve their master, satan, through their invented lies, false 
accusations, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person 
Torsten.  
 
In satanic-Sweden, there exists no church or “Christian” community where Torsten is welcome and able to 
communicate with single women, and therefore, it is absolutely impossible for God to connect Torsten to a woman 
of His choice for marriage within Sweden. In satanic-Sweden, the pastors/priests of 100% of the churches are 
the impediments to God’s blessing of appointed Christian marriage. In satanic-Sweden, all of the pastors/priests 
of churches follow the lead of satan in their satanic prevention of God’s goodness. Essentially, the leaders of all 
churches in satanic-Sweden behave like satan in their spiteful persecution.  
 
Updated churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Sweden” in Stockholm, Sweden, explicitly banished and 

quadruple-evicted (2019-10-13, 2018-07-29, 2018-07-22 and 2016-07-03) innocent Torsten from their Hillsect 
Sunday entertainment-business-churchianity. Hillsong Sweden called for Swedish Police intervention. The 
sect leader of Hillsong Sweden, Andreas Nielsen, absolutely refused to provide a factual and Biblical reason 
for Hillsong Sweden’s repeated evictions and Hillsong Sweden’s explicit banishment against innocent 
Torsten. Satanic Hillsong Sweden enforces the global banishment against Torsten by Hillsong’s supreme 
devilpastor (Brian Houston), and preserves Hillsong’s Network of Churches global anti-Torsten policy. 
Sweden’s Pentecostal Alliance of Independent Churches (https://www.pingst.se) support Hillsong’s evictions and 
banishment against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

2. Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidnikel/2019/11/23/lgbt-travel-sweden-named-most-friendly-country-us-lags-behind
https://www.asherfergusson.com/lgbtq-travel-safety/
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201911181077335811-swedish-minister-pushes-for-psychological-defence-authority-to-counter-disinformation/
https://www.pingst.se/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
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3. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 
Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 

enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all six Sundays (2019-

07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their satanic cult 
to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 

stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-

Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada  
(http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 

New Swedishness:  

Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• Satanic/Swedish state agency is funding Swedish indoctrination of children, young people, and adults with disabilities, 

through norm-creative fairy tales in the form of Drag Shows.:  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/11/08/swedish-agency-uses-money-dead-residents-fund-drag-shows/  
https://sputniknews.com/society/201911081077255525-swedes-inflamed-by-dead-peoples-money-spent-on-drag-queen-shows-for-kids/  

• Satanic/Swedish politician sees “advantages” of Islamic polygamy: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/11/06/swedish-politician-sees-advantages-polygamy/  

http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/11/08/swedish-agency-uses-money-dead-residents-fund-drag-shows/
https://sputniknews.com/society/201911081077255525-swedes-inflamed-by-dead-peoples-money-spent-on-drag-queen-shows-for-kids/
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/11/06/swedish-politician-sees-advantages-polygamy/
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• Satanic-Sweden’s collective madness and evil infects neighbouring countries with crimes. Neighbouring Denmark 

preventively and appropriately, therefore, reinstated border checks at crossings from satanic-Sweden.:  
https://eu-ocs.com/denmark-imposes-border-checks-with-sweden-amid-spreading-crime-wave/  

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/nov/12/denmark-border-checks-crossings-sweden  

• Synagogues and publishing houses targeted in Kristallnacht anniversary across Scandinavia: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201911121077285860-synagogues-

publishing-houses-targeted-in-kristallnacht-anniversary-across-scandinavia/  

…  
 
 
 

251.   Two hundred fiftyfirst International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 30 Oct 2019 19:07  
Subject: Spain’s persecution against public advocation for Biblical Christianity.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Alicante, Spain.  
 
In Alicante, Spain, and its neighbouring towns, there are zero churches where I am truly welcome. In the province 
of Valencia, Spain, there is not a single church anywhere that truly welcomes me to fellowship. Every single 
church in Alicante and its surrounding cities in southern Spain, which I have contacted several times previously, 
have all rejected me explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively. In Spain, there is no church where I am welcome 
and able to communicate with single women, and therefore, it is impossible for God to connect a woman of His 
choice for me to marry. In Alicante as everywhere else, the pastors/priests of churches are the impediments to 
God’s blessing of appointed Christian marriage. The vast majority of pastors/priests of churches everywhere 
follow the lead of satan in their satanic prevention of God’s goodness. Essentially, the leaders of the churches 
behave like satan in their spiteful persecution.  
 
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage. 
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life 
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental human 
condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through 
professional pastors and priests. 
 

Spanish Police and Spanish municipal governments violate human rights in their continuous anti-Christian pursuits.:  

The Spanish Police and the municipal governments of Alicante, Elx and Santa Pola in Spain have previously confronted 

Torsten and explicitly prohibited Torsten from handing out Biblical information about Jesus Christ to people in any public 

place within their municipalities in Spain. The Spanish Police have on multiple previous occasions approached Torsten 
and ordered Torsten to not evangelise with “unauthorised” Christian leaflets. Consequently, the cat-and-mouse “game” 

by Spanish Police continued; Torsten evangelising with recurring police pursuits and Torsten subsequently walking 

away/hiding from police, and then continuing to evangelise once the police pursuit was over, and the police were out 

of sight. Spain’s Police consequently disregard the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights articles 18, 19 and 20 

and ignore the European Convention on Human Rights articles 9 and 10. (ECHR is known for its anti-Christian 

interpretations, and thus, paper exercises to ECHR is a futile endeavour for human rights justice.) Alicante City Council 

violates international human rights in their religious restrictions: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ayuntamiento-de-Alicante-y-la-Policia-

Nacional-en-Espana.htm When Torsten previously inquired for legal defence, neither a single lawyer within Spain nor from 

Europe nor USA, wanted to challenge Spain’s anti-Christian local governments’ prohibition and Spanish Polices’ 

enforcement against “unauthorised” leaflet distribution of Biblical information about Jesus Christ on public property. 
Spain’s anti-Christian oppression by Spanish municipal governments and their Spanish Police is far from a cure to the 

increasing secularisation of Spain, but it contributes to a weakening of Christian influence on values by its people and 

society (moral decay), and inevitably reinforces other anti-Christian forces (ex. Islam). So, to some extent, Spain 

perhaps deserves the future that it inadvertently establishes for itself, as Spain continues to persecute against Biblical 

Christianity. The attitude-remnant of General Francisco Franco’s previous dictatorship in Spain is prevalent in 

contemporary Spain’s “democracy” and in its continued disrespect of fundamental human rights. Spain’s continued 

repression of Biblical Christianity and its anti-evangelism persecution by Spain’s neo-Francoist Madridian ‘Guardia Civil’ 

and by Spain’s incompetent ‘Policia Local’, inevitably only serve to harm Spain.  

 
Franco’s legacy still saturate Spain’s corrupt society.: https://www.breitbart.com/news/spain-where-francos-legacy-inspires-love-and-loathing/  

 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 

https://eu-ocs.com/denmark-imposes-border-checks-with-sweden-amid-spreading-crime-wave/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/nov/12/denmark-border-checks-crossings-sweden
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201911121077285860-synagogues-publishing-houses-targeted-in-kristallnacht-anniversary-across-scandinavia/
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201911121077285860-synagogues-publishing-houses-targeted-in-kristallnacht-anniversary-across-scandinavia/
https://www.alicante.es/
http://www.elche.es/
https://www.santapola.es/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Ayuntamiento-de-Alicante-y-la-Policia-Nacional-en-Espana.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Ayuntamiento-de-Alicante-y-la-Policia-Nacional-en-Espana.htm
http://www.guardiacivil.es/
http://www.justicia.gva.es/es/web/seguridad/sedes-y-localizacion
https://www.breitbart.com/news/spain-where-francos-legacy-inspires-love-and-loathing/
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and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 

Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 

Swedish governance.:  
• Satan’s largest churchianity denomination in satanic-Sweden, the hostile antichristian and anti-Israel ‘Church of Sweden’, collects money for 

hatred of Israel and for dissemination of Islamic jihad, through children’s literature.: https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15028/sweden-church-hate  

• Satanic-Sweden’s antichristian Equality Minister, Åsa Lindhagen, funds the Swedish government’s support of Islamophilia, while also funding 

exclusion of critique against Islam.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201910181077082904-swedish-government-in-hot-water-over-new-bid-to-weed-out-islamophobia/  
• The Swedish National Council of Adult Education is delegated by Sweden’s government the task of distributing government grants, among others, 

to spreading of Islam, to influence vulnerable immigrants into Muslim Brotherhood oriented Islamic activism, and to advance Islamic segregation.: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201910301077178353-swedish-grants-are-abused-to-create-islamic-parallel-society-researchers-warn/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s feministic government idiocy: https://sputniknews.com/society/201910251077145380-you-must-be-joking-swedish-daily-mocked-for-lamenting-museum-taxidermy-gender-

disparity/  

…  
 
 
 

250.   Two hundred fiftieth International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 17 Oct 2019 00:13  
Subject: Psychopathic and pathologically lying HILLSONG Network of Churches secretly accuse, globally ban and evict Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Stockholm, satanic-Sweden.  
 
100% of Sweden’s churches of all Swedish faith denominations in Sweden have 
excommunicated/banished/evicted Torsten-the-Monster. The leaders of the Swedish churches serve their master, 
satan, through their invented lies, false accusations, evil slander, evictions and collusive persecution against the 

absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
New churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Sweden” in Stockholm, Sweden, explicitly banished and 

quadruple-evicted (2019-10-13, 2018-07-29, 2018-07-22 and 2016-07-03) innocent Torsten from their Hillsect 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15028/sweden-church-hate
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201910181077082904-swedish-government-in-hot-water-over-new-bid-to-weed-out-islamophobia/
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201910301077178353-swedish-grants-are-abused-to-create-islamic-parallel-society-researchers-warn/
https://sputniknews.com/society/201910251077145380-you-must-be-joking-swedish-daily-mocked-for-lamenting-museum-taxidermy-gender-disparity/
https://sputniknews.com/society/201910251077145380-you-must-be-joking-swedish-daily-mocked-for-lamenting-museum-taxidermy-gender-disparity/
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Sunday entertainment-business-churchianity. Hillsong Sweden called for Swedish Police intervention. The 
sect leader of Hillsong Sweden, Andreas Nielsen, absolutely refused to provide a factual and Biblical reason 
for Hillsong Sweden’s repeated evictions and Hillsong Sweden’s explicit banishment against innocent 
Torsten. Satanic Hillsong Sweden enforces the global banishment against Torsten by Hillsong’s supreme 

devilpastor (Brian Houston), and preserves Hillsong’s Network of Churches global anti-Torsten policy. 
Sweden’s Pentecostal Alliance of Independent Churches (https://www.pingst.se) support Hillsong’s evictions and 
banishment against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm 

2. A hostile and shameless Baptist church in United Kingdom “Alvechurch Baptist Church” scorned and ridiculed 
the persecuted monster Torsten with their unrepented Baptist statement “The rest of us think you are about as 

welcome as a smelly fart!”. All Baptist churches of the persecuting Baptist Union of Great Britain constantly 
persecute Torsten-the-Monster.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Scornful_Persecuting_Baptist-Union-of-Great-Britain.htm  

 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 

fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada  
(http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• Paedophilia-accused Сatholic priests found refuge in satanic-Sweden through church’s “letter of good standing”.: 

https://sputniknews.com/society/201910081076987698-paedophilia-accused-catholic-priests-found-refuge-in-scandinavia/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s gender surgery on young people lacks evidence of preventing suicide.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/10/11/sweden-

gender-surgery-young-people-lacks-evidence-preventing-suicide/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s sex crimes have tripled since 2014: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/10/09/sweden-sex-crimes-have-tripled-since-2014/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s rising anti-Semitic sentiment is insufficiently prioritised by Swedish Police for allocation of security 

resources.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201910141077042854-swedens-jews-want-permanent-police-presence-after-synagogue-shooting-in-germany/  

…  
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Scornful_Persecuting_Baptist-Union-of-Great-Britain.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://sputniknews.com/society/201910081076987698-paedophilia-accused-catholic-priests-found-refuge-in-scandinavia/
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/10/11/sweden-gender-surgery-young-people-lacks-evidence-preventing-suicide/
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/10/11/sweden-gender-surgery-young-people-lacks-evidence-preventing-suicide/
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/10/09/sweden-sex-crimes-have-tripled-since-2014/
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201910141077042854-swedens-jews-want-permanent-police-presence-after-synagogue-shooting-in-germany/
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249.   Two hundred fourtyninth International Plea  
 
Date: Tue, 01 Oct 2019 19:07  
Subject: Satan’s Church of England of evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute Torsten globally.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
All pastors of churches in Worcester, United Kingdom, have banished/evicted Torsten. 100% of the leaders of 
churches in Worcester serve their master, satan, through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive 
persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 

falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 
Torsten-the-Monster in virtually banned by all churches of all faith-denominations in United Kingdom. The evil 
Kingdom of Britain’s satanic bishops and clergy of the persecuting Church of England are by oath allied to their 
Queen, who governs the persecuting Church of England. The British government’s stupidity agencies are fit to 
maintain fallacious judgement and ignorance.  
 
Too close for truth:  A satanic British-church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England is beyond accountability to truth. UK Foreign Secretary is loyal to UK Prime Minister and to Church of 
England. UK Prime Minister and UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) are allied with Supreme Governor 
of the Church of England (the Queen). Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops (including Bishop Philip Mounstephen) are 
subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin 
Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the 
Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation to Church of England and all the other globally 
persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, 
and therefore, the Queen of England is utmost accountable for her Church of England’s intentional lies and satanic 
persecution against innocent Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-

churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was 

symbolised at the Coronation in 1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to 

‘maintain and preserve inviolably the settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government 

thereof, as by law established in England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and 
Deans of the Church of England, who then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England 

deacons and parish priests also swear an oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968  

 

https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968
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Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  

 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
Updated churchianity incidents:  
1. Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 

national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 
being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect people 
from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

5. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 
Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 
enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all six Sundays (2019-

07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their satanic cult 
to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

6. The satanic Baptist pastors in England, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, and the 
diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, slander, defame, persecute and cyberbully 
the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-

Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• Satanic-Sweden’s ‘Church of Sweden’ (in praxis a church of satan), allegedly replaced Jesus Christ as Saviour of mankind 

with “Jesus's successor” Greta the saviour of earth (a climate activist), and gather for prayer for a future of earth.: 
https://sputniknews.com/environment/201910011076931161-holy-greta-archbishop-of-sweden-compares-16-year-old-climate-alarmist-to-biblical-prophets/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s Archbishop of Church of Sweden (in praxis a church of satan), diminished Sweden’s alleged “Jesus’s 

successor” Greta, by accrediting Greta only as equivalent to an Old Testament prophet.: https://sputniknews.com/environment/201909271076901289-

church-of-sweden-to-ring-bells-for-greta-thunbergs-global-climate-strike/  

• Satanic Sweden’s churches ring their church bells for their alleged prophet and saviour, Greta, and for climate strikes.: 
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/09/29/malmo-churches-ring-bells-for-greta-thunbergs-climate-strike/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s crime rate is spinning out of control.: https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14819/sweden-crime  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://sputniknews.com/environment/201910011076931161-holy-greta-archbishop-of-sweden-compares-16-year-old-climate-alarmist-to-biblical-prophets/
https://sputniknews.com/environment/201909271076901289-church-of-sweden-to-ring-bells-for-greta-thunbergs-global-climate-strike/
https://sputniknews.com/environment/201909271076901289-church-of-sweden-to-ring-bells-for-greta-thunbergs-global-climate-strike/
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/09/29/malmo-churches-ring-bells-for-greta-thunbergs-climate-strike/
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14819/sweden-crime
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• Torsten Nenzén (known by all churches as Torsten-the-Monster) opines.: https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1176449448186142720  

…  
 
 
 

248.   Two hundred fourtyeighth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 16 Sep 2019 13:42  
Subject: The satanic British bishops and devilish clergy of Church of England in its evil Kingdom of Britain under its Queen, unceasingly persecute an innocent Christian.  

 

Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 
excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
All pastors of churches in Worcester, United Kingdom, have banished/evicted Torsten. 100% of the leaders of 
churches in Worcester serve their master, satan, through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive 
persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten. 
 
Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the 
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent Torsten 
through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive 
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude 
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the pastors of churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not 
permitted by the pastors of churches to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between 
Torsten and women equates to no Godly marriage, and that is precisely why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to prevent Torsten from communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed 
to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying 
a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity. 
 

Torsten-the-Monster in virtually banned by all churches of all faith-denominations in United Kingdom. The evil 
Kingdom of Britain’s satanic bishops and clergy of the persecuting Church of England are by oath allied to their 
Queen, who governs the persecuting Church of England. The British government’s stupidity agencies are fit to 
maintain fallacious judgement and ignorance.  
 
Too close for truth:  A satanic British-church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England is beyond accountability to truth. UK Foreign Secretary is loyal to UK Prime Minister and to Church of 
England. UK Prime Minister and UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) are allied with Supreme Governor 
of the Church of England (the Queen). Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops (including Bishop Philip Mounstephen) are 
subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin 
Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the 
Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation to Church of England and all the other globally 
persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, 
and therefore, the Queen of England is utmost accountable for her Church of England’s intentional lies and satanic 
persecution against innocent Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-

churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was 

symbolised at the Coronation in 1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to 

‘maintain and preserve inviolably the settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government 

thereof, as by law established in England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and 

https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/1176449448186142720
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
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Deans of the Church of England, who then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England 

deacons and parish priests also swear an oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968  

 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
Updated churchianity incidents:  
1. Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 

national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 
being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect people 
from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 

and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

5. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 
Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 
enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all six Sundays (2019-

07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their satanic cult 
to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

6. The satanic Baptist pastors in England, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, and the 

diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, slander, defame, persecute and cyberbully 
the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-

Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• Satanic-Sweden’s independent journalism is increasingly under threat as the satanic-Swedish public broadcasters are progressively becoming 

propaganda outlets for their Swedish government: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/09/15/reporters-without-borders-swedish-journalism-under-threat-becoming-propaganda/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s professors and mainstream broadcasters importantly recommend consumption of human flesh (cannibalism) for combating 

climate change:  

https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
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https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/09/06/swedish-scientist-proposes-cannibalism-fight-climate-change/  
https://sputniknews.com/environment/201909051076726484-swedish-tv-raises-eyebrows-by-discussing-cannibalism-for-the-sake-of-climate/  

• Satanic-Swedish and Finish scientists recommend abstinence from human procreation, and satanic-Swedish scientific articles advocate child-free 

lives, for combating climate change: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201909091076756206-scientific-journal-advocating-child-free-life-sparks-fury-in-low-fertility-finland/  

• Satanic-Sweden's new Foreign Minister pledges to press on with satanic-Sweden’s foreign feminist policy:  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201909111076773422-swedens-new-foreign-minister-pledges-more-feminist-policy/  

https://www.thelocal.se/20190911/new-minister-ann-linde-vows-to-press-on-with-swedens-feminist-foreign-policy  

• Satanic-Sweden’s Foreign Minister attacked USA approach to arctic region as 'sad and dangerous': https://sputniknews.com/europe/201909021076707881-swedish-

foreign-minister-slams-us-approach-to-arctic-as-sad-and-dangerous/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s PR project, through a teenage climate activist with multiple psychiatric diagnoses, claims that the activist’s psychiatric diagnoses 

are actually superpowers: https://sputniknews.com/environment/201909031076711939-swedish-teenage-climate-activist-greta-thunberg-bashed-for-claiming-asperger-superpowers/  

• Satanic-Swedish veteran of Islamic Jihadism demands compensation for missing welfare payments while in detention in UK: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201909061076736349-enemies-with-benefits-swedish-veteran-jihadist-demands-compensation-for-missing-welfare-payments/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s capital city saw 14 percent increase of reported rapes between January to June 2019, compared to the same period previous 
year: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/09/11/stockholm-sees-14-percent-rise-rape-reports-since-last-year/  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 

Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 

enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all six Sundays (2019-
07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their satanic cult 
to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

2. Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-

of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

3. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 
being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect people 

from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

5. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

6. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in Stockholm, Sweden, twice evicted (2018-07-22 and 

2018-07-29) innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called services at their rented premises at Vasateatern 
in central Stockholm. The sect leader of Hillsong Sweden, Andreas Nielsen, absolutely refused to provide a 
reason for Hillsong Sweden’s repeated evictions and Hillsong Sweden’s banishment against innocent Torsten. 

Satanic Hillsong Sweden enforces the global banishment against Torsten by Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
Brian Houston, and preserves Hillsong’s Network of Churches global anti-Torsten policy. Sweden’s 
Pentecostal Alliance of Independent Churches (https://www.pingst.se) support Hillsong’s evictions and banishment 
against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm 

7. The satanic pastors of diabolical “All Souls Episcopal-Anglican Church Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Souls-Episcopal-Anglican-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm  

8. The satanic pastors of the English-speaking “Calvary Chapel Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan, explicitly 
banished innocent Torsten, and threatened the innocent Christian with Police eviction if the Christian ever 
visited their Calvary Chapel Church. The satanically banishing pastors of Calvary Chapel absolutely refused 
to specify any reality-based (factually true) reason together with a Biblical reason justifying their 
banishment.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel_Okinawa_Japan.htm  

9. The satanic pastors of the diabolical Australian “C3 Church” in Hong Kong explicitly banished innocent 
Torsten, alerted security team, and threatened the innocent Christian with Police reporting if the Christian 
ever visited their C3 Church. The satanically banishing pastors of C3 Church absolutely refused to provide a 
Biblical and a reality-based (factually true) reason justifying their banishment.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-C3-

Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

10. The satanic pastors of the diabolical Australian “Lifehouse International Church” (Hillsong) in Hong Kong 
had previously explicitly banished innocent Torsten, and now unrepentantly, continued its satanic behaviour 

and persecution against Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-Lifehouse-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

11. The satanic pastors of the diabolical Australian “Sky City Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-Sky-City-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  
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12. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “Community Church” in Hong Kong had previously evicted innocent 
Torsten, and now unrepentantly, continued its satanic behaviour and persecution against Torsten through 
covert banishment.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Community-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

13. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “International Christian Assembly” in Hong Kong covertly banished 

innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Christian-Assembly-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

14. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “Kowloon International Baptist Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kowloon-International-Baptist-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

15. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “Evangelical Community Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Community-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

16. The satanic Anglican clergy of the diabolical Church of England “St Andrews Anglican Church” in Hong Kong 
covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-Anglican-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

17. The satanic pastors of “Redemption Hill Church” Washington DC, USA, explicitly excommunicated innocent 
Torsten with an explicit threat of Police eviction from their church premises. The satanically 
excommunicating pastors of Redemption Hill Church absolutely refused to provide a Biblical and a reality-
based (factually true) reason justifying their excommunication: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redemption-Hill-Church_Washington-

DC_USA.htm  

18. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “National United Methodist Church DC” in Washington DC, USA, 
implicitly banished innocent Torsten. The satanically banishing pastors of National United Methodist Church 
absolutely refused to provide a Biblical reason justifying their banishment. All bishops of The United 
Methodist Church within USA omitted to communicate a stance for truth or justice.: http://www.kyrkor.be/National-

United-Methodist-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

19. The satanic pastors of “The Table Church” in Washington DC, USA, through their deliberate dishonesties 
implicitly banished from fellowship innocent Torsten : http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Table-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

20. The satanic pastors of “Bible Way Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten, and 
absolutely refused to communicate the reason for their covert banishment: http://www.kyrkor.be/Bible-Way-

Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

21. The devilish pastors of “Immaculate Conception Catholic Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished 
innocent Torsten, and absolutely refused to communicate the reason for their covert banishment: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Immaculate-Conception-Catholic-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

22. The satanic pastors of “Chinese Community Church DC” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten, and absolutely refused to officially communicate the reason for their covert banishment: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Chinese-Community-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

23. Satanic “Lifehouse Church” in Taipei, Taiwan, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. The Taipei Lifehouse 
(Hillsong) anonymous pastors declared that Torsten is unsuitable to attend any gatherings or 
meetings, falsely accused that Torsten has created “serious problems”, and Lifehouse threatened that 
Lifehouse will call the Police if Torsten ever visited their church: http://www.kyrkor.be/Lifehouse-Church_Taipei.htm  

24. Typically satanic church “Pattaya International Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, evicted and explicitly banished 
their perceived idiot/monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and 
in relation to all other persecuting churches on earth, and shouted with disgust against Torsten “You’re an 
idiot!”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_eviction-ban_2018.htm  

25. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in Munich, Germany, implicitly banished innocent 
Torsten. The Hillsong cult refused to provide a reason for their multiple-confirmed global ban against Torsten 
by all Hillsong Network of Churches worldwide. The satanic Hillsong has previously confirmed that their 
Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has 
confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a publicly undefined global anti-Torsten 
policy.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Church-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

26. The typically satanic/Anglican pastors of diabolical Church of England’s “Anglican Church of the Ascension” 
in Munich in Germany covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-of-the-Ascension-in-Munich-

Germany.htm  

27. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Christ Evangelical Church (CEC)” in Munich in Germany covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Christ-Evangelical-Church-(CEC)-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

28. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Citychurch” in Munich in Germany covertly banished innocent Torsten.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Citychurch-in-Munich-Germany__die-Freie-evangelische-Gemeinde.htm  

29. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Destiny Church” in Munich in Germany covertly banished innocent Torsten, 
by priority of loyalty with satanic Destiny Church.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Destiny-Church-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

30. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Evangelical Lutheran Church Bavaria” in Munich in Germany covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Lutheran-Church-in-Bavaria-Germany.htm  

31. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Evangelisch-Freikirchliche Gemeinde München” in Munich in Germany 
covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelisch-Freikirchliche-Gemeinde-Munchen-Germany.htm  

32. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche Bayern” in Munich in Germany covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelisch-Lutherische-Kirche-in-Bayern-Germany.htm  

33. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Gateway Church” in Munich in Germany covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gateway-Church-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

34. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Independent Lutheran Confessional Church (SELK)” in Munich in Germany 
covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Independent-Lutheran-Confessional-Church-(SELK)-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

35. The satanic pastors of diabolical “International Christian Church (ICC)” in Munich in Germany covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Christian-Church-(ICC)-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

36. The satanic pastors of diabolical “International Christian Fellowship (ICF)” in Munich in Germany covertly 
banished innocent Torsten from fellowship.: http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Christian-Fellowship-(ICF)-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

37. The satanic pastors of diabolical “International Pentecostal Church (IPCC)” in Munich in Germany covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Pentecostal-Church-(IPCC)-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

38. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Jesus der Weg Church” in Munich in Germany covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Jesus-der-Weg-Church-Munich-Germany.htm  
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39. The satanic pastors of diabolical “München-Mitte Church” in Munich in Germany covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Munchen-Mitte-Church-in-Munich-Germany__Freie-Evangelische-Gemeinde.htm  

40. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Munich International Community Church (MICC)” in Munich in Germany 
covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Munich-International-Community-Church-(MICC)-Germany.htm  

41. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Redeemer Christian Church of God (RCCG) Miracle Center” in Munich in 
Germany covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Christian-Church-of-God-(RCCG)-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

42. The satanic pastors of diabolical “St. John Berchmans Catholic Church” in Munich in Germany covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-John-Berchmans-Catholic-Church-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

43. The satanic pastors of diabolical “St. Peter Catholic Church” in Munich in Germany covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peter-Catholic-Church-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

44. The satanic pastors of diabolical “The Aletheia Community Church” in Munich in Germany covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Aletheia-Community-Church-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

45. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Vineyard Church” in Munich in Germany covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Vineyard-Church-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

46. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Calvary Chapel Church” in Salzburg in Austria covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel-Church-Salzburg-Austria.htm  

47. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Dom- und Metropolitankapitel” in Salzburg in Austria covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Dom-und-Metropolitankapitel-in-Salzburg-Austria.htm  

48. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Evangelisches Zentrum Christuskirche” in Salzburg in Austria covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelisches-Zentrum-Christuskirche-in-Salzburg-Austria.htm  

49. The satanic pastors of diabolical “International Christian Fellowship (ICF) Church” in Salzburg in Austria 
covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Christian-Fellowship-(ICF)-Church-in-Salzburg-Austria.htm  

50. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Loretto Community Catholic Church” in Salzburg in Austria covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Loretto-Community-Catholic-Church-in-Salzburg-Austria.htm  

51. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Russisch-Orthodoxe Kirche” in Salzburg in Austria covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Russisch-Orthodoxe-Kirche-in-Salzburg-Austria.htm  

52. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Salzburg International Christian Church” in Salzburg in Austria covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Salzburg-International-Christian-Church-in-Austria.htm  

…  
 
 
 

247.   Two hundred fourtyseventh International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 01 Sep 2019 01:15  
Subject: British Queen’s appointment of Anglican/Satanic archbishops/persecutors against the true Christians, is advised by British Prime Ministers.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
All pastors of churches in Worcester, United Kingdom, have banished/evicted Torsten. 100% of the leaders of 
churches in Worcester serve their master, satan, through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive 
persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
New churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in Munich, Germany, implicitly banished innocent 

Torsten. The Hillsong cult refused to provide a reason for their multiple-confirmed global ban against Torsten 
by all Hillsong Network of Churches worldwide. The satanic Hillsong has previously confirmed that their 
Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has 
confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian Houston preserves a publicly undefined global anti-Torsten 
policy.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Church-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

2. The typically satanic/Anglican pastors of diabolical Church of England’s “Anglican Church of the Ascension” 
in Munich in Germany covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-of-the-Ascension-in-Munich-

Germany.htm  

3. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Christ Evangelical Church (CEC)” in Munich in Germany covertly banished 

innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Christ-Evangelical-Church-(CEC)-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

4. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Citychurch” in Munich in Germany covertly banished innocent Torsten.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Citychurch-in-Munich-Germany__die-Freie-evangelische-Gemeinde.htm  

5. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Destiny Church” in Munich in Germany covertly banished innocent Torsten, 
by priority of loyalty with satanic Destiny Church.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Destiny-Church-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

6. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Evangelical Lutheran Church Bavaria” in Munich in Germany covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Lutheran-Church-in-Bavaria-Germany.htm  

7. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Evangelisch-Freikirchliche Gemeinde München” in Munich in Germany 
covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelisch-Freikirchliche-Gemeinde-Munchen-Germany.htm  

8. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche Bayern” in Munich in Germany covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelisch-Lutherische-Kirche-in-Bayern-Germany.htm  
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9. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Gateway Church” in Munich in Germany covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gateway-Church-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

10. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Independent Lutheran Confessional Church (SELK)” in Munich in Germany 
covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Independent-Lutheran-Confessional-Church-(SELK)-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

11. The satanic pastors of diabolical “International Christian Church (ICC)” in Munich in Germany covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Christian-Church-(ICC)-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

12. The satanic pastors of diabolical “International Christian Fellowship (ICF)” in Munich in Germany covertly 
banished innocent Torsten from fellowship.: http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Christian-Fellowship-(ICF)-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

13. The satanic pastors of diabolical “International Pentecostal Church (IPCC)” in Munich in Germany covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Pentecostal-Church-(IPCC)-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

14. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Jesus der Weg Church” in Munich in Germany covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Jesus-der-Weg-Church-Munich-Germany.htm  

15. The satanic pastors of diabolical “München-Mitte Church” in Munich in Germany covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Munchen-Mitte-Church-in-Munich-Germany__Freie-Evangelische-Gemeinde.htm  

16. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Munich International Community Church (MICC)” in Munich in Germany 
covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Munich-International-Community-Church-(MICC)-Germany.htm  

17. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Redeemer Christian Church of God (RCCG) Miracle Center” in Munich in 
Germany covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Christian-Church-of-God-(RCCG)-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

18. The satanic pastors of diabolical “St. John Berchmans Catholic Church” in Munich in Germany covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-John-Berchmans-Catholic-Church-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

19. The satanic pastors of diabolical “St. Peter Catholic Church” in Munich in Germany covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peter-Catholic-Church-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

20. The satanic pastors of diabolical “The Aletheia Community Church” in Munich in Germany covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Aletheia-Community-Church-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

21. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Vineyard Church” in Munich in Germany covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Vineyard-Church-in-Munich-Germany.htm  

22. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Calvary Chapel Church” in Salzburg in Austria covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel-Church-Salzburg-Austria.htm  

23. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Dom- und Metropolitankapitel” in Salzburg in Austria covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Dom-und-Metropolitankapitel-in-Salzburg-Austria.htm  

24. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Evangelisches Zentrum Christuskirche” in Salzburg in Austria covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelisches-Zentrum-Christuskirche-in-Salzburg-Austria.htm  

25. The satanic pastors of diabolical “International Christian Fellowship (ICF) Church” in Salzburg in Austria 
covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Christian-Fellowship-(ICF)-Church-in-Salzburg-Austria.htm  

26. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Loretto Community Catholic Church” in Salzburg in Austria covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Loretto-Community-Catholic-Church-in-Salzburg-Austria.htm  

27. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Russisch-Orthodoxe Kirche” in Salzburg in Austria covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Russisch-Orthodoxe-Kirche-in-Salzburg-Austria.htm  

28. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Salzburg International Christian Church” in Salzburg in Austria covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Salzburg-International-Christian-Church-in-Austria.htm  

 
Updated churchianity incidents:  
1. Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 

national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 

justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

2. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 
being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect people 
from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 

against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

5. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 
Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 
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enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all six Sundays (2019-

07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their satanic cult 
to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

6. The satanic Baptist pastors in England, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, and the 
diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, slander, defame, persecute and cyberbully 
the Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

 
Of all newly contacted churches in Munich, Germany, these 8 churches initially expressed invitation to enter 
their churchianity premises for visitation (sometimes pastors change their minds and evict me as I step through their door, 

once they have read about me online or have participated in their lying, slanderous and evil church networks): https://www.hope-

church.de, www.mcf-online.de, http://www.peacechurch.de, https://www.glc.de, https://www.gospelchurchmuenchen.de, https://www.ijg-

munich.de, https://munichibc.de, https://www.nak-sued.de  

 
Of all newly contacted churches in Salzburg, Austria, these 4 churches initially expressed invitation to enter their 
churchianity premises for visitation (sometimes pastors change their minds and evict me as I step through their door, once 

they have read about me online or have participated in their lying, slanderous and evil church networks): 
https://www.lifechurch.at/salzburg, https://www.baptisten-salzburg.at, https://home-salzburg.com, http://everynationsalzburg.at  

 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in churches. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women equates to no Godly 
marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent Torsten from communicating with any 
woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed to isolate Torsten from fellowship. Pastors of 
churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 

fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada  
(http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• Satanic-Sweden’s gender confusion increases among Sweden’s gender-confused Swedes.: https://www.businessinsider.com/sweden-has-non-gendered-pronoun-changing-

the-way-people-think-2019-8  

• Satanic-Sweden’s Christophobic mainstream media attempt to suppress information about satanic-Sweden’s anti-Christian expressions and anti-

Christian vandalism: https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/when-is-church-vandalism-just-high-jinks-when-muslims-are-involved/  

 
Torsten-the-Monster in virtually banned by all churches of all faith-denominations in United Kingdom. The evil 
Kingdom of Britain’s satanic bishops and clergy of the persecuting Church of England are by oath allied to their 
Queen, who governs the persecuting Church of England. The British government’s stupidity agencies are fit to 
maintain fallacious judgement and ignorance.  
 
Too close for truth:  A satanic British-church/government/state alliance.  
UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England is beyond accountability to truth. UK Foreign Secretary is loyal to UK Prime Minister and to Church of 
England. UK Prime Minister and UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) are allied with Supreme Governor 
of the Church of England (the Queen). Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops (including Bishop Philip Mounstephen) are 
subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin 
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Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the 
Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation to Church of England and all the other globally 
persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, 
and therefore, the Queen of England is utmost accountable for her Church of England’s intentional lies and satanic 

persecution against innocent Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-

churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was 

symbolised at the Coronation in 1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to 

‘maintain and preserve inviolably the settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government 

thereof, as by law established in England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and 

Deans of the Church of England, who then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England 

deacons and parish priests also swear an oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968  

 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
Recent churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 

Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 
enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all six Sundays (2019-
07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their satanic cult 
to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

2. Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

3. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 
being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect people 
from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

5. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

6. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in Stockholm, Sweden, twice evicted (2018-07-22 and 

2018-07-29) innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called services at their rented premises at Vasateatern 
in central Stockholm. The sect leader of Hillsong Sweden, Andreas Nielsen, absolutely refused to provide a 
reason for Hillsong Sweden’s repeated evictions and Hillsong Sweden’s banishment against innocent Torsten. 
Satanic Hillsong Sweden enforces the global banishment against Torsten by Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
Brian Houston, and preserves Hillsong’s Network of Churches global anti-Torsten policy. Sweden’s 
Pentecostal Alliance of Independent Churches (https://www.pingst.se) support Hillsong’s evictions and banishment 
against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm 

7. The satanic pastors of diabolical “All Souls Episcopal-Anglican Church Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Souls-Episcopal-Anglican-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm  

8. The satanic pastors of the English-speaking “Calvary Chapel Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan, explicitly 
banished innocent Torsten, and threatened the innocent Christian with Police eviction if the Christian ever 
visited their Calvary Chapel Church. The satanically banishing pastors of Calvary Chapel absolutely refused 
to specify any reality-based (factually true) reason together with a Biblical reason justifying their 
banishment.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel_Okinawa_Japan.htm  
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9. The satanic pastors of the diabolical Australian “C3 Church” in Hong Kong explicitly banished innocent 
Torsten, alerted security team, and threatened the innocent Christian with Police reporting if the Christian 
ever visited their C3 Church. The satanically banishing pastors of C3 Church absolutely refused to provide a 
Biblical and a reality-based (factually true) reason justifying their banishment.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-C3-

Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

10. The satanic pastors of the diabolical Australian “Lifehouse International Church” (Hillsong) in Hong Kong 
had previously explicitly banished innocent Torsten, and now unrepentantly, continued its satanic behaviour 
and persecution against Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-Lifehouse-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

11. The satanic pastors of the diabolical Australian “Sky City Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-Sky-City-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

12. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “Community Church” in Hong Kong had previously evicted innocent 
Torsten, and now unrepentantly, continued its satanic behaviour and persecution against Torsten through 
covert banishment.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Community-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

13. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “International Christian Assembly” in Hong Kong covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Christian-Assembly-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

14. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “Kowloon International Baptist Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kowloon-International-Baptist-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

15. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “Evangelical Community Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Community-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

16. The satanic Anglican clergy of the diabolical Church of England “St Andrews Anglican Church” in Hong Kong 
covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-Anglican-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

17. The satanic pastors of “Redemption Hill Church” Washington DC, USA, explicitly excommunicated innocent 

Torsten with an explicit threat of Police eviction from their church premises. The satanically 
excommunicating pastors of Redemption Hill Church absolutely refused to provide a Biblical and a reality-
based (factually true) reason justifying their excommunication: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redemption-Hill-Church_Washington-

DC_USA.htm  

18. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “National United Methodist Church DC” in Washington DC, USA, 
implicitly banished innocent Torsten. The satanically banishing pastors of National United Methodist Church 
absolutely refused to provide a Biblical reason justifying their banishment. All bishops of The United 
Methodist Church within USA omitted to communicate a stance for truth or justice.: http://www.kyrkor.be/National-

United-Methodist-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

19. The satanic pastors of “The Table Church” in Washington DC, USA, through their deliberate dishonesties 
implicitly banished from fellowship innocent Torsten : http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Table-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

20. The satanic pastors of “Bible Way Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten, and 
absolutely refused to communicate the reason for their covert banishment: http://www.kyrkor.be/Bible-Way-

Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

21. The devilish pastors of “Immaculate Conception Catholic Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished 
innocent Torsten, and absolutely refused to communicate the reason for their covert banishment: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Immaculate-Conception-Catholic-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

22. The satanic pastors of “Chinese Community Church DC” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten, and absolutely refused to officially communicate the reason for their covert banishment: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Chinese-Community-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

23. Satanic “Lifehouse Church” in Taipei, Taiwan, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. The Taipei Lifehouse 
(Hillsong) anonymous pastors declared that Torsten is unsuitable to attend any gatherings or 
meetings, falsely accused that Torsten has created “serious problems”, and Lifehouse threatened that 
Lifehouse will call the Police if Torsten ever visited their church: http://www.kyrkor.be/Lifehouse-Church_Taipei.htm  

24. Typically satanic church “Pattaya International Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, evicted and explicitly banished 
their perceived idiot/monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and 
in relation to all other persecuting churches on earth, and shouted with disgust against Torsten “You’re an 
idiot!”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_eviction-ban_2018.htm  

…  
 
 
 

246.   Two hundred fourtysixth International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 15 Aug 2019 11:40  
Subject: All leaders of all churches globally persecute Torsten – without any objective and Biblical reason.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  

anti-Christian culture.  
 

Current:  
I am currently in Munich, Germany.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
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and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 

Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in any of the churches on earth. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women 
equates to no Godly marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent Torsten from 
communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed to isolate Torsten from 
fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-

Canada.htm).  
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• Satanic-Sweden’s antisemitic and anti-Zionist politicians hypocritically camouflage their unceasing antisemitism.: 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14679/sweden-antisemitism-whitewash  

• Satanic-Sweden’s antisemitism in multicultural Malmö is verified by young Jews: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/08/08/young-jews-slam-antisemitism-multicultural-

malmo/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s anti-Christian Justice Minister, Morgan Johansson, attacks value-conservative nations of Christian influence.: 
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/08/11/swedish-minister-attacks-polish-mep-claimed-people-fleeing-sweden/  

…  
 
 
 

245.   Two hundred fourtyfifth International Plea  
 
Date: Sat, 03 Aug 2019 22:40  
Subject: Lies, lies & lies. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing, evicting and persecuting is core nature of pastors of churches worldwide.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
Torsten-the-Monster in virtually banned by all churches of all faith-denominations in United Kingdom. The evil 
Kingdom of Britain’s satanic bishops and clergy of the persecuting Church of England are by oath allied to their 
Queen, who governs the persecuting Church of England. The British government’s stupidity agencies are fit to 
maintain fallacious judgement and ignorance.  
 
Lies, lies, lies and lies. Lying and falsely accusing is not merely a peripheral conduct by virtually all leaders of 
churches worldwide, but lying and maliciously slandering is actually the core nature of essentially all leaders of 
churches globally. Lying, falsely accusing, slandering, banishing and collusively persecuting the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten is very important for essentially all pastors and priests of churches, worldwide.  
 
All pastors of churches in Worcester, United Kingdom, have banished/evicted Torsten. 100% of the leaders of 
churches in Worcester serve their master, satan, through their invented lies, evil slander, evictions and collusive 
persecution against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. Without any reality-based reason, 
virtually all church-leaders worldwide lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by the clergy of essentially all churches globally never stops, because satan whom they serve never 
stops.  
 
New churchianity incident:  
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• Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 
Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 
enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all six Sundays (2019-

07-28, 2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten has visited their satanic cult 
to obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2019-07-28.htm  

 

Updated churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 
being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect people 
from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

4. Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 
repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
In United Kingdom, all churches of all “Christian” denominations have banished their imagined Torsten-the-
Monster, although the Christian person Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s satanic churches 
and is absolutely innocent in relation to every church on earth. There exists no church anywhere within United 
Kingdom where innocent Torsten is welcome. Essentially all of the satanic pastordevils of the British churches 
continually lie against and collusively persecute innocent Torsten. All pastors of the churches in United Kingdom 
are mindlessly and heartlessly obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman. It is apparent that 
100% of the leaders of churches in United Kingdom serve their master, satan, in their collusive persecution 
against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in any of the churches on earth. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women 
equates to no Godly marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent Torsten from 
communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed to isolate Torsten from 
fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-

in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  
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The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• Satanic-Sweden’s satanists are accepted as a religious community in satanic-Sweden: https://sputniknews.com/society/201908021076436916-satanists-accepted-as-

religious-community-in-sweden/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s lesbian bishops are perfectly OK in satanic-Sweden, but satanic-Swedish Nazi priests are yet not OK in satanic-Sweden: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201907171076270335-swedish-priest-defrocked-for-likening-hitler-to-jesus/  

• Satanic-Sweden's blood banks ran dry due to recent wave of knife stabbings: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201907261076367823-swedens-blood-banks-running-dry-amid-

stabbing-wave/  

https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/07/28/swedish-city-running-low-blood-after-stabbings/  

…  
 
 
 

244.   Two hundred fourtyfourth International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 14 Jul 2019 20:24  
Subject: Satan governs most churches through their evil pastors and priests.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
All pastors of churches in Worcester, United Kingdom, have banished/evicted Torsten. 100% of the leaders of 
churches in Worcester serve their master, satan, through their persecution against the absolutely innocent 
Christian person Torsten.  
 
Updated churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic ‘Woodgreen Evangelical Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 

innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten of 
being “a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf”, and that it is a moral duty to protect people 
from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic Church of England’s ‘All Saints Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and unspecified 
“behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a non-existent 
monster, who they call Torsten. The Archbishop of Church of England, Justin Welby, absolutely refuses to 
specify what sin, immorality, wrongdoing or “behaviour” that his Church of England constantly accuse 
against innocent Torsten, justifying Church of England’s evictions and global banishments against innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic ‘Hope Church’ in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 

threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, 
and declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

4. Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) globally 
banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. 
The satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops 
of satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct 
utter lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to 
justify his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to 

repent from its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-

Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
In United Kingdom, nearly all churches of all “Christian” denominations have banished their imagined Torsten-
the-Monster, although the Christian person Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s satanic churches 
and is absolutely innocent in relation to every church on earth. There exists nearly no church anywhere within 
United Kingdom where innocent Torsten is welcome. Essentially all of the satanic pastordevils of the British 
churches continually lie against and persecute innocent Torsten. Nearly all pastors of the churches in United 
Kingdom are mindlessly and heartlessly obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman. Nearly 
100% of the leaders of churches in United Kingdom serve their master, satan, in their persecution against the 
absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
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http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
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Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 

any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in any of the churches on earth. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women 
equates to no Godly marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent Torsten from 
communicating with any woman, and that is why the pastors of churches are obsessed to isolate Torsten from 
fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-
Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-

Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• Satanic-Sweden’s satanic PM, Stefan Löfven, seeks eradication of Biblical values from Sweden, and intentionally seeks to 

deceive through his lie “society takes responsibility and no man is left alone”: https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14518/sweden-is-at-war  

• Satanic-Sweden’s blasphemous Police urges people to acclimatise to its increasingly satanic society: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201907081076180851-swedish-police-chief-deadly-shootings/  

• Signals intelligence programs of Sweden and UK subjected to legal determinations: https://www.zdnet.com/article/sweden-and-uks-surveillance-

programs-on-trial-at-the-european-court-of-human-rights/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s reality is often opposite of satanic-Sweden’s government- and media propaganda regarding Sweden: 
https://thefederalist.com/2019/07/09/swedens-feminist-foreign-policy-increased-violence-women/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s new incident of ‘Ramadan-rage’: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/07/12/sweden-man-blames-ramadan-assaulting-wife-children/  

• Satanic-Swedish company IKEA facing boycott in Poland over sacking of LGBT-critical employee: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201907021076121052-ikea-poland-boycott-lgbt/  

• Satanic-Swedish company IKEA fires employee for quoting the Bible: https://www.churchmilitant.com/news/article/ikea-fires-worker-for-quoting-bible-on-

homosexuality  

…  
 
 
 

243.   Two hundred fourtythird International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 30 Jun 2019 20:16  
Subject: Systemic injustice of devilish United Kingdom (and of satanic-Sweden) through uncontested false reports; secret false testimonies by accusers are recognised as valid 
and final, without any possibility of a defence from the secretly accused.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
All pastors of churches in Worcester, United Kingdom, have banished/evicted Torsten. 100% of the leaders of 
churches in Worcester serve their master, satan, through their persecution against the absolutely innocent 
Christian person Torsten.  
 
In United Kingdom, nearly all churches of all “Christian” denominations have banished their imagined Torsten-
the-Monster, although the Christian person Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s satanic churches 
and is absolutely innocent in relation to every church on earth. There exists nearly no church anywhere within 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
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http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14518/sweden-is-at-war
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201907081076180851-swedish-police-chief-deadly-shootings/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/sweden-and-uks-surveillance-programs-on-trial-at-the-european-court-of-human-rights/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/sweden-and-uks-surveillance-programs-on-trial-at-the-european-court-of-human-rights/
https://thefederalist.com/2019/07/09/swedens-feminist-foreign-policy-increased-violence-women/
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/07/12/sweden-man-blames-ramadan-assaulting-wife-children/
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201907021076121052-ikea-poland-boycott-lgbt/
https://www.churchmilitant.com/news/article/ikea-fires-worker-for-quoting-bible-on-homosexuality
https://www.churchmilitant.com/news/article/ikea-fires-worker-for-quoting-bible-on-homosexuality
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United Kingdom where innocent Torsten is welcome. Essentially all of the satanic pastordevils of the British 
churches continually lie against and persecute innocent Torsten. Nearly all pastors of the churches in United 
Kingdom are mindlessly and heartlessly obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman. Nearly 
100% of the leaders of churches in United Kingdom serve their master, satan, in their persecution against the 

absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten.  
 
Identically with satanic-Sweden, also the devilish Kingdom of Britain offers no protection from harassments and 
persecution by the satanic churches, and thus, there exists no possibility for truth and justice. Innocent Torsten 
has no means to defend against secret lies reported against Torsten; false reports by churches, false reports by 
government services, and false reports from public. As is typical of satanic nations, of satanic judicial systems, 
and of satanic churches, only one-sided statements/testimonies are heard. The falsely accused is neither 
permitted access to information about the secretly reported false accusations, nor is the falsely accused permitted 
to dispute or to defend against such false testimonies. Satan’s clergy of the churches hate facts, evidence, truth 
and justice. Devilish United Kingdom (and satanic-Sweden) systemically prevent transparency, prevent defence 
against false reports, prevent truth, and prevent justice. In devilish United Kingdom (and in satanic-Sweden) the 
falsely accused is denied opportunity of defence against false reports.  
 
Updated churchianity incident:  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) banish, 
evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. The 
satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops of 
satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct utter 
lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to justify 
his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to repent from 
its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-

satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Too close for truth:  A satanic British-church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 

England is beyond accountability to truth. UK Foreign Secretary is loyal to UK Prime Minister and to Church of 
England. UK Prime Minister and UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) are allied with Supreme Governor 
of the Church of England (the Queen). Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops (including Bishop Philip Mounstephen) are 
subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin 
Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the 
Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation to Church of England and all the other globally 
persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, 
and therefore, the Queen of England is utmost accountable for her Church of England’s intentional lies and satanic 
persecution against innocent Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-

england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at 

the Coronation in 1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and 

preserve inviolably the settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by 
law established in England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the 

Church of England, who then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish 

priests also swear an oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968  

 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in any of the churches on earth. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women 
equates to no Godly marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches in general are obsessed to isolate Torsten 
from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
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Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-

Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• Satanic-Sweden’s pro-Hamas stance prevents peace, and satanic-Sweden’s anti-Israel stance harms Israel. Satanic-Sweden’s stances only have 

potential to further dissension. The current Swedish foreign minister is the only foreign minister within the EU who is not welcome in Israel.: 
https://www.jpost.com/Opinion/Sweden-and-Israel-593337  

• Satanic-Sweden’s third largest city is becoming a no-go zone for Jews.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/06/26/claim-multicultural-malmo-no-go-zone-jews/  

• The Jewish diaspora in satanic-Sweden's third largest city is facing extinction amid growing anti-Semitism.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201906241076030625-

sweden-jewish-diaspora-anti-semitism/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s tax-funded state television (the diabolical SVT) amplifies the voice of the Islamic Republic of Iran – against the USA president.: 
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/06/28/sweden-broadcaster-slammed-iranian-leader-posters-labeling-trump-retarded/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s senior official manager at Sweden’s Foreign Ministry allegedly groom teenage boys for homosexual sex: 
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/06/20/senior-swedish-gay-pride-activist-caught-sending-sexual-messages-to-journalists-posing-as-minor-boy/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s homosexual pride activist allegedly caught in a homosexual sting via a social media account of a 14-year-old boy: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201906181075926913-sweden-pride-boss-grooming/  

• Researcher asserts that Sweden has transformed from 'most racially homogeneous' to 'most heterogeneous' in record time.: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201906241076032363-sweden-record-population-change/  

• Satanic-Sweden opens its door to increased chain migration.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/06/21/swedish-parliament-opens-door-increased-chain-migration/  

…  
 
 
 

242.   Two hundred fourtysecond International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 16 Jun 2019 14:20  
Subject: Church of England invents lies and persecutes Torsten globally, but neither its Supreme Governor, its Archbishop, its Bishops, its vicars and pastors can answer what 
Torsten is guilty of.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
In United Kingdom, nearly all the churches of all “Christian” denominations have all banished Torsten-the-
Monster, although the Christian person Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s satanic churches 
and is absolutely innocent in relation to every church on earth. There exists nearly no church anywhere within 
United Kingdom where innocent Torsten is welcome. Essentially all of the satanic pastordevils of the British 
churches continually lie against and persecute innocent Torsten. Nearly all pastors of the churches in United 
Kingdom are mindlessly and heartlessly obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman.  
 
New churchianity incident:  

• UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) communiqués: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Official_communication_FCO_regarding_COE-perseution.pdf  

 
Updated churchianity incident:  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 
national ban against their imagined monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) banish, 
evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. The 
satanic Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops of 
satan’s Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct utter 
lies against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to justify 
his Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to repent from 

its continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-

satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Too close for truth:  A satanic church/government/state alliance.  

UK institutions and UK leaders are too closely allied for public acknowledgement of truth, and outcome towards 
moral justice. UK political leaders, UK institutional leaders, and UK religious leaders are primarily loyal towards 
each other; some by sworn oaths of allegiance. Therefore, the satanically corrupt and persecuting Church of 
England is beyond accountability to truth. UK Foreign Secretary is loyal to UK Prime Minister and to Church of 
England. UK Prime Minister and UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) are allied with Supreme Governor 
of the Church of England (the Queen). Church of England’s Archbishop of Canterbury is by oath allied to Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England (the Queen). The Anglican Bishops (including Bishop Philip Mounstephen) are 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
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https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/06/20/senior-swedish-gay-pride-activist-caught-sending-sexual-messages-to-journalists-posing-as-minor-boy/
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201906181075926913-sweden-pride-boss-grooming/
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201906241076032363-sweden-record-population-change/
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/06/21/swedish-parliament-opens-door-increased-chain-migration/
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subordinately dependent on, and by oath allied with, the Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury (currently Justin 
Welby), towards concealing culpability of the worldwide PERSECUTION by Church of England – against the 
Christian person Torsten; who is absolutely innocent in relation to Church of England and all the other globally 
persecuting churches. Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, 

and therefore, the Queen of England is utmost accountable for her Church of England’s intentional lies and satanic 
persecution against innocent Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-

scotland-and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation 

in 1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably 

the settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968  

 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in any of the churches on earth. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women 
equates to no Godly marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches in general are obsessed to isolate Torsten 
from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• Satanic-Swedish lesbian Bishop claims she has more in common with Muslims than Christians:  

https://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/world/2019/june/swedish-bishop-has-more-in-common-with-muslims-than-right-wing-christians  

https://sputniknews.com/europe/201906041075601453-swedish-bishop-islam-christianity/  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/06/05/swedish-bishop-claims-more-common-muslims-right-wing-christians/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s blaspheming and anti-Christian Swedish Police declared that radical Christian-extremism contributes to Sweden’s existence 

of “no-go zones”, but the Swedish Police was later compelled to retract its statement as unsubstantiated.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/06/12/swedish-

police-walk-back-christian-extremist-no-go-area-comment/  

• Satanic-Swedish Foreign Minister devoted to repatriation of Islamic terrorists, Islamic criminals and their Islamic children to Sweden, in spite of 

horrific crimes against humanity abroad, and despite statistical risk of increased crimes and rapes against girls in Sweden: 
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14209/sweden-self-inflicted-mess  

• Jews in Sweden fined for Jewish education homeschooling: http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/264587  

…  
 
 
 

241.   Two hundred fourtyfirst International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 30 May 2019 22:39  
Subject: Evil pastors of churches persecute Torsten in friendly-cultured Thailand.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in London, United Kingdom.  
 

https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
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Updated churchianity incidents:  
• Satanic “Pattaya International Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, evicted and explicitly banished their perceived 

idiot/monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all 
other persecuting churches on earth, and shouted with disgust against Torsten “You’re an idiot!”: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_eviction-ban_2018.htm  

• Satanic “Evangelical Church of Bangkok” (ECB) in Bangkok, Thailand, explicitly banished innocent Torsten 
and implied intention to report Torsten as a trespasser to Thailand police authorities if Torsten would visit 
their church premises. The typically satanic-evangelical pastors refused to provide a reason for their explicit 
ban, and additionally claimed falsely that their evangelical church has no moral or Biblical obligation to 
provide a reason for their explicit banishment: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Bangkok_Thailand_ban_2017.htm  

• Satanic “Pattaya Encounter Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, covertly banished Torsten: http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-

Encounter-Church_Thailand.htm  

• Satanic “Pattaya-Jomtien Baptist Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, covertly banished Torsten: 
http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Jomtien-Baptist-Convention-Center-Church_Thailand.htm  

 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in any of the churches on earth. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women 
equates to no Godly marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches in general are obsessed to isolate Torsten 
from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christianity, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• Distinctively Swedish/satanic churchianity leader (professional church deacon) publicly pronounces a climate change striker as God’s 

prophet:  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201905271075375354-sweden-assange-accuser-biblical-prophet/  
https://sputniknews.com/environment/201905231075256336-sweden-environment-bullying/  
https://sputniknews.com/viral/201812041070366099-sweden-church-jesus/  

…  
 
 
 

240.   Two hundred fourtieth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 15 May 2019 00:28  
Subject: Satanic-Sweden’s churches persecute Torsten-the-Monster.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Pattaya, Thailand.  
 
New churchianity incidents:  
1. The satanic pastors of diabolical “All Souls Episcopal-Anglican Church Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan covertly 

banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Souls-Episcopal-Anglican-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm  

http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_eviction-ban_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Bangkok_Thailand_ban_2017.htm
http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Encounter-Church_Thailand.htm
http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Encounter-Church_Thailand.htm
http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Jomtien-Baptist-Convention-Center-Church_Thailand.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201905271075375354-sweden-assange-accuser-biblical-prophet/
https://sputniknews.com/environment/201905231075256336-sweden-environment-bullying/
https://sputniknews.com/viral/201812041070366099-sweden-church-jesus/
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Souls-Episcopal-Anglican-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm
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2. The satanic pastors of the English-speaking “Calvary Chapel Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan, explicitly 
banished innocent Torsten, and threatened the innocent Christian with Police eviction if the Christian ever 
visited their Calvary Chapel Church. The satanically banishing pastors of Calvary Chapel absolutely refused 
to specify any reality-based (factually true) reason together with a Biblical reason justifying their 

banishment.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel_Okinawa_Japan.htm  

3. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Central Baptist Church Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Central-Baptist-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm  

4. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Keystone Nazarene Church Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Keystone-Nazarene-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm  

5. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Koza Baptist Church Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Koza-Baptist-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm  

6. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Maranatha Baptist Church Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Maranatha-Baptist-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm  

7. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Neighborhood AG Church Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Neighborhood-AG-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm  

8. The satanic pastors of diabolical “New Testament Christian Church of Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Testament-Christian-Church-of-Okinawa_Japan.htm  

9. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Okinawa International Seventh-day Adventist Church” on Okinawa in Japan 
covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Okinawa-International-Seventh-day-Adventist-Church_Japan.htm  

10. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Pillar of Okinawa Church” on Okinawa in Japan covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Pillar-of-Okinawa-Church_Japan.htm  

11. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Sound of Praise United Pentecostal Church Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan 
covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Sound-of-Praise-United-Pentecostal-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm  

12. The satanic pastors of diabolical “The Harbor Church Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Harbor-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm  

13. The satanic pastors of diabolical “Yomitan International Church Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Yomitan-International-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm  

14. The satanic pastors of diabolical “YWAM Okinawa Open Meeting Church” on Okinawa in Japan covertly 
banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/YWAM-Okinawa-Open-Meeting-Church_Japan.htm  

 
Apart from all English-speaking churchianity leaders on Okinawa, which explicitly/implicitly/covertly banished and 
persecuted innocent Torsten (imagined and projected as ‘Torsten-the-Monster’ by the pastors of churches), two 
church leaders on Okinawa actually welcomed Torsten: “Okinawa Covenant Presbyterian Church” 
(http://www.okinawacovenant.org) expressed a true welcome, and “United Christian Centre Full Gospel Baptist Church” 
(http://www.uicfc.org) properly replied. The fact that any church on earth have welcomed Torsten or have properly 
replied, is phenomenally astonishing.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because the leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. The leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. The leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and the leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in any of the churches on earth. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women 

equates to no Godly marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches in general are obsessed to isolate Torsten 
from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).   
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christian, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• Satanic-Sweden’s notoriously anti-Israel, anti-Christian, pro-homosexuality and pro-Islam “Church of Sweden” seeks to raise money for Islamic State terrorists’ orphaned 

children: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201905131074955499-swedish-church-daesh-children/  

http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel_Okinawa_Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Central-Baptist-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Keystone-Nazarene-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Koza-Baptist-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Maranatha-Baptist-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Neighborhood-AG-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Testament-Christian-Church-of-Okinawa_Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Okinawa-International-Seventh-day-Adventist-Church_Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pillar-of-Okinawa-Church_Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Sound-of-Praise-United-Pentecostal-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Harbor-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Yomitan-International-Church-Okinawa_Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/YWAM-Okinawa-Open-Meeting-Church_Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201905131074955499-swedish-church-daesh-children/
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• Satanic-Sweden’s largest anti-Israel political party chants in march “Long live Palestine, crush Zionism”: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201905061074739993-sweden-crush-zionism-chant/  

• Satanic-Sweden denies asylum to the persecuted Christians, but grants asylum to sacrilegious-criminal hooligans: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201905011074619668-sweden-aylum-pussy-riot/  

• Satanic-Sweden’s society with its churches and political parties (lefts, middles, rights) blindly pursue anti-Godly values: https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/may/14/sweden-far-right-wartime-

past  

• Jewish woman was stabbed and critically injured in Sweden: https://www.timesofisrael.com/jewish-woman-stabbed-seriously-injured-in-sweden/  

…  
 
 
 

239.   Two hundred thirtyninth International Plea  
 
Date: Tue, 30 Apr 2019 22:06  
Subject: None of the churches on Okinawa, Japan, welcome Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently on Okinawa, Japan.  
 
New churchianity incident:  

• The satanic pastors of the English-speaking “Calvary Chapel Okinawa” on Okinawa in Japan, explicitly 
banished innocent Torsten, and threatened the innocent Christian with Police eviction if the Christian ever 
visits their Calvary Chapel Church. The satanically banishing pastors of Calvary Chapel absolutely refused 
to specify any reality-based (factually true) reason together with a Biblical reason justifying their 

banishment.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel_Okinawa_Japan.htm  

 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because all leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. All leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. All leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and all leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in any of the churches on earth. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women 
equates to no Godly marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches in general are obsessed to isolate Torsten 
from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-

Canada.htm).   http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christian, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
•  “Quest to hurt new media has become stronger than duty to stick to truth”: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201904261074476065-sweden-journalist-russia-spying-allegations/  

…  
 
 
 

238.   Two hundred thirtyeighth International Plea  
 
Date: Sat, 13 Apr 2019 13:20  
Subject: 100% of Hong Kong’s contacted English-speaking churches unrepentantly banish and satanically persecute Torsten.  
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https://www.timesofisrael.com/jewish-woman-stabbed-seriously-injured-in-sweden/
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Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 
excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  

anti-Christian culture.  
 

Current:  
I am currently Stockholm, satanic-Sweden.  
 
When I recently visited Hong Kong, 100% of all contacted English-speaking churches in Hong Kong banished and 
persecuted innocent Torsten. The pastors of these English-speaking churches in Hong Kong lied about and 
slandered Torsten in their secret pastoral gossip-networks. In year 2014, these English-speaking churches in 
Hong Kong banished and persecuted innocent Torsten. Five years later in 2019, all the banishing and persecuting 
churches in Hong Kong continue their satanic banishment and persecution against innocent Torsten. Identically 
with satan who can never repent from evil, 100% (15 of 15) of all these satanic English-speaking churches in 
Hong Kong refused to repent from their satanic behaviours, banishment and persecution against innocent Torsten.  
 
New churchianity incidents:  
1. The satanic pastors of the diabolical Australian “C3 Church” in Hong Kong explicitly banished innocent 

Torsten, alerted security team, and threatened the innocent Christian with Police reporting if the Christian 
ever visited their C3 Church. The satanically banishing pastors of C3 Church absolutely refused to provide a 
Biblical and a reality-based (factually true) reason justifying their banishment.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-C3-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

2. The satanic pastors of the diabolical Australian “Lifehouse International Church” (Hillsong) in Hong Kong 
had previously explicitly banished innocent Torsten, and now unrepentantly, continued its satanic behaviour 
and persecution against Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-Lifehouse-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

3. The satanic pastors of the diabolical Australian “Sky City Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-Sky-City-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

4. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “Community Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished innocent Torsten.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Community-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

5. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “International Christian Assembly” in Hong Kong covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Christian-Assembly-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

6. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “Kowloon International Baptist Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kowloon-International-Baptist-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

7. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “Evangelical Community Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Community-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

8. The satanic Anglican clergy of the diabolical Church of England “St Andrews Anglican Church” in Hong Kong 
covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-Anglican-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

9. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “Shatin Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished innocent Torsten.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Shatin-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

10. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “Ambassador International Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ambassador-International-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

11. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “Methodist International Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Methodist-International-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

12. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “Watermark Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished innocent Torsten.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Watermark-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

13. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “Alliance International Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Alliance-International-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

14. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “Calvary International Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-International-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

15. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “International Baptist Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Baptist-Church-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

 
Virtually all English-speaking churches in Hong Kong, where Torsten has contacted, falsely accuse innocent 
Torsten, hinder Torsten from fellowship, dehumanise Torsten, obstruct Torsten from communicating with any 
single Christians, evict Torsten from their church buildings, or banish Torsten. Basically, all English-speaking 
“Christian” churches in Hong Kong have banished their imagined Torsten-the-Monster, although the Christian 
person Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all of these typically satanic churches in Hong Kong. Torsten 
is absolutely innocent in relation to every church on earth; although essentially all churches on earth have banned 
Torsten from fellowship. There exists nearly no church anywhere on earth where innocent Torsten is welcome. 
Essentially all of the satanic pastordevils of churches on earth continually lie against and persecute innocent 
Torsten. The professional pastors of “Christian” churches, in Hong Kong and everywhere else, are mindlessly and 
heartlessly obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman. Reality, facts, evidence, truth, love, 
justice, the Bible, and God are practically irrelevant to almost every pastor of all churches in Hong Kong and on 
earth. By evidence of the behaviour of all these professional pastors of churches worldwide, these pastors of 
churches serve satan.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because all leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. All leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere on earth, no opportunity 
has ever existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth 
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allows Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. All leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, 
and all leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth 
will allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent 
from their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  

 
Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in any of the churches on earth. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women 
equates to no Godly marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches in general are obsessed to isolate Torsten 
from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a Christian woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-

Canada.htm).   http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christian, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of 
Swedish governance.:  
• The Satanic-Swedish Church creates LGBTQ view of the Bible for children - identifying Jesus as 'Queer': 

http://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/us/2019/april/the-swedish-church-creates-lgbtq-view-of-the-bible-for-children-identifies-jesus-as-queer  

• Satanic-Swedish Church publishes and distributes a guide for LGBTQ-kids - labelling Jesus as 'Queer': 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201904071073903878-sweden-church-queer-guide/  

• Explosive rise of teen girls seeking sex change in Sweden: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201904041073816024-swedish-teenagers-seeking-sex-change/  

• Family fled Sweden to Poland as Satanic-Sweden gives Christian children to Muslim foster parents: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201904051073845753-

family-flees-swedish-social-services/  

• Satanic-Swedish artists’ antisemitism expressed through demands of boycott of international music contest in Israel: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201904031073780059-sweden-israel-eurovision-boycott/  

…  
 
 
 

237.   Two hundred thirtyseventh International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 31 Mar 2019 02:35  
Subject: The Hong Kong churches satanically and unrepentantly continue to banish Torsten-the-Monster.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Hong Kong (SAR).  
 
100% of all contacted English-speaking churches in Hong Kong banished innocent Torsten. Torsten is lied about 
and slandered by the pastors of these Hong Kong churches in their gossip-networks, and Torsten is imagined by 
the pastors of Hong Kong churches as Torsten-the-Monster.  
 
Beneath are four (of 15) English-speaking churches in Hong Kong which all banished Torsten.  
 
New churchianity incidents:  
1. The satanic pastors of the diabolical Australian “C3 Church” in Hong Kong explicitly banished innocent 

Torsten, alerted security team, and threatened the innocent Christian with Police reporting if the Christian 
ever visited their C3 Church. The satanically banishing pastors of C3 Church absolutely refused to provide a 
Biblical and a reality-based (factually true) reason justifying their banishment.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-C3-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

2. The satanic pastors of the diabolical Australian “Lifehouse International Church” (Hillsong) in Hong Kong 
had previously explicitly banished innocent Torsten, and now unrepentantly, continued its satanic behaviour 
and persecution against Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-Lifehouse-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

3. The satanic pastors of the diabolical Australian “Sky City Church” in Hong Kong covertly banished innocent 
Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-Sky-City-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  

4. The satanic Anglican clergy of the diabolical Church of England “St Andrews Anglican Church” in Hong Kong 
covertly banished innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-Anglican-Church-in-Hong-Kong_2019.htm  
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Virtually all English-speaking churches in Hong Kong, where Torsten has contacted, falsely accuse innocent 
Torsten, hinder Torsten from fellowship, dehumanise Torsten, obstruct Torsten from communicating with any 
single Christians, evict Torsten from their church buildings, or banish Torsten. Basically, all English-speaking 

“Christian” churches in Hong Kong have banished their imagined Torsten-the-Monster, although the Christian 
person Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all of these typically satanic churches in Hong Kong. Torsten 
is absolutely innocent in relation to every church on earth; although essentially all churches on earth have banned 
Torsten from fellowship. There exists nearly no church anywhere on earth where innocent Torsten is welcome. 
Essentially all of the satanic pastordevils of churches on earth continually lie against and persecute innocent 
Torsten. The professional pastors of “Christian” churches, in Hong Kong and everywhere else, are mindlessly and 
heartlessly obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman. Reality, facts, evidence, truth, love, 
justice, the Bible, and God are practically irrelevant to almost every pastor of all churches in Hong Kong and on 
earth. By evidence of the behaviour of all these professional pastors of churches worldwide, these pastors of 
churches serve satan. 
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because all leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. All leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere, no opportunity has ever 
existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth allows 
Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. All leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, and all 
leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth will 
allow Torsten to communicate with Christian women. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent from 
their inhumanity, sinfullness and evil against Torsten.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in any of the churches on earth. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women 
equates to no Godly marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches in general are obsessed to isolate Torsten 
from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-

Canada.htm).   http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  

• Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christian, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-
Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels 
of Swedish governance:  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201903261073547340-sweden-third-gender/  
https://www.thelocal.se/20190323/sweden-could-include-non-binary-gender-in-official-statistics  

…  
 
 
 

236.   Two hundred thirtysixth International Plea  
 
Date: Sat, 16 Mar 2019 20:08  
Subject: All pastors of churches globally have sinfully destroyed Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Stockholm, satanic-Sweden.  
 
Torsten has never had any opportunity in life to marry a Christian woman, because all leaders of churches on 
earth have actively and passively sought to prevent that Torsten could have an opportunity to marry a Christian 
woman. All leaders of churches on earth have sought to prohibit opportunity for Torsten to communicate with 
any Christian woman. Due to all of satan’s hindering leaders of churches everywhere, no opportunity has ever 
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existed, and incessantly, there never can exist any opportunity in future - because no church on earth allows 
Torsten to communicate with any Christian woman. All leaders of churches have destroyed Torsten’s life, and all 
leaders of churches continue to seek to destroy Torsten’s life. No leader of any church anywhere on earth will 
allow Torsten to communicate with a Christian woman. No leader of any church on earth is willing to repent from 

their inhumanity and evil against Torsten.  
 
Virtually all English-speaking churches on earth, where Torsten has contacted, falsely accuse innocent Torsten, 
hinder Torsten from fellowship, dehumanise Torsten, obstruct Torsten from communicating with any single 
Christians, evict Torsten from their church buildings, or banish Torsten. Basically, all English-speaking “Christian” 
churches on earth have banished their imagined Torsten-the-Monster, although the Christian person Torsten is 
absolutely innocent in relation to all of these typically satanic churches worldwide. Torsten is absolutely innocent 
in relation to every church on earth; although essentially all churches on earth have banned Torsten from 
fellowship. There exists nearly no church anywhere on earth where innocent Torsten is welcome. Essentially all 
of the satanic pastordevils of churches on earth continually lie against and persecute innocent Torsten. The 
professional pastors of “Christian” churches, everywhere, are mindlessly and heartlessly obsessed to prevent 
innocent Torsten from marrying a woman. Reality, facts, evidence, truth, love, justice, the Bible, and God are 
practically irrelevant to almost every pastor of all churches on earth. By evidence of the behaviour of all these 
professional pastors of churches worldwide, these pastors of churches serve satan.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in any of the churches on earth. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women 
equates to no Godly marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches in general are obsessed to isolate Torsten 
from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their lies, evils, 
falsities and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-

Canada.htm).   http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
• Sweden is a madhouse. Senseless Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christian, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-

Fatah-Hamas terrorism of PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels 
of Swedish governance:  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201903121073151515-sweden-nazi-hitler-pension/  
https://www.rt.com/news/453631-swedes-receiving-hitler-ordered-pension/  

https://sputniknews.com/viral/201903071073027099-sweden-art-project-christianity-capitalism/  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/03/16/sweden-serious-crimes-committed-by-returned-isis-fighters/  

https://www.rt.com/news/452740-ups-nogo-areas-sweden/  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/03/15/thai-embassy-warns-citizens-growing-crime-threat-stockholm/  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/03/13/sweden-gender-swap-summer-jobs/  

…  
 
 
 

235.   Two hundred thirtyfifth International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2019 23:14  
Subject: The churches globally persecute their imagined Torsten-the-Monster.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Pattaya, Thailand.  
 
Virtually all English-speaking churches in Thailand, where Torsten has contacted, falsely accuse innocent Torsten, 
hinder Torsten from fellowship, dehumanise Torsten, obstruct Torsten from communicating with any single 
Christians, evict Torsten from their church buildings, or banish Torsten. Basically, all English-speaking “Christian” 
churches in Thailand have banished their imagined Torsten-the-Monster, although the Christian person Torsten 
is absolutely innocent in relation to all of these typically satanic churches worldwide. Torsten is absolutely innocent 
in relation to every church on earth; although essentially all churches on earth have banned Torsten from 
fellowship. There exists nearly no church anywhere on earth where innocent Torsten is welcome. Essentially all 
of the satanic pastordevils of churches on earth continually lie against and persecute innocent Torsten. The 
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professional pastors of “Christian” churches everywhere, also in friendly Buddhist Thailand, are mindlessly and 
heartlessly obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman. Reality, facts, evidence, truth, love, 
justice, the Bible, and God are practically irrelevant to almost every pastor of all churches on earth. By evidence 
of the behaviour of all these professional pastors of churches worldwide, these pastors of churches serve satan.  

 
When innocent Torsten orally inquired why the church explicitly banished and evicted Torsten, their church leader 
shouted with disgust at Torsten the words “Because you’re an idiot!”. The moral justification and rationale 
presented by this typical church, for churches’ assaultive eviction and explicit ban of innocent Torsten, is that 
Torsten is an idiot: http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya_International_Church_rationale_for_eviction-ban.mp3  

 
Updated churchianity incidents:  
• Satanic “Pattaya International Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, evicted and explicitly banished their perceived 

idiot/monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all 
other persecuting churches on earth, and shouted with disgust against Torsten “You’re an idiot!”: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_eviction-ban_2018.htm  

• Satanic “Evangelical Church of Bangkok” (ECB) in Bangkok, Thailand, explicitly banished innocent Torsten 

and implied intention to report Torsten as a trespasser to Thailand police authorities if Torsten would visit 
their church premises. The typically satanic-evangelical pastors refused to provide a reason for their explicit 
ban, and additionally claimed falsely that their evangelical church has no moral or Biblical obligation to 
provide a reason for their explicit banishment: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Bangkok_Thailand_ban_2017.htm  

• Satanic “Pattaya Encounter Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, covertly banished Torsten: http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-

Encounter-Church_Thailand.htm  

• Satanic “Pattaya-Jomtien Baptist Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, covertly banished Torsten: 
http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Jomtien-Baptist-Convention-Center-Church_Thailand.htm  

 
Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in any of the churches on earth. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women 
equates to no Godly marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches in general are obsessed to isolate Torsten 
from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their evils, falsities 
and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-

Canada.htm).   http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
• Sweden’s politically correct anti-Christian, anti-Israel, pro-Islam and pro-Fatah-Hamas terrorism of 

PA, is endorsed by its mainstream media, academia, elite culture, and at all levels of Swedish 
governance:  
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/02/27/islamic-state-returnees-allegedly-recruiting-sweden/  

https://sputniknews.com/viral/201902251072708314-sweden-hijab-welcome-ad/  
https://sputniknews.com/viral/201902261072744152-sweden-hijab-ad/  

https://sputniknews.com/viral/201902281072825312-sweden-daesh-proposal-outrage/  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201902221072648224-sweden-jihadist-haven/  

…  
 
 
 

234.   Two hundred thirtyfourth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 18 Feb 2019 20:54  
Subject: satan’s Church of England banishes and incessantly persecutes innocent Torsten globally.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 

of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 
to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  

anti-Christian culture.  
 

Current:  
I am currently in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.  
 
There exists no church anywhere in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, where innocent Torsten is welcome to fellowship. 
Almost every pastor of all churches on earth banish and persecute their imagined Torsten-the-Monster. Reality, 
facts, evidence, truth, love, justice, the Bible, and God are practically irrelevant to almost every pastor of all 
churches on earth. 
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Updated churchianity incidents:  

• Satanic-Anglican church “Holy Trinity Bukit Bintang (HTBB)”, in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, which aligns with 
their explicitly banishing Anglican church (Church of England) “Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB)” in London, UK, 
covertly banishes their perceived monster Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to this 
church and in relation to all other churches on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Bukit-Bintang-Church_HTBB_Kuala-

Lumpur.htm  

 
Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in any of the churches on earth. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women 
equates to no Godly marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches in general are obsessed to isolate Torsten 
from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their evils, falsities 
and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).   

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against any Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police declare that loud reading from the Bible in public 
is a hate crime, and Sweden’s Police seek to prosecute against public loud reading from the Bible.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Swedish_Police_criminalize_public_loud_reading_of_Bible.htm  

 
New Swedishness:  
• Sweden welcomes the Islamic terrorists of IS, but prosecutes Sweden’s pensioners who criticise adherents of fundamentally 

evil Islam: https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13651/sweden-isis-pensioners  

• Islamist infiltration of Swedish politics: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201901281071876985-sweden-islamism-politics/  

• Swedish Imam furiously threatened a journalist and freedom of the press, with Imam’s waving fists: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201902021072058958-sweden-reporter-imam-threats/  

• Chairwoman of female swimming in Sweden unseated and branded as ‘Islamophobe’ for describing the Muslim veil as 

oppressive: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201902151072442661-sweden-islam-veil-oppression/  

• Satan’s Government of Sweden declared Sweden’s refusal to move its Swedish embassy to Israel’s Jerusalem, subsequently 

stressing satanic-Sweden’s endorsement of Fatah-terrorists and Hamas-terrorists of PA at the cost of the most democratic 

and peace-seeking state in Middle East – the Jewish State of Israel.: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/02/15/sweden-rules-out-moving-israel-embassy-to-

jerusalem/  

…  
 
 
 

233.   Two hundred thirtythird International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 31 Jan 2019 15:19  
Subject: SWEDEN is anti-Zionist, anti-Semitic, anti-Christian, and grossly immoral.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Pattaya, Thailand.  
 
Virtually all English-speaking churches in Thailand, where Torsten has contacted, falsely accuse innocent Torsten, 
hinder Torsten from fellowship, dehumanise Torsten, obstruct Torsten from communicating with any single 
Christians, evict Torsten from their church buildings, or banish Torsten. Basically, all English-speaking “Christian” 
churches in Thailand have banished their perceived Torsten-the-Monster, although the Christian person Torsten 
is absolutely innocent in relation to all of these typically satanic churches worldwide. Torsten is absolutely innocent 
in relation to every church on earth; although essentially all churches on earth have banned Torsten from 
fellowship. There exists nearly no church anywhere on earth where innocent Torsten is welcome. Essentially all 
of the satanic pastordevils of churches on earth continually lie against and persecute innocent Torsten. The 
professional pastors of “Christian” churches everywhere, also in friendly Buddhist Thailand, are mindlessly and 
heartlessly obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman. By evidence of the behaviour of all 
these professional pastors of churches worldwide, these pastors of churches serve satan.  

 
Updated churchianity incidents:  
• Satanic “Pattaya International Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, evicted and explicitly banished their perceived idiot/monster, 

Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other persecuting churches 

on earth, and shouted with disgust against Torsten “You’re an idiot!”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_eviction-ban_2018.htm  
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• Satanic “Evangelical Church of Bangkok” (ECB) in Bangkok, Thailand, explicitly banished innocent Torsten and implied 

intention to report Torsten as a trespasser to Thailand police authorities if Torsten would visit their church premises. The 
typically satanic-evangelical pastors refused to provide a reason for their explicit ban, and additionally claimed falsely that 

their evangelical church has no moral or Biblical obligation to provide a reason for their explicit banishment: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Bangkok_Thailand_ban_2017.htm  

• Satanic “Pattaya Encounter Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, covertly banished Torsten: http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Encounter-Church_Thailand.htm  

• Satanic “Pattaya-Jomtien Baptist Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, covertly banished Torsten: http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Jomtien-Baptist-Convention-

Center-Church_Thailand.htm  

 
Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in any of the churches on earth. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women 
equates to no Godly marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches in general are obsessed to isolate Torsten 
from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman. If Torsten 
instead would have been a homosexual, wanting to marry a person of the same gender, many of satan’s pastors 
of churches would have welcomed Torsten.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their evils, falsities 
and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-

Canada.htm).   http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police have previously declared that loud reading of the 
Bible in public is a hate crime.  
 
New Swedishness:  
• Due to satan’s long-term political and religious leadership of Sweden, satanic-Sweden’s diabolical Foreign 

Minister, Margot Wallström, accused the democratic United Kingdom of creating “a problem for all of us”, 
and satanic-Sweden’s Foreign Minister said she cannot forgive democratic UK’s people for voting in favour 

of Brexit, and cannot forgive the democratic UK Government for choosing to comply with fundamental 
democratic principles and with UK’s democratic order.:  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201901301071949079-sweden-uk-brexit/   

https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/01/31/swedens-foreign-minister-blasts-uk-historic-mistake-brexit/  
https://www.politico.eu/article/brexit-swedish-foreign-minister-i-cannot-forgive-uk/  

http://www.christiansinpolitics.org.uk/eufocus/eu-latest/the-democratic-imperative-a-christian-case-for-brexit/  

• In a December 2018 survey, Swedes responded with highest perception and awareness of anti-Semitism in 
Sweden, compared to all other surveyed EU states. EU Report (Special Eurobarometer 484) declared 
“Overall, the national analysis reveals that respondents are particularly concerned about antisemitism and 
its manifestations in Sweden and France.”  
http://www.nenzen.net/Antisemitism_Europe_2019-01.pdf  

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-19-542_en.htm  
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201901231071729988-sweden-anti-semitism-islam/  

…  
 
 
 

232.   Two hundred thirtysecond International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 16 Jan 2019 14:20  
Subject: satanic Sweden intensifies its persecution of Christians  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  

anti-Christian culture.  
 

Current:  
I am currently in Singapore.  
 
All churches in Singapore silently confirm their consensual rejection of Torsten from all of Singapore’s churches. 
None of Singapore’s churches truly welcomes Torsten. Virtually all churches in Singapore falsely accuse innocent 
Torsten, hinder Torsten from fellowship, dehumanise Torsten, obstruct Torsten from communicating with any 
single Christians, evict Torsten from their church buildings, or banish Torsten.  
 
Previous Singapore incidents:  
• All the typically satanic churches in Singapore refuse to truly welcome their perceived monster, Torsten, who in reality 

is absolutely innocent in relation to all their Singapore churches and in relation to all other churches on earth. When their  

monster Torsten, therefore, inquired with the “National Council of Churches of Singapore” (NCCS) if there exists any church 

in Singapore where the innocent Christian person Torsten would be welcome, NCCS too refused to reply.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/National-Council-of-Churches-of-Singapore.htm  
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• Satanic “Wesley Methodist Church” in Singapore, which in-effect evicted Torsten from their church building in 2013, 

continues 2018 to banish Torsten from fellowship, with their new addition of an insinuation that the reason Wesley Methodist 
Church had evicted and still banishes Torsten from fellowship, is that Torsten would be guilty of some unspecified breach 

of parameters of “accepted behaviour”.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Wesley-Methodist-Church_Singapore.htm  

 
Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in any of the churches on earth. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women 
equates to no Godly marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches in general are obsessed to isolate Torsten 
from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman.  
 

In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their evils, falsities 
and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).   
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
The satanic Swedish Governments and their blaspheming Swedish Police sustain persecution and intimidation 
against Bible affirming authentic Christians. Sweden’s Police have previously declared that loud reading of the 

Bible in public is a hate crime.  
 
New Swedishness:  
• “Christ” banished as offensive from Swedish number plates: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201901141071448436-sweden-jesus-christ-offensive/   

• Sweden bans “Christ” as a potentially offensive religious connotation: https://www.christianpost.com/news/christian-man-told-cant-use-christ-jesus-on-sweden-

license-plate-could-cause-offense.html  

…  
 
 
 

231.   Two hundred thirtyfirst International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 31 Dec 2018 00:54  
Subject: The very friendly Thai people are contrasted by the hostile English-speaking pastors of churches in Thailand.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Pattaya, Thailand.  
 
Too close for truth; political governments that ally with professional leaders of churchianity cannot credibly 
delineate truth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Foreign-Office_Jeremy-Hunt.pdf  

 
A typical English-speaking church leader (typical morality and intellect of church leaders anywhere on earth) 
presented the church’s rationale for the church’s assaultive eviction and explicit ban against innocent Torsten, as 
the typical church leader shouted with disgust at Torsten the explanation “Because you’re an idiot!”: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya_International_Church_rationale_for_eviction-ban.mp3  

 
Updated churchianity incidents:  
• Satanic “Pattaya International Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, evicted and explicitly banished their perceived 

idiot/monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all 
other persecuting churches on earth, and shouted with disgust against Torsten “You’re an idiot!”: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_eviction-ban_2018.htm  

• Satanic “Evangelical Church of Bangkok” (ECB) in Bangkok, Thailand, explicitly banished innocent Torsten 
and implied intention to report Torsten as a trespasser to Thailand police authorities if Torsten would visit 
their church premises. The typically satanic-evangelical pastors refused to provide a reason for their explicit 
ban, and additionally claimed falsely that their evangelical church has no moral or Biblical obligation to 
provide a reason for their explicit banishment: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Bangkok_Thailand_ban_2017.htm  

• Satanic “Pattaya Encounter Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, covertly banished Torsten: http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-

Encounter-Church_Thailand.htm  

• Satanic “Pattaya-Jomtien Baptist Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, covertly banished Torsten: 
http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Jomtien-Baptist-Convention-Center-Church_Thailand.htm  

 
Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in any of the churches on earth. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women 
equates to no Godly marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches in general are obsessed to isolate Torsten 
from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman. If Torsten 
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instead would have been a homosexual, wanting to marry a person of the same gender, many of satan’s pastors 
of churches would have welcomed Torsten.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their evils, falsities 

and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).   
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

…  
 
 
 

230.   Two hundred thirtieth International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 16 Dec 2018 09:49  

Subject: The friendly Taiwanese people are contrasted by the hostile pastors of churches in Taipei.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in friendly Taipei, Taiwan.  
 
In friendly Taipei, Taiwan (ROC), there essentially exists no church where innocent Torsten is welcome. All the 
hostile English-speaking churches in Taipei (Read the previous 217:th International Plea from June 1, 2018.) have 
banished innocent Torsten explicitly, implicitly or covertly, although the Christian person Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all of these satanic English-speaking churches in Taipei. (A typically hostile and satanic church: 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Lifehouse-Church_Taipei.htm) Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all other churches everywhere on planet 
earth. There exists essentially no church anywhere within Taipei where innocent Torsten is welcome to fellowship, 
because of the satanic lies invented against Torsten by the pastors of churches. Nearly all pastors of the churches 
in Taipei are mindlessly and heartlessly obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman.  
 
Torsten has no wife, because the churches prohibit that Torsten may marry a woman. Torsten is not permitted 
to socialise in any of the churches on earth. Satan knows that no communication between Torsten and women 
equates to no Godly marriage, and that is why the pastors of churches in general are obsessed to isolate Torsten 
from fellowship. Pastors of churches are obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman. If Torsten 
instead would have been a homosexual, wanting to marry a person of the same gender, many of satan’s pastors 
of churches would have welcomed Torsten.  
 
In general, pastors of churches everywhere truly are menaces to civilised societies, through their evils, falsities 
and ultra-hypocritical inhumanity.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-

Canada.htm).   http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

…  
 
 
 

229.   Two hundred twentyninth International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 30 Nov 2018 07:37  
Subject: Queen of England is utmost accountable for her Church of England’s intentional lies and satanic persecution against innocent Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
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Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom is the “Supreme Governor of the Church of England”, and therefore, the 
Queen of England is utmost accountable for her Church of England’s intentional lies and satanic persecution 
against innocent Torsten. The British Royal Family’s own website (https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-

and-other-faiths) accordingly declares: “The Queen's relationship with the Church of England was symbolised at the Coronation in 

1953 when Her Majesty was anointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and took an oath to ‘maintain and preserve inviolably the 

settlement of the Church of England, and the doctrine worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in 

England’. On the advice of the Prime Minister The Queen appoints Archbishops, Bishops and Deans of the Church of England, who 

then swear an oath of allegiance and pay homage to Her Majesty. Church of England deacons and parish priests also swear an 

oath of allegiance to the Sovereign.”  
https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968  

 
Updated churchianity incident:  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 

national ban against their perceived monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) banish, 
evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. The satanic 
Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops of satan’s 
Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct utter lies 
against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to justify his 
Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to repent from its 
continuous satanic evils against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-

satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
In United Kingdom, nearly all the churches of all “Christian” denominations have all banished Torsten-the-
Monster, although the Christian person Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s satanic churches 
and is absolutely innocent in relation to every church on earth. There exists nearly no church anywhere within 
United Kingdom where innocent Torsten is welcome. Essentially all of the satanic pastordevils of the British 
churches continually lie against and persecute innocent Torsten. Nearly all pastors of the churches in United 
Kingdom are mindlessly and heartlessly obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-

Canada.htm).   http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

…  
 

 
 

228.   Two hundred twentyeighth International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 15 Nov 2018 19:23  
Subject: All churches in Washington DC, USA, reject Torsten from fellowship.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
Satan governs 100% of the churches in Washington DC, USA, through their pastors and priests.  
 
Updated churchianity incidents:  
1. The satanic pastors of “The Table Church” in Washington DC, USA, through their deliberate dishonesties 

implicitly banished from fellowship innocent Torsten : http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Table-Church_Washington-

DC_USA.htm  

2. The satanic pastors of “Bible Way Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten, and 
absolutely refused to communicate the reason for their covert banishment: http://www.kyrkor.be/Bible-Way-

Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

3. The devilish pastors of “Immaculate Conception Catholic Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished 
innocent Torsten, and absolutely refused to communicate the reason for their covert banishment: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Immaculate-Conception-Catholic-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

4. The satanic pastors of “Chinese Community Church DC” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent 

Torsten, and absolutely refused to officially communicate the reason for their covert banishment: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Chinese-Community-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

 
Untruth echo from ‘intelligence’ community (more accurately could be dubbed ‘stupidity communities'). By 
mistake or ignorance (unintentional) or out of malice (intentional), Torsten’s immediately succeeding sentence of 

https://www.royal.uk/queens-relationship-churches-england-and-scotland-and-other-faiths
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explanation (sentence #2) was omitted from the immediately preceding sentence (sentence #1) in a 
conversation: “The only religious group who do not need to convert to Christianity are the Jews. Jews are fulfilled 
as Jews as they accept Yeshua HaMashiach (Jesus Christ) as their Jewish Messiah.”; thus the source inaccurately 
believing that Torsten supports dual-covenant theology.  

…  
 
 
 

227.   Two hundred twentyseventh International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 28 Oct 2018 20:33  
Subject: In Washington DC, USA, satan governs 100% of the pastors of churches, through banishment against innocent Torsten or through promotion of homosexual sin.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Washington, DC, of the United States of America.  
 
Satan governs 100% of the pastors and priests of churches in Washington DC, USA.  
 
In Washington DC exists zero churches (nada, zilch, nil, zippo) where I am permitted/able to visit and seek 
Christian fellowship. Essentially all the churches in Washington DC have banned covertly the innocent Christian 
person Torsten from attendance or fellowship. The only two satanic churches in all of Washington DC which 
expressed a welcome for Torsten to visit, were two typically progressive churches that satanically promote sin 
through practice of homosexual sex, and that contradict irrefutable Biblical doctrine on sexual ethics 
(www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf).  
 
New churchianity incidents:  
1. The satanic pastors of “Redemption Hill Church” Washington DC, USA, explicitly excommunicated innocent 

Torsten with an explicit threat of Police eviction from their church premises. The satanically 
excommunicating pastors of Redemption Hill Church absolutely refused to provide a Biblical and a reality-
based (factually true) reason justifying their excommunication: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redemption-Hill-

Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

2. The satanic pastors of the diabolical “National United Methodist Church DC” in Washington DC, USA, 
implicitly banished innocent Torsten. The satanically banishing pastors of National United Methodist Church 
absolutely refused to provide a Biblical reason justifying their banishment. All bishops of The United 
Methodist Church within USA omitted to communicate a stance for truth or justice.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/National-United-Methodist-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

3. Devilish pastors of “Bible Way Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Bible-Way-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

4. Devilish pastors of “Calvary Baptist Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Baptist-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

5. Devilish pastors of “Calvary Episcopal Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Episcopal-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

6. Devilish pastors of “Capitol Hill Baptist Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Capitol-Hill-Baptist-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

7. Devilish pastors of “Capitol Hill Presbyterian Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Capitol-Hill-Presbyterian-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

8. Devilish pastors of “Chinese Community Church DC” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Chinese-Community-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

9. Devilish pastors of “Christ Church Episcopal Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Christ-Church-Episcopal-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

10. Devilish pastors of “Christ Reformed Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Christ-Reformed-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

11. Devilish pastors of “Covenant Baptist UCC Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Covenant-Baptist-UCC-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

12. Devilish pastors of “East Washington Heights Baptist Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished 
innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/East-Washington-Heights-Baptist-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

13. Devilish pastors of “Edgewood Baptist Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Edgewood-Baptist-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

14. Devilish pastors of “Encounter Church Washington” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Encounter-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

15. Devilish pastors of “First Baptist Church Washington” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/First-Baptist-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

16. Devilish pastors of “First Congregational United Church of Christ” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished 
innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/First-Congregational-United-Church-of-Christ_DC_USA.htm  

17. Devilish pastors of “First Trinity Lutheran Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/First-Trinity-Lutheran-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

18. Devilish pastors of “Grace Apostolic Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Grace-Apostolic-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  
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19. Devilish pastors of “Immaculate Conception Catholic Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished 
innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Immaculate-Conception-Catholic-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

20. Devilish pastors of “Israel Baptist Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Israel-Baptist-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

21. Devilish pastors of “National Baptist Memorial Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/National-Baptist-Memorial-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

22. Devilish pastors of “National Community Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/National-Community-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

23. Devilish pastors of “New Bethel Baptist Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Bethel-Baptist-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

24. Devilish pastors of “Peoples Congregational United Church of Christ” in Washington DC, USA, covertly 
banished innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Peoples-Congregational-United-Church-of-Christ_DC_USA.htm  

25. Devilish pastors of “Pillar Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pillar-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

26. Devilish pastors of “Redeemer City Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-City-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

27. Devilish pastors of “Seekers Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Seekers-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

28. Devilish pastors of “Shiloh Baptist Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Shiloh-Baptist-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

29. Devilish pastors of “St Augustines Episcopal Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Augustines-Episcopal-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

30. Devilish pastors of “St Davids Episcopal Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Davids-Episcopal-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

31. Devilish pastors of “St Johns Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Johns-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

32. Devilish pastors of “St Margarets Episcopal Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Margarets-Episcopal-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

33. Devilish pastors of “St Marks Episcopal Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Episcopal-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

34. Devilish pastors of “St Patricks Episcopal Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Patricks-Episcopal-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

35. Devilish pastors of “St Timothys Episcopal Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Timothys-Episcopal-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

36. Devilish pastors of “The District Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/The-District-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

37. Devilish pastors of “The New York Avenue Presbyterian Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished 
innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-New-York-Avenue-Presbyterian-Church_DC_USA.htm  

38. Devilish pastors of “The Table Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Table-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

39. Devilish pastors of “The United Church & Die Vereinigte Kirche” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished 

innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-United-Church-and-Die-Vereinigte-Kirche_DC_USA.htm  

40. Devilish pastors of “Union Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Union-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

41. Devilish pastors of “Waterfront Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Waterfront-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

42. Devilish pastors of “Zion Baptist Church” in Washington DC, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Zion-Baptist-Church_Washington-DC_USA.htm  

 
Practically all churches on planet earth where Torsten has contacted have shunned, rejected, banished or evicted 
Torsten. No church-person anywhere knows Torsten. No church leader on planet earth seems to care about facts, 
evidence, truth, justice, love and Biblical praxis. Without any reality-based reason, virtually all church leaders lie, 
slander, gossip, excommunicate, physically assault and evict innocent Torsten. Torsten is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all the churches on earth where Torsten is unwelcome. This persecution by the clergy of nearly all 
contacted churches on earth never stops, because satan never stops. Satan can never repent, and therefore, 
these satanic leaders of churches will never repent.  
 
Because innocent Torsten is effectively banned by nearly all leaders of churches worldwide, it is impossible for 
Torsten to obtain opportunity to communicate with any “Christian” woman, and consequently, it is also impossible 
for Torsten to marry a woman. Satan’s clergy of the churches globally are following the examples of their master 
- satan.  
 
Wherever Torsten places his feet, the satanic churches or their satanic national governments persecute innocent 
Torsten with lies and banishments.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).   
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

…  
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226.   Two hundred twentysixth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2018 20:37  
Subject: In satanic-Sweden, all pastors & priests of churches persecute innocent Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

Current:  
Currently, I am in Washington DC of USA.  
 
Practically all churches on planet earth where Torsten has contacted have shunned, rejected, banished or evicted 
Torsten. No church-person anywhere knows Torsten. No church leader on planet earth seems to care about facts, 
evidence, truth, justice, love and Biblical praxis. Without any reality-based reason, virtually all church leaders lie, 
slander, gossip, excommunicate, physically assault and evict innocent Torsten. Torsten is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all the churches on earth where Torsten is unwelcome. This persecution by the clergy of nearly all 
contacted churches on earth never stops, because satan never stops. Satan can never repent, and therefore, 
these satanic leaders of churches will never repent.  
 
Because innocent Torsten is effectively banned by nearly all leaders of churches worldwide, it is impossible for 
Torsten to obtain opportunity to communicate with any “Christian” woman, and consequently, it is also impossible 
for Torsten to marry a woman. Satan’s clergy of the churches globally are following the examples of their master 
- satan.  
 
Wherever Torsten places his feet, the satanic churches or their satanic national governments persecute innocent 
Torsten with lies and banishments.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten.  
 
New Swedishness update:  

• Gender reassignment increasingly popular for Swedes. Therefore, the Swedish government proposed fast-
tracking surgical and legal gender change for Swedish teenagers.: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201810031068541373-

sweden-gender-change  

• Reports of violent crime within schools in Sweden doubled in five years.: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201810011068484223-sweden-school-violence  

 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).   
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

…  
 
 
 

225.   Two hundred twentyfifth International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 30 Sep 2018 14:52  
Subject: In United Kingdom, the pastors & priests of churches persecute innocent-Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
The Christian person Torsten, who is absolutely innocent in relation to all banishments by churches worldwide, 
appears to be unwelcome, banished, lied about and persecuted by all professional churches on earth, simply 
because Torsten is a real Christian who seeks a heterosexual marriage of God’s appointment. If anyone presumes 
contrarily, that there would exist a Christian church anywhere on earth whose leaders would not accuse falsely, 
not maliciously lie, not assault, not evict, not banish and not persecute innocent Torsten, but would instead 

welcome the innocent Christian never-married man Torsten, then please inform Torsten of such presumed 
existence of a particular church.  
…  
 

Current:  
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Currently, I am in Worcester of United Kingdom.  
 
In United Kingdom, nearly all the churches of all “Christian” denominations have all banished Torsten-the-
Monster, although the Christian person Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s satanic churches 

and is absolutely innocent in relation to every church on earth. There exists nearly no church anywhere within 
United Kingdom where innocent Torsten is welcome. Essentially all of the satanic pastordevils of the British 
churches continually lie against and persecute innocent Torsten. Nearly all pastors of the churches in United 
Kingdom are mindlessly and heartlessly obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman.  
 
Updated churchianity incident:  

• Church of England (Church of Satan) continues its refusal to explain or justify the Church of England’s 

national ban against their perceived monster, Torsten-the-Monster, who in reality is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all churches on earth. Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) banish, 
evict, falsely accuse, slander, physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. The satanic 
Church of England constantly invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops of satan’s 
Church of England oppose truth and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct utter lies 
against Torsten. Identically with satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to justify his 
Church of England’s persecution against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to repent from its 
continuous satanic evil against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-

Church-of-England.htm  

 
New Swedishness update:  
• Satanic-Sweden is a sanctuary for serious political crime directed against Jews: 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13016/sanctuary-sweden  
(https://sputniknews.com/viral/201809141068032230-sweden-jew-hatred-israel)  

 
Practically all churches on planet earth where Torsten has contacted have shunned, rejected, banished or evicted 
Torsten. No church-person anywhere knows Torsten. No church leader on planet earth seems to care about facts, 
evidence, truth, justice, love and Biblical praxis. Without any reality-based reason, virtually all church leaders lie, 
slander, gossip, excommunicate, physically assault and evict innocent Torsten. Torsten is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all the churches on earth where Torsten is unwelcome. This persecution by the clergy of nearly all 
contacted churches on earth never stops, because satan never stops. Satan can never repent, and therefore, 
these satanic leaders of churches will never repent.  
 
Because innocent Torsten is effectively banned by nearly all leaders of churches worldwide, it is impossible for 
Torsten to obtain opportunity to communicate with any “Christian” woman, and consequently, it is also impossible 
for Torsten to marry a woman. Satan’s clergy of the churches globally are following the examples of their master 
- satan.  
 

Wherever Torsten places his feet, the satanic churches or their satanic national governments persecute innocent 
Torsten with lies and banishments.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).   
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

…  
 
 
 

224.   Two hundred twentyfourth International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 16 Sep 2018 02:35  
Subject: The pastors & priests of churches in Vienna, Austria, persecute innocent-Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
The Christian person Torsten, who is absolutely innocent in relation to all banishments by churches worldwide, 
appears to be unwelcome, banished, lied about and persecuted by all professional churches on earth, simply 
because Torsten is a real Christian who seeks a heterosexual marriage of God’s appointment. If anyone presumes 
contrarily, that there would exist a Christian church anywhere on earth whose leaders would not accuse falsely, 
not maliciously lie, not assault, not evict, not banish and not persecute innocent Torsten, but would instead 
welcome the innocent Christian never-married man Torsten, then please inform Torsten of such presumed 
existence of a particular church.  
…  

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13016/sanctuary-sweden
https://sputniknews.com/viral/201809141068032230-sweden-jew-hatred-israel
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
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Current:  
I am currently in Vienna, Austria.  
 
Pastors and priests of churches in Vienna, Austria, are united in satan. Essentially all the churches in Vienna have 
banned covertly the innocent Christian person Torsten from fellowship. Collegial loyalty with satan, by persecuting 
innocent-Torsten, is the priority of these pastors and priests of churches in Vienna.  
 
New churchianity incident:  
1. “Evangelische Kirche Diözese Churches in Wien” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelische-Kirche-Diozese-Churches_Wien-Austria_2018.htm  

2. “Baptistengemeinde Beheimgasse Church” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Baptistengemeinde-Beheimgasse-Church_Vienna-Austria_2018.htm  

3. “International Chapel of Vienna” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Chapel-of-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm  

4. “Vienna Christian Center Church” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Vienna-Christian-Center-Church_Austria_2018.htm  

5. “Baptistengemeinde Bujattigasse Church” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Baptistengemeinde-Bujattigasse-Church_Vienna-Austria_2018.htm  

6. “Be One Church Vienna” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Be-One-

Church-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm  

7. “Biserica Penticostala Filadelfia Church” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Biserica-Penticostala-Filadelfia-Church-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm  

8. “Christ Church Anglican/Episcopal” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Christ-Church-Anglican-Episcopal-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm  

9. “Christengemeinde ELIM Church Wien” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Christengemeinde-ELIM-Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm  

10. “Christliche Internationale Gemeinde (Christian International Fellowship) Vienna” in Vienna, Austria, 
covertly banished innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Christian-International-Fellowship-Church-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm  

11. “Christliches Zentrum Church Wien” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Christliches-Zentrum-Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm  

12. “Deeper Christian Life Bible Church” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Deeper-Christian-Life-Bible-Church-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm  

13. “Evangelikale Freikirche Aspern Lakeside Church Wien” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelikale-Freikirche-Aspern-Lakeside-Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm  

14. “Evangelikale Freikirche Tulpengasse Church” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelikale-Freikirche-Tulpengasse-Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm  

15. “Evangelikale Gemeinde Meidling Church” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelikale-Gemeinde-Meidling-Church-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm  

16. “Evangelikale Gemeinde Floridsdorf (EGF) Church Wien” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelikalen-Gemeinde-Floridsdorf-Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm  

17. “Evangelische Kirche Wien” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelische-Kirche-Wien_Austria_2018.htm  

18. “Evangelischen Pfarrgemeinde Wien-Leopoldstadt und Brigittenau Church” in Vienna, Austria, covertly 
banished innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelischen-Pfarrgemeinde-Wien-Leopoldstadt_Austria_2018.htm  

19. “FCG Forum Church Wien” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/FCG-

Forum-Churches-Wien_Austria_2018.htm  

20. “4 Corners Christian Fellowship Church” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Four-Corners-Christian-Fellowship-Church-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm  

21. “Freikirchen in Österreich” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Freikirchen-in-Osterreich_Austria_2018.htm  

22. “Hebron Church Wien” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hebron-

Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm  

23. “International Baptist Church of Vienna” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Baptist-Church-of-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm  

24. “LIFE Church Wien” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/LIFE-Church-

Wien_Austria_2018.htm  

25. “New City Church Wien” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-City-

Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm  

26. “Rhema Church Vienna” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Rhema-

Church-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm  

27. “United Methodist Church of Vienna” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/United-Methodist-Church-of-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm  

28. “Vienna Community Church” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Vienna-Catholic-English-speaking-Community_Austria_2018.htm  

29. “Vienna English-speaking Catholic Community (VESCC)” in Vienna, Austria, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Vienna-Community-Church_Austria_2018.htm  

 
Practically all churches on planet earth where Torsten has contacted have shunned, rejected, banished or evicted 
Torsten. No church-person anywhere knows Torsten. No church leader on planet earth seems to care about facts, 
evidence, truth, justice, love and Biblical praxis. Without any reality-based reason, virtually all church leaders lie, 
slander, gossip, excommunicate, physically assault and evict innocent Torsten. Torsten is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all the churches on earth where Torsten is unwelcome. This persecution by the clergy of nearly all 
contacted churches on earth never stops, because satan never stops. Satan can never repent, and therefore, 
these satanic leaders of churches will never repent.  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelische-Kirche-Diozese-Churches_Wien-Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Baptistengemeinde-Beheimgasse-Church_Vienna-Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Chapel-of-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Vienna-Christian-Center-Church_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Baptistengemeinde-Bujattigasse-Church_Vienna-Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Be-One-Church-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Be-One-Church-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Biserica-Penticostala-Filadelfia-Church-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Christ-Church-Anglican-Episcopal-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Christengemeinde-ELIM-Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Christian-International-Fellowship-Church-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Christliches-Zentrum-Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Deeper-Christian-Life-Bible-Church-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelikale-Freikirche-Aspern-Lakeside-Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelikale-Freikirche-Tulpengasse-Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelikale-Gemeinde-Meidling-Church-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelikalen-Gemeinde-Floridsdorf-Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelische-Kirche-Wien_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelischen-Pfarrgemeinde-Wien-Leopoldstadt_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/FCG-Forum-Churches-Wien_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/FCG-Forum-Churches-Wien_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Four-Corners-Christian-Fellowship-Church-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Freikirchen-in-Osterreich_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hebron-Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hebron-Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Baptist-Church-of-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/LIFE-Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/LIFE-Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-City-Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-City-Church-Wien_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Rhema-Church-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Rhema-Church-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/United-Methodist-Church-of-Vienna_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Vienna-Catholic-English-speaking-Community_Austria_2018.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Vienna-Community-Church_Austria_2018.htm
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Because innocent Torsten is effectively banned by nearly all leaders of churches worldwide, it is impossible for 
Torsten to obtain opportunity to communicate with any “Christian” woman, and consequently, it is also impossible 
for Torsten to marry a woman. Satan’s clergy of the churches globally are following the examples of their master 
- satan.  

 
Wherever Torsten places his feet, the satanic churches or their satanic national governments persecute innocent 
Torsten with lies and banishments.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).   
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

…  
 
 
 

223.   Two hundred twentythird International Plea  
 
Date: Sat, 1 Sep 2018 15:44  
Subject: Church of England (Church of satan) with the Anglican Archbishop Justin Welby, evicts, assaults, slanders, lies, banishes and persecutes the absolutely innocent 
Christian person Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
The Christian person Torsten, who is absolutely innocent in relation to all banishments by churches worldwide, 

appears to be unwelcome, banished, lied about and persecuted by all professional churches on earth, simply 
because Torsten is a real Christian who seeks a heterosexual marriage of God’s appointment. If anyone presumes 
contrarily, that there would exist a Christian church anywhere on earth whose leaders would not accuse falsely, 
not maliciously lie, not assault, not evict, not banish and not persecute innocent Torsten, but would instead 
welcome the innocent Christian never-married man Torsten, then please inform Torsten of such presumed 
existence of a particular church.  
…  
 

Current:  
Currently, I am in Vienna, Austria.  
 
New churchianity incident:  

• The satanic/Anglican churches of “Anglican Parish of Droitwich Spa”, in Worcestershire, United Kingdom, 
which obey and ally with their Anglican Archbishop Justin Welby’s worldwide banishing, evicting and 
persecuting Church of England (http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm), covertly banished 
their perceived monster Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to this church and in relation 
to all other churches on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Droitwich-Anglican-Parish-Worcestershire-UK.htm  

 
Practically all churches on planet earth where Torsten has contacted have shunned, rejected, banished or evicted 
Torsten. No church-person anywhere knows Torsten. No church leader on planet earth seems to care about facts, 
evidence, truth, justice, love and Biblical praxis. Without any reality-based reason, virtually all church leaders lie, 
slander, gossip, excommunicate, physically assault and evict innocent Torsten. Torsten is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all the churches on earth where Torsten is unwelcome. This persecution by the clergy of nearly all 
contacted churches on earth never stops, because satan never stops. Satan can never repent, and therefore, 
these satanic leaders of churches will never repent.  
 
Because innocent Torsten is effectively banned by nearly all leaders of churches worldwide, it is impossible for 
Torsten to obtain opportunity to communicate with any “Christian” woman, and consequently, it is also impossible 
for Torsten to marry a woman. Satan’s clergy of the churches globally are following the examples of their master 
- satan.  
 
Wherever Torsten places his feet, the satanic churches or their satanic national governments persecute innocent 
Torsten with lies and banishments.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Droitwich-Anglican-Parish-Worcestershire-UK.htm
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examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).   
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

…  
 
 
 

222.   Two hundred twentysecond International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 15 Aug 2018 14:21  
Subject: All pastors of all churches in United Kingdom prohibit Torsten from visiting any church in United Kingdom.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  

anti-Christian culture.  
 
The Christian person Torsten, who is absolutely innocent in relation to all banishments by churches worldwide, 
appears to be unwelcome, banished, lied about and persecuted by all professional churches on earth, simply 
because Torsten is a real Christian who seeks a heterosexual marriage of God’s appointment. If anyone presumes 
contrarily, that there would exist a Christian church anywhere on earth whose leaders would not accuse falsely, 
not maliciously lie, not assault, not evict, not banish and not persecute innocent Torsten, but would instead 
welcome the innocent Christian never-married man Torsten, then please inform Torsten of such presumed 
existence of a particular church.  
…  
 

Current:  
Currently, I am in Worcester of United Kingdom.  
 
In United Kingdom, all the churches of all “Christian” denominations have all banished Torsten-the-Monster, 
although the Christian person Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all of UK’s satanic churches and is 
absolutely innocent in relation to every church on earth. There exists no church anywhere within United Kingdom 
where innocent Torsten is welcome. All of the satanic pastordevils of the British churches continually lie against 
and persecute innocent Torsten. All pastors of the churches in United Kingdom are mindlessly and heartlessly 
obsessed to prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman.  
 
New Swedishness updates:  

• Satanic-Sweden's current Government funds anti-semitism: https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/12814/sweden-antisemitism  

• Documentary on satanic-Sweden’s Nazi history dismissed by satanic-Sweden’s academians/politicians as 
“insidious propaganda”: https://sputniknews.com/europe/201808101067094626-sweden-documentary-nazi-past/  

• 25% of satanic-Sweden’s young generation is adversary to democratic governance in Sweden (possibly 
because satanic-Sweden’s Governments are continually evil and ignorant): https://sputniknews.com/europe/201808081067035349-sweden-

young-people-democracy/  

…  
 
 
 

221.   Two hundred twentyfirst International Plea  
 
Date: Tue, 31 Jul 2018 22:17  
Subject: satanic ‘Hillsong Sweden’ evict and banish Torsten by order of Australia’s Brian Houston  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
The Christian person Torsten, who is absolutely innocent in relation to all banishments by churches worldwide, 
appears to be unwelcome, banished, lied about and persecuted by all professional churches on earth, simply 
because Torsten is a real Christian who seeks a heterosexual marriage of God’s appointment. If anyone presumes 
contrarily, that there would exist a Christian church anywhere on earth whose leaders would not accuse falsely, 
not maliciously lie, not assault, not evict, not banish and not persecute innocent Torsten, but would instead 
welcome the innocent Christian never-married man Torsten, then please inform Torsten of such presumed 
existence of a particular church.  

…  
 

Current:  
Currently, I am in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden.  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/12814/sweden-antisemitism
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201808101067094626-sweden-documentary-nazi-past/
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201808081067035349-sweden-young-people-democracy/
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201808081067035349-sweden-young-people-democracy/
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In satanic-Sweden, the churches of all “Christian” denominations have all banished Torsten-the-Monster, although 
the Christian person Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all churches within satanic-Sweden and is 
absolutely innocent in relation to every church on earth. There exists no church anywhere within Sweden where 
innocent Torsten is welcome. All of the satanic pastordevils of the Swedish churches continually lie against and 

persecute innocent Torsten. All pastors of the churches in Sweden are mindlessly and heartlessly obsessed to 
prevent innocent Torsten from marrying a woman.  
 
New churchianity incident:  

• Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in Stockholm, Sweden, twice evicted (2018-07-22 and 

2018-07-29) innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called services at their rented premises at Vasateatern 
in central Stockholm. The sect leader of Hillsong Sweden, Andreas Nielsen, absolutely refused to provide a 
reason for Hillsong Sweden’s repeated evictions and Hillsong Sweden’s banishment against innocent Torsten. 
Satanic Hillsong Sweden enforces the global banishment against Torsten by Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor 
Brian Houston, and preserves Hillsong’s Network of Churches global anti-Torsten policy. Sweden’s 
Pentecostal Alliance of Independent Churches (https://www.pingst.se) support Hillsong’s evictions and banishment 
against innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

…  
 
 
 

220.   Two hundred twentieth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2018 13:10  
Subject: All churches in satanic-Sweden try to prevent “Torsten-the-Monster” from marrying a woman.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
The Christian person Torsten, who is absolutely innocent in relation to all banishments by churches worldwide, 
appears to be unwelcome, banished, lied about and persecuted by all professional churches on earth, simply 
because Torsten is a real Christian who seeks a heterosexual marriage of God’s appointment. If anyone presumes 
contrarily, that there would exist a Christian church anywhere on earth whose leaders would not accuse falsely, 
not maliciously lie, not assault, not evict, not banish and not persecute innocent Torsten, but would instead 
welcome the innocent Christian never-married man Torsten, then please inform Torsten of such presumed 
existence of a particular church.  
…  
 

Current:  
Currently, I am in Stockholm of satanic-Sweden.  
 
In satanic-Sweden, the churches of all “Christian” denominations have all banished Torsten-the-Monster, although 
the Christian person Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all churches within satanic-Sweden and is 
absolutely innocent in relation to every church on earth. There exists no church anywhere within Sweden where 
innocent Torsten is welcome. All of the satanic pastordevils of the Swedish churches continually lie against and 
persecute innocent Torsten.  
 
New Swedishness updates:  
• The Swedish Defence University (https://www.fhs.se) expressed in their recently (June 28 2018) published Swedish 

report (https://bit.ly/2yQr5QM), language which consistently align with the ignorance of Sweden’s politically 
correct perspective and Sweden’s theophobia, in labelling all moral critique arguments on the practice of 
homosexual acts/conduct as “homophobia”, because within Sweden, any moral critique argument against 
homosexual acts, whether based Biblically (truth) or Quranically (falsity), is mere “homophobia” and 
extremism.:  
• https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/12693/sweden-radicalization-muslims  
• https://sptnkne.ws/hV6N  

• Some Jewish communities in Sweden are increasingly persecuted by its three-pronged enemy within satanic-
Sweden; Islamist Muslims, neo-Nazi nationalists, and the theophobic Swedish Government:  
• https://www.timesofisrael.com/under-neo-nazi-and-jihadist-bullying-swedish-jewish-communities-are-shuttering/  
• https://www.jta.org/2018/07/05/news-opinion/neo-nazis-assault-2-pro-israel-activists-sweden  

• The shameless Swedish women are reported to be sexually abusing refugees: https://sptnkne.ws/hVUF  

 
Practically all churches on planet earth where Torsten has contacted have shunned, rejected, banished or evicted 
Torsten. No church-person anywhere knows Torsten. No church leader on planet earth seems to care about facts, 
evidence, truth, justice, love and Biblical praxis. Without any reality-based reason, virtually all church leaders lie, 
slander, gossip, excommunicate, physically assault and evict innocent Torsten. Torsten is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all the churches on earth where Torsten is unwelcome. This persecution by the clergy of nearly all 
contacted churches on earth never stops, because satan never stops. Satan can never repent, and therefore, 
these satanic leaders of churches will never repent.  
 

https://www.pingst.se/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm
https://www.fhs.se/
https://bit.ly/2yQr5QM
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/12693/sweden-radicalization-muslims
https://sptnkne.ws/hV6N
https://www.timesofisrael.com/under-neo-nazi-and-jihadist-bullying-swedish-jewish-communities-are-shuttering/
https://www.jta.org/2018/07/05/news-opinion/neo-nazis-assault-2-pro-israel-activists-sweden
https://sptnkne.ws/hVUF
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Because innocent Torsten is effectively banned by all leaders of churches worldwide, it is impossible for Torsten 
to obtain opportunity to communicate with any “Christian” woman, and consequently, it is also impossible for 
Torsten to marry a woman. Satan’s clergy of the churches globally are following the examples of their master - 
satan.  

 
Wherever Torsten places his feet, the satanic churches or their satanic national governments persecute innocent 
Torsten with lies and banishments.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).   
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

…  
 
 
 

219.   Two hundred nineteenth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 02 Jul 2018 11:48  
Subject: The maliciously lying pastors of all churches in United Kingdom have banned and persecute Torsten-the-Monster.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
The Christian person Torsten, who is absolutely innocent in relation to all banishments by churches worldwide, 
appears to be unwelcome, banished, lied about and persecuted by all professional churches on earth, simply 
because Torsten is a real Christian who seeks a heterosexual marriage of God’s appointment. If anyone presumes 
contrarily, that there would exist a Christian church anywhere on earth whose leaders would not accuse falsely, 
not maliciously lie, not assault, not evict, not banish and not persecute innocent Torsten, but would instead 
welcome the innocent Christian never-married man Torsten, then please inform Torsten of such presumed 
existence of a particular church.  
…  
 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom (of satan).  
 
Churches of all “Christian” denominations within United Kingdom have all banished Torsten-the-Monter, although 
the Christian person Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to every church on earth. There exists no church 
anywhere in United Kingdom where innocent Torsten is welcome. All of the satanic pastordevils of the British 
churches continually lie against and persecute innocent Torsten.  
 
New churchianity incident:  

• Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Church” in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent 
Torsten from their Sunday so-called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. 
The cult, Hillsong London, of course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The 
typically satanic Hillsong London has confirmed that their Hillsong’s supreme devilpastor (Brian Houston) 
enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and has confirmed that Hillsong’s devilpastor Brian 
Houston preserves a global anti-Torsten policy. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all five Sundays 
(2018-06-24, 2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten visited the satanic cult to 
obtain information about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2018-06-24.htm  

 
Possibly the most well-mannered group of people in United Kingdom are the Muslims, in respect to Biblical 
evangelism, while the most antagonistic group of people in United Kingdom appears to be the so-called 
“Christians” (church-goers). No profession in UK is more hostile, lying and evil against innocent Torsten, than the 
priests/pastors of British churches. Churchianity is a menace to decency of British society.  
 
Practically all churches on planet earth where Torsten has contacted have shunned, rejected, banished or evicted 
Torsten. No church-person anywhere knows Torsten. No church leader on planet earth seems to care about facts, 
evidence, truth, justice, love and Biblical praxis. Without any reality-based reason, virtually all church leaders lie, 

slander, gossip, excommunicate, physically assault and evict innocent Torsten. Torsten is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all the churches on earth where Torsten is unwelcome. This persecution by the clergy of nearly all 
contacted churches on earth never stops, because satan never stops. Satan can never repent, and therefore, 
these satanic leaders of churches will never repent.  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2018-06-24.htm
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Because innocent Torsten is effectively banned by all leaders of churches worldwide, it is impossible for Torsten 
to obtain opportunity to communicate with any “Christian” woman, and consequently, it is also impossible for 
Torsten to marry a woman. Satan’s clergy of the churches globally are following the examples of their master - 
satan.  

 
Wherever Torsten places his feet, the satanic churches or their satanic national governments persecute innocent 
Torsten with lies and banishments.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).   
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

…  
 
 
 

218.   Two hundred eightteenth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 18 Jun 2018 09:50  
Subject: Satan’s Archbishop Justin Welby of Church of England persecutes its perceived Torsten-the-Monster.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
The Christian person Torsten, who is absolutely innocent in relation to all banishments by churches worldwide, 
appears to be unwelcome, banished, lied about and persecuted by all professional churches on earth, simply 
because Torsten is a real Christian who seeks a heterosexual marriage of God’s appointment. If anyone presumes 
contrarily, that there would exist a Christian church anywhere on earth whose leaders would not accuse falsely, 
not maliciously lie, not assault, not evict, not banish and not persecute innocent Torsten, but would instead 
welcome the innocent Christian never-married man Torsten, then please inform Torsten of such presumed 
existence of a particular church.  
…  
 

Current:  
I am currently in London, United Kingdom.  
 
Churches of all “Christian” denominations within United Kingdom have all banished Torsten-the-Monter, although 
the Christian person Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to every church on earth. There exists no church 
anywhere in United Kingdom where innocent Torsten is welcome.  
 
New churchianity update:  

• Archbishop Justin Welby’s Church of England (Church of Satan) banish, evict, falsely accuse, slander, 
physically assault and persecute the real Christian person Torsten. The satanic Church of England constantly 
invents lies against innocent Torsten. The satanic vicars/bishops of satan’s Church of England oppose truth 
and God, and thus, the Church of England unceasingly concoct utter lies against Torsten. Identically with 
satan, the Archbishop of Church of England absolutely refuses to justify his Church of England’s persecution 
against innocent Torsten, and Church of England refuses to repent from its continuous satanic evil against 
innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm  

 
Practically all churches on planet earth where Torsten has contacted have shunned, rejected, banished or evicted 
Torsten. No church-person anywhere knows Torsten. No church leader on planet earth seems to care about facts, 
evidence, truth, justice, love and Biblical praxis. Without any reality-based reason, virtually all church leaders lie, 
slander, gossip, excommunicate, physically assault and evict innocent Torsten. Torsten is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all the churches on earth where Torsten is unwelcome. This persecution by the clergy of nearly all 
contacted churches on earth never stops, because satan never stops. Satan can never repent, and therefore, 
these satanic leaders of churches will never repent.  
 
Because innocent Torsten is effectively banned by all leaders of churches worldwide, it is impossible for Torsten 
to obtain opportunity to communicate with any “Christian” woman, and consequently, it is also impossible for 
Torsten to marry a woman. Satan’s clergy of the churches globally are following the examples of their master - 
satan.  
 
Wherever Torsten places his feet, the satanic churches or their satanic national governments persecute innocent 
Torsten with lies and banishments.  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Archbishop-Justin-Welby-of-satans-Church-of-England.htm
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No Christian on earth knows Torsten.  
…  
 
 

 

217.   Two hundred seventeenth International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 01 Jun 2018 06:35  
Subject: The churches in Taipei, Taiwan, banish innocent Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
The Christian person Torsten, who is absolutely innocent in relation to all banishments by churches worldwide, 
appears to be unwelcome, banished and persecuted by all professional churches on earth, simply because Torsten 
is a real Christian who seeks a heterosexual marriage of God’s appointment. If anyone presumes contrarily, that 
there would exist a Christian church anywhere on earth whose leaders would not accuse falsely, not assault, not 
evict, not banish and not persecute innocent Torsten, but would welcome the innocent Christian never-married 
man Torsten, then please inform Torsten of the presumed existence of that particular church.  
…  
 

Current:  
I am currently in Pattaya, Thailand.  
 
New churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic “Lifehouse Church” in Taipei, Taiwan, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. The Taipei Lifehouse 

(Hillsong) anonymous pastors declared that Torsten is unsuitable to attend any gatherings or 
meetings, falsely accused that Torsten has created “serious problems”, and Lifehouse threatened that 
Lifehouse will call the Police if Torsten ever visited their church: http://www.kyrkor.be/Lifehouse-

Church_Taipei.htm  

2. Satanic “Bread of Life Christian International Church” in Taipei, Taiwan, refused to welcome Torsten and 
covertly banished innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Bread-of-Life-Christian-International-Church_Taipei.htm  

3. The satanic “Every Nation Church” in Taipei, Taiwan, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Every-Nation-Church_Taipei.htm  

4. “Agape International Christian Assembly (ICA) Church” in Taipei, Taiwan, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Agape-International-Christian-Assembly_Taipei.htm  

5. “Oasis Bread of Life Church Taipei” in Taipei, Taiwan, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Oasis-Bread-of-Life-Church_Taipei.htm  

6. “Grace Church” in Taipei, Taiwan, covertly banished innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Grace-

Church_Taipei.htm  

7. “New Life Church” in Taipei, Taiwan, covertly banished innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Life-

Church_Taipei.htm  

8. “Pearl Church” in Taipei, Taiwan, covertly banished innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Pearl-Church_Taipei.htm  

9. “St John’s Anglican Cathedral” in Taipei, Taiwan, covertly banished innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-

Johns-Anglican-Cathedral_Taipei.htm  

10. “Taipei International Church” in Taipei, Taiwan, covertly banished innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Taipei-

International-Church.htm  

11. “Taipei Truth Church” in Taipei, Taiwan, covertly banished innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Taipei-Truth-

Church.htm  

12. “Friendship Presbyterian Church” in Taipei, Taiwan, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Friendship-Presbyterian-Church_Taipei.htm  

13. “Suanglien Presbyterian Church” in Taipei, Taiwan, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Suanglien-Presbyterian-Church_Taipei.htm  

14. “TaTaoCheng Presbyterian Church” in Taipei, Taiwan, covertly banished innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/TaTaoCheng-Presbyterian-Church_Taipei.htm  

15. “The Church in Taipei” in Taipei, Taiwan, covertly banished innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Church-in-

Taipei.htm  

 
New Churchianity update:  
• A typical prosperity-theology Evangelical Charismatic pastor, demands that his church must supply a fourth 

private jet airplane to him, because people who fly commercial airlines simply are “a bunch of demons”.: 
https://www.rt.com/usa/428335-televangelist-duplantis-private-jet/  

 
New Swedishness updates:  
• Satanic Sweden aspires to become the world’s leading nation in transgender rights, where legal gender 

change shall be granted faster, easier, and more accessibly to young people, and where gender self-
identification and self-perception rather than medical assessment must become the foundation.: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201805211064640049-sweden-lgbt-gender-change  

• The sluttish women of Sweden sexually exploit the young immigrants for male prostitution: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201805251064795219-sweden-sex-migrants  
( https://sputniknews.com/europe/201801221060952611-sweden-migrants-sex )  

…  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Lifehouse-Church_Taipei.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Lifehouse-Church_Taipei.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Bread-of-Life-Christian-International-Church_Taipei.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Every-Nation-Church_Taipei.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Agape-International-Christian-Assembly_Taipei.htm
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216.   Two hundred sixteenth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 16 May 2018 10:31  
Subject: British royal family appoint Episcopal bishop to further poison the world with support for detestable homosexual acts and abominable same-sex marriages.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
The Christian person Torsten, who is absolutely innocent in relation to all banishments by churches worldwide, 
appears to be unwelcome, banished and persecuted by all professional churches on earth, simply because Torsten 
is a real Christian who seeks a heterosexual marriage of God’s appointment. If anyone presumes contrarily, that 
there would exist a Christian church anywhere on earth whose leaders would not accuse falsely, not assault, not 
evict, not banish and not persecute innocent Torsten, but would welcome the innocent Christian never-married 
man Torsten, then please inform Torsten of the presumed existence of that particular church.  
…  
 

Current:  
I am currently in Taipei, Taiwan.  
 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
New Churchianity update:  
• The British royal family of United Kingdom has appointed (mindlessly or satanically) a typically heretic leader 

of churchianity, the 27th Presiding Bishop and Primate of The Episcopal Church (The Most Reverend Michael 
B. Curry), to preach at their British royal wedding in United Kingdom on May 19 2018. The British royal 
family’s preacher, Michael Curry, justifies acts of homosexual lust and staunchly supports same-sex 
marriages. Contrary to this heretical teaching by The Episcopal Church (https://www.episcopalchurch.org), and contrary 
to this detestable and abominable practice by satan’s Episcopal Church, God teaches that the practice of 
homosexuality is a sin against God (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf). Satan cunningly 
injects lethal teachings into churchianity, and churchianity then transmits to the world its deadly concoctions. 
(http://www.virtueonline.org/jesus-movement-michael-curry-racism-guilt-and-white-privilege)  
https://sputniknews.com/society/201805141064421032-equality-lgbt-US-pastor-sermon/  

 
Practically all churches on planet earth where Torsten has contacted have shunned, rejected, banished or evicted 
Torsten. No church-person anywhere knows Torsten. No church leader on planet earth seems to care about facts, 

evidence, truth, justice, love and Biblical praxis. Without any reality-based reason, virtually all church leaders lie, 
slander, gossip, excommunicate, physically assault and evict innocent Torsten. Torsten is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all the churches on earth where Torsten is unwelcome. This persecution by the clergy of nearly all 
contacted churches on earth never stops, because satan never stops. Satan can never repent, and therefore, 
these satanic leaders of churches will never repent.  
 
Because innocent Torsten is effectively banned by all leaders of churches worldwide, it is impossible for Torsten 
to obtain opportunity to communicate with any “Christian” woman, and consequently, it is also impossible for 
Torsten to marry a woman. Satan’s clergy of the churches globally are following the examples of their master - 
satan.  
 
Wherever Torsten places his feet, the satanic churches or their satanic national governments persecute innocent 
Torsten with lies and banishments.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten.  
…  
 
 
 

215.   Two hundred fifteenth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 30 Apr 2018 10:53  
Subject: Churches globally forbid Torsten to fellowship because of Torsten’s unknown and unspecified “behaviour”.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
https://www.episcopalchurch.org/
http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf
http://www.virtueonline.org/jesus-movement-michael-curry-racism-guilt-and-white-privilege
https://sputniknews.com/society/201805141064421032-equality-lgbt-US-pastor-sermon/
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to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
The Christian person Torsten, who is absolutely innocent in relation to all banishments by churches worldwide, 

appears to be unwelcome, banished and persecuted by all professional churches on earth, simply because Torsten 
is a real Christian who seeks a heterosexual marriage of God’s appointment. If anyone presumes contrarily, that 
there would exist a Christian church anywhere on earth whose leaders would not accuse falsely, not assault, not 
evict, not banish and not persecute innocent Torsten, but would welcome the innocent Christian never-married 
man Torsten, then please inform Torsten of the presumed existence of that particular church.  
…  
 

Current:  
I am currently in Pattaya, Thailand.  
 
Still, none of the churches in Pattaya will welcome the innocent Christian person Torsten.  
• Pattaya Encounter Church banishes Torsten: http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Encounter-Church_Thailand.htm  

• Pattaya International Church evicted and banishes Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_eviction-

ban_2018.htm  

• Pattaya-Jomtien Baptist Conference Center Church banishes Torsten: http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Jomtien-Baptist-Convention-

Center-Church_Thailand.htm  

 
New churchianity incident:  

• Wesley Methodist Church in Singapore, which in-effect evicted Torsten from their church building in 2013, 
continues 2018 to banish Torsten from fellowship, with their new addition of an insinuation that the reason 
Wesley Methodist Church had evicted and still banishes Torsten from fellowship, is that Torsten would be 
guilty of some unspecified breach of parameters of “accepted behaviour”.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Wesley-

Methodist-Church_Singapore.htm  

 
Recently, all churches in Singapore silently confirmed their consensual rejection of Torsten from all of Singapore’s 
churches. Still, none of Singapore’s many churches truly welcomes Torsten. Virtually all churches in Singapore 
falsely accuse innocent Torsten, hinder Torsten from fellowship, dehumanise Torsten, obstruct Torsten from 
communicating with any single Christians, evict Torsten from their church buildings, or banish Torsten.  
• National Council of Churches of Singapore (NCCS) silently confirmed their consensual rejection of Torsten 

from the Singapore churches: http://www.kyrkor.be/National-Council-of-Churches-of-Singapore.htm  

• Covenant Evangelical Reformed Church banished Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Covenant-Evangelical-Reformed-

Church_Singapore.htm  

• Gospel Light Christian Church banished Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gospel-Light-Church_Singapore.htm  

• St James Anglican Church banished Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-James-Anglican-Church_Singapore.htm  

• St Andrews Anglican Cathedral banished Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-Anglican-Cathedral_Singapore.htm  

• Church of Our Saviour banished Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-of-Our-Saviour_Singapore.htm  

• Church of Singapore banished Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-of-Singapore.htm  

• Trinity Christian Centre banished Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Christian-Centre_Singapore.htm  

 
New Swedishness update:  
• Satanic Sweden’s war against freedom of speech: https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/12078/sweden-free-speech  

(http://www.kyrkor.be/Satanic-Sweden-attacking-Freedom-of-Speech.htm)  

 
Practically all churches on planet earth where Torsten has contacted have shunned, rejected, banished or evicted 
Torsten. No church-person anywhere knows Torsten. No church leader on planet earth seems to care about facts, 
evidence, truth, justice, love and Biblical praxis. Without any reality-based reason, virtually all church leaders lie, 

slander, gossip, excommunicate, physically assault and evict innocent Torsten. Torsten is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all the churches on earth where Torsten is unwelcome. This persecution by the clergy of nearly all 
contacted churches on earth never stops, because satan never stops. Satan can never repent, and therefore, 
these satanic leaders of churches will never repent.  
 
Because innocent Torsten is effectively banned by all leaders of churches worldwide, it is impossible for Torsten 
to obtain opportunity to communicate with any “Christian” woman, and consequently, it is also impossible for 
Torsten to marry a woman. Satan’s clergy of the churches globally are following the examples of their master - 
satan.  
 
Wherever Torsten places his feet, the satanic churches or their satanic national governments persecute innocent 
Torsten with lies and banishments.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten.  
…  
 
 
 

214.   Two hundred fourteenth International Plea  
 
Date: Sat, 14 Apr 2018 03:34  
Subject: The satanic Singapore churches persecute innocent Torsten, because Torsten is a Christian who needs marriage. 
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Gospel-Light-Church_Singapore.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-James-Anglican-Church_Singapore.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-Anglican-Cathedral_Singapore.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-of-Our-Saviour_Singapore.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-of-Singapore.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Christian-Centre_Singapore.htm
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/12078/sweden-free-speech
http://www.kyrkor.be/Satanic-Sweden-attacking-Freedom-of-Speech.htm
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Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 
excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  

anti-Christian culture.  
 
The Christian person Torsten, who is absolutely innocent in relation to all banishments by churches worldwide, 
appears to be unwelcome, banished and persecuted by all professional churches on earth, simply because Torsten 
is a real Christian who seeks a heterosexual marriage of God’s appointment. If anyone presumes contrarily, that 
there would exist a Christian church anywhere on earth whose leaders would not accuse falsely, not assault, not 
evict, not banish and not persecute innocent Torsten, but would welcome the innocent Christian never-married 
man Torsten, then please inform Torsten of the presumed existence of that particular church.  
…  
 

Current:  
I am currently in Singapore.  
 
None of the many churches in Singapore truly welcomes Torsten. Virtually all churches in Singapore falsely accuse 
innocent Torsten, hinder Torsten from fellowship, dehumanise Torsten, obstruct Torsten from communicating 
with any single Christians, evict Torsten from their church buildings, or banish Torsten. Singapore’s confused 
pastors of churches might believe that its spiritual prosperity and national future necessitates expulsion and 
persecution of innocent Torsten. http://www.kyrkor.be/Singapore-Churches-are-Inhumane.pdf  

 
Practically all churches on planet earth where Torsten has contacted have shunned, rejected, banished or evicted 
Torsten. No church-person anywhere knows Torsten. No church leader on planet earth seems to care about facts, 
evidence, truth, justice, love and Biblical praxis. Without any reality-based reason, virtually all church leaders lie, 
slander, gossip, excommunicate, physically assault and evict innocent Torsten. Torsten is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all the churches on earth where Torsten is unwelcome. This persecution by the clergy of nearly all 
contacted churches on earth never stops, because satan never stops. Satan can never repent, and therefore, 
these satanic leaders of churches will never repent.  
 
Because innocent Torsten is effectively banned by all leaders of churches worldwide, it is impossible for Torsten 
to obtain opportunity to communicate with any “Christian” woman, and consequently, it is also impossible for 
Torsten to marry a woman. Satan’s clergy of the churches globally are following the examples of their master - 
satan.  
 
Wherever Torsten places his feet, the satanic churches or their satanic national governments persecute innocent 
Torsten with lies and banishments.  
 
…  
 
 
 

213.   Two hundred thirteenth International Plea  
 
Date: Sat, 31 Mar 2018 14:31  
Subject: Rationale by churches for evicting Torsten, is that Torsten is an idiot.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
If any person knows if there exists a Christian church anywhere on earth that would welcome the innocent 
Christian never-married man, Torsten, who is globally banished and persecuted by the churches worldwide 
because Torsten seeks a heterosexual marriage, then please inform Torsten of that church.  
…  
 

Current:  
I am currently in Pattaya, Thailand.  
 
None of the churches in Pattaya, Thailand, welcomes innocent Torsten.  
 
New churchianity incident:  

• Typically satanic church “Pattaya International Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, evicted and explicitly banished 
their perceived idiot/monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in 
relation to all other persecuting churches on earth, and shouted with disgust against Torsten “You’re an idiot!”: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_eviction-ban_2018.htm  

 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Singapore-Churches-are-Inhumane.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_eviction-ban_2018.htm
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The rationale presented by this typical church, for their church’s assaultive eviction and explicit ban of innocent 
Torsten, is that Torsten is an idiot: http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya_International_Church_rationale_for_eviction-ban.mp3  

 
Besides a spiritually demonic component of many pastors of churches, the persecuting behaviours of these 

typically evil pastors of churches worldwide are explainable, in part, simply by the pastors’ human carnal instinct 
of denial; to deny truth when they are wrong. Two ways for the pastors of churches to continue their denials and 
to continue their evasion of ethically necessary adjustment of their evil and persecuting behaviours [repentance 
away from their invented lies and their denials, and repentance towards facts, evidence, truth, love, Biblical 
doctrine and Biblical praxis], are: (1) to reinforce their previous lies with continued fabrication of new lies, and 
(2) to refuse communication with the victims of their incessant pastoral lies, and to refuse communication with 
anyone who does not affirm their pastoral lies or who does not affirm their persecuting behaviours. This is 
tragicomical behaviour by the pastors of churches globally. It is tragic behaviour, because of the immense harm 
caused by these typical ultra-hypocritical pastors of churches, in relaying into future not only a deserved public 
disdain of all professional churches, but of utmost tragedy is relaying into future also a misguided public distrust 
of Biblical Christianity. It is of course contemporaneously tragic also for the absolutely innocent victim, Torsten, 
who during decades suffers deep grief from all the churches’ never-ceasing lies, persecutions and their hindrances 
of any Godly appointed marriage. But, it is also comical behaviour, because discerning persons of any religious 
affiliation or of secular preference, can with mere logic and intellect identify the church pastors' futile denials and 
evidenced lies. Satan, who is the father of lies (John 8:44) can never repent, and therefore, it is reasonable to 
expect that also the majority of these typically lying, persecuting and evil pastors of churches worldwide will 
never repent either.  
 
Because innocent Torsten is effectively banned by all leaders of churches worldwide, it is impossible for Torsten 
to obtain opportunity to communicate with any “Christian” woman, and consequently, it is also impossible for 
Torsten to marry a woman. Satan’s clergy of the churches globally are following the examples of their master - 
satan.  
 
Wherever Torsten places his feet, the satanic churches or their satanic national governments persecute innocent 
Torsten with lies and banishments.  
 
…  
 
 
 

212.   Two hundred twelfth International Plea  
 
Date: Sat, 17 Mar 2018 06:52  
Subject: Satanic Australia, Satanic Britain, Satanic New Zealand, Satanic Canada persecute innocent Torsten, because of satan’s lying pastors of their satanic churches.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
If any person knows if there exists a Christian church anywhere on earth that would welcome the innocent 
Christian never-married man, Torsten, who is globally banished and persecuted by the churches worldwide 
because Torsten seeks a heterosexual marriage, then please inform Torsten of that church.  
…  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Pattaya, Thailand.  
 
None of the churches in Pattaya, Thailand, welcomes innocent Torsten.  
 
Wherever there are typical church-persons, especially with origin from the Commonwealth of Nations, church-
people poison and persecute with their lies against innocent Torsten. Most recently by an airline company, an 
Australian staff falsely accused innocent Torsten with yet another invented lie. Emulating their satanic clergy of 
churches, church-people are a reliable source of erroneous slander and invented lies. Originating from satan’s 
professional pastors and priests of churches, and disseminated by their churchianity adherents, innocent Torsten 
is a constant victim of lies, lies and lies.  
• Australian airline Quantas (codeshares with Emirates) bans staff from using ‘gender-inappropriate’ language: https://www.rt.com/news/420925-australia-qantas-

words-rules  

 
The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and 
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report 
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil 
examples of other countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-

satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Pattaya_International_Church_rationale_for_eviction-ban.mp3
https://www.rt.com/news/420925-australia-qantas-words-rules
https://www.rt.com/news/420925-australia-qantas-words-rules
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
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Because innocent Torsten is effectively banned by all leaders of churches worldwide, it is impossible for Torsten 
to obtain opportunity to communicate with any “Christian” woman, and consequently, it is also impossible for 
Torsten to marry a woman. Satan’s clergy of the churches globally are following the examples of their master - 
satan.  

 
Wherever Torsten places his feet, the satanic churches or their satanic national governments persecute innocent 
Torsten with lies and banishments.  
 
…  
 
 
 

211.   Two hundred eleventh International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 02 Mar 2018 14:32  

Subject: Satan’s churches in United Kingdom persecute innocent Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
If any person knows if there exists a Christian church anywhere on earth that would welcome the innocent 
Christian never-married man, Torsten, who is globally banished and persecuted by the churches worldwide 
because Torsten seeks a heterosexual marriage, then please inform Torsten of that church.  
…  
 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
No church in Worcester, UK, welcomes innocent Torsten (aka Torsten-the-monster).  

 
In United Kingdom, there exists no church of any denomination where innocent Torsten is welcome. All the satanic 
British church leaders in United Kingdom have rejected and banished innocent Torsten. In United Kingdom, the 
satanic church clergy of all church denominations obsessively persecute innocent Torsten, without any factual, 
reality-based and Biblical reason. The pastors and priests of the churches in United Kingdom falsely accuse, 
slander, lie and satanically collude.  
 
Because innocent Torsten is effectively banned by all leaders of churches of United Kingdom, it is impossible for 
Torsten to communicate with any “Christian” woman, and consequently, it is also impossible for Torsten to marry. 
Satan’s clergy of the churches in United Kingdom are following the examples of their master - satan.  
 
In possibly the world’s second most government-surveilled nation, United Kingdom, the rather Orwellian UK Police 
acknowledged the following statements:  

1. “Information about or supplied by a third party may have been excluded, summarised, or obscured in 
accordance with the rights of the third party.”  

2. “This data controller also processes personal data which is exempt from notification.”  
The Police in United Kingdom have here indicated, through their absolute exclusion of the evidenced complaints 
to British Police with (false) information regarding innocent Torsten, that while British Police defend British church 
clergy and protect all the British church clergys’ fabrications of lies, the victims of these typical British church 
clergy abuses have no rights to access or defend against the (false) information, in reality.  
FOI application: http://www.kyrkor.be/Application_FOI_data-protection_West-Mercia-Police_UK_180220_redacted.pdf  

UK Police response: http://www.kyrkor.be/Response_West-Mercia-Police_UK_180227.pdf  

[Public ignorance is strength. Good is bad.]  

 
…  
 
 
 

210.   Two hundred tenth International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2018 22:47  
Subject: satan is Swedish  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Application_FOI_data-protection_West-Mercia-Police_UK_180220_redacted.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Response_West-Mercia-Police_UK_180227.pdf
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If any person knows if there exists a Christian church anywhere on earth that would welcome the innocent 
Christian never-married man, Torsten, who is globally banished and persecuted by the churches worldwide 
because Torsten seeks a heterosexual marriage, then please inform Torsten of that church.  
…  

 

Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
In United Kingdom, there exists no church of any denomination where Torsten is welcome. All the satanic British 
church leaders in United Kingdom have rejected and banished innocent Torsten. In United Kingdom, the satanic 
church clergy of all church denominations obsessively persecute innocent Torsten, without any factual, reality-
based and Biblical reason. The pastors and priests of the churches in United Kingdom falsely accuse, slander, lie 
and satanically collude.  
 
New churchianity incidents:  
1. Devilish church “Pattaya International Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, covertly banished their perceived 

monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other 
churches on earth: http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_Thailand.htm  

2. Devilish church “Encounter Church Pattaya” in Pattaya, Thailand, covertly banished their perceived monster, 
Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other churches 
on earth: http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Encounter-Church_Thailand.htm  

3. Devilish church “Pattaya-Jomtien Baptist Conference Center Church” in Pattaya, Thailand, covertly banished 
their perceived monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation 
to all other churches on earth: http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Jomtien-Baptist-Convention-Center-Church_Thailand.htm  

 
New Swedishness incident:  

• Satanic Sweden’s “intersectional” feminism grants that Sharia law and Islamic culture has precedence to 
women’s equality rights: https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11861/sweden-feminism  

• Satanic Sweden’s bishop of Church of Sweden (Church of satan) desires Islamic prayers publicly broadcasted 
over city from mosques: http://www.breitbart.com/london/2018/02/15/swedish-bishop-looking-forward-muslim-call-prayer-sweden/  

 
…  
 
 
 

209.   Two hundred ninth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 31 Jan 2018 15:31  

Subject: Satanic Sweden’s royal devils promote Sweden’s Karolinska Institute sciencephobic lies.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
If any person knows if there exists a Christian church anywhere on earth that would welcome the innocent 
Christian never-married man, Torsten, who is globally banished and persecuted by the churches worldwide 
because Torsten seeks a heterosexual marriage, then please inform Torsten of that church.  
…  
 

Current:  
I am currently in Pattaya, Thailand.  
 
Pattaya is popularly ranked globally as one of the major centres of sex-industries for tourists; human trafficking, 
sexual exploitation and prostitution.  
 

New churchianity incidents:  

• Satanic-Anglican church “Holy Trinity Bukit Bintang (HTBB)”, in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, which aligns with 
their explicitly banishing Anglican church “Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB)” in London, UK, covertly banished 
their perceived monster Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to this church and in relation 
to all other churches on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Bukit-Bintang-Church_HTBB_Kuala-Lumpur.htm  

 

New Swedishness incident:  

Satan’s Swedish royals have deluded the United Kingdom royal counterparts, with their Swedish Government 
lies, and the British royal family symbolically endorsed Sweden’s lies. British royals symbolically denied academic 
justice to the suffering of women worldwide through their official visit to Sweden’s Karolinska Institute:  
 

“The royal party will also visit the Karolinska Institute … to meet leading scientific researchers and practitioners to discuss groundbreaking 
academic work in developmental psychology, and Sweden’s approach to managing mental health challenges.”  
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/pa/article-5333043/William-Kate-meet-stars-Sweden-s-cultural-life.html  

http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-International-Church_Thailand.htm
http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Encounter-Church_Thailand.htm
http://kyrkor.be/Pattaya-Jomtien-Baptist-Convention-Center-Church_Thailand.htm
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11861/sweden-feminism
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2018/02/15/swedish-bishop-looking-forward-muslim-call-prayer-sweden/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Bukit-Bintang-Church_HTBB_Kuala-Lumpur.htm
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/pa/article-5333043/William-Kate-meet-stars-Sweden-s-cultural-life.html
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“The Duke and Duchess, who is pregnant with the couple's third child, will start Wednesday by going to the Karolinska Institute, where they 

will be able to learn about Sweden’s work with regards to mental health.”  
https://www.express.co.uk/news/royal/911562/kate-middleton-prince-william-pictures-royal-tour-sweden-norway-latest  

“Their Royal Highnesses … heading to the world-famous Karolinska Institute to learn about Sweden's work in the field of mental health”  
https://www.mirror.co.uk/travel/europe/william-kate-norway-sweden-tour-11860567  

 
The official United Kingdom visit by the British head of state family to the politically corrupted and sciencephobic 
Karolinska Institute (KI) in satanic Sweden must rightfully be regarded as a disgrace and an extreme hypocrisy; 
especially by anyone pretending to champion mental health issues. The United Kingdom official visit to satanic 
Sweden’s Karolinska Institute is also a symbolic support for KI’s indefensible excommunication of a KI registered 
student, because KI politically deny the existence of all peer-reviewed academic articles published in 
internationally recognised academic journals; academic evidence which indicate a causal relationship between 
abortion and mental ill health among some women.  
 
Through the United Kingdom official royal visit to the Karolinska Institute in satanic Sweden, the British monarchy 
has symbolically endorsed Sweden’s Karolinska Institute, and subsequently, the British monarchy denies the 
academic evidence in the abortion sciences, and further, the British monarchy denies scientific justice for all 
women worldwide who have previously suffered, today suffer, and in future may suffer the emotional sequalae 
of an abortion.  
 
This is the link to read regarding the sciencephobic Karolinska Institute of satanic Sweden: http://karolinska.de  

This is an excellent summary of the sciences by the Pontifical Academy for Life: 
http://karolinska.de/post_abortion_trauma.pdf  

 
Sweden’s academically corrupt and politically steered medical university, Karolinska Institute, and its satanic 
professors of their Department of Public Health, motivated the Karolinska Institute’s refusal of academic 
communication with their registered student, Torsten Nenzen, with two official statements. The President of 
Karolinska Institute, then Professor Harriet Wallberg-Henriksson, officially wrote “The intervention 
suggested by Nenzén is not realistic as it contradicts the Swedish Parliament standpoint concerning 
abortion and unwanted pregnancies.” And the Swedish Professor in Reproductive Health at Karolinska 
Institute, Kyllike Christensson, exploited her position as a representative of science by her official written 
statement to Torsten Nenzen “Karolinska Institute work for promoting good health in the world and follow in this 
regard the Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs policy: Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights.” According to 
the official statements by the president of Karolinska Institute and its leading Karolinska Institute professors, the 
Swedish Parliament and Sweden’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs are the ultimate scientific authorities in Sweden, 
also in the abortion-science. Scientific evidence itself is not an authority of science in Sweden. In satanic Sweden, 
scientific theory based on the praxis of following the evidence where it leads, is displaced by Sweden’s pseudo-
scientific government dogmas. The Swedish Government decides what is science – not the results of scientific 
method in research! When evidential results in science contradict the Swedish Government, the Government of 
Sweden is correct, and the science is wrong!  
 
At satanic Sweden’s Karolinska Institute, Swedish nationalism is observably prioritised over reason, evidence and 
science. Examiner Bo Henricsson at the Department of Public Health at Karolinska Institute underscores Sweden’s 
nationalistic attitude to abortion science in his written remark regarding Sweden’s abortion policies in relation to 
international abortion research “Sweden has come further on this matter.” The Swedish examiner of Karolinska 
Institute refused to substantiate this claim or to clarify a rationale for the nationalistic statement, and the 
President of Karolinska Institute decided that this examiner’s nationalistic remark conclusively justifies 
disapproval of Torsten Nenzen’s course assignment papers; papers which refer to published articles in 
internationally recognised scientific journals. And the Swedish Professor in Social Medicine at Karolinska Institute, 
Bjarne Jansson, stated in academic conversation that the cause for Torsten Nenzen’s academic conflict with 
Karolinska Institute concerning induced abortion is that Torsten Nenzen is insufficiently Swedish "The problem is 

that you are not Swedish." The Swedish professor’s nationalistic deduction would therefore logically derive from 
the premise: Swedishness is an attribute for uncritically approving Sweden’s abortion policies, rather than non-
Swedishly presenting thesis ideas based on published academic articles in recognised scientific journals.  
 
…  
 
 
 

208.   Two hundred eighth International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 18 Jan 2018 18:45  

Subject: Satanic pastors of churches globally abuse Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
If any person knows if there exists a Christian church anywhere on earth that would welcome the innocent 
Christian never-married man, Torsten, who is globally banished and persecuted by the churches worldwide 
because Torsten seeks a heterosexual marriage, then please inform Torsten of that church.  

https://www.express.co.uk/news/royal/911562/kate-middleton-prince-william-pictures-royal-tour-sweden-norway-latest
https://www.mirror.co.uk/travel/europe/william-kate-norway-sweden-tour-11860567
http://karolinska.de/
http://karolinska.de/post_abortion_trauma.pdf
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…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.  

 

• The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented 
and fraudulent non-reasons. Since church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often 
report their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows 
the evil examples of other Commonwealth of Nations countries like New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-

Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm) and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm).  
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf  

 
New Swedishness incident:  
• The anti-Godly, fact-phobic, influence-corruptive, manipulative Swedish national government (and MSB) 

strive towards streamlining the "Swedish" public opinion, through financial contributions (bribes) to 
government-collaborative propaganda mainstream media. Sweden’s sly governments continue to menacingly 
repress freedom of opinion and freedom of speech, and obstruct proponents of truth.  
https://goo.gl/Tpn5Ls  
https://goo.gl/5TRWkj  

https://goo.gl/ufk2vX  

Example of Sweden’s agenda-driven and fact-intolerant mainstream media:  https://goo.gl/eYLwrx  

 
…  
 
 
 

207.   Two hundred seventh International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 03 Jan 2018 13:26  

Subject: satan’s pastors of churches in Singapore persecute their perceived monster Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
If any person knows if there exists a Christian church anywhere on earth that would welcome the innocent 
Christian never-married man, Torsten, who is globally banished and persecuted by the churches worldwide 
because Torsten seeks a heterosexual marriage, then please inform Torsten of that church.  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in Chonburi, Thailand.  
 
Practically all churches on planet earth where Torsten has contacted have shunned, rejected, banished or evicted 
Torsten. No church-person anywhere knows Torsten. No church leader on planet earth seems to care about facts, 
evidence, truth, justice, love and Biblical praxis. Without any reality-based reason, virtually all church leaders lie, 
slander, gossip, excommunicate, physically assault and evict innocent Torsten. Torsten is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all the churches on earth where Torsten is unwelcome. This persecution by the clergy of nearly all 
contacted churches on earth never stops, because satan never stops. Satan can never repent, and therefore, 

these satanic leaders of churches will never repent.  
 
No church in Singapore truly welcomed Torsten. Virtually all churches in Singapore hindered Torsten from 
fellowship, dehumanised Torsten, and obstructed Torsten from speaking with single Christians. 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Singapore-Churches-are-Inhumane.pdf  

 

New churchianity incidents:  

1. All the typically satanic churches in Singapore refuse to truly welcome their perceived monster, Torsten, who 
in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to all their Singapore churches and in relation to all other churches 
on earth. When their monster Torsten, therefore, inquired with the “National Council of Churches of 
Singapore” (NCCS) if there exists any church in Singapore where the innocent Christian person Torsten would 

be welcome, NCCS too refused to reply.: http://www.kyrkor.be/National-Council-of-Churches-of-Singapore.htm  

2. Satanic-Evangelical church “Covenant Evangelical Reformed Church” in Singapore covertly banished their 
perceived monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to 
all other churches on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Covenant-Evangelical-Reformed-Church_Singapore.htm  

3. Satanic-Methodist church “Wesley Methodist Church” in Singapore covertly banished their perceived monster, 
Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other churches 
on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Wesley-Methodist-Church_Singapore.htm  

4. A satanic church in Singapore “Gospel Light Christian Church” covertly banished their perceived monster, 
Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other churches 
on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gospel-Light-Church_Singapore.htm  

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2018.pdf
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5. Satanic-Anglican church “St James Anglican Church” in Singapore covertly banished their perceived monster, 
Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other churches 
on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-James-Anglican-Church_Singapore.htm  

6. Satanic-Anglican church “St Andrews Anglican Cathedral” in Singapore covertly banished their perceived 

monster, Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other 
churches on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-Anglican-Cathedral_Singapore.htm  

7. Satanic-Anglican church “Church of Our Saviour” in Singapore covertly banished their perceived monster, 
Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other churches 
on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-of-Our-Saviour_Singapore.htm  

8. A satanic church in Singapore “Church of Singapore” covertly banished their perceived monster, Torsten, 
who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other churches on earth: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-of-Singapore.htm  

9. Satanic-Pentecostal church “Trinity Christian Centre” in Singapore covertly banished their perceived monster, 
Torsten, who in reality is absolutely innocent in relation to their church and in relation to all other churches 
on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Christian-Centre_Singapore.htm  

 

New Swedishness incident:  

• Wherever the Government of Sweden has its diplomatic tentacles internationally, satan’s agenda is advocated 
through Sweden. Domestically in satanic Sweden, the Church of Satan (Church of Sweden) politically correct 
portrays Jesus Christ as a gender neutral person, instead of historically correct describing Jesus Christ as a 
male with the male pronoun ‘he’, because the satanic Government of Sweden and its Church of Satan agenda 
encompass propagation of personal gender identities beyond male and female.  
https://sptnkne.ws/guyh  
https://on.rt.com/8vxu  
https://goo.gl/Ciz5uv  

 
No Islamic state/republic/nation on earth has yet banished innocent Torsten from visiting. Only the 
Commonwealth of Nations countries with dominant churches (https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968) are currently 
banishing innocent Torsten. The Federal Government of New Zealand indefinitely and explicitly bans innocent 
Torsten due to New Zealand’s government collusion with its satanic churches. (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm) Government of Australia indefinitely and covertly bans innocent Torsten, probably due 
to the Australian government collusion with its satanic churches. (http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm) 
Church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report their lies to government authorities. 
When innocent Torsten recently applied for a tourism visitor visa to Australia, the Government of Australia 

invented fraudulent non-reasons to deny a visa. (http://www.kyrkor.be/lying_Australian-Government_corrupted_by_Australias_satanic_churches.pdf) 
When innocent Torsten re-applied for a visa to Australia one month later, the Australian government simply 
refused to provide any reason at all. PM Malcolm Turnbull ecstatically only supports “getting on with” more 
homosexual marriages in Australia. Government of Canada indefinitely and explicitly bans innocent Torsten, 
possibly due to Canadian government collusion with its satanic churches. (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-

in-Canada.htm) Church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report their lies to government 
authorities. When innocent Torsten applied for a tourism visitor visa to Canada, the Government of Canada 
invented fraudulent non-reasons to deny a visa. (http://www.kyrkor.be/lying_Canadian-Government_corrupted_by_Canadas_satanic_churches.pdf) 
United Kingdom is still a member state of the European Union, and therefore, UK is not yet eligible to ban innocent 
Torsten who carries an EU passport. Once UK has departed from EU, it is likely that satanic Britain will banish 
innocent Torsten, since the satanic Church of England is intimately entwined with the UK government.  
 
Recent churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic “Evangelical Church of Bangkok” (ECB) in Bangkok, Thailand, explicitly banished innocent Torsten 

and implied intention to report Torsten as a trespasser to Thailand police authorities if Torsten would visit 
their church premises. The typically satanic-evangelical pastors refused to provide a reason for their explicit 
ban, and additionally claimed falsely that their evangelical church has no moral or Biblical obligation to 
provide a reason for their explicit banishment: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Bangkok_Thailand_ban_2017.htm  

2. Satanic “Hope Church” in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, and 
declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-

Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s “All Saints Church” in Worcester, in satanic-Britain, explicitly banished and 
evicted innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and 
unspecified “behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a 
non-existent monster, who they call Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-

eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic “Woodgreen Evangelical Church” in Worcester, in satanic-Britain, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, finally called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person 
Torsten of being a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf, and that it is a moral duty to protect people 
from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 
…  
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Date: Fri, 15 Dec 2017 14:24  

Subject: satan’s pastors of churches also in Asia persecute a monster they call Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
If any person knows if there exists a Christian church anywhere on earth that would welcome the innocent 
Christian never-married man, Torsten, who is globally banished and persecuted by the churches worldwide 
because Torsten seeks a heterosexual marriage, then please inform Torsten of that church.  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in Singapore.  
 
No church in Singapore truly welcomes Torsten. Virtually all churches in Singapore hinder Torsten from fellowship, 
dehumanise Torsten, and obstruct Torsten from speaking with single Christians. http://www.kyrkor.be/Singapore-Churches-are-

Inhumane.pdf  

 
Practically all churches on planet earth where Torsten has contacted have shunned, rejected, banished or evicted 
Torsten. No church-person anywhere knows Torsten. No church leader on planet earth seems to care about facts, 
evidence, truth, justice, love and Biblical praxis. Without any reality-based reason, virtually all church leaders lie, 
slander, gossip, excommunicate, physically assault and evict innocent Torsten. Torsten is absolutely innocent in 
relation to all the churches on earth where Torsten is unwelcome. This persecution by the clergy of nearly all 
contacted churches on earth never stops, because satan never stops. Satan can never repent, and therefore, 
these satanic leaders of churches will never repent.  
 
New Swedishness incidents:  

• Anti-Semitism in Sweden is superficially still a politically incorrect sentiment, but only millimetres beneath 
the surface of ultra-hypocritical Sweden veils the true face of Sweden’s hatred of God, Sweden’s hatred of 
the Bible, Sweden’s hatred of Israel, and Sweden’s hatred of Christianity and hatred of Jews.: 
http://www.thetower.org/5735-protesters-in-sweden-firebomb-synagogue-chant-shoot-the-jews  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic “Evangelical Church of Bangkok” (ECB) in Bangkok, Thailand, explicitly banished innocent Torsten 

and implied intention to report Torsten as a trespasser to Thailand police authorities if Torsten would visit 
their church premises. The typically satanic-evangelical pastors refused to provide a reason for their explicit 
ban, and additionally claimed falsely that their evangelical church has no moral or Biblical obligation to 
provide a reason for their explicit banishment: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Bangkok_Thailand_ban_2017.htm  

2. Satanic “Hope Church” in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, and 
declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-

Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic Church of England’s “All Saints Church” in Worcester, in satanic-Britain, explicitly banished and 
evicted innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and 
unspecified “behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a 
non-existent monster, who they call Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-

eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic “Woodgreen Evangelical Church” in Worcester, in satanic-Britain, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, finally called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person 
Torsten of being a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf, and that it is a moral duty to protect people 
from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 
Previous churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic “Hillsong Church” in London, satanic-Britain, again evicted innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-

called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. The cult, Hillsong London, of 
course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The Hillsong London confirmed 
that Hillsong’s supreme leadership (Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and 
that Hillsong has a global anti-Torsten policy in place. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all four Sundays 
(2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten visited the cult to obtain information 
about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2017-09-10.htm  

2. Satanic “Kensington Temple Church” in London, satanic-Britain, explicitly banished innocent Torsten, falsely 
accused Torsten of being crazy (a “nutter”), falsely accused Torsten of unknown and unspecified “behaviour”, 
falsely accused Torsten of being some unknown and unspecified “troubling influence”, and forbade innocent 
Torsten from communicating with the pastors’ people. The typical Kensington Temple church absolutely 
refused to provide any fact, explain, or justify their general accusations, because the church pastors’ fantasy-
lies have zero substance. The utter lies invented by these British pastors are characteristic of pastors 
anywhere. Satan’s mad and evil church-controllers (pastors) at Kensington Temple refused to repent from 
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their lies and sins, and demanded that innocent Torsten must be supervised.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-

Temple-Church_London_UK_2017.htm  

3. Satanic “Equippers Church” in London, satanic-Britain, explicitly banished innocent Torsten “Do not visit our 
church. Please do not come.”, refused to welcome Torsten to fellowship, and absolutely refused to provide 
reality-based and Biblical justification for their explicit banishment and persecution.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-Church_London_UK_2017.htm  

4. The satanic Baptist pastors in England, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, and the 
diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, slander, defame, persecute and cyberbully the 
Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

5. A typically evil leader of a church falsely accused innocent Torsten with these statements: Torsten is guilty, 
angry, bitter, offensive, obsessed, self-destructive, unreasonable, nonsensical, and paranoid. Torsten’s 
behaviour is disruptive, ridiculous and un-Christlike. Torsten is a non-Christian, who creates problems and 
who needs professional help. Churches have closed their doors to Torsten because of Torsten’s disruptive 
behaviour.: http://www.kyrkor.be/a_typically_evil_church_leader.htm  

6. Berlin International Community Church (BICC) in Berlin, Germany, explicitly but duplicitously, banned 
innocent Torsten from their Hillsong-associated church and refused to provide a reason: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Berlin-International-Community-Church_BICC_Hillsong.htm  

7. Satanic “Redeemer Presbyterian Church” in New York City, USA, with their typically devilish pastor Timothy 
Keller, covertly excommunicated Torsten earlier. Redeemer’s devilish staff lied to Torsten, and recently 
refused to provide a reason for their covert excommunication.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-

Church_NYC_pastordevils_2017-07-31.htm  

8. Another devilish Messianic pastor fabricated a new lie against innocent Torsten – that Torsten is a “fraud”, 
and the typically devilish pastor/rabbi refused to justify his false accusation: http://www.kyrkor.be/Messianic-and-

Christian-leaders-at-war-against-truth-and-God.htm  

9. Hillsong church in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called 
service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. Hillsong London, of course, absolutely 
refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The Hillsong churches in Australia have confirmed 
that Hillsong’s supreme leader Brian Houston enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and that 
Hillsong has a global anti-Torsten policy in place. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all three Sundays 
(2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten visited the sect to obtain information about their 
global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2017-04-09.htm  

10. The Journey Church in New York City, USA, explicitly excommunicated (although the pastors tried to 
excommunicate covertly) innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Journey-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

11. Riverside Church in New York City, USA, explicitly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Riverside-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

12. Trinity Church Wall Street in New York City, USA, implicitly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Church-Wall-Street_NYC_USA.htm  

13. The director for the USA prayer ministry ‘Houses of Prayer’ which networks within the ‘United States National 
Prayer Council’, declared an apparent disinterest to pray for Torsten. When Torsten inquired why this USA 
prayer director did not want to pray, the director would not answer.: http://www.kyrkor.be/IHOP-of-United-States-National-Prayer-

Council.htm  

14. Jubilee Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
refused to welcome Torsten, and absolutely refused to justify their implied excommunication “Jubilee is not 

the church for you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Jubilee-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

15. Calvary Chapel Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten. Calvary 

Chapel falsely accused Torsten to be unfit for church attendance, and insinuated that Torsten is dangerous 
to their church members in Cape Town. Calvary Chapel further asserted that while the issue of Torsten 
remaining banished by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), Torsten is also unfit to attend their Calvary Chapel in 
Cape Town: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel-Cape-Town-excommunication-161231.htm  

16. Holy Trinity Anglican Church Gardens in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. 
Although Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town absolutely refused to answer any questions relating to their 
Anglican banishment against Torsten in Cape Town, Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town did allude that the 
banishment by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm) is the Anglican Church’s reason for banishing, as their 
Anglican Rector Alan Noble declared “The concerns these churches have raised about you along with the measures that 

various governments have taken against you are serious.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Anglican-Church-Gardens_Cape-Town.htm  

17. St Peters Anglican Church Fish Hoek in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. St 
Peters Church Fish Hoek alluded that their Anglican reason for banishing Torsten is that Torsten is banished 
by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-

Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm): http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Fish-Hoek_Cape-Town.htm  

18. Hope City Presbyterian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten and 

absolutely refused to factually justify their banishing statement “Do not attempt to contact us anymore or attend 

our services.” The banishing Presbyterian pastor admitted that he slanderously participates in a network of 
slandering pastors in Cape Town, who slander against innocent Torsten. Hope City Presbyterian Church in 
Cape Town is also part of the notoriously slandering and evil Redeemer City to City network of churches lead 
by Timothy Keller in NYC, who has excommunicated innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-City-Presbyterian-

Church_Cape-Town.htm  

19. Revival Worship Centre in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to 
justify their declaration “We are unable to facilitate any visit by you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Revival-Worship-Centre_Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

20. Life Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to justify their 
banishing statement “part ways and not continue any further conversations”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  
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21. Hillsong Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten consequent to Brian 
Houston’s enforced anti-Torsten policy and his Hillsong Network global ban against Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

22. His People Christian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/His-People-Christian-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

23. Shofar Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Shofar-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

24. St Stephens Bible Church in Cape Town, South Africa, falsely insinuated that Torsten’s search for marriage 
is an idol, and insinuated that innocent Torsten is a fool: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Stephens-Anglican-Bible-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

 
Recent Swedishness incidents:  

• The Government of satanic Sweden, satanic Sweden’s Police, satanic Sweden’s Security Police, and satanic 
Sweden’s government agencies lie notoriously. Anti-Christian Sweden’s Police have continually lied against 
Torsten in the past, and have deliberately invented lies against innocent Torsten also in their recent Police 
reports. The Chancellor of Justice recently provided evidence (http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Chancellor-of-

Justice_informs_TN_2017-03-01.pdf) to Torsten of the Swedish Polices’ intentional false reports against Torsten, upon 
which Torsten’s objective evidence (http://www.nenzen.net/TN_remarks_to_Swedish-Chancellor-of-Justice_2017-03-19.pdf) 
convicts the Swedish Police as guilty of fabrication of lies against Torsten. Torsten’s audio-recordings are 
indisputable proofs that Sweden’s Police intentionally targets Torsten with lies. 
(https://rushfiles.one/client/publiclink.aspx?id=KQMs3C). Recently, satanic Sweden’s Chief of Police officially expressed 
(http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Police_untrue-reply_170818.pdf) the Swedish Police’s discrimination and harassment 
against Christianity and against Christians. Therefore, Torsten recently reported the Swedish Police, to the 
Swedish Police, for its criminal discrimination and harassment against Christians (http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-

Police_discriminate-harass-hate-Christianity_170820.pdf).  

• On July 24, 2017, Swedish Police questioned Torsten during one hour at satanic Sweden’s Police 
Headquarters in Stockholm. Satanic Sweden’s Police (https://polisen.se/en), satanic Sweden’s public prosecutors 
(https://www.aklagare.se/en) with internal communications with satanic Sweden’s Ministry of Justice (http://www.government.se/government-

of-sweden/ministry-of-justice), have investigated Torsten for almost one year for hate speech crime. On September 12, 
2016, Torsten publicly read verses from the Bible and accurately summarised those Bible verses, which 
satanic Sweden object against. Neither satanic Sweden’s prosecution authority, nor satanic Sweden’s police, 
can intellectually differentiate between the practice of homosexual acts and same-gender attraction. 
Additionally, neither satanic Sweden’s police nor satanic Sweden’s prosecutors, are capable to comprehend 
the difference between a person and an action. Torsten’s public speech stated that “The practice of 
homosexuality is…”, while the Swedish Police and Swedish Prosecutor incorrectly alleged against Torsten, 
that Torsten would have stated “Homosexuality is…”. After Torsten had explained to the Swedish Police 
investigator the difference between same-gender attraction and homosexual practice, Torsten asked the 
police investigator on July 24, 2017, a series of questions “Do you think the prosecutor can understand that 
there exists a difference between same-gender attraction and the practice of homosexuality? Do you 
understand that there is a difference between a deed and a person? For the Police, there is no difference 
between sexual orientation and sexual practice?” upon which the Swedish Police investigator replied “No, we 
do not see any difference.” The entire Police questioning was recorded, and an mp3-copy is available for 
download through this link: https://rushfiles.one/client/publiclink.aspx?id=KQMs3C (File name: Criminal-Investigation-

Officer_Shari-Tingman_170724.mp3). The hate speech in writing (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf) and the 
original hate speech in online-audio (http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3).  

• Satanic Sweden confirms that public reading of the Bible is a hate speech crime, according to the Swedish 
Police.  

Torsten asked the Swedish Police Criminal Investigators: "Have the police seen that the words [in the 
written speech] identically correlate to underlined words from the Bible verses [beneath], so they are not 
invented words from me, but they are words that come directly from the Bible translations." The Swedish 

Police Criminal Investigators replied: "Right." Torsten repeated his inquiry to the Swedish Police Criminal 
Investigators: "Have you noted that connection?" The Swedish Police Criminal Investigators replied: "Yes. 
And you already have [made] that [point] while the police were in place [onsite at the plaza], so I know 
you talked about that there too, that these are words from the Bible, not my words and so on. But in 
regards to hate speech, it does not matter who has written the words, or who is the source of them, but 
it's about spreading them. And the spreading [of these words] is what you have stood for in this case, is 
the suspicion." 
http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  
”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it 

doesn’t matter if it is in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 

"When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

"You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/His-People-Christian-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Shofar-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Stephens-Anglican-Bible-Church_Cape-Town.htm
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Chancellor-of-Justice_informs_TN_2017-03-01.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Chancellor-of-Justice_informs_TN_2017-03-01.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/TN_remarks_to_Swedish-Chancellor-of-Justice_2017-03-19.pdf
https://rushfiles.one/client/publiclink.aspx?id=KQMs3C
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Police_untrue-reply_170818.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Police_discriminate-harass-hate-Christianity_170820.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Police_discriminate-harass-hate-Christianity_170820.pdf
https://polisen.se/en
https://www.aklagare.se/en
http://www.government.se/government-of-sweden/ministry-of-justice
http://www.government.se/government-of-sweden/ministry-of-justice
https://rushfiles.one/client/publiclink.aspx?id=KQMs3C
http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3
http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3
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"I have seen that it is hate speech."  

"What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• In Sweden's continued pursuit of criminal investigation against Torsten for hate speech crime 
(http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf), Torsten sought a credible defence lawyer in Sweden but found 
none. None of the international so-called "Christian" legal organizations that focus on similar legal cases of 
fundamental human rights, wanted to advise a name of a defence lawyer to Torsten. It appears that the 
“Christian” legal organizations might have chosen to prioritize an allegiance to churchianity, through their 
unwillingness to suggest a name of a credible defence lawyer to the globally banished/persecuted Torsten. 
Alliance Defending Freedom (ADF) in USA (http://www.nenzen.net/ADF_communications.pdf) did not want to suggest a name 
of any lawyer, suspiciously due to an alliance with churchianity. Observatory on Intolerance and 
Discrimination against Christians in Europe (OIDACEurope), likewise, did not even want to communicate at 
all with Torsten, suspiciously due to discrimination against Torsten (http://www.nenzen.net/OIDACEurope_communications.pdf). 
As it appears today, Torsten will be unable to consult a credible defence lawyer of choice, and therefore, 
Torsten might have to try and legally defend himself alone during the Swedish police questioning, and during 
subsequent Swedish law court proceedings.  

• The Swedish neo-Nazis publicly demonstrate their hateful anti-Semitic propaganda with public neo-Nazi 
marches, with distribution of neo-Nazi flyers, and with neo-Nazi stickers, in the cities and villages of Sweden. 
The Swedish government protect the Swedish neo-Nazi hateful propaganda public marches as legal 
expressions of democracy and free speech rights. The Swedish government financially supports palestinian 
terror against the Jewish State of Israel, and Swedish parliamentarians glorify palestinian terrorists. But, the 
same Swedish government vehemently forbid public speech readings of Bible verses or Biblical summaries 
about the practice of homosexuality. Because I have publicly spoken verses from the Judeo-Christian Bible 
about the practice of homosexuality, Sweden is continuing to investigate me as a suspect of hate speech 
crime with a possible jail sentence. In Sweden, the universal and democratic right to free speech only applies 
to politically correct speech – not to Biblical speech. In Sweden, a Bible-believing Christian who dares to 
publicly speak according to Scriptures is sought as a criminal, while Swedish government parliamentarian 
haters of peaceful Israel glorify anti-Israel terrorist and support anti-Israel terror.  
https://www.thelocal.se/20170505/2016-saw-a-surge-in-neo-nazi-activity-in-sweden-heres-why  
http://nordic.businessinsider.com/heres-why-neo-nazi-groups-are-more-active-in-sweden-today-than-ever-before-2017-5  

https://www.rt.com/news/369867-sweden-nazi-recruiting-movement/  
https://www.thelocal.se/20170421/neo-nazis-to-attend-iconic-swedish-political-festival-almedalen  

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-39478339  
https://sethfrantzman.com/2017/05/07/swedish-govs-obsession-with-israel-is-the-new-anti-semitism/  

http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4958187,00.html  
http://www.timesofisrael.com/swedish-european-lawmakers-object-to-pro-israel-speaker/  

https://www.svt.se/nyheter/utrikes/marita-ulvskog-poserar-med-bild-pa-omstridd-palestinier  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

• The Prime Minister of satanic Sweden declared intention to force all priests of his Church of Sweden to 
perform homosexual marriages even if a priest would disagree with gay marriage, otherwise the priests must 
find a different occupation.  
http://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/world/2017/june/swedish-prime-minister-priests-should-be-forced-to-perform-same-sex-weddings  

http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/06/24/swedish-pm-wants-force-priests-marry-sex-couples/  
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/swedish-pm-priests-unwilling-to-marry-same-sex-couples-should-do-something  

• Satanic Sweden continues its obsessive mission to promote abortions worldwide. In response to the pro-life 
Biblical ethics of the current US administration, satanic Sweden decidedly will increase funding for abortion-
promotion globally, and satanic Sweden will withdraw foreign aid from organizations that want to protect the 
dignity of human life.  
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/sweden-halts-foreign-aid-to-groups-that-reject-abortion  

http://www.lifenews.com/2017/07/13/sweden-will-stop-funding-charitable-organizations-that-do-not-promote-abortion  

• Satanic Sweden at a glance in a media profile: https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/topics/36/sweden  

• Short film documentary on satanic Sweden’s gender neutrality obsession in 2017: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sPj8HhbwHs  

• The Church of Satan (official name = Church of Sweden) in satanic Sweden has now decided to abolish 
masculine references to God, and to eradicate the word “Lord” as a reference to God, because satanic Sweden 
wants its Church of Satan to become more gender neutral and “inclusive”. The God of Israel, who is the God 
of the universe (the God of the Bible), is excluded from Sweden’s Church of Satan. In a traditional English 
language translation of the Old Testament of the Bible, the King James Version (KJV), the word “LORD” is 
used in reference to God 6575 times, and the phrase “the Lord God” is used 229 times. Henceforth in satanic 
Sweden, there must be no further reference to God as a heavenly Father.  
https://sputniknews.com/viral/201711241059391218-sweden-church-male-god/  
https://www.rt.com/news/410851-church-sweden-god-gender/  

http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/11/23/church-sweden-drops-male-god/  

• The intolerant and satanic Government of Sweden increasingly expresses its anti-Christian, pro-Islam, 
Christophobic, anti-Prolife, anti-Israel, anti-Biblical, and anti-democratic ambitions:  
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11439/sweden-government-censorship  

• Anti-Semitism in Sweden is superficially still a politically incorrect sentiment, but only millimetres beneath 
the surface of ultra-hypocritical Sweden veils the true face of Sweden’s hatred of God, Sweden’s hatred of 
the Bible, Sweden’s hatred of Israel, and Sweden’s hatred of Christianity and hatred of Jews.: 
http://www.thetower.org/5735-protesters-in-sweden-firebomb-synagogue-chant-shoot-the-jews  

 
…  
 
 
 

http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/ADF_communications.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/OIDACEurope_communications.pdf
https://www.thelocal.se/20170505/2016-saw-a-surge-in-neo-nazi-activity-in-sweden-heres-why
http://nordic.businessinsider.com/heres-why-neo-nazi-groups-are-more-active-in-sweden-today-than-ever-before-2017-5
https://www.rt.com/news/369867-sweden-nazi-recruiting-movement/
https://www.thelocal.se/20170421/neo-nazis-to-attend-iconic-swedish-political-festival-almedalen
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-39478339
https://sethfrantzman.com/2017/05/07/swedish-govs-obsession-with-israel-is-the-new-anti-semitism/
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4958187,00.html
http://www.timesofisrael.com/swedish-european-lawmakers-object-to-pro-israel-speaker/
https://www.svt.se/nyheter/utrikes/marita-ulvskog-poserar-med-bild-pa-omstridd-palestinier
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm
http://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/world/2017/june/swedish-prime-minister-priests-should-be-forced-to-perform-same-sex-weddings
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/06/24/swedish-pm-wants-force-priests-marry-sex-couples/
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/swedish-pm-priests-unwilling-to-marry-same-sex-couples-should-do-something
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/sweden-halts-foreign-aid-to-groups-that-reject-abortion
http://www.lifenews.com/2017/07/13/sweden-will-stop-funding-charitable-organizations-that-do-not-promote-abortion
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/topics/36/sweden
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sPj8HhbwHs
https://sputniknews.com/viral/201711241059391218-sweden-church-male-god/
https://www.rt.com/news/410851-church-sweden-god-gender/
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/11/23/church-sweden-drops-male-god/
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11439/sweden-government-censorship
http://www.thetower.org/5735-protesters-in-sweden-firebomb-synagogue-chant-shoot-the-jews
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205.   Two hundred fifth International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 01 Dec 2017 12:09  

Subject: satan’s Western and English-speaking pastors of churches in Thailand persecute innocent Christian Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
If any person knows if there exists a Christian church anywhere on earth that would welcome the innocent 
Christian never-married man, Torsten, who is globally banished and persecuted by the churches worldwide 
because Torsten seeks a heterosexual marriage, then please inform Torsten of that church.  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in Bangkok, Thailand.  
 
All churches on planet earth where Torsten has contacted have rejected, banished, evicted Torsten. No church-
person knows Torsten. No church leader anywhere on planet earth seems to care about facts, evidence, truth, 
justice, love and Biblical praxis. Without any reality-based reason, virtually all church leaders lie, slander, gossip, 
excommunicate, physically assault and evict innocent Torsten. This persecution by the clergy of all contacted 
churches on earth never stops, because satan never stops. Satan can never repent, and therefore, the satanic 
leaders of churches will never repent.  
 
New churchianity incidents:  

• Satanic “Evangelical Church of Bangkok” (ECB) in Bangkok, Thailand, explicitly banished innocent Torsten 
and implied intention to report Torsten as a trespasser to Thailand police authorities if Torsten would visit 
their church premises. The typically satanic-evangelical pastors refused to provide a reason for their explicit 
ban, and additionally claimed falsely that their evangelical church has no moral or Biblical obligation to 
provide a reason for their explicit banishment: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-

Bangkok_Thailand_ban_2017.htm  

 
New Swedishness incidents:  

• The Church of Satan (official name = Church of Sweden) in satanic Sweden has now decided to abolish 
masculine references to God, and to eradicate the word “Lord” as a reference to God, because satanic Sweden 
wants its Church of Satan to become more gender neutral and “inclusive”. The God of Israel, who is the God 
of the universe (the God of the Bible), is excluded from Sweden’s Church of Satan. In a traditional English 
language translation of the Old Testament of the Bible, the King James Version (KJV), the word “LORD” is 
used in reference to God 6575 times, and the phrase “the Lord God” is used 229 times. Henceforth in satanic 
Sweden, there must be no further reference to God as a heavenly Father.  
https://sputniknews.com/viral/201711241059391218-sweden-church-male-god/  
https://www.rt.com/news/410851-church-sweden-god-gender/  
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/11/23/church-sweden-drops-male-god/  

• The intolerant and satanic Government of Sweden increasingly expresses its anti-Christian, pro-Islam, 
Christophobic, anti-Prolife, anti-Israel, anti-Biblical, and anti-democratic ambitions:  
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11439/sweden-government-censorship  

 
…  
 
 
 

204.   Two hundred fourth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2017 00:01  

Subject: Every pastor/priest in United Kingdom satanically persecute the innocent Christian person Torsten.  

 
Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is 

excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is devoid 
of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due 

to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively  
anti-Christian culture.  

 
If any person knows if there exists a Christian church anywhere on earth that would welcome the innocent 
Christian never-married man, Torsten, who is globally banished and persecuted by the churches worldwide 
because Torsten seeks a heterosexual marriage, then please inform Torsten of that church.  
…  
 
Current:  
In United Kingdom, there exists no church of any denomination where Torsten is welcome. All the satanic British 
church leaders in United Kingdom have rejected and banished innocent Torsten. In United Kingdom, the satanic 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Bangkok_Thailand_ban_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Bangkok_Thailand_ban_2017.htm
https://sputniknews.com/viral/201711241059391218-sweden-church-male-god/
https://www.rt.com/news/410851-church-sweden-god-gender/
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/11/23/church-sweden-drops-male-god/
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11439/sweden-government-censorship
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church clergy of all church denominations obsessively persecute innocent Torsten, without any factual, reality-
based and Biblical reason. The pastors and priests of the churches in United Kingdom falsely accuse, slander, lie 
and satanically collude.  
 

All churches on planet earth where Torsten has contacted have rejected, banished, evicted Torsten. No church-
person knows Torsten. No church leader anywhere on planet earth seems to care about facts, evidence, truth, 
justice, love and biblical praxis. Without any reality-based reason, virtually all church leaders lie, slander, gossip, 
excommunicate, physically assault and evict innocent Torsten. This persecution by the clergy of all contacted 
churches on earth never stops, because satan never stops. Satan can never repent, and therefore, the satanic 
leaders of churches will never repent.  
 
Recent churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic “Hope Church” in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 

threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, and 
declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-

Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic Church of England’s “All Saints Church” in Worcester, in satanic-Britain, explicitly banished and 
evicted innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and 
unspecified “behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a 
non-existent monster, who they call Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-

eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic “Woodgreen Evangelical Church” in Worcester, in satanic-Britain, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, finally called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person 
Torsten of being a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf, and that it is a moral duty to protect people 
from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

4. Satanic “Hillsong Church” in London, satanic-Britain, again evicted innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-

called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. The cult, Hillsong London, of 
course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The Hillsong London confirmed 
that Hillsong’s supreme leadership (Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and 
that Hillsong has a global anti-Torsten policy in place. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all four Sundays 
(2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten visited the cult to obtain information 
about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2017-09-10.htm  

5. Satanic “Kensington Temple Church” in London, satanic-Britain, explicitly banished innocent Torsten, falsely 
accused Torsten of being crazy (a “nutter”), falsely accused Torsten of unknown and unspecified “behaviour”, 
falsely accused Torsten of being some unknown and unspecified “troubling influence”, and forbade innocent 
Torsten from communicating with the pastors’ people. The typical Kensington Temple church absolutely 
refused to provide any fact, explain, or justify their general accusations, because the church pastors’ fantasy-
lies have zero substance. The utter lies invented by these British pastors are characteristic of pastors 
anywhere. Satan’s mad and evil church-controllers (pastors) at Kensington Temple refused to repent from 
their lies and sins, and demanded that innocent Torsten must be supervised.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-

Temple-Church_London_UK_2017.htm  

6. Satanic “Equippers Church” in London, satanic-Britain, explicitly banished innocent Torsten “Do not visit our 
church. Please do not come.”, refused to welcome Torsten to fellowship, and absolutely refused to provide 
reality-based and Biblical justification for their explicit banishment and persecution.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-Church_London_UK_2017.htm  

 
…  
 
 

 

203.   Two hundred third International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 03 Nov 2017 03:56  

Subject: All the church leaders in United Kingdom satanically persecute the innocent Christian person Torsten.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
In United Kingdom, there exists no church of any denomination where Torsten is welcome. All the satanic British 
church leaders in United Kingdom have rejected and banished innocent Torsten. In United Kingdom, the satanic 
church clergy of all church denominations obsessively persecute innocent Torsten, without any factual, reality-

http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2017-09-10.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-Temple-Church_London_UK_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-Temple-Church_London_UK_2017.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-Church_London_UK_2017.htm
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based and Biblical reason. The pastors and priests of the churches in United Kingdom falsely accuse, slander, lie 
and satanically collude.  
 
All churches on planet earth where Torsten has contacted have rejected, banished, evicted Torsten. No church-

person knows Torsten. No church leader anywhere on planet earth seems to care about facts, evidence, truth, 
justice, love and biblical praxis. Without any reality-based reason, virtually all church leaders lie, slander, gossip, 
excommunicate, physically assault and evict innocent Torsten. This persecution by the clergy of all contacted 
churches on earth never stops, because satan never stops. Satan can never repent, and therefore, the satanic 
leaders of churches will never repent.  
 
New churchianity incidents:  

• Satanic “Hope Church” in Worcester, United Kingdom, explicitly banished and evicted innocent Torsten and 
threatened to call the police, because their satanic church leaders collude with other satanic churches. The 
satanic Hope Church falsely accused that the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten is a danger, and 
declared that their eviction of Torsten is necessary for protection of the people.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-

Church-Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  
1. Satanic Church of England’s “All Saints Church” in Worcester, in satanic-Britain, explicitly banished and 

evicted innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and 
unspecified “behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a 
non-existent monster, who they call Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-

eviction_2017.htm  

2. Satanic “Woodgreen Evangelical Church” in Worcester, in satanic-Britain, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, finally called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person 
Torsten of being a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf, and that it is a moral duty to protect people 
from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

3. Satanic “Hillsong Church” in London, satanic-Britain, again evicted innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-
called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. The cult, Hillsong London, of 
course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The Hillsong London confirmed 
that Hillsong’s supreme leadership (Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and 
that Hillsong has a global anti-Torsten policy in place. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all four Sundays 
(2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten visited the cult to obtain information 
about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2017-09-10.htm  

4. Satanic “Kensington Temple Church” in London, satanic-Britain, explicitly banished innocent Torsten, falsely 
accused Torsten of being crazy (a “nutter”), falsely accused Torsten of unknown and unspecified “behaviour”, 
falsely accused Torsten of being some unknown and unspecified “troubling influence”, and forbade innocent 
Torsten from communicating with the pastors’ people. The typical Kensington Temple church absolutely 

refused to provide any fact, explain, or justify their general accusations, because the church pastors’ fantasy-
lies have zero substance. The utter lies invented by these British pastors are characteristic of pastors 
anywhere. Satan’s mad and evil church-controllers (pastors) at Kensington Temple refused to repent from 
their lies and sins, and demanded that innocent Torsten must be supervised.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-

Temple-Church_London_UK_2017.htm  

5. Satanic “Equippers Church” in London, satanic-Britain, explicitly banished innocent Torsten “Do not visit our 
church. Please do not come.”, refused to welcome Torsten to fellowship, and absolutely refused to provide 
reality-based and Biblical justification for their explicit banishment and persecution.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-Church_London_UK_2017.htm  

 
…  
 
 
 

202.   Two hundred second International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 16 Oct 2017 16:23  

Subject: The British church leaders obsessively persecute the innocent Christian person Torsten.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
In United Kingdom, there exists no church of any denomination where Torsten is truly welcome. All the satanic 
church leaders in United Kingdom have rejected or banished innocent Torsten. In United Kingdom, the satanic 
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church clergy of all church denominations obsessively persecute innocent Torsten, without any factual or reality-
based reason. The pastors and priests of churches in United Kingdom falsely accuse, slander and lie.  
 
Recent churchianity incidents:  

• Satanic Church of England’s “All Saints Church” in Worcester, in satanic-Britain, explicitly banished and 
evicted innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and 
unspecified “behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a 
non-existent monster, who they call Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-

eviction_2017.htm  

• Satanic “Woodgreen Evangelical Church” in Worcester, in satanic-Britain, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, finally called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person 
Torsten of being a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf, and that it is a moral duty to protect people 
from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

• Satanic “Hillsong Church” in London, satanic-Britain, again evicted innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-
called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. The cult, Hillsong London, of 
course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The Hillsong London confirmed 
that Hillsong’s supreme leadership (Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and 
that Hillsong has a global anti-Torsten policy in place. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all four Sundays 
(2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten visited the cult to obtain information 
about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2017-09-10.htm  

• Satanic “Kensington Temple Church” in London, satanic-Britain, explicitly banished innocent Torsten, falsely 
accused Torsten of being crazy (a “nutter”), falsely accused Torsten of unknown and unspecified “behaviour”, 
falsely accused Torsten of being some unknown and unspecified “troubling influence”, and forbade innocent 
Torsten from communicating with the pastors’ people. The typical Kensington Temple church absolutely 
refused to provide any fact, explain, or justify their general accusations, because the church pastors’ fantasy-
lies have zero substance. The utter lies invented by these British pastors are characteristic of pastors 
anywhere. Satan’s mad and evil church-controllers (pastors) at Kensington Temple refused to repent from 
their lies and sins, and demanded that innocent Torsten must be supervised.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-

Temple-Church_London_UK_2017.htm  

• Satanic “Equippers Church” in London, satanic-Britain, explicitly banished innocent Torsten “Do not visit our 
church. Please do not come.”, refused to welcome Torsten to fellowship, and absolutely refused to provide 
reality-based and Biblical justification for their explicit banishment and persecution.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-Church_London_UK_2017.htm  

 
…  
 
 
 

201.   Two hundred first International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 02 Oct 2017 14:03  

Subject: Church of England (Church of satan) persecutes the innocent Christian person Torsten.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in Alicante, Spain.  
 
In satanic-Britain, there exists no church of any denomination where Torsten is truly welcome. All churches in 
satan’s United Kingdom have rejected or banished Torsten. In satan’s Britannia, the satanic church clergy of all 
church denominations obsessively persecute innocent Torsten, without any reality-based reason.  
 
In Spain, there is yet no church where Torsten is welcome. Both the Municipality of Alicante and the Spanish 
Police have explicitly prohibited Torsten from handing out Biblical information to people in any public place. The 
attitude-remnant of General Francisco Franco’s previous dictatorship in Spain is prevalent in contemporary Spain’s 
“democracy” and in its respect of fundamental human rights.  
 
New churchianity incidents:  

• Satanic Church of England’s “All Saints Church” in Worcester, in satanic-Britain, explicitly banished and 
evicted innocent Torsten, called the Police, and falsely accused innocent Torsten of some unknown and 
unspecified “behaviour”. The satanic Church of England’s vicars/bishops have concocted utter lies against a 
non-existent monster, who they call Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_Worcester_UK_Anglican-

eviction_2017.htm  
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• Satanic “Woodgreen Evangelical Church” in Worcester, in satanic-Britain, explicitly banished and evicted 
innocent Torsten, finally called the Police, and falsely accused the absolutely innocent Christian person 
Torsten of being a very dangerous, deluded and demonic Wolf, and that it is a moral duty to protect people 
from Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church_Worcester_UK_eviction_2017.htm  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  

• Satanic “Hillsong Church” in London, satanic-Britain, again evicted innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-
called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. The cult, Hillsong London, of 
course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The Hillsong London confirmed 
that Hillsong’s supreme leadership (Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and 
that Hillsong has a global anti-Torsten policy in place. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all four Sundays 
(2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten visited the cult to obtain information 
about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2017-09-10.htm  

• Satanic “Kensington Temple Church” in London, satanic-Britain, explicitly banished innocent Torsten, falsely 
accused Torsten of being crazy (a “nutter”), falsely accused Torsten of unknown and unspecified “behaviour”, 
falsely accused Torsten of being some unknown and unspecified “troubling influence”, and forbade innocent 
Torsten from communicating with the pastors’ people. The typical Kensington Temple church absolutely 
refused to provide any fact, explain, or justify their general accusations, because the church pastors’ fantasy-
lies have zero substance. The utter lies invented by these British pastors are characteristic of pastors 
anywhere. Satan’s mad and evil church-controllers (pastors) at Kensington Temple refused to repent from 
their lies and sins, and demanded that innocent Torsten must be supervised.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-

Temple-Church_London_UK_2017.htm  

• Satanic “Equippers Church” in London, satanic-Britain, explicitly banished innocent Torsten “Do not visit our 
church. Please do not come.”, refused to welcome Torsten to fellowship, and absolutely refused to provide 
reality-based and Biblical justification for their explicit banishment and persecution.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-Church_London_UK_2017.htm  

 
…  
 
 
 

200.   Two hundredth International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 17 Sep 2017 19:02  

Subject: In satan’s Britannia, all the satanic pastors of churches persecute innocent Christian person Torsten.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in Worcester, satanic-Britain.  
 
In satanic-Britain, there exists no church of any denomination where Torsten is truly welcome. All churches in 
satan’s United Kingdom have rejected or banished Torsten. In satan’s Britannia, the satanic church clergy of all 
church denominations obsessively persecute innocent Torsten, without any reality-based reason.  
 
On the streets of London, the non-Christian sect (JW) and the non-Christian business (Scientology) are most 
active. No religious organisation in United Kingdom is more active, diligent and strategic in public recruitment 
than the non-Christian sect Jehova Witnesses. While JW work very hard in the satanic-UK to deceive people to 
hell, the traditional churchianity denominations satanically persecute innocent Christians who simply seek a Godly 
marriage. And while the well-mannered muslims in London display respectful openness to Jesus Christ, the satanic 
pastors of churches harass and persecute the Bible-affirming Christians. At this current direction, satanic-Britain 
is heading towards destruction.  

 
New churchianity incidents:  

• Satanic “Hillsong Church” in London, satanic-Britain, again evicted innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-
called service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. The cult, Hillsong London, of 
course, absolutely refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The Hillsong London confirmed 
that Hillsong’s supreme leadership (Brian Houston) enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and 
that Hillsong has a global anti-Torsten policy in place. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all four Sundays 
(2017-09-10, 2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten visited the cult to obtain information 
about their global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2017-09-10.htm  

• Satanic “Kensington Temple Church” in London, satanic-Britain, explicitly banished innocent Torsten, falsely 
accused Torsten of being crazy (a “nutter”), falsely accused Torsten of unknown and unspecified “behaviour”, 
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falsely accused Torsten of being some unknown and unspecified “troubling influence”, and forbade innocent 
Torsten from communicating with the pastors’ people. The typical Kensington Temple church absolutely 
refused to provide any fact, explain, or justify their general accusations, because the church pastors’ fantasy-
lies have zero substance. The utter lies invented by these British pastors are characteristic of pastors 

anywhere. Satan’s mad and evil church-controllers (pastors) at Kensington Temple refused to repent from 
their lies and sins, and demanded that innocent Torsten must be supervised.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-

Temple-Church_London_UK_2017.htm  

• Satanic “Equippers Church” in London, satanic-Britain, explicitly banished innocent Torsten “Do not visit our 
church. Please do not come.”, refused to welcome Torsten to fellowship, and absolutely refused to provide 
reality-based and Biblical justification for their explicit banishment and persecution.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-Church_London_UK_2017.htm  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  

• The satanic Baptist pastors in England, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, and the 
diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, slander, defame, persecute and cyberbully the 
Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

• A typically evil leader of a church falsely accused innocent Torsten with these statements: Torsten is guilty, 
angry, bitter, offensive, obsessed, self-destructive, unreasonable, nonsensical, and paranoid. Torsten’s 
behaviour is disruptive, ridiculous and un-Christlike. Torsten is a non-Christian, who creates problems and 
who needs professional help. Churches have closed their doors to Torsten because of Torsten’s disruptive 
behaviour.: http://www.kyrkor.be/a_typically_evil_church_leader.htm  

• Berlin International Community Church (BICC) in Berlin, Germany, explicitly but duplicitously, banned 
innocent Torsten from their Hillsong-associated church and refused to provide a reason: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Berlin-International-Community-Church_BICC_Hillsong.htm  

• Satanic “Redeemer Presbyterian Church” in New York City, USA, with their typically devilish pastor Timothy 
Keller, covertly excommunicated Torsten earlier. Redeemer’s devilish staff lied to Torsten, and recently 
refused to provide a reason for their covert excommunication.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-

Church_NYC_pastordevils_2017-07-31.htm  

• Another devilish Messianic pastor fabricated a new lie against innocent Torsten – that Torsten is a “fraud”, 
and the typically devilish pastor/rabbi refused to justify his false accusation: http://www.kyrkor.be/Messianic-and-

Christian-leaders-at-war-against-truth-and-God.htm  

 
…  
 
 
 

199.   One hundred ninety-ninth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 30 Aug 2017 20:31  

Subject: Satanic Sweden’s Government and Police continually fabricate lies against Torsten.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in London, United Kingdom.  
 
In London, there exists no church where I am truly welcome. All churches in London have rejected or banished 
Torsten.  
 
New churchianity incidents:  

• Berlin International Community Church (BICC) in Berlin, Germany, explicitly but duplicitously, banned 
innocent Torsten from their Hillsong-associated church and refused to provide a reason: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Berlin-International-Community-Church_BICC_Hillsong.htm  

• A typically evil leader of a church falsely accused innocent Torsten with these statements: Torsten is guilty, 
angry, bitter, offensive, obsessed, self-destructive, unreasonable, nonsensical, and paranoid. Torsten’s 
behaviour is disruptive, ridiculous and un-Christlike. Torsten is a non-Christian, who creates problems and 
who needs professional help. Churches have closed their doors to Torsten because of Torsten’s disruptive 
behaviour.: http://www.kyrkor.be/a_typically_evil_church_leader.htm  

 
New Swedishness incident:  

• The Government of satanic Sweden, satanic Sweden’s Police, satanic Sweden’s Security Police, and satanic 
Sweden’s government agencies lie notoriously. Anti-Christian Sweden’s Police have continually lied against 
Torsten in the past, and have deliberately invented lies against innocent Torsten also in their recent Police 
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reports. The Chancellor of Justice recently provided evidence (http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Chancellor-of-

Justice_informs_TN_2017-03-01.pdf) to Torsten of the Swedish Polices’ intentional false reports against Torsten, upon 
which Torsten’s objective evidence (http://www.nenzen.net/TN_remarks_to_Swedish-Chancellor-of-Justice_2017-03-19.pdf) 
convicts the Swedish Police as guilty of fabrication of lies against Torsten. Torsten’s audio-recordings are 

indisputable proofs that Sweden’s Police intentionally targets Torsten with lies. 
(https://rushfiles.one/client/publiclink.aspx?id=KQMs3C). Recently, satanic Sweden’s Chief of Police officially expressed 
(http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Police_untrue-reply_170818.pdf) the Swedish Police’s discrimination and harassment 
against Christianity and against Christians. Therefore, Torsten recently reported the Swedish Police, to the 
Swedish Police, for its criminal discrimination and harassment against Christians (http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-

Police_discriminate-harass-hate-Christianity_170820.pdf).  
 
Recent churchianity incidents:  

• The satanic Baptist pastors in England, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, and the 
diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, slander, defame, persecute and cyberbully the 
Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

• Satanic “Redeemer Presbyterian Church” in New York City, USA, with their typically devilish pastor Timothy 
Keller, covertly excommunicated Torsten earlier. Redeemer’s devilish staff lied to Torsten, and recently 
refused to provide a reason for their covert excommunication.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-

Church_NYC_pastordevils_2017-07-31.htm  

• Another devilish Messianic pastor fabricated a new lie against innocent Torsten – that Torsten is a “fraud”, 
and the typically devilish pastor/rabbi refused to justify his false accusation: http://www.kyrkor.be/Messianic-and-

Christian-leaders-at-war-against-truth-and-God.htm  

 
…  
 
 
 

198.   One hundred ninety-eighth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 16 Aug 2017 06:04  

Subject: Satanic Sweden’s churches persecute. British Baptist pastors slander & cyberbully.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in Berlin, Germany.  
 
In Berlin, there exists no church where I am truly welcome.  
(http://www.kyrkor.be/Saddleback-Church-Berlin-excommunication.htm,      http://www.kyrkor.be/Every-Nation-Church-Berlin.htm,       http://www.kyrkor.be/ECG-Church-Berlin.htm)  

 
New churchianity incident:  

• The satanic Baptist pastors in England, the evil Baptist leaders of the British Baptist Associations, and the 
diabolical Baptist leaders of the Baptist Union of Great Britain, slander, defame, persecute and cyberbully the 
Christian person Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Heart-of-England-Baptist-Association_and_Baptist-Union-UK.htm  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  

• Satanic “Redeemer Presbyterian Church” in New York City, USA, with their typically devilish pastor Timothy 
Keller, covertly excommunicated Torsten earlier. Redeemer’s devilish staff lied to Torsten, and recently 
refused to provide a reason for their covert excommunication.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-

Church_NYC_pastordevils_2017-07-31.htm  

• Another devilish Messianic pastor fabricated a new lie against innocent Torsten – that Torsten is a “fraud”, 
and the typically devilish pastor/rabbi refused to justify his false accusation: http://www.kyrkor.be/Messianic-and-

Christian-leaders-at-war-against-truth-and-God.htm  

 
…  
 
 
 

197.   One hundred ninety-seventh International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 31 Jul 2017 19:40  
Subject: Satanic Sweden persecutes Bible-affirming Torsten.  
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Appeal for practical Christian help:  
Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 

excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 
currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 

and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 
anti-Christian culture.  

 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in Stockholm, satanic Sweden.  
 
Almost all pastors & priests of churches, everywhere, satanically persecute innocent Torsten. If any so-called 
“pastor” who receives and reads this letter somewhere on earth would actually be a Christian, then please pray 
that God will send to Torsten wherever Torsten is, from somewhere on earth, a young woman of God’s election 
for marriage. And please pray also, that the devilish pastors of the majority of churches everywhere will cease to 
do evil against Torsten through their lying, slandering, banishing, evicting, excommunicating and their intentional 
obstruction of God’s will. These evils are precisely what the vast majority of pastors of churches all across the 
globe, where Torsten has contacted, have done against Torsten previously. Pastors and priests of churches 
everywhere behave like satan in their persecution of innocent Torsten.  
 
Torsten remains stuck in life, because of the utter evils committed by nearly all pastors and priests of churches 
everywhere; who fabricate lies, slander, gossip, cyber-bully, obstruct, banish, excommunicate, evict, physically 
assault and persecute. In reality, the vast majority of churches serve satan through their malice and evil. The 
vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, have demonically sought to prevent Torsten from marrying a 
Christian woman. The vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, hate facts, evidence and truth.  
 
The evil pastors and satanic priests of the evangelical, Pentecostal, Lutheran, Presbyterian and Anglican churches 
worldwide have all satanically sought to obstruct me from a Christian marriage. In their satanic obsession to 
hinder a Christian marriage, the pastors/priests of churches have forbidden me to speak with any woman. Satan’s 
pastors of churches everywhere fabricate lies, slander, gossip, cyber-bully, obstruct, banish, excommunicate, 
evict, physically assault and persecute me – because I have declared that I seek a heterosexual Christian marriage 
of God’s appointment.  
 

“But the Spirit expressly says that in the latter times some shall depart from the faith, giving 
heed to seducing spirits and teachings of demons, speaking lies in hypocrisy, being seared 
in their own conscience, forbidding to marry … ”  
(1 Timothy 4:1-3)  

 
New churchianity incidents:  

• Satanic “Redeemer Presbyterian Church” in New York City, USA, with their typically devilish pastor Timothy 
Keller, covertly excommunicated Torsten earlier. Redeemer’s devilish staff lied to Torsten, and recently 
refused to provide a reason for their covert excommunication.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-

Church_NYC_pastordevils_2017-07-31.htm  

• Another devilish Messianic pastor fabricated a new lie against innocent Torsten – that Torsten is a “fraud”, 
and the typically devilish pastor/rabbi refused to justify his false accusation: http://www.kyrkor.be/Messianic-and-

Christian-leaders-at-war-against-truth-and-God.htm  

 
New Swedishness incidents:  

• Satanic Sweden at a glance in a media profile: https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/topics/36/sweden  

• Short film documentary on satanic Sweden’s gender neutrality obsession in 2017: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sPj8HhbwHs  

• On July 24, 2017, Swedish Police questioned Torsten during one hour at satanic Sweden’s Police 
Headquarters in Stockholm. Satanic Sweden’s Police (https://polisen.se/en), satanic Sweden’s public prosecutors 
(https://www.aklagare.se/en) with internal communications with satanic Sweden’s Ministry of Justice (http://www.government.se/government-

of-sweden/ministry-of-justice), have investigated Torsten for almost one year for hate speech crime. On September 12, 
2016, Torsten publicly read verses from the Bible and accurately summarised those Bible verses, which 
satanic Sweden object against. Neither satanic Sweden’s prosecution authority, nor satanic Sweden’s police, 
can intellectually differentiate between the practice of homosexual acts and same-gender attraction. 

Additionally, neither satanic Sweden’s police nor satanic Sweden’s prosecutors, are capable to comprehend 
the difference between a person and an action. Torsten’s public speech stated that “The practice of 
homosexuality is…”, while the Swedish Police and Swedish Prosecutor incorrectly alleged against Torsten, 
that Torsten would have stated “Homosexuality is…”. After Torsten had explained to the Swedish Police 
investigator the difference between same-gender attraction and homosexual practice, Torsten asked the 
police investigator on July 24, 2017, a series of questions “Do you think the prosecutor can understand that 
there exists a difference between same-gender attraction and the practice of homosexuality? Do you 
understand that there is a difference between a deed and a person? For the Police, there is no difference 
between sexual orientation and sexual practice?” upon which the Swedish Police investigator replied “No, we 
do not see any difference.” The entire Police questioning was recorded, and an mp3-copy is available for 
download through this link: https://rushfiles.one/client/publiclink.aspx?id=KQMs3C (File name: Criminal-Investigation-

http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_pastordevils_2017-07-31.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_pastordevils_2017-07-31.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Messianic-and-Christian-leaders-at-war-against-truth-and-God.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Messianic-and-Christian-leaders-at-war-against-truth-and-God.htm
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/topics/36/sweden
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sPj8HhbwHs
https://polisen.se/en
https://www.aklagare.se/en
http://www.government.se/government-of-sweden/ministry-of-justice
http://www.government.se/government-of-sweden/ministry-of-justice
https://rushfiles.one/client/publiclink.aspx?id=KQMs3C
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Officer_Shari-Tingman_170724.mp3). The hate speech in writing (http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf) and the 
original hate speech in online-audio (http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3).  

 
…  

 
 
 

196.   One hundred ninety-sixth International Plea  
 
Date: Sat, 15 Jul 2017 23:20  

Subject: Pastors of churches everywhere satanically obsessed to prevent a Christian marriage for Torsten.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently, I am in Alicante, Spain.  
 
In Spain, so far, there are zero churches where I am welcome. Every single church in Alicante and its surrounding 
cities in Spain, which I have contacted several times previously, have rejected me by excommunication and 
banishment, explicitly or covertly. The pastors/priests/devils of the churches in Alicante persecute me as an 
innocent Christian. Essentially, all of the leaders of the churches behave like satan in their spiteful persecution.  
 
Almost all pastors & priests of churches, everywhere, satanically persecute innocent Torsten. If any so-called 
“pastor” who receives and reads this letter somewhere on earth would actually be a Christian, then please pray 
that God will send to Torsten wherever Torsten is, from somewhere on earth, a young woman of God’s election 
for marriage. And please pray also, that the devilish pastors of the majority of churches everywhere will cease to 
do evil against Torsten through their lying, slandering, banishing, evicting, excommunicating and their intentional 
obstruction of God’s will. These evils are precisely what the vast majority of pastors of churches all across the 
globe, where Torsten has contacted, have done against Torsten previously. Pastors and priests of churches 
everywhere behave like satan in their persecution of innocent Torsten.  

 
Torsten remains stuck in life, because of the utter evils committed by nearly all pastors and priests of churches 
everywhere; who fabricate lies, slander, gossip, cyber-bully, obstruct, banish, excommunicate, evict, physically 
assault and persecute. In reality, the vast majority of churches serve satan through their malice and evil. The 
vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, have demonically sought to prevent Torsten from marrying a 
Christian woman. The vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, hate facts, evidence and truth.  
 
The evil pastors and satanic priests of the evangelical, Pentecostal, Lutheran and Anglican churches worldwide 
have all satanically sought to obstruct me from a Christian marriage. In their satanic obsession to hinder a 
Christian marriage, the pastors/priests of churches have forbidden me to speak with any woman. Satan’s pastors 
of churches everywhere fabricate lies, slander, gossip, cyber-bully, obstruct, banish, excommunicate, evict, 
physically assault and persecute me – because I have declared that I seek a heterosexual Christian marriage of 
God’s appointment.  
 

“But the Spirit expressly says that in the latter times some shall depart from the faith, 
giving heed to seducing spirits and teachings of demons, speaking lies in hypocrisy, being 
seared in their own conscience, forbidding to marry … ”  
(1 Timothy 4:1-3)  

 
New Swedishness incident:  

• Satanic Sweden continues its obsessive mission to promote abortions worldwide. In response to the pro-life 
Biblical ethics of the current US administration, satanic Sweden decidedly will increase funding for abortion-
promotion globally, and satanic Sweden will withdraw foreign aid from organizations that want to protect the 
dignity of human life.  
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/sweden-halts-foreign-aid-to-groups-that-reject-abortion  

http://www.lifenews.com/2017/07/13/sweden-will-stop-funding-charitable-organizations-that-do-not-promote-abortion  

 
…  
 
 
 

195.   One hundred ninety-fifth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 03 Jul 2017 12:20  

http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/sweden-halts-foreign-aid-to-groups-that-reject-abortion
http://www.lifenews.com/2017/07/13/sweden-will-stop-funding-charitable-organizations-that-do-not-promote-abortion
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Subject: PM of satanic Sweden endeavour to force all priests of his Swedish church to perform homosexual marriages.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in Alicante, Spain.  
 
So far, in Spain there are zero churches where I am welcome. Every single church in Alicante and its surrounding 

cities in Spain, which I have contacted several times previously, have rejected me by excommunication and 
banishment, explicitly or covertly. The pastors/priests/devils of the churches in Alicante persecute me as an 
innocent Christian. Essentially, all of the leaders of the churches behave like satan in their spiteful persecution.  
 
Almost all pastors & priests of churches, everywhere, satanically persecute innocent Torsten. If any so-called 
“pastor” who receives and reads this letter somewhere on earth would actually be a Christian, then please pray 
that God will send to Torsten wherever Torsten is, from somewhere on earth, a young woman of God’s election 
for marriage. And please pray also, that the devilish pastors of the majority of churches everywhere will cease to 
do evil against Torsten through their lying, slandering, banishing, evicting, excommunicating and their intentional 
obstruction of God’s will. These evils are precisely what the vast majority of pastors of churches all across the 
globe, where Torsten has contacted, have done against Torsten previously. Pastors and priests of churches 
everywhere behave like satan in their persecution of innocent Torsten.  
 
Torsten remains stuck in life, because of the utter evils committed by nearly all pastors and priests of churches 
everywhere; who fabricate lies, slander, gossip, cyber-bully, obstruct, banish, excommunicate, evict, physically 
assault and persecute. In reality, the vast majority of churches serve satan through their malice and evil. The 
vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, have demonically sought to prevent Torsten from marrying a 
Christian woman. The vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, hate facts, evidence and truth.  
 
New Swedishness incident:  

• The Prime Minister of satanic Sweden declared intention to force all priests of his Church of Sweden to 
perform homosexual marriages even if a priest would disagree with gay marriage, otherwise the priests must 
find a different occupation.  
http://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/world/2017/june/swedish-prime-minister-priests-should-be-forced-to-perform-same-sex-weddings  

http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/06/24/swedish-pm-wants-force-priests-marry-sex-couples/  
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/swedish-pm-priests-unwilling-to-marry-same-sex-couples-should-do-something  

…  
 
 
 

194.   One hundred ninety-fourth International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 18 Jun 2017 16:08  

Subject: Satan’s priests of the churches seek to hinder Christian marriage.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently, I am in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
In Worcester, UK, there are zero churches where I am welcome. Every single church in Worcester, UK, which I 
have contacted many times previously, have rejected me by excommunication and banishment, explicitly or 
covertly. The pastors/priests/vicars/devils of the churches in Worcester persecute me as an innocent Christian. 
Satanism and Anglicanism is usually identical in practice. Essentially, all of the leaders of the churches in United 
Kingdom behave like satan in their spiteful persecution. Previously, I have exposed a couple of these typically 
satanic pastors & priests of the churches in Worcester. (http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church-Worcester-UK.htm), 

(http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church-Worcester-UK.htm)  
 

http://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/world/2017/june/swedish-prime-minister-priests-should-be-forced-to-perform-same-sex-weddings
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/06/24/swedish-pm-wants-force-priests-marry-sex-couples/
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/swedish-pm-priests-unwilling-to-marry-same-sex-couples-should-do-something
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church-Worcester-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church-Worcester-UK.htm
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Almost all pastors & priests of churches, everywhere, satanically persecute innocent Torsten. If any so-called 
“pastor” who receives and reads this letter somewhere on earth would actually be a Christian, then please pray 
that God will send to Torsten wherever Torsten is, from somewhere on earth, a young woman of God’s election 
for marriage. And please pray also, that the devilish pastors of the majority of churches everywhere will cease to 

do evil against Torsten through their lying, slandering, banishing, evicting, and intentionally obstructing God’s 
will. These evils are precisely what the vast majority of pastors of churches all across the globe, where Torsten 
has contacted, have done against Torsten previously.  
 
Torsten remains stuck in life, because of the utter evils committed by nearly all pastors and priests of churches 
everywhere; who fabricate lies, slander, gossip, cyber-bully, obstruct, banish, excommunicate, evict, physically 
assault and persecute. In reality, the vast majority of churches serve satan through their malice and evil. The 
vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, have demonically sought to prevent Torsten from marrying a 
Christian woman. The vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, hate facts, evidence and truth.  
 
Previous churchianity incidents:  
1. Hillsong church in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called 

service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. Hillsong London, of course, absolutely 
refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The Hillsong churches in Australia have confirmed 
that Hillsong’s supreme leader Brian Houston enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and that 
Hillsong has a global anti-Torsten policy in place. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all three Sundays 
(2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten visited the sect to obtain information about their 
global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2017-04-09.htm  

2. The Journey Church in New York City, USA, explicitly excommunicated (although the pastors tried to 
excommunicate covertly) innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Journey-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

3. Riverside Church in New York City, USA, explicitly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Riverside-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

4. Trinity Church Wall Street in New York City, USA, implicitly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Church-Wall-Street_NYC_USA.htm  

5. Every Nation Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Every-Nation-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

6. Redeemer Presbyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

7. Hillsong Church Manhattan in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Church-Manhattan_NYC_USA.htm  

8. Apostles Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Apostles-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

9. Times Square Church in New York City, USA, inhumanely shunned further communication with innocent 
Torsten, and maybe banished covertly from their so-called “fellowship”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Times-Square-

Church_NYC_USA.htm  

10. C3 Church Manhattan in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Manhattan_NYC_USA.htm  

11. Trinity Grace Church in New York City, USA, declared through their presumptuous, controlling and possessive 
pastor “We don't marry our ladies off to strangers.” and refused further communication.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-

Grace-Church-NYC-USA.htm  

12. Central Prebyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Central-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

13. Dwell Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Dwell-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

14. Emmanuel Presbyterian in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 

refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

15. First Baptist Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/First-Baptist-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

16. Gallery Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gallery-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

17. Grace Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Grace-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

18. Gustavus Adolphus Lutheran Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from 
fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gustavus-Adolphus-Lutheran-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

19. Renaissance Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Renaissance-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

20. Second Canaan Baptist Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Second-Canaan-Baptist-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

21. All Saints Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

22. St James Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-James-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

23. St Marks Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

24. St Michaels Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Michaels-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

25. Emmanuel Presbyterian in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2017-04-09.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Journey-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Riverside-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Church-Wall-Street_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Every-Nation-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Church-Manhattan_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Apostles-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Times-Square-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Times-Square-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Manhattan_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Grace-Church-NYC-USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Grace-Church-NYC-USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Central-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Dwell-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/First-Baptist-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Gallery-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Grace-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Gustavus-Adolphus-Lutheran-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Renaissance-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Second-Canaan-Baptist-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-James-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Michaels-Church_NYC_USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm
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26. Trinity Presbyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Presbyterian-Church-NYC_USA.htm  

27. The director for the USA prayer ministry ‘Houses of Prayer’ which networks within the ‘United States National 
Prayer Council’, declared an apparent disinterest to pray for Torsten. When Torsten inquired why this USA 

prayer director did not want to pray, the director would not answer.: http://www.kyrkor.be/IHOP-of-United-States-National-Prayer-

Council.htm  

28. Jubilee Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
refused to welcome Torsten, and absolutely refused to justify their implied excommunication “Jubilee is not 

the church for you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Jubilee-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

29. Calvary Chapel Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten. Calvary 
Chapel falsely accused Torsten to be unfit for church attendance, and insinuated that Torsten is dangerous 
to their church members in Cape Town. Calvary Chapel further asserted that while the issue of Torsten 
remaining banished by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), Torsten is also unfit to attend their Calvary Chapel in 
Cape Town: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel-Cape-Town-excommunication-161231.htm  

30. Holy Trinity Anglican Church Gardens in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. 
Although Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town absolutely refused to answer any questions relating to their 
Anglican banishment against Torsten in Cape Town, Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town did allude that the 
banishment by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm) is the Anglican Church’s reason for banishing, as their 
Anglican Rector Alan Noble declared “The concerns these churches have raised about you along with the measures that 

various governments have taken against you are serious.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Anglican-Church-Gardens_Cape-Town.htm  

31. St Peters Anglican Church Fish Hoek in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. St 
Peters Church Fish Hoek alluded that their Anglican reason for banishing Torsten is that Torsten is banished 
by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-

Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm): http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Fish-Hoek_Cape-Town.htm  

32. Hope City Presbyterian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten and 
absolutely refused to factually justify their banishing statement “Do not attempt to contact us anymore or attend 

our services.” The banishing Presbyterian pastor admitted that he slanderously participates in a network of 
slandering pastors in Cape Town, who slander against innocent Torsten. Hope City Presbyterian Church in 
Cape Town is also part of the notoriously slandering and evil Redeemer City to City network of churches lead 
by Timothy Keller in NYC, who has excommunicated innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-City-Presbyterian-

Church_Cape-Town.htm  

33. Revival Worship Centre in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to 
justify their declaration “We are unable to facilitate any visit by you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Revival-Worship-Centre_Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

34. Life Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to justify their 
banishing statement “part ways and not continue any further conversations”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

35. Hillsong Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten consequent to Brian 
Houston’s enforced anti-Torsten policy and his Hillsong Network global ban against Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

36. His People Christian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/His-People-Christian-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

37. Shofar Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Shofar-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

38. St George’s Anglican Cathedral in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from 
fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Georges_Cathedral_Cape_Town.htm  

39. Emmanuel Anglican Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

40. Common Ground Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Common_Ground_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

41. Connect Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Connect_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

42. Doxa Deo Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Doxa_Deo_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

43. Kingdom Vineyard Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cape_Town_South_Vineyard_Christian_Fellowship.htm  

44. Joshua Generation Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Joshua_Generation_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

45. King of Kings Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

46. Protea Valley Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 

refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Protea_Valley_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

47. The Father’s House Christian Fellowship Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten from fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Fathers-House_Christian_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

48. Valley Church Hout Bay in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Valley_Church_Hout_Bay_Cape_Town.htm  

49. St Stephens Bible Church in Cape Town, South Africa, falsely insinuated that Torsten’s search for marriage 
is an idol, and insinuated that innocent Torsten is a fool: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Stephens-Anglican-Bible-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

 
Recent Swedishness incidents:  

• Satanic Sweden confirms that public reading of the Bible is a hate speech crime, according to the Swedish 

Police.  
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Torsten asked the Swedish Police Criminal Investigators: "Have the police seen that the words [in the written 

speech] identically correlate to underlined words from the Bible verses [beneath], so they are not invented words from 

me, but they are words that come directly from the Bible translations." The Swedish Police Criminal Investigators 
replied: "Right." Torsten repeated his inquiry to the Swedish Police Criminal Investigators: "Have you noted 

that connection?" The Swedish Police Criminal Investigators replied: "Yes. And you already have [made] that 

[point] while the police were in place [onsite at the plaza], so I know you talked about that there too, that these are words 

from the Bible, not my words and so on. But in regards to hate speech, it does not matter who has written the words, or 

who is the source of them, but it's about spreading them. And the spreading [of these words] is what you have stood for 

in this case, is the suspicion." 
http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  
• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it doesn’t matter if it is 

in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 

• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  
• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• In Sweden's continued pursuit of criminal investigation against Torsten for hate speech crime 
(http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf), Torsten sought a credible defence lawyer in Sweden but found 
none. None of the international so-called "Christian" legal organizations that focus on similar legal cases of 
fundamental human rights, wanted to advise a name of a defence lawyer to Torsten. It appears that the 
“Christian” legal organizations might have chosen to prioritize an allegiance to churchianity, through their 
unwillingness to suggest a name of a credible defence lawyer to the globally banished/persecuted Torsten. 
Alliance Defending Freedom (ADF) in USA (http://www.nenzen.net/ADF_communications.pdf) did not want to suggest a 
name of any lawyer, suspiciously due to an alliance with churchianity. Observatory on Intolerance and 
Discrimination against Christians in Europe (OIDACEurope), likewise, did not even want to communicate at 
all with Torsten, suspiciously due to discrimination against Torsten 
(http://www.nenzen.net/OIDACEurope_communications.pdf). As it appears today, Torsten will be unable to consult a 
credible defence lawyer of choice, and therefore, Torsten might have to try and legally defend himself alone 
during the Swedish police questioning, and during subsequent Swedish law court proceedings.  

• The Swedish neo-Nazis publicly demonstrate their hateful anti-Semitic propaganda with public neo-Nazi 
marches, with distribution of neo-Nazi flyers, and with neo-Nazi stickers, in the cities and villages of Sweden. 
The Swedish government protect the Swedish neo-Nazi hateful propaganda public marches as legal 
expressions of democracy and free speech rights. The Swedish government financially supports palestinian 
terror against the Jewish State of Israel, and Swedish parliamentarians glorify palestinian terrorists. But, the 
same Swedish government vehemently forbid public speech readings of Bible verses or Biblical summaries 
about the practice of homosexuality. Because I have publicly spoken verses from the Judeo-Christian Bible 
about the practice of homosexuality, Sweden is continuing to investigate me as a suspect of hate speech 
crime with a possible jail sentence. In Sweden, the universal and democratic right to free speech only applies 
to politically correct speech – not to Biblical speech. In Sweden, a Bible-believing Christian who dares to 
publicly speak according to Scriptures is sought as a criminal, while Swedish government parliamentarian 
haters of peaceful Israel glorify anti-Israel terrorist and support anti-Israel terror.  
• https://www.thelocal.se/20170505/2016-saw-a-surge-in-neo-nazi-activity-in-sweden-heres-why  
• http://nordic.businessinsider.com/heres-why-neo-nazi-groups-are-more-active-in-sweden-today-than-ever-before-2017-5  

• https://www.rt.com/news/369867-sweden-nazi-recruiting-movement/  
• https://www.thelocal.se/20170421/neo-nazis-to-attend-iconic-swedish-political-festival-almedalen  

• http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-39478339  
• https://sethfrantzman.com/2017/05/07/swedish-govs-obsession-with-israel-is-the-new-anti-semitism/  

• http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4958187,00.html  
• http://www.timesofisrael.com/swedish-european-lawmakers-object-to-pro-israel-speaker/  

• https://www.svt.se/nyheter/utrikes/marita-ulvskog-poserar-med-bild-pa-omstridd-palestinier  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful and satanic evictions/excommunications by the other churches on 
earth, then please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might actually be a Christian, then please do pray that God will 
protect me from the satanic pastors of the churches, who are all hellbent on obstructing Torsten from speaking 
with any woman. Satan’s pastors/priests of the churches are obsessed to prevent Torsten from Christian 
marriage.  
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If there exists an employee of any church who might actually be a Christian, then please pray that God will send 
to me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 

 
 

193.   One hundred ninety-third International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 31 May 2017 18:12  

Subject: Satanic Sweden criminalizes public reading from the Bible.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently, I am in satanic Sweden.  
 
Almost all pastors & priests of churches, everywhere, satanically persecute innocent Torsten. If any so-called 
“pastor” who receives and reads this letter somewhere on earth would actually be a Christian, then please pray 
that God will send to Torsten wherever Torsten is, from somewhere on earth, a young woman of God’s election 
for marriage. And please pray also, that the devilish pastors of the majority of churches everywhere will cease to 
do evil against Torsten through their lying, slandering, banishing, evicting, and intentionally obstructing God’s 
will. These evils are precisely what the vast majority of pastors of churches all across the globe, where Torsten 
has contacted, have done against Torsten previously.  
 
Torsten remains stuck in life, because of the utter evils committed by nearly all pastors and priests of churches 
everywhere; who fabricate lies, slander, gossip, cyber-bully, obstruct, banish, excommunicate, evict, physically 
assault and persecute. In reality, the vast majority of churches serve satan through their malice and evil. The 
vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, have demonically sought to prevent Torsten from marrying a 
Christian woman. The vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, hate facts, evidence and truth.  
 

New churchianity incidents:  

• Satanic Sweden confirms that public reading of the Bible is a hate speech crime, according to the Swedish 
Police.  

Torsten asked the Swedish Police Criminal Investigators: "Have the police seen that the words [in the written 

speech] identically correlate to underlined words from the Bible verses [beneath], so they are not invented words from 

me, but they are words that come directly from the Bible translations." The Swedish Police Criminal Investigators 
replied: "Right." Torsten repeated his inquiry to the Swedish Police Criminal Investigators: "Have you noted 

that connection?" The Swedish Police Criminal Investigators replied: "Yes. And you already have [made] that 

[point] while the police were in place [onsite at the plaza], so I know you talked about that there too, that these are words 

from the Bible, not my words and so on. But in regards to hate speech, it does not matter who has written the words, or 

who is the source of them, but it's about spreading them. And the spreading [of these words] is what you have stood for 

in this case, is the suspicion." 
http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

• As a typical Anglican devil-priest anywhere, Rev. June C. Major (jmajor@telkomsa.net) of the Anglican Church of 
Southern Africa (https://anglicanchurchsa.org), responded to my previous prayer-report appeal with the following 
statement “Jesus was a Palestinian. Please remove me from your mailing list. Rev. June C. Major”. In reply to the 
Anglican Church, Torsten informed the following “The divine person ‘Jesus’ (Yeshua) Christ (HaMashiach) is Jewish. 

Jewish Jesus Christ was incarnated, by Jewish virgin mother, from God the Father (the God of Israel). Jewish Jesus Christ 
was born into Roman-occupied Jewish Judea (Kingdom of Judah); territory which was part of ancient united Kingdom of 

Israel. Today, this historical Jewish land, promised by God of the Universe to the descendants of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, 

is the modern Jewish State of Israel. Some territories of this ancient and modern Jewish State of Israel are currently occupied 

by some history-revisionist and hostile Arabs.”  
 
Recent churchianity incidents:  

• Hillsong church in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called 
service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. Hillsong London, of course, absolutely 
refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The Hillsong churches in Australia have confirmed 
that Hillsong’s supreme leader Brian Houston enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and that 
Hillsong has a global anti-Torsten policy in place. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all three Sundays 
(2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten visited the sect to obtain information about their global 
ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2017-04-09.htm  

• In response to Torsten’s previous public appeal-report letter, a typical pastordevil of the Anglican clergy in 
Australia, falsely accused Torsten with insults of psychiatric disease, and threatened to report Torsten to 
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police, although Torsten is an absolutely innocent victim of church-pastors’ fabricated lies, abuses and 
unabated global persecution: http://www.kyrkor.be/typically-satanic-Anglican-pastordevil-in-Australia.htm  

 
Previous churchianity incidents:  

1. The Journey Church in New York City, USA, explicitly excommunicated (although the pastors tried to 
excommunicate covertly) innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Journey-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

2. Riverside Church in New York City, USA, explicitly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Riverside-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

3. Trinity Church Wall Street in New York City, USA, implicitly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Church-Wall-Street_NYC_USA.htm  

4. Every Nation Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Every-Nation-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

5. Redeemer Presbyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

6. Hillsong Church Manhattan in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 

refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Church-Manhattan_NYC_USA.htm  

7. Apostles Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Apostles-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

8. Times Square Church in New York City, USA, inhumanely shunned further communication with innocent 
Torsten, and maybe banished covertly from their so-called “fellowship”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Times-Square-

Church_NYC_USA.htm  

9. C3 Church Manhattan in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Manhattan_NYC_USA.htm  

10. Trinity Grace Church in New York City, USA, declared through their presumptuous, controlling and possessive 
pastor “We don't marry our ladies off to strangers.” and refused further communication.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-

Grace-Church-NYC-USA.htm  

11. Central Prebyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Central-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

12. Dwell Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Dwell-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

13. Emmanuel Presbyterian in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

14. First Baptist Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/First-Baptist-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

15. Gallery Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gallery-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

16. Grace Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Grace-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

17. Gustavus Adolphus Lutheran Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from 
fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gustavus-Adolphus-Lutheran-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

18. Renaissance Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Renaissance-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

19. Second Canaan Baptist Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Second-Canaan-Baptist-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

20. All Saints Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

21. St James Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-James-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

22. St Marks Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 

provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

23. St Michaels Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Michaels-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

24. Emmanuel Presbyterian in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

25. Trinity Presbyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Presbyterian-Church-NYC_USA.htm  

26. The director for the USA prayer ministry ‘Houses of Prayer’ which networks within the ‘United States National 
Prayer Council’, declared an apparent disinterest to pray for Torsten. When Torsten inquired why this USA 
prayer director did not want to pray, the director would not answer.: http://www.kyrkor.be/IHOP-of-United-States-National-Prayer-

Council.htm  

27. Jubilee Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
refused to welcome Torsten, and absolutely refused to justify their implied excommunication “Jubilee is not 

the church for you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Jubilee-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

28. Calvary Chapel Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten. Calvary 
Chapel falsely accused Torsten to be unfit for church attendance, and insinuated that Torsten is dangerous 
to their church members in Cape Town. Calvary Chapel further asserted that while the issue of Torsten 
remaining banished by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 

(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), Torsten is also unfit to attend their Calvary Chapel in 
Cape Town: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel-Cape-Town-excommunication-161231.htm  

29. Holy Trinity Anglican Church Gardens in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. 
Although Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town absolutely refused to answer any questions relating to their 
Anglican banishment against Torsten in Cape Town, Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town did allude that the 
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banishment by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm) is the Anglican Church’s reason for banishing, as their 
Anglican Rector Alan Noble declared “The concerns these churches have raised about you along with the measures that 

various governments have taken against you are serious.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Anglican-Church-Gardens_Cape-Town.htm  

30. St Peters Anglican Church Fish Hoek in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. St 
Peters Church Fish Hoek alluded that their Anglican reason for banishing Torsten is that Torsten is banished 
by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-

Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm): http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Fish-Hoek_Cape-Town.htm  

31. Hope City Presbyterian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten and 
absolutely refused to factually justify their banishing statement “Do not attempt to contact us anymore or attend 

our services.” The banishing Presbyterian pastor admitted that he slanderously participates in a network of 
slandering pastors in Cape Town, who slander against innocent Torsten. Hope City Presbyterian Church in 
Cape Town is also part of the notoriously slandering and evil Redeemer City to City network of churches lead 
by Timothy Keller in NYC, who has excommunicated innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-City-Presbyterian-

Church_Cape-Town.htm  

32. Revival Worship Centre in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to 
justify their declaration “We are unable to facilitate any visit by you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Revival-Worship-Centre_Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

33. Life Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to justify their 
banishing statement “part ways and not continue any further conversations”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

34. Hillsong Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten consequent to Brian 
Houston’s enforced anti-Torsten policy and his Hillsong Network global ban against Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

35. His People Christian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/His-People-Christian-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

36. Shofar Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Shofar-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

37. St George’s Anglican Cathedral in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from 
fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Georges_Cathedral_Cape_Town.htm  

38. Emmanuel Anglican Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

39. Common Ground Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Common_Ground_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

40. Connect Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Connect_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

41. Doxa Deo Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Doxa_Deo_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

42. Kingdom Vineyard Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cape_Town_South_Vineyard_Christian_Fellowship.htm  

43. Joshua Generation Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Joshua_Generation_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

44. King of Kings Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

45. Protea Valley Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Protea_Valley_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

46. The Father’s House Christian Fellowship Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten from fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Fathers-House_Christian_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

47. Valley Church Hout Bay in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Valley_Church_Hout_Bay_Cape_Town.htm  

48. St Stephens Bible Church in Cape Town, South Africa, falsely insinuated that Torsten’s search for marriage 
is an idol, and insinuated that innocent Torsten is a fool: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Stephens-Anglican-Bible-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

 
Recent Swedishness incidents:  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 

Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  
• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it doesn’t matter if it is 

in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 

• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  
• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• In Sweden's continued pursuit of criminal investigation against Torsten for hate speech crime 
(http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf), Torsten sought a credible defence lawyer in Sweden but found 
none. None of the international so-called "Christian" legal organizations that focus on similar legal cases of 
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fundamental human rights, wanted to advise a name of a defence lawyer to Torsten. It appears that the 
“Christian” legal organizations might have chosen to prioritize an allegiance to churchianity, through their 
unwillingness to suggest a name of a credible defence lawyer to the globally banished/persecuted Torsten. 
Alliance Defending Freedom (ADF) in USA (http://www.nenzen.net/ADF_communications.pdf) did not want to suggest a 

name of any lawyer, suspiciously due to an alliance with churchianity. Observatory on Intolerance and 
Discrimination against Christians in Europe (OIDACEurope), likewise, did not even want to communicate at 
all with Torsten, suspiciously due to discrimination against Torsten 
(http://www.nenzen.net/OIDACEurope_communications.pdf). As it appears today, Torsten will be unable to consult a 
credible defence lawyer of choice, and therefore, Torsten might have to try and legally defend himself alone 
during the Swedish police questioning, and during subsequent Swedish law court proceedings.  

• The Swedish neo-Nazis publicly demonstrate their hateful anti-Semitic propaganda with public neo-Nazi 
marches, with distribution of neo-Nazi flyers, and with neo-Nazi stickers, in the cities and villages of Sweden. 
The Swedish government protect the Swedish neo-Nazi hateful propaganda public marches as legal 
expressions of democracy and free speech rights. The Swedish government financially supports palestinian 
terror against the Jewish State of Israel, and Swedish parliamentarians glorify palestinian terrorists. But, the 

same Swedish government vehemently forbid public speech readings of Bible verses or Biblical summaries 
about the practice of homosexuality. Because I have publicly spoken verses from the Judeo-Christian Bible 
about the practice of homosexuality, Sweden is continuing to investigate me as a suspect of hate speech 
crime with a possible jail sentence. In Sweden, the universal and democratic right to free speech only applies 
to politically correct speech – not to Biblical speech. In Sweden, a Bible-believing Christian who dares to 
publicly speak according to Scriptures is sought as a criminal, while Swedish government parliamentarian 
haters of peaceful Israel glorify anti-Israel terrorist and support anti-Israel terror.  
• https://www.thelocal.se/20170505/2016-saw-a-surge-in-neo-nazi-activity-in-sweden-heres-why  

• http://nordic.businessinsider.com/heres-why-neo-nazi-groups-are-more-active-in-sweden-today-than-ever-before-2017-5  
• https://www.rt.com/news/369867-sweden-nazi-recruiting-movement/  

• https://www.thelocal.se/20170421/neo-nazis-to-attend-iconic-swedish-political-festival-almedalen  
• http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-39478339  

• https://sethfrantzman.com/2017/05/07/swedish-govs-obsession-with-israel-is-the-new-anti-semitism/  
• http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4958187,00.html  

• http://www.timesofisrael.com/swedish-european-lawmakers-object-to-pro-israel-speaker/  
• https://www.svt.se/nyheter/utrikes/marita-ulvskog-poserar-med-bild-pa-omstridd-palestinier  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful and satanic evictions/excommunications by the other churches on 
earth, then please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might actually be a Christian, then please do pray that God will 
protect me from the satanic pastors of the churches, who are all hellbent on obstructing Torsten from speaking 
with any woman. Satan’s pastors/priests of the churches are obsessed to prevent Torsten from Christian 
marriage.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might actually be a Christian, then please pray that God will send 
to me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

192.   One hundred ninety-second International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 15 May 2017 23:25  

Subject: Sweden’s satanic government supports palestinian terrorists against Israel, protects public neo-Nazi hate marches, but prohibit public 

speech of Judeo-Christian Scriptures.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently, I am in Alicante, Spain.  
 
In Alicante, Spain, and its neighbouring towns, there is not a single church anywhere that welcomes Torsten to 
fellowship.  
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Almost all pastors & priests of churches, everywhere, satanically persecute innocent Torsten. If any so-called 
“pastor” who receives and reads this letter somewhere on earth would actually be a Christian, then please pray 
that God will send to Torsten wherever Torsten is, from somewhere on earth, a young woman of God’s election 
for marriage. And please pray also, that the devilish pastors of the majority of churches everywhere will cease to 

do evil against Torsten through their lying, slandering, banishing, evicting, and intentionally obstructing God’s 
will. These evils are precisely what the vast majority of pastors of churches all across the globe, where Torsten 
has contacted, have done against Torsten previously.  
 
Torsten remains stuck in life, because of the utter evils committed by nearly all pastors and priests of churches 
everywhere; who fabricate lies, slander, gossip, cyber-bully, obstruct, banish, excommunicate, evict, physically 
assault and persecute. In reality, the vast majority of churches serve satan through their malice and evil. The 
vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, have demonically sought to prevent Torsten from marrying a 
Christian woman. The vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, hate facts, evidence and truth.  
 
New churchianity incidents:  

• In response to Torsten’s previous public appeal-report letter, a typical pastordevil of the Anglican clergy in 
Australia, falsely accused Torsten with insults of psychiatric disease, and threatened to report Torsten to 
police, although Torsten is an absolutely innocent victim of church-pastors’ fabricated lies, abuses and 
unabated global persecution: http://www.kyrkor.be/typically-satanic-Anglican-pastordevil-in-Australia.htm  

• The Swedish neo-Nazis publicly demonstrate their hateful anti-Semitic propaganda with public neo-Nazi 
marches, with distribution of neo-Nazi flyers, and with neo-Nazi stickers, in the cities and villages of Sweden. 
The Swedish government protect the Swedish neo-Nazi hateful propaganda public marches as legal 
expressions of democracy and free speech rights. The Swedish government financially supports palestinian 
terror against the Jewish State of Israel, and Swedish parliamentarians glorify palestinian terrorists. But, the 
same Swedish government vehemently forbid public speech readings of Bible verses or Biblical summaries 
about the practice of homosexuality. Because I have publicly spoken verses from the Judeo-Christian Bible 

about the practice of homosexuality, Sweden is continuing to investigate me as a suspect of hate speech 
crime with a possible jail sentence. In Sweden, the universal and democratic right to free speech only applies 
to politically correct speech – not to Biblical speech. In Sweden, a Bible-believing Christian who dares to 
publicly speak according to Scriptures is sought as a criminal, while Swedish government parliamentarian 
haters of peaceful Israel glorify anti-Israel terrorist and support anti-Israel terror.  
• https://www.thelocal.se/20170505/2016-saw-a-surge-in-neo-nazi-activity-in-sweden-heres-why  

• http://nordic.businessinsider.com/heres-why-neo-nazi-groups-are-more-active-in-sweden-today-than-ever-before-2017-5  
• https://www.rt.com/news/369867-sweden-nazi-recruiting-movement/  

• https://www.thelocal.se/20170421/neo-nazis-to-attend-iconic-swedish-political-festival-almedalen  
• http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-39478339  

• https://sethfrantzman.com/2017/05/07/swedish-govs-obsession-with-israel-is-the-new-anti-semitism/  
• http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4958187,00.html  

• http://www.timesofisrael.com/swedish-european-lawmakers-object-to-pro-israel-speaker/  
• https://www.svt.se/nyheter/utrikes/marita-ulvskog-poserar-med-bild-pa-omstridd-palestinier  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  

• Hillsong church in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called 
service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. Hillsong London, of course, absolutely 
refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The Hillsong churches in Australia have confirmed 
that Hillsong’s supreme leader Brian Houston enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and that 
Hillsong has a global anti-Torsten policy in place. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all three Sundays 
(2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten visited the sect to obtain information about their 
global ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2017-04-09.htm  

• In Sweden's continued pursuit of criminal investigation against Torsten for hate speech crime 
(http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf), Torsten sought a credible defence lawyer in Sweden but found 
none. None of the international so-called "Christian" legal organizations that focus on similar legal cases of 
fundamental human rights, wanted to advise a name of a defence lawyer to Torsten. It appears that the 
“Christian” legal organizations might have chosen to prioritize an allegiance to churchianity, through their 
unwillingness to suggest a name of a credible defence lawyer to the globally banished/persecuted Torsten. 
Alliance Defending Freedom (ADF) in USA (http://www.nenzen.net/ADF_communications.pdf) did not want to suggest a 
name of any lawyer, suspiciously due to an alliance with churchianity. Observatory on Intolerance and 
Discrimination against Christians in Europe (OIDACEurope), likewise, did not even want to communicate at 
all with Torsten, suspiciously due to discrimination against Torsten 
(http://www.nenzen.net/OIDACEurope_communications.pdf). As it appears today, Torsten will be unable to consult a 
credible defence lawyer of choice, and therefore, Torsten might have to try and legally defend himself alone 
during the Swedish police questioning, and during subsequent Swedish law court proceedings.  

 
Previous churchianity incidents:  
1. The Journey Church in New York City, USA, explicitly excommunicated (although the pastors tried to 

excommunicate covertly) innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Journey-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

2. Riverside Church in New York City, USA, explicitly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Riverside-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

3. Trinity Church Wall Street in New York City, USA, implicitly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Church-Wall-Street_NYC_USA.htm  

4. Every Nation Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Every-Nation-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

5. Redeemer Presbyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  
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6. Hillsong Church Manhattan in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Church-Manhattan_NYC_USA.htm  

7. Apostles Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Apostles-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

8. Times Square Church in New York City, USA, inhumanely shunned further communication with innocent 
Torsten, and maybe banished covertly from their so-called “fellowship”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Times-Square-

Church_NYC_USA.htm  

9. C3 Church Manhattan in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Manhattan_NYC_USA.htm  

10. Trinity Grace Church in New York City, USA, declared through their presumptuous, controlling and possessive 
pastor “We don't marry our ladies off to strangers.” and refused further communication.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-

Grace-Church-NYC-USA.htm  

11. Central Prebyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Central-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

12. Dwell Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Dwell-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

13. Emmanuel Presbyterian in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

14. First Baptist Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/First-Baptist-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

15. Gallery Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gallery-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

16. Grace Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Grace-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

17. Gustavus Adolphus Lutheran Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from 
fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gustavus-Adolphus-Lutheran-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

18. Renaissance Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Renaissance-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

19. Second Canaan Baptist Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Second-Canaan-Baptist-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

20. All Saints Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

21. St James Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-James-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

22. St Marks Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

23. St Michaels Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Michaels-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

24. Emmanuel Presbyterian in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 

refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

25. Trinity Presbyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Presbyterian-Church-NYC_USA.htm  

26. The director for the USA prayer ministry ‘Houses of Prayer’ which networks within the ‘United States National 
Prayer Council’, declared an apparent disinterest to pray for Torsten. When Torsten inquired why this USA 
prayer director did not want to pray, the director would not answer.: http://www.kyrkor.be/IHOP-of-United-States-National-Prayer-

Council.htm  

27. Jubilee Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
refused to welcome Torsten, and absolutely refused to justify their implied excommunication “Jubilee is not 

the church for you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Jubilee-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

28. Calvary Chapel Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten. Calvary 
Chapel falsely accused Torsten to be unfit for church attendance, and insinuated that Torsten is dangerous 
to their church members in Cape Town. Calvary Chapel further asserted that while the issue of Torsten 
remaining banished by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), Torsten is also unfit to attend their Calvary Chapel in 
Cape Town: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel-Cape-Town-excommunication-161231.htm  

29. Holy Trinity Anglican Church Gardens in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. 

Although Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town absolutely refused to answer any questions relating to their 
Anglican banishment against Torsten in Cape Town, Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town did allude that the 
banishment by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm) is the Anglican Church’s reason for banishing, as their 
Anglican Rector Alan Noble declared “The concerns these churches have raised about you along with the measures that 

various governments have taken against you are serious.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Anglican-Church-Gardens_Cape-Town.htm  

30. St Peters Anglican Church Fish Hoek in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. St 
Peters Church Fish Hoek alluded that their Anglican reason for banishing Torsten is that Torsten is banished 
by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-

Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm): http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Fish-Hoek_Cape-Town.htm  

31. Hope City Presbyterian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten and 
absolutely refused to factually justify their banishing statement “Do not attempt to contact us anymore or attend 

our services.” The banishing Presbyterian pastor admitted that he slanderously participates in a network of 
slandering pastors in Cape Town, who slander against innocent Torsten. Hope City Presbyterian Church in 
Cape Town is also part of the notoriously slandering and evil Redeemer City to City network of churches lead 
by Timothy Keller in NYC, who has excommunicated innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-City-Presbyterian-

Church_Cape-Town.htm  
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32. Revival Worship Centre in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to 
justify their declaration “We are unable to facilitate any visit by you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Revival-Worship-Centre_Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

33. Life Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to justify their 
banishing statement “part ways and not continue any further conversations”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

34. Hillsong Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten consequent to Brian 
Houston’s enforced anti-Torsten policy and his Hillsong Network global ban against Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

35. His People Christian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/His-People-Christian-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

36. Shofar Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Shofar-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

37. St George’s Anglican Cathedral in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from 
fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Georges_Cathedral_Cape_Town.htm  

38. Emmanuel Anglican Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

39. Common Ground Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Common_Ground_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

40. Connect Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Connect_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

41. Doxa Deo Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Doxa_Deo_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

42. Kingdom Vineyard Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cape_Town_South_Vineyard_Christian_Fellowship.htm  

43. Joshua Generation Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Joshua_Generation_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

44. King of Kings Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

45. Protea Valley Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Protea_Valley_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

46. The Father’s House Christian Fellowship Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten from fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Fathers-House_Christian_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

47. Valley Church Hout Bay in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Valley_Church_Hout_Bay_Cape_Town.htm  

48. St Stephens Bible Church in Cape Town, South Africa, falsely insinuated that Torsten’s search for marriage 
is an idol, and insinuated that innocent Torsten is a fool: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Stephens-Anglican-Bible-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

 
Recent Swedishness incidents:  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  
• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it doesn’t matter if it is 

in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 
• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  

• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

 
The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 
on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
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No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 

Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

191.   One hundred ninety-first International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 30 Apr 2017 21:46  

Subject: Pastors of churches worldwide persecute and prevent community, against an innocent Christian man who needs Christian marriage.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently, I am in Alicante, Spain.  
 
In Alicante, Spain, and its neighbouring towns, there is not a single church anywhere that welcomes Torsten to 
fellowship.  
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Almost all pastors & priests of churches, everywhere, satanically persecute innocent Torsten. If any so-called 
“pastor” who receives and reads this letter somewhere on earth would actually be a Christian, then please pray 
that God will send to Torsten wherever Torsten is, from somewhere on earth, a young woman of God’s election 

for marriage. And please pray also, that the devilish pastors of the majority of churches everywhere will cease to 
do evil against Torsten through their lying, slandering, banishing, evicting, and intentionally obstructing God’s 
will. These evils are precisely what the vast majority of pastors of churches all across the globe, where Torsten 
has contacted, have done against Torsten previously.  
 
Torsten remains stuck in life, because of the utter evils committed by nearly all pastors and priests of churches 
everywhere; who fabricate lies, slander, gossip, cyber-bully, obstruct, banish, excommunicate, evict, physically 
assault and persecute. In reality, the vast majority of churches serve satan through their malice and evil. The 
vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, have demonically sought to prevent Torsten from marrying a 
Christian woman. The vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, hate facts, evidence and truth.  
 
New churchianity incidents:  

• In Sweden's continued pursuit of criminal investigation against Torsten for hate speech crime 
(http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf), Torsten sought a credible defence lawyer in Sweden but found 
none. None of the international so-called "Christian" legal organizations that focus on similar legal cases of 
fundamental human rights, wanted to advise a name of a defence lawyer to Torsten. It appears that the 
“Christian” legal organizations might have chosen to prioritize an allegiance to churchianity, through their 
unwillingness to suggest a name of a credible defence lawyer to the globally banished/persecuted Torsten. 
Alliance Defending Freedom (ADF) in USA (http://www.nenzen.net/ADF_communications.pdf) did not want to suggest a 
name of any lawyer, suspiciously due to an alliance with churchianity. Observatory on Intolerance and 
Discrimination against Christians in Europe (OIDACEurope), likewise, did not even want to communicate at 
all with Torsten, suspiciously due to discrimination against Torsten 
(http://www.nenzen.net/OIDACEurope_communications.pdf). As it appears today, Torsten will be unable to consult a 
credible defence lawyer of choice, and therefore, Torsten might have to try and legally defend himself alone 
during the Swedish police questioning, and during subsequent Swedish law court proceedings.  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  

• Hillsong church in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called 
service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. Hillsong London, of course, absolutely 
refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The Hillsong churches in Australia have confirmed 
that Hillsong’s supreme leader Brian Houston enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and that 
Hillsong has a global anti-Torsten policy in place. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all three Sundays 
(2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten visited the sect to obtain information about their global 
ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2017-04-09.htm  

 
Previous churchianity incidents:  
1. The Journey Church in New York City, USA, explicitly excommunicated (although the pastors tried to 

excommunicate covertly) innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Journey-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

2. Riverside Church in New York City, USA, explicitly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Riverside-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

3. Trinity Church Wall Street in New York City, USA, implicitly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Church-Wall-Street_NYC_USA.htm  

4. Every Nation Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Every-Nation-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

5. Redeemer Presbyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

6. Hillsong Church Manhattan in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Church-Manhattan_NYC_USA.htm  

7. Apostles Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Apostles-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

8. Times Square Church in New York City, USA, inhumanely shunned further communication with innocent 
Torsten, and maybe banished covertly from their so-called “fellowship”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Times-Square-

Church_NYC_USA.htm  

9. C3 Church Manhattan in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Manhattan_NYC_USA.htm  

10. Trinity Grace Church in New York City, USA, declared through their presumptuous, controlling and possessive 
pastor “We don't marry our ladies off to strangers.” and refused further communication.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-

Grace-Church-NYC-USA.htm  

11. Central Prebyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Central-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

12. Dwell Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Dwell-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

13. Emmanuel Presbyterian in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

14. First Baptist Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/First-Baptist-Church_NYC_USA.htm  
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15. Gallery Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gallery-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

16. Grace Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Grace-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

17. Gustavus Adolphus Lutheran Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from 
fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gustavus-Adolphus-Lutheran-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

18. Renaissance Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Renaissance-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

19. Second Canaan Baptist Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Second-Canaan-Baptist-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

20. All Saints Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

21. St James Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-James-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

22. St Marks Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

23. St Michaels Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Michaels-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

24. Emmanuel Presbyterian in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

25. Trinity Presbyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Presbyterian-Church-NYC_USA.htm  

26. The director for the USA prayer ministry ‘Houses of Prayer’ which networks within the ‘United States National 
Prayer Council’, declared an apparent disinterest to pray for Torsten. When Torsten inquired why this USA 
prayer director did not want to pray, the director would not answer.: http://www.kyrkor.be/IHOP-of-United-States-National-Prayer-

Council.htm  

27. Jubilee Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
refused to welcome Torsten, and absolutely refused to justify their implied excommunication “Jubilee is not 

the church for you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Jubilee-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

28. Calvary Chapel Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten. Calvary 
Chapel falsely accused Torsten to be unfit for church attendance, and insinuated that Torsten is dangerous 
to their church members in Cape Town. Calvary Chapel further asserted that while the issue of Torsten 
remaining banished by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), Torsten is also unfit to attend their Calvary Chapel in 
Cape Town: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel-Cape-Town-excommunication-161231.htm  

29. Holy Trinity Anglican Church Gardens in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. 
Although Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town absolutely refused to answer any questions relating to their 
Anglican banishment against Torsten in Cape Town, Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town did allude that the 
banishment by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm) is the Anglican Church’s reason for banishing, as their 
Anglican Rector Alan Noble declared “The concerns these churches have raised about you along with the measures that 

various governments have taken against you are serious.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Anglican-Church-Gardens_Cape-Town.htm  

30. St Peters Anglican Church Fish Hoek in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. St 
Peters Church Fish Hoek alluded that their Anglican reason for banishing Torsten is that Torsten is banished 
by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-

Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm): http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Fish-Hoek_Cape-Town.htm  

31. Hope City Presbyterian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten and 
absolutely refused to factually justify their banishing statement “Do not attempt to contact us anymore or attend 

our services.” The banishing Presbyterian pastor admitted that he slanderously participates in a network of 
slandering pastors in Cape Town, who slander against innocent Torsten. Hope City Presbyterian Church in 
Cape Town is also part of the notoriously slandering and evil Redeemer City to City network of churches lead 
by Timothy Keller in NYC, who has excommunicated innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-City-Presbyterian-

Church_Cape-Town.htm  

32. Revival Worship Centre in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to 
justify their declaration “We are unable to facilitate any visit by you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Revival-Worship-Centre_Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

33. Life Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to justify their 
banishing statement “part ways and not continue any further conversations”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

34. Hillsong Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten consequent to Brian 
Houston’s enforced anti-Torsten policy and his Hillsong Network global ban against Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

35. His People Christian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 

and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/His-People-Christian-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

36. Shofar Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Shofar-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

37. St George’s Anglican Cathedral in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from 
fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Georges_Cathedral_Cape_Town.htm  

38. Emmanuel Anglican Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

39. Common Ground Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Common_Ground_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

40. Connect Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Connect_Church_Cape_Town.htm  
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41. Doxa Deo Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Doxa_Deo_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

42. Kingdom Vineyard Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cape_Town_South_Vineyard_Christian_Fellowship.htm  

43. Joshua Generation Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Joshua_Generation_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

44. King of Kings Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

45. Protea Valley Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Protea_Valley_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

46. The Father’s House Christian Fellowship Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten from fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Fathers-House_Christian_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

47. Valley Church Hout Bay in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Valley_Church_Hout_Bay_Cape_Town.htm  

48. St Stephens Bible Church in Cape Town, South Africa, falsely insinuated that Torsten’s search for marriage 
is an idol, and insinuated that innocent Torsten is a fool: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Stephens-Anglican-Bible-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

 
Recent Swedishness incidents:  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  
• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it doesn’t matter if it is 

in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 

• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  
• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

 
The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 
on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 

Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
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innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

190.   One hundred ninetieth International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 16 Apr 2017 20:15  
Subject: The British pastors and priests of churches in United Kingdom reject and persecute innocent Christian.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 

excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 
currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 

and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 
anti-Christian culture.  

 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently, I am in Worcester, United Kingdom.  
 
In all of London, UK, there is not a single church anywhere that welcomes Torsten to fellowship. Torsten is 
unwelcome by all churches in London, UK. Similarly, in Worcester, UK, there are zero churches where I am 
welcome. Every single church in Worcester, UK, which I have contacted many times previously, have rejected 
Torsten. I have previously exposed a couple of those typically satanic pastors & priests of the churches in 
Worcester. (http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church-Worcester-UK.htm), (http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church-Worcester-UK.htm)  
 
Nearly all pastors & priests of churches, everywhere, satanically persecute innocent Torsten. If any so-called 
“pastor” who receives and reads this letter somewhere on earth would actually be a Christian, then please pray 
that God will send to me wherever I am, from somewhere on earth, a young woman of God’s election for marriage. 
And please pray also, that the devilish pastors of the majority of churches will cease to do evil against me by 
lying, slandering, banishing, evicting, and intentionally obstructing God’s blessing and His good will, as that is 
precisely what the vast majority of pastors of churches all across the globe, where I have contacted, have done 
against me previously.  
 
I remain stuck in life, because of the utter evils committed by nearly all pastors and priests of churches 
everywhere; who fabricate lies, slander, gossip, cyber-bully, obstruct, banish, excommunicate, evict, physically 
assault and persecute. In reality, the vast majority of churches serve satan through their malice and evil. The 
vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, have demonically sought to prevent Torsten from marrying a 
Christian woman. The vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, hate facts, evidence and truth.  
 
The vast majority of pastors of churches in NYC are analogically a*holes: http://www.kyrkor.be/American_aholepastors_in_NYC.htm  
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New churchianity incidents:  

• Hillsong church in London, United Kingdom, again evicted innocent Torsten from their Sunday so-called 
service in their rented premises at Dominion Theatre in central London. Hillsong London, of course, absolutely 
refused to provide a reason for their repeated evictions. The Hillsong churches in Australia have confirmed 
that Hillsong’s supreme leader Brian Houston enforces a worldwide banishment against Torsten, and that 
Hillsong has a global anti-Torsten policy in place. Hillsect London has evicted Torsten on all three Sundays 
(2017-04-09, 2016-10-30, 2016-07-25) when Torsten visited the sect to obtain information about their global 
ban.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK_eviction_2017-04-09.htm  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  
1. The Journey Church in New York City, USA, explicitly excommunicated (although the pastors tried to 

excommunicate covertly) innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Journey-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

2. Riverside Church in New York City, USA, explicitly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Riverside-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

3. Trinity Church Wall Street in New York City, USA, implicitly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Church-Wall-Street_NYC_USA.htm  

4. Every Nation Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Every-Nation-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

5. Redeemer Presbyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

6. Hillsong Church Manhattan in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Church-Manhattan_NYC_USA.htm  

7. Apostles Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Apostles-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

8. Times Square Church in New York City, USA, inhumanely shunned further communication with innocent 
Torsten, and maybe banished covertly from their so-called “fellowship”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Times-Square-

Church_NYC_USA.htm  

9. C3 Church Manhattan in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Manhattan_NYC_USA.htm  

10. Trinity Grace Church in New York City, USA, declared through their presumptuous, controlling and possessive 
pastor “We don't marry our ladies off to strangers.” and refused further communication.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-

Grace-Church-NYC-USA.htm  

11. Central Prebyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Central-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

12. Dwell Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Dwell-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

13. Emmanuel Presbyterian in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

14. First Baptist Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/First-Baptist-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

15. Gallery Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gallery-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

16. Grace Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Grace-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

17. Gustavus Adolphus Lutheran Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from 
fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gustavus-Adolphus-Lutheran-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

18. Renaissance Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Renaissance-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

19. Second Canaan Baptist Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Second-Canaan-Baptist-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

20. All Saints Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

21. St James Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-James-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

22. St Marks Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

23. St Michaels Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Michaels-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

24. Emmanuel Presbyterian in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

25. Trinity Presbyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Presbyterian-Church-NYC_USA.htm  

26. The director for the USA prayer ministry ‘Houses of Prayer’ which networks within the ‘United States National 
Prayer Council’, declared an apparent disinterest to pray for Torsten. When Torsten inquired why this USA 
prayer director did not want to pray, the director would not answer.: http://www.kyrkor.be/IHOP-of-United-States-National-Prayer-

Council.htm  

 
Previous churchianity incidents:  
1. Jubilee Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten from fellowship, 

refused to welcome Torsten, and absolutely refused to justify their implied excommunication “Jubilee is not 

the church for you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Jubilee-Church_Cape-Town.htm  
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2. Calvary Chapel Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten. Calvary 
Chapel falsely accused Torsten to be unfit for church attendance, and insinuated that Torsten is dangerous 
to their church members in Cape Town. Calvary Chapel further asserted that while the issue of Torsten 
remaining banished by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 

(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), Torsten is also unfit to attend their Calvary Chapel in 
Cape Town: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel-Cape-Town-excommunication-161231.htm  

3. Holy Trinity Anglican Church Gardens in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. 
Although Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town absolutely refused to answer any questions relating to their 
Anglican banishment against Torsten in Cape Town, Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town did allude that the 
banishment by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm) is the Anglican Church’s reason for banishing, as their 
Anglican Rector Alan Noble declared “The concerns these churches have raised about you along with the measures that 

various governments have taken against you are serious.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Anglican-Church-Gardens_Cape-Town.htm  

4. St Peters Anglican Church Fish Hoek in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. St 
Peters Church Fish Hoek alluded that their Anglican reason for banishing Torsten is that Torsten is banished 
by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-

Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm): http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Fish-Hoek_Cape-Town.htm  

5. Hope City Presbyterian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten and 
absolutely refused to factually justify their banishing statement “Do not attempt to contact us anymore or attend 

our services.” The banishing Presbyterian pastor admitted that he slanderously participates in a network of 
slandering pastors in Cape Town, who slander against innocent Torsten. Hope City Presbyterian Church in 
Cape Town is also part of the notoriously slandering and evil Redeemer City to City network of churches lead 

by Timothy Keller in NYC, who has excommunicated innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-City-Presbyterian-

Church_Cape-Town.htm  

6. Revival Worship Centre in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to 
justify their declaration “We are unable to facilitate any visit by you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Revival-Worship-Centre_Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

7. Life Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to justify their 
banishing statement “part ways and not continue any further conversations”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

8. Hillsong Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten consequent to Brian 
Houston’s enforced anti-Torsten policy and his Hillsong Network global ban against Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

9. His People Christian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/His-People-Christian-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

10. Shofar Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Shofar-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

11. St George’s Anglican Cathedral in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from 
fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Georges_Cathedral_Cape_Town.htm  

12. Emmanuel Anglican Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

13. Common Ground Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Common_Ground_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

14. Connect Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Connect_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

15. Doxa Deo Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 

refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Doxa_Deo_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

16. Kingdom Vineyard Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cape_Town_South_Vineyard_Christian_Fellowship.htm  

17. Joshua Generation Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Joshua_Generation_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

18. King of Kings Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

19. Protea Valley Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Protea_Valley_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

20. The Father’s House Christian Fellowship Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten from fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Fathers-House_Christian_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

21. Valley Church Hout Bay in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Valley_Church_Hout_Bay_Cape_Town.htm  

22. St Stephens Bible Church in Cape Town, South Africa, falsely insinuated that Torsten’s search for marriage 
is an idol, and insinuated that innocent Torsten is a fool: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Stephens-Anglican-Bible-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

 
Recent Swedishness incidents:  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  
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Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  
• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it doesn’t matter if it is 

in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 

• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  
• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  

• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• The Swedish Healthcare system has now obstructed Torsten from listing with, and visiting, a medical 
practitioner of choice within Sweden for more than two years (since October 2014). The Swedish Government 
passively approves Swedish doctors’ unjustifiable deselection/discrimination against some patients, and 
passively approves Swedish doctors’ refusal to provide health care to some of their listed patients: 
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Government-passively-approves-doctoral-discrimination-against-patients.htm  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

 
The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 

on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
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If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 

me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

189.   One hundred eighty-ninth International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 31 Mar 2017 16:01  

Subject: American a*holepastors of churches in New York City persecute innocent Christian.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently, I am still in New York City, USA.  
 
If any so-called “pastor” who receives and reads this letter would actually be a Christian, then please pray that 
God will send to me wherever I am, from somewhere on earth, a young woman of God’s election for marriage. 
And please pray also, that the pastors of the majority of churches will cease to do evil against me by lying, 
slandering, banishing, evicting, and intentionally obstructing God’s blessing and His good will, as that is precisely 
what the vast majority of pastors of churches all across the globe, where I have contacted, have done against 
me previously.  
 
I remain stuck in life, because of the utter evils committed by nearly all pastors and priests of churches 
everywhere; who fabricate lies, slander, gossip, cyber-bully, obstruct, banish, excommunicate, evict, physically 
assault and persecute. In reality, the vast majority of churches serve satan through their malice and evil. The 
vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, have demonically sought to prevent Torsten from marrying a 

Christian woman. The vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, hate facts, evidence and truth.  
 
In New York City, the majority of American pastors of churches are malicious and evil. A noticeable difference 
between the pastors in NYC and internationally, though, is that fewer pastors in New York City 
banish/excommunicate explicitly, but NYC pastors opt instead for a more sly and covert style of banishing. The 
effect is the same, though, regardless whether the banishment is explicit, implicit or covert. A minority of pastors 
of churches in NYC invited; superficially or actually.  
 
This is my fourth stay in New York City, and NYC again confirms its hardness. As the famous saying goes: “Live 

in New York City once, but leave before it makes you hard. Live in Northern California once, but leave before it makes you soft.”  
 
New churchianity incidents:  
1. The Journey Church in New York City, USA, explicitly excommunicated (although the pastors tried to 

excommunicate covertly) innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Journey-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

2. Riverside Church in New York City, USA, explicitly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Riverside-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

3. Trinity Church Wall Street in New York City, USA, implicitly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Church-Wall-Street_NYC_USA.htm  

4. Every Nation Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Every-Nation-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

5. Redeemer Presbyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

6. Hillsong Church Manhattan in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Church-Manhattan_NYC_USA.htm  

7. Apostles Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Apostles-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

8. Times Square Church in New York City, USA, inhumanely shunned further communication with innocent 
Torsten, and maybe banished covertly from their so-called “fellowship”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Times-Square-

Church_NYC_USA.htm  

9. C3 Church Manhattan in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Manhattan_NYC_USA.htm  

10. Central Prebyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Central-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  
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11. Dwell Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Dwell-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

12. Emmanuel Presbyterian in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

13. First Baptist Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/First-Baptist-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

14. Gallery Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gallery-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

15. Grace Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Grace-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

16. Gustavus Adolphus Lutheran Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from 
fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gustavus-Adolphus-Lutheran-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

17. Renaissance Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Renaissance-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

18. Second Canaan Baptist Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Second-Canaan-Baptist-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

19. All Saints Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

20. St James Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-James-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

21. St Marks Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

22. St Michaels Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Michaels-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

23. Emmanuel Presbyterian in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel-Presbyterian-Church_NYC_USA.htm  

24. Trinity Presbyterian Church in New York City, USA, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Presbyterian-Church-NYC_USA.htm  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  
1. Trinity Grace Church in New York City, USA, declared through their presumptuous, controlling and possessive 

pastor “We don't marry our ladies off to strangers.” and refused further communication.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-

Grace-Church-NYC-USA.htm  

2. The director for the USA prayer ministry ‘Houses of Prayer’ which networks within the ‘United States National 
Prayer Council’, declared an apparent disinterest to pray for Torsten. When Torsten inquired why this USA 
prayer director did not want to pray, the director would not answer.: http://www.kyrkor.be/IHOP-of-United-States-National-Prayer-

Council.htm  

 
Previous churchianity incidents:  

1. Hillsong Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten consequent to Brian 
Houston’s enforced anti-Torsten policy and his Hillsong Network global ban against Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

2. Jubilee Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
refused to welcome Torsten, and absolutely refused to justify their implied excommunication “Jubilee is not 

the church for you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Jubilee-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

3. Calvary Chapel Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten. Calvary 
Chapel falsely accused Torsten to be unfit for church attendance, and insinuated that Torsten is dangerous 
to their church members in Cape Town. Calvary Chapel further asserted that while the issue of Torsten 
remaining banished by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), Torsten is also unfit to attend their Calvary Chapel in 
Cape Town: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel-Cape-Town-excommunication-161231.htm  

4. Holy Trinity Anglican Church Gardens in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. 
Although Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town absolutely refused to answer any questions relating to their 
Anglican banishment against Torsten in Cape Town, Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town did allude that the 
banishment by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm) is the Anglican Church’s reason for banishing, as their 

Anglican Rector Alan Noble declared “The concerns these churches have raised about you along with the measures that 

various governments have taken against you are serious.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Anglican-Church-Gardens_Cape-Town.htm  

5. St Peters Anglican Church Fish Hoek in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. St 
Peters Church Fish Hoek alluded that their Anglican reason for banishing Torsten is that Torsten is banished 
by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-

Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm): http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Fish-Hoek_Cape-Town.htm  

6. Hope City Presbyterian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten and 
absolutely refused to factually justify their banishing statement “Do not attempt to contact us anymore or attend 

our services.” The banishing Presbyterian pastor admitted that he slanderously participates in a network of 
slandering pastors in Cape Town, who slander against innocent Torsten. Hope City Presbyterian Church in 
Cape Town is also part of the notoriously slandering and evil Redeemer City to City network of churches lead 
by Timothy Keller in NYC, who has excommunicated innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-City-Presbyterian-

Church_Cape-Town.htm  

7. Revival Worship Centre in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to 
justify their declaration “We are unable to facilitate any visit by you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Revival-Worship-Centre_Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  
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8. Life Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to justify their 
banishing statement “part ways and not continue any further conversations”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

9. His People Christian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/His-People-Christian-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

10. Shofar Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Shofar-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

11. St George’s Anglican Cathedral in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from 
fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Georges_Cathedral_Cape_Town.htm  

12. Emmanuel Anglican Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

13. Common Ground Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Common_Ground_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

14. Connect Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Connect_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

15. Doxa Deo Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Doxa_Deo_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

16. Kingdom Vineyard Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cape_Town_South_Vineyard_Christian_Fellowship.htm  

17. Joshua Generation Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Joshua_Generation_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

18. King of Kings Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 

refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

19. Protea Valley Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Protea_Valley_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

20. The Father’s House Christian Fellowship Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten from fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Fathers-House_Christian_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

21. Valley Church Hout Bay in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Valley_Church_Hout_Bay_Cape_Town.htm  

22. St Stephens Bible Church in Cape Town, South Africa, falsely insinuated that Torsten’s search for marriage 
is an idol, and insinuated that innocent Torsten is a fool: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Stephens-Anglican-Bible-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

 
Recent Swedishness incidents:  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  
• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it 

doesn’t matter if it is in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 
• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  

• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• The Swedish Healthcare system has now obstructed Torsten from listing with, and visiting, a medical 
practitioner of choice within Sweden for more than two years (since October 2014). The Swedish 
Government passively approves Swedish doctors’ unjustifiable deselection/discrimination against some 
patients, and passively approves Swedish doctors’ refusal to provide health care to some of their listed 
patients: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Government-passively-approves-doctoral-discrimination-against-patients.htm  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and 
telephoned the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and 
disturbance of peace. The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect 
leader Brian Houston, and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect 
churches why their “church” has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, 
HillSect absolutely refuses to answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

 
The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 
on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
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No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 

Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 

A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 

corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

188.   One hundred eighty-eighth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 15 Mar 2017 00:16  

Subject: Pastors of churches persecute.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently, I am in New York City, USA.  
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If any so-called “pastor” who receives and reads this letter would actually be a Christian, then please pray that 
God will send to New York City, from somewhere on earth, a young woman of God’s election for marriage. And 
please pray also, that the pastors of the majority of churches in New York City will not do evil against me by 
lying, slandering, banishing, evicting, and intentionally obstructing God’s blessing and His good will, as that is 

precisely what the vast majority of pastors of churches all across the globe, where I have contacted, have done 
against me previously.  
 
I remain stuck in life, because of the utter evils committed by nearly all pastors and priests of churches 
everywhere; who fabricate lies, slander, gossip, cyber-bully, obstruct, banish, excommunicate, evict, physically 
assault and persecute. In reality, the vast majority of churches serve satan through their malice and evil. The 
vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, have demonically sought to prevent Torsten from marrying a 
Christian woman. The vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, hate facts, evidence and truth.  
 
New churchianity incidents:  
1. Trinity Grace Church in New York City, USA, declared through their presumptuous, controlling and possessive 

pastor “We don't marry our ladies off to strangers.” and refused further communication.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity-Grace-Church-NYC-USA.htm  

2. The director for the USA prayer ministry ‘Houses of Prayer’ which networks within the ‘United States National 
Prayer Council’, declared an apparent disinterest to pray for Torsten. When Torsten inquired why this USA 
prayer director did not want to pray, the director would not answer.: http://www.kyrkor.be/IHOP-of-United-States-National-

Prayer-Council.htm  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  
23. Hillsong Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten consequent to Brian 

Houston’s enforced anti-Torsten policy and his Hillsong Network global ban against Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

24. Jubilee Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
refused to welcome Torsten, and absolutely refused to justify their implied excommunication “Jubilee is not 

the church for you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Jubilee-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

25. Calvary Chapel Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten. Calvary 
Chapel falsely accused Torsten to be unfit for church attendance, and insinuated that Torsten is dangerous 
to their church members in Cape Town. Calvary Chapel further asserted that while the issue of Torsten 
remaining banished by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), Torsten is also unfit to attend their Calvary Chapel in 
Cape Town: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel-Cape-Town-excommunication-161231.htm  

26. Holy Trinity Anglican Church Gardens in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. 
Although Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town absolutely refused to answer any questions relating to their 
Anglican banishment against Torsten in Cape Town, Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town did allude that the 
banishment by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm) is the Anglican Church’s reason for banishing, as their 
Anglican Rector Alan Noble declared “The concerns these churches have raised about you along with the measures that 

various governments have taken against you are serious.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Anglican-Church-Gardens_Cape-Town.htm  

27. St Peters Anglican Church Fish Hoek in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. St 
Peters Church Fish Hoek alluded that their Anglican reason for banishing Torsten is that Torsten is banished 
by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-

Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm): http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Fish-Hoek_Cape-Town.htm  

28. Hope City Presbyterian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten and 
absolutely refused to factually justify their banishing statement “Do not attempt to contact us anymore or attend 

our services.” The banishing Presbyterian pastor admitted that he slanderously participates in a network of 
slandering pastors in Cape Town, who slander against innocent Torsten. Hope City Presbyterian Church in 
Cape Town is also part of the notoriously slandering and evil Redeemer City to City network of churches lead 
by Timothy Keller in NYC, who has excommunicated innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-City-Presbyterian-

Church_Cape-Town.htm  

29. Revival Worship Centre in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to 
justify their declaration “We are unable to facilitate any visit by you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Revival-Worship-Centre_Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

30. Life Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to justify their 
banishing statement “part ways and not continue any further conversations”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

31. His People Christian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/His-People-Christian-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

32. Shofar Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Shofar-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

33. St George’s Anglican Cathedral in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from 
fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Georges_Cathedral_Cape_Town.htm  

34. Emmanuel Anglican Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

35. Common Ground Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Common_Ground_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

36. Connect Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Connect_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

37. Doxa Deo Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Doxa_Deo_Church_Cape_Town.htm  
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38. Kingdom Vineyard Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cape_Town_South_Vineyard_Christian_Fellowship.htm  

39. Joshua Generation Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Joshua_Generation_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

40. King of Kings Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

41. Protea Valley Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Protea_Valley_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

42. The Father’s House Christian Fellowship Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten from fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Fathers-House_Christian_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

43. Valley Church Hout Bay in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Valley_Church_Hout_Bay_Cape_Town.htm  

44. St Stephens Bible Church in Cape Town, South Africa, falsely insinuated that Torsten’s search for marriage 
is an idol, and insinuated that innocent Torsten is a fool: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Stephens-Anglican-Bible-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

 
Recent Swedishness incidents:  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  
• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it 

doesn’t matter if it is in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 
• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  

• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• The Swedish Healthcare system has now obstructed Torsten from listing with, and visiting, a medical 
practitioner of choice within Sweden for more than two years (since October 2014). The Swedish 
Government passively approves Swedish doctors’ unjustifiable deselection/discrimination against some 
patients, and passively approves Swedish doctors’ refusal to provide health care to some of their listed 
patients: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Government-passively-approves-doctoral-discrimination-against-patients.htm  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and 
telephoned the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and 
disturbance of peace. The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect 
leader Brian Houston, and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect 
churches why their “church” has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, 
HillSect absolutely refuses to answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

 
The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 
on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  
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In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 

innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  

 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

187.   One hundred eighty-seventh International Plea  
 
Date: Tue, 28 Feb 2017 10:36  

Subject: The satanic pastors of churches in Cape Town persecute.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am still in Cape Town, South Africa.  
 
Violent crime & corruption & mammon seem to be parts of the contemporary culture elements of South Africa, 
with inequality and deficiency of socio-economic equity, by greedy exploitation of human resources without a 
national minimum wage. Like flies are attracted to dung, it seems that Cape Town disproportionately attracts 
international travellers of confused morality. 
 
The overwhelming majority of all pastors of churches in Cape Town which I have repeatedly contacted, have 

consistently refused to welcome. In fact, 210 churches of 270 churches (77%) in Cape Town that are confirmed 
recipients of my enquiry for fellowship banished me (explicitly, implicitly or covertly). The average banishment 
rate by churches in all cities where I have visited globally is approximately 90%. Statistically, therefore, the 
churches in Cape Town are overall ~13% less banishing compared with the international average.  
 
I remain stuck in life, because of the utter evils committed by nearly all pastors and priests of churches 
everywhere; who fabricate lies, slander, gossip, cyber-bully, obstruct, banish, excommunicate, evict, physically 
assault and persecute. In reality, the vast majority of churches serve satan through their malice and evil. The 
vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, demonically seek to prevent Torsten from marrying a Christian 
woman. The vast majority of pastors of churches, everywhere, hate facts, evidence and truth.  
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New churchianity incident:  
1. Hope City Presbyterian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten and 

absolutely refused to factually justify their banishing statement “Do not attempt to contact us anymore or attend 

our services.” The banishing Presbyterian pastor admitted that he slanderously participates in a network of 

slandering pastors in Cape Town, who slander against innocent Torsten. Hope City Presbyterian Church in 
Cape Town is also part of the notoriously slandering and evil Redeemer City to City network of churches lead 
by Timothy Keller in NYC, who has excommunicated innocent Torsten.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-City-Presbyterian-

Church_Cape-Town.htm  

2. St Stephens Bible Church in Cape Town, South Africa, falsely insinuated that Torsten’s search for marriage 
is an idol, and insinuated that innocent Torsten is a fool: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Stephens-Anglican-Bible-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  
1. Hillsong Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten consequent to Brian 

Houston’s enforced anti-Torsten policy and his Hillsong Network global ban against Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

2. Jubilee Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
refused to welcome Torsten, and absolutely refused to justify their implied excommunication “Jubilee is not 

the church for you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Jubilee-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

3. Calvary Chapel Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten. Calvary 
Chapel falsely accused Torsten to be unfit for church attendance, and insinuated that Torsten is dangerous 
to their church members in Cape Town. Calvary Chapel further asserted that while the issue of Torsten 
remaining banished by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), Torsten is also unfit to attend their Calvary Chapel in 
Cape Town: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel-Cape-Town-excommunication-161231.htm  

4. Holy Trinity Anglican Church Gardens in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. 
Although Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town absolutely refused to answer any questions relating to their 
Anglican banishment against Torsten in Cape Town, Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town did allude that the 
banishment by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm) is the Anglican Church’s reason for banishing, as their 
Anglican Rector Alan Noble declared “The concerns these churches have raised about you along with the measures that 

various governments have taken against you are serious.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Anglican-Church-Gardens_Cape-Town.htm  

5. St Peters Anglican Church Fish Hoek in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. St 
Peters Church Fish Hoek alluded that their Anglican reason for banishing Torsten is that Torsten is banished 
by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-

Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm): http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Fish-Hoek_Cape-Town.htm  

6. Revival Worship Centre in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to 
justify their declaration “We are unable to facilitate any visit by you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Revival-Worship-Centre_Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

7. Life Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to justify their 
banishing statement “part ways and not continue any further conversations”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

8. His People Christian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/His-People-Christian-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

9. Shofar Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Shofar-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

10. St George’s Anglican Cathedral in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from 

fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Georges_Cathedral_Cape_Town.htm  

11. Emmanuel Anglican Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

12. Common Ground Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Common_Ground_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

13. Connect Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Connect_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

14. Doxa Deo Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Doxa_Deo_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

15. Kingdom Vineyard Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cape_Town_South_Vineyard_Christian_Fellowship.htm  

16. Joshua Generation Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Joshua_Generation_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

17. King of Kings Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

18. Protea Valley Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Protea_Valley_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

19. The Father’s House Christian Fellowship Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten from fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Fathers-House_Christian_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

20. Valley Church Hout Bay in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Valley_Church_Hout_Bay_Cape_Town.htm  

 
Recent Swedishness incidents:  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
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public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  

Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  

• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it doesn’t matter if it is 

in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 

• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  

• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• The Swedish Healthcare system has now obstructed Torsten from listing with, and visiting, a medical 
practitioner of choice within Sweden for more than two years (since October 2014). The Swedish Government 
passively approves Swedish doctors’ unjustifiable deselection/discrimination against some patients, and 
passively approves Swedish doctors’ refusal to provide health care to some of their listed patients: 
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Government-passively-approves-doctoral-discrimination-against-patients.htm  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

 
The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 
on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 

innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 

the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
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As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 

If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

186.   One hundred eighty-sixth International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 16 Feb 2017 00:49  

Subject: Vast majority of pastors and churches in Cape Town persecute.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in Cape Town, South Africa.  
 
Violent crime & corruption & mammon seem to be parts of the contemporary culture elements of South Africa, 
with inequality and deficiency of socio-economic equity, by greedy exploitation of human resources without a 
national minimum wage.  

 
In Cape Town, as anywhere, I am searching for a welcoming church that would allow Christian singles to 
communicate. My primary objective, also in Cape Town, is to discover a Christian young woman to marry. So far, 
the vast majority of churches in Cape Town have refused to welcome, but in comparison with most cities 
worldwide where I have visited or contacted churches, the small percentage of churches in Cape Town that invite 
are higher than in those other cities.  
 
The overwhelming majority of all churches in Cape Town which I have contacted have refused to welcome, 
because of the satanic pastors of churches. In Cape Town, I have no opportunity to speak with any young Christian 
women, because there are no churches where I am welcome that I also can access safely. So in regards to my 
daily prayer (the past 20 years!) that God would find a Christian woman somewhere on earth for me in marriage, 
Cape Town would appear to be an absolute waste of time, due to the evil pastors of the churches in Cape Town, 
and due to my safe inaccessibility to those few churches that have invited a visit.  
 
I remain stuck in life, because of the utter evils of pastors and priests of churches.  
 
If any “pastor” who receives and reads this letter would also be a real Christian, then please pray that God will 
send to Cape Town, from somewhere on earth, a young woman of God’s election for marriage. And please pray 
also, that the pastors of the majority of churches in Cape Town will not do evil against me by lying, slandering, 
banishing, evicting, and intentionally obstructing God’s blessing and His good will, as that is precisely what the 
vast majority of pastors of churches all across the globe, where I have contacted, have done against me 
previously.  
 
New churchianity incident:  
1. St George’s Anglican Cathedral in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from 

fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Georges_Cathedral_Cape_Town.htm  

2. Emmanuel Anglican Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

3. Common Ground Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Common_Ground_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

4. Connect Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Connect_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Georges_Cathedral_Cape_Town.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel_Church_Cape_Town.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Common_Ground_Church_Cape_Town.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Connect_Church_Cape_Town.htm
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5. Doxa Deo Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Doxa_Deo_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

6. Kingdom Vineyard Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cape_Town_South_Vineyard_Christian_Fellowship.htm  

7. Joshua Generation Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Joshua_Generation_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

8. King of Kings Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

9. Protea Valley Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Protea_Valley_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

10. The Father’s House Christian Fellowship Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent 
Torsten from fellowship, and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Fathers-House_Christian_Church_Cape_Town.htm  

11. Valley Church Hout Bay in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and 
refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Valley_Church_Hout_Bay_Cape_Town.htm  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  
12. Hillsong Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten consequent to Brian 

Houston’s enforced anti-Torsten policy and his Hillsong Network global ban against Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

13. Jubilee Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
refused to welcome Torsten, and absolutely refused to justify their implied excommunication “Jubilee is not 

the church for you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Jubilee-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

14. Calvary Chapel Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten. Calvary 
Chapel falsely accused Torsten to be unfit for church attendance, and insinuated that Torsten is dangerous 
to their church members in Cape Town. Calvary Chapel further asserted that while the issue of Torsten 
remaining banished by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), Torsten is also unfit to attend their Calvary Chapel in 
Cape Town: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel-Cape-Town-excommunication-161231.htm  

15. Holy Trinity Anglican Church Gardens in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. 
Although Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town absolutely refused to answer any questions relating to their 
Anglican banishment against Torsten in Cape Town, Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town did allude that the 
banishment by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm) is the Anglican Church’s reason for banishing, as their 
Anglican Rector Alan Noble declared “The concerns these churches have raised about you along with the measures that 

various governments have taken against you are serious.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Anglican-Church-Gardens_Cape-Town.htm  

16. St Peters Anglican Church Fish Hoek in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. St 
Peters Church Fish Hoek alluded that their Anglican reason for banishing Torsten is that Torsten is banished 
by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-

Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm): http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Fish-Hoek_Cape-Town.htm  

17. Revival Worship Centre in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to 
justify their declaration “We are unable to facilitate any visit by you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Revival-Worship-Centre_Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

18. Life Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to justify their 
banishing statement “part ways and not continue any further conversations”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

19. His People Christian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/His-People-Christian-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

20. Shofar Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 
to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Shofar-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

 
Recent Swedishness incidents:  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  

• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it doesn’t matter if it is 

in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 

• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  

• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• The Swedish Healthcare system has now obstructed Torsten from listing with, and visiting, a medical 
practitioner of choice within Sweden for more than two years (since October 2014). The Swedish Government 
passively approves Swedish doctors’ unjustifiable deselection/discrimination against some patients, and 
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passively approves Swedish doctors’ refusal to provide health care to some of their listed patients: 
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Government-passively-approves-doctoral-discrimination-against-patients.htm  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

 
The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 
on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 

Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 

If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
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185.   One hundred eighty-fifth International Plea  
 
Date: Tue, 31 Jan 2017 14:30  

Subject: Many pastors and churches in Cape Town persecute.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in Cape Town, South Africa.  
 
In Cape Town, as anywhere, I am searching for a welcoming church that would allow Christian singles to 
communicate. My primary objective, also in Cape Town, is to discover a Christian young woman to marry. So far, 
the vast majority of churches in Cape Town have refused to welcome, but in comparison with most cities 
worldwide where I have visited or contacted churches, the percentage of churches that invite in Cape Town are 
higher than in those other cities.  
 
If any “pastor” who receives and reads this letter would also be a real Christian, then please pray that God will 
send to Cape Town, from somewhere on earth, a young woman of God’s election for marriage. And please pray 
also, that the pastors of the majority of churches in Cape Town will not do evil against me by lying, slandering, 
banishing, evicting, and intentionally obstructing God’s blessing and His good will, as that is precisely what the 
vast majority of pastors of churches all across the globe, where I have contacted, have done against me 
previously.  
 
New churchianity incident:  
1. Hillsong Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten consequent to Brian 

Houston’s enforced anti-Torsten policy and his Hillsong Network global ban against Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

2. Revival Worship Centre in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to 
justify their declaration “We are unable to facilitate any visit by you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Revival-Worship-Centre_Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

3. Life Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly banished innocent Torsten and refused to justify their 
banishing statement “part ways and not continue any further conversations”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Cape-

Town_South-Africa.htm  

4. His People Christian Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, 
and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/His-People-Christian-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

5. Shofar Church in Cape Town, South Africa, covertly banished innocent Torsten from fellowship, and refused 

to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Shofar-Church_Cape-Town_South-Africa.htm  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  
6. Jubilee Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten from fellowship, 

refused to welcome Torsten, and absolutely refused to justify their implied excommunication “Jubilee is not 

the church for you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Jubilee-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

7. Calvary Chapel Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten. Calvary 
Chapel falsely accused Torsten to be unfit for church attendance, and insinuated that Torsten is dangerous 
to their church members in Cape Town. Calvary Chapel further asserted that while the issue of Torsten 
remaining banished by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), Torsten is also unfit to attend their Calvary Chapel in 
Cape Town: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel-Cape-Town-excommunication-161231.htm  

8. St Peters Anglican Church Fish Hoek in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. St 
Peters Church Fish Hoek alluded that their Anglican reason for banishing Torsten is that Torsten is banished 
by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-

Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm): http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Fish-Hoek_Cape-Town.htm  

9. Holy Trinity Anglican Church Gardens in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. 

Although Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town absolutely refused to answer any questions relating to their 
Anglican banishment against Torsten in Cape Town, Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town did allude that the 
banishment by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm) is the Anglican Church’s reason for banishing, as their 
Anglican Rector Alan Noble declared “The concerns these churches have raised about you along with the measures that 

various governments have taken against you are serious.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Anglican-Church-Gardens_Cape-Town.htm  

 
Recent Swedishness incidents:  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
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Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 

recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  

• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it doesn’t matter if it is 

in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 

• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  

• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• The Swedish Healthcare system has now obstructed Torsten from listing with, and visiting, a medical 
practitioner of choice within Sweden for more than two years (since October 2014). The Swedish Government 
passively approves Swedish doctors’ unjustifiable deselection/discrimination against some patients, and 
passively approves Swedish doctors’ refusal to provide health care to some of their listed patients: 
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Government-passively-approves-doctoral-discrimination-against-patients.htm  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

 
The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 
on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 

The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 

membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
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As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  

 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

184.   One hundred eighty-fourth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 16 Jan 2017 19:08  

Subject: Several pastors and churches in Cape Town persecute.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in Cape Town, South Africa.  
 
In Cape Town, as anywhere, I am searching for a welcoming church that would allow Christian singles to 
communicate. My primary objective, also in Cape Town, is to discover a Christian young woman to marry. So far, 

the vast majority of churches in Cape Town have refused to welcome, but in comparison with most cities 
worldwide where I have visited or contacted churches, the percentage of churches that invite in Cape Town are 
higher than in those other cities.  
 
If any “pastor” who receives and reads this letter would also be a real Christian, then please pray that God will 
send to Cape Town, from somewhere on earth, a young woman of God’s election for marriage. And please pray 
also, that the pastors of the majority of churches in Cape Town will not do evil against me by lying, slandering, 
banishing, evicting, and intentionally obstructing God’s blessing and His good will, as that is precisely what the 
vast majority of pastors of churches all across the globe, where I have contacted, have done against me 
previously.  
 
New churchianity incidents:  
1. Jubilee Church in Cape Town, South Africa, implicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten from fellowship, 

refused to welcome Torsten, and absolutely refused to justify their implied excommunication “Jubilee is not 
the church for you.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Jubilee-Church_Cape-Town.htm  

2. St Peters Anglican Church Fish Hoek in Cape Town, South Africa, banished innocent Torsten. St Peters Church 
Fish Hoek alluded that their Anglican reason for banishing Torsten is that Torsten is banished by all the 
churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm): http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Fish-Hoek_Cape-Town.htm  

3. Holy Trinity Anglican Church Gardens in Cape Town, South Africa, banished innocent Torsten. Although Holy 
Trinity Church in Cape Town absolutely refused to answer any questions relating to their Anglican banishment 
against Torsten in Cape Town, Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town did allude that the banishment by all the 
churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-

Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm) is the Anglican Church’s reason for banishing, as their Anglican Rector Alan Noble 
declared “The concerns these churches have raised about you along with the measures that various governments have 

taken against you are serious.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Anglican-Church-Gardens_Cape-Town.htm  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  
4. Calvary Chapel Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten. Calvary 

Chapel falsely accused Torsten to be unfit for church attendance, and insinuated that Torsten is dangerous 
to their church members in Cape Town. Calvary Chapel further asserted that while the issue of Torsten 
remaining banished by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Jubilee-Church_Cape-Town.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Fish-Hoek_Cape-Town.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Anglican-Church-Gardens_Cape-Town.htm
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(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), Torsten is also unfit to attend their Calvary Chapel in 
Cape Town: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel-Cape-Town-excommunication-161231.htm  

 
Recent Swedishness incidents:  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  
• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it doesn’t matter if it is 

in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 

• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  
• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  

• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• The Swedish Healthcare system has now obstructed Torsten from listing with, and visiting, a medical 
practitioner of choice within Sweden for more than two years (since October 2014). The Swedish Government 
passively approves Swedish doctors’ unjustifiable deselection/discrimination against some patients, and 
passively approves Swedish doctors’ refusal to provide health care to some of their listed patients: 
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Government-passively-approves-doctoral-discrimination-against-patients.htm  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

 

The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 
on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  
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Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 

pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

183.   One hundred eighty-third International Plea  
 
Date: Sat, 31 Dec 2016 23:09  
Subject: Some pastors and churches also in Cape Town persecute.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  

 
Current:  
I am currently in Cape Town, South Africa.  
 
In Cape Town, as anywhere, I am searching for a welcoming church that would allow Christian singles to 
communicate. My primary objective, also in Cape Town, is to discover a Christian young woman to marry.  
 
If any “pastor” who receives and reads this letter would also be a real Christian, then please pray that God will 
send to Cape Town, from somewhere on earth, a young woman of God’s election for marriage. And please pray 
also, that the pastors of the churches in Cape Town will not do evil against me by lying, slandering, banishing, 
evicting, and intentionally obstructing God’s blessing and His good will, as that is precisely what the vast majority 
of pastors of churches all across the globe, where I have contacted, has done against me previously.  
 
In the majority of societies globally, the most dangerous place for me is inside church buildings, where the pastors 
sometimes physically evict me using physical or violent assault against me. In Cape Town and South Africa, 
however, it is at least equally as dangerous for me outside their churches. This Christmas Day, December 25, 
2016, while I walked to a church building in the afternoon within a “safe” neighbourhood, two men mugged me 
at knifepoint. If I had not surrendered my valuables, the outcome would surely have been lethal. Cape Town is 
ranked as one of the world’s most criminal cities, and South African Police is even more corrupt than in New 
Zealand or in satanic Sweden.  
 
New churchianity incident:  

• Calvary Chapel Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten. Calvary 
Chapel falsely accused Torsten to be unfit for church attendance, and insinuated that Torsten is dangerous 
to their church members in Cape Town. Calvary Chapel further asserted that while the issue of Torsten 
remaining banished by all the churches in New Zealand and consequently by the Government of New Zealand 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), Torsten is also unfit to attend their Calvary Chapel in 
Cape Town: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel-Cape-Town-excommunication-161231.htm  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  
1. The typically satanic Pentecostal church, Hillsong London, evicted Torsten from their Sunday so-called 

‘service’ – again - and absolutely refused to provide a reality-based reason for their Hillsong’s worldwide 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel-Cape-Town-excommunication-161231.htm
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anti-Torsten policy and their Hillsong global banishment against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-

London-UK-eviction_2016-10-30.htm  

2. Anglican All Souls Church at Langham Place in London, United Kingdom, explicitly excluded the innocent 
Christian person Torsten from participation in their church’s flyer-advertised “all welcome!” Sunday lunches, 
absolutely refused to clarify and further communicate with Torsten about this exclusion against Torsten, and 
thus reaffirmed their church’s earlier excommunication against Torsten from 2012. Their Anglican rector 
Hugh Palmer who excommunicated Torsten 2012 is appointed politically by the British Prime Minister’s office: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/All_Souls_Langham_Place_Church_Anglican_banishment.htm  

3. Torsten revisited the two unwelcoming Anglican churches St Mary’s Church London (http://www.stmaryslondon.com) and 
King’s Cross Church London (http://kxc.org.uk), who both dehumanised Torsten in their inhumanity and rejection. 
St Mary’s Church in London is the mother-church of the satanic persecution against Torsten by the Anglican 
church in Auckland, New Zealand, whose lies, cyber-bullying and persecution against Torsten caused the 
satanic New Zealand Government to imprison and deport Torsten. Torsten is indefinitely banned from entry 
to New Zealand by the New Zealand Government, due to the invented lies by the Anglican St Mary’s London 
church-plant in Auckland, New Zealand.  

4. Saddleback Church (currently the 7th largest megachurch in USA founded by Rick Warren) in Berlin, Germany, 
excommunicated the absolutely innocent Christian visitor Torsten from attendance at all Saddleback 
“services” and all Saddleback “meetings”. As a typical church, Saddleback absolutely refused to provide a 
reality-based or Biblical reason for their banishment against innocent Torsten, but Saddleback did indirectly 
acknowledge that Saddleback prioritises its alliances to their “ministry partners” who also have banished 
Torsten without a justifiable reason. Saddlback refused to specify who their ministry partners are, but 
acknowledged that Torsten had “carefully documented” with evidence the unjustifiable evils committed 
against Torsten by Saddleback’s ministry allies. Saddleback indirectly acknowledged that God and truth are 
irrelevant, in comparison to Saddleback’s ministry allegiances. As a typical church, Saddleback is an 
adversary to facts, evidence, truth, justice, love and God. Satan governs Saddleback in Berlin.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Saddleback-Church-Berlin-excommunication.htm  

5. Every Nation Church in Berlin, Germany, explicitly banished an innocent Christian from attendance at any 
of their so-called services, and falsely accused the Christian of misbehaviour in an anonymous church “your 
behaviour in another church”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Every-Nation-Church-Berlin.htm  

6. ECG Church (Evangeliums Christengemeinde) in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian, 
and their controlling pastors declared intent to obstruct God’s will “someone like you we would not give one 
of our woman”: http://www.kyrkor.be/ECG-Church-Berlin.htm  

7. Berlin International Community Church (BICC) which is part of the satanic Hillsong Network in Berlin, 
Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/BICC-Church-Berlin-with-Hillsong-Network.htm  

8. St George’s Anglican Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-

Georges-Anglican-Church-Berlin.htm  

9. St Ludwig Catholic Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-

Ludwig-Catholic-Church-Berlin.htm  

10. Beit Sar Shalom Messianic Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-Sar-Shalom-Messianic-Church-Berlin.htm  

11. Crossway International Baptist Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-International-Baptist-Church-Berlin.htm  

12. Evangelical Church Community of Prenzlauer-Berg-Nord in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Community-Prentzlauer-Berg-Nord-Berlin.htm  

13. Evangelical Church District Berlin Stadtmitte in Berlin, Germany, would not welcome an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-District-Stadtmitte-Berlin.htm  

14. Calvary Chapel Church in Berlin, Germany, neglected communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/communication-neglect-Calvary-

Chapel-Berlin.htm  

15. Pastor Fabian Heinze of Gemeinde auf dem Weg Evangelical Church in Berlin, Germany, neglected 
communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/communication-neglect-by-pastor-Fabian-Heinze.htm  

 
Previous churchianity and Swedishness incidents:  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  
• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it 

doesn’t matter if it is in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 

• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  
• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• The Swedish Healthcare system has now obstructed Torsten from listing with, and visiting, a medical 
practitioner of choice within Sweden for more than two years (since October 2014). The Swedish Government 
passively approves Swedish doctors’ unjustifiable deselection/discrimination against some patients, and 
passively approves Swedish doctors’ refusal to provide health care to some of their listed patients: 
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Government-passively-approves-doctoral-discrimination-against-patients.htm  
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• A typically satanic Pentecostal church, Hillsong London, evicted Torsten from their Sunday so-called ‘service’ 
and absolutely refused to provide a reality-based reason for their Hillsong’s worldwide anti-Torsten policy 
and their global banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK-eviction.htm  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

• A typically satanic Evangelical church, King’s Church in Birmingham, explicitly forbade Torsten from visiting 
any of their so-called ‘services’, and as a typical church they absolutely refused to provide any reality-based 
or Biblical reason for their banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm  

 
The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 
on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 

Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
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If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 

 
 

182.   One hundred eighty-second International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 15 Dec 2016 00:31  

Subject: Satanic Sweden, and evil pastors of churches.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in Cape Town, South Africa.  
 
In Cape Town, as anywhere, I am searching for a welcoming church that would allow Christian singles to 
communicate. My primary objective, also in Cape Town, is to discover a Christian young woman to marry.  
 
If any “pastor” who receives and reads this letter would also be a real Christian, then please pray that God will 
send to Cape Town, from somewhere on earth, a young woman of God’s election for marriage. And please pray 
also, that the pastors of the churches in Cape Town will not do evil against me by lying, slandering, banishing, 
evicting, and intentionally obstructing God’s blessing and His good will, as that is precisely what the vast majority 
of pastors of churches all across the globe, where I have contacted, have done against me previously.  
 
New/continued Swedishness incident:  

• The Swedish Healthcare system has now obstructed Torsten from listing with, and visiting, a medical 
practitioner of choice within Sweden for more than two years (since October 2014). The Swedish Government 
passively approves Swedish doctors’ unjustifiable deselection/discrimination against some patients, and 
passively approves Swedish doctors’ refusal to provide health care to some of their listed patients: 
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Government-passively-approves-doctoral-discrimination-against-patients.htm  

 
Recent churchianity incident:  
1. The typically satanic Pentecostal church, Hillsong London, evicted Torsten from their Sunday so-called 

‘service’ – again - and absolutely refused to provide a reality-based reason for their Hillsong’s worldwide 
anti-Torsten policy and their Hillsong global banishment against innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK-eviction_2016-10-30.htm  

2. Anglican All Souls Church at Langham Place in London, United Kingdom, explicitly excluded the innocent 
Christian person Torsten from participation in their church’s flyer-advertised “all welcome!” Sunday lunches, 
absolutely refused to clarify and further communicate with Torsten about this exclusion against Torsten, and 
thus reaffirmed their church’s earlier excommunication against Torsten from 2012. Their Anglican rector 
Hugh Palmer who excommunicated Torsten 2012 is appointed politically by the British Prime Minister’s office: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/All_Souls_Langham_Place_Church_Anglican_banishment.htm  

3. Torsten revisited the two unwelcoming Anglican churches; St Mary’s Church London (http://www.stmaryslondon.com) 
and King’s Cross Church London (http://kxc.org.uk), who both dehumanised Torsten in their inhumanity and 
rejection. St Mary’s Church in London is the mother-church of the satanic persecution against Torsten by the 
Anglican church in Auckland, New Zealand, whose lies, cyber-bullying and persecution against Torsten caused 
the satanic New Zealand Government to imprison and deport Torsten. Torsten is indefinitely banned from 
entry to New Zealand by the New Zealand Government, due to the invented lies by the Anglican St Mary’s 
London church-plant in Auckland, New Zealand.  

4. Saddleback Church (currently the 7th largest megachurch in USA founded by Rick Warren) in Berlin, Germany, 
excommunicated the absolutely innocent Christian visitor Torsten from attendance at all Saddleback 
“services” and all Saddleback “meetings”. As a typical church, Saddleback absolutely refused to provide a 

reality-based or Biblical reason for their banishment against innocent Torsten, but Saddleback did indirectly 
acknowledge that Saddleback prioritises its alliances to their “ministry partners” who also have banished 
Torsten without a justifiable reason. Saddlback refused to specify who their ministry partners are, but 
acknowledged that Torsten had “carefully documented” with evidence the unjustifiable evils committed 
against Torsten by Saddleback’s ministry allies. Saddleback indirectly acknowledged that God and truth are 
irrelevant, in comparison to Saddleback’s ministry allegiances. As a typical church, Saddleback is an 
adversary to facts, evidence, truth, justice, love and God. Satan governs Saddleback in Berlin.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Saddleback-Church-Berlin-excommunication.htm  

5. Every Nation Church in Berlin, Germany, explicitly banished an innocent Christian from attendance at any of 
their so-called services, and falsely accused the Christian of misbehaviour in an anonymous church “your 
behaviour in another church”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Every-Nation-Church-Berlin.htm  
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6. ECG Church (Evangeliums Christengemeinde) in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian, 
and their controlling pastors declared intent to obstruct God’s will “someone like you we would not give one 
of our woman”: http://www.kyrkor.be/ECG-Church-Berlin.htm  

7. Berlin International Community Church (BICC) which is part of the satanic Hillsong Network in Berlin, 

Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/BICC-Church-Berlin-with-Hillsong-Network.htm  

8. St George’s Anglican Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-

Georges-Anglican-Church-Berlin.htm  

9. St Ludwig Catholic Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-

Ludwig-Catholic-Church-Berlin.htm  

10. Beit Sar Shalom Messianic Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-Sar-Shalom-Messianic-Church-Berlin.htm  

11. Crossway International Baptist Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-International-Baptist-Church-Berlin.htm  

12. Evangelical Church Community of Prenzlauer-Berg-Nord in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Community-Prentzlauer-Berg-Nord-Berlin.htm  

13. Evangelical Church District Berlin Stadtmitte in Berlin, Germany, would not welcome an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-District-Stadtmitte-Berlin.htm  

14. Calvary Chapel Church in Berlin, Germany, neglected communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/communication-neglect-Calvary-

Chapel-Berlin.htm  

15. Pastor Fabian Heinze of Gemeinde auf dem Weg Evangelical Church in Berlin, Germany, neglected 
communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/communication-neglect-by-pastor-Fabian-Heinze.htm  

 
Previous churchianity incident:  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 

as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  
• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it 

doesn’t matter if it is in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 

• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  

• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• A typically satanic Pentecostal church, Hillsong London, evicted Torsten from their Sunday so-called ‘service’ 
and absolutely refused to provide a reality-based reason for their Hillsong’s worldwide anti-Torsten policy 
and their global banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK-eviction.htm  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

• A typically satanic Evangelical church, King’s Church in Birmingham, explicitly forbade Torsten from visiting 
any of their so-called ‘services’, and as a typical church they absolutely refused to provide any reality-based 
or Biblical reason for their banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm  

 
The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 
on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 

No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
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maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  

…  
 
 
 

181.   One hundred eighty-first International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 30 Nov 2016 14:27  

Subject: Occupation by satan of the minds of pastors of churches, in their worldwide persecution against innocent Torsten.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am still in Alicante, Spain.  
 
In Alicante, Spain, there is no church where I am welcome and able to communicate with single women, and 
therefore, it is impossible for God to connect a woman of His choice for me to marry. In Alicante as everywhere 
else, the pastors/priests of churches are the impediments to God’s blessing of appointed Christian marriage. The 
vast majority of pastors/priests of churches everywhere follow the lead of satan in their satanic prevention of 
God’s goodness.  
 
Recent churchianity incident:  
1. The typically satanic Pentecostal church, Hillsong London, evicted Torsten from their Sunday so-called 

‘service’ – again - and absolutely refused to provide a reality-based reason for their Hillsong’s worldwide 
anti-Torsten policy and their Hillsong global banishment against innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK-eviction_2016-10-30.htm  
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2. Anglican All Souls Church at Langham Place in London, United Kingdom, explicitly excluded the innocent 
Christian person Torsten from participation in their church’s flyer-advertised “all welcome!” Sunday lunches, 
absolutely refused to clarify and further communicate with Torsten about this exclusion against Torsten, and 
thus reaffirmed their church’s earlier excommunication against Torsten from 2012. Their Anglican rector 

Hugh Palmer who excommunicated Torsten 2012 is appointed politically by the British Prime Minister’s office: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/All_Souls_Langham_Place_Church_Anglican_banishment.htm  

3. Torsten revisited the two unwelcoming Anglican churches; St Mary’s Church London (http://www.stmaryslondon.com) 
and King’s Cross Church London (http://kxc.org.uk), who both dehumanised Torsten in their inhumanity and 
rejection. St Mary’s Church in London is the mother-church of the satanic persecution against Torsten by the 
Anglican church in Auckland, New Zealand, whose lies, cyber-bullying and persecution against Torsten caused 
the satanic New Zealand Government to imprison and deport Torsten. Torsten is indefinitely banned from 
entry to New Zealand by the New Zealand Government, due to the invented lies by the Anglican St Mary’s 
London church-plant in Auckland, New Zealand.  

4. Saddleback Church (currently the 7th largest megachurch in USA founded by Rick Warren) in Berlin, Germany, 
excommunicated the absolutely innocent Christian visitor Torsten from attendance at all Saddleback 
“services” and all Saddleback “meetings”. As a typical church, Saddleback absolutely refused to provide a 
reality-based or Biblical reason for their banishment against innocent Torsten, but Saddleback did indirectly 
acknowledge that Saddleback prioritises its alliances to their “ministry partners” who also have banished 
Torsten without a justifiable reason. Saddlback refused to specify who their ministry partners are, but 
acknowledged that Torsten had “carefully documented” with evidence the unjustifiable evils committed 
against Torsten by Saddleback’s ministry allies. Saddleback indirectly acknowledged that God and truth are 
irrelevant, in comparison to Saddleback’s ministry allegiances. As a typical church, Saddleback is an 

adversary to facts, evidence, truth, justice, love and God. Satan governs Saddleback in Berlin.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Saddleback-Church-Berlin-excommunication.htm  

5. Every Nation Church in Berlin, Germany, explicitly banished an innocent Christian from attendance at any of 
their so-called services, and falsely accused the Christian of misbehaviour in an anonymous church “your 
behaviour in another church”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Every-Nation-Church-Berlin.htm  

6. ECG Church (Evangeliums Christengemeinde) in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian, 
and their controlling pastors declared intent to obstruct God’s will “someone like you we would not give one 
of our woman”: http://www.kyrkor.be/ECG-Church-Berlin.htm  

7. Berlin International Community Church (BICC) which is part of the satanic Hillsong Network in Berlin, 
Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/BICC-Church-Berlin-with-Hillsong-Network.htm  

8. St George’s Anglican Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-

Georges-Anglican-Church-Berlin.htm  

9. St Ludwig Catholic Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-

Ludwig-Catholic-Church-Berlin.htm  

10. Beit Sar Shalom Messianic Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-Sar-Shalom-Messianic-Church-Berlin.htm  

11. Crossway International Baptist Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-International-Baptist-Church-Berlin.htm  

12. Evangelical Church Community of Prenzlauer-Berg-Nord in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Community-Prentzlauer-Berg-Nord-Berlin.htm  

13. Evangelical Church District Berlin Stadtmitte in Berlin, Germany, would not welcome an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-District-Stadtmitte-Berlin.htm  

14. Calvary Chapel Church in Berlin, Germany, neglected communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/communication-neglect-Calvary-

Chapel-Berlin.htm  

15. Pastor Fabian Heinze of Gemeinde auf dem Weg Evangelical Church in Berlin, Germany, neglected 
communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/communication-neglect-by-pastor-Fabian-Heinze.htm  

 
Previous churchianity incident:  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  
• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it 

doesn’t matter if it is in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 

• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  

• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• A typically satanic Pentecostal church, Hillsong London, evicted Torsten from their Sunday so-called ‘service’ 
and absolutely refused to provide a reality-based reason for their Hillsong’s worldwide anti-Torsten policy 
and their global banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK-eviction.htm  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
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has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

• A typically satanic Evangelical church, King’s Church in Birmingham, explicitly forbade Torsten from visiting 
any of their so-called ‘services’, and as a typical church they absolutely refused to provide any reality-based 
or Biblical reason for their banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm  

 
The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 
on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  

 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 

pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

180.   One hundred eightieth International Plea  
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Date: Wed, 16 Nov 2016 21:14  

Subject: Pastors of churches far and wide constantly persecute innocent Torsten.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in Alicante, Spain.  
 
In Alicante, Spain, there is no church where I am welcome and able to communicate with single women, and 
therefore, it is impossible for God to connect a woman of His choice for me to marry. As everywhere else, the 
pastors/priests of churches also in Alicante are the hindrances to God’s blessing of appointed Christian marriage. 
Pastors/priests of churches follow the lead of satan in their satanic prevention of God’s goodness.  
 
In December 2015, the Canberra-devils stole what belonged to me. In August 2016 and in October 2016, the 
Westminster-devils stole what belonged to me. Wherever there is a Swedish tentacle, satan is connected. Sweden 
and satan have similar agendas.  
 
New churchianity incident:  

• The typically satanic Pentecostal church, Hillsong London, evicted Torsten from their Sunday so-called 
‘service’ – again - and absolutely refused to provide a reality-based reason for their Hillsong’s worldwide 
anti-Torsten policy and their Hillsong global banishment against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-

London-UK-eviction_2016-10-30.htm  

 
Recent churchianity incident:  
1. Anglican All Souls Church at Langham Place in London, United Kingdom, explicitly excluded the innocent 

Christian person Torsten from participation in their church’s flyer-advertised “all welcome!” Sunday lunches, 
absolutely refused to clarify and further communicate with Torsten about this exclusion against Torsten, and 
thus reaffirmed their church’s earlier excommunication against Torsten from 2012. Their Anglican rector 
Hugh Palmer who excommunicated Torsten 2012 is appointed politically by the British Prime Minister’s office: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/All_Souls_Langham_Place_Church_Anglican_banishment.htm  

2. Torsten revisited the two unwelcoming Anglican churches; St Mary’s Church London (http://www.stmaryslondon.com) 
and King’s Cross Church London (http://kxc.org.uk), who both dehumanised Torsten in their inhumanity and 
rejection. St Mary’s Church in London is the mother-church of the satanic persecution against Torsten by the 
Anglican church in Auckland, New Zealand, whose lies, cyber-bullying and persecution against Torsten caused 
the satanic New Zealand Government to imprison and deport Torsten. Torsten is indefinitely banned from 
entry to New Zealand by the New Zealand Government, due to the invented lies by the Anglican St Mary’s 
London church-plant in Auckland, New Zealand.  

3. Saddleback Church (currently the 7th largest megachurch in USA founded by Rick Warren) in Berlin, Germany, 
excommunicated the absolutely innocent Christian visitor Torsten from attendance at all Saddleback 
“services” and all Saddleback “meetings”. As a typical church, Saddleback absolutely refused to provide a 
reality-based or Biblical reason for their banishment against innocent Torsten, but Saddleback did indirectly 
acknowledge that Saddleback prioritises its alliances to their “ministry partners” who also have banished 
Torsten without a justifiable reason. Saddlback refused to specify who their ministry partners are, but 
acknowledged that Torsten had “carefully documented” with evidence the unjustifiable evils committed 
against Torsten by Saddleback’s ministry allies. Saddleback indirectly acknowledged that God and truth are 
irrelevant, in comparison to Saddleback’s ministry allegiances. As a typical church, Saddleback is an 
adversary to facts, evidence, truth, justice, love and God. Satan governs Saddleback in Berlin.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Saddleback-Church-Berlin-excommunication.htm  

4. Every Nation Church in Berlin, Germany, explicitly banished an innocent Christian from attendance at any of 
their so-called services, and falsely accused the Christian of misbehaviour in an anonymous church “your 
behaviour in another church”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Every-Nation-Church-Berlin.htm  

5. ECG Church (Evangeliums Christengemeinde) in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian, 
and their controlling pastors declared intent to obstruct God’s will “someone like you we would not give one 
of our woman”: http://www.kyrkor.be/ECG-Church-Berlin.htm  

6. Berlin International Community Church (BICC) which is part of the satanic Hillsong Network in Berlin, 
Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/BICC-Church-Berlin-with-Hillsong-Network.htm  

7. St George’s Anglican Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-

Georges-Anglican-Church-Berlin.htm  

8. St Ludwig Catholic Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-

Ludwig-Catholic-Church-Berlin.htm  

9. Beit Sar Shalom Messianic Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-Sar-Shalom-Messianic-Church-Berlin.htm  

10. Crossway International Baptist Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-International-Baptist-Church-Berlin.htm  
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11. Evangelical Church Community of Prenzlauer-Berg-Nord in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Community-Prentzlauer-Berg-Nord-Berlin.htm  

12. Evangelical Church District Berlin Stadtmitte in Berlin, Germany, would not welcome an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-District-Stadtmitte-Berlin.htm  

13. Calvary Chapel Church in Berlin, Germany, neglected communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/communication-neglect-Calvary-

Chapel-Berlin.htm  

14. Pastor Fabian Heinze of Gemeinde auf dem Weg Evangelical Church in Berlin, Germany, neglected 
communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/communication-neglect-by-pastor-Fabian-Heinze.htm  

 
Previous churchianity incident:  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  
• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it 

doesn’t matter if it is in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 

• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  

• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• A typically satanic Pentecostal church, Hillsong London, evicted Torsten from their Sunday so-called ‘service’ 
and absolutely refused to provide a reality-based reason for their Hillsong’s worldwide anti-Torsten policy 
and their global banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK-eviction.htm  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

• A typically satanic Evangelical church, King’s Church in Birmingham, explicitly forbade Torsten from visiting 
any of their so-called ‘services’, and as a typical church they absolutely refused to provide any reality-based 
or Biblical reason for their banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm  

 
The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 
on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
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club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  

…  
 
 
 

179.   One hundred seventy-ninth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 31 Oct 2016 14:58  

Subject: The Anglican devilpastors of the Church of England.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in London, United Kingdom.  
 
My objective, also in London, is to discover a Christian young woman to marry. In London, however, there is no 
welcoming church that will permit Torsten to communicate with single women. There is no church in London 
where Torsten is welcome. Essentially all pastors of all the churches in London, United Kingdom, mimic satan in 
their slandering, lying, excommunications, banishments, evictions and obstructions against Torsten. The British 
devilish pastors of the churches in London are obsessed with hindering a Christian marriage for Torsten.  
 
New churchianity incident:  

• Anglican All Souls Church at Langham Place in London, United Kingdom, explicitly excluded the innocent 
Christian person Torsten from participation in their church’s flyer-advertised “all welcome!” Sunday lunches, 
absolutely refused to clarify and further communicate with Torsten about this exclusion against Torsten, and 
thus reaffirmed their church’s earlier excommunication against Torsten from 2012. Their Anglican rector 
Hugh Palmer who excommunicated Torsten 2012 is appointed politically by the British Prime Minister’s office: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/All_Souls_Langham_Place_Church_Anglican_banishment.htm  

• Torsten revisited the two unwelcoming Anglican churches; St Mary’s Church London (http://www.stmaryslondon.com) 
and King’s Cross Church London (http://kxc.org.uk), who both dehumanised Torsten in their inhumanity and 
rejection. St Mary’s Church in London is the mother-church of the satanic persecution against Torsten by the 
Anglican church in Auckland, New Zealand, whose lies, cyber-bullying and persecution against Torsten caused 
the satanic New Zealand Government to imprison and deport Torsten. Torsten is indefinitely banned from 
entry to New Zealand by the New Zealand Government, due to the invented lies by the Anglican St Mary’s 
London church-plant in Auckland, New Zealand.  

 
Recent churchianity incident:  
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All_Souls_Langham_Place_Church_Anglican_banishment.htm
http://www.stmaryslondon.com/
http://kxc.org.uk/
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1. Saddleback Church (currently the 7th largest megachurch in USA founded by Rick Warren) in Berlin, 
Germany, excommunicated the absolutely innocent Christian visitor Torsten from attendance at all 
Saddleback “services” and all Saddleback “meetings”. As a typical church, Saddleback absolutely refused to 
provide a reality-based or Biblical reason for their banishment against innocent Torsten, but Saddleback did 

indirectly acknowledge that Saddleback prioritises its alliances to their “ministry partners” who also have 
banished Torsten without a justifiable reason. Saddlback refused to specify who their ministry partners are, 
but acknowledged that Torsten had “carefully documented” with evidence the unjustifiable evils committed 
against Torsten by Saddleback’s ministry allies. Saddleback indirectly acknowledged that God and truth are 
irrelevant, in comparison to Saddleback’s ministry allegiances. As a typical church, Saddleback is an 
adversary to facts, evidence, truth, justice, love and God. Satan governs Saddleback in Berlin.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Saddleback-Church-Berlin-excommunication.htm  

2. Every Nation Church in Berlin, Germany, explicitly banished an innocent Christian from attendance at any 
of their so-called services, and falsely accused the Christian of misbehaviour in an anonymous church “your 
behaviour in another church”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Every-Nation-Church-Berlin.htm  

3. ECG Church (Evangeliums Christengemeinde) in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian, 
and their controlling pastors declared intent to obstruct God’s will “someone like you we would not give one of 

our woman”: http://www.kyrkor.be/ECG-Church-Berlin.htm  

4. Berlin International Community Church (BICC) which is part of the satanic Hillsong Network in Berlin, 
Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/BICC-Church-Berlin-with-Hillsong-Network.htm  

5. St George’s Anglican Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-

Georges-Anglican-Church-Berlin.htm  

6. St Ludwig Catholic Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-

Ludwig-Catholic-Church-Berlin.htm  

7. Beit Sar Shalom Messianic Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-Sar-Shalom-Messianic-Church-Berlin.htm  

8. Crossway International Baptist Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-International-Baptist-Church-Berlin.htm  

9. Evangelical Church Community of Prenzlauer-Berg-Nord in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Community-Prentzlauer-Berg-Nord-Berlin.htm  

10. Evangelical Church District Berlin Stadtmitte in Berlin, Germany, would not welcome an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-District-Stadtmitte-Berlin.htm  

11. Calvary Chapel Church in Berlin, Germany, neglected communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/communication-neglect-Calvary-

Chapel-Berlin.htm  

12. Pastor Fabian Heinze of Gemeinde auf dem Weg Evangelical Church in Berlin, Germany, neglected 
communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/communication-neglect-by-pastor-Fabian-Heinze.htm  

 
Previous churchianity incident:  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  
• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it 

doesn’t matter if it is in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 

• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  

• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• A typically satanic Pentecostal church, Hillsong London, evicted Torsten from their Sunday so-called ‘service’ 
and absolutely refused to provide a reality-based reason for their Hillsong’s worldwide anti-Torsten policy 
and their global banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK-eviction.htm  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

• A typically satanic Evangelical church, King’s Church in Birmingham, explicitly forbade Torsten from visiting 
any of their so-called ‘services’, and as a typical church they absolutely refused to provide any reality-based 
or Biblical reason for their banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm  

 
The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 
on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Saddleback-Church-Berlin-excommunication.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Every-Nation-Church-Berlin.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/ECG-Church-Berlin.htm
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http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Ludwig-Catholic-Church-Berlin.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Ludwig-Catholic-Church-Berlin.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-Sar-Shalom-Messianic-Church-Berlin.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-International-Baptist-Church-Berlin.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Community-Prentzlauer-Berg-Nord-Berlin.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-District-Stadtmitte-Berlin.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/communication-neglect-Calvary-Chapel-Berlin.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/communication-neglect-Calvary-Chapel-Berlin.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/communication-neglect-by-pastor-Fabian-Heinze.htm
http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3
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No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 

reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  

 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

178.   One hundred seventy-eighth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 17 Oct 2016 19:49  

Subject: Most pastors of churches care nothing about facts, evidence, truth, justice and love.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm
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Current:  
I am currently in Berlin, Germany.  
 
In Berlin, as anywhere, I am searching for a welcoming church that would allow Christian singles to communicate. 

My primary objective, also in Berlin, is to discover a Christian young woman to marry.  
 
As in all other cities worldwide where I have visited, the majority of churches also in the city of Berlin will not 
welcome an excommunicated Christian man who wants to marry a Christian woman, because these satanic 
pastors of churches seek not the will of God, care not about facts, evidence, truth, justice or love, but are 
preoccupied with their staged entertainment-industry churchianity and their typically mindless and heartless 
persecution and abuses against Christians. Similar to most other cities worldwide, the most visibly missionising 
group on the streets in Berlin is the non-Christian sect Jehova Witnesses.  
 
New churchianity incidents:  
1. Every Nation Church in Berlin, Germany, explicitly banished an innocent Christian from attendance at any 

of their so-called services, and falsely accused the Christian of misbehaviour in an anonymous church “your 
behaviour in another church”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Every-Nation-Church-Berlin.htm  

2. ECG Church (Evangeliums Christengemeinde) in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian, 
and their controlling pastors declared intent to obstruct God’s will “someone like you we would not give one 
of our woman”: http://www.kyrkor.be/ECG-Church-Berlin.htm  

3. Berlin International Community Church (BICC) which is part of the satanic Hillsong Network in Berlin, 
Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/BICC-Church-Berlin-with-Hillsong-Network.htm  

4. St George’s Anglican Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Georges-Anglican-Church-Berlin.htm  

5. St Ludwig Catholic Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-

Ludwig-Catholic-Church-Berlin.htm  

6. Beit Sar Shalom Messianic Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-Sar-Shalom-Messianic-Church-Berlin.htm  

7. Crossway International Baptist Church in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-International-Baptist-Church-Berlin.htm  

8. Evangelical Church Community of Prenzlauer-Berg-Nord in Berlin, Germany, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Community-Prentzlauer-Berg-Nord-Berlin.htm  

9. Evangelical Church District Berlin Stadtmitte in Berlin, Germany, would not welcome an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-District-Stadtmitte-Berlin.htm  

10. Calvary Chapel Church in Berlin, Germany, neglected communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/communication-neglect-

Calvary-Chapel-Berlin.htm  

11. Pastor Fabian Heinze of Gemeinde auf dem Weg Evangelical Church in Berlin, Germany, neglected 
communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/communication-neglect-by-pastor-Fabian-Heinze.htm  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  

• Saddleback Church (currently the 7th largest megachurch in USA founded by Rick Warren) in Berlin, Germany, 
excommunicated the absolutely innocent Christian visitor Torsten from attendance at all Saddleback 
“services” and all Saddleback “meetings”. As a typical church, Saddleback absolutely refused to provide a 
reality-based or Biblical reason for their banishment against innocent Torsten, but Saddleback did indirectly 
acknowledge that Saddleback prioritises its alliances to their “ministry partners” who also have banished 
Torsten without a justifiable reason. Saddlback refused to specify who their ministry partners are, but 
acknowledged that Torsten had “carefully documented” with evidence the unjustifiable evils committed 
against Torsten by Saddleback’s ministry allies. Saddleback indirectly acknowledged that God and truth are 
irrelevant, in comparison to Saddleback’s ministry allegiances. As a typical church, Saddleback is an 
adversary to facts, evidence, truth, justice, love and God. Satan governs Saddleback in Berlin.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Saddleback-Church-Berlin-excommunication.htm  

 
Previous churchianity incidents:  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  
• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it 

doesn’t matter if it is in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 

• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  

• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

• A typically satanic Pentecostal church, Hillsong London, evicted Torsten from their Sunday so-called ‘service’ 
and absolutely refused to provide a reality-based reason for their Hillsong’s worldwide anti-Torsten policy 
and their global banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK-eviction.htm  
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-Sar-Shalom-Messianic-Church-Berlin.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-International-Baptist-Church-Berlin.htm
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• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

• A typically satanic Evangelical church, King’s Church in Birmingham, explicitly forbade Torsten from visiting 
any of their so-called ‘services’, and as a typical church they absolutely refused to provide any reality-based 
or Biblical reason for their banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm  

 
The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 
on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 

The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 

membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 

If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
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177.   One hundred seventy-seventh International Plea  
 
Date: Sat, 1 Oct 2016 20:48  

Subject: An American church in Berlin, Germany, excommunicated an innocent Christian.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
The past two weeks I have been visiting churches in Berlin, Germany. I am currently still in Berlin.  
 
In Berlin, as anywhere, I am searching for a welcoming church that would allow Christian singles to communicate. 
My primary objective, also in Berlin, is to discover a Christian young woman to marry.  
 
New churchianity incident:  

• Saddleback Church (currently the 7th largest megachurch in USA founded by Rick Warren) in Berlin, Germany, 
excommunicated the absolutely innocent Christian visitor Torsten from attendance at all Saddleback 
“services” and all Saddleback “meetings”. As a typical church, Saddleback absolutely refused to provide a 
reality-based or Biblical reason for their banishment against innocent Torsten, but Saddleback did indirectly 
acknowledge that Saddleback prioritises its alliances to their “ministry partners” who also have banished 
Torsten without a justifiable reason. Saddlback refused to specify who their ministry partners are, but 
acknowledged that Torsten had “carefully documented” with evidence the unjustifiable evils committed 
against Torsten by Saddleback’s ministry allies. Saddleback indirectly acknowledged that God and truth are 
irrelevant, in comparison to Saddleback’s ministry allegiances. As a typical church, Saddleback is an 
adversary to facts, evidence, truth, justice, love and God. Satan governs Saddleback in Berlin.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Saddleback-Church-Berlin-excommunication.htm  

 
Recent incident in satanic Sweden:  

• On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The 
speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish 
Police stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates 
public readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police 
(and possibly also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally 
as hateful as the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio 
recording of Torsten’s written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  
• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it 

doesn’t matter if it is in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 

• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  

• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

 
Previous churchianity incident:  

• A typically satanic Pentecostal church, Hillsong London, evicted Torsten from their Sunday so-called ‘service’ 
and absolutely refused to provide a reality-based reason for their Hillsong’s worldwide anti-Torsten policy 
and their global banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK-eviction.htm  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

• A typically satanic Evangelical church, King’s Church in Birmingham, explicitly forbade Torsten from visiting 
any of their so-called ‘services’, and as a typical church they absolutely refused to provide any reality-based 
or Biblical reason for their banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm  

 
The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Saddleback-Church-Berlin-excommunication.htm
http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK-eviction.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm
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on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 

No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 

evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

176.   One hundred seventy-sixth International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 16 Sep 2016 18:26  
Subject: Swedish Police equate God’s Word to Hitler.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm
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To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 

Current:  
I am currently in satanic Sweden.  
 
In satanic Sweden, I have no humane future. In satanic Sweden, I am banished by all churches nationwide. In 
satanic Sweden, I am forbidden by the pastors of the churches to communicate with women inside churches. In 
satanic Sweden, it is impossible for me as a Christian man to marry a Christian woman. In satanic Sweden, I am 
prohibited from formal university studies because I confess Biblical Christian values. In satanic Sweden, I am 
prohibited from freely speaking God’s Word. In satanic Sweden, I am treated as a sub-human. In satanic Sweden, 
I have no humane future.  
 
On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal investigation against Torsten for hate 
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the Bible. The speech 
titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish Police 
stopped Torsten’s modestly presented tone of Biblical speech. The police asserted that Sweden equates public 
readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police (and possibly 
also to the Swedish prosecutors), the Judeo-Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally as hateful as 
the words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally hateful. An audio recording of Torsten’s 
written speech and of the Swedish Police interference exists.  
Speech written: http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf  

Speech recorded: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3  

 
Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016:  
• ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it doesn’t 

matter if it is in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.” 
• "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong, then we have a problem."  

• "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do."  

• "I have seen that it is hate speech."  
• "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you will be called for questioning."  

 

New churchianity incident:  

• Another typical Australian pastor-hypocrite explicitly rejected Torsten’s churchianity-induced and pastorally-
sustained plea for help: http://www.kyrkor.be/typical-Australian-PastorDevil.htm  

 
Recent churchianity incident:  

• Another typically satanic Australian/New Zealand pastor taunted Torsten’s churchianity-induced and 
pastorally sustained life misery: http://www.kyrkor.be/Adventist-Church-of-Australia-and-New-Zealand.htm  

 
Previous churchianity incidents:  

• A typically satanic Pentecostal church, Hillsong London, evicted Torsten from their Sunday so-called ‘service’ 
and absolutely refused to provide a reality-based reason for their Hillsong’s worldwide anti-Torsten policy 
and their global banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK-eviction.htm  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

• A typically satanic Evangelical church, King’s Church in Birmingham, explicitly forbade Torsten from visiting 
any of their so-called ‘services’, and as a typical church they absolutely refused to provide any reality-based 
or Biblical reason for their banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm  

 
The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 
on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 

http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3
http://www.kyrkor.be/typical-Australian-PastorDevil.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Adventist-Church-of-Australia-and-New-Zealand.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK-eviction.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm
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The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 

Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 

typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 

If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

175.   One hundred seventy-fifth International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 1 Sep 2016 12:00  

Subject: Evil pastors/priests worldwide destroying Torsten’s life.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in Alicante, Spain.  
 
In Alicante of the Valencian Community, there is no Christian church where I am welcome. Therefore, it is 
impossible for me to marry a woman within Valencia. Without permission and possibility for me to meet and to 
communicate with another Christian, no friendship can commence and no relationship can exist. As everywhere, 
the satanic pastors and priests of churches also in Spain prevent Christian marriage. Additionally in Alicante, 
unauthorised (leaflet) evangelism is prohibited by law and enforced by police (http://www.kyrkor.be/Ayuntamiento-de-

Alicante-y-la-Policia-Nacional-en-Espana.htm).  

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm
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New churchianity incident:  

• Another typically satanic Australian/New Zealand pastor taunted Torsten’s churchianity-induced and 
pastorally sustained life misery: http://www.kyrkor.be/Adventist-Church-of-Australia-and-New-Zealand.htm  

 
Recent churchianity incidents:  

• A typically satanic Pentecostal church, Hillsong London, evicted Torsten from their Sunday so-called ‘service’ 
and absolutely refused to provide a reality-based reason for their Hillsong’s worldwide anti-Torsten policy 
and their global banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK-eviction.htm  

• A typically satanic Evangelical church, King’s Church in Birmingham, explicitly forbade Torsten from visiting 
any of their so-called ‘services’, and as a typical church they absolutely refused to provide any reality-based 
or Biblical reason for their banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm  

 
Previous churchianity incident:  

• A typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy location and telephoned 
the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment and disturbance of peace. 
The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect leader Brian Houston, 
and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches why their “church” 
has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect absolutely refuses to 
answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

 
The pastors/priests of churches, everywhere, destroy Torsten’s life. Nearly all pastors/priests of churches, 
everywhere, are in reality hostile to truth, love and justice. Like satan, pastors/priests of churches never repent 
from their evils and persecution against innocent Torsten. When Torsten asks satan’s pastors/priests of churches 
on what fact the pastors accuse, slander, gossip, assault, evict, banish and excommunicate, none have a reality-
based or Biblical reason. Pastors/priests of churches hate facts, hate evidence, hate truth, hate justice, and hate 
love.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is 
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  

http://www.kyrkor.be/Adventist-Church-of-Australia-and-New-Zealand.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK-eviction.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm
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If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  

 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

174.   One hundred seventy-fourth International Plea  
 
Date: Tue, 16 Aug 2016 20:35  

Subject: British churches persecute a Christian.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently 
excommunicated from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and 

currently without humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors 
and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively 

anti-Christian culture.  
 
To pastors/priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently, I am in Alicante, Spain.  
 
In the province of Valencia, Spain, there is no Christian church and no Catholic church that welcomes me. As with 
most Catholic dioceses worldwide where I have inquired to be welcomed, also the Catholic Archdiocese of Valencia 
has covertly banished me (http://www.kyrkor.be/Valencia-Catholic-Archiodese-Spain.htm) previously. Furthermore, the 
municipal governments of Alicante and Santa Pola have explicitly prohibited my public sharing of the Gospel 
message. Publicly sharing written information about salvation through Jesus Christ is explicitly prohibited 
everywhere within these two Spanish municipalities of Valencia; through local government bylaws and conveyed 

by local police orders directly to me (One hundred fifty-first International Plea). When I inquired one year ago, no lawyer 
within Spain or from USA wanted to challenge Spain’s anti-Christian local governments’ prohibition of 
unauthorised leaflet distribution of Biblical information on public property.  
 
When I visited London in United Kingdom one month ago, the churches would not welcome. There is no church 
anywhere within London which welcomes me or allows me to socialise with their churchianity-people. The pastors 
and priests of the churches in London have adopted a satanic policy to specifically disallow Torsten from 
communicating with women.  
 

• A typically satanic Pentecostal church, Hillsong London, evicted Torsten from their Sunday so-called ‘service’ 
and absolutely refused to provide a reality-based reason for their Hillsong’s worldwide anti-Torsten policy 
and their global banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK-eviction.htm  

 
Similar to the malicious churches in London, also the overwhelming majority of churches in Birmingham, United 
Kingdom, would not welcome Torsten.  
 

• A typically satanic Evangelical church, King’s Church in Birmingham, explicitly forbade Torsten from visiting 
any of their so-called ‘services’, and as a typical church they absolutely refused to provide any reality-based 
or Biblical reason for their banishment against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm  

 
Evangelical Alliances, everywhere, persecute innocent Christians:  

The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) passively endorsed the explicit banishment by one of their 
evangelical member churches (http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm) in Birmingham, UK. The Evangelical Alliance 
of United Kingdom (http://eauk.org) has previously opposed my critique against the British churches’ outsourcing of 
Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality website: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-

Kingdom.htm. The Evangelical Alliance of Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) was previously pointed out by their Vineyard 
Church in Dublin (http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm) as a source of active slander and lies against Torsten “In 
the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am withdrawing the welcome.”  
 
Pentecostal leaders, everywhere, persecute innocent Christians:  

The British Pentecostal corporation “Assemblies of God Great Britain” (http://www.aog.org.uk), which represent more than 
500 Pentecostal churchianity industries in United Kingdom, and which is irrelevant to truth, justice or love, and 
which is disconnected from reality and from Biblical praxis, passively approved their lying Hillsong’s eviction and 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Valencia-Catholic-Archiodese-Spain.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London-UK-eviction.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm
http://eauk.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kings-Church-Birmingham-UK.htm
http://eauk.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm
http://www.evangelical.ie/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm
http://www.aog.org.uk/
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persecution against Torsten. Identically, the global Pentecostal umbrella organisation “World Assemblies of God 
Fellowship” (http://worldagfellowship.org) passively endorsed the lying Hillsong’s anti-Torsten policy and praxis. Hillsong in 
London absolutely refused to provide any reality-based reason or any Biblical reason for their Hillsong global ban 
against Torsten. Hillsong is instead preoccupied with slandering against Torsten to other churches of various 

denominations - behind Torsten’s back. Torsten is entirely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to any church 
on earth. Pastors’ fantasies and pastors’ maliciously invented lies constitute the base and substance of the 
churches’ satanic persecution against Torsten.  
 
Torsten is still indefinitely banned by United States of America:  

United States of America indefinitely banned (2011) the innocent person Torsten from ever visiting USA as a 

tourist. The U.S.A. Department of State explained (2011) that the USA reason for permanently banning Torsten 
from ever visiting USA as a tourist is that Torsten’s “ties to Sweden are too weak”. Five years later (2016), 
Torsten inquired with the U.S. State Department if USA would alter course, towards intellectual and moral 
credibility, after the devilish Barack Hussein will have departed from the White House in January 2017. As is 
typical of any devilish government administration (US State Department á la Barack Hussein with his strategic 
ally Islamic Republic of Iran), the US State Department refused to answer if Torsten would be welcome as a 
tourist after the electoral removal of the Barack Hussein devil. Innocent Torsten is still indefinitely banned by 
U.S.A.: http://www.kyrkor.be/the-Barack-Hussein-Obama-devil-in-USA.htm  

 
Torsten is still indefinitely banned by Canada:  

When the innocent person Torsten arrived (2011) at Vancouver Airport, the Government of Canada arrested, 
handcuffed, detained, orally profaned, imprisoned, publicly paraded and deported the absolutely innocent person 
Torsten from Canada. The Canadian Government’s reason for the Canadian Government intentional humiliation, 
deportation and indefinite banishment against innocent Torsten was a Canadian Government invented lie; that 
Torsten were “using a loophole in the law” to visit Canada as a tourist. The Government of Canada under the 
conservative but pro-abortion leadership of former PM Stephen Harper indefinitely banished innocent Torsten 
from Canada. In 2015, the prime ministerial powers of Canada were replaced by ultra liberal, pro-abortion, pro-
Islam, pro-homosexuality and pro-cannabis PM Justin Trudeau. Five years later (2016) when innocent Torsten 
inquired with the Government of Canada, if Canada under the leadership of their new PM would acknowledge its 
preceding government’s unjust ban and immoral conduct against innocent Torsten, and if Canada under PM Justin 
Trudeau would instead pursue justice by permitting innocent Torsten to visit Canada as a tourist, the Government 
of Canada refused to answer, refused to apologise, and refused to change its immoral anti-Torsten policy. 
Innocent Torsten is still indefinitely banned by the new Government of Canada under PM Justin Trudeau: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm  

 
In December 2015, the Canberra-devils stole what belonged to me. In August 2016, the Westminster-devils stole 
what belonged to me. Wherever there is a Swedish tentacle, satan is connected. Sweden and satan have similar 
agendas.  
 
Previous church incident:  

• On Sunday July 3 2016, a typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy 
location and telephoned the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment 
and disturbance of peace. The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect 
leader Brian Houston, and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches 
why their “church” has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect 
absolutely refuses to answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

 
Priests, pastors, church leaders and Islamists are united by evil, but demonstrate their evils in different ways. 
Satan’s Islam is more overtly evil compared with the more covert evil of satan’s churchianity.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for their lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One 

http://worldagfellowship.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-Barack-Hussein-Obama-devil-in-USA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
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example is the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform 
for lies, slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is 
absolutely innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and 
globally. A typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal 

membership-club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and 
defamation by his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 

me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

173.   One hundred seventy-third International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 31 Jul 2016 18:01  

Subject: London’s malicious pastors of churches.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently I am in Birmingham, United Kingdom.  
 
Please pray that God will send to me here in Birmingham a woman of God’s choosing for Christian marriage.  
 
In all of London, there is no church which authentically welcomes Torsten into their church. Torsten is banished 
by London’s evil pastors/priests of churches. Torsten is not permitted to communicate with women inside the 
churches in London. Of course, none of London’s evil pastors will ever provide any reality-based reason for their 
pastoral hatred and persecution against Torsten, because satan’s pastors of churches in London have no reality-
based reason for their banishment and persecution against Torsten.  
 
Recent church incident:  

• On Sunday July 3 2016, a typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy 
location and telephoned the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment 
and disturbance of peace. The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect 
leader Brian Houston, and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches 
why their “church” has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect 
absolutely refuses to answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

 
Priests, pastors, church leaders and Islamists are united by evil, but demonstrate their evils in different ways. 
Satan’s Islam is more overtly evil compared with the more covert evil of satan’s churchianity.  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm
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No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 

reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for their lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting innocent Christians. One example is the 
Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  

 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

172.   One hundred seventy-second International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 17 Jul 2016 22:12  

Subject: London’s pastors of churches are evil.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm
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Currently I am in London, United Kingdom.  
 
In all of London, there is no church which authentically welcomes Torsten into their church. Torsten is banished 
by London’s evil pastors and evil priests of churches. Torsten is not permitted to communicate with women inside 

their churches in London. Of course, none of London’s evil pastors will ever provide any reality-based reason for 
their pastoral hatred and persecution against Torsten, because satan’s pastors of churches in London have no 
reality-based reason for their banishment and persecution against Torsten.  
 
Recent church incident:  

• On Sunday July 3 2016, a typically satanic “Pentecostal” church in Sweden evicted Torsten from their churchy 
location and telephoned the Swedish national police with false accusations against Torsten of harassment 
and disturbance of peace. The evil sect Hillsong Stockholm in Sweden follows orders from Australia’s evil sect 
leader Brian Houston, and imitate him. As always, when Torsten repeatedly inquires to the HillSect churches 
why their “church” has a globally confirmed anti-Torsten policy in effect with a global banishment, HillSect 
absolutely refuses to answer: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm  

 
Priests, pastors, church leaders and Islamists are united by evil, but demonstrate their evils in different ways. 
Satan’s Islam is more overtly evil compared with the more covert evil of satan’s churchianity.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for their lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting innocent Christians. One example is the 
Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  

http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Stockholm_Andreas-Nielsen_Sweden.htm
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…  
 
 
 

171.   One hundred seventy-first International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 1 Jul 2016 23:22  

Subject: Sweden is satanic.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently I am back in Stockholm, Sweden.  
 
In satanic Sweden I have no humane future. In satanic Sweden I am ousted from all aspects of Swedish society; 
excommunicated by Swedish academia, excommunicated by Swedish churchianity, was prohibited by Sweden 
from appointed Christian marriage, was surveilled and stalked by Swedish security police, and am officially 
attributed with a “delusional personality disorder” by the Swedish government. Sweden is evil, and Sweden lies.  
 
Recently (two weeks ago) in Phuket, Thailand, I inquired in person with three church pastors if any person from 
their churches wanted to accompany in respectful street evangelism; sharing the Gospel message with ordinary 
people on the streets in Patong. No person of any church in Phuket wanted to respectfully evangelise face-to-
face on the street together: (http://seedchurchthailand.com), (http://www.hopeofphuketchurch.com), (http://www.nbccp.org), (http://www.patongchurch.com). 
One of the three local pastors, who are financed by Billy Graham Evangelistic Asociation (BGEA) 
(http://billygraham.org), excused that they instead focus at reaching local businesses towards attending a BGEA 
scheduled campaign in February 2017 (https://www.facebook.com/andamanoflove/). The churchianity in Phuket focus on 
campaigns, conferences and businesses. But not one single person of their churches wanted to accompany in 
face-to-face street evangelism with the ordinary people immediately outside their church buildings. BGEA does 
great work worldwide, and BGEA campaigns are good complements. But, partisan political leadership interests 
(affirmation of Mormonism as a non-cult) can undermine Christian credibility, and diversion from interpersonal 
grassroots evangelism strengthens the superficiality of churchianity.  

 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all church-leaders lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate, assault and evict Torsten. This 
persecution by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely 
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, 
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of New Zealand false 
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand against the absolutely innocent 
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of New Zealand; lies which were 
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by 
the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the 
Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
In the cities of Australia and satanic New Zealand, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral 
membership-clubs for their lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting innocent Christians. One example is the 
Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A 
typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal membership-
club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by 
his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-

Xhafer.htm  

 
A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-

Australia.htm  
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Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 

pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

170.   One hundred seventieth International Plea  
 
Date: Thu, 16 Jun 2016 00:14  
Subject: Churchianity and Islam has satan as a source.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 

Current:  
Currently I am in Bangkok, Thailand.  
 
As revealed earlier regarding Bangkok in my 155th International Plea in October 2015, Thailand is much more 
respectful to the universal human rights and fundamental freedom of religion than for example Ireland, Spain, 
satanic New Zealand and many cities in Australia.  
 
Possibly the most formally polite cultures in the world are the Japanese and Thai cultures. In Bangkok, Thailand, 
the only unwelcoming and hostile people I have experienced are the pastors and leaders of churches. Western 
pastors of churches are like devils, also in Bangkok. However, two churches in Bangkok show tolerance to my 
attendance. The overwhelming majority of churches in Bangkok, however, have banned me explicitly and 
covertly.  
 
The majority of these typically satanic churches in Busan, Korea, and in Tokyo, Japan (the two cities I visited 
most recently) did not welcome.  
 
No profession on earth seems more oppositional to Biblical Christian marriage and more hostile to authentic 
Christians seeking Biblical marriage, than the hostile & hateful pastors/priests of churches.  
 
Islam and evil pastors of churches share the same evil source: satan. Fundamentally, Islam is a lie and is evil. 
Churchianity is perverted loyalty to pastoral organisations at the expense of Biblical truth, truth and facts, love 
and justice. With Quranic and Hadith endorsements, Islamists persecute and physically kill Christians. Without 
Biblical endorsement, the majority of pastors of churches lie, slander, gossip, evict, assault, banish and persecute 
authentic Christians. Islamic evil is consistent with its doctrinal foundations. Churchianity’s pastoral evils conflict 
with the Bible. Islamists kill innocent persons’ bodies dramatically, with much media attention. Evil pastors of 
churches kill innocent persons’ souls ordinarily, without media attention. In common, Islamists and evil pastors 
of churches share the same original evil source: satan.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.  
 
Not-ancient incidents by typically satanic pastors of churches:  
1. New Philadelphia Church in Busan, Korea, welcomed to their Sunday performances but declined a 

Christian’s application form to fellowship/socialise with other people in community groups: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Philadelphia-Church-Busan-Korea.htm  

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Philadelphia-Church-Busan-Korea.htm
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2. Sooyoungro Presbyterian Church in Busan, Korea, satanically refused to welcome a Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Sooyoungro-Presbyterian-Church-Busan-Korea.htm  

3. The Presbyterian Church of Korea denomination in Korea devilishly refused to welcome a Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Presbyterian-Church-of-Korea.htm  

4. The Kosin Presbyterian Church in Korea devilishly refused to welcome a Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kosin-

Presbyterian-Church-Korea.htm  

5. Great Faith Church in Busan, Korea, devilishly refused to welcome a Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Great-Faith-

Church-Busan-Korea.htm  

6. Hosanna Church in Busan, Korea, devilishly refused to welcome a Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hosanna-Church-

Busan-Korea.htm  

7. Life Church in Busan, Korea, devilishly refused to welcome a Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Busan-

Korea.htm  

8. The Roman Catholic Church Diocese of Busan, Korea, devilishly refused to welcome a Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Busan-Catholic-Diocese-Korea.htm  

9. A pastoral membership-club for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting innocent Christians, the Cairns 
Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), is designated as the original source and platform for lies, slander, 
defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and 
globally. A typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive 
fraternal membership-club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, 
slander and defamation by his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm  

10. A summary, which will soon be updated, of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm  

11. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “Ark Ministries Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly excommunicated, 
evicted from church property, physically evicted from public property, violently assaulted and verbally 
abused an innocent Christian who visited their ‘church’: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ark_Ministries_Cairns_Australia.htm  

12. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “Cairns Presbyterian Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly 
excommunicated and evicted from the church premises an innocent Christian and absolutely refused to 
communicate or to specify a reason for their Presbyterian banishment and eviction: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Presbyterian_Church_Australia.htm  

13. The typically satanic, dishonest and sly  Australian pastors ‘Wedra’ of “Generations Church” in Cairns and 
Port Douglas, Australia, explicitly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Generations_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

14. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “City Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly banished an innocent 
Christian and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/City_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

15. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “Crosspoint Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly banished an 
innocent Christian and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Crosspoint_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

16. Australian pastor Bill Page of “Living Light Gospel Church” in Cairns, Australia, informed that other pastors 
had emailed and warned against an innocent Christian, but when the Christian wanted to investigate about 
that pastoral cyber-slander, their pastor Bill Page absolutely refused to communicate: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Living_Light_Gospel_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

17. Arrogant and cowardly Australian C3-pastor of “C3 Church Cairns” in Cairns, Australia, indicated his possible 
association with a slanderous membership-club of pastors through his absolute refusal to deny this 
association: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

18. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “Royals Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Royals_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

19. Devilish Australian pastors of “Cairns Baptist Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Baptist_Church_Australia.htm  

20. Devilish Australian pastors of “Cairns Family Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Family_Church_Australia.htm  

21. Devilish Australian pastors of “Cairns Seventh-Day Adventist Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished 

an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Seventh-Day_Adventist_Church_Australia.htm  

22. Devilish Australian pastors of “Citywide Christian Fellowship” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an 
innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Citywide_Christian_Fellowship_Cairns_Australia.htm  

23. Devilish Australian pastors of “Coastline Baptist Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Coastline_Baptist_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

24. Devilish Australian pastors of “Connections Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Connections_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

25. Devilish Australian pastors of “Free Reformed Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Free_Reformed_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

26. Devilish Australian pastors of “Northern Beaches Cairns Uniting Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly 
banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Northern_Beaches_Cairns_Uniting_Church_Australia.htm  

27. Devilish Australian pastors of “The Revival Fellowship Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an 
innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Revival_Fellowship_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

28. Devilish Australian pastors of “Rock Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Rock_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

29. Devilish Australian pastors of “Saint Margaret’s Anglican Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an 
innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Saint_Margaret_Anglican_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

30. Devilish Australian pastors of “Trinity Baptist Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity_Baptist_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

31. Devilish Australian pastors of “Trinity Lutheran Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity_Lutheran_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

32. “Calvary Christian Church” in Cairns, Australia, effectually excluded an innocent Christian from fellowship by 
concealment of basic information: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary_Christian_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  
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33. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “The Lakes Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an 
innocent Christian and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Lakes-Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

34. The satanic and pathologically lying Hillsong Church empire absolutely refused to attempt to explain their 
global banishment against the innocent Christian person Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong_refusal_to_repent_from_lies_slander_persecution.htm  

35. In contrast with the exemplary outcome by a Queensland Police formal acquittal of Torsten in relation an 
investigated complaint “The investigation concluded that you had not committed any offence of any kind.”, 
no church pastor/priest anywhere on earth has acquitted Torsten from the churches’ invented utter lies 
against Torsten. In this particular case, a secular government body in Australia demonstrated a much higher 
standard of ethics than any church anywhere on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Governments-should-never-trust-pastors-of-

churches-blindly.htm  
(http://www.kyrkor.be/Queensland_Police_Service_160411.pdf)  

36. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Brisbane Church” in Australia falsely accused, physically assaulted, 
evicted from public property and lied to police against an absolutely innocent Christian. The satanic Hillsong 
pastor, Artie Shepherd, confirmed Hillsong’s global ban against Torsten, and revealed utter lies contrived by 
Hillsong’s Network of pastors.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Brisbane_Artie-Shepherd_Australia.htm  

37. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Noosa Church” in Australia falsely accused, evicted from public 
property and lied to police against an absolutely innocent Christian. The satanic Hillsong pastor, Bevan 
Russell, juvenilely insisted to not welcome and refused to provide a reason for Hillsong’s global ban against 
the innocent Christain.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Noosa_Bevan-Russell_Australia.htm  

38. Approximately 66% of churches in Noosa, Australia, refused to welcome an innocently excommunicated 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Noosa_Churchianity_Australia.htm  

39. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Ben Windle) of a typical church in Australia, Lifeplace Brisbane Church 
in Brisbane, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ben_Windle_Lifeplace-Brisbane-Church-Australia.htm  

40. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Jason Brown) of a typical church in Australia, Ann Street Church of 
Christ in Brisbane, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ann_Street_Church_of_Christ_Brisbane.htm  

41. Two typically satanic Australian pastors (Gerard O’Brien & Simon Manchester) of a typical church in Australia, 
St Thomas Anglican Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal 
to repent from sins against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St_Thomas_Anglican_Church_Sydney_Australia.htm  

42. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Justin Moffatt) of a typical church in Australia, Church Hill Anglican 
Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-Hill-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

43. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Michael Paget) of a typical church in Australia, St Barnabas Anglican 
Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

44. The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the 
absolutely innocent person Torsten one year ago on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s 
satanic pastors of churches, are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal 
Government of New Zealand false accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand 
against the absolutely innocent Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches 
of New Zealand; lies which were maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially 
reported to New Zealand Police - by the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many 
public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially 
accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening 
attendees and being generally disruptive”.: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-

church-lies.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 

please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
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169.   One hundred sixty-ninth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 1 Jun 2016 01:31  

Subject: Korean pastors of churches do not welcome Torsten.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently I am in Busan, Korea.  
 
Prior to my stay here in Busan, Korea, I visited Osaka and Tokyo in Japan where there seemed to be no truly 
welcoming church. The majority of the typically satanic churches in Tokyo has previously (http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-

Churches-in-Tokyo-Japan.htm) banished or refused to welcome me.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere, and also the churchianity in South Korea appears to be 
typically devilish.  
 
New incidents by devilish pastors of churches:  
1. New Philadelphia Church in Busan, Korea, welcomed to their Sunday performances but declined a 

Christian’s application form to fellowship/socialise with other people in community groups: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Philadelphia-Church-Busan-Korea.htm  

2. Sooyoungro Presbyterian Church in Busan, Korea, satanically refused to welcome a Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Sooyoungro-Presbyterian-Church-Busan-Korea.htm  

3. The Presbyterian Church of Korea denomination in Korea devilishly refused to welcome a Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Presbyterian-Church-of-Korea.htm  

4. The Kosin Presbyterian Church in Korea devilishly refused to welcome a Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kosin-

Presbyterian-Church-Korea.htm  

5. Great Faith Church in Busan, Korea, devilishly refused to welcome a Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Great-Faith-

Church-Busan-Korea.htm  

6. Hosanna Church in Busan, Korea, devilishly refused to welcome a Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hosanna-Church-

Busan-Korea.htm  

7. Life Church in Busan, Korea, devilishly refused to welcome a Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Busan-

Korea.htm  

8. The Roman Catholic Church Diocese of Busan, Korea, devilishly refused to welcome a Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Busan-Catholic-Diocese-Korea.htm  

 
Not-so-long-ago incidents by satanic pastors of churches:  
1. A pastoral membership-club for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting innocent Christians, the Cairns 

Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), is designated as the original source and platform for lies, slander, 
defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and 
globally. A typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive 
fraternal membership-club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, 
slander and defamation by his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm  

2. A summary, which will soon be updated, of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm  

3. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “Ark Ministries Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly excommunicated, 
evicted from church property, physically evicted from public property, violently assaulted and verbally 
abused an innocent Christian who visited their ‘church’: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ark_Ministries_Cairns_Australia.htm  

4. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “Cairns Presbyterian Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly 
excommunicated and evicted from the church premises an innocent Christian and absolutely refused to 
communicate or to specify a reason for their Presbyterian banishment and eviction: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Presbyterian_Church_Australia.htm  

5. The typically satanic, dishonest and sly  Australian pastors ‘Wedra’ of “Generations Church” in Cairns and 
Port Douglas, Australia, explicitly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Generations_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

6. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “City Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly banished an innocent 
Christian and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/City_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

7. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “Crosspoint Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly banished an 
innocent Christian and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Crosspoint_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

8. Australian pastor Bill Page of “Living Light Gospel Church” in Cairns, Australia, informed that other pastors 
had emailed and warned against an innocent Christian, but when the Christian wanted to investigate about 
that pastoral cyber-slander, their pastor Bill Page absolutely refused to communicate: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Living_Light_Gospel_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

9. Arrogant and cowardly Australian C3-pastor of “C3 Church Cairns” in Cairns, Australia, indicated his possible 
association with a slanderous membership-club of pastors through his absolute refusal to deny this 
association: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  
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10. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “Royals Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Royals_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

11. Devilish Australian pastors of “Cairns Baptist Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Baptist_Church_Australia.htm  

12. Devilish Australian pastors of “Cairns Family Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Family_Church_Australia.htm  

13. Devilish Australian pastors of “Cairns Seventh-Day Adventist Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished 
an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Seventh-Day_Adventist_Church_Australia.htm  

14. Devilish Australian pastors of “Citywide Christian Fellowship” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an 
innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Citywide_Christian_Fellowship_Cairns_Australia.htm  

15. Devilish Australian pastors of “Coastline Baptist Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Coastline_Baptist_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

16. Devilish Australian pastors of “Connections Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Connections_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

17. Devilish Australian pastors of “Free Reformed Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Free_Reformed_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

18. Devilish Australian pastors of “Northern Beaches Cairns Uniting Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly 
banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Northern_Beaches_Cairns_Uniting_Church_Australia.htm  

19. Devilish Australian pastors of “The Revival Fellowship Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an 
innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Revival_Fellowship_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

20. Devilish Australian pastors of “Rock Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Rock_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

21. Devilish Australian pastors of “Saint Margaret’s Anglican Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an 
innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Saint_Margaret_Anglican_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

22. Devilish Australian pastors of “Trinity Baptist Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity_Baptist_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

23. Devilish Australian pastors of “Trinity Lutheran Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity_Lutheran_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

24. “Calvary Christian Church” in Cairns, Australia, effectually excluded an innocent Christian from fellowship by 
concealment of basic information: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary_Christian_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

25. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “The Lakes Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an 
innocent Christian and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Lakes-Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

26. The satanic and pathologically lying Hillsong Church empire absolutely refused to attempt to explain their 
global banishment against the innocent Christian person Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong_refusal_to_repent_from_lies_slander_persecution.htm  

27. In contrast with the exemplary outcome by a Queensland Police formal acquittal of Torsten in relation an 
investigated complaint “The investigation concluded that you had not committed any offence of any kind.”, 
no church pastor/priest anywhere on earth has acquitted Torsten from the churches’ invented utter lies 
against Torsten. In this particular case, a secular government body in Australia demonstrated a much higher 
standard of ethics than any church anywhere on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Governments-should-never-trust-pastors-of-

churches-blindly.htm  
(http://www.kyrkor.be/Queensland_Police_Service_160411.pdf)  

28. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Brisbane Church” in Australia falsely accused, physically assaulted, 
evicted from public property and lied to police against an absolutely innocent Christian. The satanic Hillsong 
pastor, Artie Shepherd, confirmed Hillsong’s global ban against Torsten, and revealed utter lies contrived by 
Hillsong’s Network of pastors.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Brisbane_Artie-Shepherd_Australia.htm  

29. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Noosa Church” in Australia falsely accused, evicted from public 
property and lied to police against an absolutely innocent Christian. The satanic Hillsong pastor, Bevan 
Russell, juvenilely insisted to not welcome and refused to provide a reason for Hillsong’s global ban against 
the innocent Christain.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Noosa_Bevan-Russell_Australia.htm  

30. Approximately 66% of churches in Noosa, Australia, refused to welcome an innocently excommunicated 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Noosa_Churchianity_Australia.htm  

31. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Ben Windle) of a typical church in Australia, Lifeplace Brisbane Church 
in Brisbane, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ben_Windle_Lifeplace-Brisbane-Church-Australia.htm  

32. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Jason Brown) of a typical church in Australia, Ann Street Church of 
Christ in Brisbane, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ann_Street_Church_of_Christ_Brisbane.htm  

33. Two typically satanic Australian pastors (Gerard O’Brien & Simon Manchester) of a typical church in Australia, 
St Thomas Anglican Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal 
to repent from sins against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St_Thomas_Anglican_Church_Sydney_Australia.htm  

34. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Justin Moffatt) of a typical church in Australia, Church Hill Anglican 

Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-Hill-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

35. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Michael Paget) of a typical church in Australia, St Barnabas Anglican 
Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

36. The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the 
absolutely innocent person Torsten one year ago on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s 
satanic pastors of churches, are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal 
Government of New Zealand false accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand 
against the absolutely innocent Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches 
of New Zealand; lies which were maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially 
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reported to New Zealand Police - by the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many 
public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially 
accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening 
attendees and being generally disruptive”.: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-

church-lies.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  

 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

168.   One hundred sixty-eighth International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 15 May 2016 21:21  

Subject: All of Australia’s satanic pastors persecuted Torsten.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently I am in Osaka, Japan.  
 
Prior to my visit to Osaka, I revisited Tokyo where there appears to be no truly welcoming church 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Tokyo-Japan.htm). On my previous visit to Tokyo one year ago, the majority of the 

typically satanic churches banished or refused to welcome me.  
 
Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere, and also the churchianity in Japan appears to be typically 
satanic, due to the predominantly Western-influenced and Western-controlled pastors. The professional pastors 
of churchianity everywhere, similar to satan, seek to kill and destroy God’s good plans.  
 
Domesticated pets are normally treated more humanely than the way pastors/priests of churches normally treat 
Torsten. In the spheres of churchianity, Torsten is inferior to a beast.  
 
No Christian person on earth knows Torsten, and yet, in principle all pastors of churches everywhere persecute 
Torsten.  
 
Visibly missionizing the streets of Tokyo and Osaka are the non-Christian sects and cults (http://iglesianicristo.net, 

https://www.jw.org/ja, http://ffwpu.jp, http://www.ldschurch.jp). Similar to all other societies, also in Japan the traditionally 
Christian denominations are preoccupied with persecution of the Bible-affirming Christians who, unlike their 
hypocritical and satanic church leaders, will not compromise Biblical teaching on Christian marriage.  
 
Satan’s Australian & New Zealand pastors of churches invented lies, falsely accused, slandered, defamed, cyber 
bullied, gossiped and incessantly persecuted the innocent Christian person Torsten, and consequently, God’s good 
plans for Torsten to marry a Godly appointed woman was annulled in Australia. Satan is the master of the vast 
majority of Australia’s and New Zealand’s churches – through the satanic pastors and priests.  
 
Recent incidents by satanic pastors of churches:  
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1. A pastoral membership-club for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting innocent Christians, the Cairns 
Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), is designated as the original source and platform for lies, slander, 
defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is absolutely 
innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and 

globally. A typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive 
fraternal membership-club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, 
slander and defamation by his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm  

2. A summary, which will soon be updated, of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm  

3. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “Ark Ministries Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly excommunicated, 
evicted from church property, physically evicted from public property, violently assaulted and verbally 
abused an innocent Christian who visited their ‘church’: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ark_Ministries_Cairns_Australia.htm  

4. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “Cairns Presbyterian Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly 
excommunicated and evicted from the church premises an innocent Christian and absolutely refused to 
communicate or to specify a reason for their Presbyterian banishment and eviction: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Presbyterian_Church_Australia.htm  

5. The typically satanic, dishonest and sly  Australian pastors ‘Wedra’ of “Generations Church” in Cairns and 
Port Douglas, Australia, explicitly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Generations_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

6. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “City Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly banished an innocent 
Christian and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/City_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

7. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “Crosspoint Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly banished an 
innocent Christian and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Crosspoint_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

8. Australian pastor Bill Page of “Living Light Gospel Church” in Cairns, Australia, informed that other pastors 
had emailed and warned against an innocent Christian, but when the Christian wanted to investigate about 
that pastoral cyber-slander, their pastor Bill Page absolutely refused to communicate: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Living_Light_Gospel_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

9. Arrogant and cowardly Australian C3-pastor of “C3 Church Cairns” in Cairns, Australia, indicated his possible 
association with a slanderous membership-club of pastors through his absolute refusal to deny this 
association: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

10. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “Royals Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Royals_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

11. Devilish Australian pastors of “Cairns Baptist Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Baptist_Church_Australia.htm  

12. Devilish Australian pastors of “Cairns Family Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Family_Church_Australia.htm  

13. Devilish Australian pastors of “Cairns Seventh-Day Adventist Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished 
an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Seventh-Day_Adventist_Church_Australia.htm  

14. Devilish Australian pastors of “Citywide Christian Fellowship” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an 
innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Citywide_Christian_Fellowship_Cairns_Australia.htm  

15. Devilish Australian pastors of “Coastline Baptist Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Coastline_Baptist_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

16. Devilish Australian pastors of “Connections Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Connections_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

17. Devilish Australian pastors of “Free Reformed Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Free_Reformed_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

18. Devilish Australian pastors of “Northern Beaches Cairns Uniting Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly 
banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Northern_Beaches_Cairns_Uniting_Church_Australia.htm  

19. Devilish Australian pastors of “The Revival Fellowship Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an 
innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Revival_Fellowship_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

20. Devilish Australian pastors of “Rock Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Rock_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

21. Devilish Australian pastors of “Saint Margaret’s Anglican Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an 
innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Saint_Margaret_Anglican_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

22. Devilish Australian pastors of “Trinity Baptist Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity_Baptist_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

23. Devilish Australian pastors of “Trinity Lutheran Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity_Lutheran_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

24. “Calvary Christian Church” in Cairns, Australia, effectually excluded an innocent Christian from fellowship by 
concealment of basic information: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary_Christian_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

25. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “The Lakes Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an 
innocent Christian and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Lakes-Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

26. The satanic and pathologically lying Hillsong Church empire absolutely refused to attempt to explain their 
global banishment against the innocent Christian person Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong_refusal_to_repent_from_lies_slander_persecution.htm  

27. In contrast with the exemplary outcome by a Queensland Police formal acquittal of Torsten in relation an 
investigated complaint “The investigation concluded that you had not committed any offence of any kind.”, 
no church pastor/priest anywhere on earth has acquitted Torsten from the churches’ invented utter lies 
against Torsten. In this particular case, a secular government body in Australia demonstrated a much higher 
standard of ethics than any church anywhere on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Governments-should-never-trust-pastors-of-

churches-blindly.htm  
(http://www.kyrkor.be/Queensland_Police_Service_160411.pdf)  
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28. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Brisbane Church” in Australia falsely accused, physically assaulted, 
evicted from public property and lied to police against an absolutely innocent Christian. The satanic Hillsong 
pastor, Artie Shepherd, confirmed Hillsong’s global ban against Torsten, and revealed utter lies contrived by 
Hillsong’s Network of pastors.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Brisbane_Artie-Shepherd_Australia.htm  

29. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Noosa Church” in Australia falsely accused, evicted from public 
property and lied to police against an absolutely innocent Christian. The satanic Hillsong pastor, Bevan 
Russell, juvenilely insisted to not welcome and refused to provide a reason for Hillsong’s global ban against 
the innocent Christain.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Noosa_Bevan-Russell_Australia.htm  

30. Approximately 66% of churches in Noosa, Australia, refused to welcome an innocently excommunicated 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Noosa_Churchianity_Australia.htm  

31. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Ben Windle) of a typical church in Australia, Lifeplace Brisbane Church 
in Brisbane, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ben_Windle_Lifeplace-Brisbane-Church-Australia.htm  

32. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Jason Brown) of a typical church in Australia, Ann Street Church of 
Christ in Brisbane, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ann_Street_Church_of_Christ_Brisbane.htm  

33. Two typically satanic Australian pastors (Gerard O’Brien & Simon Manchester) of a typical church in Australia, 
St Thomas Anglican Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal 
to repent from sins against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St_Thomas_Anglican_Church_Sydney_Australia.htm  

34. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Justin Moffatt) of a typical church in Australia, Church Hill Anglican 
Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-Hill-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

35. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Michael Paget) of a typical church in Australia, St Barnabas Anglican 
Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

36. The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the 
absolutely innocent person Torsten one year ago on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s 
satanic pastors of churches, are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal 
Government of New Zealand false accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand 
against the absolutely innocent Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches 
of New Zealand; lies which were maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially 
reported to New Zealand Police - by the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many 
public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially 
accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening 
attendees and being generally disruptive”.: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-

church-lies.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the 
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from the satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

167.   One hundred sixty-seventh International Plea  
 
Date: Sat, 30 Apr 2016 23:26  

Subject: Pastors’ membership-clubs for secret lying, slander, defamation and persecution.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  
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Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  

Currently I am in Cairns, Australia.  
 
Because of satan’s Australian & New Zealand pastors of churches unceasing invention of lies, false accusations, 
slandering, defaming, cyber bullying, gossiping and persecuting the innocent but evicted/excommunicated 
Christian person Torsten, God’s good plans for Torsten to marry a Godly appointed woman is consistently 
annulled.  
 

• A pastoral membership-club for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting innocent Christians, the 
Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), is designated as the original source and platform for lies, 
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is 
absolutely innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns 
and globally. A typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive 
fraternal membership-club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the 
lies, slander and defamation by his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm  

• A summary, which will soon be updated, of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm  

 
New incident by satanic pastors of churches:  
1. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “Ark Ministries Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly 

excommunicated, evicted from church property, physically evicted from public property, violently 
assaulted and verbally abused an innocent Christian who visited their ‘church’: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Ark_Ministries_Cairns_Australia.htm  

2. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “Cairns Presbyterian Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly 
excommunicated and evicted from the church premises an innocent Christian and absolutely refused to 
communicate or to specify a reason for their Presbyterian banishment and eviction: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Presbyterian_Church_Australia.htm  

3. The typically satanic, dishonest and sly  Australian pastors ‘Wedra’ of “Generations Church” in Cairns and 
Port Douglas, Australia, explicitly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Generations_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

4. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “City Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly banished an innocent 
Christian and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/City_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

5. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “Crosspoint Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly banished an 
innocent Christian and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Crosspoint_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

6. Australian pastor Bill Page of “Living Light Gospel Church” in Cairns, Australia, informed that other pastors 
had emailed and warned against an innocent Christian, but when the Christian wanted to investigate about 
that pastoral cyber-slander, their pastor Bill Page absolutely refused to communicate: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Living_Light_Gospel_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

7. Arrogant and cowardly Australian C3-pastor of “C3 Church Cairns” in Cairns, Australia, indicated his 
possible association with a slanderous membership-club of pastors through his absolute refusal to deny this 
association: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

8. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “Royals Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Royals_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

9. Devilish Australian pastors of “Cairns Baptist Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Baptist_Church_Australia.htm  

10. Devilish Australian pastors of “Cairns Family Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Family_Church_Australia.htm  

11. Devilish Australian pastors of “Cairns Seventh-Day Adventist Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished 
an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Seventh-Day_Adventist_Church_Australia.htm  

12. Devilish Australian pastors of “Citywide Christian Fellowship” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an 
innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Citywide_Christian_Fellowship_Cairns_Australia.htm  

13. Devilish Australian pastors of “Coastline Baptist Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Coastline_Baptist_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

14. Devilish Australian pastors of “Connections Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Connections_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

15. Devilish Australian pastors of “Free Reformed Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Free_Reformed_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

16. Devilish Australian pastors of “Northern Beaches Cairns Uniting Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly 
banished an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Northern_Beaches_Cairns_Uniting_Church_Australia.htm  

17. Devilish Australian pastors of “The Revival Fellowship Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an 
innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Revival_Fellowship_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

18. Devilish Australian pastors of “Rock Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Rock_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

19. Devilish Australian pastors of “Saint Margaret’s Anglican Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an 
innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Saint_Margaret_Anglican_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

20. Devilish Australian pastors of “Trinity Baptist Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity_Baptist_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  
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21. Devilish Australian pastors of “Trinity Lutheran Church” in Cairns, Australia, covertly banished an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Trinity_Lutheran_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

22. “Calvary Christian Church” in Cairns, Australia, effectually excluded an innocent Christian from fellowship 
by concealment of basic information: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary_Christian_Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

 
Recent incidents by satanic pastors of churches:  
1. Typically satanic Australian pastors of “The Lakes Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an 

innocent Christian and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Lakes-Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

2. The satanic and pathologically lying Hillsong Church empire absolutely refused to attempt to explain their 
global banishment against the innocent Christian person Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong_refusal_to_repent_from_lies_slander_persecution.htm  

3. In contrast with the exemplary outcome by a Queensland Police formal acquittal of Torsten in relation an 
investigated complaint “The investigation concluded that you had not committed any offence of any kind.”, 
no church pastor/priest anywhere on earth has acquitted Torsten from the churches’ invented utter lies 
against Torsten. In this particular case, a secular government body in Australia demonstrated a much higher 
standard of ethics than any church anywhere on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Governments-should-never-trust-pastors-of-

churches-blindly.htm  
(http://www.kyrkor.be/Queensland_Police_Service_160411.pdf)  

4. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Brisbane Church” in Australia falsely accused, physically assaulted, 
evicted from public property and lied to police against an absolutely innocent Christian. The satanic Hillsong 
pastor, Artie Shepherd, confirmed Hillsong’s global ban against Torsten, and revealed utter lies contrived by 
Hillsong’s Network of pastors.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Brisbane_Artie-Shepherd_Australia.htm  

5. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Noosa Church” in Australia falsely accused, evicted from public 
property and lied to police against an absolutely innocent Christian. The satanic Hillsong pastor, Bevan 
Russell, juvenilely insisted to not welcome and refused to provide a reason for Hillsong’s global ban against 
the innocent Christain.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Noosa_Bevan-Russell_Australia.htm  

6. Approximately 66% of churches in Noosa, Australia, refused to welcome an innocently excommunicated 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Noosa_Churchianity_Australia.htm  

7. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Ben Windle) of a typical church in Australia, Lifeplace Brisbane Church 
in Brisbane, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ben_Windle_Lifeplace-Brisbane-Church-Australia.htm  

8. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Jason Brown) of a typical church in Australia, Ann Street Church of 
Christ in Brisbane, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ann_Street_Church_of_Christ_Brisbane.htm  

9. Two typically satanic Australian pastors (Gerard O’Brien & Simon Manchester) of a typical church in Australia, 
St Thomas Anglican Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal 
to repent from sins against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St_Thomas_Anglican_Church_Sydney_Australia.htm  

10. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Justin Moffatt) of a typical church in Australia, Church Hill Anglican 
Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-Hill-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

11. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Michael Paget) of a typical church in Australia, St Barnabas Anglican 
Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

12. The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the 
absolutely innocent person Torsten one year ago on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s 
satanic pastors of churches, are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal 
Government of New Zealand false accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand 
against the absolutely innocent Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches 
of New Zealand; lies which were maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially 
reported to New Zealand Police - by the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many 

public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially 
accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening 
attendees and being generally disruptive”.: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-

lies.htm  

 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches are doing everything in their evil capacity to destroy 
the Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evict/excommunicate Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches have repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 

As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
Evicting/excommunicating the innocent, lying, slandering, defaming, cyber bullying and gossiping is the typical 
conduct of the majority of pastors and priests of churches. Facts, evidence, truth, justice and love are irrelevant 
to the vast majority of pastors and priests of churches.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
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If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from Australia’s satanic pastors of churches.  
 

If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

166.   One hundred sixty-sixth International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 15 Apr 2016 22:01  

Subject: A surprise exemplary outcome: Queensland Police showed higher ethics than any church on earth.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently I am in Cairns, Australia.  
 
Because of satan’s Australian & New Zealand pastors of churches unceasing invention of lies, false accusations, 
slandering, defaming, cyber bullying, gossiping and persecuting the innocent but evicted/excommunicated 
Christian person Torsten, God’s good plans for Torsten to marry a Godly appointed woman is consistently 
annulled.  
 
There is no Christian church anywhere in Australia where Torsten is truly welcome to fellowship with also other 
single Christians. Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all allegedly ‘Christian’ churches that persecute 
Torsten.  
 
New incident by satanic pastors of churches:  

• Typically satanic Australian pastors of “The Lakes Church” in Cairns, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an 
innocent Christian and refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/The-Lakes-Church_Cairns_Australia.htm  

• The satanic and pathologically lying Hillsong Church empire absolutely refused to attempt to explain their 
global banishment against the innocent Christian person Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong_refusal_to_repent_from_lies_slander_persecution.htm  

• In contrast with the exemplary outcome by a Queensland Police formal acquittal of Torsten in relation an 
investigated complaint “The investigation concluded that you had not committed any offence of any kind.”, 
no church pastor/priest anywhere on earth has acquitted Torsten from the churches’ invented utter lies 
against Torsten. In this particular case, a secular government body in Australia demonstrated a much higher 
standard of ethics than any church anywhere on earth: http://www.kyrkor.be/Governments-should-never-trust-

pastors-of-churches-blindly.htm  
(http://www.kyrkor.be/Queensland_Police_Service_160411.pdf)  

 
Recent incidents by satanic pastors of churches:  
1. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Brisbane Church” in Australia falsely accused, physically assaulted, 

evicted from public property and lied to police against an absolutely innocent Christian. The satanic Hillsong 
pastor, Artie Shepherd, confirmed Hillsong’s global ban against Torsten, and revealed utter lies contrived by 
Hillsong’s Network of pastors.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Brisbane_Artie-Shepherd_Australia.htm  

2. Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Noosa Church” in Australia falsely accused, evicted from public 
property and lied to police against an absolutely innocent Christian. The satanic Hillsong pastor, Bevan 
Russell, juvenilely insisted to not welcome and refused to provide a reason for Hillsong’s global ban against 
the innocent Christain.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Noosa_Bevan-Russell_Australia.htm  

3. Approximately 66% of churches in Noosa, Australia, refused to welcome an innocently excommunicated 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Noosa_Churchianity_Australia.htm  

4. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Ben Windle) of a typical church in Australia, Lifeplace Brisbane Church 
in Brisbane, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ben_Windle_Lifeplace-Brisbane-Church-Australia.htm  

5. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Jason Brown) of a typical church in Australia, Ann Street Church of 
Christ in Brisbane, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ann_Street_Church_of_Christ_Brisbane.htm  

6. Two typically satanic Australian pastors (Gerard O’Brien & Simon Manchester) of a typical church in Australia, 
St Thomas Anglican Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal 
to repent from sins against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St_Thomas_Anglican_Church_Sydney_Australia.htm  
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7. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Justin Moffatt) of a typical church in Australia, Church Hill Anglican 
Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-Hill-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

8. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Michael Paget) of a typical church in Australia, St Barnabas Anglican 

Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

9. The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the 
absolutely innocent person Torsten one year ago on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s 
satanic pastors of churches, are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal 
Government of New Zealand false accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand 
against the absolutely innocent Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches 
of New Zealand; lies which were maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially 
reported to New Zealand Police - by the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many 
public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially 
accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening 
attendees and being generally disruptive”.: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-

lies.htm  

 
It seems apparent that no church on earth cares, in reality, about truth when truth, by evidence, implicate that 
the overwhelming majority of professional pastors of churches act in alignment with satan against innocently 
excommunicated Torsten; with their pastoral lies, false accusations, slander, defamation, gossip, cyber bullying 
and persecution.  
 
Torsten has prayed daily to meet a Christian woman of God’s choosing for more then two decades, and Torsten 
certainly does want to marry a Christian woman of God’s choosing. But, nearly all pastors of all churches on earth 
where Torsten has visited or communicated have sought to hinder Christian friendships, hinder Christian 
relationships and prevent a Christian marriage. The vast majority of pastors of churches on earth have done the 
will of satan in this. None of these pastors of churches have repented from their sin, but continue to serve satan 
in this.  
 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches are doing everything in their evil capacity to destroy 
the Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evict/excommunicate Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches have repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
Evicting/excommunicating the innocent, lying, slandering, defaming, cyber bullying and gossiping is the typical 
conduct of the majority of pastors and priests of churches. Facts, evidence, truth, justice and love are irrelevant 
to the vast majority of pastors and priests of churches.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from Australia’s satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

165.   One hundred sixty-fifth International Plea  
 
Date: Sun, 3 Apr 2016 03:03  

Subject: Blitz of Australian lies: Torsten the terrorist and sociopath.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
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Current:  
Currently I am in Brisbane, Australia.  
 
Because of satan’s Australian & New Zealand pastors of churches unceasing invention of lies, false accusations, 

slandering, defaming, cyber bullying, gossiping and persecuting the innocent but evicted/excommunicated 
Christian person Torsten, God’s good plans for Torsten to marry a Godly appointed woman is consistently 
annulled.  
 
There is no Christian church anywhere in Australia where Torsten is truly welcome to fellowship with also other 
single Christians. Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all allegedly ‘Christian’ churches that persecute 
Torsten.  
 
Torsten the terrorist and sociopath:  

The Australian government (similar to the satanic New Zealand government) has now proven beyond a shadow 
of a doubt that its intelligence agencies ASIO and ONA are unreliable in any way, shape, or form. More than one 
year ago, I had read an erroneous report in another country, created by the Australian government, about my 

person. Therefore, Australia had already indicated their low quality of Australian intelligence and its ineptness for 
sound analyses. Last week, however, Australia’s government demonstrated its ignorance and senseless 
incompetence on an unprecedented scale against my person, when six armed investigative Australian policemen 
woke me up in the night as they entered my accommodation, with purpose to search through my possessions 
and to drive me to their Australian police station in Brisbane for a recorded interview – regarding suspicion of 
terrorism!: http://www.kyrkor.be/Torsten-the-terrorist-and-sociopath-in-Australia.htm  

 
New incident by satanic pastors of churches:  

• Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Brisbane Church” in Australia falsely accused, physically assaulted, 
evicted from public property and lied to police against an absolutely innocent Christian. The satanic Hillsong 
pastor, Artie Shepherd, confirmed Hillsong’s global ban against Torsten, and revealed utter lies contrived by 

Hillsong’s Network of pastors.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Brisbane_Artie-Shepherd_Australia.htm  

• Satanic and pathologically lying “Hillsong Noosa Church” in Australia falsely accused, evicted from public 
property and lied to police against an absolutely innocent Christian. The satanic Hillsong pastor, Bevan 
Russell, juvenilely insisted to not welcome and refused to provide a reason for Hillsong’s global ban against 
the innocent Christain.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Noosa_Bevan-Russell_Australia.htm  

• Approximately 66% of churches in Noosa, Australia, refused to welcome an innocently excommunicated 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Noosa_Churchianity_Australia.htm  

 
Recent incidents by satanic pastors of churches:  
1. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Ben Windle) of a typical church in Australia, Lifeplace Brisbane Church 

in Brisbane, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ben_Windle_Lifeplace-Brisbane-Church-Australia.htm  

2. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Jason Brown) of a typical church in Australia, Ann Street Church of 
Christ in Brisbane, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ann_Street_Church_of_Christ_Brisbane.htm  

3. Two typically satanic Australian pastors (Gerard O’Brien & Simon Manchester) of a typical church in Australia, 
St Thomas Anglican Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal 
to repent from sins against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St_Thomas_Anglican_Church_Sydney_Australia.htm  

4. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Justin Moffatt) of a typical church in Australia, Church Hill Anglican 
Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-Hill-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

5. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Michael Paget) of a typical church in Australia, St Barnabas Anglican 

Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

6. The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the 
absolutely innocent person Torsten one year ago on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s 
satanic pastors of churches, are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal 
Government of New Zealand false accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand 
against the absolutely innocent Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches 
of New Zealand; lies which were maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially 
reported to New Zealand Police - by the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many 
public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially 
accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening 
attendees and being generally disruptive”.: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-

lies.htm  

 

• In response to my previous global plea and inquiry on March 16 2016 to be welcomed to an English-speaking 
Christian church on earth where there are fellowship opportunities also among single Christians, a director 
of a network of simple churches (http://oikos.org.au/findahousechurch.html) in Australia, Oikos Australia Inc., expelled the 
innocently excommunicated Christian person Torsten, instead of welcoming, because the director Phil Brown 
felt “sick and tired” of Torsten’s plea to him: http://www.kyrkor.be/Oikos-Australia_Phil-Brown.htm  

 
It seems apparent that no church on earth cares, in reality, about truth when truth, by evidence, implicate that 
the overwhelming majority of professional pastors of churches act in alignment with satan against innocently 
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excommunicated Torsten; with their pastoral lies, false accusations, slander, defamation, gossip, cyber bullying 
and persecution.  
 
Torsten has prayed daily to meet a Christian woman of God’s choosing for more then two decades, and Torsten 

certainly does want to marry a Christian woman of God’s choosing. But, nearly all pastors of all churches on earth 
where Torsten has visited or communicated have sought to hinder Christian friendships, hinder Christian 
relationships and prevent a Christian marriage. The vast majority of pastors of churches on earth have done the 
will of satan in this. None of these pastors of churches have repented from their sin, but continue to serve satan 
in this.  
 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches are doing everything in their evil capacity to destroy 
the Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evict/excommunicate Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches have repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
Evicting/excommunicating the innocent, lying, slandering, defaming, cyber bullying and gossiping is the typical 
conduct of the majority of pastors and priests of churches. Facts, evidence, truth, justice and love are irrelevant 
to the vast majority of pastors and priests of churches.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from Australia’s satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

164.   One hundred sixty-fourth International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 16 Mar 2016 11:05  

Subject: Persecution by Australia’s satanic pastors and priests of churches.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently I am in Brisbane, Australia.  
 
Because of satan’s Australian & New Zealand pastors of churches unceasing invention of lies, false accusations, 
slandering, defaming, cyber bullying, gossiping and persecuting the innocent but evicted/excommunicated 
Christian person Torsten, God’s good plans for Torsten to marry a Godly appointed woman is consistently 
annulled.  
 
There is no Christian church anywhere in Australia where Torsten is truly welcome. Torsten is absolutely innocent 
in relation to all allegedly ‘Christian’ churches that persecute.  
 

New incident by satanic pastors of churches:  

• A typically satanic Australian pastor (Ben Windle) of a typical church in Australia, Lifeplace Brisbane Church 
in Brisbane, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ben_Windle_Lifeplace-Brisbane-Church-Australia.htm  

 
Recent incidents by satanic pastors of churches:  

http://www.kyrkor.be/Ben_Windle_Lifeplace-Brisbane-Church-Australia.htm
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1. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Jason Brown) of a typical church in Australia, Ann Street Church of 
Christ in Brisbane, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from 
sins against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ann_Street_Church_of_Christ_Brisbane.htm  

2. Two typically satanic Australian pastors (Gerard O’Brien & Simon Manchester) of a typical church in 

Australia, St Thomas Anglican Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the 
absolute refusal to repent from sins against Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/St_Thomas_Anglican_Church_Sydney_Australia.htm  

3. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Justin Moffatt) of a typical church in Australia, Church Hill Anglican 
Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from 
sins against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-Hill-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

4. A typically satanic Australian pastor (Michael Paget) of a typical church in Australia, St Barnabas Anglican 
Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from 
sins against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

5. The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the 
absolutely innocent person Torsten one year ago on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s 
satanic pastors of churches, are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal 

Government of New Zealand false accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New 
Zealand against the absolutely innocent Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by 
the churches of New Zealand; lies which were maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber 
bullying), and officially reported to New Zealand Police - by the lying pastors of the churches of New 
Zealand. Among the many public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, one 
churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the Federal 
Government of New Zealand: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm  

 
It seems apparent that no church on earth cares, in reality, about truth when truth, by evidence, implicate that 
the overwhelming majority of professional pastors of churches act in alignment with satan against innocently 

excommunicated Torsten; with their pastoral lies, false accusations, slander, defamation, gossip, cyber bullying 
and persecution.  
 
In response to my previous global plea and inquiry on March 1 2016, if there exists an English-speaking Christian 
church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, and my request that such a church would make 
itself known to me, only two pastors of churches on earth replied:  

• A devilish pastor in United Kingdom, Mark Aldridge of New Wine International, insinuated that the 
excommunicated Christian person Torsten, who is absolutely innocent in relation to all excommunications 
by churches everywhere on earth, is guilty of something: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Wine-Churches-Mark-

Aldridge.htm  

• A devilish pastor in United States, Scott Sekulow of Congregation Beth Adonai, baselessly accused the 
innocently excommunicated Christian person Torsten of lying, and by effect asserted that Scott Sekulow 
does not care that the churches on earth persecute Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Beth-Adonai-Church_Mark-

Sekulow.htm  

 
Torsten has prayed daily to meet a Christian woman of God’s choosing for more then two decades, and Torsten 
certainly does want to marry a Christian woman of God’s choosing. But, nearly all pastors of all churches on earth 
where Torsten has visited or communicated have sought to hinder Christian friendships, hinder Christian 
relationships and prevent a Christian marriage. The vast majority of pastors of churches on earth have done the 
will of satan in this. None of these pastors of churches have repented from their sin, but continue to serve satan 
in this.  
 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches are doing everything in their evil capacity to destroy 
the Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evict/excommunicate Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches have repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
Evicting/excommunicating the innocent, lying, slandering, defaming, cyber bullying and gossiping is the typical 
conduct of the majority of pastors and priests of churches. Facts, evidence, truth, justice and love are irrelevant 
to the vast majority of pastors and priests of churches.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from Australia’s satanic pastors of churches.  
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If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 

 
 

163.   One hundred sixty-third International Plea  
 
Date: Wed, 2 Mar 2016 00:41  

Subject: satan’s Australian & New Zealand pastors persecute  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently I am in Brisbane, Australia.  
 
Satan’s Australian & New Zealand pastors of churches unceasingly invent lies, falsely accuse, slander, defame, 
gossip and persecute the innocently evicted/excommunicated Christian person Torsten.  
 
There is no Christian church anywhere in Australia where Torsten is truly welcome. Torsten is absolutely innocent 
in relation to all these allegedly ‘Christian’ churches.  
 
A typically satanic Australian pastor of a church in Australia (Pastor Jason Brown) of Ann Street Church of Christ 
in Brisbane has now revealed that the Australian based international Hillsong empire is a specified source who 
en masse has invented lies, falsely accused, defamed, slandered and gossiped against the absolutely innocent 
person Torsten, warning all churches everywhere that “This person is disruptive.” Earlier, Hillsong’s senior pastor 
in Hobart, Tasmania, revealed that Hillsong’s “chief correspondent” is their source; which would seem to point to 
Hillsong’s chief - Brian Houston.  
(http://www.kyrkor.be/Ann_Street_Church_of_Christ_Brisbane.htm)  
(http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Church-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm)  

 

New incidents by satanic pastors of churches:  

• A typically satanic Australian pastor (Jason Brown) of a typical church in Australia, Ann Street Church of 
Christ in Brisbane, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ann_Street_Church_of_Christ_Brisbane.htm  

• Two typically satanic Australian pastors (Gerard O’Brien & Simon Manchester) of a typical church in Australia, 
St Thomas Anglican Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal 

to repent from sins against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St_Thomas_Anglican_Church_Sydney_Australia.htm  

 
Recent incidents by satanic pastors of churches:  

• A typically satanic Australian pastor (Justin Moffatt) of a typical church in Australia, Church Hill Anglican 
Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-Hill-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

• A typically satanic Australian pastor (Michael Paget) of a typical church in Australia, St Barnabas Anglican 
Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

• The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the 
absolutely innocent person Torsten one year ago on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s 
satanic pastors of churches, are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal 
Government of New Zealand false accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand 
against the absolutely innocent Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches 
of New Zealand; lies which were maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially 
reported to New Zealand Police - by the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many 
public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially 
accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening 
attendees and being generally disruptive”.: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-

lies.htm  

 
Last week, in conjunction with respectful street evangelism in Brisbane, an elderly kind-voiced woman came up 
to me and said “Jesus is OK. It’s the churches.” A few days later on a Sunday while I was interviewing one of 
Australia’s typically satanic pastors of churches, a gentleman walked past the church building and said loudly 
“Don’t believe a word they say.” It is understandable why a small minority of people in Australia are antagonistic 
towards “Christianity”, because Biblical Christianity is unfortunately burdened by association to churchianity 
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(religious organisations with extreme hypocrisies by their leaders, leadership abuses, unrepentant leaders of 
evils, relational falsehood, and at times disrespectful/loveless presentations of the Gospel).  
 
Torsten has prayed daily to meet a Christian woman of God’s choosing for more then two decades, and Torsten 

certainly does want to marry a Christian woman of God’s choosing. But, nearly all pastors of all churches on earth 
where Torsten has visited or communicated have sought to hinder Christian friendships, hinder Christian 
relationships and prevent a Christian marriage. The vast majority of pastors of churches on earth have done the 
will of satan in this. None of these pastors of churches have repented from their sin, but continue to serve satan 
in this.  
 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches are doing everything in their evil capacity to destroy 
the Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and New Zealand pastors/priests of churches 
evict/excommunicate Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all the 
lies invented by satan’s Australian/New Zealand pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or New Zealand’s satanic 
pastors of churches have repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against 
Torsten.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
Evicting/excommunicating the innocent, lying, slandering, defaming and gossiping is the typical conduct of the 
majority of pastors and priests of churches. Facts, evidence, truth, justice and love are irrelevant to the vast 
majority of pastors and priests of churches.  
 
If there exists an English-speaking Christian church anywhere on earth that truly welcomes a real Christian, who 
is absolutely innocent in relation to the sinful evictions/excommunications by the other churches on earth, then 
please do communicate yourself to me.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect 
me from Australia’s satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

162.   One hundred sixty-second International Plea  
 
Date: Tue, 16 Feb 2016 17:19  

Subject: In most of Australia’s churches satan is mighty and in command, through the pastors.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently I am in Sydney, Australia. My primary objective in Australia is to connect with a Christian woman of 
God’s choosing for Christian marriage. However, because of the satanic conduct of the overwhelming majority of 
Australia’s pastors of churches, I have no possibility for authentic Christian fellowship or possibility towards 
Christian marriage, because of deliberate hindrances by Australia’s devilish pastors of churches. Also in Sydney, 
there is no church anywhere where I am permitted to fellowship.  
 

• The Federal Government of New Zealand which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the 
absolutely innocent person Torsten one year ago on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by New Zealand’s 
satanic pastors of churches, are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal 
Government of New Zealand false accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of New Zealand 
against the absolutely innocent Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches 
of New Zealand; lies which were maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially 
reported to New Zealand Police - by the lying pastors of the churches of New Zealand. Among the many 
public lies invented by New Zealand’s satanic pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially 
accused against the innocent Christian Torsten by the Federal Government of New Zealand: “threatening 
attendees and being generally disruptive”.: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-

church-lies.htm  
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• A typically satanic Australian pastor (Justin Moffatt) of a typical church in Australia, Church Hill Anglican 
Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten. It is a sin to lie, it is a sin to falsely accuse innocent persons, and it is a sin to 
excommunicate/evict Christians who are absolutely innocent in relation to eviction/excommunication. Neither 
satan nor satan’s Australian pastors/priests of churches will ever repent from their sins against Torsten. 
Truthfully revealing with facts and evidence the pastoral lies and unrepentant evils of pastors, is according 
to Justin Moffatt a sin. The Anglican Rector Senior Minister Justin Moffatt is a typical epitome of such typical 
churchianity hypocrisy: http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-Hill-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

 

• A typically satanic Australian pastor (Michael Paget) of a typical church in Australia, St Barnabas Anglican 
Church in Sydney, demonstrates a characteristic attribute of satan in the absolute refusal to repent from sins 
against Torsten. It is a sin to lie, it is a sin to falsely accuse innocent persons, and it is a sin to 
excommunicate/evict Christians who are absolutely innocent in relation to eviction/excommunication. Neither 
satan nor satan’s Australian pastors/priests of churches will ever repent from their sins against Torsten. The 
Anglican Senior Minister Mike Paget continues to falsely accuse Torsten of an unspecified psychiatric disease: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm  

 
Australia’s satanic pastors of churches have done everything in their evil capacity to destroy the Christian person 
Torsten. Satan’s Australian pastors/priests of churches have excommunicated Torsten, in every major city in 
Australia where Torsten has visited. The overwhelming majority of Australia’s satanic pastors of churches do not 
welcome Torsten, excommunicate Torsten, lie and slander against Torsten, and persecute Torsten, although 
Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all churches. None of Australia’s devilish pastors of churches have 
chosen to repent from their sinful excommunications and their malicious lies against Torsten.  
 
Nearly all churches in Sydney (http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Sydney.htm), Australia, have previously 
excommunicated Torsten. The truth is: Torsten is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to each of 
the excommunicating churches in Australia. Australia’s satanic pastors/priests of churches who have 
excommunicated Torsten, in spite that Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to them, are sinfully pursuing 
the will of satan – to obsessively persecute and inflict suffering upon the innocent Bible-affirming Christian 
Torsten.  
 
In relation to the churches in Australia, Torsten is not a human. Australia’s dehumanising churches have stripped 
from Torsten human dignity. Australia’s church leaders are almost as satanic in conduct against Torsten as the 
satanic Swedish pastors. Inside the churches of Australia, there is no humanity for Torsten, there is no compassion 
for Torsten, there is no love, and there is no justice for Torsten. Truth, facts and evidence are irrelevant to satan’s 
Australian pastors of churches.  
 
More than two years ago, all of the pastors/priests in Sydney refused to welcome and explicitly excommunicated 

from fellowship the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten. (http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Sydney.htm) 
More than two years later, none of Sydney’s pastordevils have yet repented from their anti-Godly 
excommunications against the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten. Australia’s satanic pastors of 
churches incessantly lie, excommunicate and persecute the innocent Christian Torsten, because satan inside the 
pastors’ minds motivate them. The Australian pastors of churches know that they have no Biblical or reality-
based reason to excommunicate and persecute the innocent Christian person Torsten, and therefore the pastors 
of churches refuse to communicate and to justify their conduct. Only by intentionally inventing new lies or by 
regurgitating old lies can pastors attempt to temporarily justify their evictions and excommunications.  
 
Satan’s Australian pastors of churches in Sydney, who previously have lied against me and excommunicated me 
from their churches, refuse to repent from their sinful excommunications against the absolutely innocent person 
Torsten. Sydney’s pastors and priests of churches will probably never repent from their satanic lies, evils and 
sinful excommunications against Torsten, because refusal to repent from acts of evil is the very nature of satan. 
Satan’s Australian pastors of churches in Sydney have seemingly chosen to not repent from their evils against 
Torsten, but have chosen to continue to persecute Torsten and to serve satan.  
 
During the past 21 years of street evangelism, there has never been a hostile confrontation which I have not 
managed to defuse. However, on Feb.13 2016, that perfect track record was interrupted by a physical assault 
against me by a hostile Australian man in Sydney. Every week, during my total 1½ years of stay on numerous 
visits in Australia, a tiny minority of hostile Australians have on public properties shouted profanities, threatened 
or spat on me. I am not immune to public misconduct against me, but I am very much accustomed to it weekly. 
Previous to this recent physical assault incident in Australia, the only physical assaults I was subjected to came 
from pastors and church leaders inside churches. But, on this my first occasion of physical assault outside of 
churches on Feb.13 2016, a non-churched Australian physically assaulted me continually together with threats 
on public property, so that I was necessitated to physically defend myself. In my personal experience, therefore, 
physical assaults and violence against me is no longer committed exclusively by church leaders but has now 
occurred also by a member of the Australian non-churched populace. When Australia’s NSW Police arrived on the 
assault scene in Sydney, I pointed out to the Australian police the CCTV camera location and advised the police 
to review Sydney’s CCTV recording of the assault incident to attain evidential accuracy of incident description. 
Because I have previously been exposed to a corrupt nature of Australia’s police forces in conjunction with the 
physical assaults by pastors inside churches, and since I have read a distortive report by a federal department of 
the Australian Government about me sent to another nation state (New Zealand), I have zero trust in the 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Church-Hill-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney-Australia-160214.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Sydney.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Sydney.htm
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Australian police towards any attempt of accuracy of reporting. The corruption and distortion by the Australian 
Government are almost as vile as the invented lies by Australia’s satanic church pastors.  
 
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 

through the pastors/priests. And wherever governments are allied with pastors of churches, government 
corruption is worsened.  
 
I revisited Singapore for one week during the first week of February 2016, and although Singapore is an 
appealingly aesthetic city, there is no church anywhere in Singapore which will allow Torsten to fellowship 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/Singapore-Churches-are-Inhumane.pdf). Churchianity in Singapore continues its persecution against 
Torsten. Similar to churches everywhere, relationships and social life also in Singapore is outsourced by the 
churches to secular websites or profit-driven websites. I signed up to a “Christian” singles group in Singapore 
(http://www.meetup.com/Christian-Singles-Hangout/) with more than 2000 members called Christian Singles Hangout. I never 
communicated with anyone in that group, but only signed up. After a week on 2016-02-11 the group’s organizers 
sent a message ”You have been removed from Christian Singles Hangout.” Twice I messaged my inquiry with the 
group organizers why they had decided to ban me from their “Christian” group, but the organizers would neither 
respond nor provide reason for their banishment.  
 
Excommunicating the innocent, lying and slandering is the typical conduct of churchists, pastors and priests. 
Facts, evidence, truth, justice and love are irrelevant to the vast majority of pastors of churches. If there exists 
an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect me from 
Australia’s satanic pastors of churches.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 

me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  

…  
 
 
 

161.   One hundred sixty-first International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 29 Jan 2016 22:42  

Subject: Australia’s satanic pastors of churches persecute Torsten.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Australia’s satanic pastors of churches have done everything in their evil capacity to destroy the Christian person 
Torsten. Satan’s Australian pastors/priests of churches have excommunicated Torsten, in every major city in 
Australia where Torsten has visited. The overwhelming majority of Australia’s satanic pastors of churches do not 
welcome Torsten, excommunicate Torsten, lie and slander against Torsten, and persecute Torsten, although 
Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all churches.  
 
In relation to the churches in Australia, Torsten is not a human. Australia’s dehumanising churches have stripped 
from Torsten any remaining human dignity. Australia’s church leaders are almost as satanic in conduct against 
Torsten as the satanic Swedish pastors. Inside the churches of Australia, there is no humanity for Torsten, there 
is no compassion for Torsten, there is no love, and there is no justice for Torsten. Truth, facts and evidence is 
irrelevant by churches.  
 
My primary objective in Australia is to connect with a Christian woman of God’s choosing for Christian marriage. 
Currently I am in Melbourne, Australia, without possibility for authentic Christian fellowship or possibility towards 
Christian marriage, because of deliberate hindrances by Australia’s devilish pastors of churches.  
 
Nearly all churches in Melbourne, Australia, have excommunicated me. The truth is: I am absolutely innocent of 
any wrongdoing in relation to each of the excommunicating churches in Australia. Australia’s satanic 
pastors/priests of churches who have excommunicated me, in spite that I am absolutely innocent in relation to 
them, is simply pursuing the will of satan – to persecute and inflict suffering upon the innocent Bible-affirming 
Christian Torsten.  
 
As an empirical law of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests governing churches, satan rules – 
through the pastors/priests.  
 
Excommunicating the innocent, lying and slandering is the typical conduct of churchists, pastors and priests. 
Facts, evidence, truth, justice and love are irrelevant to the vast majority of pastors of churches. If there exists 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Singapore-Churches-are-Inhumane.pdf
http://www.meetup.com/Christian-Singles-Hangout/
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an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect me from 
Australia’s satanic pastors of churches.  
 
Three years ago soon, ~99% of the pastors/priests in Melbourne refused to welcome and explicitly 

excommunicated the absolutely innocent Christian person Torsten. (http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-

Melbourne.htm), (http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Adelaide-Australia.htm). Nearly three years later, none of Melbourne’s 
pastordevils have yet repented from their anti-Godly excommunications against the absolutely innocent Christian 
person Torsten. Australia’s satanic pastors of churches incessantly lie, excommunicate and persecute the innocent 
Christian Torsten, because satan inside the pastors’ minds motivate them. The Australian pastors of churches 
know that they have no Biblical or reality-based reason to excommunicate and persecute the innocent Christian 
person Torsten, and therefore the pastors of churches refuse to communicate and to justify their conduct. Only 
by intentionally inventing new lies or by regurgitating old lies can pastors attempt to temporarily justify their 
evictions and excommunications. In Melbourne, one of the typically satanic churches which expressed its satanic 
nature explicitly with lies against Torsten was the Beit HaMashiac Messianic church (http://www.kyrkor.be/BeitHaMashiach-

Messianic-Church-Melbourne.pdf). As is typical of satan’s church leaders, they always lie and always refuse to repent of 
their acts of evil (http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-HaMashiach-Church-Melbourne.htm). Lawrence Hirsch, who is still the executive 
director of malicious Celebrate Messiah Australia (http://www.celebratemessiah.com.au/about-us/meet-our-outreach-workers.html) and who 
partners with Chosen People Ministries (http://www.chosenpeople.com) should serve as a warning to all humane and 
intelligent members of civilised societies – to keep away from most churches. Internationally, every congregation 
associated with Chosen People Ministries have excommunicated or shunned Torsten without any reality-based 
reason.  
 
Even after three years, all of the devilpastors of Melbourne’s excommunicating churches have refused to repent 
from their excommunications against the absolutely innocent person Torsten. Melourne’s pastors and priests of 
churches will probably never repent, because refusal to repent from acts of evil is the very nature of satan.  
 
Australia’s federal government is like a malicious thief, and lacks basic morality.  
 

• On 2016-01-20, the Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission (IHREC) of Dublin, Ireland, decided that it 
is reasonable of Ireland’s courts and Dublin City Council to prohibit Christians from publicly distributing 
Christian literature of format of choice, although the restriction has no legal basis whatsoever: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Ireland-IHREC-determines-antichristianity-reasonable.htm  

 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

160.   One hundred sixtieth International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 23:38  

Subject: Innocent Christian persecuted by Australia’s harsh and hostile devil-pastors.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently stuck in Melbourne, Australia, without any possibility for authentic Christian fellowship or towards 
Christian marriage.  
 
As a city, Melbourne is my preferred city in Australia. Unfortunately, the satanic Australian pastors of churches in 
Melbourne make Melbourne an impossible city for me as a Bible-affirming Christian to have a future, because 
there is no possibility for me to authentic Christian fellowship and towards Christian marriage in Melbourne – due 

to obstruction by Melbourne’s devil-pastors of churches. Nearly all of Australia’s devil-pastors of churches in 
Melbourne have excommunicated me explicitly, implicitly or covertly. There is naturally no church anywhere in 
Melbourne where I would be permitted and able to establish authentic communication with an intelligent and Holy 
Spirit-filled Christian young woman. Australia’s satanic pastors and priests have done everything in their capacity 
to hinder God’s intended blessing, and the satanic Australian church-pastors continue to seek to prevent God’s 
goodness. Australia’s pastor-devils never repent, and neither does satan.  
 
Although I am persecuted by the vast majority of Australia’s satanic pastors/priests, I continue praying that God 
will send to me while I am stuck here in Melbourne, Australia, a young Christian woman of His choosing for 
marriage.  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Adelaide-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/BeitHaMashiach-Messianic-Church-Melbourne.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/BeitHaMashiach-Messianic-Church-Melbourne.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-HaMashiach-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.celebratemessiah.com.au/about-us/meet-our-outreach-workers.html
http://www.chosenpeople.com/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Ireland-IHREC-determines-antichristianity-reasonable.htm
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In every city in Australia where I have visited, the satanic Australian church-pastors and their obsessed churchists 
excommunicate, evict, obstruct or thwart all possibilities for communication. Satan of most of the churches in 
Australia is determined to destroy Godly outcome.  
 

Excommunicating the innocent, lying and slandering is the typical conduct of churchists, pastors and priests. 
Facts, evidence, truth, justice and love are irrelevant to the vast majority of pastors of churches. If there exists 
an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect me from 
Australia’s satanic pastors of churches.  
 
Satan of the Swedish churches initiated the destruction and persecution against Torsten, and subsequent to the 
excommunications and inhumanity by the satanic churches of Sweden, essentially all other churches across the 
globe have chosen to follow suit with satanic Sweden’s churches. Generally, whichever church Torsten visits 
across the globe, church leaders copy the preceding Swedish churches’ satanic behaviours with never-ceasing 
additional excommunications and persecution. None of satan’s pastors and priests of churches who have 
excommunicated and persecuted Torsten have provided a Biblical or reality-based reason for their 
excommunications and persecution.  
 
Satan of the churches is skilled at obstructing God’s good intentions. As a rule of thumb, whichever church I visit 
on earth, the pastors/priests of churches will excommunicate, ostracise, lie, slander, persecute, thwart and 
obstruct God’s goodness. There is absolutely no Biblical or reality-based reason for any church leader anywhere 
on earth to behave like satan, in these ways. Although it is possible for church leaders to welcome, support or to 
serve the innocently excommunicated Christian person Torsten, church leaders generally do not want to do 
anything that could be beneficial towards a Godly outcome for Torsten. Intuitively, the vast majority of leaders 
of churches instead align with the will of satan to destroy God’s goodness for Torsten. Almost exclusively, when 
Torsten has personally shared with any purportedly Christian person about Torsten’s prayer request for marriage 
with a woman of God’s choosing, “Christians” always pray for anything else but marriage. Generally, when 
churchpeople pray corporally, prayer subjects are not personal and authentic, but are almost exclusively confined 
to secularly dramatic news headlines, impersonal and distant difficulties, or churchianity-approved abstractions. 
When Torsten in authentic despair recently asked a Spiritually gifted man (who is also a pastor) in Australia for 
directional help, he declined.  
 

• An initially positive encounter was recently turned around to yet another indication of the widespread 
lovelessness and inhumanity of churchianity. Despite the fact that the innocently excommunicated Torsten 
experience authentic suffering and despair, due to the never-ending persecutions, ostracisms, obstructions, 
inhumanity and evils committed by the vast majority of pastors/priests of churches everywhere, Torsten 
turned to a prophetically gifted man and pleaded for assistance in Spiritual direction, but the prophetically 
gifted man responded to Torsten’s plea by declaring intent to not pray/not serve/not help, and refused to 
give reason for refusal to pray/serve.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anoint-the-World-Ministries.htm  

 
In context of churchianity, I am rejected, opposed and am in principle unwelcome everywhere. No human of 
churchianity offers humanity or wants to help. Satan is (still) victorious in the destruction of Torsten’s life 
circumstances, because of the pastors/priests of churches.  
 

• In the nation of Australia, the most harsh, hostile and hateful Australians appear to be the pastors/priests 
of churches. In no other institutions of Australia is hypocrisy greater than within churchianity. 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Revival-Centres-of-Australia.htm  

 
As a Christian in Australia, the most unsafe place for me in the Australian urban environments is inside churches, 

where the Australian pastors violently and physically assault Christians who are absolutely innocent of any 
wrongdoing in relation to their churches:  
• Australia’s violently and physically assaulting Pentecostal church of tennis-playing Rector Margaret Court: 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Victory-Life-Centre-Church-Perth-Australia.htm  

• Australia’s corrupt WA police force and Australia’s physical-assault-indifferent Prime Minister Turnbull: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Western-Australia-Injustice.htm  

Australia’s PM Turnbull, by the way, declares “Our best allies in the battle against terrorism are the Muslim 

community.” (http://goo.gl/viwYJe)  
• Australia’s violently and physically assaulting Pentecostal church in Adelaide: http://www.kyrkor.be/Adelaide-Christian-

Centre-Sturt-Street.htm  

• Australia’s corrupt and physical-assault-indifferent SA police force declare that prosecution of physical 
assault committed by pastors is not in the public interest: http://www.kyrkor.be/South-Australia-Police-SAPOL.htm  

 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 

me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  

…  
 
 
 

159.   One hundred fifty-ninth International Plea  
 
Date: Fri, 1 Jan 2016 18:19  

Subject: Australia’s harsh, hostile and hateful pastors of churches.  

http://www.kyrkor.be/Anoint-the-World-Ministries.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Revival-Centres-of-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Victory-Life-Centre-Church-Perth-Australia.htm
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Adelaide-Christian-Centre-Sturt-Street.htm
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Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently stuck in Melbourne, Australia, without any possibility towards Christian marriage. Nearly all of 
Australia’s devil-pastors of churches in Melbourne have excommunicated me explicitly, implicitly or covertly. 
There is naturally no church anywhere in Melbourne where I would be permitted and able to establish authentic 
communication with an intelligent and Holy Spirit-filled Christian young woman. Australia’s satanic pastors and 
priests have done everything in their capacity to hinder God’s intended blessing, and the satanic Australian 
church-pastors continue to seek to prevent God’s goodness. Australia’s pastor-devils never repent, and neither 
does satan.  
 
No pastor/priest on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth knows Torsten. And without any reality-based 
reason, virtually all leaders of churches lie, slander, gossip, excommunicate and evict Torsten. This persecution 
by clergy of nearly all churches never stops, because satan never stops.  
 
Although I am persecuted by the vast majority of Australia’s satanic pastors/priests, I continue praying that God 
will send to me while I am stuck here in Melbourne, Australia, a young Christian woman of His choosing for 
marriage. Satan’s Australian pastors (and government) do all in their might to hinder God’s intended blessing, 
and to destroy Torsten.  
 
Similar to anywhere on earth, my primary objective also here in Australia is to make myself available for an 
English-speaking young Christian woman of God’s choice for Godly marriage, by searching for a church where I 
would be permitted to communicate with other single Christians. However, church-women inside most churches 
in Australia are not allowed to communicate with me, because the Australian devil-pastors seek to prevent divinely 
appointed Christian marriage. In every city in Australia where I have visited, the satanic Australian church-pastors 
and their obsessed churchists excommunicate, evict, obstruct or thwart all possibilities for communication. Satan 
of most of the churches in Australia is determined to destroy Godly outcome.  
 
Excommunicating the innocent, lying and slandering is the typical conduct of churchists, pastors and priests. 
Facts, evidence, truth, justice and love are irrelevant to the vast majority of pastors of churches. If there exists 
an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect me from 
Australia’s satanic pastors of churches.  
 
The majority of pastors of churches lie and slander. Lying is sometimes a key component of pastors’ church 
business structure and livelihood. By pastors’ pretences and deceitfulness, pastors can delude naïve congregants 
to not examine their pastors’ integrities, and thus, sufficient numbers of Christians are manipulated to trusting 
and giving money for income to their church pastors. The blinding power of denial among churchpeople, coupled 
with their false and superficial church relationships and compartmentalisation of God, enable pastors of churches 
to preserve their abusive and evil conduct. By pastors intentionally lying and slandering against an innocent 
Christian, churchpeople seem inclined to automatically assume that the innocent Christian is guilty, and that their 
pastors therefore act righteously in banning and evicting the perceived horrible (but absolutely innocent) 

Christian. Normally, neither pastors nor congregants are interested in facts or evidence. Generally, pastors of 
churches will never admit any ill conduct, but will almost always defend their evil conduct with lies. Truth, justice, 
facts and evidence are irrelevant in churchianity. However, it is occasionally also evidenced that some 
congregational responses to pastors’ rare public acknowledgment of pastors’ concealed misconduct (although 
some conduct is Biblically defined as sin), such as ordained priests publicly acknowledging secret homosexual 
attractions and relationships, and pastoral decisions to pursue homosexual lifestyles, have entailed standing 
ovations, long applauses and celebrant cheers from their church congregants. It seems that most church pastors 
lie, pretend and delude as much and as long as sustainable, for their church career survivals. Within churchianity, 
loyalty with ordained church authority has precedence to truth or God.  
 
• An anonymous leader of St Augustine’s Catholic Parish Church in Melbourne, Australia, rejected a Christian 

volunteer on grounds that appear to be dishonest and sly: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Augustines-Catholic-Church-Melbourne-

Australia.htm  

 
The harsh, hostile & hateful Australian devilpastors persecute the innocent Christian Torsten and deliberately 
seek to destroy God’s intended goodness for Torsten, and realistically therefore, I have no future towards a 
Christian marriage within Australia. But, because the national governments of Canada, USA and New Zealand all 
have banned me from ever entering these three countries in future, even on a tourist visa, and because there is 

no church within United Kingdom which will truly welcome, I am stuck visiting to Australia where virtually all of 
Australia’s devil-pastors actively prevent Christian marriage.  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Augustines-Catholic-Church-Melbourne-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Augustines-Catholic-Church-Melbourne-Australia.htm
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Satan has so far demonstrated a fruitful victory at destroying God’s good intentions for Torsten, through the 
satanic leaders of churches. Torsten suffers and is nearly destroyed – due to the evils committed by the leaders 
of nearly all churches. The most signifying attribute of nearly all pastors/priests of churches is: extreme hypocrisy.  
 

The most evil among churchpeople appears to be their leaders. As proven also by Australia’s satanic pastors and 
priests here in Melbourne, leaders of churches will never acknowledge their evils, will never repent of their evils, 
but will always persist and vainly defend their evils. Australia’s satanic pastors, therefore, unrepentantly persist 
in their excommunications and persecutions against Torsten. Because of the satanic persecution by pastors and 
priests of churches everywhere, I currently have no future anyplace on earth. Who cares about truth among 
churchianity? Apparently: only God. By inference from direct evidences, there appears to be no church anywhere 
that actually cares about truth, justice and love. Instead, psychological denial, deliberate dishonesty, and 
reinforcement with additional lies and evils, are the common ways of churchianity.  
 
• A typical Australian devilpastor at St John’s Anglican Church in Launceston, Tasmania, Australia, 

commented at the innocent Christian Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Johns-Anglican-Church-Launceston-Tasmania-Australia.htm  

 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 

me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  

…  
 
 
 

158.   One hundred fifty-eighth International Plea  
 
Date: Mon, 14 Dec 2015 00:41  
Subject: Australia’s satanic pastors persecute innocent Christian.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Although I am persecuted by the majority of Australia’s satanic pastors/priests, I continue praying that God will 
send to me here in Melbourne, Australia, a young Christian woman of His choosing for marriage. Satan’s Australian 
pastors (and government) do all in their might to hinder God’s intended blessing, and to destroy Torsten.  
 
As previously summarised in my 136th prayer report (http://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf), there are only four churches 
within the regions of Melbourne, Australia, where I am permitted to socialise (a small Lutheran church, a Catholic 
parish, a Pentecostal megachurch, and a tiny Presbyterian group). In none of those four churches can I identify 
natural potential for meeting a young Holy Spirit-filled, intelligent and Godly appointed Christian woman for 
marriage. I have now been compelled to discontinue visiting any churches in Melbourne on Sundays, because I 
am excommunicated and unwelcome in nearly all churches in Melbourne, and because the Melbourne church 
“services” where I am permitted to visit are too dehumanising, superficial and destructive for me. Naturally 
speaking, God will need to send a Christian woman to visit Melbourne, and spiritually direct the two of us towards 
each other for a Godly appointed meeting. But, because nearly all of Australia’s satanic pastors/priests are 
preoccupied with physically ostracising me, instead of praying, welcoming and spiritually assisting me, there 
seems to be no future for me anywhere within Australia for a Godly marriage. On the other hand, in spite of the 
persecution by Australia’s hostile and satanic pastors of churches, God is omnipotent to work miracles even in 
one of the most unlikely continents on earth towards a Godly outcome. Nearly all churches also in Melbourne 
have excommunicated me (http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Melbourne.htm).  
 
Similar to anywhere on earth, my primary objective also here in Australia is to make myself available for an 
English-speaking young Christian woman of God’s choice for Godly marriage, by searching for a church where I 
would be permitted to communicate with other single Christians. However, church-women inside most churches 
in Australia are not allowed to communicate with me, because the Australian devil-pastors seek to prevent divinely 
appointed Christian marriage. In every city in Australia where I have visited, the satanic Australian church-pastors 
and their obsessed churchists excommunicate, evict, obstruct or thwart all possibilities for communication. Satan 
of most of the churches in Australia is determined to destroy Godly outcome.  
 
Excommunicating the innocent, lying and slandering is the typical conduct of churchists, pastors and priests. 
Facts, evidence, truth, justice and love are irrelevant to the vast majority of pastors of churches. If there exists 
an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please do pray that God will protect me from 
Australia’s satanic pastors of churches.  
 
During seventeen months in Australia on numerous visits, I have extensively explored the churchianity of most 
major cities in Australia. There is no church anywhere in Australia where I am truly welcome. Either Australia’s 

http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Johns-Anglican-Church-Launceston-Tasmania-Australia.htm
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satanic pastors evict and excommunicate me, or Australia’s churchpeople slander, gossip and obstruct me. 
Probably, the societal subcultures which are most effective in their gossiping, are the churches. The overwhelming 
majority of all Australian pastors/priests have excommunicated me explicitly, implicitly or covertly. The vast 
majority of Australian pastors have demonstrated hostility, hatred and evil towards me. Although the most intense 

persecution by pastors against an absolutely innocent Christian, was performed by the satanic pastors of New 
Zealand, the persecution by the hostile and hateful Australian pastors is also akin to satan. (The NZ pastors/priests 

initiated a satanic persecution campaign of intentional lies against me; warning all churches across NZ to immediately evict me 

if I visit any church. The satanic pastors of NZ deliberately lied about me to the NZ national police, to ensure that the Federal 

Government of New Zealand would imprison and deport me; which is precisely what the Federal Government of NZ later subjected 

me to – imprisonment and deportation. I was absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing. The pastors of NZ are solely satanic.)  
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Christian-Network-of-persecution-by-pastors.htm  
http://nzchristiannetwork.org.nz/warning-re-person-travelling-nz  

 
In regards to the Australian pastors’ hatred and hostility against me as a Bible-affirming Christian, most Australian 
pastors of churches are by their conduct actually similar to some of Australia’s secular Christophobes. A distinct 
difference between Australia’s hostile pastors and Australia’s secular Christophobes, however, is that Australia’s 

secular Christophobes express a more rational antipathy conforming to their anti-Biblical preferences and disdain 

for abusive clergy. The hostility, hatred and evil by Australia’s pastors against the innocent Christian Torsten, by 

contrast, is entirely irrational in that none of Australia’s pastors have any Biblical or any reality-based reason 

for their evil, hatred and hostility.  
 
As a very rough generalisation in comparing the cultural mindset and national conduct of Australians, with 
Americans/Canadians: Australians are comparatively harsh, insolent and anti-Godly. Australians of Asian descent 
are more polite than Australians of European ancestry. Traditionally, since the colonisation of modern Australia 
with British convicted criminals, Australia’s cultural norm has been excessive alcohol consumption. Simply 
expressed, colonial Australia’s foundational culture and values are: crime and drunkenness. In stark contrast to 
Australia’s foundational values from colonisation by criminal drunkards, America’s foundational values are: liberty, 
human rights and freedom, democracy, and values derived from the Judeo-Christian Bible. Even today, Australia 
has no Bill of Rights. The Australian society is relatively deficient of Christianity permeation, especially in 
comparison with the strong Christian foundation, heritage and spiritual revivals of America. One word, which I 
believe most fittingly describes the colonist heritage manifested interpersonally in Australia today, is:  harsh.  
 
To exemplify modern Australian values, we can compare a recent country population survey from Australia with 
a recent country population survey in USA, and compare with the most extreme and anti-Godly nation in the 
world, Sweden.  
(Source: http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/images/Cultural_map_WVS6_2015.jpg)  

 
I do not believe in God:  

Sweden = 50% 
Australia = 34% 

USA = 11% 

 

Religion is very important in life:  
Sweden = 8% 

Australia = 14% 

USA = 40% 

 

Sex before marriage is always justifiable:  
Sweden = 71% 

Australia = 42% 

USA = 18% 

 
Divorce is always justifiable:  

Sweden = 51% 

Australia = 25% 

USA = 14% 
 

Abortion is always justifiable:  

Sweden = 44% 

Australia = 15% 
USA = 10% 

 

Homosexuality is always justifiable:  

Sweden = 59% 

Australia = 38% 
USA = 22% 

 
Australians are not nearly as anti-Godly as the most anti-Godly people on earth – the Swedes. Swedes are cold. 
Australians are harsh. But a relatively high proportion of Americans still gravitate towards Biblical values (and 

mammonism).  
 
Australia’s corrupted politicians in the Australian capital city, Canberra, have recently stolen money in an agenda 
to arouse a climate of innovation to Australia; publicly marketed by PM Turnbull as a government investment 
with eternal returns “continue forever”. Australia’s select group of anti-Godly politicians in Canberra elevate 
themselves as gods in their attribution of eternal outcome for their diversion of money away from God – to instead 

advance “Australian” eternity. Because of the published evidence of satanic persecution by the majority of 
pastors/priests in cities of Australia against me, although I am absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in relation 
to any Australian church, and also because of their overwhelmingly anti-Godly politicians, I will risk my personal 
deportation from Australia by advising Christian financial investors worldwide, to not invest in Australia. Please 
do not reward Australia’s satanic churches, nor their thieving politicians in Canberra, by investing in Australia. 

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Christian-Network-of-persecution-by-pastors.htm
http://nzchristiannetwork.org.nz/warning-re-person-travelling-nz
http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/images/Cultural_map_WVS6_2015.jpg
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Christians should invest profitably, ethically and divinely – and therefore, Christians should invest, instead, in 
Israel! Some of the brightest, innovative and most creative entrepreneurs live in Israel, and wise Christians 
should support Israel!  
• http://www.investinisrael.gov.il/NR/exeres/C901DB9C-83EE-4937-8CAD-78D15B92A55B.htm  

• http://www.wisemoneyisrael.com/2011/04/07/what-god-says-about-investing-in-israel  

 
The hostile & hateful Australian devilpastors persecute the innocent Christian Torsten, and deliberately seek to 
destroy God’s intended goodness.  
 
Recent evictions by hostile & hateful Australian churches:  
• Satanic “Hobart Hillsong Church” in Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, explicitly excommunicated and evicted an innocent 

Christian from their church premises, and Hillsong’s senior pastor disclosed that Hillsong empire globally enforces an 

unspecified anti-Torsten policy. Apart from Hillsong’s global anti-Torsten policy, hostile & hateful Hillsong pastors refused 

to reveal a reason for their policy for excommunication and immediate eviction against Torsten from all their Hillsong 

premises:  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Church-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm  

• Satanic “St John’s Presbyterian Church” in Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, explicitly excommunicated and evicted an innocent 

Christian from their church premises, and the hostile & hateful Presbyterian senior minister absolutely refused to reveal a 
reason for the excommunication and eviction:  
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Johns-Presbyterian-Church-Hobart-Australia.htm  

• Satanic “Wellspring Anglican Church” in Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, explicitly excommunicated from all groups, schemed 

to publicly isolate and humiliate an innocent Christian, and falsely alluded that the Christian is mentally dangerous:  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Wellspring-Anglican-Church-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm  

• Satanic “Crossroads Presbyterian Church” in Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, explicitly excommunicated and evicted with 

Tasmania Police assistance an innocent Christian from their church premises, and its hostile & hateful Presbyterian leaders 

absolutely refused to reveal a reason for eviction and excommunication:  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossroads-Presbyterian-Church-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm  

 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 

me a young Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  

…  
 
 
 

157.   One hundred fifty-seventh International Plea 
 
Date: Tue, 1 Dec 2015 16:15  
Subject: Australia’s hostile & hateful Tasmanian devilpastors persecute innocent Christian.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently attempting to visit churches in Australia. Apart from its evil churchianity, Australia is an otherwise 
pleasant place.  
 
Similar to anywhere, my primary objective also here in Australia is to make myself available for an English-
speaking young Christian woman of God’s choice for Godly marriage, by searching for a church where I would be 
permitted to communicate with other single Christians. However, church-women inside most churches in Australia 
are not allowed to communicate with me, because the Australian devil-pastors seek to prevent divinely appointed 
Christian marriage. In every city in Australia where I have visited, the satanic Australian church-pastors and their 
obsessed churchists excommunicate, evict, obstruct or thwart all possibilities for communication. Satan of most 
of the churches in Australia is determined to destroy Godly outcome.  
 
Excommunicating the innocent, lying and slandering is the typical conduct of churchists, pastors and priests. 
Facts, evidence, truth, justice and love are irrelevant to the vast majority of pastors of churches. If there exists 
an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will protect me from 
Australia’s devil-pastors.  
 
The hostile & hateful Tasmanian devil-pastors in Australia persecuted the innocent Christian, and deliberately 
sought to destroy God’s intended goodness in the city of Hobart.  
 
New evictions by churches in Hobart, Tasmania:  
• Satanic “Hobart Hillsong Church” in Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, explicitly excommunicated and evicted an 

innocent Christian from their church premises, and Hillsong’s senior pastor disclosed that Hillsong empire 
globally enforces an unspecified anti-Torsten policy. Apart from Hillsong’s global anti-Torsten policy, hostile 
& hateful Hillsong pastors refused to reveal a reason for their policy for excommunication and immediate 
eviction against Torsten from all their Hillsong premises:  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Church-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm  

http://www.investinisrael.gov.il/NR/exeres/C901DB9C-83EE-4937-8CAD-78D15B92A55B.htm
http://www.wisemoneyisrael.com/2011/04/07/what-god-says-about-investing-in-israel
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Church-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Johns-Presbyterian-Church-Hobart-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Wellspring-Anglican-Church-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossroads-Presbyterian-Church-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Church-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm
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• Satanic “St John’s Presbyterian Church” in Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, explicitly excommunicated and 
evicted an innocent Christian from their church premises, and the hostile & hateful Presbyterian senior 
minister absolutely refused to reveal a reason for the excommunication and eviction:  
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Johns-Presbyterian-Church-Hobart-Australia.htm  

 
Recent evictions by churches in Hobart, Tasmania:  
• Satanic “Wellspring Anglican Church” in Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, explicitly excommunicated from all 

groups, schemed to publicly isolate and humiliate an innocent Christian, and falsely alluded that the Christian 
is mentally dangerous:  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Wellspring-Anglican-Church-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm  

• Satanic “Crossroads Presbyterian Church” in Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, explicitly excommunicated and 
evicted with Tasmania Police assistance an innocent Christian from their church premises, and its hostile & 
hateful Presbyterian leaders absolutely refused to reveal a reason for eviction and excommunication:  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossroads-Presbyterian-Church-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm  

 
A typically satanic Australian pastor accused the innocent Christian Torsten of not being a Christian, while that 
Australian pastor partners with his violent, physically-assaulting and criminal Australian pastors: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillside-Church-Perth-Australia.htm  

 
If there is a real Christian anywhere on earth who reads this, then please pray that God will protect the secular 
and spiritually searching peoples from entrapment into, and abuse by, churchianity’s typically satanic pastors and 
priests. Churchianity with its satanic pastors/priests is the most compelling reason for normal people to discredit 
Biblical Christianity (Churchianity negates Biblical Christianity).  
 
City of Hobart and its mayor refused to serve all public – especially not the Christian: http://www.nenzen.net/City-of-

Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm  

 
Because the Tasmanian devil-pastors in Hobart persecuted me and satanically sought to prevent Godly outcome, 
I have now departed from Tasmania. Currently, I am in Melbourne, Australia. Although nearly all churches also 
in Melbourne have previously excommunicated me (http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Melbourne.htm), and in spite 
that there is no natural potential for me to communicate authentically with any spiritually mature or thoughtful 
Christians in Melbourne, at least secular Melbourne is a relatively nice place.  
 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me here in Australia a Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

156.   One hundred fifty-sixth International Plea 
 
Date: Mon, 16 Nov 2015 22:09  
Subject: Persecution by Tasmanian devil-pastors of Australia.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 

Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently visiting churches in Hobart, Tasmania, Australia.  
 
Similar to anywhere, my primary objective also here in Hobart is to make myself available for an English-speaking 
young Christian woman of God’s choice for Godly marriage, by searching for a church where I would be permitted 
to communicate with other single Christians. However, church-women inside some (most?) churches in Hobart 
are apparently not allowed to communicate with me. Also in Hobart, the satanic pastors and obsessed churchists 
excommunicate, obstruct or thwart all possibilities for communication. Satan of most of the churches in Hobart 
is determined to destroy Godly outcome.  
 
Approxiamtely 2/3 of the churches in Tasmania have been individually contacted so far, with inquiry regarding 
social and fellowship opportunities. As usual in Australian cities, the vast majority of churches do not welcome 
and excommunicate covertly. Two churches in Hobart have explicitly excommunicated me; a typically satanic 
Anglican church and a satanic Presbyterian church. Only a handful of all the contacted churches in Tasmania 
replied with a welcome, of which three churches might be benevolent.  
 
Excommunicating the innocent, lying and slandering is the typical conduct of churchists, pastors and priests. 
Facts, evidence, truth, justice and love are irrelevant to the vast majority of pastors of churches. If there exists 
an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will protect me from the 
Tasmanian devil-pastors.  

http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Johns-Presbyterian-Church-Hobart-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Wellspring-Anglican-Church-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossroads-Presbyterian-Church-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillside-Church-Perth-Australia.htm
http://www.nenzen.net/City-of-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm
http://www.nenzen.net/City-of-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Melbourne.htm
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• Satanic “Wellspring Anglican Church” in Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, explicitly excommunicated from all 
groups, schemed to publicly isolate and humiliate an innocent Christian, and falsely alluded that the 
Christian is mentally dangerous: http://www.kyrkor.be/Wellspring-Anglican-Church-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm  

• Satanic “Crossroads Presbyterian Church” in Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, explicitly excommunicated and 
evicted with Tasmania Police assistance an innocent Christian from their church premises, and Presbyterian 
leaders absolutely refused to reveal a reason for eviction and excommunication: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossroads-Presbyterian-Church-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm  

 
An Anglican person in London, UK, sought contact with Torsten two weeks ago; commenting on the Anglican All 
Saints Church Langham Place in London excommunication against Torsten in 2012: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-

devoutness-to-Clergy.htm  

 
Anglicanism and satanism are often similar in conduct.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Also-satan-seems-to-be-an-Anglican.htm  

 

It is understandable why intelligent and sane people of secular societies distrust or detest churchianity. 
Churchianity is satanic. Churchianity is evil. Churchianity truly is a menace to humanity. Personally, I can not 
empathise with churchianity’s complaints of their marginalisation, intolerance or opposition by societies, since I 
cannot empathise with satan. Churchianity should rightfully be opposed by all decent societies. But, every person 
of all nations absolutely does need spiritual salvation in Jesus Christ alone.  
 
Evidence proves that one of the most intolerant groups of people in Western societies is the church-people. 
Church-people are at least as intolerant against truth as secular people are. Churchianity’s denial of truth & 
justice, and the malevolence of Churchianity, does not serve God. Evil churchianity serves satan. Churchianity’s 
hypocritical pastors, priests and churchists are among the most hostile and vile of people.  
 
In spite the fact that the Roman Catholic Archdioceses of Perth, Tokyo and Valencia all practice unrighteous and 
un-Biblical banishments/excommunications against me, as I am innocent of any wrongdoing in relation to any of 
their Catholic churches, I certainly do support even these unsought adversary’s fundamental rights to freedom of 
religion, opinion and expression. I stand with the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Tasmania and support his free 
speech about sound Biblical teaching on human sexuality and marriage: http://www.acl.org.au/freespeech. Tasmanian 
Legislation 17.1 (http://goo.gl/Q0hKI0) conflict with UN Declaration of Human Rights Article 18, 19 (http://www.kyrkor.be/Universal-

Declaration-of-Human-Rights.pdf).  
 
The City of Hobart Town Hall in Tasmania, Australia, and its municipal council (http://www.hobartcity.com.au) proudly 
supports the unnatural, immoral, shameful and sinful practice of homosexuality: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hobart-Town-Hall-

Tasmania-supports-sin-2015-11-07.jpg  

 
If there exists an employee of any church who might also be a Christian, then please pray that God will send to 
me here in Tasmania a Christian woman (maybe from Canada or USA) of His choice for marriage.  
…  
 
 
 

155.   One hundred fifty-fifth International Plea 
 
Date: Sat, 31 Oct 2015 20:20  

Subject: Devilish Western church-pastors harm friendly people in Thailand with churchianity.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in a city in pleasant Australia.  

 
My primary objective here in Australia is to find an English-speaking young Christian woman of God’s choice for 
Godly marriage, by searching for a church where I would be permitted by the Australian church leaders to 
communicate with other single Christians. On all my previous visits to Australia, most Australian pastors/priests 
demonstrated a satanic and deliberate counter-objective to hinder me from communicating with other single 
Christians. If there exists an employee of any church who also is a Christian, then please pray that God will 
protect me from the devilish Australian pastors.  
 
Excommunicating the innocent, lying and slandering is the typical conduct of churchists, pastors and priests. 
Facts, evidence, truth, justice and love are irrelevant to the vast majority of pastors of churches.  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Wellspring-Anglican-Church-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossroads-Presbyterian-Church-Hobart-Tasmania-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-devoutness-to-Clergy.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-devoutness-to-Clergy.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Also-satan-seems-to-be-an-Anglican.htm
http://www.acl.org.au/freespeech
http://goo.gl/Q0hKI0
http://www.kyrkor.be/Universal-Declaration-of-Human-Rights.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Universal-Declaration-of-Human-Rights.pdf
http://www.hobartcity.com.au/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hobart-Town-Hall-Tasmania-supports-sin-2015-11-07.jpg
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hobart-Town-Hall-Tasmania-supports-sin-2015-11-07.jpg
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Thailand is currently more respectful to the fundamental human freedom of religion than for example Ireland, 
Spain or satanic New Zealand. Thai people are among the friendliest & sweetest people in world. In Bangkok, 
Thailand, I interacted briefly with more than 10 000 friendly & sweet Thai persons. In Western countries, there 
is normally a small minority of offensive respondents to respectful introductions of the Gospel message. In 

Thailand, however, every Thai person demonstrated a friendly attitude - without any exceptions. The only nasty 
people which I encountered in Thailand were the Western church-people. Western churchianity is a sub-cultural 
menace. Although all people in Thailand absolutely needs salvation through Jesus Christ alone, the culturally 
friendly Thai people (predominantly friendly Buddhists and some Muslims) do not need to be perverted by Western 
church cultures. It’s sad to see when friendly Thai people are malformed into Western-cultured church-jerks.  
 
List of unwelcoming or hostile churches in Bangkok:  

1. Bridge Church Bangkok (http://www.bridgechurch.com/bangkok): refused to reply and refused to welcome. I 
visited their church anyways. This is a loud, arrogant and superficial church-plant from Melbourne, 
Australia. Bridge Church Bangkok is the most unhealthy churchianity I have witnessed anywhere in 
Thailand. One of their Australian leaders twice interfered into my personal conversations with other 
persons on site: while I was speaking with an Australian woman, and while I was speaking with a young 
friendly Thai Buddhist man. When the friendly Thai Buddhist man identified himself as a Buddhist to me, 
I politely offered to the man a small literature about Christianity, but the Australian Bridge Church leader 
who was standing further apart watching over me immediately interrupted my personal conversation and 
forbade me from handing over any Christian literature to the friendly Buddhist visitor. The same 
Australian leader also directed other congregants on which chairs they were permitted to sit inside their 
rented hall. Sickly controlling, stage-focused and superficial Australian churchists operate this unhealthy 
new Australian church plant in Bangkok.  

2. Life Church Bangkok (http://lifecenter.asia): consistently refuse to reply and consistently refuse to welcome. 
This is a devilish Swedish church plant, pastored by a typically hostile Swedish pentecostal-style pastor. I 
visited their church anyways; to observe. Swedish-style unfriendly and superficial churchianity.  

3. Calvary Baptist Church Bangkok (http://www.calvarybaptist.asia): Their American senior pastor Martin Chappell 
did not reply to my inquiry for seeking Christian fellowship, and he did not welcome. I visited their 
church anyways. At my visit Martin Chappell preached his conviction for unconditional election. The 
theology of unconditional election is heresy; unsustainable argumentation from a handful of verses and 
blatant disregard for the overwhelming majority of Biblical verses which oppose such theology.  

4. Evangelical Church of Bangkok (http://www.ecb.asia): refused to reply and did not welcome. The satanic 
pastors and churchists of ECB have demonstrated their antagonist evils previously: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Bangkok-Thailand.htm  

5. Nexus Christian Fellowship Bangkok: (http://www.nexusforjesus.com): refused to reply and did not welcome.  
6. Anglican Christ Church Bangkok (http://www.christchurchbangkok.org): refused to reply and did not welcome.  
7. Newsong Bangkok (http://newsongbangkok.net): refused to reply and did not welcome.  
8. Life Point Church Bangkok (http://lifepointchurch.org/bangkok): refused to reply and did not welcome.  
9. New Apostolic Church Bangkok (http://bangkok.nak-hp.de): refused to reply and did not welcome.  
10. C3 Bangkok (http://c3bangkok.com): refused to reply and did not welcome.  
11. Living Streams Bangkok (http://www.livingstreams.com): refused to reply and did not welcome.  
 
Also, I repeatedly inquired with YWAM Thailand’s staff and their leader Phil Porter (http://www.ywamthai.org/bangkok) if 
anyone within YWAM Thailand would like to share the Gospel message together with literature, but none wanted 
to.  
 
List of welcoming or benevolent churches in Bangkok:  

• Bangkok International United Pentecostal Church (http://www.bangkok-upc.com): replied and welcomed. Thai 
pastor Steve Kebasen personally greeted in a friendly manner.  

• International Church of Bangkok (http://www.icbangkok.org): replied and welcomed.  
 
The persecuted Christians from Pakistan as refugees also in Thailand, experience much hardship as refugees. 
Please pray for the persecuted Pakistani Christians as refugees. Two Pakistani brothers in Christ (Mr.A and his 
cousin Mr.D) who are registered refugee applicants to UNHCR in Bangkok have both on previous occasions shared 
the Gospel message to people together with me in Bangkok, in spite of their dire circumstances. Four weeks ago, 
Mr.D was arrested and imprisoned because he failed to show evidence of a valid visa. Mr.D cannot afford a visa 
as a refugee. In meeting with his cousin Mr.A, Mr.A described the worsened condition for his Christian cousin 
Mr.D as newly imprisoned. Mr.A reports that: Mr.D is now sharing a prison cell designated for maximum 80 
persons together with 145 other prisoners, difficulty breathing in the crowded cell, and difficulty with hygiene and 
health in the crowded cell. Mr.D’s bail fee from prison would reportedly cost 1000 USD. To remain out of prison 
in future Mr.D would also need to purchase a valid visa. I have known Mr.A & Mr.D the past 1½ years. Mr.A & 
Mr.D have the past two years been associated with a large English-speaking church in Bangkok, and I therefore 
personally confronted the American senior pastor of that church to inquire if his church would not care to assist 
these two persons with bail & visa. Mr.A was physically with me when I spoke to the American pastor inside his 
church building. The American pastor replied that his church would not assist financially towards bail or visa for 
this church-associated individual Christian Mr.D. Therefore, I now inquire to ministry leaders worldwide; will some 
of you contribute to financially assist Mr.D with bail & visa? If anyone in the world cares about one Pakistani 
Christian refugee Mr.D in prison, then please contact his Christian cousin Mr.A. Mr.A’s email address is:  
asiaharvest888@gmail.com.  
 

http://www.bridgechurch.com/bangkok
http://lifecenter.asia/
http://www.calvarybaptist.asia/
http://www.ecb.asia/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Bangkok-Thailand.htm
http://www.nexusforjesus.com/
http://www.christchurchbangkok.org/
http://newsongbangkok.net/
http://lifepointchurch.org/bangkok
http://bangkok.nak-hp.de/
http://c3bangkok.com/
http://www.livingstreams.com/
http://www.ywamthai.org/bangkok
http://www.bangkok-upc.com/
http://www.icbangkok.org/
mailto:asiaharvest888@gmail.com
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One of the typically satanic churches of New Zealand which persecuted and deliberately lied against me to the 
New Zealand police, Windsor Park Baptist Church in Auckland (http://www.kyrkor.be/Windsor-Park-Baptist-Church-Auckland.htm) 
through their satanic senior pastor Grant Harris, responded to my previous bi-monthly prayer appeal letter:  
 

Subject:  Re: Pastors and churchists persecute innocent Christian. 

Date:  Wed, 14 Oct 2015 18:05:02 +0000 

From:  Grant Harris <Grant.Harris@windsorpark.org.nz> 

 
Can you please remove me from your email list. Thank you.  

Grant Harris  

Senior Pastor 

Windsor Park Baptist Church 

 
As a direct consequence of the deliberate lies invented by the satanic New Zealand church-pastors, the New 
Zealand Federal Government arrested and imprisoned me in a public prison on Feb.14, 2015, and then deported 
me with an indefinite ban from New Zealand. The New Zealand Federal Government’s official and untrue 
accusations against me were: "Threatening members of their churches." and "General disruptive 
behaviour." Satan’s churches of New Zealand infect their New Zealand Federal Government with their pastoral 
absolute lies. None of satan’s New Zealand church-pastors have repented from their invented lies and satanic 
persecution against me, and neither has their satanic New Zealand Federal Government.  
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Christian-Network-of-persecution-by-pastors.htm  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Auckland-New-Zealand.htm  

 
The Swedishness of medical doctors in Sweden: although medical doctors in Sweden evidently neglect 
international medical ethics, Swedish politicians appear to favour their existing discriminatory and unethical 
Swedish Healthcare System rather than improving it.: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-of-doctors-in-satanic-Sweden.htm  

 
If there exists an employee of any church who also is a Christian, then please pray that God will send to me here 
in Australia a Christian woman of His choice for marriage.  

…  
 
 
 

154.   One hundred fifty-fourth International Plea 
 
Date: Thu, 15 Oct 2015 00:04  

Subject: Pastors and churchists persecute innocent Christian.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in an Asian country where none of the churches welcome me. Excommunicating the innocent, lying 
and slandering is the typical conduct of churchists, pastors and priests. Islamists and churchists alike persecute, 
lie and do evil. Facts, evidence, truth, justice and love are irrelevant to the vast majority of pastors of churches.  
 
CBN Europe (http://www.cbneurope.com) replied to my previous appeal for prayer with a blunt rejection − instead of 
praying:  
 

Subject:  UNSUBSCRIBE! 
From:  The 700 Club Europe <info@700club.tv> 

Date:  Thu, 1 Oct 2015 09:25:27 +0100 

 
The general rule is true; where there are pastors of churches governing churches, satan thrives – because of the 
pastors. Please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by the lying and slanderous pastors of 
churches.  
…  
 
 
 

153.   One hundred fifty-third International Plea 
 
Date: Wed, 30 Sep 2015 22:11  

Subject: satan governs most Swedish churches - through their pastors.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Windsor-Park-Baptist-Church-Auckland.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Christian-Network-of-persecution-by-pastors.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Auckland-New-Zealand.htm
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedishness-of-doctors-in-satanic-Sweden.htm
http://www.cbneurope.com/
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Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  

…  
 
Current:  
I am in Sweden, and therefore I have no possibility of a humane future, and no possibility for a Christian marriage.  
 
One of the typically satanic churches whose pastors excommunicated me a few months ago, and whose pastors 
also violently assaulted me inside their church building on a Sunday, appears to have protection by corrupted law 
enforcement. Although an audio recording of the ongoing violent assault was submitted as evidence for the police 
authorities, the police refused to prosecute against a church. The police attempted to persuade the victim of 
pastoral violence to not register a formal statement with the police; assuring the victim that the police will never 
prosecute the church even if the victim registers a formal statement. Recently, I presented to state and national 
politicians this particular evidenced case of violent assault by typical ‘Pentecostal’ pastors, but none of the political 
representatives responded or provided a comment. Perhaps in conclusion to the political evasion, violent assault 
by pastors of churches against innocent visitors might have political endorsements. So, politically speaking, go 
ahead pastor of churches; Keep on excommunicating and violently assaulting innocent Christians!  
 
Churchy-pastors’ violent conduct against innocent Christians and pastors’ lies against Christians should not be 
viewed as more legitimate in civilised societies than the violent conduct of Islamic Jihadis against Christians. The 
real difference of violence against innocent Christians perpetrated by pastors or by Jihadis pertains to doctrinal 
consistency: Islamic violence against Christians is consistent with the teaching of the Quran and the Hadith, while 
church-pastors’ violence and lies against innocent Christians is Biblically inconsistent.  

• http://www.kyrkor.be/Western-Australia-Injustice.htm  

 
I am still outlawed from access to any healthcare services within Sweden, and by neglect of response to my 
appeal to the national government of Sweden, it seems that I will remain without access to any medical services 

within Sweden for yet another year while waitlisted for access.:  

• http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Healthcare-Inaccessibility.htm  

 
Please pray that I will be able to leave Sweden soon, so that I soon can begin to visit churches somewhere on 
earth, and so that I soon can find a Christian woman of God’s choice for marriage. 
…  
 
 
 

152.   One hundred fifty-second International Plea 
 
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 2015 23:37  
Subject: satanic Sweden  

 

Appeal for practical Christian help:  
Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 

from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 
Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 

aggressively anti-Christian culture.  
 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in satanic Sweden, and therefore I am without any possibility of a humane future. The satanic 
pastors of the Swedish churches have excommunicated me. No church in Sweden will allow me any specific 
occasion to fellowship with also other single Christians. The Swedish pastors rejected me. On the other hand, it 
would be impossible for me to want to marry a church-woman of Swedish mind and values, since I am a Bible-
affirming Christian. Biblical Christianity has no/low correlation with Swedish churchianity.  
 
I am still outlawed by disqualification from Sweden’s healthcare system services. Although I urgently need to 
check my progression of high glucose and low B12 with laboratory results, and although I need prescription 
medications, there is no doctor or clinic in Stockholm which approve me as a listed patient. The Swedish clinics 
still perceive me as too dangerous to qualify for healthcare services within Sweden.: http://www.nenzen.net/the-Swedish-

Healthcare-System.htm  

 
Please pray that I will be able to leave Sweden soon, so that I soon can begin to visit churches somewhere on 
earth, and so that I soon can find a Christian woman of God’s choice for marriage. 
…  
 
 
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Western-Australia-Injustice.htm
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Healthcare-Inaccessibility.htm
http://www.nenzen.net/the-Swedish-Healthcare-System.htm
http://www.nenzen.net/the-Swedish-Healthcare-System.htm
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151.   One hundred fifty-first International Plea 
 
Date: Thu, 3 Sep 2015 21:11  

Subject: satan’s Church of Sweden deny Jesus as the exclusive way to God.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 

Recently and currently:  
Roman Catholic Church in Spain, Vatican State, and other Spanish churchianity:  

The past weeks I have revisited southern Spain. In regards to Spain’s churchianity and hence a possibility of 
marriage, I did not make further inquiries with any of the Protestant churches in Spain, as I know from previous 
years of inquiries that there is none. The protestant churches in this region of Spain, which I have previously 
contacted, do not welcome. I did, however, enquire with the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Valencia if the 
excommunications by the Archdiocese of the Roman Catholic Church in Perth, Australia, and in Tokyo, Japan, 
also applies to Spain. The Roman Catholic Church in Spain and the Vatican State decided to refuse to respond to 
my repeated enquiry, and subsequently did not clarify/confirm that Torsten is banished from the Roman Catholic 
Church globally. Perhaps the Roman Catholic priests and bishops are too preoccupied with their priestly sexual 
exploitation of underage boys, to have time left over to explain their Roman Catholic and Vatican 
excommunication/sin against Torsten.  
 

• The Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Valencia, Spain, and the Vatican refused to clarify if the Roman Catholic 
Church banishment is global, or local only for the Archdiocese of Perth, Australia and Archdiocese of Tokyo, 
Japan. The Roman Catholic Church in Spain refused to welcome: http://www.kyrkor.be/Valencia-Catholic-

Archiodese-Spain.htm  

 
Spanish Police and Spanish municipal governments violate human rights:  

The Spanish Police and the municipal government of Alicante in Spain forbade Torsten to publically share written 
information about Jesus Christ to people in Spain. The Spanish Police approached Torsten and ordered him to not 
evangelise with unauthorised leaflets. Consequently, the same cat- and mouse “game” progressed as in Torsten’s 
previous visits to Spain; Torsten evangelising with recurring police pursuits and Torsten subsequently 
hiding/walking away from police, and continuing to evangelise once the police pursuit was over and the police 
were out of sight. Alicante City Council violates international human rights in their religious restrictions: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Ayuntamiento-de-Alicante-y-la-Policia-Nacional-en-Espana.htm  

 
Swedishness = satanic  

The Swedish Healthcare System reality-process of approval/screening of patients enatails that Torsten is still 
unwelcome and still outlawed from Sweden’s healthcare system services. Torsten is perceived as too dangerous 
to qualify for healthcare services within Sweden.: http://www.nenzen.net/the-Swedish-Healthcare-System.htm  

 
Swedishness = satanic  

Satanic Sweden’s national Church of Sweden (http://www.svenskakyrkan.se/english), which promotes homosexuality, which 
persecutes priests who do not affirm homophilia, which officiates same-sex marriages, whose Bishop for 
Stockholm is a same-sex married lesbian, which regularly demonizes Israel, which funds supercessionist BDS 
anti-Israel propaganda, which excommunicated Torsten, is currently revitalising its opposition against the 
exclusive Biblical claims about/by Jesus Christ, and is pushing for popular support towards inter-faith unitarian 
universalism: https://goo.gl/IBIsVW.  

 
Swedishness = satanic  

The Swedish domain/web hosting company CityNetwork (https://www.citynetwork.se) propagates Swedish support for 
homosexual marriages. The Swedish webhosting company’s landing page also symbolically illustrates the Swedish 
company’s propaganda for same-sex marriages.  
• http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Citynetwork.se-advocates-satans-homosexual-male-male-parenthood.JPG  

• http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Citynetwork.se-advocates-satans-homosexual-female-female-parenthood.JPG  

This typically satanic Swedish company had been contracted by Torsten to host several of Torsten’s registered 
domain names (ex. http://www.nenzen.org). On 2015-08-05 the Swedish CityNetwork emailed a pdf-receipt confirming 
the company’s acquisition of invoiced payment for transfer of one of Torsten’s domains. On 2015-08-20 Torsten 
inquired with Swedish CityNetwork why their company had never transferred the domain. The Swedish company 
refused to answer. Torsten daily repeated to inquire with the Swedish staff of the Swedish company why their 
company had violated their own terms of agreement of sale. The company refused to provide an explanation. 
Torsten then pointed out the satanic nature of their Swedish company’s homosexualist propaganda, upon which 
the Swedish company 2105-09-02 finally replied; but the Swedish company did not reply with an explanation or 
an apology, but replied with termination of all domains which Torsten had contractually paid and hosted with the 
Swedish company CityNetwork. For politically correct Swedish companies, critique against homosexual marriage 
is unjustifiable. For a vast majority of Swedes, love of homosexuality is holy. Swedishness companies are 
unreliable and have low integrity. Swedishness companies are liars and thieves. Swedishness companies are 
similar to satan.  

http://www.kyrkor.be/Valencia-Catholic-Archiodese-Spain.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Valencia-Catholic-Archiodese-Spain.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Ayuntamiento-de-Alicante-y-la-Policia-Nacional-en-Espana.htm
http://www.nenzen.net/the-Swedish-Healthcare-System.htm
http://www.svenskakyrkan.se/english
https://goo.gl/IBIsVW
https://www.citynetwork.se/
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Citynetwork.se-advocates-satans-homosexual-male-male-parenthood.JPG
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Citynetwork.se-advocates-satans-homosexual-female-female-parenthood.JPG
http://www.nenzen.org/
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Ethical international companies and responsible national governments should divest from business with Swedish 
companies, and should boycott Sweden. For Christians worldwide, it should be commonly understood that it is 
unethical to endeavour in business relationships with Swedish companies.  

 
I am currently in satanic Sweden without any possibility of a future in Sweden.  
…  
 
 
 

150.   One hundred fiftieth International Plea 
 
Date: Sun, 16 Aug 2015 17:25  

Subject: Christian help? Persecution by pastors of churches!  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am currently in southern Spain, enquiring to the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Valencia if the 
excommunications by the Archdiocese of the Roman Catholic Church in Perth, Australia, and in Tokyo, Japan, 
applies to Spain too. The Roman Catholic Church in Spain has yet not responded. The protestant churches in this 
region of Spain, which I have previously contacted, do not welcome.  
 

●  A typical pastor of a church commented distinctively as a pastor: http://www.kyrkor.be/typical-pastor.htm  

 

Last week, satan stimulated some of the pastors of churches in Sweden to act against Torsten. Swedishness is 
satanic.  
…  
 
 
 

149.   One hundred fourty-ninth International Plea 
 
Date: Sat, 1 Aug 2015 20:37  

Subject: satan’s Church of Sweden enforces priestly affirmation of homophilia. 

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
The past weeks I have revisited some of the unwelcoming churches in London, United Kingdom.  
 
During my stays in London previous years I had contacted the majority of churches within greater London. Similar 
to churches in most other cities, the vast majority of churches also in London have rejected me covertly by 
refusing to reply to an individually and personalised email enquiry to the churches in London regarding opportunity 
to fellowship with other Christians. Similar to churches in most other cities, only a small minority of churches 
excommunicated explicitly with proof of a formal banishment: (http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-British-Churches-in-London.htm). 
The vast majority of churches, also in London, excommunicated covertly. In July 2015 I made new attempts to 
visit some churches in London, UK, that previously had excommunicated me. It was again confirmed that there 
is no church anywhere in London which wants/can welcome me as a Christian or as a human. Satan controls the 
majority of churches in London through their devilish pastors.  
 
Repeated exclusions from churches in London, United Kingdom:  

1. St Mary’s Anglican Church in London, UK, refused to welcome and refused to repent: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-

Marys-Anglican-Church-London-UK-2015.htm  

2. Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB) Anglican Church in London, UK, refused to welcome and refused to repent: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-HTB-Church-London-UK-2015.htm  

3. Emmanuel Evangelical Church in London, UK, refused to welcome and refused to repent: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel-Evangelical-Church-London-UK-2015.htm  

http://www.kyrkor.be/typical-pastor.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-British-Churches-in-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marys-Anglican-Church-London-UK-2015.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marys-Anglican-Church-London-UK-2015.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-HTB-Church-London-UK-2015.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel-Evangelical-Church-London-UK-2015.htm
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4. Westminster Chapel in London, UK, refused to welcome and refused to repent: http://www.kyrkor.be/Westminster-

Chapel-London-UK-2015.htm  

 
Torsten is still not accepted in any church anywhere in London.  
 
I have now departed from the expected exclusions by the churches in London, and am currently back in satanic 
Sweden. In satanic Sweden, I have in principle no legal protection or legal rights, I have no possibility of a 
humane future, and there is in principle zero potential for Christian marriage.  
... 
 
 
 

148.   One hundred fourty-eighth International Plea 
 
Date: Tue, 14 Jul 2015 22:27  

Subject: Sweden is one of the utmost satanically-deceived nations. 

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am now in London, United Kingdom.  
 
From my previous endeavours in London in search for a Christian church where I might be welcome to develop 
friendships, it became clear that there is no church in London where I am permitted/able to seek to develop 
relationships with females. Most pastors of churches in London have rejected me. If there is an employee of any 
church who is also a Christian, then please pray that God will find a Christian woman in London who will hear and 
follow God’s voice of direction to meet; at a safe distance from London’s devilishly obstructing pastors. Satan 
normally hinders God’s blessings through the pastors of churches.  
 
News:  In Sweden, Torsten is currently outlawed from Sweden’s health care services. Torsten is apparently 
perceived as too dangerous to qualify for health care services within Sweden:  
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-healthcare-system.htm  

 
●  In Sweden, Torsten is unwelcome or excommunicated by all churches of all denominations. None of the 
churches in satanic Sweden has provided a Biblical or reality-based reason for their ostracism of Torsten:  
http://www.kyrkor.be/vadjan.htm  

 
●  In Sweden, Torsten is expelled from medical university studies at Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet. Torsten had 
academically provided multiple references to peer-reviewed academic articles published in internationally 
recognised scientific journals which demonstrate a causal relationship between abortion and increased incidence 
of mental ill health among women. Sweden hates scientific evidence which contradict Sweden, and therefore 
Torsten was expelled from university:  
http://karolinska.de  

 
●  In Sweden, Torsten is banished from theological degree studies at Stockholm School of Theology (http://ths.se) 
because Torsten wrote a public letter to all members of the Swedish parliament and to their Theological College 
in Stockholm, providing Biblical text arguments and behavioural sciences references supporting the inevitable 
conclusion that homosexual practice is a sin against God which is reparable. The Swedish government and their 
Equality Ombudsman fumed with Swedish hatred against the public letter, and hence set up meetings with their 
Theological School staff requiring punitive measures against the Christian Torsten. The rector of Stockholm School 
of Theology hence invented a special prerequisite against Torsten’s application for theological studies; that 
Torsten must sign a statement certifying that Torsten regrets and rejects his public letter which addressed the 
Biblical and scientific views of homosexuality. Unless Torsten repents from his public letter addressing the 
sinfulness of homosexual conduct, Torsten is not permitted to study theology. The European Court of Human 
Rights supported the Swedish Theological College’s (Swedish government’s) prohibition against Torsten to study 
theology:  
http://www.nenzen.net/ECHR_070220.pdf  
http://www.nenzen.net/ECHR_Application_060413.pdf  
http://www.nenzen.net/HomO_THS_050302.pdf  

 
●  In Sweden, Torsten is prohibited to study theology. The Swedish university college, Orebro School of Theology 
(http://www.orebromissionsskola.se), prohibited Torsten from studying theology by rejecting Torsten’s application, because 
Torsten is unable to provide a personal reference in support of the person Torsten. Torsten is not part of any 
church in Sweden because Torsten is unwelcome and excommunicated by the Swedish churches, and thereby, 
no pastor in Sweden knows Torsten. Since no pastor in Sweden knows Torsten, no pastor will personally 
recommend Torsten. Because no pastor will recommend Torsten, Torsten is disqualified from studying theology. 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Westminster-Chapel-London-UK-2015.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Westminster-Chapel-London-UK-2015.htm
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-healthcare-system.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/vadjan.htm
http://karolinska.de/
http://ths.se/
http://www.nenzen.net/ECHR_070220.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/ECHR_Application_060413.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/HomO_THS_050302.pdf
http://www.orebromissionsskola.se/
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As a result of Swedish pastors’ evils through unrighteous excommunications from Swedish churches, Torsten is 
rejected also by their Swedish schools of theology.  
 
●  In Sweden, Torsten is prohibited to study theology. The Swedish university college, Johannelunds School of 

Theology (http://www.johannelund.nu), prohibited Torsten from studying theology because Torsten stated that he could not 
foresee himself working within a Swedish church, since probably no church in Sweden would want to employ him, 
and because his primary concern relates to evangelism. The Swedish theological college only accept students 
who guarantee that they will seek employment within a Swedish church. The Apostle Paul’s example of self-
financing is not acceptable to churchianity-Swedes, and therefore Torsten is rejected by the Swedish schools of 
theology.  
…  
 
 
 

147.   One hundred fourty-seventh International Plea 
 
Date: Wed, 1 Jul 2015 22:13  

Subject: The uncompassionate and evil pastors of churches in Sweden.  

 
Appeal for practical Christian help:  

Christian unmarried man who wants to marry a Christian woman is innocently excommunicated 
from the churches in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in 

Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
aggressively anti-Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I am now in satanic Sweden; a country where there is no humane future for real Christians – because of 
persecution by Sweden’s satanic pastors/priests of churches, and because of their anti-Christian political leaders, 
and because of the anti-Christian sentiment of the Swedish populace.  
 
In Sweden I have no humane future. No future. No hope. No humanity. No possibility of Christian marriage.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten. Most pastors of churches everywhere evict or excommunicate Torsten. No 
pastor of any church on earth has provided a Biblical or reality-based reason for their eviction or banishment 
against Torsten.  

 
The general rule is true; where there are pastors of churches governing churches, satan thrives – because of the 
pastors. Please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by the lying and slanderous pastors of 
churches.  
 
On June 26th, 2015, the Roman Catholics’ infallible politician/pope signed his official treaty with “State of 
Palestine”. The Vatican State’s official treaty with Palestinian “State” essentially ignored the special historic status 
of the Jewish people in Jerusalem, Israel. Subsequently, the Vatican State emphasized the Roman Catholic pope’s 
inadvertent religious/political support for Islam’s, PLO’s and Hamas’s terrorism against Israel. The infallible 
politician/pope of the Vatican State, nonetheless, appears adamantly determined to never repent from the Roman 
Catholic Church’s unjust and sinful banishment against Torsten, who is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in 
relation to the banishment of the Roman Catholic Church (http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-Catholic-Archdiocese-Japan.htm), 

(http://www.kyrkor.be/Catholic-Disciples-of-Jesus-Covenant-Community-Perth-Australia.htm), (http://www.kyrkor.be/Catholic-Archdiocese-of-Perth-Australia.htm). The 
Zionophobic Swedish national government and its aid agency SIDA continues to fund ‘Islamic Relief’; an Islamic 
establishment which evidently benefit anti-Israel terror organisations such as Hamas.  
 
If there is an employee of any church anywhere who is a Christian, then please pray that God will find a Christian 
church on earth where the church leadership will not satanically attack me, where I am permitted to communicate 
with other singles, where there are authentic Christians, and where a Godly appointed marriage is possible.  
 
Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth 
who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who 
has the courage to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 20 years for a woman of God’s 
choice as His gift, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing. No church allows 
me to befriend unmarried church-females. Evil prevails inside churches due to the persecution by hostile & hateful 
pastors of most churches.  
 
If there is an employee of any church who is a Christian, then please pray also that the decision taken beneath 
the devilish Obama Administration of USA in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I 
can visit churches in USA. And please pray that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me 
from visiting Canada as a tourist will be reverted, so that I again can visit churches in my homeland.  
 

http://www.johannelund.nu/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-Catholic-Archdiocese-Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Catholic-Disciples-of-Jesus-Covenant-Community-Perth-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Catholic-Archdiocese-of-Perth-Australia.htm
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Worldwide, hundreds of devilish churches and their satanic church-leaders have previously excommunicated 
Torsten without provision of any Biblical or reality-based reason:  
 
• London, United Kingdom:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-British-Churches-in-London.htm  

• Worcester, United Kingdom:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Worcester-UK.htm  

• Melbourne, Australia:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Melbourne.htm  

• Sydney, Australia:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Sydney.htm  

• Brisbane, Australia:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Brisbane-Australia.htm  

• Adelaide, Australia:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Adelaide-Australia.htm  

• Perth, Australia:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Perth-Australia.htm  

• Auckland, New Zealand:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Auckland-New-Zealand.htm  

• Dublin, Ireland:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Dublin-Ireland.htm  

• Hong Kong:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Hong-Kong.htm  

• Singapore:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Singapore-Churches-are-Inhumane.pdf  

• Tokyo, Japan:   http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Tokyo-Japan.htm  

• Jerusalem, Israel:   http://www.kyrkor.be/churches-in-Jerusalem.htm  

 
The devilish leader of Alpha International (http://www.alpha.org), Nicky Gumbel, excommunicated Torsten from fellowship 
in all his British churches Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB: http://www.htb.org.uk) in London, UK: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-

Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm.  

 
Satan seems to be an Anglican, too: http://www.kyrkor.be/Also-satan-seems-to-be-an-Anglican.htm  

…  
 
 
 

146.   One hundred fourty-sixth International Plea 
 
Date: Tue, 16 Jun 2015 14:35  

Subject: Devilish Western church-pastors harm people in Japan with churchianity.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture.  
 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
I individually contacted 23 English-speaking churches in Tokyo, Japan, and visited several of those 23 churches 
on Sundays. The majority of the English-speaking churches in Tokyo are devilish. Satan controls most of the 
English-speaking churches in Tokyo through their pastors.  
 
The satanic church-pastors of these English language churches in Tokyo, Japan, prevented God’s goodness.  
 
New incidents from churches in Tokyo, Japan: 
1. Tokyo Hope Church in Tokyo, Japan, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian and refused to 

provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-Hope-Church-Japan.htm  

2. Tokyo Grace City Church in Tokyo, Japan, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-Grace-City-Church-Japan.htm  

3. Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Tokyo, Japan, refused to clarify if the Roman Catholic Church banishment is 
global or only local for the Archdiocese of Perth, Australia. Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Tokyo refused to 
welcome: http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-Catholic-Archdiocese-Japan.htm  

 
Recent incidents from churches in Tokyo, Japan: 
1. Tokyo Lifehouse (Hillsong) Church in Tokyo, Japan, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian and 

refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-Lifehouse-Church-Japan.htm  

2. Tokyo Union Church in Tokyo, Japan, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian, orally declared the 
innocent Christian as unfit, and refused to provide an explanation or a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-

Union-Church-Japan.htm  

3. Tokyo Baptist Church in Tokyo, Japan, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-Baptist-Church-Japan.htm  

 
Of two small churches in Tokyo which actually welcomed me upon my personal visit to their public meetings, one 
benevolent small church merits a public mention: http://shinjuku-shalom.com  

 
I have now departed from Tokyo.  
 
If there is an employee of any church who is a Christian, then please pray that God will find a Christian church 
on earth where the church leadership will not satanically attack me, where I am permitted to communicate with 
other singles, where there are real Christians, and where a Godly appointed marriage is possible.  
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Also-satan-seems-to-be-an-Anglican.htm
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-Lifehouse-Church-Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-Union-Church-Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-Union-Church-Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-Baptist-Church-Japan.htm
http://shinjuku-shalom.com/
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Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth 
who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who 
has the courage to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 20 years for a woman of God’s 

choice as His gift to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
If there is an employee of any church who is a Christian, then please pray also that the decision taken beneath 
the devilish Obama Administration of USA in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I 
can visit churches in USA. And please pray that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me 
from visiting Canada as a tourist will be reverted, so that I again can visit churches in my homeland.  
 
The general rule is true; where there are pastors of churches governing churches, satan thrives – because of the 
pastors. Please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by pastors of churches.  
…  
 
 
 

145.   One hundred fourty-fifth International Plea 
 
Date: Mon, 01 Jun 2015 22:11  

Subject: Persecution by Western pastors in East churches.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture.  
 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently, I am visiting English-speaking churches in Tokyo, Japan.  
 
I hope to find, somewhere on earth, a welcoming church where I also would be able meet and communicate with 
single Christian females. I need to find a young Christian woman of God’s choice for Godly marriage. I am 
searching for a church on earth where I would be permitted by the church leaders to communicate with other 
single Christians.  
 

In Tokyo, Japan, I individually contacted 23 English-speaking churches. 9 of these 23 churches initially invited, 
which is an extraordinarily large proportion of initial invitees (40% initially invited); as the average among 
churches of most cities is ~10% initial invitees. The city with the lowest proportion of welcoming churches 
anywhere is Perth, Australia, with only a 0.3% retained invitation. In Tokyo, 3 of the 9 initial invitees quickly 
reverted with an excommunication instead. I will explore three churches here in Tokyo. In my assessment, if I 
had enquired about fellowship also with the Japanese-speaking churches in Tokyo, the initial proportion of inviting 
churches would have been even greater. The Japanese pastors appear to not be nearly as hostile as the Western 
church-pastors are hostile. The Japanese culture is among the most polite in the world, although somewhat 
introverted.  
 
New incidents from churches in Tokyo, Japan: 
1. Tokyo Lifehouse (Hillsong) Church in Tokyo, Japan, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian and 

refused to provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-Lifehouse-Church-Japan.htm  

2. Tokyo Union Church in Tokyo, Japan, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian, orally declared the 
innocent Christian as unfit, and refused to provide an explanation or a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-

Union-Church-Japan.htm  

3. Tokyo Baptist Church in Tokyo, Japan, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian and refused to 
provide a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-Baptist-Church-Japan.htm  

 
All church-leadership persons and Christians who I have spoken with have advised that street evangelism in 
Japan is unlawful, dangerous or ineffective. However, reality on the pavement has proven, so far, that democracy 
and fundamental human freedoms are respected by the government authorities in Japan. In the world’s most 
secular nation, Japan, the non-Christian cults like the Moonies (http://www.ucjp.org) and Mormons (http://ldschurch.jp) 
are the only visibly missionizing groups I have repeatedly encountered on the Tokyo streets. The non-Christian 
sects like the Jehova Witnesses (http://www.jw.org/ja) are apparently very active missionizing by door-knocking. The 
unhealthy Christian or pseudo-Christian churches which dominate the English-speaking churchianity in Tokyo are 
preoccupied with their lying, slandering and persecution of innocent Christians.  
 
On Sabbath Day, Saturday May 16 2015, the Roman Catholics’ infallible pope/politician (Statement 891 of Roman Catholic 

Catechsim: http://www.vatican.va/archive/ENG0015/__P2A.HTM) publicly expressed support for Palestinian (Philistinian) statehood, 
and the Roman Catholics’ infallible pope/politician audibly declared that the terrorising PLO Chairman, Abu Mazen, 
is a “bit an angel of peace”. The correctly translated official PLO Charter, Article 15, declares that the PLO duty 
and aim is “the liquidation of the Zionist presence” in Palestine, and the same official PLO Charter, Article 30, 
specifies the PLO core methodology of war against Israel: ”Fighters and carriers of arms in the war of liberation 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-Lifehouse-Church-Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-Union-Church-Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-Union-Church-Japan.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Tokyo-Baptist-Church-Japan.htm
http://www.ucjp.org/
http://ldschurch.jp/
http://www.jw.org/ja
http://www.vatican.va/archive/ENG0015/__P2A.HTM
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are the nucleus.” If the Roman Catholics’ infallible pope/politician of the Vatican State endorses Palestinian 
statehood by morally justifying the Palestinian authority’s incessant armed war against Israeli civilians 
(terrorism), then the Roman Catholic Church of Vatican State could with equal credibility support international 
recognition for the Islamic State, and embrace IS Jihadist ideologues as “angels of peace” too. Personally, in 

consideration also to the Vatican’s refusal to repent from the Roman Catholic Church’s banishment of Torsten 
(from at least parts of the Catholic Archdiocese of Perth) (http://www.kyrkor.be/Catholic-Disciples-of-Jesus-Covenant-Community-Perth-

Australia.htm), (http://www.kyrkor.be/Catholic-Archdiocese-of-Perth-Australia.htm), the papal moral/political authority by its audible utterances 
and its unjust inactions merely underscore its fallibility.  
 
If there is an employee of any church who is a Christian, then please pray that God will find a Christian church 
on earth where the church leadership will not satanically attack me, where I am permitted to communicate with 
other singles, where there are real Christians, and where a Godly appointed marriage is possible.  
 
Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth 
who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who 
has the courage to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 20 years for a woman of God’s 
choice as His gift to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
If there is an employee of any church who is a Christian, then please pray also that the decision taken beneath 
the devilish Obama Administration of USA in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I 
can visit churches in USA. And please pray that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me 
from visiting Canada as a tourist will be reverted, so that I again can visit churches in my homeland.  
 
The general rule is true; where there are pastors of churches governing churches, satan thrives – because of the 
pastors. Please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by pastors of churches.  
…  
 
 
 

144.   One hundred fourty-fourth International Plea 
 
Date: Thu, 14 May 2015 15:22  
Subject: Christian persecuted by the devilish pastors of churches in Perth, Australia.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture.  

 
Pastors/Priests of churches who might also be Christian,  
…  
 
Current:  
Currently, I am still in Perth, Australia, where all the satanic pastors of churches have excommunicated me 
explicitly or covertly. I hope to find, somewhere on earth, a welcoming church where I also would be able meet 
and communicate with single Christian females. I need to find a young Christian woman of God’s choice for Godly 
marriage. I am searching for a church on earth where I would be permitted by the church leaders to communicate 
with other single Christians.  
 
A total of 249 Protestant churches in Perth, Australia, and its neighbouring areas have been individually asked if 
there are any occasions where I would be welcome to fellowship and socialise with Christians. Six churches of 
those 249 churches (0.3%) retained an affirmative response, but only one church of those 249 churches invited 
to a small-group setting. That one and only Protestant church officially welcomed to attend a mid-week small 
group and their tiny young adult Sunday gathering, but that tiny gathering socially excluded. Therefore, in reality, 
no Protestant church anywhere in Perth or its neighbouring areas has been willing, or able, to welcome me to 
communicate with other single Christians.  
 
Only 0.3% of all listed Protestant churches in Perth and neighbouring areas welcomed. More than 99% of all 
Protestant churches in Perth excommunicated; explicitly, implicitly or covertly. In no (zero) Protestant 
church in Perth was offered a real opportunity to build authentic relationships.  
 
Within the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Perth, I initially encountered some friendly people in the Catholic 
communities, but the Catholic Church leaders eventually banished me from communicating with any Catholics.  
 
The evil conduct of 99% of the Protestant church leaders in Perth, Australia, is identical with the conduct of satan. 
Likewise, the conduct of the banishing leaders of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Perth is also satanic.  
 
Satan governs almost entirely the Protestant and Catholic churches in Perth, Australia, through their leaders, 
pastors, priests and bishops.  
 
New incidents from churches in Perth, Australia: 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Catholic-Disciples-of-Jesus-Covenant-Community-Perth-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Catholic-Disciples-of-Jesus-Covenant-Community-Perth-Australia.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Catholic-Archdiocese-of-Perth-Australia.htm
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1. Catholic ‘Disciples of Jesus Covenant Community in Perth’, the Catholic Archdiocese of Perth, the Catholic 
Church in Australia, and the Vatican Roman Catholic Church in Vatican City State, all refused to communicate, 
refused to investigate, and refused to repent from their sin of inventing lies against an innocent Christian 
visitor. Leaders of the Catholic Church in Australia invented lies against the innocent Christian, evicted the 

Christian from the Catholic Church premises, banned the Christian from the church, and called the Australian 
police: http://www.kyrkor.be/Catholic-Disciples-of-Jesus-Covenant-Community-Perth-Australia.htm  

2. Perth Catholic CYM, Catholic Archbishop of Perth Timothy Costelloe, the Catholic Archdiocese of Perth, the 
Catholic Church in Australia, and the Vatican Roman Catholic Church in Vatican City State, all refused to 
communicate, refused to explain, and refused to repent from their sins of wrongful implications of crime 
and misconduct against an innocent Christian visitor. The CYM leaders of the Catholic Church permanently 
banned the innocent Christian from attendance: http://www.kyrkor.be/Catholic-Archdiocese-of-Perth-Australia.htm  

 
Recent incidents from churches in Perth, Australia: 
1. Victory Life Centre Church in Perth, Australia, under leadership of Reverend Margaret Court, explicitly 

excommunicated, interrogated, intimidated, threatened, lied, physically assaulted, violently evicted, and 
called police against innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Victory-Life-Centre-Church-Perth-Australia.htm  

2. Perth Baptist Church Inc. in Perth, Australia, excommunicated, evicted from church, called for Police-
assistance, and threatened an innocent Christian visitor. The Senior Baptist Pastor refused to give a reason 
for the eviction, but informed that the Australian Baptist Union had warned about visitation by the innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Perth-Baptist-Church-Australia.htm  

3. St Peters Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly banned an innocent Christian, falsely accused the 
heterosexual Christian of inability for meaningful conversations with people, and asserted that the innocent 
Christian is too radical to attend their Anglican church: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  

4. St Mary Magdalene Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian 
and threatened to call police if the Christian entered the church premises: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Mary-Magdalene-

Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  

5. Champion Lakes Christian Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian and 
implied a threat of legal prosecution against the Christian as trespasser if the Christian ever visited: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Champion-Lakes-Christian-Church-Perth.htm  

6. Subiaco Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused to provide a 
valid reason, and refused to communicate further: http://www.kyrkor.be/Subiaco-Church-Perth.htm  

7. Aflame Community Church Inc. in Perth, Australia, obstructed entry into church and attempted to 
interrogate an innocent Christian for ‘regulation’ security reasons: http://www.kyrkor.be/Aflame-Community-Church-

Perth.htm  

8. Atwell Community Baptist Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, and 
demanded that the Christian must repent from being a victim of incessant satanic excommunications by 
pastors: http://www.kyrkor.be/Atwell-Community-Baptist-Church-Perth.htm  

9. St Matthews Shenton Park Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent 
Christian, refused to provide a reason, and refused further communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Matthews-

Shenton-Park-Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  

10. Ellenbrook Baptist Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused to 
provide a reason, and refused to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ellenbrook-Baptist-Church-Perth.htm  

11. Inglewood Community Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused 
to provide a reason, and refused to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Inglewood-Community-Church-Perth.htm  

12. Paradox Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian and refused to provide 
a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Paradox-Church-Perth-Australia.htm  

13. Riverton Baptist Community Church in Perth, Australia, implicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian 
and falsely accused the Christian of inappropriate and uncivil behaviour: http://www.kyrkor.be/Riverton-Baptist-

Community-Church-Perth.htm  

14. Quinns Baptist Church in Perth, Australia, implied that an innocent Christian is unfit for attendance in any 
church, and refused to upfront explain: http://www.kyrkor.be/Quinns-Baptist-Church-Perth.htm  

15. Perth Christian Life Centre Church in Perth, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian with 
a lie, and refused further communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/Perth-Christian-Life-Centre-Church.htm  

16. St Marys Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, scorned an innocent Christian’s enquiry as single for Christian 
fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marys-Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  

17. Perth City Church in Perth, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused to provide a 
reason, and refused to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Perth-City-Church-Australia.htm  

18. Metro Church in Perth, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian due to the Christian’s 
emailed declaration of interest in seeking to establish heterosexual friendships with Christians, as a basis 
for commencing a heterosexual Christian marriage of God’s choice: http://www.kyrkor.be/Metro-Church-Perth-

Australia.htm  

19. New Life Christian Community Church Fremantle in Perth, Australia, discriminatorily segregated a Christian 
from communication with the opposite gender and covertly excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Life-

Christian-Church-Fremantle-Perth.htm  

20. North Perth Seventh-day Adventist Church in Perth, Australia, objectified a Christian visitor with ritualistic 
greetings: http://www.kyrkor.be/North-Perth-Seventh-day-Adventist-Church.htm  

21. Grace City Church in Perth, Australia, covertly thwarted with false reason an innocent Christian from 
fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Grace-City-Church-Perth.htm  

22. YWAM Perth in Australia harshly controlled and slandered against an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/YWAM-Perth-Australia.htm  

23. MeetUp’s Catholic Socials in Perth, Australia, rejected a Christian from socialising with Catholics because 
the Christian is Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/MeetUp-Catholic-Socials-Perth-Australia.htm  
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Although this diabolical conduct of more than 99% of all church leaders in Perth, Australia, is conducive to the 
continual self-destruction of credibility of churches, at least the conduct of the secular and democratic City of 
Perth government (http://www.perth.wa.gov.au) has demonstrated its respect for fundamental liberties of religious 
freedom and the freedom of speech. The lying and slanderous pastors and priests of churches in Perth have 

essentially shown no respect for truth or justice, but the secular City of Perth administration has upheld the 
dignity of humanity by respecting universal human rights.  
 
Honour to the secular political government of City of Perth for its decency, and shame on all these diabolical 
leaders of churches in Perth for their wickedness and evil!  
 
Churchianity and Jihadism have evil in common. While Islamic State Jihadists live in consistency with their evil 
Koranic and Hadith authority, the evil Churchianity pastors live in contradiction to the authority of the Bible. 
Islamic State is Islam authentically manifested. Churchianity is ‘Christianity’ hypocritically manifested. Isalm is 
evil. Churchianity is evil. Hostility, hatred, dishonesty and slander against innocent Christians are common traits 
of most pastors and all Jihadists. The source of both Islam and Churchianity is satan. The Judeo-Christian Bible 
is the only historically accurate, inerrant, reliable and true revelation of the eternal God of Universe, but the vast 
majority of pastors of churches are reliable sources of evil and constitute societal pestilences.  
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten.  
 

• A typical Australian church taunted and insinuated that Torsten, who is absolutely innocent in relation to all 
excommunications by churches, is guilty of something: http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-Pittwater-Uniting-

Church.htm  

 
If there is an employee of any church who is a Christian, then please pray that God will find a Christian church 
on earth where the church leadership will not satanically attack me, where I am permitted to communicate with 
other singles, where there are real Christians, and where a Godly appointed marriage is possible.  

 
Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth 
who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who 
has the courage to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 20 years for a woman of God’s 
choice as His gift to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
If there is an employee of any church who is a Christian, then please pray also that the decision taken beneath 
the devilish Obama Administration of USA in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I 
can visit churches in USA. And please pray that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me 
from visiting Canada as a tourist will be reverted, so that I again can visit churches in my homeland.  
 
The general rule is true; where there are pastors of churches governing churches, satan thrives – because of the 
pastors. Please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by pastors of churches.  
…  
 
 
 

143.   One hundred fourty-third International Plea 
 
Date: Fri, 01 May 2015 11:57  

Subject: Unabated persecution by the devilish pastors of churches.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
Currently, I am attempting to find a welcoming church in Perth, Australia, where I also would be able meet and 

communicate with single Christian females. My primary objective in Perth is to find a young Christian woman of 
God’s choice for Godly marriage, by searching for a church in Perth where I would be permitted by the church 
leaders to communicate with other single Christians.  
 
Persons who follow personal advice of a pastor/priest of a church are likely to inadvertently pursue satan, because 
nearly all pastors of churches in reality conduct themselves according to the will of satan; by lying, slandering, 
excommunicating and persecuting.  
 
I have contacted all listed churches in Perth, Australia, of all Christian denominations. Still, there is no Christian 
church anywhere in Perth where it is possible for me to communicate with Christian females. All of satan’s pastors 
of the churches in Perth have excommunicated me either explicitly or covertly. In spite of the overwhelming 

http://www.perth.wa.gov.au/
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satanic conduct and nature of the pastors/priests of all the churches in Perth, two churches in all of Perth and its 
neighbouring municipalities have actually welcomed me to communicate with other single Christians. However, 
only in one of those two churches of all of Perth has the church-persons’ attitudes corresponded with the church 
leadership’s formal welcome.  

 
Parts of Living Faith Community Church office (http://livingfaithchurch.com.au) invited to attendance with their tiny group 
of young adults, but their group pastor served himself, and their female attendants evaded communication. In 
spite of an official invitation, the real inhumanity of their superficiality and social exclusion is equally as destructive 
as a formal excommunication. Christ is not part of their social shunning.  
 
Remaining in Perth and its neighbouring municipalities, as the only church community that formally invited and 
where humane socialising is permitted, are charismatic ministries of the Roman Catholic Church. Yes, the only 
church in Perth that officially invited and inclusively welcomed also on the social level, is the Roman Catholic 
Church; through parts of their charismatic renewal and youth ministries. As I am an evangelical Christian, there 
are a couple of theological/liturgical challenges to be covered in grace in this warm Catholic-Christian context, 
but the Christ-likeness of its community cultures is tangible.  
 
• Perth Catholic Youth Ministry: http://cym.com.au  

• Perth Disciples of Jesus Covenant Community: http://www.perth.disciplesofjesus.org  

(http://www.evangeliseaustralia.com/directory/disciples-of-jesus-covenant-community.html)  

 
Without love, all the satanic pastors and the Protestant churches in Perth are nothing.  
1 Corinthians 13  
1 John 3:14  
 
Recent incidents from churches in Perth, Australia: 
1. Victory Life Centre Church in Perth, Australia, under leadership of Reverend Margaret Court, explicitly 

excommunicated, interrogated, intimidated, threatened, lied, physically assaulted, violently evicted, and 
called police against innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Victory-Life-Centre-Church-Perth-Australia.htm  

2. Perth Baptist Church Inc. in Perth, Australia, excommunicated, evicted from church, called for Police-
assistance, and threatened an innocent Christian visitor. The Senior Baptist Pastor refused to give a reason 
for the eviction, but informed that the Australian Baptist Union had warned about visitation by the innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Perth-Baptist-Church-Australia.htm  

3. St Peters Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly banned an innocent Christian, falsely accused the 
heterosexual Christian of inability for meaningful conversations with people, and asserted that the innocent 
Christian is too radical to attend their Anglican church: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  

4. St Mary Magdalene Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian 
and threatened to call police if the Christian entered the church premises: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Mary-Magdalene-

Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  

5. Champion Lakes Christian Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian and 
implied a threat of legal prosecution against the Christian as trespasser if the Christian ever visited: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Champion-Lakes-Christian-Church-Perth.htm  

6. Subiaco Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused to provide a 
valid reason, and refused to communicate further: http://www.kyrkor.be/Subiaco-Church-Perth.htm  

7. Aflame Community Church Inc. in Perth, Australia, obstructed entry into church and attempted to 
interrogate an innocent Christian for ‘regulation’ security reasons: http://www.kyrkor.be/Aflame-Community-Church-

Perth.htm  

8. Atwell Community Baptist Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, and 
demanded that the Christian must repent from being a victim of incessant satanic excommunications by 
pastors: http://www.kyrkor.be/Atwell-Community-Baptist-Church-Perth.htm  

9. St Matthews Shenton Park Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent 
Christian, refused to provide a reason, and refused further communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Matthews-

Shenton-Park-Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  

10. Ellenbrook Baptist Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused to 
provide a reason, and refused to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ellenbrook-Baptist-Church-Perth.htm  

11. Inglewood Community Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused 
to provide a reason, and refused to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Inglewood-Community-Church-Perth.htm  

12. Paradox Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian and refused to provide 
a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Paradox-Church-Perth-Australia.htm  

13. Riverton Baptist Community Church in Perth, Australia, implicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian 
and falsely accused the Christian of inappropriate and uncivil behaviour: http://www.kyrkor.be/Riverton-Baptist-

Community-Church-Perth.htm  

14. Quinns Baptist Church in Perth, Australia, implied that an innocent Christian is unfit for attendance in any 
church, and refused to upfront explain: http://www.kyrkor.be/Quinns-Baptist-Church-Perth.htm  

15. Perth Christian Life Centre Church in Perth, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian with 
a lie, and refused further communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/Perth-Christian-Life-Centre-Church.htm  

16. St Marys Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, scorned an innocent Christian’s enquiry as single for Christian 
fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marys-Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  

17. Perth City Church in Perth, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused to provide a 
reason, and refused to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Perth-City-Church-Australia.htm  

18. Metro Church in Perth, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian due to the Christian’s 
emailed declaration of interest in seeking to establish heterosexual friendships with Christians, as a basis 
for commencing a heterosexual Christian marriage of God’s choice: http://www.kyrkor.be/Metro-Church-Perth-

Australia.htm  
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19. New Life Christian Community Church Fremantle in Perth, Australia, discriminatorily segregated a Christian 
from communication with the opposite gender and covertly excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Life-

Christian-Church-Fremantle-Perth.htm  

20. North Perth Seventh-day Adventist Church in Perth, Australia, objectified a Christian visitor with ritualistic 
greetings: http://www.kyrkor.be/North-Perth-Seventh-day-Adventist-Church.htm  

21. Grace City Church in Perth, Australia, covertly thwarted with false reason an innocent Christian from 
fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Grace-City-Church-Perth.htm  

22. YWAM Perth in Australia harshly controlled and slandered against an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/YWAM-Perth-Australia.htm  

23. MeetUp’s Catholic Socials in Perth, Australia, rejected a Christian from socialising with Catholics because 
the Christian is Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/MeetUp-Catholic-Socials-Perth-Australia.htm  

 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten.  
 
Please pray that God will find a Christian church in Perth, Australia, where the church leadership will not satanically 
attack me, where I am permitted to communicate with other singles, where there are real Christians, and where 
a Godly appointed marriage is possible.  
 
Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth 
who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who 
has the courage to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 20 years for a woman of God’s 
choice as His gift to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of USA in banning me from 
visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray that the decision 
taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be reverted, so that I 
again can visit churches in my homeland.  

 
The general rule is true; where there are pastors of churches governing churches, satan thrives – because of the 
pastors. Please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by pastors of churches.  
…  
 
 
 

142.   One hundred fourty-second International Plea 
 
Date: Wed, 15 Apr 2015 23:58  

Subject: Protection from devilish pastors of churches preventing Christian relationships and Christian marriage.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am in Perth, Australia. My primary objective in Perth is to find a young Christian woman of God’s choice for 
Godly marriage, by searching for a church in Perth where I would be permitted to communicate with other single 
Christians.  
 
I loathe and dread Sundays, because on Sundays I have to visit churches. At any given week, the most unsafe 
location for me is inside church buildings. The most harsh, hateful or hostile people I meet during the week are 
pastors. The most false persons that I meet during the week are usually the church-people. Satan controls most 
churches through the pastors - also in Perth.  
 
Pastors of most Christian denominations manifest malice and sometimes violence against me. However, it should 
be remarked that, so far, no Catholic priest anywhere in the world has shown hostility or physically attacked me. 
It seems accurate that the fold of Catholic priests might have a track record of overrepresented paedophilic evils, 

but at least the Catholic priests are not nearly as hateful or violent as their 
Lutheran/Anglican/Evangelical/Pentecostal counterparts. Compared with Protestant priests, Catholic priests tend 
to display more kindness and compassion toward the dignity of people.  
 
Amongst the many encounters with the nastiness, hatefulness, hostilities and evil by church leaders in Perth is 
actually one positive encounter; a prophetically gifted and modest man, Reg Morais (http://anointtheworld.com).  
 
New incidents from churches in Perth, Australia: 
1. New Life Christian Community Church Fremantle in Perth, Australia, discriminatorily segregated a Christian 

from communication with the opposite gender and covertly excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Life-

Christian-Church-Fremantle-Perth.htm  
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2. MeetUp’s Catholic Socials in Perth, Australia, rejected a Christian from socialising with Catholics because 
the Christian is Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/MeetUp-Catholic-Socials-Perth-Australia.htm  

 
Recent incidents from churches in Perth, Australia: 

1. Victory Life Centre Church in Perth, Australia, under leadership of Reverend Margaret Court, explicitly 
excommunicated, interrogated, intimidated, threatened, lied, physically assaulted, violently evicted, and 
called police against innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Victory-Life-Centre-Church-Perth-Australia.htm  

2. Perth Baptist Church Inc. in Perth, Australia, excommunicated, evicted from church, called for Police-
assistance, and threatened an innocent Christian visitor. The Senior Baptist Pastor refused to give a reason 
for the eviction, but informed that the Australian Baptist Union had warned about visitation by the innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Perth-Baptist-Church-Australia.htm  

3. St Peters Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly banned an innocent Christian, falsely accused the 
heterosexual Christian of inability for meaningful conversations with people, and asserted that the innocent 
Christian is too radical to attend their Anglican church: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  

4. St Mary Magdalene Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian 
and threatened to call police if the Christian entered the church premises: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Mary-Magdalene-

Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  

5. Champion Lakes Christian Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian and 
implied a threat of legal prosecution against the Christian as trespasser if the Christian ever visited: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Champion-Lakes-Christian-Church-Perth.htm  

6. Subiaco Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused to provide a 
valid reason, and refused to communicate further: http://www.kyrkor.be/Subiaco-Church-Perth.htm  

7. Aflame Community Church Inc. in Perth, Australia, obstructed entry into church and attempted to 
interrogate an innocent Christian for ‘regulation’ security reasons: http://www.kyrkor.be/Aflame-Community-Church-

Perth.htm  

8. Atwell Community Baptist Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, and 
demanded that the Christian must repent from being a victim of incessant satanic excommunications by 
pastors: http://www.kyrkor.be/Atwell-Community-Baptist-Church-Perth.htm  

9. St Matthews Shenton Park Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent 
Christian, refused to provide a reason, and refused further communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Matthews-

Shenton-Park-Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  

10. Ellenbrook Baptist Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused to 
provide a reason, and refused to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ellenbrook-Baptist-Church-Perth.htm  

11. Inglewood Community Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused 
to provide a reason, and refused to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Inglewood-Community-Church-Perth.htm  

12. Paradox Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian and refused to provide 
a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Paradox-Church-Perth-Australia.htm  

13. Riverton Baptist Community Church in Perth, Australia, implicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian 
and falsely accused the Christian of inappropriate and uncivil behaviour: http://www.kyrkor.be/Riverton-Baptist-

Community-Church-Perth.htm  

14. Quinns Baptist Church in Perth, Australia, implied that an innocent Christian is unfit for attendance in any 
church, and refused to upfront explain: http://www.kyrkor.be/Quinns-Baptist-Church-Perth.htm  

15. Perth Christian Life Centre Church in Perth, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian with 
a lie, and refused further communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/Perth-Christian-Life-Centre-Church.htm  

16. St Marys Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, scorned an innocent Christian’s enquiry as single for Christian 
fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marys-Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  

17. Perth City Church in Perth, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused to provide a 
reason, and refused to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Perth-City-Church-Australia.htm  

18. Metro Church in Perth, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian due to the Christian’s 
emailed declaration of interest in seeking to establish heterosexual friendships with Christians, as a basis 
for commencing a heterosexual Christian marriage of God’s choice: http://www.kyrkor.be/Metro-Church-Perth-

Australia.htm  

19. North Perth Seventh-day Adventist Church in Perth, Australia, objectified a Christian visitor with ritualistic 
greetings: http://www.kyrkor.be/North-Perth-Seventh-day-Adventist-Church.htm  

20. Grace City Church in Perth, Australia, covertly thwarted with false reason an innocent Christian from 
fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Grace-City-Church-Perth.htm  

21. YWAM Perth in Australia harshly controlled and slandered against an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/YWAM-Perth-Australia.htm  

 
• Wellington City Council of New Zealand disregards the universal right to freedom of religion. New Zealand’s 

capital city, Wellington, requires that individual Christians must apply for a government permit to 
individually share written or oral information about Christianity with another person on public property. The 
complete dialogue with Wellington City Council and the Mayor of Wellington is disclosed here: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Wellington-City-Council-New-Zealand.htm  

 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten.  
 
Please pray that God will find a Christian church in Perth, Australia, where the church leadership will not satanically 
attack me, where I am permitted to communicate with other singles, where there are real Christians, and where 
a Godly appointed marriage is possible.  
 
Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth 
who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who 
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has the courage to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 20 years for a woman of God’s 
choice as His gift to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of USA in banning me from 

visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray that the decision 
taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be reverted, so that I 
again can visit churches in my homeland.  
 
The general rule is true; where there are pastors of churches governing churches, satan thrives – because of the 
pastors. Please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by pastors of churches.  
…  
 
 
 

141.   One hundred fourty-first International Plea 
 
Date: Wed, 01 Apr 2015 13:45  

Subject: Hateful and hostile pastors of churches in Australia persecute Christian.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am in Perth, Australia. My primary objective in Perth is to find a young Christian woman of God’s choice for 
Godly marriage, by searching for a church in Perth where I would be permitted to communicate with other single 
Christians.  
 
Satan controls most churches also in Perth - through their pastors. Similar to many societies, the majority of 
pastors of churches also in Perth are a scourge for evil. I am still in Australia; enduring a reality-based dread of 
the hostile Australian pastors/thugs of churches and their corrupted Australian police.  
 
New incidents from churches in Perth, Australia: 

1. Victory Life Centre Church in Perth, Australia, under leadership of Reverend Margaret Court, explicitly 
excommunicated, interrogated, intimidated, threatened, lied, physically assaulted, violently evicted, and 
called police against innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Victory-Life-Centre-Church-Perth-Australia.htm  

2. Subiaco Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused to provide a 
valid reason, and refused to communicate further: http://www.kyrkor.be/Subiaco-Church-Perth.htm  

3. St Mary Magdalene Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian 
and threatened to call police if the Christian entered the church premises: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Mary-

Magdalene-Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  

4. St Matthews Shenton Park Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent 
Christian, refused to provide a reason, and refused further communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Matthews-

Shenton-Park-Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  

5. Perth Christian Life Centre Church in Perth, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian with 
a lie, and refused further communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/Perth-Christian-Life-Centre-Church.htm  

6. Grace City Church in Perth, Australia, covertly thwarted with false reason an innocent Christian from 
fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Grace-City-Church-Perth.htm  

7. YWAM Perth in Australia harshly controlled and slandered against an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/YWAM-Perth-Australia.htm  

 
• Western Australia Police thugs at Cannington Police Station of Perth, declared it will categorically refuse to 

investigate or prosecute a church for physical assault, regardless of content of formal complaint statement, 
and regardless of facts and evidence provided to police. The Western Australia Police thugs at Cannington 
Police Station of Perth declared that they will only prosecute the victim of physical assault by church-pastors, 
as a trespasser on church property: http://www.kyrkor.be/Western-Australia-Police-thugs-refuse-prosecute-church.htm  

 
Recent incidents from churches in Perth, Australia: 
1. Perth Baptist Church Inc. in Perth, Australia, excommunicated, evicted from church, called for Police-

assistance, and threatened an innocent Christian visitor. The Senior Baptist Pastor refused to give a reason 
for the eviction, but informed that the Australian Baptist Union had warned about visitation by the innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Perth-Baptist-Church-Australia.htm  

2. St Peters Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly banned an innocent Christian, falsely accused the 
heterosexual Christian of inability for meaningful conversations with people, and asserted that the innocent 
Christian is too radical to attend their Anglican church: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  
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3. Champion Lakes Christian Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian and 
implied a threat of legal prosecution against the Christian as trespasser if the Christian ever visited: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Champion-Lakes-Christian-Church-Perth.htm  

4. Aflame Community Church Inc. in Perth, Australia, obstructed entry into church and attempted to 
interrogate an innocent Christian for ‘regulation’ security reasons: http://www.kyrkor.be/Aflame-Community-Church-

Perth.htm  

5. Atwell Community Baptist Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, and 
demanded that the Christian must repent from being a victim of incessant satanic excommunications by 
pastors: http://www.kyrkor.be/Atwell-Community-Baptist-Church-Perth.htm  

6. Ellenbrook Baptist Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused to 
provide a reason, and refused to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ellenbrook-Baptist-Church-Perth.htm  

7. Inglewood Community Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused 
to provide a reason, and refused to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Inglewood-Community-Church-Perth.htm  

8. Paradox Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian and refused to provide 
a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Paradox-Church-Perth-Australia.htm  

9. Riverton Baptist Community Church in Perth, Australia, implicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian 
and falsely accused the Christian of inappropriate and uncivil behaviour: http://www.kyrkor.be/Riverton-Baptist-

Community-Church-Perth.htm  

10. Quinns Baptist Church in Perth, Australia, implied that an innocent Christian is unfit for attendance in any 
church, and refused to upfront explain: http://www.kyrkor.be/Quinns-Baptist-Church-Perth.htm  

11. St Marys Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, scorned an innocent Christian’s enquiry as single for Christian 
fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marys-Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  

12. Perth City Church in Perth, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused to provide a 
reason, and refused to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Perth-City-Church-Australia.htm  

13. Metro Church in Perth, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian due to the Christian’s 
emailed declaration of interest in seeking to establish heterosexual friendships with Christians, as a basis 
for commencing a heterosexual Christian marriage of God’s choice: http://www.kyrkor.be/Metro-Church-Perth-

Australia.htm  

14. North Perth Seventh-day Adventist Church in Perth, Australia, objectified a Christian visitor with ritualistic 
greetings: http://www.kyrkor.be/North-Perth-Seventh-day-Adventist-Church.htm  

 
Satan is now continuously pelting me with evil here in Australia, and I have to suffer nastiness, physical assaults 
and hostilities by angry and hateful pastors when I visit the churches on Sundays, and I have to endure the 
looming threat of police prosecution and subsequent deportation from Australia all the other days of the week. 
There is no place in Perth for me to find peace, kindness, goodness or love.  
 
In the state of Western Australia in Australia, I suffer incessant persecution from hateful, hostile and violent 
pastors of churches. One of the most unsafe places for me in Australia are inside churches; where hostile pastors 
physically assault me, report me to police, threaten me, harass me, lie about me, and slander against me. As 
recently as previous Sunday (March 22, 2015), yet another pentecostal church in Australia (http://www.kyrkor.be/Victory-

Life-Centre-Church-Perth-Australia.htm) violently evicted me from their church when I had entered the church to attend their 
public so-called ‘service’. For my legal protection, I audio-recorded the words said during the violent physical 
assault against me by the pentecostal pastors. The pastors stated to me in conjunction with the physical assault 
that they had already called the police, and the pastors threatened me that they would lie to the police that I 
would have been threatening the pastors. As evidenced by the audio-recordning, I am absolutely innocent of any 
threats or threatening nature, but the audio-recording provides evidence to the hostile and threatening nature of 
the pastors who repeatedly used violence against me. Even as I was walking peacefully towards the exit to leave 
the church building, the hateful pastors physically assaulted me by repeatedly and violently pushing me from 
behind.  
 

The Australian pastors allegedly reported lies against me to the Western Australia Police, but when Torsten 
truthfully reported the physically assaulting pastors to the Western Australia Police, the Western Australia Police 
at the Cannington Police Station (http://www.kyrkor.be/Western-Australia-Police-thugs-refuse-prosecute-church.htm), prior to allowing me to 
provide a formal statement of complaint against the physically assaulting pastors, declared angrily against me 
that it does not matter what I say in the oral statement to the police because the officer/sergeant would never 
prosecute the pastors for physical assault. Prior to my provision to the police of a formal oral statement inside 
the police station, the officer/sergeant assured that he would prosecute me for trespassing if I proceeded to 
provide a formal oral statement to the police. Likewise, the interviewing officer/sergeant [Name: Douglas, ID: 
14433], before he had read my written report to the Western Australia Police, declared that I would be prosecuted 
for trespassing in church (I specifically asked the interviewing officer/sergeant if he had read my written report 
prior to his declared warning of prosecution for trespassing, and he replied that he had not.). I then asked the 
interviewing officer/sergeant if prosecution for trespassing, by my arriving to a public meeting inside a church, 
could be a form of discrimination. The officer/sergeant replied that if I walked into a McDonalds restaurant I would 
be prosecuted for trespassing if I were asked to leave. I then asked the officer if it mattered nothing if the 
customer was innocent, and if it could not be considered as a form of discrimination if McDonalds systematically 
evicted for example Aboriginal people. The officer then replied emphatically, to my surprise, that Aboriginals are 
being prosecuted all the time for trespassing.  
[Hooray for the Australian authoritarian thugs and their non-existent Bill of Human Rights!]  
 
So now, I not only suffer the incessant persecution by hateful and hostile Australian pastors of churches on 
Sundays, but I also now endure a looming threat of police prosecution against me as a trespasser on Sundays, 
and subsequently also the possibility of an imminent deportation from Australia.  
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No Christian on earth knows Torsten.  
 
Please pray that God will find a Christian church in Perth, Australia, where there are real Christians, where I am 
permitted to communicate with other singles, and where the church leadership will not satanically attack me.  

 
Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth 
who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who 
has the courage to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 20 years for a woman of God’s 
choice as His gift to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of USA in banning me from 
visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray that the decision 
taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be reverted, so that I 
again can visit churches in my homeland.  
 
The general rule is true; where there are pastors of churches governing churches, satan thrives – because of the 
pastors. Please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by pastors of churches.  
…  
 
 
 

140.   One hundred fourtieth International Plea 
 
Date: Tue, 17 Mar 2015 20:42  

Subject: Diabolical pastors of churches incessantly persecute.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am in Perth, Australia. My primary objective in Perth is to find a young Christian woman of God’s choice for 
Godly marriage, by searching for a church in Perth where I would be permitted to communicate with other single 

Christians.  
 
I have now contacted (by email or physically visiting) nearly all of the churches from all Christian denominations 
in Perth, Australia. Most (nearly all) pastors of churches in Perth, Australia, decline to welcome me to their church, 
or ban me covertly, or excommunicate me explicitly. A few of the small church communities with a predominantly 
elderly demographic have responded kindly; acknowledging their demographic inadequacy but with a friendly 
welcome. The general rules of thumb regarding all church-pastors applies also here in Perth: If there is a 
reasonable probability demographically for development of marital relationships, the pastors of churches will do 
all within their control to prevent Godly marriages. If there is demographically no/low probability for marital 
relationships to develop, then the pastors of churches might welcome. When God seeks to provide a solution, 
pastors of churches will prevent God’s blessing.  
 
The denomination in Perth which most consistently exclude/excommunicate Torsten, so far, is the Seventh Day 
Adventist Church, where none of their Adventist churches welcome.  
 
Satan controls most churches also in Perth - through their pastors.  
 
New incidents from churches in Perth, Australia: 
1. St Peters Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly banned an innocent Christian, falsely accused the 

heterosexual Christian of inability for meaningful conversations with people, and asserted that the innocent 
Christian is too radical to attend their Anglican church: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  

2. Champion Lakes Christian Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian and 
implied a threat of legal prosecution against the Christian as trespasser if the Christian ever visited: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Champion-Lakes-Christian-Church-Perth.htm  

3. Ellenbrook Baptist Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused to 
provide a reason, and refused to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ellenbrook-Baptist-Church-Perth.htm  

4. Inglewood Community Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused 
to provide a reason, and refused to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Inglewood-Community-Church-Perth.htm  

5. Paradox Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian and refused to provide 
a reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/Paradox-Church-Perth-Australia.htm  

6. Riverton Baptist Community Church in Perth, Australia, implicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian 
and falsely accused the Christian of inappropriate and uncivil behaviour: http://www.kyrkor.be/Riverton-Baptist-

Community-Church-Perth.htm  
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7. Quinns Baptist Church in Perth, Australia, implied that an innocent Christian is unfit for attendance in any 
church, and refused to upfront explain: http://www.kyrkor.be/Quinns-Baptist-Church-Perth.htm  

8. St Marys Anglican Church in Perth, Australia, scorned an innocent Christian’s enquiry as single for Christian 
fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marys-Anglican-Church-Perth.htm  

9. Perth City Church in Perth, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian, refused to provide a 
reason, and refused to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Perth-City-Church-Australia.htm  

 
Recent incidents from churches in Perth, Australia: 
1. Perth Baptist Church Inc. in Perth, Australia, excommunicated, evicted from church, called for Police-

assistance, and threatened an innocent Christian visitor. The Senior Baptist Pastor refused to give a reason 
for the eviction, but informed that the Australian Baptist Union had warned about visitation by the innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Perth-Baptist-Church-Australia.htm  

2. Atwell Community Baptist Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, and 
demanded that the Christian must repent from being a victim of incessant satanic excommunications by 
pastors: http://www.kyrkor.be/Atwell-Community-Baptist-Church-Perth.htm  

3. Aflame Community Church Inc. in Perth, Australia, obstructed entry into church and attempted to 
interrogate an innocent Christian for ‘regulation’ security reasons: http://www.kyrkor.be/Aflame-Community-Church-

Perth.htm  

4. Metro Church in Perth, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian due to the Christian’s 
emailed declaration of interest in seeking to establish heterosexual friendships with Christians, as a basis 
for commencing a heterosexual Christian marriage of God’s choice: http://www.kyrkor.be/Metro-Church-Perth-

Australia.htm  

5. North Perth Seventh-day Adventist Church in Perth, Australia, objectified a Christian visitor with ritualistic 
greetings: http://www.kyrkor.be/North-Perth-Seventh-day-Adventist-Church.htm  

 
Similar to the pastors of churches in New Zealand who deliberately lied against Torsten to the New Zealand Police, 
and convinced the New Zealand Government to imprison, deport and ban Torsten from future entry to New 

Zealand (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Christian-Network-of-persecution-by-pastors.htm),   (http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-

Auckland-New-Zealand.htm), an endeavour which the satanic pastors of New Zealand succeeded with on Feb.14 2015, 
it might be expected that also some churches in Australia pursue the Australian Government with lies against 
Torsten to similarly seek the Australian Government’s expulsion of Torsten from Australia.  
 
Having looked into the demonic eyes of several pastors of churches around the world, and having encountered 
an uncountable number of hostile and hateful pastors of churches, it would even seem likely that a few pastors 
of churches might be praying for the death of Torsten; in which case Torsten’s death, sooner or later, would be 
a moment of relief and celebration to them. (Luke 12:4) 
 
No Christian on earth knows Torsten.  
 
Please pray that God will find a Christian church in Perth, Australia, where there are real Christians, where I am 
permitted to communicate with other singles, and where the church leadership will not satanically attack me.  
 
Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth 
who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who 
has the courage to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 20 years for a woman of God’s 
choice as His gift to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of USA in banning me from 
visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray that the decision 
taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be reverted, so that I 
again can visit churches in my homeland.  
 
The general rule is true; where there are pastors of churches governing churches, satan thrives – because of the 
pastors. Please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by pastors of churches.  
…  
 
 
 

139.   One hundred thirty-ninth International Plea 
 
Date: Mon, 02 Mar 2015 21:06  

Subject: Incessant persecution by satanic pastors of churches.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
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Current:  
I am in Perth, Australia. My primary objective in Perth is to find a young Christian woman of God’s choice for 
Godly marriage, by searching for a church in Perth where I would be permitted to communicate with other single 
Christians.  

 
New incidents from churches in Perth, Australia: 
1. Perth Baptist Church Inc. in Perth, Australia, excommunicated, evicted from church, called for Police-

assistance, and threatened an innocent Christian visitor. The Senior Baptist Pastor refused to give a reason 
for the eviction, but informed that the Australian Baptist Union had warned about visitation by the innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Perth-Baptist-Church-Australia.htm  

2. Atwell Community Baptist Church in Perth, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, and 
demanded that the Christian must repent from being a victim of incessant satanic excommunications by 
pastors: http://www.kyrkor.be/Atwell-Community-Baptist-Church-Perth.htm  

3. Aflame Community Church Inc. in Perth, Australia, obstructed entry into church and attempted to 
interrogate an innocent Christian for ‘regulation’ security reasons: http://www.kyrkor.be/Aflame-Community-

Church-Perth.htm  

4. Metro Church in Perth, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian due to the Christian’s 
emailed declaration of interest in seeking to establish heterosexual friendships with Christians, as a basis 
for commencing a heterosexual Christian marriage of God’s choice: http://www.kyrkor.be/Metro-Church-Perth-

Australia.htm  

5. North Perth Seventh-day Adventist Church in Perth, Australia, objectified a Christian visitor with ritualistic 
greetings: http://www.kyrkor.be/North-Perth-Seventh-day-Adventist-Church.htm  

 

• A typical New Zealand pastor of a Baptist church in Auckland, New Zealand, responded to the last prayer-
report plea with an unspecified allegation against Torsten of insanity: http://www.kyrkor.be/Blockhouse-Bay-Baptist-

Church-Auckland-NZ.htm  

 
The Baptist Senior Pastor, Bob Touchell, of Perth Baptist Church Inc. (http://www.perthbaptist.com.au) refused to provide a 
reason for their church’s eviction against Torsten, but this senior pastor unintentionally admitted that the 
Australian “Baptist Union” had warned Baptist churches against the Christian, and that the Australian “Baptist 
union” had requested that the Christian should be evicted from churches if he visits. It would thus appear that 
some satanic pastors of churches, also in Australia, might have been inspired by the recent successes of the 
satanic pastors in New Zealand two weeks ago, when the Government of New Zealand imprisoned and later 
evicted Torsten from the county of New Zealand, with an indefinite (lifetime) ban of entry into New Zealand, as 
a consequence of the utter lies invented by the satanic pastors of churches of New Zealand. (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-

Zealand-Christian-Network-of-persecution-by-pastors.htm), (http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Auckland-New-Zealand.htm) In regards to inspiration by 
perceived victory for others of an identified commonality against a perceived enemy, there would appear to be 
little difference between some pastors of churches and Islamists. Islamists join in their Quranic-based battle for 
Islam by inspiration also from the perceived territorial and media successes of the terrorist group Islamic State. 
Islamists are satanically inspired by the appearance of victories by IS, and similarly, some pastors of churches 
appear to be satanically inspired by the satanic pastors’ victory over Torsten in New Zealand. The New Zealand 
Christian Network (http://nzchristiannetwork.org.nz/2014/02/20/warning-re-person-travelling-nz/), who lied to the New Zealand Police and 
subsequently to the Government of New Zealand that Torsten should be denied entry into New Zealand because 
he would have been "threatening members of their church", and because of he would constitute "general 
disruptive behaviour", appears to have inspired the Australian Baptist Union (http://www.baptist.org.au  or  

http://www.baptistwa.asn.au) to also lie and persecute Torsten. The delusion of a good victory in New Zealand for the 
pastors in New Zealand, appears to inspire some satanic pastors in Australia to do likewise: invent lies, slander 
and warn against Torsten. Satanic pastors of churches appear to have been emboldened to persecute more. 
 
Please pray that God will find a Christian church in Perth, Australia, where there are real Christians, where I am 

permitted to communicate with other singles, and where the church leadership will not satanically attack me.  
 
Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth 
who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who 
has the courage to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s 
choice as His gift to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of USA in banning me from 
visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray that the decision 
taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be reverted, so that I 
again can visit churches in my homeland.  
 
Please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by churches.  
…  
 
 
 

138.   One hundred thirty-eighth International Plea 
 
Date: Mon, 16 Feb 2015 23:20  

Subject: Persecution by hostile and hateful pastors of churches.  
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An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I have now departed from “Adelaide - City of satan” in Australia, and will now instead be commencing to visit 
churches in Perth, Australia.  
 
My primary objective in Perth is to find a young Christian woman of God’s choice for Godly marriage, by searching 
for a church in Perth where I would be permitted to communicate with other single Christians.  
 
After having contacted all listed churches of all Christian denominations in Adelaide, Australia, nearly all 
(approximately 90%) of the churches in Adelaide refused to welcome, and excommunicated me explicitly or 
covertly. However, five churches in Adelaide did welcome me. Of the five welcoming churches in Adelaide, only 
the Seventh Day Adventist Church was capable to provide authentic Christian fellowship. I enjoyed this Seventh 
Day Adventist Church welcoming and friendly demeanour, and the Scriptural maturity of their members. I was 
unable to identify a Godly appointed relationship for marriage within that Adventist group, but I highly respect 
that Adventist church for their unparalleled authentic fellowship. A Lutheran church in Adelaide also provided 
occasion for social opportunity with single Christians.  
 
Four of the five welcoming churches in Adelaide: 
• Adelaide City Seventh Day Adventist Church: http://adelaidecity.adventist.org.au  

• Bethlehem Lutheran Church: http://www.bethlehemadelaide.org.au  

• Flinders Street Baptist Church: http://fsbc.asn.au  

• Coastlands Church: http://www.coastlands.org.au  

 
Recent excommunications by churches in Adelaide and Melbourne, Australia:  
1. Satanic Adelaide Christian Centre (Sturt Street Church), in Adelaide, Australia, criminally subjected an 

innocent visitor to violent physical assault, evicted the innocent Christian from a public meeting, stalked 
the Christian on public property, and refused to justify their acts of evil: http://www.kyrkor.be/Adelaide-

Christian-Centre-Sturt-Street.htm  

2. Satanic Anglican Holy Trinity Church in Adelaide, Australia, excommunicated an innocent Christian and 
called police for police-assisted eviction from church premises: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Church-

Adelaide-Australia.htm  

3. Pentecostal “Life Point Church” in Adelaide, Australia, explicitly excommunicated, threatened, and fumed its 
hatred and hostility against a Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Point-Pentcostal-Church-Adelaide-Australia.htm  

4. C3 Church Norwood in Adelaide, Australia, explicitly excommunicated a Christian, and demonstrated their 
inhumanity through their insinuated superiority and incompassion to humanity, expressed in words by “no 
common ground to communicate”: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Norwood-Adelaide-Australia.htm  

5. Devilish Life Christian Centre “Life Church” in Adelaide, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Christian-Centre-Adelaide-Australia.htm  

6. Hillsong Church in Melbourne, Australia, explicitly upholds its excommunication against a Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Melbourne-commitment-to-excommunication.htm  

7. Anglican “City on a Hill Church” in Melbourne, Australia, explicitly excommunicated and falsely accused a 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-City-on-a-Hill-Church-Melbourne-Australia.htm  

8. CrossCulture Church of Christ in Melbourne, Australia, covertly excommunicated a Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cross-Culture-Church-of-Christ-Melbourne-Australia.htm  

9. Edge Church in Adelaide, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian and alluded that the 
Christian was a savage wolf: http://www.kyrkor.be/Edge-Church-Adelaide.htm  

10. Hope Church in Adelaide, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Adelaide.htm  

11. Influencers Church in Adelaide, Australia, initially appeared to covertly excommunicate, but later showed to 
be prosperity-gospel superficiality with procrastination: http://www.kyrkor.be/Influencers-Church-Adelaide.htm  

 
• South Australia Police (SAPOL) regards an innocent visitor to a public gathering of a church in Adelaide as a 

trespasser, rather than as a victim of evidenced physical assault by the church leaders: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/South-Australia-Police-SAPOL.htm  

• Adelaide City Council violates human rights: http://www.kyrkor.be/Adelaide-City-Council-Australia.htm  

 
On Saturday February 14, 2015, the New Zealand government expelled me from New Zealand, and in essence 
banned me from entering New Zealand in future. On Friday February 13, 2015, I had flown from Adelaide, 
Australia towards Wellington, New Zealand, with a connecting flight via Auckland. Upon my arrival at Auckland 
airport, the New Zealand Immigration authority officers took me aside and thoroughly interrogated me during 
the following ten hours; from 6:30pm until 4:30am. In conjunction with the NZ Immigration ten-hour 
interrogation, NZ Immigration officers fingerprinted my hands, refused to provide a meal of food, and finally 
handed me over to custody of the New Zealand Police. NZ Police arrested me, stripped me of my personal 
belongings, refused to provide me the right to speak with a lawyer although I repeatedly requested to the NZ 
Police officers to allow me to speak with a lawyer, placed me into the backseat of a police car, drove me to 
crowded ‘Counties Manukau Police Station’, removed my glasses, shoes and watch, and placed me into one of 
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the prison cells of the Manukau Prison. After several hours of imprisonment inside this Auckland prison cell, a 
prison guard finally opened the door and ordered that I accompany the NZ Police back towards the Auckland 
airport. A securely specialised prisoner-vehicle drove me to the airport, and the NZ Police escorted me into a 
secure room of the airport. A New Zealand Immigration officer together with a New Zealand Police officer then 

paraded me towards the airport gate where a flight was destined towards Adelaide, Australia. Along the officer-
escorted public walk towards the departure gate, the NZ Immigration officer declared to me in response to my 
question why I had been denied my right to speak with a lawyer: “You are not a New Zealand citizen, and 
therefore you have no rights in this country.”  
 
During the ten-hour NZ interrogation, the interviewing NZ Immigration officer explained the reason for declining 
my entry into New Zealand. The interviewing NZ Immigration officer explained that NZ Police had flagged in the 
system to NZ Immigration that Torsten Nenzen should be declined entry to New Zealand. NZ Police had been 
informed by the pastors of churches in New Zealand that Torsten should be stopped because: (1) Torsten had 
been "threatening members of their church", and (2) because of Torsten’s "general disruptive 
behaviour". These two citations are exactly what I read on the officer’s computer screen in the interview room, 
and what the NZ Immigration officer confirmed by reading it aloud to me.  
 
These two New Zealand government exact citations are utter lies invented by the pastors of churches in Auckland, 
and are the two official reasons that NZ government evicted and banned me from NZ. The pure evil of the New 
Zealand church-pastors is truly amazing. Satan, through the pastors of New Zealand churches, caused the NZ 
government to evict Torsten from New Zealand and caused the NZ government to ban Torsten from future entry 
to NZ.  
 
Shame upon the lying pastors of churches in New Zealand, and shame upon the government of New Zealand for 
evicting and banning me from New Zealand based on the lies of church-pastors.  
 
Do the pastors of churches in New Zealand really think that God does not see their evil?  
 
I believe that the Holy Spirit had prepared me for this satanic attack; an attack which was initiated by the satanic 
churches in New Zealand in cooperation with the New Zealand government. This manifested satanic attack by 
the NZ government and NZ churches is a confirmation of what the Holy Spirit had shown to me in a vision, before 
my departure from Adelaide towards Wellington. In a vision, God had showed to me a thick serpent (symbol for 
satan) which was formed in layers of a sideways number 8 (symbol for infinity). From the mouth of that serpent 
came a long outstretched tongue, and attached to the tip of the serpent’s tongue, by a wound thin string, was a 
white feather. When I saw the white feather I intuitively suspected that this was New Zealand connected to 
something demonic. Following the eviction from New Zealand, I have learned that the white feather symbol for 
New Zealand is actually not a feather, but is a silver fern. In hindsight, I have understood more clearly the vision 
which I initially perceived to portray something demonic regarding New Zealand. My interpretation of the vision: 
The New Zealand government is tied to the satanic lies by churches of New Zealand. The ancient serpent is satan, 
the tongue of the serpent is the lies by church-pastors, the silver fern is the NZ government, and the thin string 
that wound the silver fern to the serpent’s tongue indicates that the NZ government is tied to the lies by the 
pastors of churches. The NZ government is acting on behalf of the churches in New Zealand, and New Zealand 
church-pastors are lying on behalf of satan.  
 
1. http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Christian-Network-of-persecution-by-pastors.htm  

2. http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Auckland-New-Zealand.htm  

 
I assure that I will make investigations towards the New Zealand government the next weeks and months to 
attain public evidence regarding this national expulsion procedure, and attaining public evidence regarding the 
cited lies against me by the churches in New Zealand.  
 

• A church in Chicago, USA, which had previously excommunicated an innocent Christian in 2011, responded 
to the last prayer-report plea: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Life-Community-Church-Chicago-USA.htm  

 
Please pray that God will find a Christian church in Perth, Australia, where there are real Christians, where I am 
permitted to communicate with other singles, and where the church leadership will not satanically attack me.  
 
Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth 
who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who 
has the courage to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s 
choice as His gift to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of USA in banning me from 
visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray that the decision 
taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be reverted, so that I 
again can visit churches in my homeland.  
 
Please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by churches.  
…  
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137.   One hundred thirty-seventh International Plea 
 
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 2015 00:13  

Subject: Protection from the hostile and hateful pastors of churches.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am in Adelaide, Australia. “Adelaide – the city of satan”  
 
With prayer and by visiting churches, I am hoping to find a Christian woman to marry. There will be no marriage 
without a Godly appointed relationship, and there will be no relationship without communication, and there will 
be no communication without a meeting, and there will be no meeting without both persons coordinated in both 
time and space. Satan together with most pastors of churches do everything in their power to hinder a Godly 
marriage.  
 
Nearly all churches in Adelaide, Australia, have excommunicated me either covertly or explicitly. Satan, through 
the majority of pastors of churches in Adelaide, prohibit Christian marriage. And satan, through Adelaide City 
Council, effectively prohibit evangelism. Adelaide is a city of satan.  
 
New excommunications by churches in Adelaide, Australia: 
1. Satanic Anglican Holy Trinity Church in Adelaide, Australia, excommunicated an innocent Christian and 

called police for police-assisted eviction from church premises: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Church-

Adelaide-Australia.htm  

2. Devilish Life Christian Centre “Life Church” in Adelaide, Australia, explicitly excommunicated an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Christian-Centre-Adelaide-Australia.htm  

 
Anglicanism and Satanism are of similar conduct. Anglican vicars/rectors/ministers/pastors share a common 
agenda with satan; to harm an innocent Christian through malevolence. In reality, satan governs Anglican 
churches through their pastors. (http://www.kyrkor.be/Also-satan-seems-to-be-an-Anglican.htm)  
 
Recent excommunications by churches in Adelaide and Melbourne, Australia:  
1. Satanic Adelaide Christian Centre (Sturt Street Church), in Adelaide, Australia, criminally subjected an 

innocent visitor to violent physical assault, evicted the innocent Christian from a public meeting, stalked 
the Christian on public property, and refused to justify their acts of evil: http://www.kyrkor.be/Adelaide-

Christian-Centre-Sturt-Street.htm  

2. Pentecostal “Life Point Church” in Adelaide, Australia, explicitly excommunicated, threatened, and fumed its 
hatred and hostility against a Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Point-Pentcostal-Church-Adelaide-Australia.htm  

3. C3 Church Norwood in Adelaide, Australia, explicitly excommunicated a Christian, and demonstrated their 
inhumanity through their insinuated superiority and incompassion to humanity, expressed in words by “no 

common ground to communicate”: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Norwood-Adelaide-Australia.htm  

4. Hillsong Church in Melbourne, Australia, explicitly upholds its excommunication against a Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Melbourne-commitment-to-excommunication.htm  

5. Anglican “City on a Hill Church” in Melbourne, Australia, explicitly excommunicated and falsely accused a 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-City-on-a-Hill-Church-Melbourne-Australia.htm  

6. CrossCulture Church of Christ in Melbourne, Australia, covertly excommunicated a Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cross-Culture-Church-of-Christ-Melbourne-Australia.htm  

7. Edge Church in Adelaide, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian and alluded that the 
Christian was a savage wolf: http://www.kyrkor.be/Edge-Church-Adelaide.htm  

8. Influencers Church in Adelaide, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Influencers-Church-Adelaide.htm  

9. Hope Church in Adelaide, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-

Church-Adelaide.htm  
  

• South Australia Police (SAPOL) regards an innocent visitor to a public gathering of a church in Adelaide as a 
trespasser, rather than as a victim of evidenced physical assault by the church leaders: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/South-Australia-Police-SAPOL.htm  

• Adelaide City Council violates human rights: http://www.kyrkor.be/Adelaide-City-Council-Australia.htm  

 
Please pray that God will find a Christian church somewhere in Australia, where there are real Christians, where 
I am permitted to communicate with other singles, and where the church leadership will not satanically attack 
me.  
 
Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth 
who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who 
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has the courage to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s 
choice as His gift to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of USA in banning me from 

visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray that the decision 
taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be reverted, so that I 
again can visit churches in my homeland.  
 
Please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by churches.  
…  
 
 
 

136.   One hundred thirty-sixth International Plea 
 
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 2015 00:16  

Subject: Christian help?  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I have departed from Melbourne, Australia, and currently I am continuing the search for a church in Adelaide, 
Australia.  
 
After having contacted all listed churches of all Christian denominations in Adelaide and beyond, it preliminarily 
appears that there is no church anywhere in Adelaide where I can meet and talk with single Christians. Some of 
the churches in Adelaide demonstrate their hatred through hostile violence, some churches in Adelaide express 
their hatred in words, some churches in Adelaide explicitly excommunicate, but the majority of churches in 
Adelaide covertly excommunicate by shunning. Four churches in all of Adelaide have formally invited, and upon 
my visit to those four churches their leaders did not violently evict, did not threaten, and did not excommunicate. 
These four churches, however, either do not currently organize mid-week meetings or they do not have single 

Christians in the sought approximate age range 25-39. Therefore, although there are four churches in all of 
Adelaide and beyond which could be classified as welcoming (non-violent, non-threatening, non-hostile and non-
excommunicating), in current reality there is little or zero potential within Adelaide for me to meet and socialise 
with other Christian singles.  
 
In Melbourne, Australia, where I now have revisited for one month, I had 1½ years ago (http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-

Churches-in-Melbourne.htm) previously contacted all listed churches of all Christian denominations, and then there was 
no real opportunity to build authentic relationships with other Christians in any of the churches in Melbourne. Also 
now 1½ years later, there was no real opportunity given by the churches in Melbourne. Then, of all the listed 
churches in Melbourne only six churches had formally welcomed. Of those formerly inviting six churches, I now 
revisited three of them: a Pentecostal, a Presbyterian and a Catholic. The friendly Presbyterian church 
(http://www.scotschurch.com) maintains a large building with relatively few congregants and essentially no singles. The 
tiny charismatic Catholic church (http://www.cam.org.au/melbournebourkest) is internally at odds; some obstructive, some 
slanderous, some false, but also some very friendly. The Pentecostal stage-focused and somewhat artificial 
megachurch (http://www.bridgechurch.org.au) with some sincere leaders houses many young people, but none of the 
connect-group leaders which I had been centrally invited to contact, and who I subsequently contacted, would 
invite. The remaining approximately 99% of all the churches in Melbourne, Australia, which did not welcome or 
which explicitly excommunicated me, as indicated by some of them which I revisited now, continue unrepentantly 
to satanically excommunicate the innocent.  
 
Recent excommunications by churches in Adelaide and Melbourne, Australia:  
1. Satanic Adelaide Christian Centre (Sturt Street Church), in Adelaide, Australia, criminally subjected an 

innocent visitor to violent physical assault, evicted the innocent Christian from a public meeting, stalked 
the Christian on public property, and refused to justify their acts of evil: http://www.kyrkor.be/Adelaide-

Christian-Centre-Sturt-Street.htm  

2. Pentecostal “Life Point Church” in Adelaide, Australia, explicitly excommunicated, threatened, and fumed its 
hatred and hostility against a Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Point-Pentcostal-Church-Adelaide-Australia.htm  

3. C3 Church Norwood in Adelaide, Australia, explicitly excommunicated a Christian, and demonstrated their 
inhumanity through their insinuated superiority and incompassion to humanity, expressed in words by “no 
common ground to communicate”: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Norwood-Adelaide-Australia.htm  

4. Hillsong Church in Melbourne, Australia, explicitly upholds its excommunication against a Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Melbourne-commitment-to-excommunication.htm  

5. Anglican “City on a Hill Church” in Melbourne, Australia, explicitly excommunicated and falsely accused a 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-City-on-a-Hill-Church-Melbourne-Australia.htm  
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6. CrossCulture Church of Christ in Melbourne, Australia, covertly excommunicated a Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cross-Culture-Church-of-Christ-Melbourne-Australia.htm  

7. Edge Church in Adelaide, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian and alluded that the 
Christian was a savage wolf: http://www.kyrkor.be/Edge-Church-Adelaide.htm  

8. Influencers Church in Adelaide, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Influencers-Church-Adelaide.htm  

9. Hope Church in Adelaide, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-

Church-Adelaide.htm  
 

• South Australia Police (SAPOL) regards an innocent visitor to a public gathering of a church in Adelaide as a 
trespasser, rather than as a victim of evidenced physical assault by the church leaders: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/South-Australia-Police-SAPOL.htm  

• Adelaide City Council violates human rights: http://www.kyrkor.be/Adelaide-City-Council-Australia.htm  

 
Please pray that God will find a Christian church somewhere in Australia, where there are real Christians, where 
I am permitted to communicate with other singles, and where the church leadership will not satanically attack 
me.  
 
Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth 
who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who 
has the courage to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s 
choice as His gift to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 

Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of United States of America 
in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray 
that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be 
reverted, so that I again can visit churches in my homeland.  
 
Please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by churches.  
…  
 
 
 

135.   One hundred thirty-fifth International Plea 
 
Date: Thu, 01 Jan 2015 03:49  

Subject: An appeal for Christian rescue.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am currently trying to find a church in Melbourne, Australia, where I am permitted by the pastors to 
communicate with single ‘Christians’.  
 
Melbourne is a great city in Australia, but the hostility, the malevolence, and the hatred by pastors of churches 
in Melbourne have not diminished.  
 
Anglicanism, ‘pentecostalism’, churchianity and satanism are closely related, by conduct, also in Melbourne.  
 

New excommunications by churches in Adelaide and Melbourne, Australia:  
1. Pentecostal “Life Point Church” in Adelaide, Australia, explicitly excommunicated, threatened, and fumed its 

hatred and hostility against a Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Point-Pentcostal-Church-Adelaide-Australia.htm  

2. Anglican “City on a Hill Church” in Melbourne, Australia, explicitly excommunicated and falsely accused a 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-City-on-a-Hill-Church-Melbourne-Australia.htm  

3. C3 Church Norwood in Adelaide, Australia, explicitly excommunicated a Christian, and demonstrated their 
inhumanity through their insinuated superiority and incompassion to humanity, expressed in words “no 
common ground to communicate”: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Norwood-Adelaide-Australia.htm  

4. CrossCulture Church of Christ in Melbourne, Australia, covertly excommunicated a Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cross-Culture-Church-of-Christ-Melbourne-Australia.htm  

 
Recent excommunications by churches in Adelaide and Melbourne, Australia:  

1. Hillsong Church in Melbourne, Australia, explicitly upholds its excommunication against a Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Melbourne-commitment-to-excommunication.htm  

2. Satanic Adelaide Christian Centre (Sturt Street Church), in Adelaide, Australia, criminally subjected an 
innocent visitor to violent physical assault, evicted the innocent Christian from a public meeting, stalked 
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the Christian on public property, and refused to justify their acts of evil: http://www.kyrkor.be/Adelaide-

Christian-Centre-Sturt-Street.htm  

3. Edge Church in Adelaide, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian and alluded that the 
Christian was a savage wolf: http://www.kyrkor.be/Edge-Church-Adelaide.htm  

4. Influencers Church in Adelaide, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Influencers-Church-Adelaide.htm  

5. Hope Church in Adelaide, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-

Church-Adelaide.htm  

• South Australia Police (SAPOL) regards an innocent visitor to a public gathering of a church in Adelaide as a 
trespasser, rather than as a victim of evidenced physical assault by the church leaders: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/South-Australia-Police-SAPOL.htm  

• Adelaide City Council violates human rights: http://www.kyrkor.be/Adelaide-City-Council-Australia.htm  

 
Please pray that God will find a Christian church somewhere in Australia, where there are real Christians, where 
I am permitted to communicate with other singles, and where the church leadership will not satanically attack 
me.  
 
Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth 
who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who 
has the courage to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s 
choice as His gift to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of United States of America 
in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray 
that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be 
reverted, so that I again can visit churches in my homeland.  
 
Please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by churches.  
…  
 
 
 

134.   One hundred thirty-fourth International Plea 
 
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 2014 23:48  
Subject: A plea for Christian help.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 

because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-
Christian culture. 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am postponing my pursuit of a Christian church in Adelaide, Australia, until later date. Instead, I am currently 
in Melbourne, Australia. 
 
Because Adelaide City Council in effect prohibits impartation of the Christian Gospel on all public property within 
Adelaide, I have chosen to depart from Adelaide, and instead revisit the neighbouring city, Melbourne, in the 
State of Victoria. City of Melbourne respects fundamental human rights, religious freedom and the freedom of 
speech. In this democratic City of Melbourne, people are still free to evangelise on public property. In Adelaide, 
such internationally recognised basic human rights are legally opposed by the Adelaide City Council.  
 
• Adelaide City Council violates human rights: http://www.kyrkor.be/Adelaide-City-Council-Australia.htm  

 
Although I am legally free to evangelise in the libertarian City of Melbourne, I am not free to visit churches in 
Melbourne, because of the devilish pastors. It was evidenced through the excommunications and slanderous 
networks of lying pastors in Melbourne during my previous visits and inquiries with the churches in Melbourne 
1½ years ago, that the satanic churches in Melbourne persecute real Christians: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-

in-Melbourne.htm  

 
At a glance today, into some of the churches of Melbourne that previously excommunicated me 1½ years ago, it 
appears that the slander, the hostility and the hatred by pastors of churches in Melbourne have not diminished. 
I might update this further, next time. 
 
• Hillsong Church in Melbourne, Australia, explicitly upholds its excommunication against a Christian: 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Melbourne-commitment-to-excommunication.htm  

 
Recent excommunications by churches in Adelaide, Australia:  
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1. Satanic Adelaide Christian Centre (Sturt Street Church), in Adelaide, Australia, criminally subjected an 
innocent visitor to violent physical assault, evicted the innocent Christian from a public meeting, stalked 
the Christian on public property, and refused to justify their acts of evil: http://www.kyrkor.be/Adelaide-

Christian-Centre-Sturt-Street.htm  

2. Edge Church in Adelaide, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian and alluded that the 
Christian was a savage wolf: http://www.kyrkor.be/Edge-Church-Adelaide.htm  

3. Influencers Church in Adelaide, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Influencers-Church-Adelaide.htm  

4. Hope Church in Adelaide, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-

Church-Adelaide.htm  

• South Australia Police (SAPOL) regards an innocent visitor to a public gathering of a church in Adelaide as a 
trespasser, rather than as a victim of evidenced physical assault by the church leaders: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/South-Australia-Police-SAPOL.htm  

 
A pastor in USA replied to my previous 133rd plea: http://www.kyrkor.be/an-american-pastor.htm  

 
Please pray that God will find a Christian church somewhere in Australia, where there are real Christians, where 
I am permitted to communicate with other singles, and where the church leadership will not satanically attack 
me.  
 
Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth 
who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who 
has the courage to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s 
choice as His gift to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of United States of America 
in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray 
that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be 
reverted, so that I again can visit churches in my homeland.  
 
Please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by churches.  
…  
 
 
 

133.   One hundred thirty-third International Plea 
 
Date: Tue, 02 Dec 2014 20:25  

Subject: Rescue needed away from the diabolical pastors of churches.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
Currently, I am visiting churches in Adelaide, Australia.  
 
In similarity with most churches of other major cities worldwide, also the majority of contacted churches in 
Adelaide, Australia, have chosen to not welcome me. Also in similarity with most churches of other major cities, 
some of the churches in Adelaide have excommunicated me. Adelaide does, at better however, differ slightly in 
that a couple of all the contacted churches here in Adelaide appear to have welcomed Torsten, or stated at worse, 
a couple of churches in Adelaide appear to have not excommunicated Torsten yet. I have still not found in Adelaide 
a Christian social context (or a Christian small group context) where I am welcome to connect also with other 
Christians of a similar life stage as single.  
 
New excommunications by churches in Adelaide, Australia:  
 
1. Satanic Adelaide Christian Centre (Sturt Street Church), in Adelaide, Australia, criminally subjected an 

innocent visitor to violent physical assault, evicted the innocent Christian from a public meeting, stalked 
the Christian on public property, and refused to justify their acts of evil: http://www.kyrkor.be/Adelaide-

Christian-Centre-Sturt-Street.htm  

2. Edge Church in Adelaide, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian and alluded that the 
Christian was a savage wolf: http://www.kyrkor.be/Edge-Church-Adelaide.htm  

3. Influencers Church in Adelaide, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Influencers-Church-Adelaide.htm  

4. Hope Church in Adelaide, Australia, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-

Church-Adelaide.htm  
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Torsten reported the physical assault eviction crime by the church leaders (who were ordered to evict Torsten by 
their senior pastor) of the Adelaide Christian Centre Church to the South Australia Police (SAPOL). SAPOL did not 
recognise Torsten as a victim of physical assault crime by the church, but SAPOL instead viewed Torsten from 
the perspective as an unlawful trespasser in the church.  

 
• South Australia Police (SAPOL) regards an innocent visitor to a public gathering of a church in Adelaide as a 

trespasser, rather than as a victim of evidenced physical assault by the church leaders: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/South-Australia-Police-SAPOL.htm  

 
Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth 
who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who 
has the courage to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s 
choice as His gift to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of United States of America 
in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray 

that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be 
reverted, so that I again can visit churches in my homeland.  
 
And, please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by churches.  
…  
 
 
 

132.   One hundred thirty-second International Plea 
 
Date: Mon, 17 Nov 2014 20:46  

Subject: Rescue needed away from the satanic priests of churches.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
Recently, I have been visiting churches in Thailand. 
 
One of the devilish English-speaking churches in Bangkok, Evangelical Church of Bangkok (ECB), discriminatorily 
and aggressively hindered me from seeking to socialise. Because I had visited ECB previously, I already knew 
the type of unwelcoming church it is, and I am accustomed to hostilities and excommunications by most pastors 
of churches everywhere on earth. 
 
People in Thailand are among the friendliest in the world. Culturally, Thai people (predominantly Buddhists with 
some Muslims) are very friendly and polite. Western pastors exporting their Western church cultures and Western 
churchy attitudes into Thailand, however, are problems for an otherwise friendly Thai society. Thai-language 

Christian churches with Thai leadership are friendlier than the English-speaking ‘Christian’ churches in Thailand. 
Although every person in Thailand absolutely needs salvation through Jesus Christ alone, the culturally friendly 
Thai people do not need to be perverted by Western church cultures. It’s sad to see when friendly Thai Christians 
are malformed into Western-cultured church-jerks.  
 
• Evangelical Church of Bangkok (ECB) in Thailand discriminatorily and aggressively hindered an innocent 

Christian from socialising, due to concern over the Christian’s mentality and concern for other people: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Church-Bangkok-Thailand.htm  

 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere on earth that will welcome me to fellowship; a 
church where the pastors will not be satanically intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, but a church 
that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian marriages. Most importantly, 

please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth who is both 
capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who has the courage 
to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s choice as His gift 
to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of United States of America 
in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray 
that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be 
reverted, so that I again can visit churches in my homeland.  
 
And, please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by churches.  

http://www.kyrkor.be/South-Australia-Police-SAPOL.htm
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…  
 
 
 

131.   One hundred thirty-first International Plea 
 
Date: Mon, 03 Nov 2014 01:02  

Subject: Needs Christian rescue away from satanic Sweden’s diabolical pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am currently in satanic Sweden.  
 
Recently I visited Dublin, Ireland, where every protestant church in Dublin excommunicated me 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Dublin-Ireland.htm). Only one church of all the 85 protestant churches in Dublin 
welcomed; conditionally. Therefore, I departed from Dublin as a totally rejected human of no value to any of the 
churches or to Ireland. Instead of remaining in Ireland where all protestant churches had rejected me, I moved 
onwards to the West Midlands of United Kingdom. In the West Midlands, some of all the devilish churches in 

Worcester (West Midlands) who previously had excommunicated me covertly (http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church-Worcester-

UK.htm), had become emboldened by satan, and the churches in Worcester thereby at this time had progressed to 
excommunicating me explicitly. After rejection by churches in Worcester and Birmingham (West Midlands), I then 
made new attempts to visit some churches in London, UK, that previously had only excommunicated me covertly. 
It was again confirmed that there is no church anywhere in London which would/can welcome me as a Christian 
or as a human.  
 
These are the recent excommunications:  
 
1. Anglican All Saints Church in Worcester, UK, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian from all 

services, activities and events. The archbishops of the Church of England appear to subsequently approve 
the excommunication: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church-Worcester-UK.htm  

2. Woodgreen Evangelical Church in Worcester, UK, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian from 
their services: http://www.kyrkor.be/Woodgreen-Evangelical-Church-Worcester-UK.htm  

3. Emmanuel Evangelical Church in London, UK, covertly excommunicated an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Emmanuel-Evangelical-Church-London-UK.htm  

 
The Church of England (https://churchofengland.org), through passivity and refusal of correctional measures against 
these satanic Anglican vicars in United Kingdom, by both the Archbishop of Canterbury (http://lambethpalace.org.uk) 
and the Archbishop of York (http://www.archbishopofyork.org), demonstrate the Church of England support for 
excommunications against the innocent Christian. http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church-Worcester-UK.htm  

 
On Sunday 2014-10-26 at Westminster Chapel in London, UK, which previously covertly excommunicated Torsten 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/Westminister-Chapel-London-UK.htm), a church-member who appeared intent to distract other 
communications, inquired with me if I were evangelising inside London’s clubs. I informed the church-member 
that I evangelise only to people on public streets – not inside clubs. I have never visited clubs in London. But the 
question by the church-member is a reminding indication of the deep moral confusion, the promiscuity and the 
grave hypocrisy of many church-people. I am not, and will never want to be, like these church-people. I am a 
Christian.  
 
A satanic Anglican church (http://www.kyrkor.be/Also-satan-seems-to-be-an-Anglican.htm) in Sydney, Australia (http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-

Churches-in-Sydney.htm) commented on the previous 130th prayer-report (http://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf). The satanic 
Anglican pastor, Senior Minister Rector Rev Michael Paget (http://www.kyrkor.be/Michael-Paget-St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm) of 
St Barnabas Anglican Church (http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church.htm), who insinuated in the 128th  prayer-report 
that it might be satan who is convincing me of a need for a Christian marriage, and insinuated that the voice of 
the Holy Spirit is actually satan, has now struck again with another taunt. The satanic Anglican pastor has now 
invented a condition for permission to visit his satanic Anglican church. Mike Paget contrived his satanic 
precondition that “if you are willing to not seek a wife and instead seek a humble and contented heart” then the 
Anglican church would welcome. Satanic St Barnabas Anglican Church in Sydney, Australia, had previously 
excommunicated and evicted me from their church premises, called the police, and their senior Anglican pastor 
Mike Paget had swiftly walked around and warned every person inside his church with his pointed finger 
outstretched towards me, loudly repeating his statement to each person: “That is Torsten. I have asked him to 
leave. The police is coming to escort him. Don’t talk to him!” The senior satanic Anglican pastor Michael Paget 
has also previously falsely accused me of psychological illness which requires my repentance and counselling by 
a psychologist.  
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Date:  Wed, 29 Oct 2014 10:40:13 +1100 
From:  Michael Paget <mike.paget@barneys.org.au> 

 

Dear Torsten,  

 

Since the Scriptures do not promise that every man will find a wife or every woman a husband, I want to encourage you to pause 

in this pursuit and instead seek a humble and contented heart. We would welcome you at Barneys if you are willing to not seek 
a wife while in our fellowship. 

 

Grace and peace, 

Mike 

 
Uncovering yet another satanic church in New Zealand; evidenced here to attack Torsten behind his back with 
invented and utter lies. This particular satanic church is Anglican: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Johns-Bucklands-Beach-Church-

New-Zealand.htm  

 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere on earth that will welcome me to fellowship; a 
church where the pastors will not be satanically intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, but a church 

that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian marriages. Most importantly, 
please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth who is both 
capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who has the courage 
to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s choice as His gift 
to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of United States of America 
in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray 
that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be 
reverted, so that I again can visit churches in my homeland.  
 
And, please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by churches.  
…  
 
 
 

130.   One hundred thirtieth International Plea 
 
Date: Thu, 16 Oct 2014 12:49  
Subject: Christian needs protection against persecution by the satanic pastors of churches.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 

church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I have now departed from Dublin, Ireland, where the satanic pastors of the protestant churches persecuted me 
with their invented lies, slander, evils and excommunications: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Dublin-

Ireland.htm  

 
Currently, I am in the West Midlands of United Kingdom, where I have previously contacted many churches, and 
in one West Midlands city (Worcester) none of their “Christian” churches previously welcomed: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-British-Churches-in-Worcester.htm  

 
The Anglican Church of St Peter-ad-Vincula in Tibberton did not communicate directly upon my visit on October 
5th 2014: http://bowbrookgroup.webs.com/tibberton.htm  

 
Considering that not a single church in all of London, UK and none of the contacted churches in the West Midlands 
of UK allow that I talk with Christian singles, it is likely that no church anywhere in the United Kingdom would 
allow me to talk with other singles inside churches. It would seem that satan, through the pastors, is in total 

control of the “Christian” churches in the United Kingdom.  
 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere on earth that will welcome me to fellowship; a 
church where the pastors will not be satanically intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, but a church 
that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian marriages. Most importantly, 
please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth who is both 
capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who has the courage 
to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s choice as His gift 
to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
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Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of United States of America 
in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray 
that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be 
reverted, so that I again can visit churches in my homeland.  

 
And, please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by churches.  
…  
 
 
 

129.   One hundred twenty-ninth International Plea 
 
Date: Tue, 30 Sep 2014 18:24  

Subject: Christian needs protection against persecution by the devilish “Christian” churches.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am currently in Dublin, Ireland. The past five weeks I have been attempting to visit churches in Dublin. My 

primary objective in Dublin is to find a Christian woman of God’s choice for marriage by divine appointment. 
 
Islamic leaders consistently lie to promote their religious lie and to advance evil, while most church leaders lie to 
protect their personal lies and to hide their evil. In reality, truth is irrelevant to most pastors of churches. Lying 
and manipulating is the majority conduct of pastors of churches.  
 
Factually, 99% of all the protestant churches also in Dublin, Ireland, satanically persecute me with their lies and 
evils and excommunicate.  
 
New excommunications by churches in Dublin, Ireland:  
1. Anglican Immanuel Church in Dublin, Ireland, evicted, explicitly excommunicated, lied, falsely accused and 

called police against an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Immanuel-Church-Dublin-Ireland.htm  

2. Anglican City Church in Dublin, Ireland, physically hindered, evicted, explicitly excommunicated and called 
police against an innocent Christian regarded as a public menace: http://www.kyrkor.be/City-Church-Dublin-Ireland.htm  

3. All Nations Church in Dublin, Ireland, evicted, assaulted and explicitly excommunicated an innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Nations-Church-Dublin-Ireland.htm  

4. Destiny Church in Dublin, Ireland, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian and falsely accused the 
Christian of mental illness: http://www.kyrkor.be/Destiny-Church-Dublin-Ireland.htm  

5. Dublin Vineyard in Ireland, prompted by slanderous Evangelical Alliance, explicitly excommunicated an 
innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-Vineyard-Church-Ireland.htm  

6. Ranelagh Christian Church in Dublin, Ireland, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian, and 
confirmed that all churches in Dublin has been warned about the Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ranelagh-Christian-

Church-Dublin-Ireland.htm  

7. Urban Junction Ignite Church in Dublin, Ireland, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Urban-Junction-Ignite-Church-Dublin-Ireland.htm  

8. Mountain View Community Church in Dublin, Ireland, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Mountain-View-Community-Church-Dublin-Ireland.htm  

 
Previous excommunications by churches in Dublin, Ireland:  
• St Mark’s Church of “Pentecostalism” in Dublin, Ireland, explicitly excommunicated an innocent Christian 

without a given reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Church-Dublin-Ireland.htm  

 
In Christian churches, the Judeo-Christian Bible is regarded as authoritative to Christian doctrine and Christian 
practice. In pseudo-Christian churches, the Bible is irrelevant in reality; neither theology nor church praxis 
conform to the Bible. If a church purports to be Christian, then the banning of a Christian from its community 

must follow Biblical precepts of church discipline. Not only the satanic churches in Dublin, but all satanic churches 
in the world who have excommunicated Torsten have disregarded God’s Word and the Biblical precepts for 
excommunication.  
 
Examples of Biblical teaching on excommunication:  

Matthew 18:15-18   procedure of church discipline against sin 
1 Corinthians 5:9-13   church discipline against immorality 

Romans 16:17-18   dissociation from rebelliousness contrary to the Bible  

2 Thessalonians 3:6   dissociation from disorderliness/idleness  

Titus 3:9-11   procedure of church discipline against factiousness 
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The satanic churches that have excommunicated Torsten have declined to provide reason for their 
excommunications, and have categorically refused all further dialogue. No church in the world has factually 
pointed to any sin / immorality / rebelliousness / disorderliness / factiousness of which Torsten would be guilty 
of towards excommunication. The pastors of churches are merely expressing satan’s wrath against the innocent.  

 
Zero protestant churches in Dublin welcome Torsten as a normal human. I enquired with all Protestant churches 
in Dublin and a couple of Catholic ministries (85 churches) about Christian fellowship. 12 churches initially 
welcomed. 5 of those 12 churches later explicitly excommunicated. 6 of those 12 churches later covertly 
excommunicated (refused to answer all further communication attempts). The remaining 1 of those 12 churches 
(a Salvation Army church) finally welcomed with expressed demeaning reservations that visitors must be 
“respectful to everyone else present and not cause disruption to our meetings”. On Sunday 2014-09-28 at 11:00 
I visited that reserved Salvation Army where eleven persons attended – of which no attendant was youngish 
female and unmarried.  
 
In contrast to the 99% absolute rejection by all the devilish Protestant churches in Dublin (84 of 85 churches 
rejected fully and 1 of 85 reservedly welcomed), is a Brazilian and Portuguese speaking “Emmanuel Community” 
of the Roman Catholic Church at St Mary of Angels Church (http://www.dublindiocese.ie), which upon my visit welcomed 
into their separate charismatic teaching. That particular Roman Catholic Brazilian friendliness coupled with their 
separate teaching about Holy Spirit-filled faith, certainly contrasted the satanic Protestant pastors and their many 
devilish Protestant churches in Dublin. As a Bible-aligning Christian, I can never endorse all Roman Catholic 
theology, but the typical Catholic respectfulness of human dignity, kindness and gentleness is generally a stark 
contrast to the harsh and inhumane attitudes of nearly all Protestant pastors. The true Pentecostal movements 
within the Roman Catholic church is delightful.  
 
Evangelical Alliance Ireland (http://www.evangelical.ie) has been pointed out by the Vineyard Church in Dublin as a 
source of slander “In the light of […] correspondence from Evangelical Alliance Ireland […] I am withdrawing the welcome.” 
The devilish slandering by Evangelical Alliance Ireland appears to be part of their programme titled ‘Church 
Liaison’ (http://www.evangelical.ie/index.php/what-we-do). Earlier, the Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom opposed my 
critique against the British churches’ outsourcing of Christian relationships to their British pro-homosexuality 
website (http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm). 
 
The municipal government of Dublin, Ireland (Dublin City Council), which violates internationally recognised 
human rights by declining the right to freely distribute Christian literature in public, still refuses to communicate 
and retract from their unlawful praxis: http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-City-Council-violate-human-rights.htm  

 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere on earth that will welcome me to fellowship; a 
church where the pastors will not be satanically intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, but a church 
that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian marriages. Most importantly, 
please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth who is both 
capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who has the courage 
to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s choice as His gift 
to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of United States of America 
in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray 
that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be 
reverted, so that I again can visit churches in my homeland.  
 
And, please pray for protection against the satanic persecution by churches.  

…  
 
 
 

128.   One hundred twenty-eighth International Plea 
 
Date: Tue, 16 Sep 2014 21:43  

Subject: Need Christian rescue away from satanic Sweden’s inhumane priests.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am currently visiting churches in Dublin, Ireland. My primary objective in Dublin is to find a Christian woman of 
God’s choice for marriage by divine appointment. As usual, when God wants to bless - satan tries to hinder the 
blessing. And satan might already have succeeded to hinder God’s intended appointment here in Dublin. 
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Nevertheless, I remain in Dublin in hope of a divine appointment that will actually lead to a meeting and 
conversation in reality. 
 
I have contacted 85 churches in Dublin, Ireland, to seek occasions for Christian fellowship where also young 

Christian singles are present. From the individually written emails to 85 churches in Dublin, 10 churches replied. 
12% of all the churches in Dublin which I individually contacted to enquire about occasions for Christian fellowship 
replied. Statistically, therefore, the churchianity of Dublin is similar to the churchianity of most other cities in the 
world (~10% reply / ~90% reject). In most cities worldwide where I have visited to enquire to churches about 
Christian fellowship, the figure is similar - approximately 10% or less of the churches respond. Eight of the ten 
welcoming churches in Dublin explicitly or implicitly expressed that their churches were unlikely to meet 
expectations due to size and demographic. Only one of the ten replying churches concretely invited to a specific 
meeting where also young Christian singles attend, but that church later excommunicated me.  
 
The “Pentecostal” St Marks Church in Dublin, Ireland, initially invited, but later decided to excommunicate. St 
Marks Church in Dublin and their satanic “Pentecostal” pastor Sean Mullarkey refused to provide any reason for 
their decision to excommunicate, and St Marks Pentecostal Church pastors decided to cease all future 
communication with Torsten.  
 
• St Mark’s Church of “Pentecostalism” in Dublin, Ireland, excommunicated an innocent Christian without a 

given reason: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Church-Dublin-Ireland.htm  
 
Apart from the darkness of the unwelcoming churches in Dublin (~90%), there appears to be also considerable 
spiritual darkness capturing the minds and souls of the unchurched inhabitants in Dublin. Actively deceiving 
people on the streets in Dublin are of course the usual non-Christian cults Jehova Witnesses and Mormons, but 
the Islamic presence and the widespread intensity of anti-Israel propaganda on the Dublin streets is unmistakable.  
 

1. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Boycott-Israeli-Goods-leaflet-distribution-Henry-Street.jpg  

2. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Boycott-Israeli-Goods-literature-distribution-Henry-Street.jpg  

3. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Boycott-Israeli-Goods-petition.jpg  

4. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Boycott-Israel-Now-demonstration.jpg  
5. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Fortune-Teller-hinder-on-pedestrian-street.jpg  

6. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Fortune-Teller-runaway-from-camera.jpg  

7. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Fortune-Teller-swears-profanity-at-cameraman.jpg,  

8. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-free-gaza-and-free-abortion.jpg  

9. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Free-Gaza-campaign.jpg  

10. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Free-Gaza-sticker-campaign.jpg  

11. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Legalize-Cannabis-propaganda.jpg  

12. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Mammon-church-pastormelissascott.com.jpg  

13. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-palestinecampaign.org-Boycott-Israel.jpg  

14. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-pseudo-Christ-Witnesses.jpg  
15. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-safe-abortion-pills.jpg  

16. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Sinn-Fein-End-Israeli-Apartheid.jpg  

17. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Sinn-Fein-Free-Palestine.jpg  

18. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Sinn-Fein-terrorism-supporters-against-Israel.jpg  

19. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Ireland-solidarity-against-Israel-campaign-ipsc.ie.jpg  

20. http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Ireland-solidarity-against-Israel-ipsc.ie.jpg  

 
The municipal government of Dublin, Ireland (Dublin City Council) violates internationally recognised human 
rights by declining the right to freely distribute Christian literature in public, and the Dublin City Council refuses 
to retract from their unlawful praxis: http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-City-Council-violate-human-rights.htm  

 
In spite of the historical Christian influence in Dublin, contemporary Dublin is a spiritually dark city, with a 
corrupted and confused municipal government, with an active Islamic and visibly anti-Israel community, and a 
typical majority of unwelcoming and evil churchianity.  
 
A satanic Anglican church (http://www.kyrkor.be/Also-satan-seems-to-be-an-Anglican.htm) in Sydney, Australia (http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-

Churches-in-Sydney.htm) commented on the previous 127th prayer-report (http://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf). The satanic 
senior pastor Michael Paget (http://www.kyrkor.be/Michael-Paget-St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm) of St Barnabas Anglican Church 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church.htm) insinuated that it might be satan who is convincing me of a need for a 
Christian marriage, and insinuated that the voice of the Holy Spirit is actually satan. Satanic St Barnabas Anglican 
Church in Sydney, Australia, excommunicated and evicted me from their church premises, called the police, and 
their senior Anglican pastor Mike Paget swiftly walked around and warned every person inside his church with his 
pointed finger outstretched towards me, loudly repeating his statement to each person: “That is Torsten. I have 
asked him to leave. The police is coming to escort him. Don’t talk to him!” The senior satanic Anglican pastor has 
previously falsely accused me of psychological illness which requires my repentance and counselling by a 
psychologist.  
 

Date:  Tue, 2 Sep 2014 14:49:25 +1000 
From:  Michael Paget <mike.paget@barneys.org.au> 
To:  info@Sweden-is-satanic.com 
Subject:  Re: Need Christian rescue away from satanic Sweden. 

 
Dear Torsten,  

 

Have you considered whether it may not be the Lord's purpose for you to be married? 

 

http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Church-Dublin-Ireland.htm
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Boycott-Israeli-Goods-leaflet-distribution-Henry-Street.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Boycott-Israeli-Goods-literature-distribution-Henry-Street.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Boycott-Israeli-Goods-petition.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Boycott-Israel-Now-demonstration.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Fortune-Teller-hinder-on-pedestrian-street.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Fortune-Teller-runaway-from-camera.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Fortune-Teller-swears-profanity-at-cameraman.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-free-gaza-and-free-abortion.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Free-Gaza-campaign.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Free-Gaza-sticker-campaign.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Legalize-Cannabis-propaganda.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Mammon-church-pastormelissascott.com.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-palestinecampaign.org-Boycott-Israel.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-pseudo-Christ-Witnesses.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-safe-abortion-pills.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Sinn-Fein-End-Israeli-Apartheid.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Sinn-Fein-Free-Palestine.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Sinn-Fein-terrorism-supporters-against-Israel.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Ireland-solidarity-against-Israel-campaign-ipsc.ie.jpg
http://www.nenzen.net/Dublin-Ireland-solidarity-against-Israel-ipsc.ie.jpg
http://www.kyrkor.be/Dublin-City-Council-violate-human-rights.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Also-satan-seems-to-be-an-Anglican.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Sydney.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Sydney.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Michael-Paget-St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church.htm
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Although marriage is a good gift from God to all creation, 1 Cor 7 makes clear that there is a true glory to singleness as well. The Lord 

Jesus Christ, as well - it appears - as the apostle Paul, was single. 

 
It's clear from some of your emails that you have felt convinced in the past that particular women were promised to you by the Lord. 

Remember that Satan is the master of the senses, and that this conviction has not foundation in the Scriptures. For this reason, it may 

be that churches are not so much in opposition to God's will as confounding your will in this matter. 

 

Grace and peace, 
 

Mike 

 

 
Date:  Tue, 2 Sep 2014 11:13:01 +1000 
From:  Andrew Judd <andrew.judd@barneys.org.au> 
To:  torsten@nenzen.net 
Subject:  Prayer 

 

I have prayed for you Torsten, 
 

That you may willingly submit to the many elders of God’s Church throughout the world who have tried to care for you, but 

who you have insulted as “devilish”. 

 

Until then, I cannot help you, so there is no need for you to contact me. 
 

God’s peace be with you 

 

Andrew Judd 
Assistant Minister, St Barnabas Broadway 
e andrew.judd@barneys.org.au 
w 02 9211 3496 
www.barneys.org.au 

 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere on earth that will welcome me to fellowship; a 
church where the pastors will not be satanically intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, but a church 
that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian marriages. Most importantly, 
please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth who is both 
capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who has the courage 
to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s choice as His gift 
to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of United States of America 
in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray 
that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be 
reverted, so that I again can visit churches in my homeland.  
…  
 
 

 

127.   One hundred twenty-seventh International Plea 
 
Date: Tue, 02 Sep 2014 01:15  

Subject: Need Christian rescue away from satanic Sweden.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
No person on earth knows Torsten. No Christian on earth is a friend. No church on earth welcomes Torsten to 
occasions for real fellowship with other Christian singles. Most churches that Torsten visits or contacts 
excommunicate Torsten, or refuse to communicate. Most pastors of churches slander and lie about Torsten. None 
of the multitude of pastors that have evicted or excommunicated Torsten from their churches provided any reason 
based on reality. Truth is irrelevant to most pastors of churches.  
 

As long as Torsten has no opportunity to meet and communicate authentically with Christian singles of the 
opposite gender, logically, it is absolutely impossible for Torsten to attain a Christian marriage.  
 
Satan, through most of the pastors of Christian churches, prevents Torsten from establishing God’s good will of 
a Christian marriage.  
 
The past 1½ weeks I offered the Gospel message to people on the streets in southern Spain with Spanish Christian 
tracts. Previously, I had contacted most “Christian” churches in that area of Spain and beyond, and therefore I 
know that none of the churches in that region of southern Spain welcomes me.  
 

mailto:andrew.judd@barneys.org.au
x-msg://169/www.barneys.org.au
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Although there is no church in Costa Blanca that welcomes me to fellowship with other singles, at least some 
people on the streets of Costa Blanca are receptive to read about the Gospel. The local police of a couple of the 
municipalities in southern Spain confronted and ordered me to not hand out Christian literature to people 
anywhere within their municipalities. The local police in Costa Blanca consequently disregard the UN Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights articles 18, 19 and 20 and ignore the European Convention on Human Rights articles 
9 and 10. (ECHR is known for its anti-Christian interpretations, and thus, paper exercises to ECHR is a futile 
endeavour.) Because the local police officers of the Municipality of Alicante (http://www.alicante.es) and the Municipality 
of Santa Pola (http://www.santapola.es) inquired with me if I were evangelising, and subsequently ordered me to not 
hand out Christian literature to people anywhere within their municipalities, I had to play the cat-and-mouse 
game with the Spanish police in order to continue serving my highest authority.  
 
This anti-Christian oppression by Spanish municipal governments and their local police is far from a cure to the 
increasing secularisation of Spain, but it contributes to a weakening of Christian influence on the values of people 
and society (moral decay), and inevitably reinforces other anti-Christian forces such as from Islam. So to some 
extent, Spain perhaps deserves what it inadvertently establishes for itself − to suffer from Islam: 
(http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/4616/islamic-state-spain)  
 
Freer than Spain is Hong Kong. Although Hong Kong remains one of the world’s most libertarian regions (nations), 
which respects universal human rights and freedoms, those fundamental freedoms are under increased pressure 
from Beijing of curtailment.  
 
The Lutheran Church of Australia (http://lca.org.au) responded to my previous prayer-report appeal through their 
pastor Lester Reinbott (lester.reinbott@lca.org.au), who has a documented strong connections with the Lutheran Church 
of New Zealand (http://www.lutheran.org.nz); declaring his Lutheran insightfulness to all excommunications against 
Torsten “I can see why they excommunicated you.” Because no church on earth has provided a factually true 
reason or Biblical reason for any of the excommunications of Torsten, Torsten inquired of the Lutheran Church of 
Australia why Torsten had been excommunicated and what the pastor Lester Reinbott sees. The Lutheran pastor, 
of course, was unwilling reply and unable to specify his asserted perceptiveness.  
 
The dialogue with a responding Lutheran pastor of Australia: 

 
Date:  Thu, 14 Aug 2014 13:20:04 +1000 
From:  Lester Reinbott <ntbotts@bigpond.net.au> 
To:  info@Sweden-is-satanic.com 
Subject:  RE: Seeking a church that really cares for Christian marriages. 

 
I can see why they excommunicated you. 
Please remove my address from your email. 

 
Date:  Thu, 14 Aug 2014 12:47:16 +0200 

From:  torsten@nenzen.net <nenzen@nenzen.org> 
To:  Lester Reinbott <ntbotts@bigpond.net.au> 
Subject:  Re: Seeking a church that really cares for Christian marriages. 

 
Lester Reinbott, 
Why did they excommunicate me? 
What do you see? 
Regards, 

Torsten Nenzen 

 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere on earth that will welcome me to fellowship; a 
church where the pastors will not be satanically intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, but a church 
that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian marriages. Most importantly, 
please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth who is both 
capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who has the courage 
to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s choice as His gift 
to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of United States of America 
in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray 
that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be 
reverted, so that I again can visit churches in my homeland.  
…  
 
 
 

126.   One hundred twenty-sixth International Plea 
 
Date: Thu, 14 Aug 2014 03:31  

Subject: Seeking a church that really cares for Christian marriages. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 

http://www.alicante.es/
http://www.santapola.es/
http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/4616/islamic-state-spain
http://lca.org.au/
mailto:lester.reinbott@lca.org.au
http://www.lutheran.org.nz/
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Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  

…  
Current:  
The past two weeks I revisited some of the devilish churches in London, United Kingdom (http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-

British-Churches-in-London.htm). From my previously thorough enquiry with nearly all churches in London, it is known 
that no church in London allows me any real opportunity to communicate with Christian persons of the opposite 
gender. Also on this visit to London, it was again apparent that some of the devilish church-leaders in London are 
steadily hostile against me. Because I have pleaded for help to find opportunity to communicate with other single 
Christians, many of the satanic churches in London instead do the opposite by seeking to prevent me from a 
Godly marriage. I am certain that God wanted to bless me, but satan through some of the devilish churches in 
London won this visit also. Satan is victorious through the London churches who oppose God’s blessing for me.  
 
I would be quite content to quit serving people with the Gospel message in evangelism and to quit leading people 
to Christ, but as long as I am prevented by the satanic pastors of churches from commencing a ‘normal’ life in 
marital love (which I absolutely need), I have nothing else to do. All other options of career and studies have 
been hindered by satanic Sweden. Neither I nor God needs my service in evangelism, but since I am banned by 
the satanic churches from marrying a Christian woman of God’s choice, and because I am banned from pursuing 
anything righteous or good within Sweden, and because I am banned from returning to my home country Canada, 
I have no good option but to continue serving God in evangelism. I look forward to discontinuing my service of 
evangelism, as neither I nor God needs it.  
 
Until I am in the grave, I do need to share life with a woman of God’s choice in marriage. Satan seems to know 
that he is winning a battle by placing the pastors of churches in opposition to God’s good will for me to marry.  
 
Satan, through the pastors of churches, prevents me from God’s blessing of marital love.  
 
• Anglican Holy Trinity Brompton Church (HTB) in London, United Kingdom, continued to demonstrate 

passive hostility and refused to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-Church-in-London-UK.htm  

• Westminister Chapel in London, United Kingdom, covertly excommunicated an innocently excommunicated 
Christian by refusal to invite and by refusal to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Westminister-Chapel-London-UK.htm  

 
I also visited the beer-worshipping King’s Cross Church (http://kxc.org.uk) in London, where one of the leaders 
interrupted my conversation with another person, in a manner which suspiciously resembled a deliberate attempt 
to hinder relationship.  
 
I visited also St Marys Church (http://www.stmaryslondon.com) where a new pastor actually appeared benevolent 
towards me; but unfortunately I cannot relate comfortably to that church’s pub-cultured and public drinking 
clientele.  
 
The devilish churches in Auckland, New Zealand, continue to express their hostilities against me. As incessantly 
evidenced, satan is the true face of many (most) leaders of churches.  
 

Date:  Thu, 31 Jul 2014 14:43:21 +1200 

From:  Bernie <bernie@actc.net.nz> 

 
Stop sending this crap!!! I will report you to the police if you continue with this nonsense. 
 
Bernie Thomas ofm 
BTheol and Grad Dip Theol - University of Auckland 

Cert in Spiritual Direction - Franciscan International Study Centre (UK) 
Catholic Chaplain 

Auckland Catholic Tertiary Chaplaincy 

 
 
Date:  Wed, 30 Jul 2014 21:22:36 -0500 

From:  David Holmes <wif@wesleyan.org.nz> 

 
Stop sending me this rubbish. 

 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere on earth that will welcome me to fellowship; a 
church where the pastors will not be satanically intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, but a church 
that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian marriages. Most importantly, 
please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth who is both 
capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who has the courage 
to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s choice as His gift 
to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Obama Administration of United States of America 
in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches in USA. And please pray 
that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a tourist will be 
reverted, so that I again can visit churches my homeland.  

http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-British-Churches-in-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-British-Churches-in-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-Church-in-London-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Westminister-Chapel-London-UK.htm
http://kxc.org.uk/
http://www.stmaryslondon.com/
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…  
 
 
 

125.   One hundred twenty-fifth International Plea 
 
Date: Thu, 31 Jul 2014 02:57  

Subject: Seeking a church that truthfully values Christian marriages.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am still in satanic Sweden. Therefore, I am expelled from all aspects of society and lacking any possibility of a 
humane future.  
 
The anti-Zionist Presbyterian Church in Canada discarded Torsten without provision of a reason: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Presbyterian-Church-in-Canada.htm  

 
Uncovering another satanic Baptist church; as evidenced to attack Torsten behind his back with utter lies: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Howick-Baptist-Church-New-Zealand.pdf  

 
While Islamists lie to protect and promote Islam as a part of Islam, pastors of churches lie and slander to protect 
and promote themselves apart from Christianity. (http://www.islam-watch.org/Warner/Taqiyya-Islamic-Principle-Lying-for-

Allah.htm), (http://www.answering-islam.org/authors/toler/lying_sin.html) The essence of lies, whether by Islamists or by the 
church-pastors, is evil. Lying and slandering by the leaders of churches is satanic, as dishonesty is not an attribute 
of God. Truth is the nature of God, and is manifestly not the nature of many (most) pastors/priests of churches. 
In reality, truth and justice is irrelevant to leaders of churches.  
 
If anyone knows of a Christian church anywhere on earth that would allow an innocently excommunicated 
Christian single man to talk with Christian single females, then please let me know.  
…  
 
 
 

124.   One hundred twenty-fourth International Plea 
 
Date: Wed, 16 Jul 2014 23:56  

Subject: Seeking a church that truly supports Christian marriages.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am now back in satanic Sweden after nine months of diligently visiting malicious churches in pleasant Australia, 
New Zealand, Singapore and Hong Kong. Prior to my recent return to Sweden, the English-speaking churches in 
Hong Kong revealed the extent of evil by the lying pastors of churches, who eagerly lied, slandered and banned 
Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Hong-Kong.htm  

 
During the past nine months of Torsten’s thorough visits to churches in these friendly countries, there has not 
been even one occasion for Torsten to meet and speak with any Christian woman. Satan, through the pastors of 
the “Christian” churches, has succeeded to obstruct every blessing which God wanted to provide. The satanic 
“Christian” pastors of the churches have obsessively excommunicated, banned, lied, falsely accused, slandered 
and gossiped against Torsten to prevent any occasion for Torsten to meet and communicate with any single 
Christian woman. The satanic obsession of the pastors of churches to hinder Torsten from attaining a Christian 
marriage, by preventing Torsten from any occasion to communicate with other single Christians, is perfectly 
aligned with satan’s determination to destroy. God desires to bless Torsten with marriage, but the satanic 
“Christian” churches desire to prevent God’s good intentions and to devastate Torsten.  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Presbyterian-Church-in-Canada.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Howick-Baptist-Church-New-Zealand.pdf
http://www.islam-watch.org/Warner/Taqiyya-Islamic-Principle-Lying-for-Allah.htm
http://www.islam-watch.org/Warner/Taqiyya-Islamic-Principle-Lying-for-Allah.htm
http://www.answering-islam.org/authors/toler/lying_sin.html
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Hong-Kong.htm
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Because I am in Sweden now, there is no church which I can visit, and therefore it is literally impossible for me 
to meet and communicate with any “Christian” woman. Since I am in Sweden, where I am banned from every 
aspect of society and excommunicated from every church, I absolutely have no humane future. As long as I 
remain in Sweden, the land of inhumanity and lovelessness, Christian fellowship and a Christian marriage is 

impossible.  
 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere on earth that will welcome me to fellowship; a 
church where the pastors will not be satanically intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, but a church 
that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian marriages. Most importantly, 
please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth who is both 
capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who has the courage 
to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s choice as His gift 
to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Hussein Obama Administration of United States of 
America in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches also in USA. 
And please pray that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a 
tourist will be reverted, so that I again can visit churches my homeland.  
 
If anyone knows of a Christian church anywhere on earth that would allow an innocently excommunicated 
Christian single man to talk with Christian single females, then please let me know.  
…  
 
 
 

123.   One hundred twenty-third International Plea 
 
Date: Wed, 02 Jul 2014 04:35  

Subject: Seeking a church that actually aspires Christian marriages.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
After having contacted most English-speaking churches in Hong Kong, the English-speaking churches in Hong 
Kong have proven that no church could welcome to Christian fellowship. The English-speaking pastors in Hong 
Kong have proven that they, in reality, are hostile against Torsten and participate in slanderous networks. 
Slander, gossip and lies is at the heart of pastors of most churches – not only in Hong Kong – but also worldwide.  
 
These are recent occurrences by churches in Hong Kong: 
1. International Christian Assembly in Hong Kong openly and unconditionally excommunicated an innocent 

Christian, and acknowledged participation in slander among the lying pastors of churches: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Christian-Assembly-Hong-Kong.htm  

2. Community Church in Hong Kong excommunicated an innocent Christian by eviction from the church 
premises, and the senior pastor admitted participation in a secret and slanderous network of lying pastors: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Community-Church-Hong-Kong.htm  

3. Lifehouse International Church in Hong Kong falsely accused and excommunicated an innocent Christian, 
and admitted cooperation with a slanderous network of lying pastors: http://www.kyrkor.be/Lifehouse-

International-Church-Hong-Kong.htm  

4. Evangelical Community Church in Hong Kong in reality banned an innocent Christian, and revealed the 
church’s participation in a slanderous network of pastors of Hong Kong churches: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Community-Church-Hong-Kong.htm  

5. Kowloon International Baptist Church in Hong Kong excommunicated an innocent Christian and participated 
in a secret slanderous network of lying pastors: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kowloon-International-Baptist-Church-Hong-Kong.htm  

6. International Baptist Church in Hong Kong in reality covertly banned an innocent Christian from attendance 
in their public meetings: http://www.kyrkor.be/International-Baptist-Church-Hong-Kong.htm  

7. Calvary International Church in Hong Kong excommunicated an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-

International-Church-Hong-Kong.htm  

8. Shatin Church in Hong Kong excommunicated an innocent Christian by latter refusal to communicate: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Shatin-Church-Hong-Kong.htm  

9. Alliance International Church in Hong Kong excommunicated an innocent Christian by absolute refusal to 
communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Alliance-International-Church-Hong-Kong.htm  

10. Methodist International Church in Hong Kong excommunicated an innocent Christian by absolute refusal to 
communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Methodist-International-Church-Hong-Kong.htm  

11. Ambassador International Church in Hong Kong prevented an innocent Christian to fellowship by latter 
refusal to communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ambassador-International-Church-Hong-Kong.htm  
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12. Watermark Church in Hong Kong hindered an innocent Christian to fellowship by latter refusal to 
communicate: http://www.kyrkor.be/Watermark-Church-Hong-Kong.htm  

 
These are previous occurrences by churches in Hong Kong: 

1. Sky City Church refused to welcome in reality and hence excommunicated an innocent Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Sky-City-Church-Hong-Kong.htm  

2. St Andrews Anglican Church evaded transparency, accused falsely, mocked, and subsequent to the vicar’s 
refusal of further communication excommunicated an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-Anglican-

Church-Hong-Kong.htm  

3. Australian C3 Church in Hong Kong covertly excommunicated, as expected, an innocently excommunicated 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Hong-Kong.htm  

 
Satan governs the English-speaking churches of Hong Kong through most of their pastors. Not a single church 
anywhere in Hong Kong truly welcomed a Christian who is absolutely innocent in regards to all excommunications 
by all churches.  
 
The English-speaking churches of Hong Kong are not a solution for Hong Kong or for China, but are a contributing 
problem. Every person in Hong Kong and in China needs salvation through Jesus Christ, but the English-speaking 
churches is not good for Hong Kong or China.  
 
Hong Kong is one of the most open societies in the world, but the English-speaking churches in Hong Kong are 
among the most closed in the world. 
 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere on earth that will welcome me to fellowship; a 
church where the pastors will not be satanically intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, but a church 
that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian marriages. Most importantly, 
please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth who is both 

capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who has the courage 
to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s choice as His gift 
to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Hussein Obama Administration of United States of 
America in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches also in USA. 
And please pray that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a 
tourist will be reverted, so that I again can visit churches my homeland.  
…  
 
 
 

122.   One hundred twenty-second International Plea 
 
Date: Sat, 14 Jun 2014 23:35  

Subject: Seeking a welcoming and helpful Christian church, somewhere. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 

Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
Currently I am trying to visit English-speaking churches in Hong Kong.  
 
These are recent occurrences from Australian and British churches in Hong Kong:  
1. Sky City Church refused to welcome in reality and hence excommunicated an innocent Christian: 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Sky-City-Church-Hong-Kong.htm  

2. St Andrews Anglican Church evaded transparency, accused falsely, mocked, and subsequent to the vicar’s 
refusal of further communication excommunicated an innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-Anglican-

Church-Hong-Kong.htm  

3. Australian C3 Church in Hong Kong covertly excommunicated, as expected, an innocently excommunicated 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Hong-Kong.htm  

 
A church-person emailed recently to advise me to become more like a typical church-person. That church-person 
at least appears to understand the devilishly controlling and unintellectual nature of church leaders, but, instead 
of pursuing truthfulness and honesty, he appears unfortunately to have chosen to superficially conform to the 
devilish church system for his personal benefits. He appears to have recognised his options: (1) be a typical 
bullsh*t-Christian by adapting to the bullsh*t-church leaders – and thus be able to seek for himself a woman to 
marry, or (2) be a real Christian – and thus be excommunicated by the church leaders. That church-person 
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appears to have capitulated to the devilish churches by choosing a path of least resistance within churches: 
duplicitousness and superficiality (and subsequently avoiding the devilish church leadership radar).  
 

Date: Wed, 11 Jun 2014 
“I'm from Melbourne [Australia] and recently came across your interesting church blog. I too am a church drifter 

but manage to come and go without the headlines. […] At this point your name is blacklisted and people will be 

cautious. Even if you are the victim in every case, it doesn't matter to the masses. All they'll see is a potential 

problem. […] Try to operate under the radar. […] I'd advise a more low key approach.” 

 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere on earth that will welcome me to fellowship; a 
church where the pastors will not be satanically intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, but a church 
that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian marriages. Most importantly, 
please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth who is both 
capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who has the courage 
to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s choice as His gift 
to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken beneath the devilish Hussein Obama Administration of United States of 
America in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches also in USA. 
And please pray that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a 
tourist will be reverted, so that I again can visit churches my homeland.  
…  
 
 
 

121.   One hundred twenty-first International Plea 
 
Date: Fri, 30 May 2014 16:21  

Subject: Pastors deliberately stop Christian from Christian marriage.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
Currently I am in Brisbane, Australia. During the past three months in Brisbane I explored the church-scape of 
Brisbane. To my knowledge, I have inquired with every church of all Christian denominations all across Brisbane 
and beyond, if there might be occasions of fellowship including also with single Christians. Not one church 
anywhere in Brisbane was able to truly welcome to fellowship including with single Christians. Most churches in 
Brisbane ignored me, some churches in Brisbane excommunicated me officially, some churches in Brisbane 
excommunicated me covertly, and a couple of churches initially welcomed in words but refused to welcome in 
reality. Because no church in Brisbane in reality welcomed me, and because every church which probably has 
single female Christians within their church excommunicated me, I never had any opportunity to talk with any 
Christian unmarried woman in Brisbane. After three months of diligently visiting and emailing to the Brisbane 

churches, I was not given even one occasion to talk with any Christian woman. Satan, through the pastors of the 
churches in Brisbane, ensured to block any opportunity for me to communicate with a single Christian woman.  
 
In Brisbane I sought a church which would welcome Christian singles to talk with each other, but the satanic 
churches in Brisbane instead deliberately sought to hinder me from talking with other Christian singles. I was 
hoping to find a Christian woman of God’s choice for marriage in Brisbane, but because of the satanic churches 
in Brisbane, God’s good intention of provision was destroyed.  
 
During nine months in Australia throughout the past 18 months (3 months in Melbourne, 3 months in Sydney, 
and 3 months in Brisbane) I have visited churches every weekend, and have also emailed to all churches in those 
three cities. Demeaningly, the churches ensured that I was never given an opportunity to authentically talk with 
a Christian woman. The satanic churches have, to the best of their diabolical ability, succeeded in prevention of 
a Christian marriage by God’s will.  
 
All churches also in Brisbane rejected me.  
 
This is the most recent occurrence from churches in Brisbane, Australia:  
• Citipointe Church in Brisbane, Australia, evicted an innocent Christian from the church premises, phoned 

the police to seek police-assisted eviction, and lied to the police with false accusations against the 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Citipointe-Redcliffe-Church-Brisbane.htm  

 
These are previous occurrences from churches in Brisbane, Australia:  

http://www.kyrkor.be/Citipointe-Redcliffe-Church-Brisbane.htm
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1. Ann Street Church of Christ in Brisbane, Australia, excommunicated an innocent Christian from all public 
meetings and threatened the innocent Christian with police assisted eviction from the church property as a 
trespasser if the innocent Christian ever visits their public meetings: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ann-Street-Church-of-

Christ-Brisbane.htm  

2. Lifeplace Church in Brisbane, Australia, banned an innocent Christian from attendance in their public 
Sunday services, banned from fellowship, falsely accused, and refused to justify pastor Ben Windle’s false 
accusations: http://www.kyrkor.be/Lifeplace-Brisbane-Church.htm  

3. Cornerstone Christian Centre in Brisbane, Australia, excommunicated by statement that the innocent 
Christian does not qualify to attendance in any of their public meetings: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cornerstone-

Christian-Centre-Brisbane.htm  

4. Clontarf Beach Baptist Church in Brisbane, Australia, by effect excommunicated an absolutely innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Clontarf-Beach-Baptist-Church-Brisbane.htm  

5. St Johns Anglican Cathedral in Brisbane, Australia, seem to open-mindedly affirm all forms of sexuality, 
and particularly celebrate homosexual couples, but refuse to declare a concise theology on human 
sexuality: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Johns-Anglican-Cathedral-Brisbane.htm  

6. All staff of Christ Community Church in Brisbane, Australia, refused to welcome and refused to 
communicate. Through a pseudonym some fellowship was attained.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Christ-Community-Church-

Brisbane.htm  

7. Life Point Baptist Church in Brisbane, Australia, responded to a pseudonym but refused to welcome the real 
person: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Point-Christian-Church-Brisbane.htm  

8. Beit Gan-Eden Messianic Congregation in Brisbane, Australia, denies Trinitarian theology: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-Gan-Eden-Messianic-Congregation-Brisbane.htm  

9. Seventh-Day Adventist churches communicate and welcome, but inadvertently deter from fellowship by a 
culture of damaging distrust: http://www.kyrkor.be/Seventh-Day-Adventist-singles-in-Brisbane.htm  

10. Hillsect in Brisbane sent a programmed invite to attendance in their “services”, but expectedly was unable 
welcome to anything which could resemble Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Brisbane.htm  

11. Superficial and staged Nexus Church in Brisbane, Australia, evaded real communication: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Nexus-Church-Brisbane.htm  

12. New Creation Church in Brisbane, Australia, excommunicated through refusal of direct communication, but 
gossiped enthusiastically: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Creation-Church-Brisbane.htm  

13. International City Church in Brisbane, Australia, covertly excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/International-City-

Church-Brisbane.htm  

14. Axis Church in Brisbane, Australia, excommunicated with confusion: http://www.kyrkor.be/Axis-Church-Brisbane.htm  

15. ISee Church in Brisbane, Australia, excommunicated with disregard to facts and its refusal to dialogue 
openly: http://www.kyrkor.be/iSee-Church-Brisbane.htm  

16. Gateway Church in Brisbane, Australia, refused to welcome in reality: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gateway-Church-

Brisbane.htm  

17. Bridgeman Baptist Church in Brisbane, Australia, refused to welcome in reality: http://www.kyrkor.be/Bridgeman-

Baptist-Church-Brisbane.htm  

18. Centrepoint Church in Brisbane, Australia, refused to welcome in reality: http://www.kyrkor.be/Centrepoint-Church-

Brisbane.htm  

 
Most churches on earth are hostile and evil towards me – because I am a Christian who is innocent of all 
excommunication by churches. Churches in general actually are this evil. And church-people lie, slander and 
defame persons probably more than secular people do. Churchianity is a menace to humanity and society.  
 
While comfortable churches in Brisbane fail to demonstrate protection of human dignity and protection of innocent 
human life, one selfless Mr Graham Preston (http://protect-life.info) confronts the legislative inconsistencies of abortion 
in Brisbane. If churches valued the dignity of human life, then they too would confront abortion.: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/abortion-in-Brisbane.htm  

 
The corrupted Brisbane City Council in Queensland, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Brisbane-City-Council.htm  

 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere on earth that will welcome me to fellowship; a 
church where the pastors will not be satanically intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, but a church 
that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian marriages. Most importantly, 
please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman somewhere on earth who is both 
capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who has the courage 
to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s choice as His gift 
to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
Also, please pray that the decision taken under the devilish Hussein Obama Administration of United States of 
America in banning me from visiting USA as a tourist will be reverted, so that I can visit churches also in USA. 
And please pray that the decision taken by the government of Canada in banning me from visiting Canada as a 
tourist will be reverted, so that I again can visit churches my homeland.  
…  
 
 
 

120.   One hundred twentieth International Plea 
 
Date: Fri, 16 May 2014 13:50  

Subject: Pastors purposely block Christian from Christian marriage. 
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An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am currently in Brisbane, Australia, hoping to find a Christian woman of God’s choice for marriage.  
 
There is not one single church anywhere in Brisbane, Australia, where I am welcome to fellowship. In reality, I 
am excommunicated or unwelcome by every church in all of Brisbane. To my knowledge I have now contacted 
every single church in Brisbane, Australia, of every Christian denomination. Similar to most other cities, 
approximately 90% of all churches also in Brisbane refused to communicate with me. Only a few churches in all 
of Brisbane replied with an initial welcome, but as I have followed-up on those welcoming church replies by 
visiting those churches, reality proves the insincerity of those welcoming replies. Pastor-collegial loyalties at the 
cost of truth and righteousness, unceasing lies by church leaders, nastiness and evil, are patterns of expressions 
from the pastors of churches also in Brisbane. The church leaders in Brisbane, through commission and omission, 
are persecuting an innocent Christian.  
 
Only a couple of churches in Brisbane invited, and the churches that invited have few or no Christian 
singles/young-adults. It appears that the few churches in Brisbane who had invited were insincere, or had 
changed their attitude to in stead align loyally with all other churches who have excommunicated. Satan, through 
the pastors of churches in Brisbane, is intent to hinder God’s goodness and provision of Christian marriage.  
 
These are recent occurrences from churches in Brisbane, Australia:  
1. Beit Gan-Eden Messianic Congregation in Brisbane, Australia, denies Trinitarian theology: 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-Gan-Eden-Messianic-Congregation-Brisbane.htm  

2. Seventh-Day Adventist churches communicate and welcome, but inadvertently deter from fellowship by a 
culture of damaging distrust: http://www.kyrkor.be/Seventh-Day-Adventist-singles-in-Brisbane.htm  

3. Gateway Church in Brisbane, Australia, refused to welcome in reality: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gateway-Church-

Brisbane.htm  

4. Bridgeman Baptist Church in Brisbane, Australia, refused to welcome in reality: http://www.kyrkor.be/Bridgeman-

Baptist-Church-Brisbane.htm  

5. Centrepoint Church in Brisbane, Australia, refused to welcome in reality: http://www.kyrkor.be/Centrepoint-Church-

Brisbane.htm  

 
These are previous occurrences from churches in Brisbane, Australia:  
1. Ann Street Church of Christ in Brisbane, Australia, excommunicated an innocent Christian from all public 

meetings and threatened the innocent Christian with police assisted eviction from the church property as a 
trespasser if the innocent Christian ever visits their public meetings: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ann-Street-Church-of-

Christ-Brisbane.htm  

2. Lifeplace Church in Brisbane, Australia, banned an innocent Christian from attendance in their public 
Sunday services, banned from fellowship, falsely accused, and refused to justify pastor Ben Windle’s false 
accusations: http://www.kyrkor.be/Lifeplace-Brisbane-Church.htm  

3. Cornerstone Christian Centre in Brisbane, Australia, excommunicated by statement that the innocent 
Christian does not qualify to attendance in any of their public meetings: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cornerstone-

Christian-Centre-Brisbane.htm  

4. Clontarf Beach Baptist Church in Brisbane, Australia, by effect excommunicated an absolutely innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Clontarf-Beach-Baptist-Church-Brisbane.htm  

5. St Johns Anglican Cathedral in Brisbane, Australia, seem to open-mindedly affirm all forms of sexuality, 
and particularly celebrate homosexual couples, but refuse to declare a concise theology on human 
sexuality: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Johns-Anglican-Cathedral-Brisbane.htm  

6. All staff of Christ Community Church in Brisbane, Australia, refused to welcome and refused to 
communicate. Through a pseudonym some fellowship was attained.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Christ-Community-Church-

Brisbane.htm  

7. Life Point Baptist Church in Brisbane, Australia, responded to a pseudonym but refused to welcome the real 
person: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Point-Christian-Church-Brisbane.htm  

8. Hillsect in Brisbane sent a programmed invite to attendance in their “services”, but expectedly was unable 
welcome to anything which could resemble Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Brisbane.htm  

9. Superficial and staged Nexus Church in Brisbane, Australia, evaded real communication: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Nexus-Church-Brisbane.htm  

10. New Creation Church in Brisbane, Australia, excommunicated through refusal of direct communication, but 
gossiped enthusiastically: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Creation-Church-Brisbane.htm  

11. International City Church in Brisbane, Australia, covertly excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/International-City-

Church-Brisbane.htm  

12. Axis Church in Brisbane, Australia, excommunicated with confusion: http://www.kyrkor.be/Axis-Church-Brisbane.htm  

13. ISee Church in Brisbane, Australia, excommunicated with disregard to facts and its refusal to dialogue 
openly: http://www.kyrkor.be/iSee-Church-Brisbane.htm  

 
There are other ungodly obstructions and occurrences by the churches in Brisbane which I could mention, but I 
lack sufficient hard evidence to expose their suspected evil schemes.  
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Satan governs almost every church in Brisbane through the church pastors. In reality, essentially no church in 
Brisbane will allow me an occasion to meet and communicate with single female Christians. Through satanic 
thinking, the pastors of Brisbane are obsessed to hinder God’s willingness to bless me with a Christian woman to 

marry.  
 
Only in one church in Brisbane was the devil’s church influence inverted; the benevolent pastor actually welcomed 
me to attend their young adults group of six (four) persons, but upon my visit to the group in the church, none 
of the six persons in the group wanted to communicate. It was truly another demeaning and dehumanising church 
visit, but with the difference that the pastor actually intended well and acted correctly but the church-attendees 
did not.  
 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere in Brisbane, Australia that will welcome real 
Christians to fellowship; a church where the pastor will not be satanically intent on harming the innocently 
excommunicated, but a church that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian 
marriages. Most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman in Brisbane 
who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit, and who 
has the courage to communicate in the natural. I have daily prayed the past 19 years for a woman of God’s 
choice as His gift to me, and have not sought a church-woman to take by simply my own choosing.  
 
I also invite to prayer that God will send to me here in Brisbane a Christian young woman from Canada or USA, 
if God cannot find an Australian single young Christian woman.  
…  
 
 
 

119.   One hundred nineteenth International Plea 
 
Date: Wed, 30 Apr 2014 11:09  

Subject: Pastors wilfully thwart Christian from Christian marriage. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am currently in Brisbane, Australia, hoping to find a Christian woman of God’s choice for marriage.  
 
Unceasing lies and evil are expressions from the pastors of churches also in Brisbane.  
 
Only a couple of churches in Brisbane invited, and the churches that invited have few or no Christian 
singles/young-adults. It appears that the few churches in Brisbane who had invited were insincere, or had 
changed their attitude to in stead align loyally with all other churches who have excommunicated. Satan, through 
the pastors of churches in Brisbane, is intent to hinder God’s goodness and provision of Christian marriage.  
 
These are recent occurrences from churches in Brisbane, Australia:  
1. Cornerstone Christian Centre in Brisbane, Australia, excommunicated by statement that the innocent 

Christian does not qualify to attendance in any of their public meetings: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cornerstone-

Christian-Centre-Brisbane.htm  

2. New Creation Church in Brisbane, Australia, excommunicated through refusal of direct communication, but 
gossiped enthusiastically: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Creation-Church-Brisbane.htm  

3. International City Church in Brisbane, Australia, covertly excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/International-City-

Church-Brisbane.htm  

4. Axis Church in Brisbane, Australia, excommunicated with confusion: http://www.kyrkor.be/Axis-Church-Brisbane.htm  

5. ISee Church in Brisbane, Australia, excommunicated with disregard to facts and its refusal to dialogue 
openly: http://www.kyrkor.be/iSee-Church-Brisbane.htm  

 
These are previous occurrences from churches in Brisbane, Australia:  
1. Ann Street Church of Christ in Brisbane, Australia, excommunicated an innocent Christian from all public 

meetings and threatened the innocent Christian with police assisted eviction from the church property as a 
trespasser if the innocent Christian ever visits their public meetings: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ann-Street-Church-of-

Christ-Brisbane.htm  

2. Lifeplace Church in Brisbane, Australia, banned an innocent Christian from attendance in their public 
Sunday services, banned from fellowship, falsely accused, and refused to justify pastor Ben Windle’s false 
accusations: http://www.kyrkor.be/Lifeplace-Brisbane-Church.htm  

3. Clontarf Beach Baptist Church in Brisbane, Australia, by effect excommunicated an absolutely innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Clontarf-Beach-Baptist-Church-Brisbane.htm  
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4. St Johns Anglican Cathedral in Brisbane, Australia, seem to open-mindedly affirm all forms of sexuality, 
and particularly celebrate homosexual couples, but refuse to declare a concise theology on human 
sexuality: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Johns-Anglican-Cathedral-Brisbane.htm  

5. All staff of Christ Community Church in Brisbane, Australia, refused to welcome and refused to 

communicate. Through a pseudonym some fellowship was attained.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Christ-Community-Church-

Brisbane.htm  

6. Life Point Baptist Church in Brisbane, Australia, responded to a pseudonym but refused to welcome the real 
person: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Point-Christian-Church-Brisbane.htm  

7. Hillsect in Brisbane sent a programmed invite to attendance in their “services”, but expectedly was unable 
welcome to anything which could resemble Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Brisbane.htm  

8. Superficial and staged Nexus Church in Brisbane, Australia, evaded real communication: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Nexus-Church-Brisbane.htm  

 
Through an internet search, a Christian woman who had discovered that she was not alone in being banned from 
the churches’ outsourced relationships and outsourced communications, contacted Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/un-

Christian-Connection.pdf  

 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere in Brisbane, Australia that will welcome real 
Christians to fellowship; a church where the pastor will not be satanically intent on harming the innocently 
excommunicated, but a church that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian 
marriages. And most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman in 
Brisbane who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit.  
 
I also invite to prayer that God will send to me in Brisbane a Christian young woman from Canada or USA, if God 
cannot find an Australian single young Christian woman.  
…  
 
 
 

118.   One hundred eighteenth International Plea 
 
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2014 19:22  

Subject: Pastors impede Christian marriage.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am currently in Brisbane, Australia, hoping to find a Christian woman of God’s choice for marriage.  
 
Only a couple of churches in Brisbane have invited to fellowship, and in these churches who did reply and did 
invite there are few or no Christian singles/young-adults. The general rule of churches apply also in Brisbane; if 
there is marriage potential within a church, or if God has a specific person planned within a church, then satan 
through the pastors will stop it.  
 
These are recent occurrences from churches in Brisbane, Australia:  
1. Lifeplace Church in Brisbane, Australia, banned an innocent Christian from attendance in their public 

Sunday services, banned from fellowship, falsely accused, and refused to justify pastor Ben Windle’s false 
accusations: http://www.kyrkor.be/Lifeplace-Brisbane-Church.htm  

2. All staff of Christ Community Church in Brisbane, Australia, refused to welcome and refused to 
communicate. Through a pseudonym some fellowship was attained.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Christ-Community-Church-

Brisbane.htm  

3. Life Point Baptist Church in Brisbane, Australia, responded to a pseudonym but refused to welcome the real 
person: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Point-Christian-Church-Brisbane.htm  

4. Hillsect in Brisbane sent a programmed invite to attendance in their “services”, but expectedly was unable 
welcome to anything which could resemble Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Brisbane.htm  

5. Superficial and staged Nexus Church in Brisbane, Australia, evaded real communication: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Nexus-Church-Brisbane.htm  

 
These are previous occurrences from churches in Brisbane, Australia:  
1. Ann Street Church of Christ in Brisbane, Australia, excommunicated an innocent Christian from all public 

meetings and threatened the innocent Christian with police assisted eviction from the church property as a 
trespasser if the innocent Christian ever visits their public meetings: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ann-Street-Church-of-

Christ-Brisbane.htm  

2. Clontarf Beach Baptist Church in Brisbane, Australia, by effect excommunicated an absolutely innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Clontarf-Beach-Baptist-Church-Brisbane.htm  
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3. St Johns Anglican Cathedral in Brisbane, Australia, seem to open-mindedly affirm all forms of sexuality, 
and particularly celebrate homosexual couples, but refuse to declare a concise theology on human 
sexuality: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Johns-Anglican-Cathedral-Brisbane.htm  

 

This is yet another nasty comment from a church leader: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hibiscus-Coast-Presbyterian-Church.htm  

 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere in Brisbane, Australia that will welcome real 
Christians to fellowship; a church where the pastor will not be devilishly intent on harming the innocently 
excommunicated, but a church that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian 
marriages. And most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman in 
Brisbane who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit.  
 
I also invite to prayer that God will send to me in Brisbane a Christian young woman from Canada or USA, if God 
cannot find an Australian single young Christian woman.  
…  
 
 
 

117.   One hundred seventeenth International Plea 
 
Date: Tue, 01 Apr 2014 03:30  
Subject: Pastors hinder Christian marriage.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am currently in Brisbane, Australia, trying to find a welcoming Christian church (hopefully a church that also is 
spiritual and sensible). Within any Christian community I hope to find a Christian woman of God’s choice for 
marriage.  
 
Satan has a strong grip over the churches also in Brisbane, Australia, through the church pastors. Similar to most 
churches anywhere, most churches who I have contacted individually also here in Brisbane refuse to 
communicate. Some churches, however, have replied and welcomed. The pattern of most church pastors is clear; 
pastors of small churches and ageing churches with few younger adults are more prone to reply and to welcome, 
while pastors of larger churches and churches that seem to have a younger demographic normally refuse to 
welcome, or they simply excommunicate. If there is potential towards marriage, satan throught the pastors will 
ensure that no Godly marriage can occur. Satan is, in deed, through many pastors of churches also in Brisbane, 
successful in destroying God’s preparedness to provide. The church pastors’ vilification of Torsten continue.  
 
These are recent occurrences from churches in Brisbane, Asutralia:  
 
1. Ann Street Church of Christ in Brisbane, Australia, excommunicated an innocent Christian from all public 

meetings and threatened the innocent Christian with police assisted eviction from the church property as a 
trespasser if the innocent Christian ever visits their public meetings: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ann-Street-Church-of-

Christ-Brisbane.htm  

2. Clontarf Beach Baptist Church in Brisbane, Australia, by effect excommunicated an absolutely innocent 
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Clontarf-Beach-Baptist-Church-Brisbane.htm  

3. St Johns Anglican Cathedral in Brisbane, Australia, seem to open-mindedly affirm all forms of sexuality, 
and particularly celebrate homosexual couples, but refuse to declare a concise theology on human 
sexuality: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Johns-Anglican-Cathedral-Brisbane.htm  

 
In the preceding prayer-report I stated that I would henceforth place any further nasty comments from pastors 
into the public domain. These are some comments from pastors of churches to that previous prayer-report:  
• Hamilton South Baptist Church in New Zealand: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hamilton-South-Baptist-Church.htm  

• Mountain District Vineyard Church in Melbourne, Australia: http://www.kyrkor.be/Mountain-District-Vineyard-Church-

Melbourne.htm  

 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere in Brisbane, Australia that will welcome real 
Christians to fellowship; a church where the pastor will not be devilishly intent on harming the innocently 
excommunicated, but a church that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian 
marriages. And most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman in 
Brisbane who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit.  
…  
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116.   One hundred sixteenth International Plea 
 
Date: Sat, 15 Mar 2014 23:14  

Subject: Pastors intentionally block Christian marriage.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
In Auckland, New Zealand, there was no Christian church anywhere that would truly welcome me to fellowship. 
Every church in Auckland, New Zealand, in practice or in effect banned me.  
 
Auckland is certainly a city of great contrasts; between ordinary people and ordinary churches. On the one hand, 
Auckland is a pleasant city because of the exceptional friendliness of the people. From more than 10 000 
interactions with people on the streets through personal evangelism, I especially enjoyed and respect the sweet 
friendliness and humbleness of the Maoris and the Pacific Islanders in Auckland. On the other hand, the 
contrasting nastiness of many church-people and the devilishness of most pastors in Auckland is reprehensible. 
The satanic conduct of the church leaders in Auckland is appalling. I therefore hope that the comparatively friendly 
secular people in Auckland will never become like the nasty church-people, but that the secular people will accept 

Jesus Christ in spite of the exceeding evils, lies, bullsh*t and hypocrisy of the pastors of churches.  
 
The most recent church evictions of Torsten from fellowship in Auckland, New Zealand, are: 
 
• The ‘New Zealand Christian Network’, which is a New Zealand national network of church pastors, 

satanically persecuted an absolutely innocent Christian with lies and false accusations in a manner which 
might be a criminal offence of defamation and cyber bullying/stalking in contravention of New Zealand 
law.: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Christian-Network-of-persecution-by-pastors.htm  

• Hostile congregants of Papatoetoe Seventh-day Adventist Church in Auckland, New Zealand, evicted an 
absolutely innocent Christian from church fellowship, and lied about the innocent Christian to a public 
restaurant manager who subsequently evicted the innocent Christian from the public restaurant; which 
might also be a criminal offence of discrimination: http://www.kyrkor.be/Papatoetoe-Seventh-day-Adventist-Church-

Auckland.htm  

• Churches in Auckland, New Zealand, outsource relationships and community to non-Christian websites, but 
the devilish “Auckland Christians” mimic their satanic church-pastors in Auckland and therefore 
excommunicated the innocent Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Auckland-Christians-in-New-Zealand.htm  

 
Some of the other churches in Auckland, New Zealand, that recently excommunicated Torsten are:  
 
1. Baptist Tabernacle in Auckland, New Zealand, evicted and excommunicated an innocent Christian from the 

church property with a concealed threat by their satanic Baptist pastors: http://www.kyrkor.be/Auckland-Baptist-

Tabernacle-Church-with-Lyndon-Drake.htm  

2. Elim Christian Centre in Auckland, New Zealand, excommunicated and evicted an innocent Christian from 

the church premises, and their satanic pastor Mike Griffiths called the police against the Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Elim-Christian-Centre-Auckland.htm  

3. City Presbyterian Church in Auckland, New Zealand, evicted an innocent Christian from the sidewalk 
adjacent to the church, and their satanic pastor Travis Scott called the police against the Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/City-Presbyterian-Church-Auckland.htm  

4. Windsor Park Baptist Church in Auckland, New Zealand, excommunicated and evicted an innocent Christian 
from the church premises, and their satanic pastor Grant Harris called the police against the Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Windsor-Park-Baptist-Church-Auckland.htm  

5. St Pauls Anglican Church in Auckland, New Zealand, interfered, stalked, discriminated, banned, and 
demeaningly imposed an obligatory “report-your-presence” duty as the condition for visiting their public 
Sunday meetings – in order to keep people safe from Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Pauls-Anglican-Church-

Auckland.htm  

6. Life Church in Auckland, New Zealand, through their satanic pastor Paul Bohane; lied, lied, lied, and 
excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Auckland.htm  

7. City Impact Church in Auckland, New Zealand, rejected and excommunicated an innocent Christian with 
pastoral derisiveness: http://www.kyrkor.be/City-Impact-Church-Auckland.htm  

8. Equippers Church in Auckland, New Zealand, excommunicated by evasion: http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-Church-

Auckland.htm  

9. Destiny Church in Auckland, New Zealand, excommunicated by evasion: http://www.kyrkor.be/Destiny-Church-

Auckland.htm  

10. Liberty Christian Church in Auckland, New Zealand, excommunicated by evasion: http://www.kyrkor.be/Liberty-

Christian-Church-Auckland.htm  
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I have previously tolerated, and almost never exposed, the hostile and satanic responses from pastors of churches 
internationally in relation to my sent bi-monthly prayer-report, but I have decided, henceforth, to place further 
satanic comments from pastors into the public domain. This is a recent reaction from pastors of a typical 
Pentecostal church: http://www.kyrkor.be/Phuket-Christian-Centre.htm  

 
Ants demonstrate more compassion than pastors of churches. On Friday morning, March 14 2014, I was sitting 
at a garden table in a sunny backyard with my laptop and a cup of morning coffee. When I had finished the 
coffee, local ants were quickly attracted to exploring the remains inside my coffee cup on the garden table. As 
usual with ants, they are excellent communicators, and the message had spread among the ants that there was 
something of interest inside this white coffee cup on the garden table. Impressed by their speed of detection and 
by their number, I took a break from my laptop work to observe them. The ants demonstrated for me three 
identical acts of compassion. At least three ants had somehow managed to get themselves stuck in the drying 
coffee with milk inside the cup. The ants first investigated their stuck comrades, and then tirelessly and selflessly 
worked at pulling their stuck comrades out from their stuck positions in the cup. They managed to rescue two of 
their three stuck comrades into safety. The ants exhibited compassion towards each other. And by evidence, the 
ants demonstrated more compassion towards their own than church-pastors do toward innocent Christians. 
Although possibly in common, neither ants nor church-pastors would appear to feel empathy, however, ants and 
church-pastors differ in their response to struggling members of their own species. By God’s design, these ants 
are triggered to rescue other ants. By satan’s design, these church-pastors are prompted to ignore, 
excommunicate and persecute innocent Christians.  
 
The Holy Spirit often speaks to me; revealing information and providing His direction. But satan is also continually 
busy through the pastors of many churches; destroying God’s good plans for me.  
 
I am currently in Brisbane, Australia, trying to find a welcoming Christian church and hoping to find a Christian 
woman of God’s choice for marriage here.  
 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere in Brisbane, Australia that will welcome real 
Christians to fellowship; a church where the pastor will not be devilishly intent on harming the innocently 
excommunicated, but a church that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian 
marriages. And most importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman in 
Brisbane who is both capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit.  
…  
 
 
 

115.   One hundred fifteenth International Plea 
 
Date: Sat, 01 Mar 2014 01:23  

Subject: Pastors prevent Christian marriage.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am currently in Auckland, New Zealand, in spite of satan’s furious opposition through the pastors of the churches 
in Auckland.  
 
During the past two weeks, at least another eight churches in Auckland, New Zealand, excommunicated me. 
Some of these excommunicating churches are:  
 
1. Elim Christian Centre in Auckland, New Zealand, excommunicated and evicted an innocent Christian from 

the church premises, and their satanic pastor Mike Griffiths called the police against the Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Elim-Christian-Centre-Auckland.htm  

2. City Presbyterian Church in Auckland, New Zealand, evicted an innocent Christian from the sidewalk 
adjacent to the church, and their satanic pastor Travis Scott called the police against the Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/City-Presbyterian-Church-Auckland.htm  

3. Windsor Park Baptist Church in Auckland, New Zealand, excommunicated and evicted an innocent Christian 
from the church premises, and their satanic pastor Grant Harris called the police against the Christian: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Windsor-Park-Baptist-Church-Auckland.htm  

4. St Pauls Anglican Church in Auckland, New Zealand, interfered, stalked, discriminated, banned, and 
demeaningly imposed an obligatory “report-your-presence” duty as the condition for visiting their public 
Sunday meetings – in order to keep people safe from Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Pauls-Anglican-Church-

Auckland.htm  

5. Life Church in Auckland, New Zealand, through their satanic pastor Paul Bohane; lied, lied, lied, and 
excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Auckland.htm  
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6. Equippers Church in Auckland, New Zealand, excommunicated by evasion: http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-Church-

Auckland.htm  

7. Destiny Church in Auckland, New Zealand, excommunicated by evasion: http://www.kyrkor.be/Destiny-Church-

Auckland.htm  

8. Liberty Christian Church in Auckland, New Zealand, excommunicated by evasion: http://www.kyrkor.be/Liberty-

Christian-Church-Auckland.htm  

 
The two churches in Auckland, New Zealand, that previously excommunicated me are: 
• Baptist Tabernacle in Auckland, New Zealand, evicted and excommunicated an innocent Christian from the 

church property with a concealed threat by their satanic Baptist pastors: http://www.kyrkor.be/Auckland-Baptist-

Tabernacle-Church-with-Lyndon-Drake.htm  

• City Impact Church in Auckland, New Zealand, rejected and excommunicated an innocent Christian with 
pastoral derisiveness: http://www.kyrkor.be/City-Impact-Church-Auckland.htm  

 
Sunday, February 23, 2014 (Swedish Name Day = Torsten), was a typical Sunday but also an unusual Sunday. Normally 
on Sundays, not more than one hostile church excommunicates me without a valid reason. On Sunday Feb. 23, 
however, not less than three satanic pastors excommunicated me from their respective church, and all three 
churches called the police to request my removal.  
 
On Feb.23 the hostile pentecostal church Elim Christian Centre (http://www.kyrkor.be/Elim-Christian-Centre-Auckland.htm) in 
Auckland evicted me from the church premises and called the police. Their satanic pastor Mike Griffiths falsely 
accused me of targeting females, abnormal behaviour, attacking them, attacking the church, and antagonism. 
Their pastor inadvertently admitted on record that other church ministers are slandering, gossiping and lying 
about me.  
 
On Feb.23 the hostile presbyterian church City Presbyterian Church (http://www.kyrkor.be/City-Presbyterian-Church-

Auckland.htm) in Auckland evicted me from the public sidewalk outside their church and called the police. Their 
satanic pastor Travis Scott falsely accused, as a matter of fact, that I am a wolf, a false teacher, and that I stir 
up trouble everywhere. Their pastor indicated on record that a network of church pastors in Auckland conspire 
against me.  
 
On Feb.23 the hostile baptist church Windsor Park Baptist Church (http://www.kyrkor.be/Windsor-Park-Baptist-Church-

Auckland.htm) in Auckland evicted me from the church premises and called the police. Their satanic pastor Grant 
Harris falsely accused me of dishonourable motives and promiscuity. Their pastor indicated on record that the 
Baptist Tabernacle (http://www.kyrkor.be/Auckland-Baptist-Tabernacle-Church-with-Lyndon-Drake.htm) is a source of collusion 
against me.  
 
There certainly is a Biblical form of excommunication; in instances of unrepentant sin, where the sinner refuses 
to accept to turn from sin. In reality, however, church-pastors excommunicate the real Christians who are 
innocent in regards to excommunication, but welcome and promote those persons who should be 
excommunicated. Pastors normally ban honest persons from their congregations, but select dishonest persons to 
lead their churches; which only further enhances their church sub-cultures of bullsh*t. Most leaders of churches 
are untruthful, and repel truth.  
 
Each excommunication of Torsten by a church is a unique incident, although it is abundantly clear through 
evidence of admission by many pastors, that all of Torsten’s excommunications are related to each other. Pastors 
excommunicate Torsten in pastor-collegial loyalty with each other. Torsten’s starting point in relation to any local 
church always begins with an individually directed short email where Torsten inquires to the church about occasion 
for Christian fellowship which would include social opportunities among single Christians. Torsten rarely visits a 
church unannounced. The starting point for most churches in relation to Torsten, however, seems to begin with 

either: 1) a pastor’s internet search of Torsten’s name, or 2) gossip/slander from other pastors, or 3) instruction 
by other pastors to “look out” and “watch out” and evict/excommunicate Torsten if they see him. Because Torsten 
was excommunicated by a Pentecostal church 12 years ago (although Torsten was absolutely innocent!), other 
churches have blindly and loyally followed suit since then. And now, because I am excommunicated by most 
churches worldwide, essentially every church immediately excommunicates Torsten with hostility and imaginary 
accusations, and call the police if they see Torsten.  
 
Pastors unceasingly obstruct my possibility for Christian marriage. A Christian marriage of mutual interest can 
never occur; without the woman and the man communicating with each other. Without communication, no 
relationship can develop. Because I am honest and declare that I hope to marry a Christian woman, almost all 
church-pastors excommunicate me, ban me from fellowship, or obsessively obstruct/interfere into conversations 
inside churches to prevent relationship. Church-pastors act in harmony with satan in such deliberately obstructive 
conduct; either out of ignorance/stupidity or from malice/evil. 
 
When I visit any Christian church I always come peacefully, but nearly always the churches that claim to be 
Christian attack Torsten with hostility, brutality or manifest suspicion; and subsequently, most churches 
discriminate, harass, target, stalk, threaten, evict, excommunicate, slander and persecute Torsten.  
 
A professional similarity between many politicians of political parties and most pastors of churches, is their 
notoriety for dishonesty. For many politicians, their political party affiliation and their personal re-electability, is 
more important than truth. Likewise for most pastors of churches, public perception of their local church, collegial 
loyalties and personal power/control are much more important than truth. Most pastors will lie, deny and hide 
truth for the sake of public perception, collegial acceptance and personal power/control. Because most pastors 
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are such notorious liars and unchristian control-freaks, I would actually advise all people who intend to converse 
with a pastor to record their conversation for their own safety. And of course, in denominations where marriage 
is restricted against their own clergy; for safety - never leave minors unattended with a priest!  
 

From the more than 10 000 persons in Auckland who I have personally interacted with in conjunction with street 
evangelism, it is clear that Aucklanders are an exceptionally friendly bunch. I love the people here in Auckland. 
It’s a pity, on the other hand, that the church-people are not as friendly as the secular people, and it’s a disgrace 
that the pastors in Auckland are such devils.  
 
In my striving to portray reality truthfully, with nuance and balance, I include these four anectdotes from 
Auckland, New Zealand: (1) On Sunday morning Feb.23, I also entered Auckland Methodist Central Parish 
(http://www.methodistcentral.org.nz), where I asked the leader if I was welcome to attend as an excommunicated 
Christian. The leader welcomed. During “service” while I was sitting on the last bench, the leader boasted from 
the platform that he and his Methodist church had proudly participated in the Auckland Gay Pride Parade the day 
before by marching with a banner affirming homosexuality; holding up the banner to the congregation. Since I 
cannot support churches that affirm and promote sin, I quietly slipped out the door and voluntarily departed with 
immediate effect. But at least the Methodist church did not discriminate against innocent Christians as the other 
churches in Auckland do. (2) On Sunday evening Feb.23, I also visited a Salvation Army meeting 
(http://www.salvationarmy.org.nz/centres/nz/auckland/auckland/auckland-corps), where these elderly people were very friendly. I 
did overhear an officer say “The [Baptist] Tabernacle has got it all wrong.” and another officer say directly to me 
“You are always welcome here.” However, Auckland City Salvation Army (aucklandcity_cm@nzf.salvationarmy.org) with 
their administrator Nicola Dobbie refused further communication, and I was never invited - indicating divergent 
opinions about Torsten within Salvation Army. (3) Also, the past three weeks I visited two Seventh-Day Adventist 
churches in Auckland which were welcoming and friendly, but both churches refused to invite me to mid-week 
fellowship. (4) Also, the very first congregation I visited in Auckland, on Sat. Feb.1, was Messianic 
(http://www.messianic.org.nz), where the guest speaker spoke in tones of anger, with belittling attitudes of people, a 
derogative view of marriage, and elevating his personal importance: “The Spirit of God is upon me … I have a lot 
to do with it … please choose me to be the Prime Minister of Israel … don’t send us women seeking a husband, 
don’t send us men seeking a wife, we want people who are single-minded.” The Messianic congregation welcomed 
me to eat lunch together with them, but I abstained from their courteous offer.  
 
During the past 4½ weeks in Auckland, New Zealand, there is still no church anywhere in Auckland that welcomes 
me into small-group Christian fellowship. In reality, none of all the churches in Auckland truly welcome.  
 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere that will welcome real Christians to fellowship; 
a church where the pastor will not be devilishly intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, but a church 
that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian marriages. And most 
importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman in Auckland who is both 
capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit.  
…  
 
 
 

114.   One hundred fourteenth International Plea 
 
Date: Sat, 15 Feb 2014 00:45  

Subject: Pastors obstruct Christian marriage.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am currently visiting churches in Auckland, New Zealand, and am hoping that there would exist a church in 
Auckland (within a 60-minute radius) which will welcome to opportunities for fellowship, so that I could meet and 
communicate with also single Christian females. No fair-sized church in Auckland (within a 60-minute radius) has 
yet permitted me to attend small group fellowship.  
 
The past 2½ weeks I have inquired about opportunity for Christian fellowship with most churches individually all 
across greater Auckland. Similar to most churches of other cities, also most churches in Auckland ignored to reply 
and would not welcome me. From my individual inquiries to 57 different churches across Auckland, 17 churches 
replied. Most of these 17 responding churches acknowledged that they were small or aged congregations, but 
they at least invited, or they suggested other larger churches which they believed might better offer opportunity 
to meet Christian singles. On the positive side, two of the 17 responding churches welcomed me in an unreserved 
and exemplary manner, although those two churches are situated very far from central Auckland (public 
transportation in Auckland is progressing). Two of the 17 churches, however, evidentially excommunicated me. 

http://www.methodistcentral.org.nz/
http://www.salvationarmy.org.nz/centres/nz/auckland/auckland/auckland-corps
mailto:aucklandcity_cm@nzf.salvationarmy.org
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Dialogue is ongoing with two other large churches in central Auckland which I have visited on a Sunday, but both 
of those churches are currently indicating strong caution towards me. If the remaining two large churches in 
central Auckland also choose to excommunicate me, then I will of course have to resort to visiting the two small 
churches located very far from Auckland. 

 
Two churches in Auckland, New Zealand, have excommunicated me: 
 
• Baptist Tabernacle in Auckland, New Zealand, evicted and excommunicated an innocent Christian from the 

church property with a concealed threat by their satanic Baptist pastors: http://www.kyrkor.be/Auckland-Baptist-

Tabernacle-Church-with-Lyndon-Drake.htm  

• City Impact Church in Auckland, New Zealand, rejected and excommunicated an innocent Christian with 
pastoral derisiveness: http://www.kyrkor.be/City-Impact-Church-Auckland.htm  

 
The proportion of replying churches in Auckland (17/57=30%) is on average more than three times greater than 
the proportion of replying churches in most other cities (≤10%) which I have contacted previously around the 
world. And the people that I interact with during street evangelism in central Auckland are exceptionally friendly 

and receptive, compared with cities of similar size in other countries. There seems to be a rural-style friendliness, 
student-inquisitiveness and openness among the Aucklanders which I highly value. However, Auckland does not 
seem to differ from other cities in the world in regards to the secular-sinners on the streets normally being more 
honest and friendly than the church-sinners inside churches.  
 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere in Auckland that will welcome real Christians to 
fellowship; a church where the pastor will not be devilishly intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, 
but a church that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian marriages. And most 
importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman in Auckland who is both 
capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit.  
…  
 
 
 

113.   One hundred thirteenth International Plea 
 
Date: Thu, 30 Jan 2014 22:14  
Subject: Christian man seeking to marry a Christian woman. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I have now departed from Sydney, Australia.  
 
The past three months I attempted to find a Christian church in Sydney, Australia, that would welcome to church-
based Christian fellowship where I might find opportunity to also meet and communicate with other Christian 
singles. No church anywhere in Sydney or in the state of New South Wales in Australia allowed me an opportunity 
to regular fellowship. Every single church in Sydney and in NSW that I contacted or set foot inside either 
excommunicated, banned, evicted, threatened, harassed, interfered, obstructed, lied, falsely accused, slandered 
and gossiped against me. Most church-pastors in Sydney aggressed me with any of these satanic methods. Of all 
the hundreds of churches and pastors who I contacted in Sydney and in NSW, no church permitted me to socialise 
with female single Christians. Without exception, in every church that I visited onsite in Sydney, the 
pastors/clergy/staff/leaders actively intervened to prevent that I would speak with unmarried single females. 
Satan truly governs all the churches in Sydney, Australia, through the pastors and church leaders.  
 
The intensity and magnitude of satanic opposition by all the church-pastors in Sydney, Australia, supersedes the 
extent of satanic opposition by church-pastors previously in Melbourne, Australia and in London, UK. Satan is not 
only prevalent with his evil through the church-pastors, but he is also successful in his determined hindrance of 
God’s goodness towards me, through the satanic conduct of most church-pastors in Melbourne, London, 
Singapore, Jerusalem, Hawaii, Bangkok and Okanagan (and also through many, but not most, church-pastors in 
Chicago and in New York City). The city with greatest satanic influence of the church-pastors against me so far, 
is Sydney. Compared with all other cities/regions in the world where I have sought to fellowship with other 
Christians, the church-pastors in Sydney are the most demonically influenced and inhumane. The intensity and 
magnitude of satanic opposition from the church-pastors in Sydney surpasses all other cities that I have visited.  
 
The most recent excommunication from fellowship by a church in Sydney, Australia, is:  
• Jubilee Church Bondi in Sydney excommunicated by evasion: http://www.kyrkor.be/Jubilee-Church-Bondi-Sydney.htm  
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Churches in Sydney, Australia, that excommunicated Torsten from fellowship without any justifiable reason, 
banned, interfered, obstructed, lied, accused falsely or deceived:  
 
1. St Barnabas Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and evicted with a real threat of physical police 

escort: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church.htm  

2. Satanic Michael Paget of Anglican St Barnabas Church in Sydney persecutes with false accusations of 
psychopathological disorders: http://www.kyrkor.be/Michael-Paget-St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

3. St Philips York Street Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and threatened to evict with police 
escort: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Philips-York-Street-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

4. Anglican rector/minster Justin Moffatt of St Philips York Street Anglican church in Sydney continued 
harassment to the amusement of his Anglican members: http://www.kyrkor.be/Justin-Moffatt-excommunication-cool-

Anglican-harassment.htm  

5. Satanic Anglican Minister Tim Purser of Anglican “Church by the Bridge” in Sydney harassed, accused 
falsely, evicted from church premises, and threatened to telephone the police: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-

Minister-Tim-Purser-threaten-police-eviction-at-Church-by-the-Bridge-Sydney.htm  

6. St Andrews Anglican Cathedral in Sydney excommunicated from fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-

Anglican-Cathedral.htm  

7. St Thomas North Sydney Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and threatened to follow the 
Anglican pattern in Sydney to evict with police escort: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Thomas-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

8. St Marks Darling Point Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and refused to provide a reason: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Darling-Point-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

9. St Augustines Neutral Bay Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and declared intent to interfere 
with all human interaction to prevent all meaningful communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Augustines-Neutral-Bay-

Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

10. St Marks Northbridge Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated by attribution of unspecified risk: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Northbridge-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

11. Hornsby Community Church in Sydney manipulatively excommunicated with false accusations and with 
much prejudice: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hornsby-Community-Church-Sydney-Australia.htm  

12. Narrabeen Baptist Church in Sydney explicitly banned the possibility to communicate with single Christians 
of opposite gender: http://www.kyrkor.be/Narrabeen-Baptist-Church-Sydney.htm  

13. St Michaels Anglican Church in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Michaels-

Surrey-Hills-Church.htm  

14. Devilish “Awesome Church” in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship, but recommended visiting 
[night] clubs instead: http://www.kyrkor.be/Awesome-Church-Sydney-Australia.htm  

15. St James Croydon Anglican Church in Sydney explicitly excommunicated from attendance at their church: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-James-Croydon-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

16. Castle Hill Community Church administrator initially invited but their pastors covertly excommunicated: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Castle-Hill-Community-Church-Sydney.htm  

17. St Marks Pennant Hills Anglican Church in Sydney cowardly excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-

Pennant-Hills-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

18. Central Baptist Church in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Central-Baptist-

Church-Sydney.htm  

19. Extremely false “Hillsong Sydney” refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Sydney-

Australia.htm  

20. Sydney Life Church Mosman in Sydney in reality would not welcome: http://www.kyrkor.be/Sydney-Life-Church-

Mosman.htm  

21. C3 Church in Sydney effectively excommunicated by latter evasion of communication and refusal to invite 
to church-based fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Sydney-Australia.htm  

22. Northside Community Church in Sydney eloquently banned from fellowship with other single Christians in 
small-group settings: http://www.kyrkor.be/Northside-Community-Church-Sydney.htm  

23. Anglican Church by the Bridge in Sydney evasively excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-by-the-

Bridge-Sydney.htm  

24. Eastside Church of Christ in Sydney excluded through avoidance: http://www.kyrkor.be/Eastside-Church-of-Christ-in-

Sydney.htm  

25. St Peters Anglican Church Hornsby in Sydney invited but post-visit falsely accused: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hornsby-

Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

 
The churches in Sydney, Australia, outsource human communication and human relationships: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Sydney-Christian-Singles-Australia.htm  

 
Apart from the above listed churches in Sydney, I visited many other churches. In each and every church which 
I entered in Sydney, I was approached at some point by at least one harsh-mannered church controller who 
would interrogate me with anticipated cult/sect questions, such as “Who do you know here?” After those 
interrogations, I often observed those church-controllers walk away to approach their pastor in a brief one-on-
one close conversation. Often, the church-controllers were the pastors themselves. And, in the few churches 

where I managed to commence conversation with a single female, the pastors of those churches would quickly 
interfere by interrupting the conversation to interrogate me. There seems to be more slander, gossip and 
inhumanity inside the churches by church-people than within the secular population.  
 
The consistency of devilish conduct by demonically influenced church leaders in Sydney, Australia, is hopefully 
unmatchable elsewhere.  
 
There was only one church in Sydney and in all of the state of New South Wales which allowed me to attend a 
mid-week home/small/cell/fellowship group; a seventh-day Adventist church (http://waitarachurch.org.au). However, 
the reason that I was permitted to attend that one meeting on 2014-01-21 was due to a personal invitation by a 
member who was an acquaintance of the friendly secular landlord where I later stayed.  
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Of the satanically heretical churches in Sydney which promote homosexual sin, most belong to the denomination 
The Uniting Church of Australia (http://www.uca.org.au): http://www.gaychurch.org/list-churches-by-country/?loc=Australia  

 

One of the churches in Sydney that praises homosexual sin also worship satan’s demons by practicing Sahaja 
Yoga Meditation: http://www.chapelbythesea.unitingchurch.org.au/sahajayoga-meditation-fridays-10am  

 
“Chapel By the Sea Church” in Sydney, Australia, welcome visitors to satan:  
• photo 1: http://www.kyrkor.be/Australian-Uniting-Church-of-Faggots.jpg  

• photo 2: http://www.kyrkor.be/Chapel-by-the-Sea-heretical-abomination.jpg  

 
Metropolitan Community Church in Sydney promotes homosexual sin: http://www.mccsydney.org  

 
It is of course disappointing that all church-pastors in Sydney and NSW are so devilish, since Sydney and NSW 
otherwise is a beautiful place on earth to live.  
 

I am now seeking a Christian church here in Auckland, New Zealand; hoping that there exists a church in Auckland 
which will welcome me to opportunities for fellowship, where I could meet and communicate with single Christians 
females.  
 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere in Auckland that will welcome real Christians to 
fellowship; a church where the pastor will not be devilishly intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, 
but a church that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian marriages. And most 
importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman in Auckland who is both 
capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit.  
…  
 
 
 

112.   One hundred twelfth International Plea 
 
Date: Wed, 15 Jan 2014 13:11  
Subject: Seek refuge from devilish pastors of churches.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
I am still attempting to visit churches in Sydney, Australia.  
 
The past 2½ months I have ventured to find a sound church somewhere in Sydney, Australia, that would welcome 
to church-based Christian fellowship. Of all the churches that I have contacted in the state of New South Wales, 
most refused to reply, many churches chose to either excommunicate me entirely or to ban me only from 
fellowship, and approximately one dozen churches in the state of NSW chose to welcome me to visit their staged 
Sunday “services”. But there appears to be no church anywhere in the state of NSW that permits me to fellowship 
within a church in context of smaller mid-week groups. All church leaders in Sydney and in the state of NSW, as 
it appears, are adamantly obstructing any expected opportunity for me to communicate with other single 
Christians. God is good and He wants to bless me, but the pastors of Sydney and NSW act in alignment with the 
will of satan in this particular matter. The consistency of obstructive conduct by the church leaders in Sydney is 
not coincidental; it is purposefully and strategically orchestrated through incitement by satan. None of these 
devilish churches in Sydney have a Biblical basis for their excommunications against me; evasively, covertly or 
overtly.  
 
The most recent excommunications, bans, expulsions, evictions, interferences, falsehoods, dishonesties and 
untrue accusations by churches in Sydney, Australia, are:  
 
1. St Marks Darling Point Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and refused to provide a reason: 

http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Darling-Point-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

2. Satanic Anglican Minister Tim Purser of Anglican “Church by the Bridge” in Sydney harassed, accused 
falsely, evicted from church premises, and threatened to telephone the police: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-

Minister-Tim-Purser-threaten-police-eviction-at-Church-by-the-Bridge-Sydney.htm  

3. Castle Hill Community Church administrator initially invited but their pastors covertly excommunicated: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Castle-Hill-Community-Church-Sydney.htm  

4. Eastside Church of Christ in Sydney excluded through avoidance: http://www.kyrkor.be/Eastside-Church-of-Christ-in-

Sydney.htm  
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Churches in Sydney, Australia, that previously excommunicated Torsten from fellowship without any justifiable 
reason, banned, interfered, obstructed, lied, accused falsely or deceived:  
 
1. St Barnabas Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and evicted with a real threat of physical police 

escort: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church.htm  

2. Satanic Michael Paget of Anglican St Barnabas Church in Sydney persecutes with false accusations of 
psychopathological disorders: http://www.kyrkor.be/Michael-Paget-St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

3. St Philips York Street Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and threatened to evict with police 
escort: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Philips-York-Street-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

4. Anglican rector/minster Justin Moffatt of St Philips York Street Anglican church in Sydney continued 
harassment to the amusement of his Anglican members: http://www.kyrkor.be/Justin-Moffatt-excommunication-cool-

Anglican-harassment.htm  

5. St Andrews Anglican Cathedral in Sydney excommunicated from fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-

Anglican-Cathedral.htm  

6. St Thomas North Sydney Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and threatened to follow the 
Anglican pattern in Sydney to evict with police escort: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Thomas-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

7. St Augustines Neutral Bay Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and declared intent to interfere 
with all human interaction to prevent all meaningful communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Augustines-Neutral-Bay-

Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

8. St Marks Northbridge Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated by attribution of unspecified risk: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Northbridge-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

9. Hornsby Community Church in Sydney manipulatively excommunicated with false accusations and with 
much prejudice: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hornsby-Community-Church-Sydney-Australia.htm  

10. Narrabeen Baptist Church in Sydney explicitly banned the possibility to communicate with single Christians 
of opposite gender: http://www.kyrkor.be/Narrabeen-Baptist-Church-Sydney.htm  

11. St Michaels Anglican Church in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Michaels-

Surrey-Hills-Church.htm  

12. Devilish “Awesome Church” in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship, but recommended visiting 
[night] clubs instead: http://www.kyrkor.be/Awesome-Church-Sydney-Australia.htm  

13. St James Croydon Anglican Church in Sydney explicitly excommunicated from attendance at their church: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-James-Croydon-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

14. St Marks Pennant Hills Anglican Church in Sydney cowardly excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-

Pennant-Hills-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

15. Central Baptist Church in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Central-Baptist-

Church-Sydney.htm  

16. Extremely false “Hillsong Sydney” refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Sydney-

Australia.htm  

17. Sydney Life Church Mosman in Sydney in reality would not welcome: http://www.kyrkor.be/Sydney-Life-Church-

Mosman.htm  

18. C3 Church in Sydney effectively excommunicated by latter evasion of communication and refusal to invite 
to church-based fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Sydney-Australia.htm  

19. Northside Community Church in Sydney eloquently banned from fellowship with other single Christians in 
small-group settings: http://www.kyrkor.be/Northside-Community-Church-Sydney.htm  

20. Anglican Church by the Bridge in Sydney evasively excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-by-the-

Bridge-Sydney.htm  

21. St Peters Anglican Church Hornsby in Sydney invited but post-visit falsely accused: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hornsby-

Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

 
The churches in Sydney, Australia, outsource human communication and human relationships: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Sydney-Christian-Singles-Australia.htm  

 
A source informed me on 2014-01-04 that a community in Sydney, Australia, had prohibited Torsten from visiting 
their community due to their false accusation that “Torsten has a disruptive nature.” The equivalent community 
in London, UK, had also banned Torsten. The disclosure about this false accusation about me proves the satanic 
influence on leaders who have no interest in reality or truth. Because of this community’s vulnerability and for 
their protection, I will not identify these offenders.  
 
In Sydney, Australia, I have no natural way to meet and sincerely communicate with real Christian females in 
any of the churches, due to the devilishly obstructing pastors. The pastors of the Sydney’s churches are 
responsible for this satanic obstruction of opportunity to communicate with single Christian females. This 
satanically designed hang-up is implemented by the devilish leaders of churches.  
 
Currently, I have no opportunity anywhere on earth to meet and sincerely communicate with Christian single 
females because I am excommunicated by the devilish pastors of Christian churches, banned from Christian 

communities of churches, and prohibited from participation on many online Christian connection services -- 
because I am a real Christian. It seems that God’s appointed meeting between myself and a woman of God’s 
choice, may be required to occur in a setting where none of these devilish church-pastors can obstruct. With no 
natural possibilities for me to meet and communicate with other single Christians, God’s supernatural intervention 
through a miracle-meeting is necessary.  
 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere on earth that will welcome real Christians to 
fellowship; a church where the pastor will not be devilishly intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, 
but a church that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian marriages. And most 
importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman on earth who is both 
capable to hear and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit.  
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Through God’s creation, the natural settings of Australia is wonderfully beautiful and can be a source of natural 
bliss, but the conduct of the church pastors of both Sydney and Melbourne who pretend to represent God are 
despicable and repulsive and can be sources of satanic misery. If it were not for all the satanic church-pastors in 

Sydney and Melbourne, both cities are great places to live.  
 
Shame on the devilish pastors of churches (also in Sydney) who devilishly obstruct God’s will -- but all glory be 
to God alone! 
…  
 
 
 

111.   One hundred eleventh International Plea 
 
Date: Tue, 31 Dec 2013 13:33  

Subject: Christians persecuted by Swedish pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  

Current:  
I am currently attempting to visit churches in Sydney, Australia.  
 
During the past two months I have ventured to find a sound church somewhere in Sydney, Australia, that would 
welcome to church-based Christian fellowship. Of all the churches that I have contacted in the state of New South 
Wales, most refused to reply, many churches chose to either excommunicate me entirely or to ban me only from 
fellowship, and approximately one dozen churches in the state of NSW chose to welcome me to visit their staged 
Sunday “services”. But there appears to be no church anywhere in the state of NSW, yet, that permits me to 
fellowship within a church in context of smaller mid-week groups. All church leaders in Sydney and in the state 
of NSW, as it yet appears, are adamantly obstructing any expected opportunity for me to communicate with other 
single Christians. God is good and He wants to bless me, but the pastors of Sydney and NSW act in alignment 
with the will of satan in this particular matter. The consistency of obstructive conduct by the church leaders in 
Sydney is not coincidental; it is purposefully and strategically orchestrated through incitement by satan. None of 
these devilish churches in Sydney have a Biblical basis for their excommunications against me; evasively, covertly 
or overtly.  
 
The most recent excommunications, bans, interferences, falsehoods, dishonesties and untrue accusations by 
churches in Sydney, Australia, are:  
 
1. St Augustines Neutral Bay Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and declared intent to interfere 

with all human interaction to prevent all meaningful communication: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Augustines-Neutral-Bay-

Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

2. Narrabeen Baptist Church in Sydney explicitly banned the possibility to communicate with single Christians 
of opposite gender: http://www.kyrkor.be/Narrabeen-Baptist-Church-Sydney.htm  

3. Northside Community Church in Sydney eloquently banned from fellowship with other single Christians in 
small-group settings: http://www.kyrkor.be/Northside-Community-Church-Sydney.htm  

4. Sydney Life Church Mosman in Sydney in reality would not welcome: http://www.kyrkor.be/Sydney-Life-Church-

Mosman.htm  

5. St Peters Anglican Church Hornsby in Sydney invited but post-visit falsely accused: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hornsby-

Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

 
Churches in Sydney, Australia, that previously excommunicated Torsten from fellowship without any justifiable 
reason, are:  
 
1. St Barnabas Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and evicted with a real threat of physical police 

escort: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church.htm  

2. Satanic Michael Paget of Anglican St Barnabas Church in Sydney persecutes with false accusations of 
psychopathological disorders: http://www.kyrkor.be/Michael-Paget-St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

3. St Philips York Street Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and threatened to evict with police 
escort: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Philips-York-Street-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

4. Anglican rector/minster Justin Moffatt of St Philips York Street Anglican church in Sydney continued 
harassment to the amusement of his Anglican members: http://www.kyrkor.be/Justin-Moffatt-excommunication-cool-

Anglican-harassment.htm  

5. St Andrews Anglican Cathedral in Sydney excommunicated from fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-

Anglican-Cathedral.htm  
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6. St Thomas North Sydney Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and threatened to follow the 
Anglican pattern in Sydney to evict with police escort: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Thomas-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

7. Anglican Church by the Bridge in Sydney evasively excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-by-the-

Bridge-Sydney.htm  

8. St Michaels Anglican Church in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Michaels-

Surrey-Hills-Church.htm  

9. St Marks Northbridge Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated by attribution of unspecified risk: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Northbridge-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

10. Hornsby Community Church in Sydney manipulatively excommunicated with false accusations and with 
much prejudice: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hornsby-Community-Church-Sydney-Australia.htm  

11. Devilish “Awesome Church” in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship, but recommended visiting 
[night] clubs instead: http://www.kyrkor.be/Awesome-Church-Sydney-Australia.htm  

12. St James Croydon Anglican Church in Sydney explicitly excommunicated from attendance at their church: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-James-Croydon-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

13. St Marks Pennant Hills Anglican Church in Sydney cowardly excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-

Pennant-Hills-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

14. Central Baptist Church in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Central-Baptist-

Church-Sydney.htm  

15. Extremely false “Hillsong Sydney” refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Sydney-

Australia.htm  

16. C3 Church in Sydney effectively excommunicated by latter evasion of communication and refusal to invite 
to church-based fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Sydney-Australia.htm  

 
Satan seems to be an Anglican, too: http://www.kyrkor.be/Also-satan-seems-to-be-an-Anglican.htm  

 
Also in Sydney I have no natural way to meet and communicate with Christian females in the churches, due to 
their devilishly obstructing pastors. The pastors of churches are responsible for this satanic obstruction of 
opportunity to communicate with single Christian females. This satanically designed hang-up is implemented by 
the devilish leaders of churches. Currently, I have no opportunity anywhere on earth to meet and communicate 
with Christian singles because I am excommunicated by the devilish pastors of Christian churches, banned from 
Christian communities of churches, and prohibited from participation on many online Christian connection services 
because I am a real Christian. It seems that God’s appointed meeting between myself and a woman of God’s 
choice, may be required to occur in a setting where none of these devilish church-pastors can obstruct. With no 
natural possibilities for me to meet and communicate with other single Christians, God’s supernatural intervention 
through a miracle-meeting is necessary.  
 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere in Sydney that will welcome real Christians to 
fellowship; a church where the pastor will not be devilishly intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, 
but a church that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian marriages. And most 
importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman in NSW who is both capable to hear 

and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit.  
 
Shame on the devilish pastors of churches (in Sydney too) who obstruct God’s will, and all glory be to God alone! 
…  
 
 
 

110.   One hundred tenth International Plea 
 
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 2013 17:45  

Subject: An appeal for Christian rescue.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  

I am currently attempting to visit churches in Sydney, Australia.  
 
During the past six weeks I have ventured to find a sound church somewhere in Sydney, Australia, that would 
welcome to church-based Christian fellowship. Of all the churches that I have contacted in the state of New South 
Wales, most refused to reply, many churches chose to either excommunicate me entirely or to ban me only from 
fellowship, and approximately one dozen churches in the state of NSW chose to welcome me to visit their staged 
Sunday “services”. But there appears to be no church anywhere in the state of NSW, yet, that permits me to 
fellowship within a church in context of smaller mid-week groups. All church leaders in Sydney and in the state 
of NSW, as it yet appears, are adamantly obstructing any opportunity for me to communicate with other single 
Christians. God is good and He wants to bless me, but the pastors of Sydney and NSW act in alignment with the 
will of satan in this particular matter. The consistency of obstructive conduct by the church leaders in Sydney is 
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not coincidental; it is purposefully and strategically orchestrated through incitement by satan. None of these 
devilish churches in Sydney have a Biblical basis for their excommunication against me; evasively, covertly or 
overtly.  
 

The most recent excommunications and bans by churches in Sydney, Australia, are:  
 
1. Hornsby Community Church in Sydney manipulatively excommunicated with false accusations and with much 

prejudice: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hornsby-Community-Church-Sydney-Australia.htm  

2. St James Croydon Anglican Church in Sydney explicitly excommunicated from attendance at their church: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-James-Croydon-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

3. St Marks Pennant Hills Anglican Church in Sydney cowardly excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-

Pennant-Hills-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

4. Anglican Church by the Bridge in Sydney evasively excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/Anglican-Church-by-the-

Bridge-Sydney.htm  

 
Churches in Sydney, Australia, that previously excommunicated Torsten from fellowship without any justifiable 
reason, are:  
 
1. St Barnabas Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and evicted with a real threat of physical police 

escort: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church.htm  

2. Satanic Michael Paget of Anglican St Barnabas Church in Sydney persecutes with false accusations of 
psychopathological disorders: http://www.kyrkor.be/Michael-Paget-St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

3. St Philips York Street Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and threatened to evict with police 
escort: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Philips-York-Street-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

4. Anglican rector/minster Justin Moffatt of St Philips York Street Anglican church in Sydney continued 
harassment to the amusement of his Anglican members: http://www.kyrkor.be/Justin-Moffatt-excommunication-cool-

Anglican-harassment.htm  

5. St Andrews Anglican Cathedral in Sydney excommunicated from fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-

Anglican-Cathedral.htm  

6. St Thomas North Sydney Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and threatened to follow the 
Anglican pattern in Sydney to evict with police escort: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Thomas-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

7. St Michaels Anglican Church in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Michaels-

Surrey-Hills-Church.htm  

8. St Marks Northbridge Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated by attribution of unspecified risk: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Northbridge-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

9. Devilish “Awesome Church” in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship, but recommended visiting 
[night] clubs instead: http://www.kyrkor.be/Awesome-Church-Sydney-Australia.htm  

10. Central Baptist Church in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Central-Baptist-

Church-Sydney.htm  

11. Extremely false “Hillsong Sydney” refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Sydney-

Australia.htm  

12. C3 Church in Sydney effectively excommunicated by latter evasion of communication and refusal invite to 
church-based fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Sydney-Australia.htm  

 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere in Sydney that will welcome real Christians to 
fellowship; a church where the pastor will not be devilishly intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, 
but a church that in reality values Christian fellowship, Christian relationships and Christian marriages. And most 
importantly, please pray that God will find a single young Christian woman in NSW who is both capable to hear 
and willing to trust and obey the true voice of the Holy Spirit.  
 
Because I still have no natural means to meet and communicate with Christian females in any of the churches in 
Sydney, due to their devilish pastors, God’s appointed meeting between myself and a woman of God’s choice, 
might seem equally likely to occur in a secular environment where none of these devilish church-pastor can 
obstruct. Had it not been for the unalterable reality that I by principle do not seek to communicate with any 
woman outside of a church, apart from the objective of evangelism, and that I by ethical principle will never 
confound these two objectives (evangelism and personal interest), my ethical reality is such that a divinely 
appointed meeting is extremely improbable to occur outside of a defined Christian community. Since I am 
excommunicated from all Christian communities because of the devilish pastors, and since I will not take any 
initiative towards marriage outside of a Christian community, this catch-22 paradoxical situation increases the 
magnitude of a necessary miracle through God’s supernatural intervention.  
 
Shame to those devilish pastors of churches (also in Sydney), and glory to God! 
…  

 
 
 

109.   One hundred ninth International Plea 
 
Date: Sun, 01 Dec 2013 00:44  

Subject: The diabolical pastors of Sweden.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
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because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-
Christian culture. 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 

 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
Currently, I am attempting to visit churches in Sydney, Australia.  
 
During the past month I have attempted to find a real and sound church in Sydney, Australia, that would want 
to welcome to church-based Christian fellowship. During my first two weeks in Sydney, Australia, at least six 
churches in effect banned me from fellowship. During the succeeding two weeks, several additional churches in 
Sydney chose to also excommunicate me from fellowship. These are the most relevant updates on 
excommunications in Sydney, Australia:  
 
1. Satanic Michael Paget of Anglican St Barnabas Church in Sydney persecutes with false accusations of 

psychopathological disorders: http://www.kyrkor.be/Michael-Paget-St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

2. St Philips York Street Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and threatened to evict with police 
escort: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Philips-York-Street-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

3. Anglican rector/minster Justin Moffatt of St Philips York Street Anglican church in Sydney continued 
harassment to the amusement of his Anglican members: http://www.kyrkor.be/Justin-Moffatt-excommunication-cool-

Anglican-harassment.htm  

4. St Thomas North Sydney Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and threatened to follow the 
Anglican pattern in Sydney to evict with police escort: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Thomas-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

5. St Marks Northbridge Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated by attribution of unspecified risk: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Marks-Northbridge-Anglican-Church-Sydney.htm  

6. C3 Church in Sydney effectively excommunicated by latter evasion of communication and refusal invite to 
church-based fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/C3-Church-Sydney-Australia.htm  

 
The first six churches in Sydney, Australia that excommunicated from fellowship without any justifiable reason 
were:  
 
1. St Barnabas Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and evicted with a real threat of physical police 

escort: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church.htm  

2. St Andrews Anglican Cathedral in Sydney excommunicated from fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-

Anglican-Cathedral.htm  

3. St Michaels Anglican Church in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Michaels-

Surrey-Hills-Church.htm  

4. Devilish “Awesome Church” in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship, but recommended visiting 
[night] clubs instead: http://www.kyrkor.be/Awesome-Church-Sydney-Australia.htm  

5. Extremely false “Hillsong Sydney” refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Sydney-

Australia.htm  

6. Central Baptist Church in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Central-Baptist-

Church-Sydney.htm  

 
Most pastors of churches seem to believe that because they have claimed a title as a pastor, they have an inherent 
right to abuse and harass people. As I stated previously, the greatest devils among church-people are usually 
the pastors.  
 
Satan is attacking me in Sydney, Australia not only through church pastors, but also through nominally associated 
persons of church denominations. Satan is targeting me in Sydney with everything he avails in his church-
associated arsenal. Satan, the loser, is not creative but is pulling the same types of stunts against me time and 
again.  
 
Another obstructive incident disturbing my two objectives 1) to seek a church in Sydney that might welcome me 
to Christian fellowship, and 2) to evangelise to people on the streets in Sydney, was eviction from the house 
where I was renting a room (12 Bowman Street in Drummoyne). The “Christian” landlords, an unmarried but cohabitating 
young couple, informed suddenly one morning that they had decided to ask me to leave their house. The initial 
reason given by the “Catholic” man was that I had borrowed his bicycle without asking him. I presented the facts 
to him; that he during the accommodation interview had agreed that I may borrow his bicycle, and that when I 
twice asked him after I had moved into the house he twice affirmed that I could use the bicycle in the garage, 
and that on the day when I for the first time did borrow his bicycle, I had first asked his partner if she could 
appoint which of the three bicycles that I could use. She pointed out inside her garage the bicycle and the helmet 
which I was allowed to borrow; his. The man of the landlord woman finally accepted these facts that I had done 
nothing wrong, and he then explained more truthfully to me that he felt that he was under much stress in 
preparing his wedding, and he therefore was not coping well with a fourth person in his partner’s house. He was 
simply neither willing nor mentally prepared to accommodate another person in her house, although she had 
advertised to fill the vacant room in her house. This “Catholic” man was initially insincere, then utterly dishonest, 
and consistently avaricious, but he was not intentionally malicious (unlike the intentionally malicious Christian 
liars in London: http://www.kyrkor.be/London-Christian-leaders-malicious-liars.pdf), as he finally acknowledged the truth that 
there was not any external issue which I would be responsible for, and on the basis of that truth we could 
therefore courteously terminate the agreement which they decided, through him, to dishonour. The cohabitating 
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“Christian” young couple were a Catholic man and a Uniting Church divorced woman. Such is the falsehood and 
reality of pre-marital and sexual standards of many “Christians” and churches.  
 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere in Sydney that will welcome real Christians; a 

church where the pastor will not be devilishly intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, but a church 
that in reality values Christian relationships and Christian marriages. 
…  
 
 
 

108.   One hundred eighth International Plea 
 
Date: Fri, 15 Nov 2013 16:49  

Subject: Swedish pastors ostracise the real Christians.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
Currently, I am visiting churches in Sydney, Australia.  

 
Sydney as a city is half as appealing as Melbourne is as a city, but the pastors of the churches in Sydney do not 
seem to differ much from the satanic church leaders of Melbourne.  
 
As I stated previously, the greatest a*holes among church-people are usually the pastors.  
 
Within only 2½ weeks in Sydney, six churches have in effect already banned me from fellowship. The senior 
pastors of one of the devilish churches in Sydney (St Barnabas Anglican Church) went so far in his satanically 
inspired mind and heart, that he evicted me from the church building with a real threat of police escort, and 
interfered with social norms to prevent me from talking with anyone in his church, saying “If you try to speak 
with anyone, I will interfere.”, and pointing me out to everyone inside his church “That is Torsten. I have asked 
him to leave. The police is coming to escort him. Don’t talk to him!”, and expressed his Anglican anti-Semitism 
“You are hardhearted and stiffnecked just like Israel.”  
 
Some of the churches in Sydney who in effect banned Torsten from fellowship:  
 
1. St Barnabas Anglican Church in Sydney excommunicated and evicted with a real threat of physical police 

escort: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Barnabas-Anglican-Church.htm  

2. St Andrews Anglican Cathedral in Sydney excommunicated from fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Andrews-

Anglican-Cathedral.htm  

3. St Michaels Anglican Church in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Michaels-

Surrey-Hills-Church.htm  

4. Devilish “Awesome Church” in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship, but recommended visiting 

[night] clubs instead: http://www.kyrkor.be/Awesome-Church-Sydney-Australia.htm  

5. Extremely false “Hillsong Sydney” refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Sydney-

Australia.htm  

6. Central Baptist Church in Sydney refused to welcome Christian fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Central-Baptist-

Church-Sydney.htm  

 
There is another incident from a small congregation in Sydney, where I was initially asked to leave because they 
believed that I might be an anti-missionary, but the initially rejecting person later apologised for this 
misunderstanding. And, their pastor rationalised this initial rejection of me with information that people in their 
low-income neighbourhood sometimes walk into their congregation off the street. I then suggested that the 
congregation should welcome people to their meetings, regardless of their circumstance of life and regardless of 
their reason for visiting. Their leaders apologised to me twice. Because of apologies, and due to their size and 
vulnerability, I will not disclose their identity. 
 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere in Sydney that will welcome real Christians; a 
church where the pastor will not be devilishly intent on harming the innocently excommunicated, and a church 
that in reality values Christian relationships and Christian marriages. 
…  
 
 
 

107.   One hundred seventh International Plea 
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Date: Thu, 31 Oct 2013 23:05  

Subject: The satanic pastors of Sweden.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
After having contacted most churches in Singapore, and after having visited some of the Singapore churches 
again the past two weeks, the proof remains that there was not one single church anywhere in Singapore that 

wanted to invite me to fellowship. What appears to be true of most “Christian” churches everywhere was proved 
to be absolutely true also in Singapore. Only three churches banned me on this visit to Singapore. You may be 
curious to read some of the highlighted devilish words from Singaporean pastors, and some of the satanic 
encounters by Singaporean pastors inside their church buildings: http://www.kyrkor.be/Singapore-Churches-are-

Inhumane.pdf  

 
There appears to be a direct relationship between church-affinity and merited contemptibility. Normally, the 
stronger identification an individual has with church, the more uncompassionate and inhumane that individual 
behaves. Or, expressed more simplistically; the more churchy, the more dickish.  
 
Unfortunately, Singapore pastors and churches are not exceptions to this dickish norm.  

 
The greatest a*holes among church-people are usually the pastors.  
 
Inhumanity has many faces. Judging by evidence of pastors’ unstaged words and real-life conduct, most pastors 
of “Christian” churches are inhumane and malicious, although they publicly pretend to be loving. Most church 
pastors have this trait of inhumaneness in common with other cruel groups; for example the Taliban. Therefore, 
any cruel group of persons, whether it be “Christian” church pastors or the Taliban, that subjects innocent people 
to inhumanity, should be exposed and reprimanded.  
 
Currently, I am visiting in Sydney, Australia. Please pray that God will find a real Christian church somewhere in 
Sydney that will welcome real Christians; a church where the pastor will not be devilishly intent on harming the 
innocently excommunicated, and a church that in reality values Christian relationships and Christian marriages. 
…  
 
 
 

106.   One hundred sixth International Plea 
 
Date: Mon, 14 Oct 2013 15:51  
Subject: The devilish pastors of Sweden. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 

church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
Currently, I am visiting this week in Bangkok, Thailand. After having emailed to (probably) all English-speaking 
Christian churches in Bangkok with only one church replying, and after having visited five different church services 
on Sunday Oct.13, combined with previous experiences of visiting churches in Thailand, I need to conclude that 
my possibilities of developing Christian relationships with marriage potential in Thailand are not appreciable. In 
the outstandingly friendly and humble Thai-speaking churches, the language barrier prevents profound 
relationships. And in the Westernised English-speaking churches, the prevailing Western church-arrogance and 
proud feminism prevent real Christian relationships. Of so many beautiful and friendly Thai women, few are 
Christian, and none inside churches appears interested in relationship.  
 
Next week I plan to visit churches in Singapore. Please pray that God will find a church somewhere in Singapore 
that will welcome me to opportunity of Christian fellowship with other Christian singles.  
…  
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105.   One hundred fifth International Plea 
 
Date: Mon, 30 Sep 2013 20:23  

Subject: The evil pastors of Sweden. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
Currently, I am still stuck in satanic Sweden without any opportunity, whatsoever, of a humane future. In Sweden, 
it is absolutely impossible for me, as a real Christian, to be part of a church or to marry a Christian woman.  
 
The past decade when visiting Alicante in southern Spain, I have taken many opportunities to evangelise among 
the people there. In August 2013, it became apparent that the small church community that I had previously 
supported during some years, had evolved into a sectarian Christian cult of sorts. In hindsight, I regret my 
previous support to that church community, as my evangelism through JLP is misconceived locally as associated 
with that sectarian cult, by logo style semblances: http://kyrkor.be/Gran-Alacant-Church-of-Pino-Cinquemani.pdf  

 
Please pray that evil Christian pastors that receive this plea for help will not succeed in their determination to 

close my domain and server again through accusations of spam, in stead of simply requesting to be unsubscribed. 
…  
 
 
 

104.   One hundred fourth International Plea 
 
Date: Tue, 23 Jul 2013 11:00  

Subject: No Christian compassion within Sweden. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
Currently, I am stuck in satanic Sweden without any opportunity, whatsoever, of a humane future. In Sweden, it 
is absolutely impossible for me, as a real Christian, to be part of a church or to marry another real Christian.  

 
Some of the pastoral devils of churches decided, again, to inflict harm on the innocent but excommunicated real 
Christian, by attempting to close his mail server. The pastors of churches succeeded with their continued malice 
– once again. The mail server of that domain is now closed, due to accusation of spamming by these pastors. I 
do read every response from churches, and I always unsubscribe each pastor who does not want to be part of a 
Christian solution.  
 
Satan and many church-leaders steer their courses in unison with each other.  
 
Apart from the forceful evil from church-pastors, several churches replied with comments to my previous 103:rd 
plea for help. It is pitiful to read the simple lies by some church offices. Other churches merely express themselves 
foolishly, similar to these ones: http://www.kyrkor.be/church-responses-to-plea-103.htm  

…  
 
 
 

103.   One hundred third International Plea 
 
Date: Fri, 5 Jul 2013 19:39  
Subject: Seek shelter from the evil pastors of churches in Sweden. 
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An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current:  
Pastors and priests of churches have tried to stop my plea for Christian help by reporting my plea as spamming, 
instead of simply requesting unsubscription. I have always read every response, and I unsubscribe each person 
according to request. Malicious pastors succeeded in their aim to recently close my servers; costing me much 
time and money. The devilish conduct of pastors and priests can be contrasted by the conduct of predominantly 
secular society. When I have written to secular leaders (politicians, academians and journalists) regarding 
completely different matters (http://karolinska.de) using the same email method, secular people demonstrate a higher 
level of ethical conduct than pastors and priests of churches. Intelligent and decent secular people normally just 
ask me to unsubscribe them. But pastors and church leaders are often extremely intolerant to truth, and therefore 
seek to silence justified critique.  
 
The past month I have visited churches in Singapore and in London. Sadly, I am now back in satanic Sweden. 
Because of Sweden, I have absolutely no opportunity to progress in any area of human life. Only through 
emigration from Sweden is it possible that I can progress in life -- to find a Christian church somewhere on earth 
where I might find opportunity to meet and communicate with other Christian singles. Only through meeting and 
communicating with other Christian singles is it possible for me, as a real Christian, to find a Christian girl to 
marry. In Sweden, it is absolutely impossible, since I am practically excommunicated from every church within 
Sweden, and I am also ostracised by the Swedish society for being a Christian. In other countries, however, there 
remains at least theoretical possibilities of finding a Christian woman to marry and a supportive Christian church.  
 
Satan, through church leaders, continually devastates God's good plans for my life. In relation to all 
excommunications and bans by churches, I am completely innocent. Church-pastors need to recognise and 
understand: 1) my innocence and 2) the necessity of providing opportunity to meet and communicate with other 
Christian singles. Pastors need to align with God and with reality. The fact that I am excommunicated from a 
steadfast increasing number of churches is an entirely external problem. I am entirely innocent to each of those 
excommunications. Church leaders need to come to their senses, and understand the logical connection between 
their excommunications and my inability to find Christian community and a Christian woman to marry. Pastors 
need to understand this logic; that without any opportunity to meet and communicate with other single Christians 
of the opposite gender, it is logically absolutely impossible for me to develop friendships that can lead towards 
discovery of a Christian woman to marry. The ignorance, negligence and evil of (most) church pastors are the 
initial causes and also the sustaining causes of the problems.  
 
Church leaders, pastors and priests only pay lip service to Christian marriage and Christian families. The foul 
stench of hypocrisy of churches couldn’t be greater than in the area of relationships. It seems that in most 
churches, Christian faith ventures little beyond preaching; distant from God and far from reality. Bullsh*t-
Christianiy dominate the church landscapes. The common myth that church-people are hypocrites is actually very 
true, in deed.  
 
Singapore, a very attractive city with a typically polite population, is unique compared to all other English speaking 
nations which I have visited, in that no church officially excommunicated me. Despite these positively appealing 

aspects about Singapore, the statistical reality about the choices church-people make speak louder than their 
preachers. For example, this report (table A1.30 on page 44) 
(http://www.singstat.gov.sg/publications/publications_and_papers/marriages_and_divorces/smd2011.pdf) reveal statistical realities in 
Singapore, that 1/3 of Christians do not marry another Christian. Christian marriages and Christian families are 
not anywhere near to be a church priority, and possibly a fair assessment about churches is that formation of 
Christian marriages is totally irrelevant. Christianity à la church, at best, is important inside church buildings on 
Sundays. (http://www.gcf.org.sg/resources/building-a-strong-future).  
 
Although Singapore is inhabited by some of the most amiable people, I visited several horrible churches in 
Singapore. Two particular so-called churches stood out as exceptionally false, superficial and unhealthy: New 
Creation Church (http://newcreation.org.sg) and Trinity Christian Centre (http://trinity.org.sg). As with most churches, also 
these two “churches” were either incapable to answer or simply ignored to answer these questions: Are there 
any opportunities to communicate and socialise also with other single Christians in your church?, Where do people 
socialize after your ‘services’?, and, Are there small community groups that I can join?. In spite of email dialogue 
with several of the church staff in these two “churches”, they were unable to answer, and were unable to provide 
any opportunity for authentic Christian relationships. New Creation Church (http://newcreation.org.sg) is a staged 
entertainment-preaching of unhealthy theology, with conveyor belt industry attendance. And Trinity Christian 
Centre, belonging to the careerist Assemblies of God denomination (http://www.ag.org.sg), reflected dishonesty, 
manipulation, church-careerism, and an unloving attitude towards people. What I heard and observed at Trinity 
Christian Centre was so awful that I was compelled to write a letter reprimanding the church. I wrote then: 
 

“I visited your ‘Life Conference’ on Thursday evening on June 6, 2013. The angry tone of your preacher from Kuala Lumpur 

is ungodly. That is not the voice and attitude of God. While I am very happy to know that the Holy Spirit speaks in a loving 
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voice to me, I am upset that your ‘church’ manipulates naive people in such a manner; shouting at people from stage 

with ungodly anger. The anger and attitude of your preacher from KL is not from God. Additionally, the condescending 

attitude of your KL preacher reflected in his words “become somebody” is not Biblical. Every person is precious to God. 

The people in that assembly already are “somebody”. Each person in that auditorium, and also each person outside that 

auditorium, is precious to God. Personhood is the most valuable to God; so much that He did not spare even His own Son 

for each one of them! In spite of the manipulative style, the ungodly attitude of your preacher, the ungodly anger by your 

preacher against people, the unloving attitude of your preacher, the careerist mindset of your preacher, and the ungodly 

theology of your preacher, the Holy Spirit told me after your so-called ‘service’ that “They are mine.” ” 

 
Many other churches in Singapore refused to invite, of which one is worth a mention; City Harvest Church 
(http://www.chc.org.sg) which consistently refused to respond.  
 
In regards to authenticity of human relationships, most churches have little to offer. Churches are generally not 
designed for honest people who want to live authentic Christian lives and to practice Christian discipleship.  
 
In London, United Kingdom, there was no Christian church that wanted to avail an opportunity for me to meet 
and communicate with also other Christian singles. None of the churches in London has a ministry for Christian 
singles. There is no church in London where I am truly welcome, although I visited seven dehumanising services 
in different churches each Sunday. Satan really does dominate the churches in London through their pastors. 
 
Because there are few churches with a Saturday service in London, I again visited the extremely unhealthy stage-
focused hybrid of entertainment industry and superficial church culture, Hillsect London (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-

London.htm), during their Saturday evening show. Hillsect Melbourne (http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Melbourne.htm) recently 
excommunicated me officially. Although I am in reality not welcome in Hillsect London, they at least have yet not 
excommunicated me officially. One of the superficial Hillsect leaders in London quietly asserted to me after their 
show/service “You look affordable.” probably as a hint that I should dress more expensively to make myself 
attractive to their church. And their Swedish Hillsect guest-preacher in Hillsect London, Andreas Nielsen, said 
during his staged service on Saturday evening that he does not care about what or how other people eat, in 
context of his own plan to have a good dinner after the service. Andreas Nielsen’s uncaring attitude towards other 
people, as reflected in his preaching, is indicative of the Hillsect empire; to not care about the realities of other 
people. At Hillsect, the foci are instead: loud concert music excitement, natural superficial prosperity, and 
manipulative money offerings for Hillsect empire staff comforts and money for Hillsect empire expansion through 
marketing events. Although some people do come to accept Jesus Christ through Hillsect, it is tragic to observe 
the Hillsect neglect of Biblical values and its depreciation of Christian attitudes. 
 
Surprisingly, an organisation which I previously held in high regard, Campus Crusade for Christ, shamefully 
excluded me from participation in evangelism in London, United Kingdom. The superficial and false allegation 
given by the American organisation Cru was "You look like someone who could be a hothead." Campus 
Crusade for Christ has chosen to not repent of their unjustifiable exclusion conduct against me: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Campus-Crusade-for-Christ-excommunication.htm  

 
Still, the satanic British church Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB: http://www.htb.org.uk) in London, UK, together with Alpha 
International (http://www.alpha.org), and their devilish vicar Nicky Gumbel, refuse to explain why HTB 
excommunicated Torsten from fellowship in their churches: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm  

 
Also to my surprise were the recent words of an American organisation which I have decided to continue to like, 
World Challenge (http://www.worldchallenge.org), principally because of my respect for its former founder. But it is a 
discouragement to read of such utter confusion in a recent response from World Challenge “There are reasons that 

God answers, or withholds answer to prayer. We do not know those reasons in your case. … Turn inward. Ask yourself what is 

happening in you that these things continue to be? Perhaps there is something that you need to take inventory of in your heart 

that God is dealing with you about. … We don't know the solution to your problem, but we do sincerely care that you are going 

through so much trouble in finding yourself,..." In reality, this problem is entirely external, and therefore the solution 
is entirely external. I do not need to find myself; but I do need to find a Christian church on earth that wants to 
welcome me to opportunities to also meet and authentically communicate with other Christians. 
 
Churches generally foster bullsh*t-culture. And in most churches, pastors generally are a*holes. Unfortunately, 
there appears to be few exceptions. I need to find a Christian church on earth that values practical Christianity 
in regards to human relationships among followers of Jesus Christ. Without an authentic Christian church, it is 
exceedingly difficult for me as a real Christian to find opportunity to meet and communicate with other single 
Christians and to marry a Christian woman. 
…  
 
 
 

102.   One hundred second International Plea 
 
Date: Sat, 15 Jun 2013 19:45  

Subject: In search of a supportive and real Christian church. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 

http://www.chc.org.sg/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Campus-Crusade-for-Christ-excommunication.htm
http://www.htb.org.uk/
http://www.alpha.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm
http://www.worldchallenge.org/
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Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  

…  
 
 
 

101.   One hundred first International Plea 
 
Date: Thu, 30 May 2013 13:58  

Subject: Appeal for a supportive and real Christian church. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
 
 

100.   One-hundredth International Plea 
 
Date: Tue, 14 May 2013 00:55  

Subject: Pursuit of a supportive and real Christian church. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current: 
Satan governs most of the churches also in Melbourne, Australia.  
 
Melbourne is a great place to live. It’s a pleasant city, and people met on streets in Melbourne are friendly. The 
only negative side of Melbourne are the churches; evil church-pastors and their hypocritical church-members. 
Pastordevils, inhumane pastors and hypocritical churchpeople are the only reasons not to live in Melbourne. 
Satanic evil seems more prevalent from the church leaders of Melbourne than from friendly secular people met 
on the streets. The friendly non-Christians are comparatively humane, while the church-pastors are scandalously 
cruel. Friendly Australians in Melbourne need salvation through Jesus Christ, but they certainly do not need to be 

perverted by the devilish church-hypocrites.  
 
Satan, through the evil and inhumanity of the churches in Melbourne, has hindered God’s intended blessings and 
goodness also towards me in Melbourne. Satan incited the pastors of Melbourne to hinder God’s goodness and 
blessings. Because of the church-pastors’ passiveness, but primarily because of the church-pastor’s sins of 
commission in obstructing and excommunicating me, in spite that I am entirely innocent of any wrongdoing, 
satan is again victorious -- also in Melbourne.  
 
By email I inquired to all Christian denominations in Melbourne, and to essentially every local church in Melbourne 
(including all surrounding municipalities) about opportunity to meet and communicate with other Christian 
singles, but nearly all churches in Melbourne chose to shun my inquiry for Christian fellowship. Approximately 
99% of all Melbourne churches refused to reply (http://www.kyrkor.be/letter-to-churches-in-Melbourne.htm) to my inquiry for 
Christian fellowship, while the remaining churches that replied (except for six churches) obstructed or 
excommunicated me. After three months of visiting churches in Melbourne every Sunday (usually 3-5 churches 
each Sunday), the glaring evidence is that most of the churches that I visited chose to oppose, obstruct, reject 
and excommunicate me. (!) 
 
If we sincerely ask what character of a person could deliberately ignore an innocent person seeking opportunity 
for Christian friendship, we are required to answer honestly that the character is inhumane. And if we sincerely 
ask what character of a person could deliberately seek to obstruct and excommunicate an innocent person from 
seeking opportunities for Christian friendship, we are required to answer honestly that the character is evil. Nearly 
all pastors in Melbourne ignored my inquiry for opportunity to meet and communicate with other single Christians, 
and most churches that I visited either deliberately obstructed or excommunicated me. The evidence from all 

http://www.kyrkor.be/letter-to-churches-in-Melbourne.htm
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churches in Melbourne necessitates the truthful conclusion that nearly all pastors in Melbourne are inhumane, 
and that many pastors in Melbourne are satanically evil.  
 
In my experience of pastors and churches from cities across the globe, Melbourne is not the worst. The city where 

pastors and churches acted in greatest hostility and satanic evil was Jerusalem. However, in similarity to churches 
in Jerusalem, the most hostile and satanic church in Melbourne was also Messianic. In Melbourne, no church 
expressed its satanic nature more clearly than the Beit HaMashiac Messianic church 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/BeitHaMashiach-Messianic-Church-Melbourne.pdf).  
 
In spite of the inhumanity and active evils by church-pastors in Melbourne, only six churches welcomed me. So 
there are a several exceptions to all the devilish church-pastors in Melbourne. However, in none of the public 
meetings of those churches was I able to find a Christian woman who wanted to communicate individually. Even 
more appalling than no woman wanting to communicate individually is the fact that no man wanted to 
communicate individually either. The superficiality, falsehood and pretentiousness of these church-people and 
their church sub-cultures create problems for honest people who seek authentic relationships. The dishonesty, 
hypocrisy and nastiness of these church sub-cultures might be appropriately labelled “bullsh*t-christianity”. 
 
My primary objective in Melbourne was to find opportunity to meet and communicate with other Christian singles, 
so as to develop friendships, and to find a Christian woman to marry. God is always good, and God wanted to 
bless me here in Melbourne, but the devilish church-pastors consistently obstructed God’s will, and hence I never 
had a real opportunity anywhere in Melbourne for authentic relationships. In fact, after three months of visiting 
multiple churches each Sunday, I did not find even just one single Christian woman anywhere who wanted to 
communicate individually.  
 
Although I interacted with lots of friendly secular people on the streets in Melbourne every week in conjunction 
with street evangelism, respectfully introducing people to faith in Jesus Christ, there was, however, not one 
person inside any of the churches in Melbourne who wanted to be a friend. To more than one hundred church-
persons who I chatted with inside various churches in Melbourne during the past three months I had offered my 
contact details, inviting each of those church-persons to contact me. Nevertheless, not even one church-person 
(who is not a church-leader) in Melbourne contacted me. (Actually, there was one church-person who contacted 
me; a married pentecostal woman sent an email to me spewing her rude words and errant accusations against 
my person.) After three months of visiting 3-5 churches each Sunday, and inviting church-persons on Sundays 
to communicate with me and to meet during the week, it is simply a disgrace that not one church-person wanted 
to communicate or meet. There was not one Christian in all of Melbourne who wanted to develop friendship.  
 
Applying the alleged Einstein dictum “Simplify as much as possible, but no more.” I would not go beyond truth 
by stating something exaggerated like “All church-people are brainless a**holes.” or “All church-pastors are 
malicious hypocrites.” as both statements are obviously false, although many church-people and church-pastors 
can truthfully be attributed such descriptions.  
 
During the past three months in Melbourne, Australia, these are some of the satanic excommunications, bans 
and obstructions by devilish church-pastors and “Christians”:  
 
1. Beit HaMashiach Church in Melbourne, part of Chosen People Ministries, excommunicated with this 

threatening letter: http://www.kyrkor.be/BeitHaMashiach-Messianic-Church-Melbourne.pdf  

2. Monologue with the excommunicating Beit HaMashiach Church in Melbourne: http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-

HaMashiach-Church-Melbourne.htm  

3. One of the largest churches in Australia, Crossway Baptist Church in Melbourne, excommunicated with 
threats: http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-Baptist-Church-Melbourne.htm  

4. Hillsong Melbourne church falsely accused and officially excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-

Melbourne.htm  

5. “Christian Connection Australia” in Melbourne banned innocent Christian from seeking a potential Christian 
wife on its Australian website business: http://www.kyrkor.be/Christian-Connection-Australia.pdf  

6. Satanic alliance of church-leaders in Melbourne excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/Network-of-devilish-churches-

in-Melbourne.htm  

7. CrossCulture Church of Christ in Melbourne covertly excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/CrossCulture-Church-

Melbourne.htm  

8. Planetshakers in Melbourne covertly excommunicated through absolute refusal of communication: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Planetshakers-Melbourne.htm  

9. City on a Hill Church in Melbourne covertly excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/City-on-a-Hill-Church-Melbourne.htm  

10. Roxburgh Park Church in Melbourne, without a sincere interest of facts, excommunicated because the 
excommunicated had been excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/Roxburgh-Park-Church-Melbourne.htm  

11. Bayside Church in Melbourne obstructed from fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Bayside-Church-Melbourne.htm  

12. Gateway Church in Melbourne obstructed from fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gateway-Church-Melbourne.htm  

13. Australian and international church leaders of River of Life Conference in Melbourne affirm pastoral sin while 
rejecting the innocently excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/River-of-Life-Conference-Melbourne.htm  

 
• Approximately 99% of churches in Melbourne, Australia refused to respond to Christian inquiry: 

http://www.kyrkor.be/letter-to-churches-in-Melbourne.htm  

 
Lies, deceptions, distortions, rumours and evil are mainstream from most church-pastors in Melbourne, Australia. 
Satan certainly governs most churches in Melbourne through their pastors.  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/BeitHaMashiach-Messianic-Church-Melbourne.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/BeitHaMashiach-Messianic-Church-Melbourne.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-HaMashiach-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-HaMashiach-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-Baptist-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Christian-Connection-Australia.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Network-of-devilish-churches-in-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Network-of-devilish-churches-in-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/CrossCulture-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/CrossCulture-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Planetshakers-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/City-on-a-Hill-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Roxburgh-Park-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Bayside-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Gateway-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/River-of-Life-Conference-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/letter-to-churches-in-Melbourne.htm
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The devilish churches in Melbourne are a double tragedy; the proof that the conduct of nearly all church-pastors 
in Melbourne are diametrically opposing Biblical teachings and are aligning with satanic evil further disgraces 
credibility of churches, while the consequence of the devilish churches in Melbourne also inflict additional personal 
misery for my despairing circumstance of ostracism, excommunication and satanically successful obstructions of 

God’s sanctioned relationships.  
 
As I now depart from Melbourne and Australia, please do pray that God will find a Christian church somewhere 
on earth that is humane and benevolent; a church that will humanely welcome an excommunicated but innocent 
Christian and will support Christian fellowship. Please pray that God will find a church on earth where the pastor(s) 
are not backstabbing devils and are not satanically intent to harm, as was evidenced in Melbourne. And please 
pray that God will find a Christian marriage-minded single woman somewhere on earth who will want to 
communicate with me.  
 
By the “Christian” singles-websites I am denied any possibility to connect and communicate with single Christians 
on internet, and I am by “Christian” churches denied any real possibility to connect and communicate with single 
Christians inside churches. Relationally, I am banned and obstructed both online and onsite. For Torsten, there 
is no opportunity to meet and communicate with single Christians, since satan governs many (most) “Christian” 
ministries and churches especially in the area of relationships. Godly relationships are banned from “Christianity” 
in many (most) churches.  
 
Still, the satanic British church Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB: http://www.htb.org.uk) in London, UK, together with Alpha 
International (http://www.alpha.org), and their devilish vicar Nicky Gumbel, still refuse to explain why HTB 
excommunicated Torsten from fellowship in their churches: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm  

…  
 
 
 

99.   Ninety-ninth International Plea 
 
Date: Tue, 30 Apr 2013 00:08 

Subject: Quest for a supportive and real Christian church. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
Current: 
Lies, deceptions, distortions, rumours and evil are mainstream from many church-pastors in Melbourne, Australia. 
Satan certainly governs many (most) churches in Melbourne through their pastors.  
 
After 2½ months of visiting churches on Sundays in Melbourne, and after having inquired by email to essentially 
every church in Melbourne about any opportunity to meet and communicate with other Christian singles, it is 
obvious that most churches in Melbourne chose to shun my inquiry for fellowship, while most of the remaining 
church-leaders in Melbourne actively oppose, reject and excommunicate.  
 
My primary objective in Melbourne is to find opportunity to meet and communicate with other Christian singles, 
so as to develop friendships, and hopefully to find a Christian woman to marry. God is good and He wants to 
bless me, but the devilish church-pastors consistently obstruct God’s will, and hence I have never had a real 
opportunity anywhere for authentic relationships. In fact, after 2½ months of visiting multiple churches on each 
Sunday, I have yet not found even just one single Christian woman anywhere who wants to communicate 
individually.  
 
Only one church in Melbourne excommunicated me within the past two weeks:  
 
• Roxburgh Park Church in Melbourne, without a sincere interest of facts, excommunicated because the 

excommunicated had been excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/Roxburgh-Park-Church-Melbourne.htm  

 
Within the past 2½ months, these are some of the excommunications, bans and obstructions by devilish church-
leaders and “Christians” in Melbourne:  
 
• One of the largest churches in Australia, Crossway Baptist Church in Melbourne, excommunicated with 

threats: http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-Baptist-Church-Melbourne.htm  

• Beit HaMashiach Church in Melbourne, part of Chosen People Ministries, excommunicated with this 
threatening letter: http://www.kyrkor.be/BeitHaMashiach-Messianic-Church-Melbourne.pdf  

• Monologue with the excommunicating Beit HaMashiach Church in Melbourne: http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-

HaMashiach-Church-Melbourne.htm  

http://www.htb.org.uk/
http://www.alpha.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Roxburgh-Park-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-Baptist-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/BeitHaMashiach-Messianic-Church-Melbourne.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-HaMashiach-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-HaMashiach-Church-Melbourne.htm
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• Hillsong Melbourne church falsely accused and officially excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-

Melbourne.htm  

• “Christian Connection Australia” in Melbourne banned innocent Christian from seeking a potential Christian 
wife on its Australian website business: http://www.kyrkor.be/Christian-Connection-Australia.pdf  

• Satanic alliance of church-leaders in Melbourne excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/Network-of-devilish-churches-

in-Melbourne.htm  

• CrossCulture Church of Christ in Melbourne covertly excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/CrossCulture-Church-

Melbourne.htm  

• Planetshakers in Melbourne covertly excommunicated through absolute refusal of communication: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Planetshakers-Melbourne.htm  

• City on a Hill Church in Melbourne covertly excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/City-on-a-Hill-Church-Melbourne.htm  

• Bayside Church in Melbourne obstructed from fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Bayside-Church-Melbourne.htm  

• Gateway Church in Melbourne obstructed from fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gateway-Church-Melbourne.htm  

• Approximately 99% of churches in Melbourne, Australia refuse to respond to Christian inquiry: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/letter-to-churches-in-Melbourne.htm  

 
In spite of the inhumanity from all the devilish church-pastors in Melbourne, few of all the churches in Melbourne 

did welcome me, and only three churches of all the churches in Melbourne offered useful information about 
meetings where also other Christian singles are likely to attend. So there are a couple of exceptions to all the 
devilish church-pastors in Melbourne. However, in none of those meetings was I able to find a Christian woman 
who wanted to communicate individually. The superficiality, falsehood and pretentiousness of these church-people 
and their church sub-cultures create problems for honest people who seek authentic relationships.  
 
I am by the “Christian” singles-websites denied any possibility to connect and communicate with single Christians 
on internet, and I am by “Christian” churches denied any real possibility to connect and communicate with single 
Christians inside churches. Relationally, I am banned and obstructed both online and onsite. For Torsten, there 
is no opportunity to meet and communicate with single Christians, since satan governs many (most) “Christian” 
ministries and churches especially in the area of relationships. Godly relationships are banned from “Christianity” 
in many (most) churches.  
 
The devilish British church Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB: http://www.htb.org.uk) in London, UK, together with Alpha 
International (http://www.alpha.org), and their vicar Nicky Gumbel, still refuse to explain why HTB excommunicated 
Torsten from fellowship in their churches: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm  

 
Please do pray that God will find in Melbourne a Christian church that will humanely welcome me. And please 
pray that God will find, inside a church in Melbourne, a Christian woman who will have the courage to 
communicate with me. Australia is, in spite of many evil church-pastors in Melbourne, a very friendly and liveable 
country.  
…  
 
 
 

98.   Ninety-eighth International Plea 
 
Date: Mon, 15 Apr 2013 21:30 

Subject: Seeking a church that really cares for Christian marriages. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
Current: 
Lies, lies, lies and evil is mainstream from many church-pastors also in Melbourne, Australia. Satan does indeed 
govern many (most) churches in Melbourne through pastors.  
 
After two months of visiting churches on Sundays in Melbourne, and inquiring by email to the churches in 
Melbourne of opportunities to meet and communicate with other Christian singles, it is now clear that most 
churches in Melbourne have chosen to shun my inquiry for community, and many church-leaders in Melbourne 
actively oppose, reject and excommunicate me.  
 
My primary objective in Melbourne is to find opportunity to meet and communicate with other Christian singles, 
so as to develop friendships, and hopefully to find a Christian woman to marry. God is good and He wants to 
bless me, but the devilish church-pastors consistently obstruct God’s will, and hence I have never had a real 
opportunity anywhere. 
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Christian-Connection-Australia.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Network-of-devilish-churches-in-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Network-of-devilish-churches-in-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/CrossCulture-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/CrossCulture-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Planetshakers-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/City-on-a-Hill-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Bayside-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Gateway-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/letter-to-churches-in-Melbourne.htm
http://www.htb.org.uk/
http://www.alpha.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm
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The past two weeks it has become evident that another three churches in Melbourne have excommunicated me, 
and also the main website for “Christian” singles in Australia has banned me. Hillsong in Melbourne officially 
excommunicated me from all their gatherings and events, and grossly accused me falsely of having a predatory 
nature. CrossCulture Church of Christ in Melbourne covertly excommunicated me and in a hostile tone of voice 

accused that I had a problem, and alluded that my intentions are dishonourable. The pentecostal sect 
Planetshakers in Melbourne covertly excommunicated me with refusal to welcome and absolute refusal to 
communicate. And the “Christian Connection Australia” website business for “Christian” singles in Australia based 
in Melbourne, but owned by a company in United Kingdom, banned me because I would not compromise with 
Biblical ethics and hence take on board the British company’s pro-homosexuality agenda.  
 
These excommunications and bans in Melbourne became evident within the past two weeks:  
 
• Hillsong Melbourne church falsely accused and entirely excommunicated Torsten officially: 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Melbourne.htm  

• “Christian Connection Australia” in Melbourne banned Torsten from seeking a potential Christian wife on its 
Australian website business: http://www.kyrkor.be/Christian-Connection-Australia.pdf  

• CrossCulture Church of Christ in Melbourne covertly excommunicated Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/CrossCulture-Church-Melbourne.htm  

• Planetshakers in Melbourne covertly excommunicated through absolute refusal of communication: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Planetshakers-Melbourne.htm  

 
I am by the “Christian” singles-websites denied any possibility to connect and communicate with single Christians 

on internet, and I am by “Christian” churches denied any real possibility to connect and communicate with single 
Christians inside churches. Relationally, I am banned and obstructed both online and onsite. For Torsten, there 
is no opportunity to meet and communicate with single Christians, since satan governs many (most) “Christian” 
ministries and churches especially in the area of relationships. Godly relationships are banned from “Christianity” 
in many (most) churches.  
 
These are previous excommunications and obstructions in Melbourne the past two months:  
 
• One of the largest churches in Australia, Crossway Baptist Church in Melbourne, excommunicated Torsten 

with threats: http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-Baptist-Church-Melbourne.htm  

• Beit HaMashiach Church in Melbourne, part of Chosen People Ministries, excommunicated Torsten with this 
threatening letter: http://www.kyrkor.be/BeitHaMashiach-Messianic-Church-Melbourne.pdf  

• Torsten’s monologue with the excommunicating Beit HaMashiach Church in Melbourne: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-HaMashiach-Church-Melbourne.htm  

• Satanic alliance of church-leaders in Melbourne excommunicated Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Network-of-devilish-

churches-in-Melbourne.htm  

• Approximately 99% of churches in Melbourne, Australia refuse to respond to Torsten’s Christian inquiry: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/letter-to-churches-in-Melbourne.htm  

• City on a Hill Church in Melbourne covertly excommunicated Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/City-on-a-Hill-Church-

Melbourne.htm  

• Bayside Church in Melbourne obstructed Torsten from fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Bayside-Church-Melbourne.htm  

• Gateway Church in Melbourne obstructed Torsten from fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gateway-Church-

Melbourne.htm  

 
The devilish British church Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB: http://www.htb.org.uk) in London, UK, together with Alpha 
International (http://www.alpha.org), and their vicar Nicky Gumbel, still refuse to explain why HTB 
excommunicated Torsten from fellowship in their churches: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm  

 
Please do pray that God will find in Melbourne a Christian church that will humanely welcome me. And please 
pray that God will find, inside a church in Melbourne, a Christian woman who will have the courage to 
communicate with me. Australia is, in spite of many evil church-pastors in Melbourne, a very friendly and liveable 
country.  
…  
 
 
 

97.   Ninety-seventh International Plea 
 
Date: Mon, 1 Apr 2013 14:38 

Subject: Seeking a church that truthfully values Christian marriages. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Christian-Connection-Australia.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/CrossCulture-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Planetshakers-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-Baptist-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/BeitHaMashiach-Messianic-Church-Melbourne.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-HaMashiach-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Network-of-devilish-churches-in-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Network-of-devilish-churches-in-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/letter-to-churches-in-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/City-on-a-Hill-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/City-on-a-Hill-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Bayside-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Gateway-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Gateway-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.htb.org.uk/
http://www.alpha.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm
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Current: 
I have been visiting many churches on Sundays in Melbourne, Australia, the past 1½ months. My primary 
objective in Melbourne is to find opportunity to meet and communicate with other Christian singles, so as to 
develop friendships, and hopefully to find a Christian woman to marry.  

 
After 1½ months of visiting churches in Melbourne, and inquiring by email to the churches in Melbourne of 
opportunities to meet and communicate with other Christian singles, it appears that most churches in Melbourne 
shun my inquiry for community, and many church-leaders in Melbourne actively oppose, reject and 
excommunicate me.  
 
Satan governs many of the churches in Melbourne through alliances of pastors and ministry leaders who prioritise 
collegial loyalty at the expense of God, love and truth. The evils of many (perhaps even most) church-pastors in 
Melbourne are a testimony to how satan has hijacked many churches, also in Melbourne.  
 
A revelational excommunication in Melbourne, Australia: 
 
• Beit HaMashiach church in Melbourne, which is part of Chosen People Ministries, excommunicated Torsten 

with this letter: http://www.kyrkor.be/BeitHaMashiach-Messianic-Church-Melbourne.pdf  

• This is Torsten’s monologue with the excommunicating Beit HaMashiach church of Melbourne: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-HaMashiach-Church-Melbourne.htm  

 
Every Messianic church associated with Chosen People Ministries (http://www.chosenpeople.com) that I have visited have 
chosen to either excommunicate (Melbourne), ostracise (New York) or shun (London). Previously, the Messianic 
church Sha’ar Adonai in New York ostracised Torsten from attendance at their church (http://www.kyrkor.be/Shaar-

Adonai-Church.htm), and the Messainic church Beit Sar Shalom in London (http://www.beitsarshalom.org.uk) 

(http://daniel.nessim.org) shunned Torsten. As much as I wish that the Chosen People Ministries would understand how 
to behave better, their churches instead sadly serve as a testimony of extreme hypocrisy and mercilessness.  
 
Beneath are examples of further evils from churches in Melbourne, Australia:  
 
• A satanic alliance of church-leaders in Melbourne excommunicates Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Network-of-

devilish-churches-in-Melbourne.htm  

• City on a Hill Church in Melbourne covertly excommunicates Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/City-on-a-Hill-Church-

Melbourne.htm  

• Bayside Church in Melbourne obstructs Torsten from fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Bayside-Church-Melbourne.htm  

• Gateway Church in Melbourne obstructs Torsten from fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Gateway-Church-Melbourne.htm  

 
Commencing with the Baptist church-devil in Melbourne, Dale Stephenson (http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-Baptist-Church-

Melbourne.htm), many church-pastors in Melbourne have mysteriously excommunicated Torsten, refused to welcome 
Torsten and terminated communications with Torsten. The patterns from several church-pastors in Melbourne in 
adopting an anti-Torsten position are: excommunications in absence of normal reason or Biblical basis, bizarre 
insinuations and accusation from church-pastors, refusal to explain or justify their 
excommunication/ostracism/obstruction, refusal to communicate, and refusal to welcome. These patterns in 
Melbourne and beyond indicate an alliance of church-leaders who prioritise collegial loyalty at the expense of 
God, truth, justice and righteousness. Because lies by church-pastors are defeated by exposure, satan 
disseminates church-pastoral lies with secrecy. A crystal clear example of this satanic alliance of church-leaders 
in Melbourne are the words from the pastor of Beit HaMashiach church, who excommunicated Torsten based on 
advice from a church-pastor of another church, to excommunicate (http://www.kyrkor.be/BeitHaMashiach-Messianic-Church-

Melbourne.pdf).  
 
I am absolutely innocent in relation to all excommunications from churches. Satan thrives on church-pastors’ 
sustainment and secretive dissemination of church-pastoral lies. Satan’s lies through unrepentant church-pastors 
are defeated by exposure.  
 
Similar to most pentecostal-styled megachurches, the Bridge Church in Melbourne (http://www.bridgechurch.org.au) 
offers its audience passionate preaching from stage and inhospitable dehumanisation before and after their staged 
“service”. During the four Sundays that I visited Bridge Church, no person who is not a church staff or a volunteer 
in a church role befriended or communicated. The social rule in these types of superficial churches is: if you come 
alone and have no friends you are informally uninvited and shunned. Making oneself accessible and available for 
socialising in a setting by roaming a large lobby filled with people for one hour, week after week, without a social 
invite and experiencing human communication (by anyone who is not a staff or a volunteer in a role), is 
dehumanising and demoralising. Although I was conditionally welcomed, the pentecostal Bridge Church in 
Melbourne is simply too destructive on my morale to continue visiting there on Sundays.  
 
The devilish British church Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB: http://www.htb.org.uk) in London, UK, together with Alpha 
International (http://www.alpha.org), and their vicar Nicky Gumbel, still refuse to explain why HTB excommunicated 
Torsten from fellowship in their churches: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm  
 
Please pray that God will find in Melbourne a Christian church that will humanely welcome me. And please pray 
that God will find, inside a church in Melbourne, a Christian woman who will have the courage to communicate 
with me.  
…  

http://www.kyrkor.be/BeitHaMashiach-Messianic-Church-Melbourne.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Beit-HaMashiach-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.chosenpeople.com/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Shaar-Adonai-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Shaar-Adonai-Church.htm
http://www.beitsarshalom.org.uk/
http://daniel.nessim.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Network-of-devilish-churches-in-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Network-of-devilish-churches-in-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/City-on-a-Hill-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/City-on-a-Hill-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Bayside-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Gateway-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-Baptist-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-Baptist-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/BeitHaMashiach-Messianic-Church-Melbourne.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/BeitHaMashiach-Messianic-Church-Melbourne.pdf
http://www.bridgechurch.org.au/
http://www.htb.org.uk/
http://www.alpha.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm
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96.   Ninety-sixth International Plea 
 
Date: Fri, 15 Mar 2013 00:00 

Subject: Seeking a church that truly supports Christian marriages. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
Current: 
I am currently visiting various churches on Sundays in Melbourne, Australia, in pursuit of finding opportunity to 
meet and communicate with other Christian singles. Because I am excommunicated from all churches in Sweden, 
excommunicated from many churches in United Kingdom, excommunicated from many churches around the 
globe, and excommunicated from the major websites for “Christian” singles, and, because I am banned from 
visiting my cultural home country Canada as a tourist and am banned from visiting United States as a tourist, I 
am now visiting churches in Melbourne. 
 

I love the weather in Australia, and the Australian people that I meet outside churches on the streets are very 
friendly. In regards to people and climate, Australia is definitely a very liveable place on the planet. The obstacles 
in Melbourne for me as a single Christian man aspiring to marry a single Christian woman, however, are the 
church leaders.  
 
The first month here in Melbourne has not yet generated any opportunity for me to meet and communicate with 
single Christian females. 
 
• Approximately 99% of churches in Melbourne, Australia refuse to respond to my Christian inquiry: 

http://www.kyrkor.be/letter-to-churches-in-Melbourne.htm  

 
One of the largest churches in Australia decided to excommunicate me.  

• Crossway Baptist Church in Melbourne, Australia excommunicated Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-Baptist-Church-Melbourne.htm  

 
A pentecostal megachurch in Melbourne, which I will not expose as long as they choose to make the correct major 
decision in relation to my fundamental inquiry to them about attending small mid-week groups, allowed me to 
conditionally attend their small groups. The church’s condition for my attendance, however, was that no person 

would feel uncomfortable about my attendance. The condition set by the church pastor is not short of demeaning 
and dehumanising. This church-pastor had requested, upon my visit to their Sunday “service”, that I should “just 
have a chat” with him. To enable that chat, he and another pastor, twice interrupted conversations I had with 
other people in order to divert me into an isolated conversation with the pastor. While sitting with that pastor 
who required the condition for my attendance that no person would feel uncomfortable about my attendance, I 
asked him if he demands a “chat” with everyone who wants to join a small fellowship group, and the pastor 
replied “no”, and he defended his special treatment of me with his repeated perspective that I am “unusual”. 
Moreover, the pastor repeated that he believed that I was too tense, and without advance warning, he quickly 
stretched out his arm and snapped his fingertip with his thumb next to my head, and saying simultaneously “snap 
out of it”. Maybe this young pastor had observed some pseudo-charismatic evangelist on television that he 
admires who pretends to command things with the snapping of his fingers, and maybe this young pastor wanted 
to imitate that behaviour. All in all, the combination of lack of knowledge and extremely errant presumptions 
about my person, psychological projections, pseudo-charismatic Pentecostal conduct, and a deficiency of wisdom 
is my explanation for the demeaning condition set upon me by that church. Several days later, I did visit that 
church’s very structured mid-week meeting which provided no real opportunity for me to dialogue individually 
with other people.  
 
Thrice I visited the Hillsong Melbourne (http://hillsong.com/melbourne), and upon each Sunday visit I inquired about 
invitation to their fellowship groups, and left my contact details with several persons holding informational church 
roles, requesting that their church would contact me. Hillsong never contacted me. Hillsong London 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London.htm) is a stage-focused hybrid of entertainment industry and superficial church 
culture, and it seems that Hillsong Melbourne is identical to those other Hillsong empires. From one perspective, 
someone might criticise that I should have known better than to expect anything different from Hillsong in 
Melbourne, but although I am neither ignorant nor naïve, I prefer to give churches and people a fair chance. I 
never want to be as prejudiced, biased and errantly presuming as the church-pastors are towards me. 
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/letter-to-churches-in-Melbourne.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Crossway-Baptist-Church-Melbourne.htm
http://hillsong.com/melbourne
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London.htm
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Planetshakers (http://www.planetshakers.com) in Melbourne refused to reply to my emails, and refused to respond to 
the visitor card that I filled out, both requesting that Planetshakers would contact me regarding my interest in 
attending mid-week groups for singles. Although I recognise Planetshakers as a tragically exploiting leadership 
of the ignorant and naïve, the world has bigger problems to deal with than the "Planetshakers".  

 
In my previous bi-monthly update I did not summarise my experience from churches in Singapore one month 
ago, but my experience from the churches in Singapore is that Singapore is unique in the sense that no church 
officially excommunicated me. In all other nations and cities that I have visited, at least one church has 
excommunicated me officially, although I am completely innocent of any wrongdoing. This is good news for the 
beautiful, friendly and small country Singapore. The less flattering side of the churches in Singapore is that few 
of the churches responded to my inquiry about opportunities for Christian singles to meet and communicate with 
other Christian singles. A bad news about the Singapore churches is that only a Christian sect 
(http://www.seachurchesmedia.org) responded timely, with affirmation of my need to meet and communicate with other 
Christian singles, and invited me the same week to a gathering specifically aimed for their singles. The Christian 
sect, which is part of ICOC (http://www.icocco-op.org), in reality however, believes they are the only church in Singapore 
and that anyone who is not a member of their organisation is not a Christian. Why is it that the arrogant Christian 
sects, such as ICOC, are among the few Christian churches that understand to practice communication, 
relationship-building and discipleship? And why is it that the non-Christian cults, such as the Mormons and the 
Jehova Witnesses, in general are more active than the Christians at recruiting members from the secular 
community? In these regards most church leaders need to change! Even in Singapore.  
 
The devilish British church Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB: http://www.htb.org.uk) in London, UK, together with Alpha 
International (http://www.alpha.org), and their vicar Nicky Gumbel, still refuse to explain why HTB has 
excommunicated Torsten from fellowship in their churches: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm  

 
Please pray that God will find in Melbourne a Christian church that will humanely welcome me. And please pray 
that God will find, inside a church in Melbourne, a Christian woman who will have the courage to communicate 
with me.  
…  
 
 
 

95.   Ninety-fifth International Plea 
 
Date: Wed, 27 Feb 2013 22:50  

Subject: Seeking a church that actually aspires Christian marriages. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
Current: 
The devilish British church Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB: http://www.htb.org.uk) in London, UK, together with Alpha 
International still refuse to provide any reason for their excommunication against Torsten. HTB resolutely prevents 
Torsten from attaining fellowship, and decisively obstructs Torsten from developing relationships with other 
Christians.  
 
• Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB) and Alpha International still refuse to explain why HTB has excommunicated 

Torsten from fellowship: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm  

 
I am now visiting churches in Melbourne, Australia. Please pray that God will find in Melbourne a Christian church 
that will welcome me. And please pray that God will find, inside a church in Melbourne, a Christian woman who 
will have the courage to communicate with me.  
…  
 
 
 

94.   Ninety-fourth International Plea 
 
Date: Fri, 15 Feb 2013 21:12  

Subject: Seeking a welcoming and helpful Christian church, somewhere.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 

http://www.planetshakers.com/
http://www.seachurchesmedia.org/
http://www.icocco-op.org/
http://www.htb.org.uk/
http://www.alpha.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm
http://www.htb.org.uk/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm
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because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-
Christian culture. 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 

 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
Current: 
My pursuit of seeking an opportunity to meet and communicate with single Christians in my hope of finding a 
Christian woman to marry, the past ten days back in London, United Kingdom, resulted in additional obstructions 
and unchristian negligence by the British churches. For two consecutive Sundays I endured the dehumanisation 
of visiting British churches in London. On each of the two Sundays I visited 6-7 church services in various churches 
in London. Evidently, bullshit-Christianity reigns in the churches of United Kingdom.  
 
As described two weeks ago, all the devilish British churches in Worcester, UK, either excommunicated, obstructed 
or neglected: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-British-Churches-in-Worcester.htm  

 
In London, Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB) who leads worldwide Alpha (http://www.alpha.org) had previously in 2012 
excommunicated Torsten from all HTB church fellowship in their three churches, and had later refused further 
communication with Torsten (http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-Church-London.htm). A newly started fourth HTB 
church in London, HTB St Judes, has now 2013 decided to align with HTB directives and therefore 
excommunicated Torsten also from their new fourth church. 
 
Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB) church together with Alpha International enforces its excommunication against 
Torsten; to resolutely prevent Torsten from attaining fellowship, and to decisively obstruct Torsten from 
developing relationships with other Christians. HTB and Alpha in this regard act on behalf of satan.  
 
• Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB) and Alpha, via St Judes Church, excommunicates Torsten: 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm  

 
I am from “Christian” websites denied any possibility to connect and communicate with single Christians on 
internet, and I am by “Christian” churches denied any possibility to connect and communicate with single 
Christians inside churches. Relationally, I am banned both online and onsite. For Torsten, there is no opportunity 
to meet and communicate with single Christians, since satan governs most, if not all, “Christian” ministries and 
churches especially in the area of relationships. Godly relationships are banned from “Christianity” in most 
churches. Although many other internet-Christian communities banned Torsten, the most recent internet-
Christian community merely dissuaded participation from Torsten. This is the dialogue with the British so-called 
“Divine Match” singles website: http://www.kyrkor.be/no-future-for-evasive-DivineMatch.co.uk.htm  

 
A typical Canadian church-pastor in British Columbia, Canada, replied to my previous plea for help: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Promontory-Church-BC-Canada.htm  

  
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church, which not just talks about Christianity but which also 
practices Christianity, somewhere on earth, and who therefore would want to helpfully welcome me. And please 
pray that God will find a single Christian woman who will have the courage to communicate with me, somewhere 
on earth. And, please do pray that all the devilish pastors/priests/vicars/reverends of churches who incessantly 
accuse falsely and who satanically seek to obstruct God’s goodness and blessings, instead would repent from 
their evils.  
…  
 
 
 

93.   Ninety-third International Plea 
 
Date: Wed, 30 Jan 2013 00:02 

Subject: Escaping the devilish Swedish pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
Current: 
The past 1½ months I have visited churches in Worcester and Birmingham, United Kingdom. In the town 
Worcester, there is no church that wants to welcome and help. In fact, every church that I have visited in 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-British-Churches-in-Worcester.htm
http://www.alpha.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-StJudes-London-UK.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/no-future-for-evasive-DivineMatch.co.uk.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Promontory-Church-BC-Canada.htm
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Worcester has sought to obstruct, either actively or passively, my pursuit of seeking an opportunity to meet and 
communicate with single Christians in my hope of finding a Christian woman to marry. 
 
These are some of the churches in Worcester that have articulated their obstruction and evils:  

• Hope Church (Newfrontiers), Worcester UK, excommunicates Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-

Worcester.htm  

• All Saints Church (Anglican), Worcester UK, excommunicates Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church-

Worcester.htm  

• St Peters Baptist Church, Worcester UK, conditionally imposes a partial excommunication against Torsten: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Baptist-Church-Worcester.htm  

• Worcester Baptist Church, Worcester UK, does not want to welcome Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Worcester-Baptist-

Church.htm  

• St Paul’s Church (Pentecostal), Worcester UK, excommunicated Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Pauls-Church-

Worcester.htm  

• Baptist Union of Great Britain presents its logic (Because no British church repents or helps, the British Baptist 
Union has limited enthusiasm to pray further for their repentance or to help.): http://www.kyrkor.be/Baptist-Union-

of-Great-Britain.htm  

 
Other unarticulated churches in Worcester UK that passively obstruct are: devilish church leaders of Elim 
Pentecostal Church (http://elimworcester.org.uk), and devilish church leaders of Woodgreen Evangelical Church 
(http://www.woodgreenchurch.co.uk).  
 
In summary regarding the hypocritical, false, malevolent, cowardly, dishonest and devilish British church-leaders 
in Worcester; satan governs also many of these churches through them.  
 
Additionally, yet another devilish church within British Columbia demonstrated the evil nature of many church 
leaders within BC. None of the churches in Okanagan wanted to helpfully welcome when I previously visited 
Okanagan (http://www.kyrkor.be/Okanagan.htm) during a less-than-six-months time period in Canada, prior to the 

Canadian government handcuffing, incarcerating and deporting me from Canada. (I am fully innocent. Canada 
invented a nonsensical accusation that I was “using a loophole in the law” to visit Canada as a tourist.) Now, yet 
another devilish church in BC Canada, through Promontory Church (http://mypcc.ca) in Chilliwack BC, which 
neighbours the BC regional district Okanagan, replied through their executive director John Vermeer (John@mypcc.ca) 
with another untrue accusation “Deliverance from the lying spirit that controls you in the name of Jesus is your 
best hope.” One persistent source of false accusations and evil is from devilish church leaders.  
 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian church, which not just talks about Christianity but which also 
practices Christianity, somewhere on earth, and who therefore would want to helpfully welcome me. And please 
pray that God will find a single Christian woman who will have the courage to communicate with me, somewhere 
on earth. And, please do pray that all the devilish pastors/priests/vicars/reverends of churches who incessantly 
accuse falsely and who satanically seek to obstruct God’s goodness and blessings, instead would repent from 
their evils.  
…  
 
 
 

92.   Ninety-second International Plea 
 
Date: Tue, 15 Jan 2013 16:55 
Subject: Evil Swedish pastors. 

 

An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
Current: 
I am currently visiting churches on Sundays in Worcester and in the Midlands of United Kingdom. Many of the 
devilish British pastors/priests/vicars have already excommunicated me in London, UK.  
 
It appears that there might not be any real Christian church anywhere in the UK where there would be an 
opportunity to meet and build friendships with other single Christians.  
 
The most recent British bullshit-church that appears to have excommunicated me (maybe unofficially 
excommunicating due to British church-cowardice) is also an Anglican church:  
 
• All Saints Church, Worcester UK: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church-Worcester.htm  

 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hope-Church-Worcester.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church-Worcester.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church-Worcester.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Baptist-Church-Worcester.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Worcester-Baptist-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Worcester-Baptist-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Pauls-Church-Worcester.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Pauls-Church-Worcester.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Baptist-Union-of-Great-Britain.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Baptist-Union-of-Great-Britain.htm
http://elimworcester.org.uk/
http://www.woodgreenchurch.co.uk/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Okanagan.htm
http://mypcc.ca/
mailto:John@mypcc.ca
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Saints-Church-Worcester.htm
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Additionally, the British version of the organisation Christ for All Nations (http://www.cfan.org.uk) responded 
(support@cfan.org.uk) with typical British bullshit-Christianity to my appeal for practical Christian help and prayer, 
through their statement “With immediate effect please remove Christ for all Nations from your mailing list. The 
language used in your last mailing was digusting and I no longer want to receive your opinions.”  

 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian woman who also is visiting here in UK; perhaps a 
Canadian/American/Australian Christian woman visiting somewhere in the UK, and who will have the courage to 
communicate.  
…  
 
 
 

91.   Ninety-first International Plea 
 
Date: 31 Dec 2012 14:52 

Subject: Inhumane Swedish pastors.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  

 
Current: 
Two weeks ago for two consecutive Sundays I visited some of the bullshit-Christianity churches in London, United 
Kingdom (where many of the devilish British pastors/priests/vicars have already excommunicated me). On one 
of the Sundays in London I visited seven different church services. This last Sunday I visited two bullshit-
Christianity churches in Worcester, UK. It appears that across the UK, there might not be any real Christian 
church where there would be an opportunity to meet and build friendships with other single Christians. Possibly, 
the more honest and intelligent young Christians evade churches altogether.  
 
Because I am excommunicated from many Internet “Christian” websites for singles, and because I am 
excommunicated from many of the organised physical churches, I have little possibility to meet and communicate 
with other followers of Jesus Christ. But at least in the UK I have a hypothetical opportunity to meet a Christian 
woman to marry, whilst in Sweden I have absolutely no opportunity whatsoever – not even a theoretical chance.  
 
It is impossible for me to live in satanic Sweden. And although I would not want to live in cowardly and morally 
confused United Kingdom, at least in the UK I can still visit some of the churches (bullshitchurches) on Sundays. 
 
Please pray that God will find a real Christian woman also visiting here in UK, perhaps a 
Canadian/American/Australian Christian visiting somewhere in the UK, and who will have the courage to 
communicate with me.  
…  
 
 
 

90.   Ninetieth International Plea 
 
Date: 14 Dec 2012 11:35 am 

Subject: Appeal for Christian help. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
 
 

89.   Eighty-ninth International Plea 
 
Date: Fri, 30 Nov 2012 13:26:11 

http://www.cfan.org.uk/
mailto:support@cfan.org.uk
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Subject: Appeal for Christian help. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
 
 

88.   Eighty-eighth International Plea 
 
Date: Sat, 17 Nov 2012 22:48:37 

Subject: Inhumane Swedish pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
 
 

87.   Eighty-seventh International Plea 
 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 1:31 AM 
Subject: Heartless Swedish churches and their devilish Swedish pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 

because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-
Christian culture. 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
Current: 
I am still in Sweden and therefore I have no natural means to fellowship with Christians, and I am cut off from 
every possibility to meet and communicate with Christian single females. It is logically absolutely impossible for 
a solution as long as there are no natural opportunities for me to meet and communicate with other Christians.  
 
I am ostracised from Swedish society. I am excommunicated from all “churches” within Sweden. I am 
excommunicated from relevant “Christian” websites in the world intended for “Christian” singles. I am banned 
from visiting my home country Canada. I am banned from visiting USA. I am excommunicated from several of 
the “Christian” churches in Jerusalem. I am excommunicated from many “churches” in London, United Kingdom.  
 
Church leaders in United Kingdom continue to show their true faces. Recently, the British affiliate to American 
CBN nastily rejected my plea for help. UK differs much from the US. In fact, I hold higher regard for American 
CBN than any other news media in the world, and I also highly respect the Virginia-based 700 Club with Pat 
Robertson. On several occasions, as early as 2006 and as late as 2010, the American 700 Club has responded to 
my plea with kindness and encouragement. But British church-leaders can often be as cowardly and false as the 
Swedish church-leaders are. The British-based affiliate of the 700 Club wrote:  
 
From: The 700 Club Europe  

To: Torsten Nenzen  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:39 AM 

Subject: Fw: Need Christian rescue from satanic Sweden's inhumane pastors. 

 

We have requested you to stop sending these emails to us. Thank you.  

 
Incidentally, I have now pleaded with the Swedish church-devils at least 700 times, but I know this is not a 
qualifying criterion for joining the American 700 Club.  
 

http://www.cbn.com/
mailto:info@700club.tv
mailto:info@glocalnet.de
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Please pray that God will find a way for me to leave Sweden. Please pray that God will find a practicing Christian 
church somewhere on earth; a supportive church that will not be intent on destruction and obstruction of God’s 
blessings and goodness. Please pray that God will find a marriage-minded and never-previously-married Christian 
woman somewhere on earth; a woman of God’s selection, who wants to communicate, and who loves Jesus Christ 

more than she loves anyone else.  
…  
 
 
 

86.   Eighty-sixth International Plea 
 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 1:15 PM 

Subject: Need Christian rescue from satanic Sweden's inhumane pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
Current: 
I am currently in Sweden and therefore I have no natural means to fellowship with authentic Christians, and I 
am cut off from every possibility to meet and communicate with Christian single females. It is logically absolutely 
impossible for a solution as long as there are no natural opportunities for me to meet and communicate with 
other Christians.  
 
I am ostracised from Swedish society. I am excommunicated from all “churches” within Sweden. I am 
excommunicated from relevant “Christian” websites in the world intended for “Christian” singles. I am banned 
from visiting my home country Canada. I am banned from visiting USA. I am excommunicated from several of 
the “Christian” churches in Jerusalem. I am excommunicated from many “churches” in London, United Kingdom. 
And, most recently, it has become increasingly evident that I also am banned from contributing to the “Christian” 
news media in Sweden. The rationale of Swedish church-leaders and of church-associated news media appear to 
be; ‘hiding problems solves problems’:  
http://www.kyrkor.be/Dagen.se-unmotivated-and-repeated-censorship.pdf  

 
Please pray that God will find a way for me to leave Sweden. Please pray that God will find a practicing Christian 
church somewhere on earth; a supportive church that will not be intent on destruction and obstruction of God’s 
blessings and goodness. Please pray that God will find a marriage-minded and never-previously-married Christian 
woman somewhere on earth; a woman of God’s selection, who wants to communicate, and who loves Jesus Christ 
more than she loves anyone else.  
…  
 
 
 

85.   Eighty-fifth International Plea 
 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 17:13 PM  

Subject: Deliverance from all the satanic church-pastors of Sweden.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
Current: 
I currently have no natural means to fellowship with authentic Christians, and I am cut off from every possibility 
to meet and communicate with Christian single females. It is logically absolutely impossible for a solution as long 
as I have no natural opportunities to meet and communicate with other Christians. 
 
I am excommunicated from all “churches” within Sweden by the satanic Swedish church-leaders, and I am 
ostracized from the Swedish society. I am excommunicated from relevant “Christian” websites in the world 
intended for “Christian” singles. I am banned from visiting my home country Canada even just as a tourist. I am 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Dagen.se-unmotivated-and-repeated-censorship.pdf
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banned from visiting USA. I am excommunicated from several of the “Christian” churches in Jerusalem by the 
satanic church-pastors, and no church in Jerusalem wants to help. I am excommunicated from many “churches” 
in London, United Kingdom, by their devilish British church-pastors, devilish British church-priests, and devilish 
British church-vicars. There is no church in London that wants to help. (Summary of the evils committed by 

devilish British churches in London: http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-British-Churches-in-London.htm) 
 
Hallmarks of many western-cultured “Christian” churches today, are: hypocrisy, superficiality, falsehood, 
insincerity, inhumanity, cruelty, cowardice and heresy.  
 
Please pray that God will find a way for me to leave Sweden. Please pray that God will find a practicing Christian 
church somewhere on earth; a supportive church that will not be intent on destruction and obstruction of God’s 
blessings and goodness. Please pray that God will find a marriage-minded and never-previously-married Christian 
woman somewhere on earth; a woman of God’s selection, who wants to communicate, and who loves Jesus Christ 
more than she loves anyone else.  
…  
 
 
 

84.   Eighty-fourth International Plea 
 
Sent: Saturday, September 15, 2012 11:11 AM 

Subject: Evil church-pastors in inhumane Sweden.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
Current: 
I have returned to satanic Sweden after diligently exploring the churches in London, United Kingdom, for the past 
four months. A summary of the evils committed by British churches in London is available here: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-British-Churches-in-London.htm  

 
Not entirely dissimilar to the situation in Sweden, one might question also the proportion between good and evil 
of London’s churches. It might not be incorrect to recognise that some “Christian” churches also in London may 
contribute with more harm than good to society.  
 
In the country Sweden I have no future, and no hope. Since I am excommunicated from all churches in Sweden 
and also from the Swedish society, it is absolutely impossible for me to live with human dignity in the satanic 

nation Sweden.  
 
Please pray that God will find a way for me to leave Sweden. Please pray that God will find a practicing Christian 
church somewhere on earth; a supportive church that will not be intent on destruction and obstruction of God’s 
blessings and goodness. Please pray that God will find a marriage-minded and never-previously-married Christian 
woman somewhere on earth; a woman of God’s selection, who wants to communicate, and who loves Jesus Christ 
more than she loves anyone else.  
…  
 
 
 

83.   Eighty-third International Plea 
 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 2:57 PM 

Subject: Diabolical church-pastors in satanic Sweden.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
Current: 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-British-Churches-in-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-British-Churches-in-London.htm
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The past four months here in London, United Kingdom, I have inquired with nearly all the churches within London 
if there are opportunities to meet and communicate with other Christian singles. No church in London expressed 
explicit support. In spite of unsupportive attitudes from churches in London, I have diligently explored church 
services in many different churches every Sunday (between 4 to 7 visits each Sunday).  

 
No church anywhere in London has a Singles Ministry. The main British internet-Christian singles website 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf) excommunicated me for declaration of politically 
incorrect but Biblically correct views in sexual ethics. No church anywhere in London supported my search for a 
Christian woman to marry. Most churches in London either excommunicated me entirely or partially 
excommunicated me, either consistently refused any communication with me or eventually terminated 
communication with me, slandered against me, or shunned me. Many church leaders in London evidently acted 
satanically against me in their deliberate obstruction of God’s good intention. God wanted to bless, but the 
pastors, priests, vicars and leaders of most churches in London chose to obstruct and destroy – in alignment with 
promptings from satan.  
 
Satan used church leaders in London to obstruct opportunities and to block possibilities for me to meet and 
communicate with single Christian females in London. God wanted to bless me while I was visiting here in London, 
but the church leaders in London wanted to excommunicate, to harm, and to destroy. God is good, but the London 
church-leaders have manifested their evil. 
 
Some ungodly characteristics of London’s church-pastors, church-priests, church-vicars and church-leaders are 
cowardliness, political correctness, heretical ethics, hypocrisy, dishonesty and malice. Some sinful characteristics 
of London’s church-people are falsehood, superficiality and slander. The London church-peoples’ public beer-
drinking in pubs is not necessarily sinful, but might be a less wise cultural expression, and is internationally 
controversial. In perspective of these characteristics, “church” in London misrepresents Christ Jesus, in words 
and deeds. 
 
This is a summary of some of the evils committed by “church” in London the past four months: 
 
• Christian Connection UK: http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

• Christian Distinctives UK: http://www.kyrkor.be/London-Christian-leaders-malicious-liars.pdf  

• Christ Church London: http://www.kyrkor.be/Christ-Church-London.htm  

• All Souls Church Langham Place: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Souls-Church-Langham-Place-London.htm  

• Equippers Church London: http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-Church-London.htm  

• Holy Trinity Brompton Church (HTB): http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-Church-London.htm  

• St Helen’s Bishopsgate Church: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Helens-Bishopsgate-Church.htm  

• Kensington Temple City Church: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-Temple-Church-London.htm  

• Hillsong London church: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London.htm  

• Holy Trinity Swiss Cottage Church: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Swiss-Cottage-Church.htm  

• City Gates Church: http://www.kyrkor.be/City-Gates-Church-London.htm  

• Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm  

• The Christian Institute of United Kingdom: http://www.kyrkor.be/Christian-Institute-United-Kingdom.htm  

• London’s ungodly church-singles’ beer-worshipping ministry: http://www.kyrkor.be/offensive-London-beer-

worshippers.htm  

 
Although I did discover a Christian single girl who moved away from London, but who wanted to communicate 
and spend some time together (confessedly included mutually sought boundary-overstepping close hugs), there 
is no conviction of development beyond a good friendship.  
 
Please pray that God would find a practicing Christian church somewhere on earth; a supportive church that will 
not be intent on destruction and obstruction of God’s blessings and goodness. And, please pray that God would 
find a marriage-minded and never-previously-married Christian woman somewhere on earth; a woman of God’s 
selection, who wants to communicate, and who loves Jesus Christ more than she loves anyone else.  
…  
 
 
 

82.   Eighty-second International Plea 
 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 6:34 PM 

Subject: Swedish/satanic church-pastors.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/London-Christian-leaders-malicious-liars.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Christ-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Souls-Church-Langham-Place-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Helens-Bishopsgate-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-Temple-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Swiss-Cottage-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/City-Gates-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Christian-Institute-United-Kingdom.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/offensive-London-beer-worshippers.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/offensive-London-beer-worshippers.htm
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Current: 
I am visiting London, United Kingdom, in hope of finding a Christian church that will support my search for a 
Christian woman to marry. I have not yet found a Christian church within London. Every Sunday the past 3½ 
months here in London I have visited between 4 and 7 church services each Sunday in various congregations. 

Most of the church leaders in London that I have visited have either excommunicated me entirely, partially, or 
simply ceased to communicate with me. 
 
After repeated enquiries during more than three months to All Souls Church Langham Place if there were 
opportunities in their church where also single people can meet, and after their church staff then had excluded 
me from participation in any of their weekly fellowship groups as a way to protect their single females from 
communicating with me, the rector of All Souls Church, Hugh Palmer, finally decided that he intended to answer 
my simple questions regarding their church’s partial excommunication. The rector Hugh Palmer did not want to 
reply explicitly in writing, but required to answer only through a personal meeting. All Souls Church did not want 
to change their decision to ban me from participation in any fellowship group that may have single females, and 
the All Souls Church rector did not unconditionally acknowledge and repent from their church staff’s prejudice 
against me. On the contrary, the rector Hugh Palmer of All Souls Church fortified the prejudices of All Souls 
Church against me, and shifted the cause of their prejudices onto me. According the expressed words of the 
rector of All Souls Church, I am the cause of their church’s discrimination against me.  
 
All Souls Church in London, United Kingdom, partially excommunicates an innocent visitor. Several ministers and 
staff of All Souls Church in London prove to be a cowardly and devilish: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Souls-Church-

Langham-Place-London.htm  

 
Christ Church London is an example of a London church that ceased to reply to an inquiry, and covertly 
excommunicated an innocent visitor. In the beginning, Christ Church London appeared to be a welcoming church, 
but the church office soon decided to neither verify nor answer questions concerning a suspected partial 
excommunication of the visitor. After the church’s initial refusal to communicate and verify the partial 
excommunication, Christ Church London later confirmed through their elder (Ross Bull) that I had in fact been 
excommunicated from their church’s fellowship groups, and the church confirmed other bans against me. During 
a scheduled interview with the delegated spokesperson for Christ Church London (church elder Ross Bull), it 
became apparent that Christ Church London was not intending to be entirely honest with me, and that this church 
is more disturbed about a Christian man wanting to marry a Christian woman, than the church is concerned with 
their church leaders’ slander, gossip, and shunning against an innocent visitor. 
 
Christ Church London, United Kingdom, partially excommunicates an innocent visitor. The ministers, staff and 
leaders of Christ Church London slander, gossip, and prove to be a devilish: http://www.kyrkor.be/Christ-Church-

London.htm  

 
Holy Trinity Brompton Church (HTB) in London, United Kingdom, gravely misjudged my person and circumstance 
through errant presumptuousness, prejudice and some unhealthy misconceptions, and ultimately decided to treat 
their innocent visitor devilishly: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-Church-London.htm  

 
St Helen’s Bishopsgate Church in London, United Kingdom, absolutely refuses to communicate, and subsequently 
is uncompassionate, unchristian and devilish: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Helens-Bishopsgate-Church.htm  

 
Kensington Temple City Church in London, United Kingdom, ceased to reply to my inquiry, and subsequently is 
uncompassionate, unchristian and devilish: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-Temple-Church-London.htm  

 
Hillsong London church, United Kingdom, is relationally possibly one of the most unhealthy congregation in 
London. Hillsong London is a stage-focused hybrid of entertainment industry and superficial church culture, 
breeding a “Christianity” that neither benefits authentic relationships nor society.: http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-

London.htm  

 
Currently, I have no realistic opportunity to meet and communicate with other Christian singles within London. I 
am banned from Britain’s online Christian singles website (http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-

Christianity.pdf), and I have not discovered any church in London that wants to support my search for finding 
opportunities to meet and communicate with other Christian singles. No church anywhere in Metropolitan London 
has a singles ministry. Most of the larger churches in Central London either refuse to communicate with me, or 
have effectually excluded me from their church groups, or have officially stated that my presence in their church 
is unwanted. Seemingly, most churches in London do not care to be helpful.  
 
Please do pray that God will find a marriage-minded Christian woman somewhere in London who wants to 
communicate sincerely with me. Although I did recently find one communicative female in London, she moved 
away. Especially pray that I will meet a marriage-minded Christian single woman visiting from Canada, USA, 
Australia, or New Zealand who wants to communicate. I don’t desire to stay in Europe, but I would like to be able 
to move on with life in a nation where I want to live. Canada is my closest cultural homeland.  
…  
 
 
 

81.   Eighty-first International Plea 

http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Souls-Church-Langham-Place-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Souls-Church-Langham-Place-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Christ-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Christ-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Helens-Bishopsgate-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-Temple-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Hillsong-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
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Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 1:43 AM 

Subject: Need Christian rescue from satanic Sweden. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
Current: 
I am still visiting London, United Kingdom, in hope of finding a church that will support my search for a Christian 
woman to marry.  
 
Currently I have no realistic opportunity to meet and communicate with other Christian singles in London. I am 
banned from Britain’s online Christian singles website (http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-

Christianity.pdf), and I have not discovered any church in London that wants to support my search for finding 
opportunities to meet and communicate with other Christian singles. No church anywhere in Metropolitan London 
has a singles ministry. Most of the larger churches in Central London either refuse to communicate with me, or 
have effectually excluded me from their church groups, or have officially stated that my presence in their church 
is unwanted. Seemingly, most churches in London do not care to be helpful.  
 
I exposed some of the larger London churches in my previous appeal two weeks ago. An additional example of 

many London church-leaders’ unalterable prejudice is the small St. John's Wood Road Baptist Church 
(http://www.sjwrbc.org). On July 18th I met their Baptist pastor Chris Hawthorne (pastor@sjwrbc.org) inside his church 
building, where the pastor insisted his concern that my priorities are wrong; alleging that I am more interested 
in attaining marriage than to be in relationship with God. Although I conversationally refuted his errant prejudice 
against me, in his mind he still believed that his allegation was correct regardless of my words. Comically (or 
tragically), when I explained to the Baptist pastor that I do not enjoy socialising with public beer-drinking church-
people in noisy pubs, the Baptist pastor defended their public beer-drinking and socialising in pubs as being a 
part of their evangelism.  
 
From my personal communications with the church leaders here in London since the end of April 2012, I assess 
that London churches are ill-equipped and incapable to change the general direction of London towards Christ. 
Secondarily due to many church-people in London remaining within their selfish comfort zones, but primarily due 
to the London church-leaders’ discriminatory, errantly presumptuous and hypocritical ways, London cannot be 
significantly influenced towards Christ through them. Without church-leader repentance, London will inevitably 
become dominated by Islam, cults and agnostics/atheists.  
 
While many of London’s church-people prefer to sit in their pubs and drink beer, the Islamists in London are quite 
active in promoting their deceptive religion on the streets in London. Islamists appear to be the most street-
active religious group in London during the Olympics; in strategic locations, sometimes aggressively loud, and 
sometimes with elegant brochures presenting their Islamic lies. The second most active category of religious 
groups targeting the Olympics with representation on the streets of London appears to be the cults and the occult. 
And in third place of degree of street activity appears to be well-financed sectarian Christians, international 
Christian organisations and London churches. 
 
If medals were awarded to the most promotive religious groups on the London streets, I would vote: Gold medal 
for level of street activity to the Islamists, Silver medal for level of street activity to the cults, and Bronze medal 
for level of street activity to the Christians.  
 
Please do pray that God will find a marriage-minded Christian woman somewhere in London who wants to 
communicate sincerely with me. Although I did recently find one communicative female in London, she moved 
away. Especially pray that I will meet a marriage-minded Christian single woman visiting from Canada, USA, 
Australia, or New Zealand who wants to communicate. I don’t desire to stay in Europe, but I would like to be able 
to move on with life in a nation where I want to live. Canada is my closest cultural homeland.  
…  
 
 
 

80.   Eightieth International Plea 
 
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2012 3:27 AM 

Subject: A plea for Christian help. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 

http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
http://www.sjwrbc.org/
mailto:pastor@sjwrbc.org
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because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-
Christian culture. 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 

 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
Current: 
I am still visiting London, United Kingdom, in hope of finding a church that will support my search for a Christian 
woman to marry.  
 
Satan is very busy within the church offices and “Christian” ministries also here in London. But this particular 
devilish performance, in spite of the initial setback, was one where God immediately intervened. This satanic 
event was succeeded by God’s victory. Also in this particular incident, satan attacked me through a “Christian” 
leader as usual, but this time God protected me and blessed me through it. The dishonest “Christian” landlord 
that I previously wrote about in my 77th plea on May 31, 2012 has now maliciously evicted from their house. The 
landlord gave me a 15-hours eviction notice, and purposefully shut down the internet during those 15 hours when 
it was most critical for me to access internet to try and find alternate accommodation. With the help from other 
Christians during those 15 hours, I attained internet access at another Christian’s home to appeal online for 
urgent prayers and to search for new accommodation. Just as I was about to step out onto the street with my 
luggage without any next roof to go to, someone called my mobile and offered me new accommodation, which 
moreover was £230 cheaper per month. The “Christian” landlord had breached the rental agreement on three 
accounts; length of stay, internet access & internet quality, and time of notice of termination of rental agreement. 
That “Christian” landlord’s commonality with far too many other “Christian” leaders is that truth and integrity are 
subordinate to money and self. This story (with evidence) of satan’s failed attack and God’s graceful response to 
prayers can be read here:  
 
• Christian leader of British organisation “Christian Distinctives” lies, gravely breaches contractual agreements, 

and behaves maliciously: http://www.kyrkor.be/London-Christian-leaders-malicious-liars.pdf  

 
I have yet not found a church in London that wants to support my search for a Christian woman to marry. 
Prejudice, errant presumptuousness, dishonesty, and cowardice through evasion are some typical reasons for 
London church offices to not want to support. These are some London churches whose church expressions 
contradict Biblical values: 
 
• All Souls Langham Place Church staff practices dishonesty, prejudice, prioritises collegial loyalty on behalf of 

truth, and is intent to protect single women from me: http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Souls-Church-Langham-Place-London.htm  

• Holy Trinity Brompton Church office initially responded very well, but eventually misjudged through errant 
presumptuousness: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-Church-London.htm  

• Christ Church London leaders evade answering questions about the appearance of various bans against me. 
Although this church hosts sociable after-church refreshments, it seems that evasion is their preferred 
church-culture solution: http://www.kyrkor.be/Christ-Church-London.htm  

• Holy Trinity Swiss Cottage Church in London ceases to reply following their prejudiced rejection: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Swiss-Cottage-Church.htm  

• Kensington Temple Church in London ceases to reply to an inquiry: http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-Temple-Church-

London.htm  

• St Helen’s Bishopsgate Church in London absolutely refuses to reply to all inquiries: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Helens-

Bishopsgate-Church.htm  

• City Gates Church in London absolutely refuses to reply to all inquiries: http://www.kyrkor.be/City-Gates-Church-

London.htm  

 
If the attitude of Christian and evangelical organisations such as The Evangelical Alliance and The Christian 
Institute is representative for the attitudes of evangelicals and Christians in UK, then the evangelicals and 
Christians in UK are poorly equipped to exert Godly influence over the nation. 
 
• The Evangelical Alliance of United Kingdom absolutely refuses to respond to email and refuses to reply to an 

inquiry: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm  

• The Christian Institute of United Kingdom absolutely refuses to respond to email and refuses to reply to an 
inquiry: http://www.kyrkor.be/Christian-Institute-United-Kingdom.htm  

• A website called Evangelical News in United Kingdom absolutely refuses to respond to email and refuses to 
reply to an inquiry: http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-News-United-Kingdom.htm  

 
Please do pray that God will find a marriage-minded Christian woman somewhere in London who wants to 
communicate sincerely with me. Especially pray that I will meet a marriage-minded Christian single woman 
visiting from Canada, USA, Australia, or New Zealand who wants to communicate. I don’t desire to stay in Europe, 
but I would like to be able to get on with life in a nation where I want to live. Canada is my closest cultural 
homeland.  
…  
 
 
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/London-Christian-leaders-malicious-liars.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/All-Souls-Church-Langham-Place-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Brompton-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Christ-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Swiss-Cottage-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-Temple-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Kensington-Temple-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Helens-Bishopsgate-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Helens-Bishopsgate-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/City-Gates-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/City-Gates-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-Alliance-United-Kingdom.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Christian-Institute-United-Kingdom.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Evangelical-News-United-Kingdom.htm
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79.   Seventy-ninth International Plea 
 
Sent: Saturday, June 30, 2012 9:42 AM 

Subject: Christian help, please! 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
Current: 
I am visiting London, United Kingdom, in hope of finding a church that will support my search for a Christian 
woman to marry.  
 
Apparently, no church in London has a Singles Ministry, and the only parachurch singles ministry in London 
convenes only once per month ─ for boozing and flirting (http://www.kyrkor.be/offensive-London-beer-worshippers.htm). 
Single church-people from London’s churches seem to love public beer-drinking in loud pubs, preferably 
accompanied by noisy soccer/football games on a flatscreen. On Sundays I have visited the churches that are 
associated with this boozing parachurch singles ministry, and all those churches appear to foster superficial sub-
cultures inside the churches, instead of raising socially honest and accountable disciples of Jesus Christ.  
 
For example, at the ending of one such church-service on a Sunday, at Holy Trinity Brompton Church 
(http://www.htb.org.uk), I moved towards the rear of the church hall where everyone eventually would exit, and stood 
alone there hoping that at least one human would say hello. Although I had church-people closely surrounding 
me at my first (and probably last) visit, no person would say hello or look at me during the 50 minutes that I 
stood alone inside the church. When only a handful of people remained in the building, a staff finally approached, 
obviously from the visible circumstance wondering if something was wrong. That style of superficial church service 
is socially nothing short of an unwelcoming masquerade. Since I subject myself to 4-5 different churches every 
Sunday in London with the objective of seeking fellowship, but where I instead too often encounter similar social 
outcomes, my life situation in these types of church contexts truly feels dehumanising.  
 
Some London church offices have consistently refused to reply to my repeated inquiries the past two months. 
Two such churches where I repeatedly have inquired about opportunities to fellowship, but where the churches 

have consistently refused to reply, are St Helen’s Bishopsgate Church (http://www.st-helens.org.uk) and City Gates 
Church (http://www.citygateschurch.net). Other church offices, such as Holy Trinity Brompton Church (http://www.htb.org.uk) 
and Kensington Temple Church (http://www.kt.org), where I have sought to join small weekly fellowship-groups, have 
successively terminated communication in relation to my inquiry to join small fellowship-groups. An example of 
a London church that absolutely refuses to reply: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Helens-Bishopsgate-Church.htm.  
 
But all is not gloom. I have of course also found many church-people to superficially chat with in other churches 
of London. I do hope that I am wrong, but it seems that intellectual, discerning, cultivated, honest and truth-
loving people avoid churches or eventually leave churches. In my search for opportunities to meet and 
communicate honestly with other Christian singles, perhaps I have just simply been visiting all the wrong 
churches. 
 
Since I am banned from several of the larger international “Christian” singles websites, including the largest 
British “Christian” website (http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf), I have a minute 
possibility to connect with a Christian woman online. And since I am banned from visiting Canada (my closest 
cultural homeland) and USA, I cannot connect with Christians onsite there. On the positive side, London has 
many international visitors, and hopefully I might meet a visiting Christian woman from Canada, USA, Australia 
or New Zeeland inside a church in London. Please pray for such an opportunity.  
 
Please do pray that God will find a marriage-minded Christian woman somewhere in London who wants to 
communicate sincerely with me.  
…  
 
 
 

78.   Seventy-eighth International Plea 
 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 11:08 PM 
Subject: Diabolic Swedish pastors in satanic Sweden. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 

http://www.kyrkor.be/offensive-London-beer-worshippers.htm
http://www.htb.org.uk/
http://www.st-helens.org.uk/
http://www.citygateschurch.net/
http://www.htb.org.uk/
http://www.kt.org/
http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Helens-Bishopsgate-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
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because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-
Christian culture. 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 

 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
Current: 
I am currently visiting London, United Kingdom, in hope of finding a church that will support my search for a 
Christian woman to marry. If churches want to support development of Christian marriages, they can, through 
provision of opportunities for Christian singles to meet and communicate. After having contacted most of the 
churches in central London the past 1½ months, it appears that no church in London has a Singles Ministry. To 
my findings, there is however one parachurch singles ministry in London, but the monthly parachurch ministry 
events (http://www.jesuslovesdatemymate.com) only invite pairs, and since I have no female friend, I have by their ministry 
regulation been unable to participate at the previous two events hosted the past two months.  

 
Most church offices that I have contacted in London have actually welcomed me to visit, in spite that I have 
honestly declared that “I seek a Christian community where I also can find opportunities to fellowship, socialise, 
meet and talk with other Christian singles.” Few London-churches persistently refuse to reply to my inquiry about 
their church, and only one church in London has excommunicated me: http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-Church-

London.htm.  
 
Although the majority of church offices in London, through email responses, actually do welcome singles who 
desire a Christian marriage, the prevailing onsite church realities are: superficial church cultures, church-people 
who are insecure and ambivalent about identifying with politically incorrect Biblical values, church-people who 
are reluctant or not mindful about speaking with visitors, falsehood and hypocrisy. But the general British-cultured 
courtesy and surface amicability is consistent, and is a refreshing contrast to satanic Sweden.  
 
Please do pray that God will find a marriage-minded Christian woman somewhere in London who wants to 
communicate.  
…  
 
 
 

77.   Seventy-seventh International Plea 
 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 12:45 PM 

Subject: Seeking an invitational and helpful Christian church.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
Current: 
Still, there is no Christian woman on earth who wants to communicate with me. As long as “Christian” churches 
continue to excommunicate me, as long as “Christian” singles internet sites continue to ban me, and as long as 
most churches continue to ignore my plea for invitational and practical assistance, it will remain difficult for me 
to find a Christian woman on earth who would want to communicate with me. If I had desired to marry a non-
Christian woman or a typical Swedish slut, then I could easily and quickly arrange for that by my own influence. 
But I do not desire to marry a non-Christian woman or a typical Swedish slut. I shall marry only a woman who 
loves Jesus Christ more than she loves any other person. And therefore, I am dependent on other Christians’ 
help. But as long as there is no Christian local church on earth who wants to help facilitate communication, it will 
remain difficult to find a Christian woman who would want to communicate with me. In the meantime, here in 
London, England, I have each Sunday visited several different churches during this past month.  
 
Several of the largest “Christian” singles websites in the world have banned me with false accusations or with 
anti-Christian motives. And several of the larger secular singles websites have banned me too, probably because 
I stated that I am a Christian who only seeks a Christian woman. Secular singles website owners can be suspected 
of deliberate human-caused account closures while utilising an official reason of faulty software design mistakes.  
 
Some examples of false accusations and suspected anti-Christian motives: 
• Christian Connection UK:  http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  

• Plenty of Fish:  http://www.kyrkor.be/pof.com-discrimination.pdf  

• Christian Café:  http://www.kyrkor.be/satanically-influenced-Sam-Moorcroft.pdf  

http://www.jesuslovesdatemymate.com/
http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-Church-London.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/pof.com-discrimination.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanically-influenced-Sam-Moorcroft.pdf
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• I Want 2 Meet You:  http://www.kyrkor.be/iwant2meetyou.com-discrimination.pdf  

 
A simple inquiry to a “Christian” organisation in United Kingdom if the organisation was interested to expose the 
covert homosexualist agenda of the “Christian” singles website "Christian Connection UK" 

(http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf) resulted in a minor tempest of false 
accusations against my person from the British organisation “Christian Voice”. Instead of simply accepting or 
declining to expose a politically correct and homosexualist agenda by the British "Christian Connection UK" 
website, the British “Christian Voice” organisation instead recommended that I should compromise with Biblical 
truth for the sake of my personal benefit at remaining a member. Furthermore, the British “Christian Voice” also 
voiced support for the groundless excommunication by the devilish church staff of “King of Kings Church” in 
Jerusalem (http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings-Church-in-Jerusalem-refuse-to-justify-their-excommunication-of-innocent-visitor.htm), with a 
new untrue accusation by British “Christian Voice” that Torsten would have been standing “gazing at folk”. This 
new accusation by British “Christian Voice” is a product of fantasy from its British national director Stephen Green. 
Other personal attacks by British “Christian Voice” can be read in their entirety here: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/British-Christian-Voice.pdf  
 
If Swedish churches are amongst the most inhumane in the world, and if Jerusalem’s church leaders are among 
the more satanically influenced (and oppressed) in the world, perhaps the British churches are among the more 
theologically confused.  
 
In friendly personal conversations with male British church-people on Sundays, I am sometimes astonished over 
the deficiency of Biblical understanding and perspectives among many British church-people. Several church-
people in London, including people holding church responsibilities, express disbelief of a hell or eternal punishment 
for sin, express homosexualist political correctness, express classical church-arrogance in relation to Christianity’s 
Jewish roots, and express bias against Israel.  
 
As a rough generalization, the British people love their football games and pints of beer at the pubs. Public beer 
drinking at pubs is adopted by many British church-people, and it is common that some church-people socialise 
after church service at pubs with beer. In one of the churches that I have visited four times, the King’s Cross 
Church (http://www.kxc.org.uk), the pastor always announces an invitation to the congregation at the conclusion of 
the Sunday services, to continue church fellowship at a specific pub after the church-building service has ended. 
The church-crowd is young and they love their drinks in the pub. Although it is not a sin to drink alcohol (in fact 
I enjoy it privately) I strongly disagree with public alcohol consumption as part of church fellowship, and I can 
therefore not participate in their irresponsible public alcohol consumption. Some British churches’ public alcohol 
consumption at noisy pubs limits my social opportunities, by choice.  
 
Some of the other superficial churches that I have been visiting and contacting are the Hillsong London 
(http://www.hillsong.co.uk), an extreme hybrid of entertainment industry and church business, which refused to reply 
to my repeated online mails with inquiries about their church and refused to contact me in spite of my filled visitor 
card with the same inquiry, until I sent an email carbon copied to their Australian Head Office staff, Kensington 
Temple (http://www.kt.org) which after repeated inquiries yet has provided no useful information how to connect, 
Holy Trinity Brompton (http://www.htb.org.uk) which after two filled visitor cards requesting information how to connect 
and several emails has only provided useless information, and City Gates Church (http://www.citygateschurch.net) which 
after repeated emails has consistently refused to reply. 
 
All people sin. So do I. Probably every day I sin. But it is intriguing to consistently observe how determined satan 
is to prevent me from finding a Christian woman to marry. And as I have said previously, satan will use anyone 
– especially pastors and church-leaders to prevent God’s will and goodness. I had a contractual agreement for 
room rental prior to my arrival in London. After having paid the rent to the Christian landlord, the landlord asked 
what I would be doing in London. I promptly provided the landlord with a concise declaration “My primary 
objective is to find a Christian woman to marry, and my secondary objective is to communicate the Gospel 
message to people on a street level.” The following day the Christian landlord responded that my information 
regarding my primary objective to find a Christian woman to marry was “more information than needed”, and 
subsequently informed me that the room rental agreement now had been changed to shorter rental duration. 
Most church-people instinctively react with opposition to declared intent of finding a marriage companion. More 

details are available here: http://www.kyrkor.be/London-Christian-leaders-dishonour-agreement.pdf.  
…  
 
 
 

76.   Seventy-sixth International Plea 
 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2012 12:23 AM 

Subject: Seeking a friendly and helpful Christian church.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 

http://www.kyrkor.be/iwant2meetyou.com-discrimination.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings-Church-in-Jerusalem-refuse-to-justify-their-excommunication-of-innocent-visitor.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/British-Christian-Voice.pdf
http://www.kxc.org.uk/
http://www.hillsong.co.uk/
http://www.kt.org/
http://www.htb.org.uk/
http://www.citygateschurch.net/
http://www.kyrkor.be/London-Christian-leaders-dishonour-agreement.pdf
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Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 

Current: 
The most recent church that excommunicated me, the largest church in Jerusalem, continues to refuse to justify 
their excommunication of me: http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings-Church-in-Jerusalem-refuse-to-justify-their-

excommunication-of-innocent-visitor.htm  

 
Summary and compilation of my recent experience with the churches in Jerusalem: http://www.kyrkor.be/churches-

in-Jerusalem.htm  

 
I am currently visiting London, England, in search of a Christian church and in hope of maybe finding a Christian 
woman inside a church-building here who would want to communicate.  
 
The largest website in United Kingdom for Christian singles, Christian Connection UK 
(http://www.christianconnection.co.uk), discriminates against Christianity. This UK singles website business suspended my 
account because I had declared in my personal profile under the website’s sub-heading ‘Political Views’ that 
“active homosexuality is a sin”. When I inquired with the website owner about their theology on homosexual acts 
with reference to three specific New Testament Bible verses, the British website owner refused to answer, and 
refused to provide any Biblical explanation to their opposition to Bible-based sexual doctrine.  
 
The British “Christian-led business”, Christian Connection UK, censors member’s political views and suspends 
members whose political views do not align with the company’s politically correct and anti-Biblical views, as 
evidenced through the company’s statements “we do not share them … do not state them … We would be grateful 
if you could take this on board. … If you do not wish to compromise then you would be better finding another site 
to join.”  

 
It appears that the political correctness of British “Christians” in United Kingdom in practice entails discrimination 
against Christianity. The details of the British “Christian” censorship against Christianity can be read here: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf  
 
Previously, the satanically influenced Canadian businessman Sam Moorcroft, of the “Christian” singles website 
ChristianCafe.com, banned me from his website with inclusion of some unfounded and untruthful accusations 
against me. The ChristianCafe.com businessman-owner falsely accused me of problems with anger issues, and 
groundlessly suggested that I should seek professional counselling: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanically-influenced-Sam-

Moorcroft.pdf  

 
Also previously, the largest Scandinavian “Christian” singles website Solid Love (formerly “Sjunde Himlen” 

http://www.solidlove.com) had banned me because I had expressed that I seek a non-Swedish and non-feministic 
woman, which the nationalistic and feministic Swedish owner disliked. Also previously, a Swedish “Christian” 
social forum operated by Crossnet (http://www.crossnet.se) had banned me because I had posted a portrait photo of 
myself with an Israeli flag as backdrop. The Swedish website administrator motivated the ban with an anti-Zionist 
comment; that some users might find the Israeli flag offensive.  
 
Satan is certainly successful in his obstruction, destruction and evil - through pastors, priests, church leaders and 
other representatives of Christianity. 
…  
 
 
 

75.   Seventy-fifth International Plea 
 
Sent: Sunday, April 29, 2012 8:07 PM 

Subject: Refuge away from Swedish/diabolic church pastors.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
 
 

74.   Seventy-fourth International Plea 
 
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2012 2:03 AM 

Subject: Swedish/satanic church-pastors.  

http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings-Church-in-Jerusalem-refuse-to-justify-their-excommunication-of-innocent-visitor.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings-Church-in-Jerusalem-refuse-to-justify-their-excommunication-of-innocent-visitor.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/churches-in-Jerusalem.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/churches-in-Jerusalem.htm
http://www.christianconnection.co.uk/
http://www.kyrkor.be/christianconnection.co.uk-discrimination-against-Christianity.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanically-influenced-Sam-Moorcroft.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanically-influenced-Sam-Moorcroft.pdf
http://www.solidlove.com/
http://www.crossnet.se/
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An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical manner.  
…  
 
 
 

73.   Seventy-third International Plea 
 
Sent:  Sun, 1 Apr 2012 16:40:08  

Subject:  Devilish Swedish pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  

Current:  
After two months of visiting public church meetings in Jerusalem every day, sometimes visiting up to four different 
church services in one day, and having visited every (to my knowledge) Christian/Messianic congregation in 
Jerusalem at least once, I found that no Christian woman anywhere in Jerusalem was interested simply to 

communicate. Communication is foundational to friendship, just as friendship is a basis for close relationships 
and marriage.  
 
Jerusalem, the inseparable and undivided capital city of the Jewish people and of the State of Israel, in the nation 
that I personally care more about than any other nation on earth, Israel, hosts “Christian” church-pastors and 
ministry leaders that, instead of wanting to help, are in varying degrees indifferent, negligent, oppositional and 
deliberately obstruent to my declared intent to befriend Christian females, in my hope of finding one Christian 
woman who would be mutually interested in marriage. Not one woman in all the Christian/Messianic churches in 
Jerusalem wanted to communicate with me, and no pastor or ministry leader in Jerusalem wanted to be a helpful 
friend. Satan is extensively influential, over the churches and inside the pastors, also in Jerusalem.  
 
• For Satan himself masquerades as an angel of light. It is not surprising, then, if his servants also masquerade as 

servants of righteousness. Their end will be what their actions deserve.  (2Cor.11:15)  

 
Following two months of inhumanity from the church leaders in Jerusalem, I spent one week also in Tel Aviv, 
visiting various church services and continuing to communicate the Gospel message with friendly people on the 
streets. Tel Aviv is a very different city from Jerusalem. While Jerusalem is full of religious sin, Tel Aviv is full of 
anti-religious sin. Both types of sinners rightfully deserve hell, but somehow, at least the latter seem more honest.  
 
Persons that truly want to follow Yeshua should be advised to fix their eyes and heart on Him, and to be cautious 
of the “bullshit” of many church-pastors. 
 
On March 16 2012 I was formally excommunicated from a third church in Jerusalem. The executive pastor 
Veikko Nuoraho (http://www.kkcj.org/people/info/veikko-nuoraho) of the largest church in Jerusalem, the King of Kings 
Community Church, who previously approached me where I peacefully stood still five meters from the entrance 
to their church auditorium in conjunction with their church’s main Sunday service on February 5 2012, and rudely 
stated “It looks disruptive when you stand here and have eye contact with people.”, thereby clearly indicating 
the church’s derogatory attitude and obstructive intention against me (http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings-Ministries-

Jerusalem.htm), has now completed his original obstructive intention through a formal excommunication. This 
executive pastor Veikko Nuoraho falsely stated in an email from him (http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings-Ministries-

Jerusalem.htm) on Sunday February 5 2012 that I would have communicated submission to their church leaders, 
“You said today you would submit to our leadership … “, which is a message that I had never spoken. 
Contradictorily, Veikko Nuoraho’s statement regarding submission conflicts with his collegial Hebrew pastor Oded 
Shoshani (http://www.kkcj.org/people/info/oded-shoshani) who is employed within the same congregation, and who in an 
email on March 30 2012 insinuated the opposite about Torsten through Oded Shoshani’s statement “the above 
describes Torsten's attitude towards authority”. The complete email dialogue including the written formal 
excommunication by pastor Veikko Nuoraho can be read here: http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings-Community-

Church-excommunicates-innocent-person.htm.  
 

http://www.kkcj.org/people/info/veikko-nuoraho
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The satanically dishonest pastor, Oded Shoshani, of the King of Kings Hebrew Congregation in Jerusalem 
deliberately distorts truth.  
 
Prior to the meeting with Oded Shoshani on March 9, I had never before orally conversed with this pastor. When 

Oded Shoshani, in the oral conversation with me on March 9 (http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings-Hebrew-Congregation-in-

Jerusalem.htm), quickly introduced the topic about previous excommunications and the expulsion from the Times 
Square Church building in New York City, and when he asked me why I was excommunicated, I countered with 
a statement and a question to him. I said to Oded Shoshani “I have already written clearly about what happened 
at Times Square Church in my public letter on my website. Have you read my letter?”, whereupon Oded Shoshani 
replied that he had not read my letter. I then told Oded Shoshani that he should first read what I have written 
on my website (http://www.kyrkor.be/Times-Square-Church.htm) prior to requesting additional information from me. I then 
stated to Oded Shoshani “You want to interview me without first having done your homework?”. Without him 
commenting on my interrogative statement, Oded Shoshani instead continued his conversation with yet another 
false accusation; an accusation that I had been excommunicated from the Times Square Church, and likewise 
from other churches, because of my misconduct with women. Through Oded Shoshani’s additional false 
accusation against me of misconduct with women, an accusation which probably originated from inside Shoshani’s 
head, it became absolutely clear that Oded Shoshani had no sincere interest in truth, but through his prejudice 
and condescending attitude towards me he was instead inventing lies against me inside his head, and then 
pronouncing them against me.  
 
After pastor Oded Shoshani had demonstrated his negative attitude towards me for some minutes, through his 
overconfident tone of voice coupled with his factually false accusations against me, I understood with certainty 
that Oded Shoshani neither had a good attitude towards me nor had a benevolent intention for me. My decisive 
point in the short conversation with Oded Shoshani was when Oded Shoshani falsely accused me of a history of 
misconduct with women. At that point in the short conversation with Oded Shoshani, I decided to record his 
statements as evidence against him, and I therefore then took out my pen and notebook to write down his 
statement. I then asked Oded Shoshani a few questions referring back to his false accusation only minutes and 
seconds earlier, and Oded Shoshani repeated his false accusations against me, in spite that he saw that I now 
was writing notes of his exact statement against me.  
 
Among the lies that pastor Oded Shohsani addressed to me were: “Your profile is about expulsion from churches 
because of women.” and “You were excommunicated from the Times Square Church because of your misconduct 
with women.”  
 
Additionally, just for a correct record, I have not an active personal blog anywhere since my last published blog 
post was in February 2009 (http://sanning.blogspot.se). Also, the term “google” was never at all mentioned in the oral 
conversation on March 9 2012, which Oded Shoshani claimed in his email on March 30 2012 (http://www.kyrkor.be/King-

of-Kings-Community-Church-excommunicates-innocent-person.htm). 
 
Always, please pray for God’s blessings and protection over Israel, and for the peace of Jerusalem. 
 
I am now back in satanic Sweden.  
…  
 
 
 

72.   Seventy-second International Plea 
 
Sent:  Wed, 14 Mar 2012 13:38:56 +0200 

Subject:  Inhumane Swedish pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  

Current:  
All church-pastors in Jerusalem, in the nation that I care more about than any other nation on earth, Israel, are 
still negligent, deliberately obstruent or oppositional to my declared intent to befriend Christian females in my 
hope of finding one who is mutually interested in marriage. Unfortunately, after two months of visiting the 
churches in Jerusalem, I have not found a Christian woman who is interested just to communicate. But what I 
have encountered in the churches of Jerusalem is the typically western-cultured “bullshit-Christianity” (pardon 
the harsh expression again). Superficiality, insincerity, introversion and inhumanity are some characteristics of 
also the churches in Jerusalem, and hypocrisy, negligence, malice and evil are some characteristics of the pastors 
also in Jerusalem. No pastor or church leader in Jerusalem wants to be a helpful friend.  
 

http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings-Hebrew-Congregation-in-Jerusalem.htm
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The past two weeks yet another church in Jerusalem decided to excommunicate me. The largest church in the 
city of Jerusalem, The King of Kings Church (http://www.kkcj.org), which previously stated through their executive 
pastor Veikko Nuoraho at their Sunday service on February 5th (http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings-Ministries-Jerusalem.htm) 
that I “looked disruptive” and consequently subjected me to social restraints within their church building, has 

now on March 9th formally excommunicated me from their Hebrew Congregation through their pastor Oded 
Shoshani (http://www.kkcj.org/people/info/oded-shoshani). The accuser from this King of Kings Church in Jerusalem, pastor 
Oded Shoshani, declared to me on March 9th these exact words "Your presence is really not pleasant. … I don't 
want you to come here." Besides the church’s vague accusation against me that my presence is perceived as 
unpleasant, the church-pastor Oded Shoshani justified his excommunication of me from his Hebrew Congregation 
with two more false reasons: 1) because of my misconduct with women, and 2) because I refuse to answer 
questions. To exactly cite this church-pastor Oded Shoshani, since I wrote down his words simultaneously while 
listening to him, he declared the following words: “I am about to protect the women of my congregation … 
because of your misconduct with women. … Your profile is about expulsion from churches because of women.” I 
asked the church-pastor Shoshani what evidence he had regarding his false accusation against me of misconduct 
with women, and he replied with these exact words “I have the Times Square Church – that was enough. … You 
were excommunicated from the Times Square Church because of your misconduct with women.” The truth is of 
course entirely different from the empty accusations of church-pastors. The truth is that I was harshly expelled 
from the Times Square Church building in New York City in 2011 because one of their elders decided that I was 
too old to enter the auditorium where the young adults were going to congregate. When I was about to enter the 
auditorium of the Times Square Church in NYC the church-elder (bouncer) asked my age, whereupon I said my 
age, and subsequently the elder in a very rude fashion demanded that I leave the building. (http://www.kyrkor.be/Times-

Square-Church.htm). This new false accusation of “misconduct” from the King of Kings Church in Jerusalem has never 
previously been targeted against me by anyone; at least not in my presence. Which pastoral lies and pastoral 
slanders occur behind my back I cannot account for, but Oded Shoshani probably invented this accusation inside 
his prejudiced mind. Truth and facts are evidently irrelevant to many church-pastors. Apart from the baseless 
accusation of “misconduct with women”, the King of Kings Church in Jerusalem through their pastor Oded 
Shoshani further accused me with his words “You refuse to answer questions.” I asked the pastor which questions 
that I had refused to answer, and which person accuses me of not answering questions, whereby the pastor 
Shoshani replied that I had refused to answer questions to “many people” in his church, and he said that he even 
could point these persons out to me that I had refused to answer questions to (although he did not point anyone 
out). I asked the pastor Oded Shoshsani which questions I had refused to answer, and his exactly worded reply 
was “Simple basic human questions like – Who are you?”. There is evidently, as most recently exemplified by 
Oded Shoshani, no end to the creative lies and evils of church-pastors. Any truthful person who has met me or 
spoken with me can attest that the opposite is true; that I am exceptionally transparent and honest. I speak with 
anyone who initiates conversation with me, and I answer questions more honestly than most people, although it 
is almost always I who initiate conversations with unknown persons. In many churches, also in Jerusalem, most 
congregants evade eye contact with unknown persons and only speak with familiar faces. Ironically, even the 
orthodox Jewish anti-missionary organization Yad L’Achim (http://www.yadlachimusa.org.il/?CategoryID=196), an 
organization that is otherwise notoriously known to physically attack in mobs and to cause visa difficulties for 
Christians that witness about Jesus Christ to Jews, would be able to identify me as an open and transparent 
person, as I even exchanged business cards with Yad Leachim in Jerusalem after offering a Christian tract to one 
of Yad L’Achim’s courteous representatives (yadlachm@netvision.net.il). The preceding email dialogue which 
foreshadowed the excommunication from the King of Kings Hebrew Congregation in Jerusalem can be read in its 
entirety here: http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings-Hebrew-Congregation-in-Jerusalem.htm . 
 
Also the senior pastor of the King of Kings Church in Jerusalem, Wayne Hilsden (http://www.kkcj.org/people/info/wayne-

hilsden), recently preached careless theology. Instead of acknowledging the more commonly accepted Christian 
doctrine of a free will - that is limited by God’s permission, for both humanity and for Lucifer, the senior pastor 
Wayne Hilsden exposed his theology on satan in his Sunday-preaching on March 4th, through his analogical 

statement “Satan is just a puppet on a string.” Wayne Hilsden’s analogy hints at an underlying radical Calvinistic 
theology; confusing divine foreknowledge with divine choosing of himself; misunderstanding Eph. 1:4 ”he chose 
us in him” (God the Father choosing God the Son), and ignoring John 3:36 “whoever believes/rejects”. In my 
interpretation of Wayne Hilsden’s theological analogy “Satan is just a puppet on a string.”, Hilsden essentially 
states that all of Satan’s acts are directly controlled by God, that Satan has no free will, and that the evil 
expressions of Satan is only an extension of God’s will. Two logical consequential statements of Wayne Hilsden’s 
doctrinal analogy could therefore also be 1) “Whatever decision that I as senior pastor make, and everything that 
I do, is ultimately God’s will.”, and 2) “All circumstances, that you as a member or visitor to this church encounter, 
are God’s will.” Unless I have misinterpreted a dimension of thought, Wayne Hilsden’s analogy is careless 
theology.  
 
Additionally, the senior pastor Wayne Hilsden of the King of Kings Church in Jerusalem recently demonstrated 
poor discernment by deciding to participate in the devastatingly anti-zionist conference named “Christ at the 
Checkpoint”, in spite of early warnings of a nearly exclusive ensemble of anti-zionist and anti-Israel speakers who 
profess completed supersessionism.  
• http://www.rightsidenews.com/2012021715635/life-and-science/culture-wars/so-jesus-lived-in-occupied-territory.html  

• http://www.israeltoday.co.il/News/tabid/178/nid/23147/language/en-US/Default.aspx  

• http://www.christiannewswire.com/news/8163519164.html  

 
Judging from all the evil Swedish pastors, but also from many churches in Canada, USA and UK where nastiness, 
malice and unloving indifference dominate the church cultures, as also in many churches in Jerusalem, it should 
not be surprising when the world concludes that becoming like church-people will benefit no society. All people 
need salvation through Jesus Christ, but no person needs the evil aspects of churches. Among the orthodox Jews 

http://www.kkcj.org/
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in Jerusalem I have witnessed greater family sweetness, family love and brotherliness than among the church-
people. Religious Jews need salvation through faith in the Jewish Messiah Yeshua, but the church-people can 
learn better community and family life from the orthodox Jews.  
 

• (John 13:34-35)  “A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another. By 

this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you love one another.”  

• (Matthew 5:16)  In the same way, let your light shine before people in such a way that they will see your good actions and 

glorify your Father in heaven.  

 
Please pray that God will find an unmarried Christian/Messianic woman in Jerusalem, or elsewhere in Israel, who 
has the interest and courage to communicate with me, and who is willing to heed the invitation from the Holy 
Spirit regarding marriage. Please pray also that the church leaders and other church-people in Jerusalem who 
currently desire to obstruct God’s good will, would cease to obstruct, and instead would choose to support my 
objective to marry a Christian/Messianic woman in Israel.  
 
And always, please pray for God’s blessings and protection over Israel, and for the peace of Jerusalem. 
…  
 
 
 

71.   Seventy-first International Plea 
 
Sent:  Tue, 28 Feb 2012 17:39:33 +0200 
Subject:  Heartless Swedish pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 

because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-
Christian culture. 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  

Current:  
I am still in Israel, the nation that I care more about than any other nation on earth. After having visited public 
church meetings seven days per week the past 1½ months in Jerusalem, sometimes visiting 2-3 church meetings 
per day in various congregations, I have unfortunately yet not met a Christian woman who wants to communicate. 
Although I easily end up in good conversations outside of churches with the secular Israelis, the conservative 
Jews, and the non-Christian female tourists, I have regrettably been unable to establish communication with the 
church-females in Jerusalem. Also, I am yet unaware of any church leader in Jerusalem who supports my search 
for Christian friendships and a Christian marriage, as all church leaders in Jerusalem so far have either exhibited 
negligence or opposition towards my honestly declared intentions to marry a Christian woman. Phenomenally, in 
regards to the church-women’s evasion of communication, and in regards to the church-pastor’s negligence or 
hostile opposition against me, the churches here in Jerusalem do not differ from most western-cultured churches 
elsewhere on earth. But in perspective of prevalence of these phenomena, the churches in Jerusalem do appear 
to differ from churches in other world cities, as I have not experienced a comparable degree of hostility as from 
the church leaders in Jerusalem, and I have not experienced a similar degree of unwelcoming, uninviting, evasive, 
distractive, obstructive, and also satanically influenced church-people as in Jerusalem. Of course some churches 
in Jerusalem are better than other churches in Jerusalem, but the totality of devilish influences that I have 
encountered within the churches of Jerusalem is higher than in other world cities. In Jerusalem, most church-
people inside the churches in practice convey “bullshit-Christianity” (pardon the harsh expression). I will not 
specify these devilishly obstructive incidents and dehumanising behaviours by church-people during the past two 
weeks in Jerusalem, but in summary, satan is very active inside the churches of Jerusalem. Through insincere 
pastors and duplicitous church-people in Jerusalem, through the “bullshit-Christianity”, satan is successfully 
destroying God’s good will not only for me but also for others here. 
 
Please pray that God will find an unmarried Christian/Messianic woman in Jerusalem, or elsewhere in Israel, who 
has the interest and courage to communicate with me, and who is willing to heed the invitation from the Holy 
Spirit regarding marriage. Please pray also that the church leaders and other church-people in Jerusalem who 
currently desire to obstruct God’s good will, would cease to obstruct, and instead would choose to support my 
objective to marry a Christian/Messianic woman in Israel.  
 
And always, please pray for God’s blessings and protection over Israel, and for the peace of Jerusalem. 
…  

 
 
 

70.   Seventieth International Plea 
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Sent:  Tue, 14 Feb 2012 09:55:12 +0200 

Subject:  Malicious Swedish pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  

Current:  
Also here in beloved Jerusalem, in the Holy land Israel, the nation that I care more about than any other nation 
on earth, many of the Christian church leaders are negligent, abusive, dishonest and malevolent. Although it 
hurts me more to expose the evils of churches in Israel than in other parts of the world, I need to be honest; the 
secular Israelis that I meet outside of churches are generally more friendly and willing to communicate than the 
people that I meet inside the churches of Jerusalem. In spite of varying degrees of opposition from most of the 
church leaders in Jerusalem, I have also met several good-natured and friendly individuals within the churches. 
God provided many opportunities for me in Jerusalem the past weeks to conversationally witness about Yeshua 
HaMashiach to many persons; with visitors in Israel, with Orthodox Jews and with secular Israelis. God is good. 

 
According to my information, I have individually contacted all churches in Jerusalem that have an email address, 
and inquired with those churches regarding their hours for church services. Identically to churches anywhere else 
on earth, also most churches in Jerusalem have chosen to not reply to my simple inquiry. A few churches did 
respond, however. In spite of the negligence by most of the churches in Jerusalem, I have visited most of these 
negligent congregations anyways. (http://www.kyrkor.be/inquiry-to-Jerusalem-churches.htm)  
 
The largest church in the city of Jerusalem, The King of Kings Church (http://www.kkcj.org), behaves similarly to many 
stage-focused contemporary styled churches in Western culture, in its intent to actively obstruct my declared 
intention to seek Christian fellowship (which sometimes generates friendships, and hopefully also a potential to 
development towards a marital relationship). The King of Kings Church’s Executive Pastor, Veikko Nuoraho, 
approached me where I peacefully stood still five meters from the entrance to their church auditorium in 
conjunction with their church’s main Sunday service, and he stated “It looks disruptive when you stand here and 
have eye contact with people.”, suggesting that I should move somewhere else. Accordingly, I then immediately 
moved further away from their church entrance. Several days prior to my visit to their church’s main Sunday 
service I had tried to visit their church’s Young Adults evening service, but their Young Adults Pastor Jamie Hilsden 
verbally requested (accompanied with an arrogant upward tilting motion of his chin) that I should not participate 
in their service with the motivation that I looked to be older than 35 years. I therefore promptly and quietly left 
the Young Adults service location. When I later emailed the church’s executive pastor for an explanation to his 
oral statement “It looks disruptive when you stand here and have eye contact with people.” in conjunction with 
their Sunday main service, the pastor replied that his remark concerned my “trying to talk to lots of people and 
smiling at them”. In this largest church in Jerusalem, human eye contact, smiles and socialising is viewed as 
disruptive by the executive pastor. In settings outside of churches, conversation, eye contact and smiles are 
considered friendly elements of good culture. The bottom truth, of course, is that this executive pastor desires to 
obstruct my intention to marry any Christian woman of reciprocal choice. This executive pastor’s desire in this 
matter does not differ from satan’s. (http://www.kyrkor.be/King-of-Kings-Ministries-Jerusalem.htm)  
 
Not since my visit to Chicago, Illinois, USA where I was excommunicated from four mega-churches within three 
weeks have I encountered as much opposition from churches as in Jerusalem, Israel. Never in my life have I 
experienced a more hostile and uncivilised church leadership than from this particular church: Kehilat El Roii 
Church in Jerusalem (http://www.gratefullygrafted.org/ministries/congregations/kehilat_el_roii.htm). Perhaps coincidental, the 
hostile and falsely accusing pastor of the Kehilat El Roii Church in Jerusalem, Pastor Ofer Amitai (elroii@zahav.net.il), 
lived 14 years in Chicago. Never before in my life have I felt as physically intimidated and threatened by church 
leaders inside a church building as in the El Roii Congregation in Jerusalem. An elder of the El Roii Church named 
“Doug”, immediately at the end of their main church service on a Saturday evening, bounced towards me to 
where I had been sitting. This heavily built elder of the church trespassed by far the social distance norm of any 
culture, by positioning himself within my intimate space and intensely staring at me with his cold, hard eyes. The 
church-elder remained standing 10-20 cm squarely in front of me, continuously staring into my face with his 
hard, cold, Christless eyes, and aggressively commanded in an unfriendly tone of voice, although with a normal 
conversation volume of voice, that I was not allowed to communicate with any women in their church. Feeling 
very uncomfortable by the potential danger of this man’s threatening manner, I asked the church elder in my 
friendly voice why I was not allowed to communicate with females. This church elder, maintaining his hard cold 
stare, his hostile voice, and his assaultingly intimate position 10-20 cm in front of me, said that the church had 
read on my personal website that I seek to marry, and that I had sent 69 international letters for help 
(http://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf), and that I had been expelled from the Times Square Church in New 

York City, and therefore this Kehilat El Roii Church in Jerusalem will protect their women from me. He then 
demanded that I swear to him to not communicate with any women in their church. Upon his threatening demand, 
and his very provocative physical intimacy against me, and because I was frightened that he would also physically 
assault me at any moment, I gently asked the church elder if he kindly could back away to give me some space. 
Reluctantly he backed away a few centimetres, while continually staring in my face with his hard, cold Christless 
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eyes. The elder then proceeded to threaten me with a demand; that if I do not swear to not communicate with 
any women in their church, he would take me out of the building. Stunned, and fearful of an imminent physical 
assault from him, hoping to defuse his hostility, I responded after some delay that I would like to know more 
about this church, and who he was to set such demands on me. The elder reluctantly answered “I am an elder in 

the church.” He then walked away. Shortly, the church’s pastor Ofer Amitai approached me together with the 
same church elder “Doug”. Their pastor, Ofer Amitai, then began to falsely accuse me of having threatened his 
elder “Doug”, and reiterated in an unfriendly tone of voice the message of the elder that I am forbidden to talk 
to any women in his church. Since I at that time did not know the name of the pastor, I asked the pastor, “Sorry, 
but what is your name?” The pastor refused to answer what his name was, saying that his name was unimportant 
for me to know. I then politely explained to the pastor Ofer Amitai in a friendly tone that it is customary to begin 
a conversation by introducing oneself. He then looked very upset and said essentially something similar to; that 
knowing his name is none of my business. Interpreting that the risk of a physical assault from the elder was 
diminished at that moment, I then calmly collected my jacket and items from my chair behind me (although 
internally I was in a state of shock) and began to move towards the exit to the room. At the exit, I briefly 
interviewed a Scandinavian man who had been a member of the church for five years, and through my questions 
to him I attained the name of this pastor: Ofer Amitai. One week earlier when I visited this Kehilat El Roii Church 
for the first time, the Holy Spirit showed to me something (which I will not say) when I was praying, and through 
the Holy Spirit I know that the elder and the pastor of this church were acting as instruments of satan against 
me.  
 
Another church in Jerusalem where I have visited thrice, the Shemen Sasson Church (http://shemensasson.com), 
responded to my email through their Kathryn Morgan “Please take us off your mailing list.” Upon my first visit to 
this church I asked one of their church leaders if I could attend their scheduled seminar for unmarried people on 
the topic of marriage, but their church leader stated that I was not welcome with the motivation that I was not a 
member.  
 
Please pray that God will find an unmarried Christian/Messianic woman in Jerusalem, or elsewhere in Israel, who 
has the interest and courage to communicate with me. Please pray that God will find an unmarried 
Christian/Messianic woman in Jerusalem, or elsewhere in Israel, who is willing to heed the invitation from the 
Holy Spirit regarding marriage. Please pray also that the church leaders and other church-people in Jerusalem 
who currently desire to obstruct God’s good will, would cease to obstruct, and instead would choose to support 
my objective to marry a Christian/Messianic woman in Israel.  
 
And always, please pray for God’s blessings and protection over Israel, and for the peace of Jerusalem. 
…  
 
 
 

69.   Sixty-ninth International Plea 
 
Sent: Tue, 31 Jan 2012 14:34:28 +0200 

Subject:  Evil Swedish pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  

Current:  
Currently I am visiting in the Holy land that God loves; Israel. During the past two weeks I have visited many 
congregations and Christian ministries here in Jerusalem. The opposition from church-people against me here in 
Jerusalem is beginning to manifest.  
 
Because Israel is also the nation that I love more than any other nation on earth, I will refrain from exposing the 
individuals, the specific ministries and the specific congregations that act counter-productively, as to minimize 
the damage of such exposure, while it would be unjust if I abstained from shedding some light on the reality of 
the situation among the Christian ministries and churches here in Jerusalem. 
 
The Christian churches/prayer ministries in Jerusalem are divided; some Arabic-speaking Christian churches are 
denying Israel’s divine right its land, and some English-speaking Christian churches are opposing the Messianic 
congregations.  
 
And as customary among multifaceted church-people, also in Jerusalem some churches/prayer ministries are in 
practice opposing formation of Christian marriages, although their lips may publicly speak in defence of Christian 
marriages. As I have attained information about the persons who have commenced opposition against me here 
in Jerusalem, I do see a link between these persons’ personal failures in their own relationships, marriages and 
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potential divorces, and their opposition to the possibility of other people succeeding in Christian marital love. I 
recognise that these specific church-persons who are actively obstructing God’s good will for me here in Jerusalem 
are not primarily malicious, but I do see that ignorance and emotional hurts are more plausible explanations to 
their opposition against me.  

 
To a Christian ministry in Jerusalem I wrote the following: “For your information, I will share also with you about 
my primary objective here in Jerusalem. But please don't share this information with persons that might 
misunderstand or who might react counter-productively to this objective: I am here in Israel to find a young 
Christian/Messianic woman to marry. Therefore, I will be trying to find opportunities to meet and talk with people. 
As I am sure that you will understand; without interpersonal communication no relationship may emerge.”  
 
In response, one church-ministry leader in Jerusalem replied: “I just want to mention, that since this is your 
objective in being here, please do not use my [ministry] as an "opportunity" to meet a young women.”  
 
One of the four recognised Christian prayer ministries in Jerusalem responded through one of their male staffs: 
“If your primary desire to come to the meeting is to pray for [subject], I will be most happy to take you, Torsten. 
If it is for even a hint of any other motivation, I would caution you that this is [an important] matter, & prefer 
you not to come. With [name of church] again , if your primary desire is to Worship, I would invite you to sit with 
me. ( If you can bear it, after this email !). If your primary motivation is anything else, then please don't.” In 
other words, if Torsten even in the slightest degree desires to communicate with unmarried women after service 
in hope of developing relationships, then he is not welcome to participate in the service. And, this particular male 
does not even want Torsten to sit next to him if Torsten’s primary objective for leaving Sweden and for visiting 
Israel is to meet and talk with people, to develop relationships, and to pursue the possibility of Christian marriage 
with a Christian woman.  
 
Please do pray that these emerging opponents against me within the Jerusalem churches will not succeed with 
their counter-productive measures, and that their carcinogenic words behind my back in multiplying the 
opponents against me would cease.  
 
Apart from the devil quickly raising opposition against me from church-people in Jerusalem, I have also spoken 
with many friendly church-people in this great city.  
 
Please pray for the peace of Jerusalem. 
…  
 
 
 

68.   Sixty-eighth International Plea 
 
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2012 7:07 AM 

Subject: Diabolical Swedish pastors.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  

Current:  
The past weeks, satan recognised another person that he could use to further his satanic attacks against me; 
with purposes to obstruct and to destroy. This time, satan used Sam Moorcroft, the owner of a website business 
(ChristianCafe.com) which profits financially from Christian single people seeking relationships with other 
Christian singles. Sam Moorcroft is the president of RealCafes.com Inc and Moorcroft Enterprises Canada. In Sam 
Moorcroft’s miscommunications with me, he obsessively manipulated my posted written profile on his website 
ChristianCafe.com during a period of time. When I recently confronted Sam Moorcroft with a demand that he 
would discontinue his obsessive and targeted manipulation of my posted profile, he countered by banning me 
from his business website with charges of misconduct. Although he presented a correct fact that my age is 45 
and not 36-40, both the framework and the language of this particular accusation, his unethical manipulation of 
customer’s profiles, his mismanagement of his business communications, and in context of the notorious presence 
of scammers on his ChristianCafe.com business, the action taken by Sam Moorcroft cannot be swept aside as 
merely unethical, contextually unjustifiable or disproportionate. No, I believe Sam Moorcroft’s obsessive and 
targeted action against me is a satanically influenced attack. Furthermore, Sam Moorcroft steps beyond another 
ethical boundary by falsely accusing that I am not ready for a relationship because I would have unresolved anger 
issues; a groundless accusation containing no truth whatsoever. Satanically influenced Sam Moorecroft incorrectly 
accused “I strongly suggest you get professional counselling, as you appear to have serious unresolved anger 
issues. Once you have received extensive counselling, perhaps then you will be ready for a relationship.”  
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In scope of the frequent evangelism that I have partaken in since 1995, I identify from experience a pattern of 
how satan operates. In conjunction with evangelism, satan retaliates. Soon after an evangelistic outreach, satan 
often attacks with his regular arsenal of evil through any persons that currently would be accessible for his use. 
Satan enjoys utilising also pastors, priests and church leaders as tools for his evil. In conjunction with Sam 

Moorcroft’s obstruction by banning me from access of communication with other singles on his profitable business 
ChristianCafe.com, I had just shortly before then street-evangelised within the city of Birmingham in England. In 
the afternoon, as I was helping my friend in England by mowing the leaves from his backyard lawn, the Holy 
Spirit spoke to me with the words “you will lose the battle”. Often when the Holy Spirit speaks to me, I am initially 
ignorant to the exact interpretation. Not until later that same evening, when Sam Moorcroft closed access to my 
account on his ChristianCafe.com business, did I suspected the connection between the words of the Holy Spirit 
and Sam Moorcroft. In hindsight, the Holy Spirit was absolutely correct – as always. Satanically influenced Sam 
Moorcroft banned me from his singles website ChristianCafe.com, and through this he legally accomplished the 
will of satan to obstruct. Sam Moorcroft and satan won this battle. I lost. 
 
As a consequence of Sam Moorcroft’s satanic victory against me, the prospect of connecting and communicating 
with other single Christians has become more limited for me. Previously, a Swedish/Scandinavian Christian singles 
site 7ehinlen (today: solidlove.com) banned me because I had written in my profile that I only sought a non-
feministic and non-Swedish woman, which the pro-feministic and Swedish site owner disliked. Also previously, a 
former Swedish Christian young-adults communication site (flow.crossnet.net) banned me because I had posted 
with my written profile a self-portrait photo with an Israeli flag as background, which the Swedish Christian site 
owner expressed disapproval of by stating “The Israeli flag can be interpreted as offensive.”  
 
Not only am I effectually excommunicated from all churches in Sweden, ostracised from Swedish society, forever 
banned from visiting United States as a tourist, permanently banned from visiting my home territory Canada, but 
I am now also banned from one of the larger international Christian singles sites. A more popular website for 
Christian singles is ChristianMingle.com and they do not notoriously harbour scammers in the extent that Sam 
Moorcroft’s ChristianCafe.com site does, but my disadvantage on the more popular ChristianMingle.com site is 
that essentially all its members are stationed in United States, with some exceptions living in Canada. Since I am 
forever banned from visiting United States as a tourist, it is next to impossible to develop a relationship with any 
of the American woman on ChristianMingle.com, as knowing from years of experience that the most common 
reason of rejection is unwillingness to initiate a long-distance relationship.  
 
Satan is certainly successful in his obstruction, destruction and evil - through pastors, priests, church leaders and 
other representatives of Christianity. 
 
The recent dialogue with Sam Moorcroft: http://www.kyrkor.be/satanically-influenced-Sam-Moorcroft.pdf  

 
• In regards to United States forever banning my entry into USA as a tourist (http://nenzen.net/American-Embassy-in-

Sweden-losing-credibility.pdf), there could be a conceivable connection between my public stance for scientific truth 
in abortion research (http://www.nenzen.net/KI.pdf) and American federal government agency fears and subsequent 
opposition to pro-life people as terrorists (http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/constitutional-experts-pro-life-terrorists-could-be-

permanently-detained-wi). Possibly only someone with insight to the U.S. Department of Homeland Security can 
confirm or refute this.  

…  
 
 
 

67.   Sixty-seventh International Plea 
 
Sent: Sunday, January 01, 2012 5:05 PM 

Subject: Devilish Swedish pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Current:  
• Both Canada and United States refuse explanation and communication regarding their empty accusations, 

and therefore I am banned from ever visiting English-speaking North America again. U.S. CBP and the 
American Embassy in Sweden still refuse to explain their baseless accusations.: http://nenzen.net/American-

Embassy-in-Sweden-losing-credibility.pdf  

…  
 
 
 

http://www.solidlove.com/
http://flow.crossnet.net/
http://www.kyrkor.be/satanically-influenced-Sam-Moorcroft.pdf
http://nenzen.net/American-Embassy-in-Sweden-losing-credibility.pdf
http://nenzen.net/American-Embassy-in-Sweden-losing-credibility.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/KI.pdf
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/constitutional-experts-pro-life-terrorists-could-be-permanently-detained-wi
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/constitutional-experts-pro-life-terrorists-could-be-permanently-detained-wi
http://nenzen.net/American-Embassy-in-Sweden-losing-credibility.pdf
http://nenzen.net/American-Embassy-in-Sweden-losing-credibility.pdf
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66.   Sixty-sixth International Plea 
 
Sent: Friday, December 16, 2011 11:43 PM 

Subject: Swedish pastors are evil.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Current:  
• The U.S. Department of State emphatically (in extra large font size) refuses to answer questions regarding 

the Department’s empty accusation that I would have circumvented an American law or regulation, according 
to U.S. CBP: http://nenzen.net/American-Embassy-in-Sweden-losing-credibility.pdf  

Has any American president and his administration in the history of the United States to such degree acted 
deceptively contrary to Biblical social values, as the current?  

…  
 
 
 

65.   Sixty-fifth International Plea 
 
Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 3:31 AM 

Subject: Need Christian rescue away from Sweden's diabolical pastors.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Current:  
• The U.S. Department of State continues to embarrass itself with its evasive nonsense, but refuses to answer 

which American law or regulation that I have circumvented, according to the U.S. Department of State’s 
(CBP) empty accusation against me: http://nenzen.net/American-Embassy-in-Sweden-losing-credibility.pdf  

America needs a Christian president back into the White House.  
…  
 
 

 

64.   Sixty-fourth International Plea 
 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 11:50 PM 

Subject: Need Christian rescue away from satanic Sweden.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Current:  
• The American Embassy in Sweden and the U.S. Department of State, through its continued interactions the 

past weeks, have made it obvious that the U.S. Embassy staff, and CBP, are dishonest, sloppy, lack 
intellectual credibility and lack integrity.: http://nenzen.net/American-Embassy-in-Sweden-losing-credibility.pdf  

…  
 

http://nenzen.net/American-Embassy-in-Sweden-losing-credibility.pdf
http://nenzen.net/American-Embassy-in-Sweden-losing-credibility.pdf
http://nenzen.net/American-Embassy-in-Sweden-losing-credibility.pdf
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63.   Sixty-third International Plea 
 
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2011 9:01 PM 

Subject: Inquiry of a Christian community somewhere on earth. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Current:  
• The American Embassy in Sweden still refuses to communicate and answer my questions regarding the U.S. 

Embassy’s self-contradictory statements, and hence my permanent ban to visiting United States in any 
future: http://www.kyrkor.be/USA-Embassy-Stockholm-decision-110912.pdf  

• The Canadian government (CBSA) still refuses to communicate and acknowledge any mistakes when Canada 
handcuffed, detained, incarcerated and deported me from Canada, during which the Canadian CBSA officers 
interrogated me using profane language and rage: http://www.nenzen.net/TN-to-CBSA-110707.pdf  

…  
 

 
 

62.   Sixty-second International Plea 
 
Sent: Friday, October 14, 2011 4:31 PM 

Subject: Pursuit of a Christian community somewhere on earth. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Update:  
• The American Embassy in Sweden still refuses to communicate and answer my questions regarding the U.S. 

Embassy’s self-contradictory statements, and hence my permanent ban to visiting United States in any 
future: http://www.kyrkor.be/USA-Embassy-Stockholm-decision-110912.pdf  

• The Canadian government (CBSA) still refuses to communicate and acknowledge any mistakes when Canada 

handcuffed, detained, incarcerated and deported me from Canada, during which the Canadian CBSA officers 
interrogated me using profane language and rage: http://www.nenzen.net/TN-to-CBSA-110707.pdf  

…  
 
 
 

61.   Sixty-first International Plea 
 
Sent: Friday, September 30, 2011 12:16 AM 

Subject: Quest for a Christian community somewhere on earth  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Update:  

http://www.kyrkor.be/USA-Embassy-Stockholm-decision-110912.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/TN-to-CBSA-110707.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/USA-Embassy-Stockholm-decision-110912.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/TN-to-CBSA-110707.pdf
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The U.S. Department of State and the American Embassy in Stockholm confirmed in a recent email that I am 
insufficiently Swedish, as their reason for my inadmissibility to visit U.S.A., while their responses raise even 
further questions about the rationale by the U.S. State Department and the American Embassy in Stockholm. 
Those dialogues may be read here: http://www.kyrkor.be/USA-Embassy-Stockholm-decision-110912.pdf  

…  
 
 
 

60.   Sixtieth International Plea 
 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 1:06 AM 

Subject: Seeking a Christian community on earth.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  

Update:  
On September 12, 2011, the Embassy of the United States of America in Stockholm decided to not issue a tourist 
visa to me. This decision from the US Embassy, that I am not eligible for a tourist visa, succeeded after a brief 
(5-minute) interview where the US consular section interviewer focused the questions towards two specific areas: 
1) Why were you deported from Canada on June 1, 2011?, and 2) How can you afford to travel so much? The 
choice of questions asked by the US Embassy, pertaining to the deportation from Canada, indicates that the US 
Embassy was either sloppy or ill-informed. And the questions pertaining to my ability to finance my travels is 
blatant evidence of the US Embassy’s neglectfulness. Attached with my tourist visa application were print-outs 
and originals of my bank statements, and proof of my monthly income during the intended time of travel. The 
documents which were submitted to the US Embassy proved that I have sufficient savings, with an adequate 
income each month while I travel. And yet, the embassy asked questions about my ability to finance my travel.  
 
At the abrupt ending of the brief (5-minute) interview in the US Embassy, the interviewer hastily slipped over a 
piece of paper (http://www.kyrkor.be/USA-Embassy-Stockholm-decision-110912.pdf) to me, followed directly by a return of my 
(possibly unread) application together with my attached substantiating documents.  
 
Given the categorical explanation from the US Embassy that I have weak family and social ties to Sweden, and 
that a reapplication for a tourist visa must show stronger social or family ties to Sweden, in practice it means 
that I can never again in my life visit USA as a tourist. The ties that the US Embassy is looking for are stronger 
ties to Sweden. That will never happen. Since it is impossible for me to strengthen my social ties to Sweden 
(excommunicated from Swedish churches and ostracised from Swedish society), and since I have no family in 
Sweden, this decision in reality necessitates, (if the American Embassy means what they say), that I am banned 
from entering USA as a tourist forever. This is a tragedy for me, as Canada and USA are my cultural home 
territories, and United States (statistically) offers the greatest potential to connect with other 
Christians/Messianics.  
 
I have now been excommunicated and ostracised in Sweden for almost a decade, and 2011 turns out to be the 
year that I am banned from North America. In June 2011 I was banned from visiting Canada. In September 2011 
I was banned from visiting USA.  
 
Currently I have no possibility to worship with a Christian/Messianic congregation, no possibility to fellowship in 
a Christian/Messianic community, no possibility to develop Christian/Messianic relationships, and no possibility to 
marry a Christian/Messianic woman. Sweden truly is a loveless, Christless and inhumane circumstance.  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 

59.   Fifty-ninth International Plea 
 
Sent: Friday, September 02, 2011 2:24 AM 

Subject: Seeking refuge away from Sweden's evil pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 

http://www.kyrkor.be/USA-Embassy-Stockholm-decision-110912.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/USA-Embassy-Stockholm-decision-110912.pdf
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because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-
Christian culture. 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 

 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  

Summary from 3 weeks in Chicago and 2½ months in New York City:  
On May 31, 2011 I was detained and imprisoned in Canada. The following day, Canada extradited me to U.S.A. 
I am not permitted to visit Canada again. U.S.A. has welcomed me to remain in the U.S. for ninety days.  
 
• Canadian government detained, handcuffed, imprisoned and extradited Torsten: 

http://www.nenzen.net/CBSA.htm  

• Canada formally endorses its lies against Torsten: http://www.nenzen.net/CBSA-lies-110707.pdf  

• Torsten responds to the Canadian government lies: http://www.nenzen.net/TN-to-CBSA-110707.pdf  

• Church offices and pastors in British Columbia, Canada are unwilling to act as Christians: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Okanagan.htm  

 
During the first three weeks immediately following the extradition from Canada into U.S.A. on June 1, 2011, I 
sought to find a Christian church in Chicago, Illinois. In Chicago I was innocently excommunicated from four (4) 
megachurches within a time frame of three weeks. To be innocently excommunicated by four churches within 

three weeks could be a world record, or at least it is my personal record. I was excommunicated from Willow 
Creek Church, Park Community Church, Moody Church and New Life Community Church. I visited also other 
"Christian" churches in Chicago, and I have emailed many more "Christian" churches in Chicago than I have 
visited. Most of the Chicago-churches do not bother to reply. 
 
• New Life Community Church in Chicago excommunicated Torsten: http://kyrkor.be/New-Life-Church-Chicago.htm  

• Moody Church in Chicago excommunicated Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Moody-Church.htm  

• Willow Creek Chicago excommunicated Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Willow-Creek-Chicago.htm  

 
Because I was unable to satisfactorily find a Christian church anywhere in Chicago, I moved onwards in my search 
for a Christian church to New York. For two months I have sought after a Christian church here in New York, but 
I have yet not found a church home anywhere in New York, although a couple of churches in NY have shown 
some degree of accommodating gestures. I have emailed to many church offices in NY and most church offices 
in NY actually do reply, but some churches in NY refuse to reply. Most visits to the churches in NY have been 
dehumanising experiences, but again, there are several generally friendly churches also. In short summary, 
church-people in these NY churches are difficult to connect with, not so inviting or welcoming, and superficial. In 
no church anywhere in NY have I found a real Christian woman who wants to communicate.  
 
Satan was unceasingly active also through the church-pastors in New York City. Satan, through the church offices 
in NY, performed his regular repertoire to obstruct God’s good will for me to marry a Christian woman. These are 
only several of many other examples of satan’s destruction through church-pastors in NY:  
 
• Redeemer Presbyterian Church excludes Torsten from attending their Fellowship Groups: 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-Church.htm  

• Sha’ar Adonai Church ostracises Torsten from further attendance at their church: http://www.kyrkor.be/Shaar-

Adonai-Church.htm  

• Times Square Church expelled Torsten from their church building: http://www.kyrkor.be/Times-Square-Church.htm  

 
Among all the churches that I have visited in the United States, the very small Messianic congregation Kehilath 
HaDerekh (http://www.khdnyc.org) was the only church (Messianic Judaism) where I encountered a benevolent 
and pragmatic leader. Pastor/rabbi Reb Benzi of this small Messianic Congregation was the only pastor in USA 
that satisfactorily earned my respect and trust. No other pastor anywhere in the world has accomplished to gain 
adequate respect in relation to attitude, leadership style, pragmatism, humbleness and care. May God abundantly 
bless Reb Benzi and this small Messianic congregation. Although there existed no woman in this very small 
congregation that I could marry, it was certainly a base for some spiritual growth and edification.  
 
Hopefully comprehensible to at least a few, I am disappointed and perplexed that in such a populous city as New 
York City with ample Christian singles (Demographics: NY/NJ has one of the largest surplus of single women in 
the US), in spite of visiting multiple church meetings each Sunday, in spite of visiting multiple Christian meetings 
each Shabbat, and in spite of visiting many church events during each week, I was incapable to identify one 
single woman who wanted to communicate with me. During three months of diligent exposure to church-people 
in churches in Chicago and in New York City, not one church-woman wanted to communicate. Not one! Not even 
only to communicate.  
 
I returned to satanic Sweden on August 27. On August 29, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (through 
CBP.gov) sent to me an email informing that CBP had cancelled my authorization to travel to United States under 
the Visa Waiver Program (ESTA). I have scheduled an interview with the American Embassy in Stockholm on 
September 12, with intention to apply for a tourist visa. Please pray that the American Embassy staff will decide 
to issue a visitor visa. 
 

http://www.nenzen.net/CBSA.htm
http://www.nenzen.net/CBSA-lies-110707.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/TN-to-CBSA-110707.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Okanagan.htm
http://kyrkor.be/New-Life-Church-Chicago.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Moody-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Willow-Creek-Chicago.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Shaar-Adonai-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Shaar-Adonai-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Times-Square-Church.htm
http://www.khdnyc.org/
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Please pray that I will be able to quickly leave Sweden to resume my necessary pursuit to find an 
English-speaking Christian church somewhere on earth; a church that does not intend to obstruct 
God’s will for marriage, but who wants to facilitate the essential circumstances towards 
communication. Please continue to pray that I will meet a Christian woman of God (who loves Jesus 

Christ more than she loves anyone else, and who has the necessary courage to communicate) within 
an English-speaking church somewhere on earth.  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 

58.   Fifty-eighth International Plea 
 
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 1:08 AM 

Subject: Escaping satanic Swedish pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 

will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Satan continues to be very active also through the church-pastors in New York City. Satan, through the church 
offices in NY, is performing his regular repertoire to obstruct God’s good will for me to marry a Christian woman. 
These are only several of many other examples of satan’s destruction through church-pastors in NY:  
 
• Redeemer Presbyterian Church excludes Torsten from attending their Fellowship Groups: 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-Church.htm  

• Sha’ar Adonai Church ostracises Torsten from further attendance at their church: http://www.kyrkor.be/Shaar-

Adonai-Church.htm  

• Times Square Church expelled Torsten from their church building: http://www.kyrkor.be/Times-Square-Church.htm  

…  
Please continue to pray that I will satisfactorily connect with a practical Christian church somewhere 
in New York, and that I will meet a Christian woman of God (who loves Jesus Christ more than she 
loves anyone else, and who has the necessary courage to communicate with me) somewhere in New 
York.  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  

 

 

 

57.   Fifty-seventh International Plea 
 
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2011 6:49 PM 

Subject: Escaping the devilish Swedish pastors.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Because I was unable to satisfactorily find a Christian church anywhere in Chicago, I moved onwards in my search 
for a Christian church to New York. For 1½ months now I have sought after a Christian church here in New York, 
but I have yet not found a church home anywhere in New York, although a couple of churches in NY have shown 
some degree of accommodating gestures. I have emailed to many church offices in NY and most church offices 
in NY actually do reply, but some churches in NY refuse to reply. Most visits to the churches in NY have been 
dehumanising experiences, but again, there are several generally friendly churches also. In short summary, 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Redeemer-Presbyterian-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Shaar-Adonai-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Shaar-Adonai-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Times-Square-Church.htm
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church-people in these NY churches are difficult to connect with, not so inviting or welcoming, and superficial. In 
no church anywhere in NY have I found a real Christian woman who wants to communicate.  
 
Among all the churches that I have visited in the United States, the very small Messianic congregation Kehilath 

HaDerekh (http://www.kehilathhaderekh.org) is the only church (Messianic Judaism) where I have encountered 
a benevolent and pragmatic leader. Pastor/rabbi Reb Benzi of this small Messianic Congregation is the only pastor 
in USA that has earned my respect and trust. No other pastor anywhere in the world has accomplished to gain 
my respect in relation to attitude, leadership style, pragmatism, humbleness and care. May God abundantly bless 
Reb Benzi and this small Messianic congregation. Although there is no woman in this very small congregation 
that I can marry, it has certainly become my base for spiritual growth and edification.  
 
Other churches that deserve short comments are:  
• All Souls Church (http://allsoulschristianchurch.com) – Very friendly, welcoming and sociable people. Healthy social 

dynamics. However, no singles available in this small church. 

• Redeemer Presbyterian Church (http://www.redeemer.com) – Mega-church consisting of predominantly early- or mid-career 

singles. Sociable, yet I estimate that only 15% of single attendants remain for church refreshment after Sunday services. 

Supportive office staffs. Performs infant “baptisms”, and allegedly supports supersessionism.  

• Trinity Wall Street (http://www.trinitywallstreet.org) – Quite friendly, but perceived as distant from God.  

• The Journey Church (Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.) – Exceptionally stage-focused 

and dehumanising Sunday services, superficial and many defensive singles, immature “Christianity”, but at least a sociable 

jogging group. Some friendly office staffs and consistently good email conduct.  

• Citylight Church (Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.) – Officially welcoming, responds 

well to email, errant personal prosperity teachings, some spiritual sensitivity, young, superficial. 

• C3 Manhattan (http://www.c3manhattan.org) – Ambitious stage performance. Their second pastor is destructively and 

errantly presumptuous, and their first pastor is more welcoming although he remains theatrical also in personal conversation. 
Performance focused Sunday service.  

• Gallery Church (http://www.gallerychurch.com) – Small, young, mixed maturity levels, and expansive church. Immature 

yet visionary and humble leadership with growth potential. No sociable singles available.  

• Sha’ar Adonai Messianic Congregation: (http://www.shaaradonainyc.com) – Congregation leader and all its elders strangely 

refuse to reply to any of my emails. Sociable after the Saturday services. Some healthy outreach and evangelism. No young 

singles in this congregation.  

• Forefront Chruch (Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.) – The most dehumanising Sunday 

church visit I have experienced anywhere in NY. Unwelcoming and unsociable.  

• Beth Israel Worship Center (Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.) – In spite of being a 

Messianic congregation I rank it as the second most dehumanising Sunday church visit in the NY neighbourhood. Superficial 

and unwelcoming. 

• Brooklyn Tabernacle (http://www.brooklyntabernacle.org) – Does not welcome to participate with their young adults - 
possibly due to church office loyalty with Times Square Church. Brooklyn pastor requested “Please have someone from Time 

square contact us about your situation at their church.” Times Square Church refuses any communication with me. 

 
My situation in New York, with a clear objective to find Christian singles to communicate with so that I 
subsequently may find one woman to marry, is very peculiar. Although all church-people tell me that there are 
many singles in New York, I am unable to discover one Christian single female in New York who wants to 
communicate with me. Maybe New York Christian singles are so career focused that they are unattainable, or 
perhaps the Christian single women in NY churches are so protective to their undesired singleness that they 

effectively shield themselves from any Godly possibilities. Whatever the explanations - one thing is certain: 
something is wrong.  
 
Please continue to pray that I will satisfactorily connect with a practical Christian church somewhere 
in New York, and that I will meet a Christian woman of God (who loves Jesus Christ more than she 
loves anyone else, and who has the necessary courage to communicate with me) somewhere in New 
York.  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 

56.   Fifty-sixth International Plea 
 
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2011 6:02 PM 
Subject: Defence against Sweden's evil pastors.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 

http://www.kehilathhaderekh.org/
http://allsoulschristianchurch.com/
http://www.redeemer.com/
http://www.trinitywallstreet.org/
http://www.c3manhattan.org/
http://www.gallerychurch.com/
http://www.shaaradonainyc.com/
http://www.brooklyntabernacle.org/
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Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Update: 

On May 31, 2011 I was detained and imprisoned in Canada. The following day, Canada extradited me to U.S.A. 
I am not permitted to visit Canada again. U.S.A. has welcomed me to remain in the U.S. for ninety days.  
 
• Canadian government detained, handcuffed, imprisoned and extradited Torsten: http://www.nenzen.net/CBSA.htm  

• Canada formally endorses its lies against Torsten: http://www.nenzen.net/CBSA-lies-110707.pdf  

• Torsten responds to the Canadian government lies: http://www.nenzen.net/TN-to-CBSA-110707.pdf  

• Church offices and pastors in British Columbia, Canada are unwilling to act as Christians: 
http://www.kyrkor.be/Okanagan.htm  

…  
During my first three weeks here in New York I have yet not found a truly helpful church anywhere in New York. 
After having visited some churches in NY, several NY churches have inquired with me through email regarding 
my impression of their churches, whereupon I have answered each church honestly. One may preliminarily 

conclude that those inquisitive NY churches only accept agreeable feedback, as the churches in NY with whom I 
responded honestly, have terminated communication with me. 
…  
Please continue to pray that I will satisfactorily connect with a practical Christian church somewhere 
in New York, and that I will meet a Christian woman of God (who loves Jesus Christ more than she 
loves anyone else, and who has the necessary courage to communicate with me) somewhere in New 
York.  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 

55.   Fifty-fifth International Plea 
 
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 5:41 PM 
Subject: Sanctuary from Sweden's evil pastors. Update on Chicago.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Important update: 
On May 31, 2011 I was detained and imprisoned in Canada. The following day, Canada extradited me to U.S.A. 
I am not permitted to visit Canada again. U.S.A. has welcomed me to remain in the U.S. for ninety days.  
 
• Canadian government detains, handcuffs, imprisons and extradites Torsten: http://www.nenzen.net/CBSA.htm  

• Churches in British Columbia, Canada are unwilling to help: http://www.kyrkor.be/Okanagan.htm  

 
During the first three weeks immediately following the extradition from Canada to U.S.A. I sought to find a 
Christian church in Chicago, Illinois. In Chicago I was innocently excommunicated from four (4) megachurches 
within a time frame of three weeks. To be innocently excommunicated by four churches within three weeks could 
be a world record, or at least it is my personal record. I was excommunicated from Willow Creek Church, Park 
Community Church, Moody Church and New Life Community Church. I visited also other "Christian" churches in 
Chicago, and I have emailed to many more "Christian" churches in Chicago than I have visited. Most Chicago-
churches do not bother to reply. 
 
• New Life Community Church excommunicates Torsten: http://kyrkor.be/New-Life-Church-Chicago.htm  

• Moody Church ecommunicates Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Moody-Church.htm  

• Willow Creek Chicago excommunicates Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Willow-Creek-Chicago.htm  

 
Because I was unable to satisfactorily find a Christian church in Chicago, I have moved to New York. Please pray 
that I will satisfactorily connect with a Christian church in New York, and that there will be a Christian woman of 
God (who loves Jesus Christ more than she loves anyone else, and who has the necessary courage to 
communicate with me) in New York.  
 
• Times Square Church expels Torsten from church building: http://www.kyrkor.be/Times-Square-Church.htm  

…  

http://www.nenzen.net/CBSA.htm
http://www.nenzen.net/CBSA-lies-110707.pdf
http://www.nenzen.net/TN-to-CBSA-110707.pdf
http://www.kyrkor.be/Okanagan.htm
http://www.nenzen.net/CBSA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Okanagan.htm
http://kyrkor.be/New-Life-Church-Chicago.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Moody-Church.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Willow-Creek-Chicago.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Times-Square-Church.htm
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Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 

 
 

54.   Fifty-fourth International Plea 
 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 2:43 PM 

Subject: Shelter from Sweden's evil pastors. With urgent update. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
On May 31, 2011 I was detained and imprisoned in Canada. The following day, Canada extradited me to U.S.A. 
I am not permitted to visit Canada again. U.S.A. has welcomed me to remain in the U.S. for ninety days.  
 
• Canada detains, imprisons and extradites Torsten: http://www.nenzen.net/CBSA.htm  

• Willow Creek Church in Chicago excommunicates Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Willow-Creek-Chicago.htm  

• Churches in British Columbia unwilling to help: http://www.kyrkor.be/Okanagan.htm  

…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 
 
 
 

53.   Fifty-third International Plea 
 
Sent: Sunday, May 29, 2011 7:18 PM 

Subject: Shield against Sweden's evil pastors.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 

 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 
 
 
 

52.   Fifty-second International Plea 
 
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2011 10:41 PM 

Subject: Protection from Sweden’s evil pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man innocently excommunicated from 
church in Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, 
because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-

Christian culture. 

http://www.nenzen.net/CBSA.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Willow-Creek-Chicago.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Okanagan.htm
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Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 

will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 
 
 
 

51.   Fifty-first International Plea 
 
Sent: Sunday, May 01, 2011 11:55 PM 

Subject: Refuge from Sweden's evil pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 
 
 

 

50.   Fiftieth International Plea 
 
Sent: Saturday, April 16, 2011 1:14 PM 

Subject: satanic Swedish pastors in diabolical Sweden 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  

 

 

 

49.   Fourty-ninth International Plea 
 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:43 AM 

Subject: Diabolic Swedish pastors within satanic Sweden. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
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Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 

will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 

48.   Fourty-eighth International Plea 
 
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:51 AM 
Subject: Heartless Swedish churches and their devilish Swedish pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 

47.   Fourty-seventh International Plea 
 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 12:34 AM 

Subject: Inhumane Swedish churches and their devilish Swedish pastors. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 

46.   Fourty-sixth International Plea 
 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 1:19 PM 

Subject: Seeking Christian liberation from all the evil pastors of Sweden. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
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Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 

 

 

45.   Fourty-fifth International Plea 
 
Sent: Tuesday, February 01, 2011 12:54 PM 
Subject: Need Christian rescue from satanic Sweden 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  

 

 

 

44.   Fourty-fourth International Plea 
 
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2011 7:01 AM 

Subject: Please help! 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 

 

43.   Fourty-third International Plea 
 
Sent: Sunday, January 02, 2011 1:46 AM 

Subject: HELP!!! 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
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42.   Fourty-second International Plea 
 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 11:16 PM 

Subject: Help!!! 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 

41.   Fourty-first International Plea 
 
Sent: Wednesday, December 01, 2010 6:34 AM 

Subject: Help!! 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 

40.   Fourtieth International Plea 
 
Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 1:13 AM 
Subject: Help! 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 

39.   Thirty-ninth International Plea 
 
Sent: Monday, November 01, 2010 1:50 PM 

Subject: Help, please! 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
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Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 
culture. 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 

 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 

38.   Thirty-eighth International Plea 
 
Sent: Saturday, October 16, 2010 8:49 PM 

Subject: Christian help, please! 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 

37.   Thirty-seventh International Plea 
 
Sent: Thursday, September 30, 2010 7:13 PM 

Subject: A plea for Christian help. 

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 

36.   Thirty-sixth International Plea 
 
Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2010 8:10 PM 

Subject: An appeal for Christian rescue.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
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… In a recent survey of 114 of the 192 recognised sovereign states, Swedish people were radically the least 
interested in religion (82%) compared with all other nations. Affluent and arrogant Swedes appear to worship 
pseudo-science and themselves, and in principle all “Christian” pastors and priests in Sweden are either heretics 
or hypocrites, or both. Sweden is culturally the most anti-God nation on the planet according to the survey, and 

Swedish pastors are probably the most evil pastors on earth. (Survey:  www.gallup.com/poll/142727/religiosity-highest-world-

poorest-nations.aspx?version=print). 
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 

35.   Thirty-fifth International Plea 
 
Sent: Tuesday, August 31, 2010 12:48 AM 

Subject: Seeking Christian practical help and rescue away from devilish Sweden.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
In conjunction with a visit to a pentecostal church in Worcester in United Kingdom (St. Pauls church, 
http://www.stpaulschurch.co.uk) on 2010-08-25, a pentecostal pastor falsely accused in a private meeting that the 
reason why Torsten is not yet married in spite of Torsten having prayed for marriage for 17 years is that there is 
something not right with Torsten’s relationship with God. The pentecostal pastor also accused that Torsten is 
obsessed to get married. When Torsten at the conclusion of the meeting directly inquired with the pastor if he 
would want to help Torsten to connect with Christian singles, the pastor responded in the negative. Several days 
after the personal meeting with the pastor, in email the pastor denied his earlier statements from the meeting. 
Apart from that pastor’s blatant lies (denial of factual truth) regarding the pastor’s own statements, there is an 
evident gap of logic in the pastor’s failing to recognise the relationship between Torsten’s involuntary singleness 
and Torsten’s absence of connecting settings for Christian singles, Torsten’s excommunication from church in 

Sweden, all Swedish pastor’s refusal to helpfully invite into a discipling church, and Swedish royal sin.  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 

34.   Thirty-fourth International Plea 
 
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2010 11:01 PM 

Subject: Seeking Christian help and rescue away from evil Sweden.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  

…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 

33.   Thirty-third International Plea 
 
Sent: Saturday, July 31, 2010 12:52 PM 

http://www.gallup.com/poll/142727/religiosity-highest-world-poorest-nations.aspx?version=print
http://www.gallup.com/poll/142727/religiosity-highest-world-poorest-nations.aspx?version=print
http://www.stpaulschurch.co.uk/
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Subject: An appeal for Christian rescue away from hellish Sweden.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 

will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
This is one official testimony from a student about Sweden (www.kyrkor.be/student-testimony-of-Sweden.pdf) and a website 
dedicated to describing Swedes (www.swedenson.com). 
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
…  
 
 
 

32.   Thirty-second International Plea 
 
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2010 6:22 PM 

Subject: A plea for liberation from devilish Sweden.  

 
An appeal for practical Christian help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in 

Sweden, ousted from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of 
Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian 

culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 

 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
Although I remained loyal to God’s calling to evangelise in Sweden by returning to Sweden as a missionary in 
Dec. 1998 and initiated the evangelism project “Jesus loves Sweden” (www.helig.com) in Jan. 1999 and continued 
evangelism in Sweden despite opposition to the evangelism from many Swedish churches and despite not 
receiving any form of support from any church in Sweden, and although I had remained faithful to the specific 
woman that God had planned for me towards marriage (http://royalcourt.nenzen.net) in Sweden, and although I 
had daily prayed particularly for that specific woman during the preceding twelve years (12 years of daily specific 
prayer!), that specific woman decided to be unfaithful to God’s will. In that woman’s grave defiance against God 
regarding marriage she fulfilled her disobedience on June 19, 2010 when she married someone that God had 
not intended for her. On June 19th I consequently lost "everything". While there was time, no priest or pastor 
wanted to help. Most Swedish pastors were clueless to God’s will because they are deaf to God and because they 
refused to communicate with me, many pastors had been sufficiently informed but they did not believe, and at 
least one (indications of several) priest understood the truth but did not want to help. (Comparable attitudes: John 

19:15, Luke 19:14). Primarily because of that woman’s disobedience to God, but secondarily because of sins of 
omission from priests and pastors that were supposed to support, God’s good plan for her and for me was 
destroyed. Without exception, no “Christian” in Sweden wanted to act as a Christian, and all priests and pastors 
in Sweden were ignorant or malevolent. Satan was assisted through both active malevolence and passive sins 
by all Swedish pastors/priests, and ultimately Satan won through the specific woman’s arrogance and 
disobedience. If any Swedish pastor/priest in future were to repent from their evil attitudes and malevolence, 
and thereby would decide to want to help me regarding marriage, that help would arrive too late. Nevertheless, 
I am alive and therefore God can still use me – but never within God’s original plan for me, for her, and for 
Sweden. The consequences of that woman’s disobedience and insubordination to God and the effect of sins by 
all Swedish pastors/priests will remain.  
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to be part of God’s new solution by helping in a practical 
manner.  
… 
 
 
 

31.   Thirty-first International Plea 
 
Sent: Thursday, July 01, 2010 12:39 AM 

Subject: Seeking Christian rescue away from diabolic Sweden. 

 

http://www.kyrkor.be/student-testimony-of-Sweden.pdf
http://www.swedenson.com/
http://www.helig.com/
http://royalcourt.nenzen.net/
http://www.biblica.com/bible/verse/index.php?q=john19%3A15&niv=yes
http://www.biblica.com/bible/verse/index.php?q=john19%3A15&niv=yes
http://www.biblica.com/bible/verse/index.php?q=luke19%3A14&niv=yes
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A plea for human help: Christian unmarried man excommunicated from church in Sweden, ousted 
from Swedish society, and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of Sweden’s 

heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively anti-Christian culture. 
 

Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders,  
 
Will you please help? If for some reason it is impossible for you to be a friend in Christ and to be practical, then 
will you please at least pray - that a human on earth will want to help?  
…  
The Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada decided on June 28, 2010 that I am not welcome to return to 
my home country Canada as a returning resident, in spite that I was raised and schooled in Canada and in spite 
that my only brother and my parents live in BC, Canada as Canadian citizens. Therefore, a Christian community 
in an English-speaking nation needs to invite me, and to help me get connected. 
 
Thank-you for considering your possibility to help.  
…  
 
 
 

30.   Thirtieth International Plea 
 
Sent: Monday, June 14, 2010 4:22 PM 
Subject: Seeking Christian rescue away from satanic Sweden's heartless pastors. 

 
A plea for human help – and a prayer request: Christian unmarried man ousted from Swedish 

society and currently without humane future in Sweden, because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and 

heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s aggressively antichristian regime and culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to help. And thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray 
for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

29.   Twenty-ninth International Plea 
 
Sent: Saturday, May 29, 2010 12:27 AM 

Subject: Need Christian rescue from satanic Sweden's inhumane pastors. 

 
A plea for human help – and a prayer request:  

Christian unmarried man ousted from Swedish society and currently without humane future in 
Sweden, because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 

aggressively antichristian regime and culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 

…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to help. And thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray 
for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

28.   Twenty-eighth International Plea 
 
Sent: Saturday, May 15, 2010 2:09 AM 

Subject: A plea for refuge away from Sweden's evil pastors.  

 
A plea for human help – and a prayer request:  

Christian unmarried man ousted from Swedish society and currently without humane future in 
Sweden, because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 

aggressively antichristian regime and culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to help. And thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray 
for a Godly solution! 
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Torsten Nenzen 
 
 

 

27.   Twenty-seventh International Plea 
 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 11:20 AM 

Subject: Seeking refuge away from Sweden's evil pastors. 

 
A plea for human help – and a prayer request:  

Christian unmarried man ousted from Swedish society and currently without humane future in 
Sweden, because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 

aggressively antichristian regime and culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to help. And thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray 
for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

26.   Twenty-sixth International Plea 
 
Sent: Thursday, April 15, 2010 11:54 PM 

Subject: Seeking refuge from Sweden's evil priests to a compassionate Christian church outside of Sweden. 

 
A plea for human help – and a prayer request:  

Christian unmarried man ousted from Swedish society and currently without humane future in 
Sweden, because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 

aggressively antichristian regime and culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to help. And thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray 
for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

25.   Twenty-fifth International Plea 
 
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2010 10:03 PM 

Subject: Seek Christian rescue from evil Sweden. 

 
A plea for human help – and a prayer request:  

Christian unmarried man ousted from Swedish society and currently without humane future in 
Sweden, because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 

antichristian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to help. And thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray 
for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

24.   Twenty-fourth International Plea 
 
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 6:45 PM 

Subject: In need of a Christian rescue. 

 
A plea for human help – and a prayer request:  

Christian unmarried man ousted from Swedish society and currently without humane future in 
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Sweden, because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 
antichristian culture. 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 

…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to help. And thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray 
for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

23.   Twenty-third International Plea 
 
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 9:37 PM 

Subject: Seek Christian rescue from satanic Sweden. 

 
A plea for human help – and a prayer request:  

Christian unmarried man ousted from Swedish society and currently without humane future in 
Sweden, because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 

antichristian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to help. And thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray 
for a Godly solution! 

 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

22.   Twenty-second International Plea 
 
Sent: Monday, February 15, 2010 11:58 AM 
Subject: Seek Christian rescue from Sweden. 

 
A plea for human help – and a prayer request:  

Christian unmarried man ousted from Swedish society and currently without humane future in 
Sweden, because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 

antichristian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to help. And thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray 
for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

21.   Twenty-first International Plea 
 
Sent: Sunday, January 31, 2010 10:11 PM 

Subject: Need Christian rescue from satanic Sweden's inhumane priests. 

 
A plea for human help – and a prayer request:  

Christian unmarried man ousted from Swedish society and currently without humane future in 
Sweden, because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests, and due to Sweden’s 

antichristian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to help. And thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray 
for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
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20.   Twentieth International Plea 
 
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2010 10:08 AM 

Subject: Need Christian rescue from satanic Sweden. 

 
A plea for human help – and a prayer request: Christian unmarried man ousted from Swedish 

society and currently without future in Sweden, because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic 
priests, and due to Sweden’s antichristian culture. 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you for considering your possibility to help. And thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray 
for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

19.   Nineteenth International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Thursday, December 31, 2009 12:02 PM 

Subject: No Christian friends within Sweden. 

 
A prayer request – and petition for real human help: Christian unmarried man ousted from Swedish 
society and currently without future in Sweden, because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic 

priests, and due to Sweden’s antichristian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Sweden is a secularised extremist, antichristian, anti-Semitic, abortion-promoting, sciencephobic, anti-family, 
morally confused, cowardly, corrupt and thoroughly rotten nation - a nation of the shadow of death. All 
international students that I have spoken with at universities in Sweden, and those students I have mentored, 
without exception express varying degree of concern regarding the anti-social and unfriendly nature of Swedish 
people. 
…  
Attached to this letter is a pdf-file (www.nenzen.net/KERYGMA522.pdf) of my personal profile on 
www.Christiancafe.com, where I actively have searched for companionship with a Christian woman the past eight 
years. Would you please help by forwarding the attached pdf-file to anyone who you think may be appropriate. I 
would much appreciate your help. Without concrete assistance in this matter there is no relationship potential. 
Without trying - nothing happens. 
…  
Thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

18.   Eighteenth International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2009 12:41 PM 

Subject: Not one Christian friend within Sweden. 

 
A prayer request – and petition for real human help: Christian unmarried man ousted from Swedish 
society and currently without future in Sweden, because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic 

priests, and due to Sweden’s antichristian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray for a Godly solution! 
 

Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

17.   Seventeenth International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2009 11:31 PM 

Subject: Acquaintances - but not one Christian friend within Sweden. 

http://www.nenzen.net/KERYGMA522.pdf
http://www.christiancafe.com/
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A prayer request – and petition for real human help: Christian unmarried man ousted from Swedish 
society and currently without future in Sweden, because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic 

priests, and due to Sweden’s antichristian culture. 
 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Please visualise this life situation: After more than fifteen years (15 years!!) of daily fervent prayers for God to 
find a Christian woman interested in communication, friendship and marriage, and after six years (6 years!) of 
regularly emailing my plea for help to every denominational church all over Sweden concerning my despairing 
need for help in meeting a Christian woman, and after several pleas for prayer support concerning my need for 
church fellowship and marriage during the past three years (3 years!) to caring non-Swedish churches and 
international ministries such as yours, my conviction in a prayer-alone solution is weakened. Logically, a human 
person needs to become the solution towards relational assistance, as we are social beings by design. No Christian 
in Sweden wants to be a helping friend. Although I have many Christian acquaintances I do not have one Christian 
friend within Sweden. Because no Christian in Sweden is a friend and no one wants to help, it appears impossible 
to resolve my circumstantial crisis within Sweden. No pastor/priest in Sweden knows me or speaks with me, and 
no Christian acquaintance in Sweden is a friend. Simply expressed: Christians in Sweden don’t care. Therefore, 
perhaps the prayer-alone solution is a non-solution. Perhaps God is waiting to find a human of God’s avail, a 
willing Christian, to become the help I need - so that I can meet and communicate with a Christian woman. Based 
on my knowledge and experience of Sweden, a nation impoverished from lack of social capital, I assess of my 
situation that only humans outside of Sweden will be able to become the Christian friend that I need. 
…  
Thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

16.   Sixteenth International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Saturday, October 31, 2009 3:35 AM 

Subject: No Christian compassion within Sweden.  

 
Prayer request for Sweden’s heartless pastors and Sweden’s heretic priests.  

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 

…  
Thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

15.   Fifteenth International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Saturday, September 26, 2009 1:02 AM 

Subject: Malicious Swedish pastors in antichristian Sweden. 

 
Prayer request for Sweden’s heartless pastors and Sweden’s heretic priests.  

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Swedish pastors have this September 2009 maliciously spam-reported my pleas for help instead of 
communicating with me, thus closing my domains nenzen.org and glocalnet.de, in their sole purpose to harm.  
…  
Thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

14.   Fourteenth International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2009 11:56 PM 

Subject: Impious and inhumane Swedish priests in antichristian Sweden. 

 
Prayer request for Sweden’s evil priests and Sweden’s anti-Christian government. 
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Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray for a Godly solution! 

 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

13.   Thirteenth International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Monday, June 01, 2009 12:00 PM 
Subject: Heartless Swedish pastors in antichristian Sweden.  

 
Prayer request for Sweden’s inhumane pastors and Sweden’s anti-Christian government. 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

12.   Twelfth International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2009 10:33 PM 

Subject: Inhumane Swedish pastors in antichristian Sweden.  

 
Prayer request for the inhumane pastors in Sweden 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

11.   Eleventh International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Saturday, January 31, 2009 8:07 PM 

Subject: Inhumane Swedish pastors in Anti-Christian Sweden.  

 
A continued personal prayer request 

 

Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

10.   Tenth International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Sunday, November 30, 2008 5:30 PM 

Subject: Swedish pastors are cruel.  

 
A continued personal prayer request 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
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9.   Ninth International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Monday, September 29, 2008 4:46 PM 

Subject: Swedish pastors are ruthless.  

 
A continued personal prayer request 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

8.   Eighth International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2008 1:33 AM 

Subject: A continued prayer request.  

 
A continued personal prayer request 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

7.   Seventh International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2008 2:11 PM 

Subject: A continued prayer request.  

 
A continued personal prayer request 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you, once again, for wanting to continue to pray for a Godly solution! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

6.   Sixth International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2008 12:38 AM 

Subject: A continued prayer request.  

 
A continued personal prayer request 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you, once again, for praying! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

5.   Fifth International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2007 8:47 PM 

Subject: A continued prayer request. 

 
A continued personal prayer request 
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Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you, once again, for praying! 

 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

4.   Fourth International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2007 9:55 PM 
Subject: A prayer request. 

 
A personal prayer request 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you, once again, for praying! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

3.   Third International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Sunday, April 15, 2007 3:47 PM 

Subject: A personal prayer request 

 
A personal prayer request 

 
Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you for praying! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

2.   Second International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Friday, January 19, 2007 10:25 PM 

Subject: Swedish pastors. 

 
A personal prayer request 

 

Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 
…  
Thank-you for praying! 
 
Torsten Nenzen 
 
 
 

1.   First International Prayer Request 
 
Sent: Sunday, August 27, 2006 5:18 AM 

Subject: request for prayer 

 

A personal prayer request and public bulletin of contemporary 
Christianity in Sweden 

 

Dear Pastors and Ministry leaders, 

 

Will you please help to pray for Sweden? 
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I am contacting you because of an urgent personal need and because of the depraved 

church governance in Sweden. My name is Torsten. I am a normal 39 years old man and 

I have never been married. I was raised in British Columbia, Canada but moved as an adult 

to Sweden. I strongly desire to share my love with a Christian woman within marriage and 

have, consequently, prayed regularly the past fifteen years for God’s blessing of a wife. 

The past ten years of daily prayers for a wife have included many grieving and painful tears 

in longing for marital companionship. I also grieve over human loneliness and social 

exclusion due to the lack of compassionate and humane pastors in Sweden.  

 

There are principally two obstacles creating this very difficult life situation of wanting to 

marry but finding no-one. Firstly, I live in Sweden. Sweden admirably is a state of relative 

socio-economic equity, but is also a nation impoverished from lack of social capital. 

Swedish Christian women are generally feministic and proud, and culturally somewhat 

fearful/shy/suspicious to new contacts – especially for one-to-one conversations. Secondly, 

I do not belong to a Christian church and therefore I do not have the possibility to become 

acquainted with any Christians. I was excommunicated 2002 from a Swedish Pentecostal 

church without a given reason or explanation.  

 

One of the Pentecostal denomination’s sectarian churches (Stockholm Karisma Center) 

excommunicated me 2002 without informing me of a reason. After half a year from being 

excommunicated, an unofficial source informed me that “The purpose of the 

excommunication was to help you along the way.” This exact statement was later reiterated 

by a pastor of the Swedish Pentecostal denomination. Because the church would not 

explain the excommunication with any other statement, I requested that the director of 

the Swedish Pentecostal denomination (www.pingst.se) would investigate the church and 

provide me with a reason for the excommunication. After several months, the Swedish 

Pentecostal denomination simply concluded that “We cannot see any reason to 

excommunicate, but you have been defined as a difficult person. We cannot acquit you.” 

The Swedish Pentecostal denomination’s singular argument for myself being a “difficult 

person” was the fact that the Swedish Vineyard denomination 1997 expelled me from 

further studies at Vineyard Theological School in Stockholm.  

 

The Swedish Vineyard denomination expelled me from further studies at Vineyard 

Theological School in Stockholm 1997 because of two unexplainable reasons. The Swedish 

pastor motivated my expulsion from the Swedish Vineyard by two cryptic statements “You 

are not the sort of person we want to approve. You have emotional problems.” I directly 

asked the Swedish pastor what he meant. The Swedish pastor curtly replied “I understand 

that you do not understand.” After one week I emailed the Swedish pastor and asked him 

again what he meant with his motivation for expulsion. This time, the Swedish pastor lied 

and denied that I had been expelled. After another week, the Swedish pastor had changed 

his mind again and answered “You may remain in Vineyard Theological School, but you 

can not attend my lectures.” After the Swedish pastor’s lies I did not want to return to that 

theological school. Even to this very day, this Swedish Vineyard pastor’s unexplainable 

actions and unsubstantiated accusations against my person function as a reason that the 

Swedish Pentecostal denomination cannot acquit me of charges of being a “difficult 

person”. Since the Swedish Vineyard pastor has had ample opportunity the past almost 

ten years to explain his words and deeds, and yet has not, I will publicly guess what 

happened. Probably, the Swedish pastor thought I was a homosexual. In 1997 it was a 

trendy fashion to have slightly longer hair in the neck in the form of a ponytail. Also I 

followed that trend and therefore had a ponytail with a thin pink stretchable string to tie 

the hair. I have never been, am not, and shall never be a homosexual. I am sexually 

attracted only to women.  

 

Since the excommunication from the Swedish church 2002, I have pleaded with most 

churches in Sweden for any church to want to welcome me as a member of their church 

and to want to assist my search for a wife. The past ten months I have pleaded each week 

to over 1000 Christian churches in Sweden that any pastor would want to welcome me and 

http://www.pingst.se/
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help. Unfortunately, not one pastor in all of Sweden wants to welcome and help, but the 

response from Swedish pastors are instead falsely accusatory, presumptuous and 

discourteous. Most of the Swedish pastors reply with false accusations against my person 

in an unchristian manner. Swedish pastors are each week revealing themselves to be 

inhumane and uncompassionate. Every public letter sent to Swedish churches is published 

at www.kyrkor.be.  

 

As I will only marry a girl who loves Jesus Christ more than she would love me, I would 

expect to find a woman of God within a church context. Therefore, I have inquired with 

churches all over Sweden if anyone cares to assist the search for Christian fellowship with 

Christian singles, as to enable commencing a relationship process that may progress into 

marriage. Most Swedish pastors, however, nurture church cultures characterized by 

superficial communication and inhibit establishment of settings that would make genuine 

Christian relationships (accountable discipleship) attainable. Moreover, many pastors in 

Sweden actively suppress evangelical truth and its proponents.  

 

Last year 2005 I applied for full time theological studies at a university college; Stockholm 

School of Theology (www.ths.se). My application for theological studies at the Swedish 

university was denied by the university rector. The Swedish rector created an additional 

qualification requirement only for me. The rector illegitimately required that the Swedish 

college would not accept my application until I would apologize for having sent a letter to 

the college on the topic of homosexuality. Through the evangelism project I initiated in 

1999 Jesus Loves Sweden (www.helig.com/index_e.html), I had sent an article where I 

proclaimed and argued that homosexuality is a sin against God 

(www.helig.com/opinion_archive.html). All members of the Swedish parliament received the same 

letter, as did all national newspapers. The members of parliament did not demonstrate as 

much opposition to the letter as did the Swedish Christian institutions. The Swedish 

theological college’s refusal of my application for studies is a blatant discrimination against 

those who hold to the view that homosexuality is a sin against God. This case (15929/06) 

is currently being decided at the European Court of Human Rights. 

 

This year 2006 I applied for theological studies at two other university colleges in Sweden: 

Orebro Missionsskola (www.orebromissionsskola.se), and Johannelunds teologiska hogskola 

(www.johannelund.nu). Both Swedish university colleges rejected my application. Orebro 

Missionsskola rejected my application because I could not provide any references. I am 

excommunicated from Swedish churches and thereby no pastor in Sweden knows me, and 

therefore no pastor can recommend me. Because no pastor in Sweden can recommend me 

I requested that the theological college, instead of the required recommendations, would 

personally interview me. They agreed and did instead interview me over the telephone. 

Not until I requested a reason why I had not been selected for studies did the Swedish 

theological college explain that the agreed interview would not replace the requirement of 

recommendations. As a result of Swedish pastors’ evils through unrighteous 

excommunication from church, and because of uncompassionate Swedish pastors’ 

unwillingness to welcome and help into any other church – I am not permitted to study 

theology in Sweden. The other theological university, Johannelunds teologiska hogskola, 

rejected my application because I stated that I could not foresee myself working within a 

Swedish church, as probably no church in Sweden would want to employ me, and because 

my primary concern is evangelism. The Swedish theological university will apparently only 

accept students who guarantee that they want to be employed within a Swedish church. 

The Apostle Paul’s example of self-financing is apparently not acceptable. Evangelists and 

missionaries are not allowed to study theology. 

 

In essence, this is my experience in Sweden: Evil is just as prevalent within the Swedish 

churches as outside the churches. In general, Swedish pastors are among the greatest 

hypocrites in Sweden. The greatest opposition towards evangelizing the gospel truths in 

Sweden does not come from any political party or government – the strongest opposition 

comes from the well established Christian churches. 

http://www.kyrkor.be/
http://www.ths.se/
http://www.helig.com/index_e.html
http://www.helig.com/opinion_archive.html
http://www.orebromissionsskola.se/
http://www.johannelund.nu/
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May I please ask that you will pray for these natural and simple needs: 

 

1) Pray for compassionate pastors within Sweden. 

2) Pray for a church in Sweden that will want to welcome and assist. 

 

Thank-you for praying for Sweden. 

 

Torsten Nenzén 

 

Stockholm, Sweden 
Website: www.nenzen.net 

Email: torsten@glocalnet.de 

Home phone:  +46 8 7113377 

 
 

http://www.nenzen.net/
http://www.nenzen.net/
mailto:torsten@glocalnet.de
mailto:torsten@glocalnet.de

